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PREFACE

This book is designed primarily for those who have more than a

casual interest in the history of early Greek thought ;
but by trans-

lating all Greek passages, and confining some of the more detailed

discussion to small-type notes at the end of paragraphs, we have

also aimed to make the book useful for those students of the history

of philosophy or science who have no previous acquaintance with

this important and fascinating field.

Two points should be emphasized. First,we have limited ourscope
to the chief Presocratic 'physicists' and their forerunners, whose
main preoccupation was with the nature (physis) and coherence

of things as a whole. More specialized scientific interests were

simultaneously developing throughout the sixth and fifth centuries

B.C., especially in mathematics, astronomy, geography, medicine

and biology ;
but for lack of space, and to some extent of evidence,

we have not pursued these topics beyond the interests of the chief

physicists. We have also excluded the Sophists, whose positive

philosophical contribution, often exaggerated, lay mainly in the

fields of epistemology and semantics. Secondly, we have not set

out to produce a necessarily orthodox exposition (if, indeed, such

a thing is conceivable in a field where opinion is changing so

rapidly), but have preferred in many places to put forward our

own interpretations. At the same time we have usually mentioned

other interpretations of disputed points, and have always tried to

present the reader with the main materials for the formation of his

own judgement.
The part of the book dealing with the Ionian tradition, in-

cluding its forerunners and also the atomists and Diogenes (i.e.

chapters i-vi, xvn and xvm), with the note on the sources, is by
G. S. Kirk, while the part dealing with the Italian tradition, and

also the chapters on Anaxagoras and Archelaus (i.e. chapters vn-

xvi), are by J. E. Raven. The contributions of each author were of

course subjected to detailed criticism by the other, and the planning
of the book as a whole is by both.

The scale of different sections of the book is admittedly rather

variable. Where the evidence is fuller and clearer particularly
where considerable fragments survive, as for example in the case

vii
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of Parmenides the commentary can naturally be shorter; where

the evidence is sparser and more confusing, as for example in the

case of Anaximander or the Pythagoreans, our own explanations
must be longer and more involved. Chapter i in particular, which

deals with a part of the subject which is often neglected, is perhaps
more detailed in parts than its ultimate importance demands, and

non-specialists are advised to leave it until last.

Only the most important texts have been quoted, and those in

an inevitably personal selection. For a nearly complete collection

of fragments and testimonies the reader should turn to H. Diels,

Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (5th and later editions, Berlin,

1934-54, edited by W. Kranz). This fundamental work is referred

to by the abbreviation DK. Where a DK number (e.g. DK28 A 12)

is appended to the reference of a passage quoted in the present

work, this means that DK, in the section referred to, quotes more
of the passage in question than we do. DK references are omitted

where less, or no more, of the text is given, and also in the case of

fragments (where the fragment-number, always in Diels' numera-

tion, is the same as the number in the relevant B-section in DK).
Where supplements occur in texts quoted, without further in-

formation, they are usually by Diels, and reference may be made
to the textual notes in DK.
We are obviously indebted to many friends for suggestions and

help; and also, as goes without saying, to previous writers like

Zellcr, Burnet, Cornford, Ross and Cherniss. Many of these debts

are recorded in the text. For typographical advice and assistance

we are indebted to the printing staff of the Cambridge University
Press. H. Lloyd-Jones and I. R. D. Mathewson read the proofs

and made many valuable suggestions. Another outstanding con-

tribution was made by F. H. Sandbach, whose numerous acute

and learned comments on the final draft were of the utmost value,

and to whom^ as an unworthy offering, we should like to dedicate

this book.

G.S.K.

J.E.R.
CAMBRIDGE

May
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References to the commentators on Aristotle (e.g. Simplicius and

Alexander) are by page-number and line-number in the appro-

priate volume of the Berlin Academy Commentaria in Aristotelem

Graeca.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

THE SOURCES FOR PRESOCRATIC
PHILOSOPHY

A. DIRECT QUOTATIONS
The actual fragments of the Presocratic thinkers are preserved as

quotations in subsequent ancient authors, from Plato in the fourth

century B.C. to Simplicius in the sixth century A.D., and even, in

rare cases, to late Byzantine writers like John Tzetzes. The date of

the source in which a quotation occurs is not, of course, a reliable

guide to its accuracy. Thus Plato is notoriously lax in his quota-
tions from all sources

;
he often mixes quotation with paraphrase,

and his attitude to his predecessors is frequently not objective but

humorous or ironical. The Neoplatonist Simplicius, on the other

hand, who lived a whole millennium after the Presocratics, made

long and evidently accurate quotations, in particular from

Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras and Diogenes of Apollonia;
not for the sake of literary embellishment, but because in his

commentaries on the Physics and de caelo of Aristotle he found it

necessary to expound Aristotle's views on his predecessors by set-

ting down their actual words. At times Simplicius did this at

greater length than was essential because, as he tells us, a particular
ancient work had become so rare.

Aristotle, like Plato, gave comparatively few direct quotations,
and his main value is as a summarizer and critic of earlier thinkers.

Apart from Plato, Aristotle, and Simplicius, the following notable

sources of verbatim extracts may be singled out for special mention:

(i) Plutarch, the Academic philosopher, historian and essayist

of the second century A.D., in his extensive Moral Essays made
hundreds of quotations (often expanded, interpolated or partly re-

worded by himself) from the Presocratic thinkers.

(ii) Sextus 'Empiricus', the Sceptic philosopher and physician
of the late second century A.D., expounded the theories of Aenesi-

demus, who lived some two centuries earlier and himself relied to

a great extent on Hellenistic sources. Sextus quotes many early

passages bearing on cognition and the reliability of the senses.
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(iii) Clement ofAlexandria, the learned head ofthe Catechetical

school, lived in the second half of the second century A.D. and the

early years of the third. A convert to Christianity, Clement

nevertheless maintained his interest in Greek literature of all

kinds, and used a wide knowledge and a remarkable memory
to point his comparisons between paganism and Christianity

with frequent quotations from the Greek poets and philosophers

(chiefly in his Protrepticus and the eight books of Stromateis or

Miscellanies) .

(iv) Hippolytus, bishop of Rome in the third century A.D.,

wrote a Refutation of all Heresies in nine books, which attacked

Christian heresies by claiming them to be revivals of pagan philo-

sophy. For example, the Noetian heresy was a revival of Heraclitus'

theory of the coincidence of opposites a contention which

Hippolytus attempted to substantiate by the quotation of no less

than seventeen sayings of Heraclitus, many of them otherwise

unknown.

(v) Diogenes Laertius compiled, probably in the third century

A.D., a trivial but from our point of view important Lives of
Famous Philosophers in ten books. In his biographical and doxo-

graphical notices, derived mainly from Hellenistic sources, he

included occasional short quotations.

(vi) John Stobaeus, the fifth-century A.D. anthologist, assembled

in his Anthologium educative extracts from the whole range ofGreek

literature, but with special emphasis on ethical sayings. Many
Presocratic fragments (notably of Democritus) are preserved by
him, often in a somewhat impure form. Stobaeus' main sources

were the handbooks and compendia which proliferated in the

Alexandrian period.
In addition to the main sources noted above, quotations from

the Presocratics occur here and there in many other ancient

writers : in Stoics like Marcus Aurelius and eclectics like Maximus
of Tyre; in Christian writers other than Clement and Hippolytus,
for example in Origen; occasionally in Aetius (see B, 4, b; direct

quotations in Aetius are rare) ;
in technical authors like Galen the

doctor, Strabo the geographer and Athenaeus the anthologist of

food and drink; and, not least important, in Neoplatonic writers

from Numenius, Plotinus, Porphyry and lamblichus (the last two

ofwhom wrote on Pythagoras) down to Proclus and, of course, the

invaluable Simplicius.
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To conclude these notes on the sources of direct quotations, it

must be emphasized that the author of a direct quotation need not

have seen the original work, since summaries, anthologies and

compendia of every kind, produced in large numbers in the three

centuries following the foundation ofAlexandria, were regarded as

an adequate substitute for most prose originals of a technical

nature.

B. TESTIMONIA

(1) PLATO is the earliest commentator on the Presocratics

(though there were occasional references in Euripides and Aristo-

phanes). His comments, however, are for the most part only casual

ones, inspired, like many ofhis quotations, by irony or amusement.

Thus his references to Heraclitus, Parmenidcs and Empedocles are

more often than not light-hearted obiter dicta, and one-sided or exag-

gerated ones at that, rather than sober and objective historical

judgements. Provided this is recognized, Plato has much ofvalue

to tell us. One passage, Phaedo 96 ff., gives a useful but briefsurvey
of fifth-century physical preoccupations.

(2) ARISTOTLE gave more serious attention to his philosophical

predecessors than Plato had done, and prefaced some of his

treatises with formal surveys of their opinions, notably in Meta-

physics A. However, his judgements are often distorted by his view

of earlier philosophy as a stumbling progress towards the truth

that Aristotle himself revealed in his physical doctrines, especially

those concerning causation. There are also, of course, many acute

and valuable criticisms, and a store of factual information.

(3) THEOPHRASTUS undertook the history of previous philo-

sophy, from Thales to Plato, as part of his contribution to the

encyclopaedic activity organized by his master Aristotle just as

Eudemus undertook the history of theology, astronomy and mathe-

matics and Menon that of medicine. According to Diogenes
Laertius

5

list of his works, Theophrastus wrote sixteen (or eighteen)

books of Physical Opinions (or Opinions of the Physicists; the Greek

genitive is OUCTIKCOV 8ocov) ;
these were later epitomized in two

volumes. Only the last book, On sensation, is extant in its greaterpart ;

but important extracts from the first book, On material principles,

were copied down by Simplicius in his commentary on Aristotle's

Physics. (Some of these extracts Simplicius derived from lost com-

mentaries by the important Peripatetic commentator Alexander
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of Aphrodisias.) In this first book Theophrastus treated the

different thinkers in roughly chronological order, adding their

city, patronymic, and sometimes date or mutual relationship. In

the remaining books the order was chronological only within the

main logical divisions. In addition to the general history Theo-

phrastus wrote special works on Anaximenes, Empedocles, Anaxa-

goras, Archelaus, and (in several volumes) Democritus. These

have unfortunately perished; presumably Theophrastus went to

greater pains to consult the original sources for these thinkers.

From the available evidence, however, his judgements even on

them were often derived directly from Aristotle, without much

attempt to apply a new and objective criticism.

(4) THE DOXOGRAPHIGAL TRADITION. (a) Its general nature.

Theophrastus' great work became the standard authority for

the ancient world on Presocratic philosophy, and is the source

of most subsequent collections of 'opinions' (86ai, ccp&TKOVTCc

or placita). These collections took different forms, (i) In close

reproductions of Theophrastus' arrangement each major topic

was considered in a separate section, the different thinkers

being treated successively within each section. This was the

method of Aetius and his source, the
'

Vetusta Placita' (see p. 5).

(ii) Biographical doxographers considered all the opinions of each

philosopher together, in company with details ofhis life supplied,

to a large extent, by the febrile imaginations of Hellenistic bio-

graphers and historians like Hermippus of Smyrna, Hieronymus of

Rhodes and Neanthes of Cyzicus. The result is exemplified in the

biographical medley of Diogenes Laertius. (iii) Another type of

doxographical work is seen in the AiaBoxoci, or accounts of philo-

sophical successions. Its originator was the Peripatetic Sotion of

Alexandria, who around 200 B.C. wrote a survey of previous

philosophers arranged by schools. The known thinkers were

related to each other in a descending line ofmaster and pupil (here

Sotion was extending and formalizing a process begun by Theo-

phrastus) ;
in addition, the Ionian school was clearly distinguished

from the Italian. Many of the patristic doxographical summaries

(notably those in Eusebius, Irenaeus, Arnobius, Theodoretus

who, however, also made direct use of Aetius and St Augustine)
were based on the brief accounts in the Succession-writers.

(iv) The chronographer Apollodorus of Alexandria composed, in

the middle of the second century B.C., a metrical account of the
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dates and opinions of the philosophers. This rested partly on

Sotion's division into schools and masters, partly on the chronology
of Eratosthenes, who had sensibly assigned dates to artists, philo-

sophers and writers as well as to political events. Apollodorus
filled in the gaps left by Eratosthenes, on very arbitrary principles :

a philosopher's acme or period of chief activity was assumed to be

at the age of forty, and was made to coincide with the nearest of

a number of major chronological epochs, for example the capture
of Sardis in 546/5 B.C. or the foundation of Thurii in 444/3.

Further, a supposed pupil was always made forty years younger
than his supposed master.

(b) Aetius and the 'Vetusta Placita\ Two extant doxographical

summaries, closely resembling each other, were independently
derived from a lost original the collection of Opinions made by
Aetius, an otherwise unknown compilator, probably of the second

century A.D., whose name is known from a reference in Theo-

doretus. These extant summaries are the Epitome ofphysical opinions,

in five books, which falsely claims to be by Plutarch; and the

Physical extracts which appear in book i (for the most part) of

Stobaeus' Anthologium. (From the former, which was widely read,

are derived notices in pseudo-Galen, Athenagoras, Achilles and

Cyril.) Dicls in his great Doxographi Graeci arranged these two

sources in parallel columns as the Placita of Aetius. This forms our

most extensive, if not always our most accurate, doxographical

authority.

Aetius' work was based, not directly on Theophrastus* history,

but upon an intermediate summary of it produced, probably, in

the Posidonian school in the first century B.C. This lost work was

named by Diels the Vetusta Placita. In it Stoic, Epicurean and

Peripatetic opinions were added to those recorded by Theo-

phrastus, and much that was derived from Theophrastus was

subjected to Stoic re-formulation. Aetius himself added further

Stoic and Epicurean opinions, as well as a few definitions and

introductory comments. A direct use of the Vetusta Placita was

made by Varro (in Censorinus' de die natali), and is seen also in the

brief doxography in Cicero, Academica priora n, 37, 118.

(c) Other important doxographical sources, (i) Hippolytus. The first

book of his Refutation of all Heresies, the so-called Philosophoumena

once attributed to Origen, is a biographical doxography containing

separate accounts of the main philosophers. The sections on
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Thales, Pythagoras, Empedocles, Heraclitus, the Eleatics and the

Atomists come from a trifling biographical summary and are of

small value, unlike those on Anaximander, Anaximenes, Anaxa-

goras, Archelaus and Xenophanes, which come from a fuller and

much more valuable biographical source. At many points the

comments of the second group are more detailed, and less inac-

curate, than the corresponding ones in Aetius. (ii) The pseudo-

Plutarchean Stromateis. These short 'Miscellanies' (which must be

distinguished from the Epitome, from Aetius, also ascribed to

Plutarch) are preserved by Eusebius; they come from a source

similar to that of the second group in Hippolytus. They differ in

that they concentrate on the subject-matter of the earlier books in

Theophrastus, those that dealt with the material principle, cosmo-

gony, and the heavenly bodies; and they contain much verbiage
and pretentious interpretation. However, some important details

are preserved which do not occur elsewhere, (iii) Diogenes

Laertius. Apart from biographical details culled from many
sources, some useful chronological data from Apollodorus, and

deplorable epigrams from the pen ofDiogenes himself, the opinions
of each thinker are usually set out in two distinct doxographical
notes: the first (what Diogenes called the Ke9ccAccicb5r|$ or sum-

mary account) from a worthless biographical source like that used

by Hippolytus in the first group, and the second (the ETT! nepou$
or detailed account) from a fuller and more reliable epitome like

that used by Hippolytus for his second group.

(5) CONCLUSION. It must be remembered that many writers

who were independent of the direct Theophrastean tradition are

known to have devoted special works to the early philosophers. For

example the fourth-century-B.c. Academic, Heraclides of Pontus,

wrote four books on Heraclitus, and so did the Stoic Cleanthes;
while Aristotle's pupil Aristoxenus wrote biographies which

included one of Pythagoras. Allowance must be made, therefore,

for the possibility of isolated non-Theophrastean judgements

appearing in later eclectic sources like Plutarch or Clement;

though most such judgements that we can recognize show signs,

nevertheless, of Aristotelian, or of Stoic, Epicurean, or Sceptic,

influence. Theophrastus remains the main source of information,

and his work is known to us through the doxographers, through
the quotations by Simplicius, and through the extant de sensu.

From these it is evident that Theophrastus was strongly influenced
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by Aristotle who, as has been stated, did not aim, as Theo-

phrastus should have done, at extreme historical objectivity.

Theophrastus was no more successful than is to be expected in

understanding the motives of an earlier period and a different

world of thought; a further defect was that, once having extracted

a general pattern of explanations, particularly for cosmological

events, he tended to impose it, perhaps too boldly, in cases where

he lacked full evidence cases which seem to have been not

infrequent. Thus it is legitimate to feel complete confidence in our

understanding of a Presocratic thinker only when the Aristotelian

or Theophrastean interpretation, even if it can be accurately

reconstructed, is confirmed by relevant and well-authenticated

extracts from the philosopher himself.



CHAPTER I

THE FORERUNNERS OF
PHILOSOPHICAL COSMOGONY

In this long preliminary chapter certain ideas are examined which

are not truly 'philosophical'; they are mythological rather than

rationalistic in context, but may nevertheless appear as significant

preludes to the truly rational attempts to explain the world, attempts
which began with Thales.

We are not concerned here with pure mythology, but with

concepts which, although expressed in the language and through
the personages of myth, arc not mythopoeic in kind but are the

result ofa direct, empirical, non-symbolical way ofthinking. These

quasi-rationalistic views ofthe world are most frequently concerned

with its earliest history, starting from its actual birth or creation
;

for this way of thinking was incidental to the attempt (made most

notably by Hesiod in the Theogony) to systematize the manifold

deities of legend by deriving them from a common ancestor or pair
of ancestors at the beginning of the world. Yet the active investiga-

tion of the world's ancestry, whether mainly mythical as in Hesiod

or mainly rational as in the Milesian philosophers, must have been

carried on only by the few. The general structure of the present

world, the common environment of experience, was of wider

interest; and here a common, naive, extroverted but nevertheless

partly mythical account seems to have been widely accepted. It

appears from time to time in Homer and is briefly described in i .

In 2 and 3 two concepts are examined which were later credited

with cosmogonical importance by the Greeks themselves, those of

Okeanos and of Nyx (Night). 4, 5 and 6 are concerned with

three special accounts, all ofprimarily non-philosophical character

but all treating ofcosmogonical topics: first the Hesiodic Theogony',

then the various cosmogonical ideas associated with Orpheus,

finally (at greater and indeed somewhat disproportionate length)
the intriguing but fragmentary views of Pherecydes of Syros. In

the case of Night, and of Orphic cosmogony, the conclusions will

be largely negative : little ofdirect significance for the development
of Presocratic thought is revealed, although in view of constant

8
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assertions to the contrary it is as well to subject the evidence to a

careful scrutiny. Pherecydes may have written his book no earlier

than Anaximander, but its matter is likely to be in part traditional,

and therefore not irrelevant to the state ofcosmogonical speculation
even before Thales. On some points reference will be made to the

comparative mythology of earlier near-eastern cultures, especially

Babylonian, Egyptian, and Hittitc. There are strong similarities

between some of the Greek theogonical and cosmogonical stories

and the theogonical myths of the great river-civilizations and their

neighbours; these similarities help to explain some details of Greek

accounts down to and including Thales. Translations of the main
non-Greek texts are most conveniently to be found in Ancient

Near Eastern Texts relating to the Old Testament, ed. J. B. Pritchard

(Princeton, 2nd ed. 1955), which will be referred to as Pritchard

ANET. Useful summaries, both in the Pelican series, are H. Frank-

fort and others, Before Philosophy* and O. R. Gurney, The Hittites.

Nothing will be said in this chapter about the development of

the concept of the soul. The Homeric idea of the psyche or breath-

soul as an insubstantial image of the body, giving it life and

surviving it in a wretched, bloodless existence in Hades, is too

familiar to need description here. Rohde's Psyche, E. R. Dodds'

The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1951), or chapter 5 of

Jaeger's Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers (Oxford, 1947), give
a good account of the popular, pre-philosophical idea of the soul.

Pythagoras was possibly the first Greek explicitly to treat the soul

as something of moral importance, and Heraclitus first clearly

indicated that knowledge of the soul was relevant to knowledge of

the structure of the cosmos. Yet the conception that the substance

of the soul was related to aither, or to the substance of the stars,

seems from fifth-century B.C. poetical contexts to have existed for

some time already as part of the complex body of popular beliefs,

alongside the distinct Homeric concept of a breath-soul. These

antecedents will be summarized in the chapters on Thales,

Anaximenes, Heraclitus and Empedocles (see pp. 95 ff., isgff., 200,

205 ff., 360). The main object of the earliest deliberate efforts to

explain the world remained the description of its growth from a

simple, and therefore fully comprehensible, beginning. Matters

concerned with human life seemed to belong to a different type of

enquiry, in which the old inherited assumptions, though sometimes
1 American title: The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man.
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inconsistent, were still valid. It is with the derivation ofthe world as

a whole, then, regarded as external to its human centre, that the rest

of this chapter will be mainly concerned. It will nevertheless be

seen that the world's original state, and the method by which it

diversified itself, were imagined anthropomorphically, in terms of

a parent or pair of parents. This genealogical approach persisted

even after the eventual abandonment by the Milesian philosophers
of the traditional mythological framework.

I. THE NAIVE VIEW OF THE WORLD
The popular conception of the nature of the world, which can be

traced mainly in scattered references in Homer, is roughly as

follows. The sky is a solid hemisphere like a bowl (//. 17, 425

XAAxeov oupocvov, cf. Pindar JV. 6, 3-4; oOpccvov is iroAuxocAKov at

H* 5> 54> Od. 3, 2; aiSfjpeov oupavov at Od. 15, 329 and 17, 565.

Solidity aswell as brightness ispresumablyconveyedbythese metallic

epithets). It covers the round flat earth. The lower part of the gap
between earth and sky, up to and including the clouds, contains ccf|p

or mist : theupper part (sometimes called the oupavos itself) is aiQfjp,

aither, the shining upper air, which is sometimes conceived as fiery.

At //. 14, 288 (eAA-rn) 61' f|pos cciOep' ixocvev,
c

the fir-tree reached

through the aer to the aither
9

. Below its surface, the earth stretches

far downwards, and has its roots in or above Tartarus :

1 Homer //. 8, 13 (Zeus speaks)

f\ |juv Acbv ptyco es TApTccpov fjepoevroc

TfjAe nAA', ?Jxi PA01C7TOV VTTO x ov^S eori |3p0pov,
ev0oc aiSrjpeiod T6 iruAai xod x&AKeos ou86$,

Tdacjov vep0* 'AiSeco oaov oOpav6s SCTT" CCTTO

2 Hesiod Theogony 726 (TApTapov)
TOV TT^PI xAAxeov epxos eAfjAaTai djjupt 8^ jjiiv v

irspl 8e(priv ocurap OirepOev

xal

The foundation of Tartarus is thus 'brazen' (and so firm, un-

yielding) like the sky : the symmetry is reflected also in the equal

1 Or seizing him I will hurl him into misty Tartaros, veryfar, where is the deepest gulf
below earth; there are iron gates and brazenfloor, asfar beneath Hades as sky isfrom earth.

2 Around it [Tartaros"] a brazen fence is drawn; and all about it Night in three rows is

poured, around the throat; and above are the roots of earth and unharvested sea.

10
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distance between sky and earth's surface, and earth's surface and
its foundations for 'Hades' in the last line of I seems to be an

illogical variant upon an original 'earth', as in Theogony 720
TOCTCJOV evspQ' OTTO yffe oaov oOpocvos ear' GOTO yccir|$ (

c

as far below,
under earth, as sky is distant from it'). There was a certain vague-
ness about the relationships of Hades, Erebos, and Tartarus,

although Tartarus was certainly the lowest part ofthe underworld.

The symmetry between underworld and overworld was not

complete, of course : the floor of Tartarus was not normally con-

ceived as hemispherical. A variant conception made the earth

stretch downwards indefinitely:

3 Xenophanes fr. 28 (
= 183)

ycciris [Jiev ToSe ireipas avco irapa Troacrlv opocrai

f|pi TrpocjirAdjov, TO KOCTCO 6' Is arrEipov iKverrai.

(Cf. Strabo i, p. 12 Gas.)

This is a later formulation, but again a popular rather than an

intellectual one. There is no great difference in the underlying

thought; the difference is mainly that the mythological geography
is not used here.

Round the edge of the earth-disc, according to the unsophisti-

cated view, flowed the vast river of Okeanos. This concept was of

considerable importance in pre-scientific Greek thought, and is

discussed in the section which follows.

2. OKEANOS

(i)
As the river surrounding the earth, and source of all waters

4 Homer//. 18, 607 (Hephaistos)
ev 5e TiOei TTOTCCIJIOIO [Jieyoc orOevos 'OikeavoTo

avruyoc Trap irup<5cTr|v aiKeos TTUKCC iroir|ToTo.

5 Homer //. 21, 194 (Zeus)

TCO ovSe xpeicov 'AxeAcbios

E oO irep TTcivTes TTOTCcnol xai TTaaa OocAaaaa

xai -rraaai Kpfjvai xal 9pEiarcc paKpoc vocouaiv.

3 Of earth this is the upper limit which we see by ourfeet, in contact with air; but its

underneath continues indefinitely.

4 Heput on it the great might ofriver Okeanos, along the well-made shield's outer rim.

5 Him not even Lord Acheloos equals, nor the great might of deep-flowing Okeanos,

from whom, indeed, all rivers and all sea and all springs and deep wells flow.

II
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6 Herodotus iv, 8 TOV S '(jOxeovov Aoycp HEV Ayovcri (sc.

*EAAr|ve$) OCTTO f)A(ou dcvocToAecov ccp^aiJievov yfjv -rrepi Ttaaav peeiv,

?pyco 6e OUK cnroSEiKvOai. (Cf. also id. n, 21 ; n, 23.)

That Okeanos surrounds the circular surface of the earth, though
not explicitly stated in the Homeric poems, is suggested in 4 (where
the shield made for Achilles is obviously thought of as round), in

9, and by some of the epithets applied to Okeanos especially

ocy6ppoo$,
'

back-flowing
'

(which probablymeans
c

flowingbackinto

itself'). Passages in Euripides and others as well as in Herodotus (6)

show that the idea of a circular surrounding Okeanos was widely

accepted; though occasionally in Homer, especially in the Odyssey,

a looser usage, as the broad outer sea, had already begun to

appear. 4 describes Okeanos as a river, and this too was a com-

monly accepted view : references are frequent to the streams, pood,

of Okeanos. As such, it was presumably composed of fresh water;

and 5 (ofwhich 1. 195 was unwarrantably athetized by Zenodotus)
describes it as the source of all waters, whether fresh or salt,

which are enclosed within its orbit, on or under the earth. The
idea that salt water is simply fresh water somehow flavoured by
the earth was commonly held in the scientific period.

The earth-encircling river differs from other elements of the

popular world-picture in that it cannot be obviously based upon

experience. The sky looks hemispherical and, to some eyes, im-

penetrable; it is called 'brazen', therefore, and treated as ice-like

or solid even by Anaximenes and Empedocles. The earth appears
to be flat, and the horizon to be circular. Yet experience cannot so

easily suggest that the ultimate horizon is bounded by a fresh-

water river. Voyagers may have brought back reports of vast seas

beyond the Mediterranean, but these would be salt. Springs

bubbling up from the earth may suggest underground rivers, but

these need not entail a surrounding river. The possibility must be

considered, then, that this particular conception originated further

east, in the great river-civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia,
and was somehow introduced into Greece and given a specific

Hellenic form. It will be seen (pp. gof.) that Thales' idea of the

earth floating on water was probably so borrowed; and the

coincidences in detail between Greek versions of certain myths,

6 They [the Greeks] affirm in words that Okeanos
', beginning from the sun's risings,

flows round the whole earth, but they give no effective demonstration of this.

12
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and Babylonian or Hittite versions, prove that conceptions not

native either to the Aegean area, or to the proximate culture-

centres of the Greek-speaking peoples before their entry into

Greece, had embedded themselves in Greek thought even by the

time of Hesiod (which we guess to be the seventh century B.C.),

and probably much earlier. These coincidences are briefly dis-

cussed on pp. 33 f. and 36 f. In the second part of the present
section on Okeanos, pp. i8f., the isolated Homeric references to

Okeanos as origin of all things will also appear as a probable
allusion to non-Greek mythological ideas. In Babylonian accounts,

and in some Egyptian versions, the earth was regarded as drying

out, or thrusting itself up, in the midst of the primeval waters. 1

The development ofsuch an idea is not surprising in Mesopotamia,
where the land had indeed been formed from the marshlands

between the two rivers; nor in Egypt, where the fertile land

emerged each year as the Nile floods receded. The earth that

emerges from an indefinite expanse of primeval water will still be

surrounded by water. This docs seem to provide a plausible, though
not a certain, motive for the formation of the Greek concept of

Okeanos. In this popular development of the primeval-water
motif the earth is regarded as being solidly rooted, once it has

emerged, and the indefinite waste ofwater (which seems always to

have been conceived as having an upper limit, a surface) is con-

tracted into a vast but not necessarily illimitable river.2 Thales, on

the other hand, postulated a floating earth and so was not simply

rationalizing the quasi-mythological Okeanos-interpretation.
3

1 Gf. the Babylonian Creation-epic, which originated probably in the

2nd millennium B.C. : tablet I, 1-6 (Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts,

60 f.),
'When on high the heaven had not been named, Firm ground below

had not been called by name, Naught but primordial Apsu, their begetter,

(And) Mummu-Tiamat, she who bore them all, Their waters commingling
as a single body; No reed-hut had been matted, no marshland had

appeared . . . .' (Trans. E. A. Speiser. Apsu and Tiamat were the male and
female principles of primeval water. Sometimes, but perhaps not here,

they represent fresh and salt water respectively.) For Egypt cf. e.g. the

24th-century B.C. text from Heliopolis, ANET p. 3: *O Atum-Kheprer,
thou wast on high on the (primeval) hill . . . .' (The primeval hillock was
the first patch of land to rise above the boundless waters ; it was located in

many different cult-centres, and is symbolized by the pyramid.) Also

another version, from the Book of the Dead (in this form, latter part of

2nd millennium) :

'
I am Atum when I was alone in Nun ; I am Re in his

(first) appearances, when he began to rule that which he had made.'

13
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(Trans. J. A. Wilson. Atum was the creator-god worshipped at Heliopolis

and equated with the sun-god Re. Nun is the primeval expanse ofwaters.)
3 Okeanos has a further bank in the (probably late) underworld-episode
in the Odyssey, and in Hesiod.

3 In origin *60Keav6s was perhaps a non-personal descriptive term, con-

ceivably related to Hittite 'uginna', meaning
*

circle', or Sanskrit

'a-cayana-h
s

, meaning 'that which surrounds*. Its development as a

mythological figure, as sometimes in Homer and Hesiod, must have been

comparatively late; but for Thales it would represent the crude mytho-

logical past.

The encircling river was presupposed in the myth that the sun,

after crossing the sky with his horses and chariot, sails in a golden
bowl round the stream of Okeanos, to the north (as is probably

implied by 'the depths of night' in 8), and so arrives back in the

east just before dawn :

7 Mimnermus fr. 10 Diehl

*HAios jJiev yap TTOVOV eAAaxev fmccTa TT&VTCC,

ouSe KOT' ajjnrauais yiyvsTOu ouSejjrfcc

nrrroiaiv TC KOU CCUTCO, Sirel po8o8cacruAo$ 'Hobs

'(OKECCVOV TrpoAnroOcy' ovpavov iaava[3rj

TOV [aev yap 8id xOjjia 9epei TroAur)pares ewfj

KoiiArj 'htyaiciTOU x^paiv eAt)Aapivr|

Xpvaou TijJLfjevTos, UTTOTrrepos, axpov 69' 08cop

eOBovO* dpiraAecos x^pou 69'
c

EcnT6pi8cov

yaTav es AiOioircov, iva Sf) 0o6v apjjia xai ITTTTOI

earaa', O9p' 'Hcos fjpiyeveia poAr)
*

IvO' ^-TT8pr)<ae0' e>cov oxecov Tirepiovos

8 Stesichorus fr. 6, 1-4 Diehl

'AAios 5* 'YirepioviSas 5eTTas

XpOaeov, &9pa 61* *6i)K6avoTo uepdaas

091x016' iepas TTOT! p^vQea vuKT6s ep|Jivas

TTOT! narpa xoupiBiav T' aAoxov Trdi8as Te 9iAous.

7 Helios gained a portion of toilfor all his days, nor is there ever any restfor his horses

and himselfy when rosy-fingered Dawn, leaving Okeanos, mounts the sky; for him does his

lovely bed bear across the wave, hollow andfashioned by the hands of Hephaestus out of

precious gold, and winged; swiftly does it bear him sleeping over the surface of the water,

from the dwelling of the Hesperides to the land of the Aithiopes, where his swift cfiariot

and his horses stand till early-born Dawn shall come; there does the son of Hyperion
mount his car.

8 Helios son ofHyperion descended into his golden cup, that, havingpassed over Okeanos,

he might come to the depths ofholy, dark night, to his mother and his wedded wife and his

dear children.

14
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This detail is not mentioned in Homer. 1 In Egypt the sun was

conceived as travelling from west to east in a ship, across the sub-

terranean waters. This may or may not have been the origin of

the Greek account; but the choice of a cup or bowl may be based

upon the round shape of the sun itself, and suggests a more

empirical and not wholly mythopoeic approach. In Heraclitus

(227) the sun itself is described as a hollow bowl filled with fire,

and there may have been a popular account of this kind which

gave way to the more graphic conception of the sun as a

charioteer.

1 The sun risesfrom Okeanos (e.g. //. 7, 422), but there is no suggestion of

a vessel of any kind. Perhaps this was taken for granted; but it is also

possible that the idea of the sun sailing round Okeanos is post-Homeric.
At Od. 10, 191 the sun goes under the earth, but this is a unique occurrence

in a passage that bears signs of lateness. The stars in Homer bathe in

Okeanos (e.g. //. 5,6; 1 8, 489) ; they can hardly all have boats, and might
be conceived as going through Okeanos and passing under the earth,

though such details need not have been visualized.

(ii) Okeanos as the source or origin of all things

9 Homer //. 14, 200 (repeated at 14, 301. Hera speaks)

efyi yap 6yoiJievr| TroAu9op(3ov TreipccTcc yociris,

'(A)KOCVOV TS 6ecov yvecnv KOCI jJirjT^pa TqOuv ....

10 Homer //. 14, 244 (Hypnos speaks)

aAAov iaev Kev eycoye 0ecov aleiyev6T<5ccov

peia KaTeuvf)(jaiiJii, xod av TTOTaiaoTo pe0pa
'OOKeavou, 6s rap yeveais TravTecrcn

ZTJVOS 8' OUK av eycoye Kpoviovos cxaaov

ou5e Karevvficjaiu', OTC nr\ auros ye xeAeuoi.

The preceding section outlined the usual account of Okeanos in

Homer. In the present passages the description of Okeanos as

origin of the gods (9) and of all things (10) is unique and un-

expected. Nowhere else in Homer is Okeanos mentioned in terms

remotely resembling these; and it is notable that outside the

particular episode in which these two passages occur, the Aio$

or Deception of Zeus by Hera (//. 14, 153-360 and 15,

9 For I am going to see the limits offertile earthy Okeanos begetter ofgods and mother

Tethys ____

10 Another of the everlasting gods would I easily send to sleep, even the streams of
river Okeanos who is the begetter ofall: but %eus son of Kronos would I not approach) nor

send to sleep, except that he himself so bid me.
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z'm'f.), there is almost nothing in Homer that can reasonably be

construed as specifically cosmogonical or cosmological in content;

that is, as going beyond the accepted outline of what has been

termed the popular world-picture. Even in this episode there is

not very much. 1
Indeed, there is little which might not be

explained without introducing cosmological interpretations, if a

slight oddity of expression is allowed. This might apply even to

Okeanos: 9 and 10 could imply no more than that the river of

Okeanos is the source of all fresh water (as in 5) ;
water is necessary

for life, therefore life must have originated, directly or indirectly,

from Okeanos. This would not explain his parenthood of the gods
in 9; but that could be a poetical extension. It would also involve

limiting the application of TrivTeacji in 10 to living creatures and

plant-life, but again the same kind of poetic looseness might be

presupposed. In any case the application of TrccvTeacn is in doubt;
it might be taken to apply simply to the gods, as in 9, though
without qualification its natural meaning is

'

all things absolutely'.

It must be admitted, however, that the references, ifso understood,
would be pointlessly abbreviated and give a somewhat bizarre

effect.

1
Namely 16 (Night) ; 18 (division of the world between Zeus, Poseidon,

Hades) ; //. 14, 2O3f., 274 (= 15, 225), 279 (the only Homeric references to

Kronos, the Titans and Tartaros except for two important passages in

bk. 8, //. 8, i3fF. and 478 ff.) ; //. 14, 271 ; 15, 37f. (two of the four references

in Homer to Styx as oath of the gods). The last two cases might be regarded
as intrusions with Hesiodic affinities, though they are not derived from the

Hcsiodic poems that we know.

To Plato and Aristotle, however, 9 and 10 certainly seemed to

have some kind of cosmological significance :

11 Plato Theaetetus 152 E . . /O|jir)po$, <6s> ehrcov "G3Kocv6v TE

Oecov yveaiv KCC! jjrjTipa Tnduv' TrdvTcc eipT}Kev exyovoc pofjs Te

Keel Kivfjaecos. (Cf. also 14.)

12 Aristotle Met. AS, 983 b 27 (following 87) dal Si Tives 01 Kcd

TOUS TrainraAatovs Kai iroAO TTpo Tfjs vuv yevcreco$ KCC! irpc/bTous

ovhxos OIOVTOCI (sc. like Thales) -rrspl Tfjs 9ucrecos

11 . . .Homer, who by saying ''Okeanos begetter of gods and mother Tethys
9

declared

all things to be offspring offlux and motion.

12 There are some who think that the very ancient and indeedfirst speculators about the

gods, long before the present age, made the same supposition about nature (sc. as Thales);

16
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CrrroAafteTv 'Oi)xeccv6v TC yap Kal T^Ouv iTroirjaccv Tffe yevaecos

TTCCTepas Kai TOV opxov TCOV Oecov 05cop, TT^V xaAouiJievriv Cnrr* aurcov

ZTuyoc TCOV TTOITJTCOV Tt^tcoTCXTOv iav yap TO TrpeapOrocrov, opxos
6 TO TIHICOTCCTOV IOTIV. (Cf. also 17.)

Plato in ii and elsewhere is obviously not entirely serious in his

treatment of Homer as forerunner of the flux-idea assigned to

Heraclitus, so we cannot be sure of the precise value he attached to

the Homeric Okeanos-passage. Aristotle, on the other hand, quite

certainly took it as a significant anticipation of Thales. The form

of the argument about the Styx in 12 reminds us not always to

accept Aristotle's authority, as a historian of thought, without

question; but later antiquity was persuaded through him to

accept Okeanos and Tethys as representative of an early cosmo-

gonical theory, since Eudemus adduced the same passage (obvious-

ly following Aristotle in 12) in the Peripatetic history of theology.
1

1 As we know from the disagreement of Damascius, the Neoplatonist

writer: 13 Damascius de principiis 124 . . .oO yap caroSeKTeov Ev6i^|iou

AiyovTos OTI onro '6keavoO Kal Tt|0uos apxeTai (sc. "O^pos). (See 19.)

Gf. also Philodemus de pietate 470 (DK.3B5) and Athenagoras 18, p. 20
Schwartz (DKiBis).

It has often been assumed that there is another and earlier class

of testimony for the cosmogonical importance of Okeanos, namely

early Orphic poetry:

14 Plato Cratylus 4026 . . .cxxnrep ocO "O|Jir|pos "toxEccvov re

decoy yvecriv' 9T]aiv
C

KCCI nTyiipa Tt|0uv'- oliaai Be xai
c

Harlo6os.

Ayei Se TTOU xcd 'Op9eu$ OTI

'COxeavos TrpcoTos xccAAfppoos ?]p 6 y&noio,

6s cc xaaiyvr|Tr|v 6^opir|Topa Tr|90v OTTUIGV.

15 Plato Timaeus 4OD-E . . . TreiaTtov 8s TOIS eip^xoaiv 6|ji7rpoa6ev,

exyovots iav Oecov oOatv, ci>s ^ocaocv, <joc9co$ 5e TTOU TOUS ye ocurcov

for they wrote that Okeanos and Tethys were the parents of coming-to-be, and the oath of
the gods water that which by the poets themselves is called Styx; for what is oldest is

most honourable, and the most honourable thing is used as an oath.

13 . . .for we must not accept it when Eudemus says that he [Homer} beginsfrom Okeanos

and Tethys.

14 . . . as Homer, again, says
'

Okeanos begetter of gods and mother Tethys
9

; and I

think Hesiod too. Orpheus, too, says somewhere that ''Fair-streamed Okeanos first began
the marriages, who wed Tethys, his sister by the same mother

9

.

15 . . . we must believe those whoformerly gave utterance, those who were, as they said,

offspring ofthe gods, and must, Isuppose, have truly known theirown ancestors: . . . Okeanos
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npoydvovs el56cnv* . . Tfjs TE xal OupavoO iraiSes '(jOxeavos TE Kal

Tt|0us yev&r6r|v, TOUTCOV 5e OopKus Kpovo$ TE KOCI
ePa Kal oaoi

IJLETOC ToOrcov ....

But the Orphic verses of 14, though earlier than Plato's middle

life, need not be archaic (i.e. as early as the seventh or even the

sixth century B.C.). In any case, the view which they express does

not necessarily differ greatly from that of the Hesiodic Theogony
as Plato may have perceived. There, Okeanos, Tethys and the

other Titans are born to Gaia and Ouranos at a comparatively
late stage from the point of view of cosmogonical production, but

it is in their generation that the regular reproduction, by bisexual

means, of fully personal figures (as opposed to world-constituents

like Tartaros or Pontos) begins. 15, in which 'offspring of the

gods' shows that Plato is describing an Orphic view, indicates that

according to one Orphic account Okeanos and Tethys were the

parents of the Titans (including the theogonically vital pair Kronos

and Rhea), and not their coevals as in the Theogony. That is

probably another reason for irpcoTOS in the Orphic verses of 14 :

Okeanos and Tethys are the first fully anthropomorphized couple

(though Okeanos, of course, is very much a border-line case), and

prior even to Kronos and Rhea. Hesiod had assigned less import-
ance to Okeanos than might reasonably have been expected,

especially in view of the well-known Homeric passages 9 and 10
;

so the Orphic versions presumably emended the Hesiodic account

to the extent of putting Okeanos and Tethys one generation
earlier than the Titans. Certainly there is no evidence here for

assuming a peculiarly Orphic attribution of cosmogonical import-
ance to Okeanos.

The evidence does not prove (or even, it might be felt, suggest)

that there existed in Greece at a comparatively early date a

systematic doctrine of the cosmogonical priority of Okeanos.

Hesiod gives no indication of it, and later suppositions seem to be

based on the two unusual Homeric passages, which are left as the

only direct evidence for any such cosmogonical theory. They might

have meant no more than that water is essential for life, though
this would be rather odd. It was seen under section (i) that the

idea of an encircling river Okeanos may well have been adapted

and Tethys were born as children ofGe [earth'] and Ouranos [sky], and their children were

Phorkys, Kronos, Rhea and their companions ....

18
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from Egyptian or Babylonian beliefs. It was part of those beliefs,

too, that the world originated from primeval water (see n. i on

p. 13); the isolated Homeric passages could, then, be a reference

to that basic near-eastern assumption, as Plutarch assumed in 70.

The absence of any other such reference (at any rate until Thales)

suggests that the Homeric ones were idiosyncratic even, perhaps,

pedantic; there are other indications that the composer of the

episode in which they occur had special cosmogonical and theo-

gonical interests. The concept ofthe encircling river had, ofcourse,
become assimilated in Greece at a far earlier date.

3. NIGHT

(i) In Homer

16 Homer //. 14, 258 (Hypnos speaks)

. . . xai K jji' aicrrov OCTT' a!0pos 2iJi(3aAe -rrovTCp (sc. Zs\i$)

ei
ijrf]

Nu 8nf|Teipa 0ec5v teoccoae KCCI dv8pcov
*

Tf]v iKonrjv 96uycov, 6 S iraucraTO x^onevos mP
*

ajETO yap jar] NUKTI 0orj dnroOujjua epSoi.

This is the only place in the Homeric poems where Night is fully

personified. Again, as with the two special Okeanos passages, it

occurs in the episode of the Deceit of Zeus
;
and again there is an

unusual implication of special power or priority among the gods.

Zeus' respect for Night here is certainly strange, and quite un-

paralleled in Homer and Hesiod. In view of later interpretations

it might suggest that the poet of this episode knew some story about

Nyx as a cosmogonical figure. But the reference is an isolated one,

and could be no more than a poetical development of the idea

implicit in the phrase Nu 6|Jir|T8ipa Qecov, 'Night subduer of the

gods
'

: even gods are overcome by sleep, hence even the virtually

all-powerful Zeus hesitates to offend Night, the mother of sleep,

lest she should subdue him on some unsuitable occasion. (It must

be remarked, however, that he evidently had no hesitation about

offending Hypnos himself, if he was prepared in the present

passage to fling him out of heaven.)

16 . . .and he [Zeus] would have cast mefrom the aither into the sea, out of'sight',
had

not Night, subduer of gods and men, saved me; to her did I come in flight, and eus

ceased, angry though he was; for he was in awe of doing what would be displeasing to

swift Night.

19 2-2
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(ii) An archaic cosmogonical concept according to Aristotle

17 Aristotle Met. N/j., 109 ib4 . . .oi 6e Troirprcci oi dcpxocloi

TOCUTT) ojjioicos, f) paaiAeueiv xai apxeiv 9aalv ou TOU$ TrpcoTov/s

olov NUKTCC Kal Oupavov f| X<5co$ f| 'OdKeavov, ccAAcc TOV Aia. (Cf.

Met. A6, 1071 b27 oi 0eoA6yoi ot K NVKTO$ yevvcovTe$: also ibid.

Aristotle thus accepted that there were poets and writers about the

gods who put Night
*

first', or who generated from Night. He may
well have had the Homeric passage, 16, in mind; but this alone

would hardly motivate his inclusion ofNight, and it seems probable
that he was thinking primarily of the post-Hesiodic cosmogonies,

produced during the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., to be described

under (iii) . In these, Night, which was produced at a very early stage

(though not the first) in the Hesiodic cosmogonical account (24),

and was classed with Gaia, Okeanos and Ouranos in other more

casual references in the Theogony (20 and io6f.), is elevated to the

first stage of all, either by herself or jointly with other substances,

Air or Tartaros. It is natural that both Day and Night should come
into being as soon as Sky and Earth have separated, to occupy the

gap between the two. 1 It is clear from Met. A 6, 1071 b 27 that by
ToO$ TrpcoTous in 17 Aristotle meant 'absolutely first', not simply
'at an early stage'; though all the four figures mentioned are

important in the Hesiodic account, and we have no knowledge
of any cosmogony which gave absolute priority to Ouranos.

1 Among the offspring of Night in a subsequent passage of Hesiod, Theog.

21 1 ff., are the MoTpai and Nne(7is. This might seem to suggest that Night
had a primordial distributive capacity (since the idea of distribution under-

lies both these personifications), in a 8iaTais or assignment of parts of the

cosmos to different gods. Such a distribution is mentioned in Homer

(again associated with the Deceit of Zeus): l8 Homer //. 15, 189

Tpix^a 8 TrdvTa S^Saorca, EKCCOTOS 8* eia^ope Tinifc*

f^Tot ycbv (sc. Poseidon) lAaxov iroAifjv ocAa vai^ev aid

iraAAop^vcov, 'AtSrjs 5* SAocxe j69ov fjep6evTa,

ZeC/s 8* 2Aax' oupotvdv eupuv iv cci6pi Kal

yala 8* TI uvfj TTOVTCOV K

17 . . . the ancient poets similarly) inasmuch as they say that not the first figures have

rule and kingship (Night and Ouranos or Chaos or Okeanos, for example), but %eus.

(Those writers about the gods who generate from Night.)

18 In three parts were all things divided, and each got his share of honour: I indeed

gained the grey sea to dwell infor ever, when the lots were shaken, and Hades gained misty

darkness, and %eus the broad sky among aither and clouds; but earth and tall Olympus

belonged in common to all.
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So in Hesiod, Theog. 1 1 2 f. and 88 1 ff. (the latter passage after the subjection
of the Titans and the probably interpolated Typhoeus; cf. the division of

the heavens by Marduk after the defeat of Tiamat in the Babylonian

Creation-epic, ANET 67). Yet this happens at a relatively late stage in

cosmogony; and Moira and Nemesis are probably associated with Night
merely because, like her other children (Death, Grief, etc.), they can be

regarded as baleful and intractable powers.

(iii) Night in cosmogonies assigned to Orpheus, Musaeus, Epimenides

19 Damascius de principiis 124 (DKiBis) f| 6 rrapoc TOO TTepi-

TrocTr|TiKcp EvSrmcp ocvayeypajji|Ji6vr| cb$ TOU 'Op9co$ oOcra OeoAoyicc

TTOV TO VOTJTOV eaicb-rrriaev . . . oaro 8e TTJS NuKT6$ eTroifjaocTO TTJV

dpxity, 09* f)s KOCI "Opripos, el KOU [ii] auvexTJ TT6Troir|Tai TTJV

yeveccAoyiav, IOTT^O-IV ou yap cxTroSeKT^ov EOSrmou AeyovTos OTI

daro 'OOKeavoO KOCI TrjOuos apxeTai ....

20 Philodemus de pietate 47 a (DK3B5) ev 8^ TOIS eis 'E-miJieviS^v

(sc. dvcc9EpoiJL6voi$ eirecriv) e^ 'Aepos xal NUKTOS TOC iravTa aucrrf]vai,

{obarrep Kal)
a

O\ir\pos <ocTTO9ai)v6T
3

*6i)Keav6v EK T^Ouos TOUS Oeoi/s

yevvav .... (Cf. also 40.)

21 Philodemus de pietate 137, 5 ev IJIEV Tiaiv ^K NUKTOS KCC!

TapTapou A^yeTat TOC jrdvTa, ev Se Ttaiv
w
At8ou KOCI Aid^pos* 6 Sfe

Tf]v TiTavopaxiav ypd^as e^ AiO^pos 9riaiv, 'AKouaiAaos 8e ex

Xdous TrpcoTOU T&AAa* ev 8e TOIS dva9epojj^vois eis MouaaTov

y^ypaTrrai TdpTapov irpcoTov (KCC! N)uicra.

19 (on which see also pp. 40 ff.) shows that Eudemus did not

explain the priority of Night in the Orphic cosmogony as being

dependent on the Homeric passage, 16. This was because he

considered that Homer clearly assigned cosmogonical priority to

Okeanos and Tethys (9, 10). Damascius here goes counter to

Eudemus, and may mean to imply that the Orphic account was

to some extent indebted to Homer. 1 But the crux of the matter

19 The theology ascribed to Orpheus in Eudemus the Peripatetic kept silence about the

whole intelligible realm . . . but he made the origin from Night, from whom Homer too

(even though he does not describe the succession ofgenerations as continuous) establishes the

beginning of things; for we must not accept it when Eudemus says that Homer beginsfrom
Okeanos and Tethys ....

20 In the verses ascribed to Epimenides all things are composedfrom Air and Night; as

Homer, also, declared that Okeanos begets the godsfrom Tethys. . ..

21 In some sources all things are said to comefrom Night and Tartaros, and in some

from Hades and Aither; the author of the Titanomachy says they camefrom Aither, and

Acusilaus says that the other things come from Chaos, which was the first; while in the

verses ascribed to Musaeus it is written that Tartaros and Night werefirst.
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is the interpretation of 20 and 21. These passages indicate that

there were poetical accounts, composed probably in the sixth

century B.C., which made Night (in association with Aer or

Tartaros, both conveying the idea of darkness) the origin of the

world. If there was an ancient, non-derivative theory of Night as

a genuine cosmogonical figure (as Aristotle in 17 suggests), as

opposed to post-Hesiodic learned variants, then these passages are

likely to be our surest evidence for it : but only if they themselves

appear to be non-Hesiodic in character. This, however, they do

not appear (to the present writer at least) to be. With the exception
of 'Afjp in 'Epimenides'

2 the cosmic figures involved are all to be

found in the Hesiodic cosmogony proper (24) ;
and 'Ar|p, implying

mist and darkness rather than the transparent stuff that we call

'air', is an essential element of the Hesiodic description although
it does not happen to achieve personification thus in the second

stage ofproduction, before Night, comes 'misty Tartaros', TApTccpA
T

J

fjepoevToc (Theog. 119). When we see from Damascius' reference

to 'Epimenides
5

in 40 that Night and 'Afjp produce Tartaros, it

begins to look as though this account is working strictly within the

limits of the Hesiodic prototype. In fact this is not entirely true,

because later in 40 an egg is produced a non-Hesiodic and con-

ceivably primitive device (see pp. 44-8). Nevertheless, the first

stages do not appear to be unaffected by the Hesiodic version; this

impression is even stronger with 'Musaeus'3 and the other accounts

mentioned in 21. Tartaros and Night belong to the second and

third stages respectively of the Hesiodic cosmogony; they seemed

to share the qualities which were sometimes assigned to Chaos

itself, which was therefore suppressed although Acusilaus of

Argos (probably late sixth to early fifth century) retained the

genuine Hesiodic order.4

1
Night is described in the Orphic Rhapsodies (see p. 40) as a figure of

great importance, the near-equal and successor of Phanes-Protogonos. So

22 Hermias in Plat. Phaedr. 247 c (Kern Orphicorum Fragmenta fr. 86, i f.)

TTpcoToyov6v ye nev ovm$ e"oi8paKev 6980X^010 / el
|jrf|

Nu tepf^ poOvrj.

23 Proclus in Plat. Crat. 3963 (Kern fr. 101) (Phanes) crKfjirrpov 8*

eTo X^PEOTIV / 0TJKe 6eas NuKT6s, <fv* l*xXl) [3a<7iAr|{8cc

22 None gazed upon Protogonos ['First-born'] with their eyes, except holy Night
alone.

23 (Phanes) placed hisfamous sceptre in the hands ofgoddess Nighty so that she might
have the prerogative qfrulership.
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According to 33, q.v., Night gave birth to Ouranos and Gaia : this seems

to have been a secondary rebirth ofsome kind, see p. 40. The detail is not

stressed, and in fact Phanes is the real creator-god ; the relation of Night
to sky and earth seems to be an incidental refinement. Another Orphic
succession (Kern fr. 107) is Chaos-Okeanos-Nyx-Ouranos-Zeus. This,

again, may merely imply a rearrangement ofHesiod in the light ofHomer.

Chrysippus, who is said to have 'accommodated* to Stoicism ideas

ascribed to Orpheus and Musaeus, described Night as the first goddess

(Chrys. ap. Philodemum piet. 13, 16; 14, 18, DK.2BI4).
2 On Epimenides see pp. 44 f. : the hexameter cosmogony and theogony to

which his name was later attached was probably not by him (as Philo-

demus evidently suspected), but it may nevertheless have originated in the

sixth century B.C. Damascius, too, stated that Aer and Night were

Epimenides' first principles, and gave Eudemus as his source for this (40).

Philodemus, therefore, who must also have relied on Eudemus' standard

history of theology, provides in 20 an earlier confirmation of Damascius'

reliability.

3 The name of Musaeus, the mythical disciple of Orpheus and eponymous
author of oracle-literature, tended to become attached to any kind of

other-worldly verses including, evidently, a theogonical poem like that

assigned to Epimenides. The late sixth century B.C. is a plausible date for

such a poem and such an ascription : compare the case of Onomacritus,
who according to Herodotus vn, 6 (DK.2B2O0) was banished from Athens

byHipparchuswhen, havingbeen entrusted with the collection and arrange-
ment of Musaeus' oracles, he was found to have inserted a spurious one.

4 Acusilaus was a genealogist who might well have given a summary, and
of course unoriginal, account of the first ancestors; though some of the

material assigned to him was later suspected. According to Damascius

(DKgB i) he made a limited rearrangement of the Hesiodic figures which

came after Chaos; but he is almost entirely irrelevant to the history of early
Greek philosophy, and scarcely deserves the space accorded him in DK.

A new and important consideration may be introduced here.

After the episode of the defeat of the Titans in the Theogony comes

a series of passages (726-819) which have been widely recognized
as additions to the 'original' text; they are in fact short variant

descriptions of the underworld. These variants, or some of them,

may of course be no later than the rest of the poem, though not

composed for the place where they are now found. The probability

is, however, that most of them were specially composed to

'improve' on the integral references to the underworld. If this is

the case they belong to the later part of the seventh century at the

earliest, while the early sixth century seems a likelier period for

their composition. Now in most of these variants Night is, quite

naturally, given some prominence : see for example 2, where Night
surrounds the 'throat' of Tartaros, and above are the roots of the
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earth (in itselfprobably a genuinely primitive conception). But in

27 (q.v., with discussion on pp. 30 f.) this conception is further

developed, and the sources and limits of all things are located in

the great windy gap which is probably a later specification of

Chaos in line 1 16 (24) ;
the halls of dark night are said to be in or

around this x^M- It is easy to see that this trend of thought
could lead to the elevation of Night to be representative of the

original, inchoate state of things. In the original cosmogonical
account (24) Night comes at an early and important stage; the

tendency to rearrange the Hesiodic figures is already indicated for

the sixth century (probably) ; Homer provided one piece ofcryptic

encouragement for a further elevation of Night; and added elabo-

rations of the Hesiodic picture of the underworld tended to re-

interpret Tartaros and Night as local forms of an originative X6co$.

These factors provide motive enough for Aristotle's judgement in

17 ;
and there seems to be little indication at present that the idea

of an absolute priority of Night occurred early enough, or in a

sufficiently independent form, to have had any effect on scientific

cosmogonical thought. The isolated Homeric reference, 16, cannot

be assessed with any certainty : it may be simply a reference to the

power of sleep, or it may be derived from a lost myth in which a

personified Night had some special relationship to Zeus.

4. THE HESIODIC COSMOGONY, AND THE
SEPARATION OF SKY AND EARTH

24 Hesiod Theogony 116
TH TOI nv TrpamoTOC Xc5co$ yveT*, ocurap STTSITOC 116

Tar evpucrrepvos, TTOCVTCOV i8o$ oc<J9aA$ aiei, 117

TckpTocpic T* f|ep6evTa |JiuxV X OV S evpuoSdrjs,
1

119

f|6' "Epos, os K(5cAAioro$ v dQavaroiat Oeoiai, 120

AvaineAris, TTOCVTCOV 6s 6ecov TTOCVTCOV T* dcvQpcomov

86c|Jivcnrca v arfiQecrai voov KCC! ferrtypova |3ouAf|v.

K Xdeos 8" "Epep6s TE nAaivcc TS Nu eydvovro*

NUKTOS 6' ocC/T* AlQrjp TE mi 'Hfjiepri e^eyevovro,

24 Verily first of all did Chaos come into being, and then broad-bosomed Gaia [earth],

afirm seat of all thingsfor ever, and misty Tartaros in a recess of broad-wayed earth, and

Eros, who isfairest among immortal gods, looser oflimbs, and subdues in their breasts the

mind and thoughtful counsel of all gods and all men. Out of Chaos, Erebos and black

Night came into being; andfrom Night, again, came Aither and Day, whom she conceived
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ous T&e Kucra|jgvr| 'Ep^ei 9iA6TT|Ti myeiaa. 125

Tala Si TOI TrpcoTov |jv eyeivccro laov laurrj

Oupccvov darepoevO', iva JJLIV Trepi ircivTOc KccAuTrroi,

09p* ir| (JiocKccpeaart OeoTs e5os oc<79aAs octei.

yeivaro 6* OOpecc pccKpcc, 0ecov xaptevTccs vauAov$

NujJicp&ov, ai vaiouaiv ocv* oupea (3r|aor|evToc. 130

fj 8 xal drpuysTOv ir^Aayos TEKEV, oiSiAcrn 0uTov,

TTovTOv, arep 9iA6TT]Tos fepinpo\r ccurccp eirerra

OOpavco euvr|0eTaa TEK' '(jOxeocvov poc0u6ivr|v,

Koiov TE KpTov
a

'Yirepfovoc T* loareTOv TE. . ..
2

1 Line 1 18, dOavocTCov 01 x UCJl KcScprj vi96evTos 'OAunirou, is inorganic and

quite inappropriate here, and has been omitted. It occurs in the medieval

mss., but is absent from quotations by Plato (Symp. 1783) and ps.-

Aristotle (MXG i, 975 a 1 1), as well as by Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus.

Line 1 1 9 was also omitted in these quotations (as, apparently, in the copy
used by Zeno of Gitium: SVFi, 104-5), and a scholiast remarks d0Terroci

(' it is marked as spurious
J

) ; yet it is quoted in its correct place by Ghalcidius

(in Tim. 122), who omitted 1 18. Plato's continuation of 1 17 by 120 is not

necessarily significant; he was solely interested in Eros, and quoted what
was relevant to Eros and no more. The scholiast's doubt, and post-
Platonic omissions, may have originated in Plato's omission; or the line

may have been felt to be incongruous, having been added at the time

when the variant descriptions of Hades accrued (p. 23).
2 The list ofTitans is completed in the lines that follow; Gaia's subsequent

offspring are patently non-cosmological. At I54ff. comes the story of the

mutilation of Kronos (32) . At 2 1 1 ff. there is a reversion to the production
of personified abstractions, e.g. by Night and Strife, but they have no

cosmological significance.

The author of the Theogony decided to trace back the ancestry of

the gods to the beginning of the world, and 24 is his account of the

earliest stages, in which the production of cosmic constituents like

Ouranos (sky) gradually leads to the generation ofvague but fully

anthropomorphic mythical persons like the Titans. This poetical

cosmogony, composed presumably at some time during the seventh

century B.C., was not, however, invented by Hesiod: its occasional

irrationality and reduplication of stages indicate that it is a

and bore after mingling in love with Erebos. And Earth first of all broughtforth starry

Ouranos [sky], equal to herself, to cover her completely round about, to be a firm seat

for the blessed godsfor ever. Then she broughtforth tall Mountains, lovely haunts of the

divine Nymphs who dwell in the woody mountains. She also gave birth to the unharvested

sea, seething with its swell, Pontos, without delightful love; and then having lain with

Ouranos she bore deep-eddying Okeanos, and Koios and Krios and Hyperion and

lapetos ....
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synthesis of at least two earlier variant accounts. For example,
Erebos (which may be of Hittite etymology), although there is

some vagueness about it in Homer, must be locally related to the

whole complex Gaia-Hades-Tartaros ('Ep^eoxpiv OTTO x9vS at

Theogony 669); yet it is produced a stage later than Gaia and

Tartaros. It might be explained as a local differentiation, as

Mountains and Sea (Pontos) are produced as local differentiations

from Earth; but in that case it should naturally originate from

Tartaros or Gaia and not from Chaos. It is grouped with Night,
no doubt, because it shares a major characteristic (darkness), as

Aither is grouped with Day. Generation is of opposites (e.g. of

Aither and Day by Erebos whose neuter gender does not inhibit

parental activities and Night), or of similars (Erebos and Night
from Chaos, see p. 31), or of local differentiations. Some births,

however, cannot be explained on any of these principles notably
that of Ouranos from Gaia. Again, there is inconsistency over the

method of production. Eros is produced at the first stage of

differentiation, presumably to provide an anthropomorphic,
sexual explanation of subsequent differentiation. It is not, how-

ever, consistently used. Gaia produces Pontos 'without love' at

132; Night mates with Erebos at 125 but produces again 'without

sleeping with anyone' at 213; Chaos at 123, and Gaia again at

126, produce independently though Love is already in existence.

Immediately after producing Pontos independently at 132, Gaia

produces the more fully personalized Okeanos by mating with her

son and consort Ouranos. 1

1 In view of his cosmological importance as the surrounding river (2)
one would expect Okeanos to occur earlier, rather than later, than Pontos,

which can properly be regarded as a detail of the earth. The production
of Okeanos by Gaia and Ouranos may have a rationalistic motive, since the

surrounding stream forms the point of contact between earth and the

enclosing bowl of sky.

*
First of all Chaos came-to-be': the primacy of Chaos is

remarkable, and a careful enquiry must be made into what Hesiod

is likely to have meant by Xcxos here. Three interpretations may be

rejected immediately: (i)
Aristotle (Phys. Ai, 208 b 29) took it to

mean space. But this concept is much later than the Theogony,

occurring first, probably, in Pythagoras, then more clearly in Zeno

of Elea, and most clearly in Plato's Timaeus. (ii) The Stoics

followed Zeno of Citium (e.g. SVFi9 103), who perhaps took the
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idea from Pherecydes of Syros (DKys i a), in deriving x&os from

X^odai and therefore interpreting it as what is poured, i.e. water.

(iii) The common modern sense of chaos as disorder can be seen

e.g. in Lucian Amores 32, where Hesiod's x<fo$ is interpreted as

disordered, shapeless matter. This, again, may be Stoic in origin.

The noun is derived from Vxa> meaning 'gape, gap, yawn', as

in x<*iveiv, X^ *6117
?
etc - Of the certain uses of the word before

400 B.C., one group simply refers to the cosmogonic Xoco$ of this

passage (so Acusilaus in 21, Aristophanes Birds 693, Clouds 627);
the other group has the special meaning 'air', in the sense of the

region between sky and earth, the region in which birds fly (so

Bacchylides 5, 27, Euripides fr. 448 (Nauck
2
), Aristophanes

Clouds 424, Birds 1218). One may suspect that Bacchylides'

poetical and perhaps original use of the highly individual phrase
ev ocTpOTcp x&ei (as that in which the eagle flies the free air, as

opposed to earth or sea) was consciously imitated by Euripides and

Aristophanes, either lyrically (Birds 1218) or as a convenient

though not necessarily serious interpretation to be placed on the

cosmogonical chaos of Hesiod. The evidence, then, does not point
to an extensive use of X&S as the space between sky and earth,

though such a use was certainly known. Here we must consider

another instance of the word in the Theogony itself (in an episode
which is possibly an expansion or addition, but which, even so, can

hardly be later in date than the early sixth century) :

25 Hesiod Theogony 695 (Zeus hurls thunderbolts at the Titans)

ejee Se x^&v Traacc KCC! 'dkeccvolo pe0pa
TTOVTOS T' ccrpuyeTOS* TOU$ 5' aijupe-rre 0epjji6$ di/rnii

Tmjvas x^oy i uS 9^6^ 8* a!6pa Slav IKCCVSV

CKJTTETOS, 6cjc7 6' ajjiepSe KOCI tyOiucov irep IOVTCOV

ocuyf) |jiapnaipouaa KepauvoO re arepOTrfjs T.

KocOjjia 8e Seonicnov Kccctyw Xao$* elaaro 8* OCVTCC 700

690aAiioicyi I8e!v fjS' ouaai OCTCJOCV ocKouaai

OCUTCOS cos ei Taia xal Oupocv6s eupus Orrepde

TrtAvorro TOIOS ycScp xe iJieyas Cnrro 8ourros 6pcopei ....

25 The whole earth boiled, and the streams of Okeanos, and the unharvested sea;

and them, the earth-born Titans, did a warm blast surround, and flame unquenchable

reached the holy aither, and the darting gleam of thunderbolt and lightning blinded the eyes

even of strong men. A marvellous burning took hold of Chaos; and it was the same to

behold with the eyes or to hear the noise with the ears as if earth and broad heaven above

drew together; for just such a great din would rise up. . . .
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There has been dispute about which region of the world is repre-

sented by XAos in line 700. Either (a) it represents the whole or

part of the underworld: there is a parallel for this usage at

Theogony 814 (28), in one of the added variants (see pp. 23 f.); or

(b) it represents the region between earth and aither. But (a)

would be difficult: why should the ^/penetrate to the underworld

(the concussion of missiles does so at 68 1 ff., but that is natural and

effective) ? The Titans are not in the underworld, but on Mount

Othrys (632); we have been told that the flash reaches the

upper air, and it is relevant to add that the heat, also, filled

the whole intermediate region. The following lines imagine earth

and sky as clashing together again, the emphasis is certainly

not on the underworld. An objective judge would surely con-

clude that Xdos at line 700 describes the region between earth

and sky.

In view of the basic meaning of x<*S (as a gap, i.e. a bounded

interval, not
'

void
'

or anything like that),
1 and of one certain fifth-

century usage as the region between sky and earth, and of another

use of the word in the Theogony in which the meaning is probably
the same, serious attention must be paid to an interpretation pro-

pounded most notably by Cornford (e.g. Principium Sapientiae

i94f.), that Xdos yeveT* in the first line of 24 implies that the gap
between earth and sky came into being; that is, that the first stage of

cosmogony was the separation of earth and sky. This would not be

consistent with one existing and indubitable feature of the cosmo-

gony, the postponement of the birth of Ouranos until a second

stage, at lines i26f. (Production from Chaos, lines i23ff., and

from Gaia, i26ff., may take place simultaneously.) Apart from

this peculiarity, the other conditions fit the proposed interpreta-

tion: earth, with its appendage Tartaros, appears directly the gap
is made; so does Eros, which in its most concrete form as

rain/semen exists between sky and earth according to poetical

references.2 It seems not improbable that in the Hesiodic scheme

the explicit description of the formation of Ouranos has been

delayed through the confused use of two separate accounts (a con-

fusion which can be paralleled from other details of the scheme),
and that it is implied in line 1 1 6 at the very first stage ofcosmogony .

The separation of sky and earth is certainly reduplicated in the

Theogony, in a fully mythopoeic form, in the story of the mutilation

of Kronos (32) ; though reduplication of accounts of a different
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logical character (quasi-rationalistic and mythopoeic) is easier to

accept than reduplication on the same, quasi-rationalistic level.

1 A comparison has often been drawn between X^S and ginnunga-gap in

the Nordic cosmogony. This gap (which, however, preceded the creation

of the giant from whom earth and sky were made) has been taken to imply
simply an indefinite empty space: but it is important to observe that in

Snorri's schematization it is conceived as being terminated by the realm

of ice (Niflheim) to the north and that of fire (Muspellsheiw) to the south.

This certainly does not invalidate the supposition that x^$ implies

primarily a region ofvast size, but secondarily and implicitly its boundaries.

2 Not in Homer or Hesiod; most notably in 26 Aeschylus fr. 44, 1-5 (from
the Danaids)

pqc pv oyvos oOpovos Tpcoaai yQova,

epcos 6e yalav Aaupdvet ydnov Tuxelv.

6|jppos 6' drr' euvonrfipos ovpavoO ireacbv

eKvae yalav r\ 6 TIKTETOI ppoTOis

H-rjAcov T6 POCTKOCS Kal fMov Arj^Tpiov.

This idea of the rain actually fertilizing the earth may be ofgreat antiquity.

Cornford's interpretation may be helped by the verb used to

describe the first stage of cosmogony : not fjv but yevsT*, perhaps

implying that Xocos was not the eternal precondition of a differen-

tiated world, but a modification of that precondition. (It is out of

the question that Hesiod or his source was thinking ofthe originative
substance as coming into being out of nothing.) The conception
that earth and sky were originally one mass may have been so

common (sec pp. 32-4) that Hesiod could take it for granted, and

begin his account of world-formation at the first stage of differen-

tiation. This would be, undoubtedly, a cryptic and laconic pro-

cedure; and it seems probable that something more complicated
was meant by Xoco$ yeveT* than, simply,

c

sky and earth separated
'

though I am inclined to accept that this was originally implicit

in the phrase. The nature of the gap between sky and earth, after

their first separation, may well have been somehow specified in the

popular traditions on which Hesiod was presumably drawing.
There was, conceivably, an attempt to imagine what would be the

appearance of things when there was simply dark sky, and earth,

and the gap between. Here we must turn for assistance to two of

the variants (see p. 23) on the description of the underworld,

appended to the Titanomachy in the Theogony.

26 Holy sky passionately longs to penetrate the earth, and desire takes hold of earth to

achieve this union. Rain from her bedfellow sky falls and impregnates earth, and she

bringsforthfor mortals pasturageforflocks and Demeter's livelihood.
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27 Hesiod Theogony 736
IvOoc S yffe 8vo9pf5$ Kcd TocpTdpou fjepoevros

TTOVTOU T* dcTpuy^Toio Keel oupavou dorepoevTos

k&lr$ irdvrcov Trrjyai KOC! TTEipar' eaaiv

dpyaAi* EUpcbEVTOc, T<5c TE crrvytovai 0eoi rap,

XdaiKx uy', ou5e KG TrdvTa -reAEc^opov els viaur6v 74

oOSas IKOIT', ei irpcoTa 7tuAcov evToaOe yvorro.
dAAd KEV ev6cc xal ?v6a 9^poi Trpo OusAAa Ou^AArj

dpyaA^rj 6sivov 5 xai dOocvdroicri 0eoTai

TOUTO T^pas* NUKTOS 5* epepevvf^s oixfa Seivcc

6arr|Kv ve9dAr|s K6KoAuiJi|Ji^va Kuaverjaiv. 745

28 Hesiod Theogony 811 (following a repetition of 11. 736-9,
vide 27)

evOoc 84 nccpjjidpeai TE iruAai xal X^KEOS ouS6s

ocOro9ur|s* TrpdaOev 8e Qecov iKTOciOev COTCCVTCOV

TITTIVES vaiouai, mprjv Xdos jo9poio.

Of these, 27 is evidently an attempt to improve 726-8 (2), where

Tartaros (perhaps its upper part) is said to be surrounded by
Night, and above it are the roots of earth and sea. In irdpocT' there

is a more exact reversion to the apparent source of 2, i.e. //. 8,

478-9, TCC vefccrcc ireipaO* . . .yarns KCCI TTOVTOIO: while Trriyai (there

is no reference, of course, to the ultimate originative sources of all

things, as certain ingenious men have thought) is introduced as

being especially appropriate to the sea. 740 ff. are a special and

peculiar development of 72off. 28, on the other hand, which follows

a repetition of the first four lines of 27, begins with a slightly

altered line (//. 8, 15) from the Homeric description of Tartaros

(l), then with the 'roots' of 2, quite vague this time, and ends with

the x&0V<* Py' of 740 repeated as XCCEO$. Both passages contain

inconsistencies and impossibilities, which indicate that they are

somewhat superficial expansions by composers who were either

27 There of murky earth and misty Tartaros and unharvested sea and starry sky, of all

of them, are the springs in a row and the grievous, dank limits which even the gods detest;

a great gulf, nor would one reach the floorfor the whole length of a fulfilling year, if one

were once within the gates. But hither and thither storm on grievous storm would carry one

on; dreadful is this portent evenfor immortal gods; and the dreadful halls ofgloomy Night
stand covered with blue-black clouds.

28 There are gleaming gates and brazen floor, unshaken, fixed with continuous roots
9

self-grown; and in front, farfrom all the gods, dwell the Titans, across murky Chaos.
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careless or stupid; for example, it is difficult to be favourably

impressed by the alteration of the reasonable idea that the roots of

the earth are above Tartaros to the idea that the
c

sources and
boundaries* of earth, sea, sky and Tartaros are in Tartaros (27).

What is interesting is the further description of Tartaros as a

X<tenoc ny', a great gulf or chasm (cf. Euripides Phoen. 1605), fu^
of storms and containing the halls of Night. In 28 this gulf is

described as
'

gloomy Chaos '

(we need not concern ourselves with

its peculiar geography, except to note that Chaos is not absolutely

unbounded). This must contain a reference to the initial XAos of

line 1 1 6 (24), and it seems reasonable to suppose that the authors

of these two additions understood the initial Xocos to be dark and

windy, like Tartaros. This interpretation gains some support from

the fact that in the original cosmogonical account Erebos and

Night (both, presumably, gloomy) are produced from Chaos at

the stage after the production of Gaia, Tartaros and Eros.

The evidence seems to point to the following conclusion. For

Hesiod's source, at all events, the first stage in the formation of a

differentiated world was the production of a vast gap between sky
and earth. By Hesiod the emphasis is placed on the nature of the

gap itself, not on the act of separation which produced it. The gap
is conceived as dark and windy dark, because aither and sun

had not yet come into being, and windy, because this is the natural

condition ofthe region (as can be perceived when one is away from

shelter, e.g. on a high hillside). The same kind of description is

applied, quite naturally, to the lightless gulfs of Tartaros; and in

additions to the original poem Tartaros is considered in terms of,

or actually as a part of, the original gap.
1

1 G. Vlastos (Gnomon 27 (1955) 74~5) finds 27 significant for the origin of

HesiocTs cosmogonical XcScos, and even suggests that it was from here that

Anaximander got the idea of TO direipov. U. Holscher, too (Hermes 81

(1953) 391-401), has completely rejected the Gornford interpretation, and
takes Xdos to be a dark and boundless waste. He supports this by the

assumption that a cosmogony, attributed to Sanchuniathon (a Phoenician

said to have lived before the Trojan war) by Philo of Byblus ap. Eusebium
P.E. i, 10, is really of great antiquity, much older than Hesiod. According
to the summary in Eusebius the first state of things was gloomy, boundless

air and wind (x&os 0oAep6v, pe(3co8es is one of its descriptions) . When this

'passionately desired its own ApxotC (whatever that may mean) there was

intermixture. Mot (some kind of slime) was produced, and became the

sowing of creation. Now it is true that the discoveries at Ras Shamra and

elsewhere have shown (a) that some motifs in Greek mythology originated
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long before Homer and Hesiod, and outside Greece; (b) that Phoenicia

had its own versions of myths about the early history of the gods, in the

second millennium B.C., and was a meeting-place of cultures. It is also

true that in the theogony attributed to Sanchuniathon, after the cosmo
gonical summary, there is one detail (a deity, Eliun, in the generation
before Ouranos) which does not correspond with Hesiod and does

correspond with the cognate Hittite account of the 2nd millennium (see

pp. 36 f.). But this may be a detail of the genuine and ancient local cosmo-

gonical tradition, which could be incorporated at any date: it does not

prove that every part of the whole farrago assigned to Sanchuniathon

(Hermes Trismegistus and all) has any claim to incorporate ancient

material. In particular, it does not even begin to suggest that the cosmo
gonical account is anything but what it appears to be, i.e. a Hellenistic

eclectic pastiche of Hesiod and later cosmogonical sources (there is a

possible mention of an egg) . To use it as a means of interpreting Xdo$ in

the Theogony, and ofshowing that the idea ofan originative windy darkness

was already established for Hesiod to assimilate, must be considered

interesting rather than scientific.

THE SEPARATION OF EARTH AND SKY IN GREEK
LITERATURE

29 Euripides fr. 484 (from Melanippe the Wise)
KOUK n6$ 6 (JiOOos dcAA* |Jifj$ i^Tpos TT&pcc,

d>s oupccvos T yccicc T' r\v wopyi] |jiior

errel 6' exooptodriorccv ccAAfjAcov Stycc

Tiro-oven TTCCVTCC KocveBcoKccv sis 9&OS,

8v8pri, TTETEivA, Ofjpas, ovs 0* &Aur| Tp&pei,

yvos TE OvrjTcov.

30 Diodorus i, 7, i (DK68 B 5, i) KCCTCC yap TT^V E ocpxfiS TCOV

oAcov avoTOCCTiv utav ?xelv ^eav oupocvov TE KOCI yfjv, ne^eiynevris

OUTCOV Tffc 9uaecos* HETCX 5 TOUTCC SICCOTOCVTCOV TCOV crcotiArcov drrr*

v TOV HEV Koaiaov TrepiAapEiv onraaav Tf)v opcojjtEvrjv EV aurco

31 Apollonius Rhodius i, 496

fjEiSsv 8* cos yocia Kal oupavos f|8 OocAaaacc

TO irplv ETT* dAA/|Aoiai iairj auvapripoTa

29 And the tale is not mine butfrom my mother, how sky and earth were oneform; and

when they had been separated apartfrom each other they bringforth all things, and gave

them up into the light: trees, birds, beasts, the creatures nourished by the salt sea, and the

race of mortals.

30 For by the original composition of the universe sky and earth had one form, their

natures being mingled; after this their bodies partedfrom each other, and the world took on

the whole arrangement that we see in it ----

31 He sang how earth and sky and sea, beingformerly connected with each other in one
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veixeos e 6X0010 SiexpiQev ociJupis eKccaror

f|6
3

cos einreSov aiev v af0pi T^KjJiap exoucriv

aarpa <TEAr|vccir| TG KOCI fjeAtoio t<Aeu0ot , . . .
a

1 The cosmogony and anthropogony in this first book of Diodorus (who,

shortly after this passage, quoted 29) were ascribed by Diels to Demo-
critus. There is no mention of atoms, as Cornford noted ; but some details

of later stages may nevertheless come from the Mixp6s 8idKoa|K>s (p. 403
and n.). The development of society is similar to that described by
Protagoras in the Platonic dialogue. The whole account is eclectic, but its

main features are of fifth-century origin and predominantly Ionian

character; as such it may well embody traditional cosmogonical ideas.

2
Orpheus is the singer. The cosmogony has nothing in common with

special 'Orphic' accounts (5): Apollonius would naturally put into

Orpheus' mouth the most primitive-sounding version that he knew.

It has been suggested above that the implied, although not

emphasized, first stage of the Hesiodic cosmogony was the separa-
tion ofsky and earth. That this idea was familiar enough in Greece

is shown by 29-31. Only 29, admittedly, is even as early as the

fifth century ;
but it is particularly important as explicitly describing

the separation of sky and earth as being passed on from mother to

child, i.e. as a popular and traditional account. No scientific

parallel is known; though the idea may have been merged with

specialized Ionian theories as in 30 and its continuation.

SEPARATION IN NON-GREEK SOURCES

The splitting of earth from sky is a cosmogonical mechanism that

was widely used, long before the earliest known Greek cosmo-

gonical ideas, in the mythological accounts ofthe great near-eastern

cultures. (It is in fact common to many different cultures : cf., most

notably, the Maori myth of the separation of Rangi (sky) and

Papa (earth) by their constricted offspring, a close parallel to 32.)

Thus a gloss from the end of the first millennium B.C. on the

Egyptian Book of the Dead explains that
c Re began to appear as

a king, as one who was before the liftings of Shu had taken place,

when he was on the hill which is in Hermopolis' (ANET 4). Shu
is the air-god which is sputtered out by Re and lifts the sky-goddess,

Nut, from the earth-god, Keb. In the Hurrian-Hittite 'Song of

Ullikummi' (ANET 125; Gurney, The Hittites, 190-4) Upelluri,

form, through destructive strife separated apart eachfrom the other; and how stars, moon

and the surfs paths haveforever in the aither afirm boundary. . . .
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a counterpart of Atlas, says: 'When heaven and earth were built

upon me I knew nothing of it, and when they came and cut

heaven and earth asunder with a cleaver I knew nothing of it.' In

the Babylonian Creation-epic (iv, isyff.; ANET 67) Marduk

splits the body of the primeval water-goddess Tiamat and makes

one half of it into sky (containing the celestial waters) and the

other half into Apsu, the deep, and Esharra, the
'

great abode' or

firmament of earth. This is the first stage in the composition of the

world as we know it, though a secondary stage in the far older

history of the Babylonian pantheon. In another, later Semitic

version, Genesis i, the primeval waters are similarly divided: 'And

God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and

let it divide the waters from the waters. And God made the

firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firma-

ment from the waters which were above the firmament; and it was

so. And God called the firmament Heaven.
5

(Gen. i, 6-8.)
*

1 The opening words of the first chapter ofGenesis,
' In the beginning God

created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form, and
void ', are a confusing anticipation of what is to follow. The initial state is

boundless, dark water; the first stage of differentiation is the separation of

the waters into those of the sky and those of the earth. The anticipation in

the initial summary provides a parallel for the reduplication involved in

the Hesiodic cosmogony (p. 28).

The separation of sky and earth was implied, therefore, in

various non-Greek mythological accounts older than Hesiod. It

will be seen in the next section that Hesiod's description of the

earliest generations of gods is a version of a basic near-eastern

myth, which is also reproduced in an extant Hurrian-Hittite form.

There is nothing surprising, therefore, in the separation-motif

appearing in Hesiod whether implicitly in the quasi-rationalistic

XAos yvT* of the formal cosmogony, or more explicitly, but in

fully mythopoeic guise, in the mutilation-story now to be

considered.

THE MUTILATION-MYTH IN THE THEOGONY

32 Hesiod Theogony 154
ocraoi yap falris TE Kai OOpavoO eeyvovTO,
SeivoTorroi TTcdScov, a<peTpcp 8* f^x^ovro TOKTJI

32 All that came forth from Gaia and Ouranos, the most dire of children, from the

beginning were hated by their own begetter; and just as soon as any of them came into
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IS TrpcoTcc yvoiTO
TrAvTas oaroKpu-nrcccTKe, xai els 9605 OUK ocvieaKe,

fafris v KeuQjjicovt, KCCKCO 8' eireTepTreTO epyco

Oupccvos* f) 8* IVTOS orovaxtseTo faicc ireXcopri

crreivo^vri* BoAirjv 8i KOKf)v T' feppAacTaTO Texvrjv. 160

. . . elcre 8 inv (sc. Kpovov) Kpvycccrcc A6xcp
*

ev6r|KE 8 x6Pa^v

apTTTjv Kccpxccp68ovTOc, 86Aov 8* urre6f|Kcnro irAvra. 175

fjAGe 8 NUKT' eiraycov tJieyas Oupocvos, &\up\ 8^ fafrj

ilJieipcov 9iAoTT]TOS k'niar^.TO xai p' eTavucrOrj

irdvTri 6 8* 6K AoxeoTo Trciis cop^ocro x^ipi

cjKaifj, Se^iTepi] 8^ ireAcopiov eAAa(3ev apirriv

, Kapxcxp68ovTa, 9(Aou 8* airo jjif|8ea -rrcrrpos 180

, irciAiv 8* eppivpe 9epea6ai

(The drops of blood fertilize Gaia and generate Furies, Giants

and Melian nymphs; the severed parts fall into the sea, and
from the foam Aphrodite is born.)

The details of the present version suggest that Ouranos did separate
from Gaia, in the daytime at least : but why in this case could not

Gaia emit her offspring during his absence? It is probable that in

other versions of the story Ouranos covered Gaia continuously (as

Rangi covers Papa in the Maori myth), so that in a manner of

speaking 'sky and earth were one form'. There can be little doubt

that this crude sexual account envisages, on another and less

sophisticated plane, the same cosmogonical event that is implied
first by Xocos yeveT* and second by Fcucc. . .eydvcrro laov auTfj

Oupavov in the deliberate cosmogony of 24-
1

1 The most obvious parallel for the repetition in mythopoeic form of an
event that has already been accounted for in a quasi-rationalistic and much
more sophisticated summary is seen in Genesis: the abstract Elohim of the

first chapter is replaced by the fully anthropomorphic and much cruder

being he hid them all away and did not let them into the light, in the inward places of

Gaia; and Ouranos rejoiced over the evil deed. And she, prodigious Gaia, groaned within,

for she was crowded out; and she contrived a crafty, evil device . . . she sent him [Kronos']

into a hiddenplace ofambush, placed in his hands ajagged-toothed sickle, and enjoined on

him the whole deceit. Great Ouranos came bringing Night with him, and over Gaia,

desiring love, he stretched himself, and spread all over her; and he, his son, from his place

of ambush stretched out with his left hand, and with his right he grasped the monstrous

sickle, long andjagged-toothed, and swiftly sheared off the genitals ofhis dearfather, and

flung them behind him to be canted away ....
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Jahweh of the second, and the vague
' God created man in his own image

'

of

chapter i is repeated in a far more graphic and more primitive form in the

second chapter, where Jahweh creates man out of dust and breathes life

into his nostrils. (For man formed from clay cf. e.g. the Old Babylonian
text ANETgq col. b, as well as the Greek Prometheus-myth.)

That some of the contents of the Theogony are of non-Greek

origin and of a date far earlier than Hesiod's immediate pre-

decessors is most strikingly shown by the parallelism between the

Hesiodic account of the succession of oldest gods and the Hittite

Kumarbi-tablet, of Hurrian origin and in its extant form dating
from around the middle of the second millennium B.C. 1 In the

Hittite version the first king in heaven is Alalu, who is driven out

by the sky-god Anu (same root as Greek ouranos) ;
Anu is deposed

by the father of the developed gods, Kumarbi (equivalent to

Kronos 'father of the gods'). As Anu tries to escape into the sky
Kumarbi bites off, and swallows, his member. On being told that

he has become impregnated with the storm-god and two other

'terrible gods', Kumarbi spits out the member, which impregnates
the earth with the two other gods ;

Kumarbi cannot, however, rid

himself of the storm-god, and eventually gives birth to him. With

the help of Anu, it is evident, the storm-god (to whom the Greek

equivalent is obviously the thunder-and-lightning god Zeus)

deposes Kumarbi and becomes king in heaven. The similarities

to the Greek myth are obvious : the succession sky-god, father of

gods, storm-god is common to each; so is the emasculation of the

sky-god by Kumarbi/Kronos, and the impregnation of earth by
the rejected member. There are, of course, significant differences

too: the Hittite version (like other near-eastern accounts) has a

god, Alalu, before the sky-god; what Kronos swallows is a stone (by

mistake for the storm-god, Theog. 468 ff.) ;
and it is Rhea, not he,

that bears the storm-god Zeus. It is thought that in the broken

part of the Hittite tablet there may have been some reference to

Kumarbi eating a stone, but this is uncertain. It should be noted

that in Hesiod, also, the sky-god (with Gaia) helps the storm-god
to survive. The Hittite version carries no implication that the

emasculation of the sky-god was concerned with the separation of

sky from earth; indeed, no earth-goddess is involved. This is an

important difference, but it suggests, not that the Greek separation-

motive had no 2nd-millennium archetype, but that the Greek

version incorporates variants which do not happen to be found in
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the Hittite account. The Greek version was not derived specifically

from the Hittite, of course : there was a widely diffused common

account, with many local variants, of which the Hittite tablet

gives one version and Hesiod another a version, moreover,
which had suffered the vicissitudes of transmission to a younger
and very different culture.

1 For the Kumarbi-tablet see ANET120-1, Gurney, The Hittites, 190-2;
R. D. Barnett, JHS 65 (1945) ioof.; H. G. Guterbock, Kumarbi (Zurich

1946), 100 ff.; 474 52 (1948) 23ff. The'Songof Ullikummi' (see pp. ssf.)

records, on separate tablets, the further doings of Kumarbi while he is king
in heaven ; that sky and earth had been separated is plainly implied there.

5. ORPHIC COSMOGONIES

Several variations in cosmogony were ascribed to *Op9iKol,

'Orphics'. These might be described as people who, uniting
elements from the cult of Apollo on the one hand (as KccOApaios,

the purifier) and from Thracian reincarnation beliefs on the other,

thought that the soul could survive if it were kept pure, and

elaborated a partly individual mythology, with Dionysus as a

central figure, to illustrate this theory. The Thracian Orpheus,
with his sexual purity, his musical powers, and his power of

prophecy after death, represented the combination of the two

elements. Orphic beliefs were recorded in sacred accounts, lepol

Aoyou Now this description would certainly be true, say, ofthe third

century B.C.; but there has been much controversy about how

early there appeared a distinct class of people with well-defined

and individual beliefs of this kind. W. K. C. Guthrie has a sober

discussion of the subject in chapter xi of The Greeks and their Gods

(London, 1950) : his view, which has many supporters, is that the

Orphic doctrine was already set out in sacred books in the sixth

century B.C. I. M. Linforth, however, in The Arts of Orpheus

(Berkeley, 1941), analysed all the extant texts mentioning Orpheus
and Orphics, and showed that, at any rate until 300 B.C., the

description
c

Orphic
' was applied to all sorts of ideas connected

with practically every kind of rite (TeAeTf)). There were writings

attributed to Orpheus, as indeed to Musaeus and Epimenides (see

pp. 2 iff.), as early as the sixth century B.C.; Herodotus knew of

Orphics and Pythagoreans sharing a taboo in the fifth; Orphic
oracle- and dispensation-mongers were familiar to Plato, and e

so-
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called Orphic accounts' to Aristotle. But the corpus of individual

sectarian literature (of which descriptions of Hades, accounts of

theogony and cosmogony, hymns, etc., are known to us) cannot

for the most part be traced back earlier than the Hellenistic period,

and in its present form mostly belongs to the Roman period. The
inscribed metal sheets from graves in Magna Graecia and Crete,

with instructions of an Orphic character for the soul of the dead

man, again do not antedate the Hellenistic period. The conclusion

to be drawn from the available evidence seems to the present
writer to be, as Linforth held, that there was no exclusively Orphic

body of belief in the archaic period. However, Orpheus was then

beginning to be treated as the patron saint of rites and ritual ways
of life; and his name, like that of his legendary disciple Musaeus,
became attached to theogonical literature of this period. Beliefs

about reincarnation were becoming current in the Greek world,

particularly in the west, and some adherents of these beliefs were

calling themselves 'Op9iKoi by the fifth century. The formation of

an exclusive sect with a definite body of relevant sacred literature

came later.

In the present context, however, it is not necessary to try to

establish a hypothesis on the Orphic question in general. The

problem is primarily whether the cosmogonical ideas ascribed to the

Orphics could have affected, or did affect, the development of

philosophical thought in the sixth and fifth centuries.

Some elements of Orphic cosmogony were obviously derived

from the Hesiodic Theogony, which influenced nearly all sub-

sequent mythological thought on the subject. Thus both Chaos

and Night will be seen to have had considerable importance in

Orphic contexts. These elements passed through the medium of

late archaic accounts like those of 'Epimenides', 'Musaeus
5 and

Acusilaus (p. 23 nn. 2-4), and became gradually embedded in an

individual Orphic mythological complex. Other elements are

almost certainly later in origin, and in some cases show awareness

of the details of oriental cult and iconography.
1

(This is a case of

a learned adaptation of specific foreign information, not of the

quite distinct process of the gradual assimilation of a widely-
diffused general idea.) There are many scholars, however (includ-

ing e.g. Gruppe, Mazon, Nestle), who have nevertheless followed

an ancient tendency to regard all beliefs described as 'Orphic',

including these cosmogonical beliefs, as of great antiquity. The
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evidence set out below should demonstrate the subjective nature

of any such tendency. The one unusual idea is that of the egg as a

secondary theogonical mechanism,

1 Most conspicuously, Time, Xp6vo$, as a primary cosmogonical figure

may derive from the Iranian hypostatization %pran Akarana (unending
time). But this Iranian concept finds its earliest testimony in a late 4th-

century B.C. Greek reference, by Eudemus as reported in Chalcidius, and
there is no reason to think that it was formulated as early as the Greek
archaic period.

' Time '
is a sophisticated cosmogonical concept in Plato's

Timaeus', it was also personified, probably as an etymology of Kronos, by
Pherecydes of Syros as early as the sixth century, though probably not with

a profound abstract significance (see n. i on p. 46 and n. i on p. 56). Its

oriental derivation in the Orphic accounts is indicated by its concrete

shape as a multi-headed winged snake. Such multipartite monsters, as

distinct from simpler fantasies like centaurs and perhaps gorgons, are

orientalizing in character, mainly Semitic in origin, and begin to appear
in Greek art around 700 B.C. They were, of course, extremely popular as

decoration during the seventh and the first quarter of the sixth centuries.

(Minoan art, too, had had its monsters, mainly dog-headed deities and
other relatively simple theriomorphic creations.) That the winged-snake
form ofTime is much later, in its Greek appearances, than the Orientaliz-

ing period in art is chiefly suggested by the identification of an abstraction

with such a form. This shows an acquaintance with rather complex
oriental (especially Assyrian or Babylonian) modes of thought something

very different from the mere borrowing of a pictorial motif, or even the

assimilation of a fully concrete myth-form. Such extravagances of the

imagination evoked little sympathy in the Greekmind before the Hellenistic

period. (It should be added, however, that some scholars see no objection

to taking the winged-snake Chronos as archaic in date.)

NEOPLATONIST ACCOUNTS OF ORPHIC COSMOGONIES

The later Neoplatonists (fourth to sixth centuries A.D.), and in

particular Damascius, with their long schematic allegorizations of

earlier mythological accounts, are the main source for Orphic
versions of the formation of the world. These writers are more

reliable than appears at first sight, since much of their information

was derived from summaries of Eudemus' great Peripatetic

history of theology. In some cases fragments of late Orphic poetry
can be adduced to confirm details of the Neoplatonic descriptions,

which are tiresomely diffuse (and are therefore schematized in (ii)

and (iii) below) and are expressed in the peculiar terminology of

that school. Four different accounts of a cosmogony specifically

named as Orphic are extant.
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(i) Derivationfrom Night

Damascius in 19 (q.v.) stated that according to Eudemus 'the

theology ascribed to Orpheus . . . made the origin of things from

Night'. According to the Rhapsodies,
1
Night was the daughter of

Phanes (see n. i on p. 22 and n. 3 on p. 41), himself descended

from Chronos. She was given prophetic powers by Phanes,
succeeded him as ruler, and seems somehow to have given birth

for a second time to Gaia and Ouranos.2 The secondary and

repetitive nature of this production of sky and earth, and the

obvious intention to make Phanes the ultimate creator ofthe world,

suggest that Night's cosmogonical priority (as distinct from her

undoubted position as a venerable figure among the gods) is here

mainly the result of the derivative and syncretistic character of the

Orphic theogony. Eudemus' judgement, however, is independent
of these later developments, and must clearly be assessed in the

light of Aristotle's references (17) to writers about the gods who

generated from Night. On pp. 20 and 24 it is concluded that these

references are to sixth-century adaptations and elaborations of the

Hesiodic Theogony, and that no earlier, autonomous doctrine is

implied. Two such elaborations are ascribed to Epimenides and

Musaeus in 20 and 21 ;
it was inevitable that similar systems should

be associated also with Orpheus, if not in the sixth century B.C.,

then in the fifth or fourth. It appears probable that it was to this

kind of derivative theogony that Eudemus referred.

1 The so-called Orphic Rhapsodies (tepoi A6yoi eV fbocycpSfais K6 according
to the Suda s.v. 'Op9\>s), of which many fragments survive (Kern,
frr. 59-235), mostly through quotation in Neoplatonist works, are a late

compilation of hexameter verses of varying date of composition. None of

them are certainly pre-Hcllenistic and most are probably much later.

Their name indicates their heterogeneous origin; it is significant that no
author before the full Christian period seems to have heard of these verses,

and it seems highly probable that their elaboration into an Orphic Iliad

was not taken in hand until the third or fourth century A.D. Genuinely
archaic beliefs might, of course, be embedded in some of these verses, late

as they are in composition and collection.

a
33 Orph. Rhaps. fr. 109 Kern (from Hermias) (Nu) f) 8fc -rrAAiv

TE Kod Ovpocv6v eupuv ITIKTE / 8ei^v T' ctyocvcov 9avepoC/s 01 T* slal

But Phanes had already created Olympus, sun, moon and earth (frr. 89,

96, 91-3, 94 Kern, from the Rhapsodies), and sky is also presupposed.

33 And she [Night], again, bore Gaia and broad Ouranos, and revealed them as

manifest,from being unseen, and who they are by birth.
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(ii)

*

The usual Orphic theology
'

in the Rhapsodies

34 Damascius de principiis 123 (DKiBis) ev \&v Tofvuv Tats

9ponevai$ TCCUTCUS
c

Paycp8iai$ 'Op9iKaT$ f| OeoAoyfa f^8 TI$ iomv

f| Trepl TO vorjTov, f|v Kai oi 91X60*0901 Biepiarjveuovaiv, avrl iaev TTJS

Hias TCOV oAcov ccpx% TOV Xpovov -n08VT$ - (the full description,

for which see DK, is long, and is expressed in difficult Neoplatonic
terms. The substance of it is here given schematically :

Xpovos

[
~

*HpiK6Traio$])

1 Cf. 35 Orph. Rhaps. fr. 66 Kern (from Proclus) Al6pa ^^v Xp6vos
oC/Tos dcyfjpaos <5c90iTO|jiT|Tis / yeivaTo, Kal |J^ya x^ "^ ireAcopiov 2v6a Kal

evOa. Syrianus (fr. 107 Kern) also gave Aither and Chaos as the second

stage, but after
' one and the good

'

as first. The nyoc x&o^a is taken directly

from Hesiod Theogony 740 (27).

2 Cf. 36 Orph. Rhaps. fr. 70 Kern (from Damascius) eireiToc 6* t-Tev^e

pyoc$ Xp6vos alOepi 5fco / COEOV dpyCKpiov.

3 Phancs, connected by the Orphics with 9ccfveiv etc., is an exclusive

Orphic development, of a comparatively late date, of the Hesiodic

cosmogonical Eros (24). Winged, bisexual and self-fertilizing, bright and

aitherial, he gives birth to the first generations of gods and is the ultimate

creator of the cosmos.

(iii) The version of Hieronymus and Hellanicus

37 Damascius de principiis iz^bis (DKiBi3) f) 6e KOCTOC TOV

'lepcbvujjiov 9epoiavr) Kal
e

EAAavixov (sc. 'Op9iKf| OeoAoyia),
I
Ei7rEp pf)

xal 6 OCUTOS ecm, ourcos exei* 08cop f)v, 9rjaiv, e^ apxf)S Kal uAr|, i

34 In these Orphic Rhapsodies, then, as they are known, this is the theology concerned

with the intelligible; which the philosophers, too, expound, putting Chronos in place of the

one origin ofall...

/AilJieA

(Chronos
-

j-

-> egg [or shining tunic, -> Phanes

\Chaos j or cloud] [
~ Metis,

_
. f f

_
, . f , Erikepaios])

. . .Such is the usual Orphic theology.

35 This Chronos, unageing and of imperishable counsel, produced Aither, and a great,

mighty gulf here and there.

36 Then great Chronos made in divine aither a silvery egg.

37 The Orphic Theology which is said to be according to Hieronymus and Hellanicus

(if indeed he is not the same man) is asfollows: water existedfrom the beginning, he says,

and matter, from which earth was solidified. . ..
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?JS frrckyn f) yf) - . See DK for full description, of which a

summary is given here :

OScopj rAiefjp
1

j-
Xp6vos dyfipaos > -I XAos [

2
-xpov -> 0eo$ dacbiaarc

-> yfj J (a winged, multi- rEpeposJ (having wing!

headed, bisexual and animal

snake : also called heads)

Heracles, and

accompanied by

'AvdyKT] and

1 These authors cannot be identified with certainty. Damascius evidently

suspected that they might be the same person, but more probably, for

example, one was the epitomizer of the other. Hieronymus may be the

author ofPhoenician antiquities mentioned atJosephus Ant. i, 94; a winged

symbol for El-Kronos comes in *Sanchumathon', Euseb. P.E. i, 10, 36 (sec

p. 31 n.). Hellanicus may have been the father (and-ist cent. B.C.) of one

Sandon, probably of Tarsus, an Orphic writer mentioned in the Suda; this

is much more likely than that he was the 5th-century B.C. Lesbian logo-

grapher.
2 v Toinrois 6 Xp6vo$ 4>6v yvvr|(TV, says Damascius i.e. in Aither,

Chaos and Erebos. It is not explicitly stated that the
*

incorporeal god*
comes out of the egg, but he obviously does so: compare 38, and see next

note for

(iv) Athenagoras* variant of (iii)

38 Athenagoras pro Christianis 18, p. 20 Schwartz (DKiBi3)
. . .fiv yccp OScop dcpXT] KCCT* corrov (sc. *0p9oc) TO!$ 6Aoi$, ccrr6 5

TOU u8crro$ !Aus Kca^orri, &c 8k ^Korripcov lyEvvf|8r| jcoov, 6pc5cKcov

Trpocrrre9UKUiav excov K9aAfiv AOVTOS, 8ia ^eoou 8^ oarrcov OeoO

-rrpoacoTTOV, ovoiaa 'HpocxAfis Kal Xpovo$. (So far this is almost

identical with the version ofHieronymus and Hellanicus.) oO-ros 6

'HpccKAffe iyevvricrev inrepiafyeOes coov, 6 ovjJiTrAripoupievov OTTO pias

TOU yeyevvriKOTOs EK Trapocrpipfjs els 8uo ^pp<iyr|. TO ^v oOv KOCTOC

T^- Unageing Chronos -> (Aither}

M tt F th\ ('" w Necessity \ Chaos \ -> Egg -> an incorporeal god
and Adrasteia) [Erebos]

38 . . .for water was the originfor the totality of things, according to him [Orpheus] , and

from water slime was established, andfrom both of them was generated a living creature,

a snake with a IMs head growing on to it, and in the middle of them the face of a god,

Heracles and Chronos by name. This Heracles generated a huge egg, which being completely

filled by theforce of its begetter burst into two throughfriction. So its top part ended up as
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OUTOU Oupocvos elvoci iTsAeaOri, TO 8 Kckrco vex0ev ffj*

8e KCU 0eo$ TIS BiCTcbiaaros.
1

Ovpocvos 8 ft) uix^els yevvqc

0r)Aeia$ JJIEV KAcoQco Acixecjiv "ATpoirov ... (a theogony of the

Hesiodic type follows).

1
yr| 6ioc acbuocTOS ms.; em. Lobeck, accep. Diels, Kranz; Tpf-ros

ocacbuccTos Th. Gomperz. In any case Phanes is meant. Siacbucnros and

dacbuocTos are easily confused, and we cannot be certain that instances of

the latter in the text of 37 are necessarily correct. 8iacbpaTOS implies
*

bisexual
'

(which Phanes was) :

'

incorporeal ', of a being described as

having more than its quota of bodily attributes, and those of a very

peculiar sort, is perhaps odd even in a Neoplatonist.

Of these four types ofOrphic-denominated cosmogony, (i) men-
tions a first stage, Night, that does not occur in the others. Night's

importance in the Orphic pantheon probably depended, directly

or indirectly, on modifications to the archetypal Hesiodic cosmo-

gony and theogony. Eudemus may have known Orphic accounts

similar to the earlier versions associated with Epimenides and

Musaeus. Much later, in one part of the heterogeneous Rhap-
sodies, Night was given a specific cosmogonical function as a

secondary parent of Ouranos and Gaia. This detail may be in-

directly developed from archaic cosmogonical motifs, but it cannot

be considered strong evidence for an archaic Orphic cosmogonical

Nyx. (ii) is termed the usual Orphic account presumably because

it more or less corresponded with the broad picture given in the

late Rhapsodies, (iii) is an elaboration of (ii). It cannot, as it

stands, be pre-Hellenistic : its fantastic concrete description of the

abstract Chronos is a sign of late origin, or at least of late re-

modelling. (iv) is quoted by a second-century Christian apologist

ofNeoplatonic leanings; it gives one significant detail, the splitting

of the egg to form sky and earth, which is completely absent from

the later Neoplatonic accounts, (iii)
and (iv) have a first stage,

slime in one form or another, which is no doubt an eclectic

philosophical-physical intrusion. It might conceivably be taken

directly from Ionian systems like that ofAnaximander, but is much
more likely to have come from derivative Stoic cosmogony.

Ouranos, and the underneath part as Ge; and a certain double-bodied god also came forth.

And Ouranos having mingled with Ge begets, as female offspring, Clotho, Lachesis and

Atropos ----
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THE EGG IN EARLIER GREEK SOURCES, NOT SPECIFICALLY
ORPHIC

39 Aristophanes Birds 693 (the chorus of birds speak)

XAos fjv Keel N0 "Epe(36s TE nAav TrpcoTOv xal TdpTapos eOpO$,

Tfj 8' oOS* 'Afip ouS' OOpavos fjv 'Epe|3ov$ 5' ev cardpocn KoA-rrois

TIKTEI TTpcoTiOTOv OnT|v|Jiiov N0 f) [JieAavoTTTepos coov,

l oO irepiTeAAojjievais copais e(3Aacrrev "Epco$ 6 Tro9eiv6$,

arfApcov VCOTOV -nrepuyoiv xp^craiv, eiKcb$ ccvencoKecJi Stvais. 697

oOro$ 8 Xciei 7rrep66VTi jJiiyeis vvfxico Kara TApTapov eupuv
iveoTreuaev y^vos fmeTspov, Kal irpcoTOv dcvfiyocyev is 9^05.

irpOTepov 8' OUK f]v yevos dcOavdrcov irplv *Epco$ ^veiJiei^ev airavTa*

^umjiiyvujji^vcov 8' 4-iipcov ^Tlpois y^vT
9

Oupavos 'WKeavog TC

xal ffj irAvTCOv TE Oecov ^ocKcipcov yevos OC901TOV. c&8e nv eajjiev

TTOAO TTpEO-pUTOCTOl 7TOCVTCOV HOK&pCOV.

40 Damascius de principiis 124 (DK3B5; from Eudemus) TOV 8e

'ETripi6vi8r|v 8uo irpcbTas cipxocs vrrroOecrOca 'A^pa xai NUKTQ . . .

e c&v yevvr|0f)vai TcipTccpov . . . e c&v 8uo TiTavas
1

. . . cov ^ixO^VTCov

dAAf|Aois cbov yeveaQai . . . ! oO irdAiv aAArjv yeveocv TtpoEAOeTv.

1 The manuscript has Suo TIVOCS, but Kroll's emendation to 80o TiTavas

(accepted by Kranz in DK) is indicated by the etymology implied in the

Neoplatonist parenthesis that follows the disputed word, ii\v VOTIT^V

HeoxbTrjTOc OUTGO KccAeciavTa, 6i6Ti eir' d|J9CO 'SiaTeivei* T6 TE ocKpov Kai

T6 Tr^pas. The other omissions in the text as printed above are Neoplatonic

paraphrases which throw no light on the interpretation.

39 was written in 414 B.C. or shortly before. 40 lays claim to a still

earlier date, but Philodemus in 20 evidently suspected the authen-

ticity ofthe attribution ofthis verse theogony to Epimenides. There

was considerable doubt about Epimenides
5

historical position,

39 First of all was Chaos and Night and black Erebos and wide Tartar'os, and neither

Ge nor Aer nor Ouranos existed; in the boundless bosoms of Erebos black-winged Night

begets, first, a wind-egg,from which in thefulfilment of the seasons ardent Eros burgeoned

forth, his back gleaming with golden wings as he yielded to the whirling winds. Eros,

mingling with winged, gloomy Chaos in broad Tartaros, hatched out our race and first

brought it into the light. There was no race of immortals before Eros mingled all things

together; but as one mingled with another Ouranos came into being, and Okeanos and Ge

and the unfading race of all the blessed gods. Thus we are by far the oldest of all the

blessed ones.

40 Epimenides posited two first principles, Air and Night. . .from which Tartaros was

produced. . .from all of which two Titans were produced . . .from whose mutual mingling
an egg came into being. . .from which, again, other offspring came forth.
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even in the fourth century B.C. : according to Plato he was active

around 500 B.C., but Aristotle and the later tradition put him a

century earlier (DK 3 A 1-5) . His name became a focus for magical
and mystical anecdotes, and cosmogonical views might well have

been expected of him. The only thing we can say with certainty

about the date of 40 is that it is pre-Eudcmian; but in view of the

proliferation of mythological accounts in hexameters, concerned

with genealogy and therefore liable to begin with a theogony,

probably towards the end of the sixth century B.C., its content

might be tentatively dated between then and the middle of the

fifth century (see also nn. 13 on pp. 22 f.). Thus an egg as an

element in cosmogony, which is a typical feature of later Orphic
accounts as recorded in the Neoplatonist tradition, is mentioned

certainly near the end of the fifth century and probably before

that. Were these earlier accounts specifically Orphic in character?

There are no necessarily significant differences in the manner of

production of the egg in the earlier and in the later (definitely

Orphic) accounts. In the latter, Chronos (in a late and bizarre

form) begets the egg in Aither or in Aither-Chaos-Erebos (36, 37).

In 39 Night produces the egg in Erebos
;
in 40 it is begotten by two

Titans presumably Kronos (cf. 53?) and Rhea who are them-

selves the product of Air-Night and Tartaros. There is no mention

of Chronos, of course, but Pherccydes of Syros (pp. 58 f.) had

probably already associated Kronos with Chronos, and there may
be a connexion here with the later accounts: 1 see also 53 and

discussion. There is a distinct similarity between what is produced
from the egg in the birds' account and in the later Orphic ver-

sions : golden-winged Eros is an obvious prototype of the Orphic
Phanes.2 Yet most ofAristophanes' bird-cosmogony is indubitably

derived from the Hesiodic Theogony, with appropriate modifica-

tions.3 Chaos, Night, Erebos and Tartaros are involved in the first

stages of both accounts
; only Earth is postponed in Aristophanes,

to be produced (in some ways more logically) simultaneously with

Sky. The egg is a c

wind-egg', of course, partly to make it more

bird-like, partly because of the traditional windiness of Tartaros

(27). So Night, Chaos and Eros are all winged, because this

is meant to be a birds' cosmogony. It is a parody of a traditional

type of cosmogony; yet the original of a parody must be recogniz-

able, and while the Hesiodic elements are clear enough the egg is

non-Hesiodic. Eminently suited to bird-generation as it is, the
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device is unlikely to have been invented by Aristophanes for that

reason. It must have been familiar as a means for producing, not

necessarily a cosmogonical figure, but at least an important deity
like Eros. Possibly the birth of Helen from an egg is significant

here: connected with a tree-cult perhaps of Mycenean origin

(M. Nilsson, Gesch. d. griech. Religion i, 21 1 and 315), she is a ward
and representative of Aphrodite-Eros in Homer.

1 The Kronos-Chronos identification was also made in Orphic circles : cf.

e.g. Proclus in Plat. Crat. 3963 (Kern fr. 68). This does not imply that

Pherecydes was an Orphic, or took his ideas from early Orphic sources

(though the Suda reports, probably on account of these similarities, that he

'collected Orpheus' writings'); rather it implies that the later Orphic
eclectics used Pherecydes for source-material just as they used Hesiod and
other early mythological writings.
a The language of the Rhapsodic account is indeed strongly reminiscent

of Aristophanes : compare xPuo> ^aiS TnrepOyeoxn 9opeOnevos v0cc Keel v0cc

(sc. OAvris),
' Phanes ... borne here and there by golden wings' (fr. 78

Kern), with line 697 of 39. IvOcc Keel IvOcc in the Orphic verse, as in 35,
recalls Hesiod Theogony 742 (27), part of the description ofwindy Tartarus;
Hesiod is the chief linguistic and formal model for the Rhapsodies.
3 So also in 40 the first stage, Aer and Night, is evolved from Hesiod : see

p. 17. Philodemus in 20 did not mention the egg in Epimenides.

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS

The evidence is too sparse to lead to a final decision whether there

existed specifically Orphic cosmogonical accounts early enough to

have affected Presocratic ideas. Yet it seems probable that dis-

tinctively Orphic versions are not particularly early earlier, say,

than the fourth century B.C. ; though the name ofOrpheus, like that

of Musaeus or Epimenides, may have been attached to fifth- or

sixth-century thcogonies. The ideas inherent in extant reports are

eclectic in origin (Hesiod and the developments of Hesiod being
the chief source), but in their present formulation are Hellenistic

at the earliest. The one conceivably early characteristic is the use

of an egg formed in Erebos or Aither, from which comes a deity
who arranges the later stages of cosmic evolution. This device

occurs in an Aristophanic parody, also in a very vague summary of

verses ascribed to Epimenides and perhaps not later than the first

half of the fifth century. Yet there is no reason for considering the

device specifically Orphic, simply because it occurs in later Orphic
accounts which are demonstrably eclectic. Once the metaphor of

animal generation had been applied to cosmogony, as it certainly

was by the time of Hesiod, the egg became a plausible genetic
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device. It is surprising, indeed, that we do not hear more of it in

early Greek contexts: Nilsson (Gesch. i, 648) noted that the cosmic

egg is a common feature in naive mythology in many parts of the

world (though it does not, as it happens, occur in near-eastern

contexts except occasionally in Egypt and dubiously in
c Sanchu-

niathon'). It could nevertheless have existed in Greece from quite

early times as a folk-lore concept, which was excluded from many
formal accounts because of its naive quality and finds its only

analogue in a tendency to treat the developing world embryonic-

ally. 'Epimenides' was attempting, without many natural ad-

vantages, to improve on Hesiod, and might well have welcomed

the device just because it was not Hesiodic; while Aristophanes
found it obviously appropriate for a comic bird-cosmogony. The
later Orphism did not shun orientalizing novelties like the

description of Time as a winged monster, and would certainly

have no inhibitions about the egg-motif. There is a serious possi-

bility that Aristophanes, far from depending on a hypothetical

early Orphic tradition, was himselfused as a source by the founders

of a special Orphic literature.

One reason for doubting an early Orphic use of the egg-motif
has been generally overlooked. If there were any such early use,

one would expect later applications to be consistent with an

earlier tradition, which in a sacred-book sect would be regarded
as sacrosanct. Yet three quite different later uses are known. First,

the egg simply produces Phanes (34, 37). Secondly, in 38 the

upper part of the egg forms the sky, the lower part the earth; the

equivalent of Phanes emerges too, and sky and earth then mate as

in Hesiod or the popular tradition. The same interpretation is out-

lined in Apion (early first century A.D.) ap. ps.-Clement Horn, vi

(Kern fr. 56). Here the egg has a true cosmogonical function

which can be paralleled from non-Greek myths. Thirdly, accord-

ing to one extant source the Orphics used the arrangement of shell

and skin (and presumably also ofwhite and yolk) as an analogue for

the arrangement of sky (outer heaven), aither and so on:

41 Achilles Isag. 4 (DKiBia, Kern fr. 70) TTJV 8 Td^iv f^v

SsScbxaiJiev TCO oxpatpcbucrn ot 'Op9iKol A^youai TrapairATiafav elvca

TTJ v TOIS cools* 6v yap xei Aoyov TO A^nrvpov ev Tcp cbcp, TOUTOV v

41 The arrangement which we have assigned to the celestial sphere the Orphics say is

similar to that in eggs: for the relation which the shell has in the egg, the outer heaven has
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Tcp TTOVT! 6 ovpccv6$, Keel cos ^prryrai T oupavou KUKAoTepcos 6

alOrjp, OUTCOS TOU AeTrOpou 6 uiarjv.

This is, admittedly, a simile and not a cosmogonical device; it

might be argued, also, that the formation of sky and earth from

parts of the egg was just overlooked by the later Neoplatonists.
Nevertheless it seems probable that there was considerable diver-

gence in the use of the egg-motif, and that this divergence implies
that no specific ancient Orphic tradition had been preserved.

However, this special argument is less important than the general

ones, from the eclectic nature of organized Orphism, which have

already been adduced.

Thus this inevitably complex survey reaches the negative conclu-

sion that there was probably no such thing as Orphic cosmogony
either before or during the Presocratic period. It has, however,
revealed birth from an egg as an archaic theogonical, not cosmo-

gonical, device (one which perhaps played some part in Pherecydes

too, see p. 59). The regular Orphic accounts kept this theogonical

function; although one probably late variant made the egg truly

cosmogonical, as the actual material of the cosmos.

6. PHEREGYDES OF SYROS

This Pherecydes was a mythographer and theogonist, and must be

distinguished from the fifth-century Athenian genealogist of the

same name, also from a later and less important Lerian. 1 Accord-

ing to Aristotle he was not entirely mythological in his approach :

42 Aristotle Met. N/|, iogib8 . . .lirei of ye jjieneiynevoi ourcov

(sc. TGOV GeoAoycov) [KCCI] TOD \x\ uuOixcos orrccvTa Asyeiv, oTov OepexuSrjS

Keel 6T8poi Tive$, T6 yevvfjaav irpcoTov ocpiorov Ti6acri, xal oi Mdyou
1 F. Jacoby, Mnemosyne 13 (3rd series), 1947, 138*., has finally discredited

Wilamowitz's theory that
'

Pherecydes
' was a generic name attached to all

early Ionian prose writing not specifically ascribed, as 'Hippocrates'
became attached to all medical literature. The man of Syros and the

Athenian were indeed carefully distinguished in many ancient sources,

though not in all.

in the universe, and as the aither depends in a circle from the outer heaven, so does the

membranefrom the shell.

42 . . .since the 'mixed* theologians, those who do not say everything in mythicalform,
such as Pherecydes and certain of the others, and also the Magi, make the fast generator

the best thing.
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DATE

Pherecydes was active in the sixth century B.C., perhaps around
the middle of it. Ancient authorities diverge : according to one

tradition he was roughly contemporary with the Lydian king

Alyattes (c. 605-5603.0.) and the Seven Sages (conventionally dated

around Thales' eclipse, 585/4, or the archonship of Damasias,

582/1) ; according to another, dependent on Apollodorus, his acme

was in the 5gth Olympiad, 544-541 B.C., and he was a contem-

porary of Cyrus.
1 The Apollodoran dating thus makes him a

generation younger than Thales and a younger contemporary of

Anaximander. It fits in with the later Pythagorean tradition

which made Pythagoras bury Pherecydes (p. 51), though this

event was itself probably fictitious. None of these chronological
traditions looks particularly historical, and we know that such

synchronisms were assigned by the Hellenistic chronographers

largely on a priori grounds. Yet interest in Pherecydes was certainly

alive in the fourth century B.C. (a crucial era for the transmission

of information about the archaic period), and the broad limits of

dating, i.e. in the sixth century, are unlikely to be wrong.
1 The early dating is seen e.g. in the Suda (DKyAa) and in Diog. L. i, 42

(DKgA i, after Hermippus). The later dating appears e.g. in Diog. L. i, 1 18

(afterAristoxenus) andi, 12 1 (afterApollodorus) seeDK 7A i ; also inCicero

Tusc. i, 1 6, 38 (DK.7A5), Pliny N.H. vn, 205, Eusebius Chron. (DKjAia).

PHERECYDES' BOOK

43 Diogenes Laertius i, 1 1 9 acpjeTca 8 TOU Suptou TO TE fiipAiov

6 ovveypavfEV oO f) ccpxil
*

Zdc$ |jiv KOCI Xpovog fjaav del Kal XOovtrj . . .

(for continuation see 50).

44 Suda s.v. Pherecydes EOTI 8 cnravToc a auv^ypavye TOUTCC*

TJTOI GeoKpacricc f| Geoyovia. (sort 8 0eoAoytcc 6v

T fyovea. fecov yveaiv Kal 8taSoxci$.)

45 Diogenes Laertius i, 116 TOUTOV 9T]ai BSOTTOUTTOS irpcoTOV

Trepl 9\icTCos xcd Oscov yp6cycu. Cf. Suda s.v. Pherecydes TrpcoTOV

8fe auyypa9T)v E^eveyKeiv Trejco Xoycp Tives iaTOpouaiv.

43 There is preserved of the man ofSyros the book which he wrote ofwhich the beginning

is:
l

%as and Chronos always existed and Chthonie. . . '.

44 Everything he wrote is asfollows: Seven Recesses or Divine Mingling or Theogony.

(And there is a Theology in ten books containing the birth and successions of the gods.)

45 This man is said by Theopompus to have been the first to write on nature and the

gods. Some relate that he was the first to bring out a book in prose.
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According to 43 Pherecydes
5 book (or what was taken for it) sur-

vived in Diogenes' time, the third century A.D. The opening words

might be known well enough from the entry in Callimachus'

catalogue of the Alexandrian library (the patronymic, omitted

here, was given shortly before as BApuos, 'son of Babys'). That the

book survived the burning of the Library in 47 B.C. may be con-

firmed by a longer quotation, 54; though this and other fragments
could have survived through the medium of handbooks or antho-

logies. The title is given in 44. 'ETrrdiJivxos,
*

(of) seven recesses',

seems to be the book's true title;
1 variants descriptive of the con-

tents are added, as often, but are probably of later origin. The
'ten-volume theology' is probably a confusion with a ten-volume

work on Attic history (itself beginning, no doubt, from gods and

heroes) ascribed to the Athenian Pherecydes in the lines that

follow in the Suda. The precise reference of the cryptic and

unusual title '(of) seven recesses' is very obscure: see p. 58. 45

exemplifies the widespread tradition that this was the earliest

prose book. What Theopompus (fourth century B.C.) must actually
have said is that Pherecydes first wrote about the gods in prose, as

opposed to e.g. Hesiod. Prose annals were presumably recorded

before Pherecydes, but he and Anaximander (whose book may
have been roughly contemporary, and might possibly be assigned
to 547/6 B.C., p. 101) might well have been the first substantial

prose writers to have survived; on the confusion over Thales as a

writer see pp. 85 f.

1 It seems rash to accept 'foe recesses', from 51, as the title, with Diels

followed byJaeger and others, on the sole strength ofDamascius* statement

there that the divine products of Chronos* seed, when disposed in five

recesses, were called TrevTepuxos. Even if this is intended to give the title

of the book, the five recesses mentioned just before provide a clear motive

for writing five and not seven.

HIS LIFE AND LEGEND

(i) The connexion with Pythagoras

Many miracles were attributed to Pherecydes, e.g. predictions of

an earthquake, a shipwreck, the capture of Messene. These were

variously located : in Sparta, near Ephesus, in Samos, in Syros, and

so on. The difficulty is that the same miracles were also attributed

to Pythagoras. Apollonius the paradoxographer, not certainly

using Aristotle, said that
c

Pythagoras afterwards indulged in the
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miracle-working, TepaToiroifa, of Pherecydes' (259); and it was

certainly accepted in the Peripatetic circle that when Pherecydes
fell ill of louse-disease in Dclos his disciple Pythagoras came and
cared for him until his death (Diog. L. i, 118, Diodorus x, 3, 4;

DK 7Ai and 4). So Aristoxenus asserted, and Dicaearchus too

according to Porphyry Vit. Pythag. 56. Porphyry also related (as

quoted by Eusebius, DKyAG) that according to the fourth-

centuiy B.C. writer Andron of Ephesus the miracles belonged

properly to Pythagoras; but that Theopompus plagiarized the

miracle-stories from Andron and, to disguise his theft, assigned
them instead to Pherecydes and slightly altered the localities

involved. Andron was far from critical, however, since he invented

another Pherecydes of Syros, an astronomer (Diog. L. i, 119,

DKyA i) ;
and Porphyry's explanation of the divergence is uncon-

vincing. The confusion and disagreement which patently existed

in the fourth century show that reliable details of the life of

Pherecydes were lacking. If Pherecydes had been a sage of the

type naturally to attract miracle-stories (as Pythagoras was), the

connexion between two similar contemporaries would have been

invented whether it existed or not; but apart from the feats other-

wise attributed to Pythagoras, Pherecydes seems to have had little

of the shaman or magician about him. It has been suggested that

the whole tissue of legend might have arisen from a well-known

fifth-century B.C. comment:

46 Ion of Chios ap. Diogenem Laertium i, 120 "Icov 8' 6 X!o$

9rjcyi TTEpi ccuToO (sc. OepeKuSou)

(Fr. 4) cos 6 nev f|voper) TE KKcc<j|ji6vo$ fjSs KOU oc!5o!

KOU 96i|jvo$ yuxfi Tepirvov exel PIOTOV,

Eiirsp rTu0ccy6pr|$ ETUHCO$ 6 0-096$ Trepl TTOCVTCOV

dvOpcoTrcov yvcoiJias eI5e xai e^naOev.

As H.Gomperz maintained (Wiener St. 47 (1929) 14 n. 3), this prob-

ably means no more than e

If Pythagoras is right about the survival

of the soul, then Pherecydes' soul should be enjoying a blessed

existence'. It might have been misinterpreted, even in antiquity,

to imply a friendship between the two men, and have encouraged
the transference to Pherecydes of stories about Pythagoras.

46 Ion of Chios says about him [Pherecydes] :
*

Thus did he excel in manhood and

honour, and now that he is dead he has a delightful existence for his soul if indeed

Pythagoras the wise learned and knew true opinions above all men.''
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Elaborate biographical accounts were invented on the slightest

pretext, especially in the third and second centuries B.C. (see e.g.

p. 183); even so one hesitates to suppose that the fourth-century

controversy can have been founded on evidence so slight as Ion's

little encomium. Yet none of the evidence on this point looks at all

convincing, and it is as well to preserve a certain scepticism about

the relationship between the two men.

(ii) Alleged access to Phoenician secret books

47 Suda s.v. Pherecydes 8i5ax$f]vai 8 UTT' OUTOU TTuOayopav

A6yo$, OCUTOV 6 OUK eaxtiK^vai Ka0r|yTiTr|v, dcAA* aurov ccaKfjorou

KTrjaAjjievov TOC OOIVIKCOV onrroKpv^a fiipAtoc. (See also 61.)

The assertion that Pherecydes was self-taught probably means no

more than that no teacher could conveniently be supplied for him
when his complete biography came to be written. That he used

Phoenician secret books (an unlikely story indeed) is another

piece of speculation of the type beloved by the biographical

compilators. Yet it must have had some foundation, and may be

based on apparently oriental motifs in his thought: he was later

connected with Zoroastrianism (n. 2 on p. 65), and the battle of

Kronos and Ophioneus, like that of Zeus and Typhoeus in Hesiod,

had some Phoenician affinities (p. 68).

(iii) The solstice-marker

48 Diogenes Laertius i, 119 dcp^eTCd 8e TOU Zupiou TO TS

|3i|3A{ov. . .(cf. 50). . .acb36Tai56Kalf)AioTp6iTiovivZ\ipCA5

49 Homer Od. 15, 403-4, with scholia

vfjcros Ti$ Iupir| KiKAricTKeTca, ei TTOU dxoueis,

'OpTuyiris Ko0U7rep0ev, 661 Tpoiral fjeAioio.

661 TpoiTcd fjeAioio] ev0a 9ccaiv elvoci f]Aiou cnrfiAcuov, 81* o

OUVTCU TOCS TOU fjAiou TpoirAs (QV). olov cbs irpos TOC$ Tpoiras

47 There is a story that Pythagoras was taught by him; but that he himself had no

instructor, but trained himself after obtaining the secret books of the Phoenicians.

48 There is preserved of the man ofSyros the book . . . [cf. 50] . . . and there is preserved

also a solstice-marker in the island ofSyros.

49
*

There is an island called Syrie -perhapsyou have heard of it above Ogygie, where

are the turnings of the sun.
9

Where are the turnings of the sun] They say there is a cave of the sun there,

through which they mark the sun's turnings (QV). As it were toward the turnings of the
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fjAiou, 6 eoriv eiri T& SUTIKOC ptlpri urrepocvcoQsv TTJS Af|Aou (BHQ,).

OUTCOS 'AptoTCCpxos KOCI 'HpcoSiocvos (H).

The implication in 48 that a solstice-marker preserved in Syros in

Diogenes' time had belonged to, or been used by, Pherecydes must

be approached with caution. (A solstice-marker is a device to

mark the point at which the sun
*

turns' on the ecliptic, at mid-

summer or midwinter.) There seems to be some connexion with a

cryptic couplet in Homer, 49. The scholia show that two alter-

native interpretations of this couplet were known in Alexandria :

either (a) 661 Tporral fjsAioio describes Syrie (rather than Ortygie),

and means that there was there a bearing-marker in the form of a

cave; or (b) the meaning is that Syrie lies 'above', i.e. north of,

Ortygie, and also west of it, where the sun '

turns
'

in the sense of

setting.
1 Both (a) and (b) improbably assume that Ortygie repre-

sents Delos, and Syrie Syros (which lies some twenty miles slightly

north of west from Delos) .
2 Now whatever the intended meaning

of the Homeric phrase,
3 there evidently was a sun-cave reported

from Syros in the Alexandrian period, and this is presumably the

form of marker that Diogenes referred to three or four centuries

later. We hear of another type of natural solstice-marker from

Itanos in Crete in the fourth century B.C., and such things must

have been relatively common for calendar purposes. The sun-cave

in Syros cannot, it seems, have been the original motive of the

Homeric reference, but it was nevertheless seized upon at a later

date (and certainly, one would think, later than Pherecydes) in an

attempt to explain the description in the Odyssey. Whatever its

antecedents, it would as a matter of course have become associated

with the island's most notable inhabitant, Pherecydes. Although
there is no other evidence that he was a practical scientist, many
other sixth-century sages, especially the Milesians, were known to

have had applied as well as theoretical interests; and it would be

almost inevitable for an Alexandrian scholar, for instance, auto-

matically to provide a historical association between the only two

apparently scientific products of Syros Pherecydes and the

solstice-marker. Reluctant as one is, therefore, to disconnect such

a pleasing device from such an intriguing man, extreme scepticism

again seems desirable.

sun, which is in the westward direction, above Delos (BHQ^). So Aristarchus and

Herodian (//).
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1 This sense of Tpo-rrcd is absolutely unparalleled and highly improbable,

especially since Tpoiral f)6Afoio are mentioned three times in the Hesiodic

Works and Days, always meaning solstice. But (0), as well as (b), is virtually

impossible: for even though Tpoiral fjeAioio can, and indeed does, mean
'
solstice

'

or
'

solstices ',
it cannot conceivably in any kind of Greek mean a

device (whether a cave or anything else) for marking or observing solstices.

2 There were other actual Ortygias as well as Delos (to which the name is

only applied in contexts which could have been affected by learned

speculation on 49) : notably the island forming part of Syracuse, and a

precinct near Ephesus. 'OpTuyfrj means 'of the quail* (6p*n/5), and might
be applied to any locality at which quails habitually rested in their

migrations between Egypt and the north. A difficulty in identifying

Ortygie with Dclos is that the two places are distinguished in the Homeric

Hymn to Apollo (16) ; but the passage is suspect on other grounds. A far

more serious difficulty, and one that has been widely ignored, is that of

identifying Zupfr), with a short upsilon, with Zvpo$, which has a long

upsilon. The connexion of Syrie with Syracuse is also philologically

improbable. Miss H. L. Lorimer (Homer and the Monuments 80 ff.) argued
for SvpfTj referring to Syria (which, she maintained, might have been

naively taken for an island), and for Tpoirai meaning 'sunrise', i.e. the

east. But it seems impossible that Syria should be termed an island
; and

the Phoenicians would hardly have been conceived as spending a whole

year trading with a place so near their own country (cf. Od. 15, 455).

3 661 Tpoirccl fjeAfoio could describe either Syrie or Ortygie. Here an
observation of Miss Lorimer's is ofgreat importance: the onlyother place in

Homer where Ortygie is mentioned is Od. 5, 123, where Orion, having been
carried off by Eos, is slain in Ortygie by Artemis. The implication is that

Ortygie was the dwelling-place of Eos, the dawn, and therefore that it lies

in the east. Miss Lorimer thought that solstices could not carry a directional

meaning. But, since solstices would normally be observed at sunrise (by the

bearing method), 'where the summer solstice is' would signify the general
direction in which the sun rises at the summer solstice, namely north-east

by east; while 'where the winter solstice is' would signify south-east by
east. The summer solstice is the important one for record purposes, and
the mention of the solstice, by itself, might naturally bring to mind the

north-east by east direction. Thus the intention of the Homeric phrase is to

indicate the general direction of this probably mythical Ortygie. It is

worth adding that the dwelling-place of Eos was often conceived as being

Aia, and that Aia was commonly identified with Colchis ; and Colchis does

in fact lie roughly north-east by east from the centre of the Ionian coast-

line.

THE CONTENTS OF PHEREGYDES' BOOK

(i)
The primeval deities; initial creation by Chronos; the recesses

50 Diogenes Laertius i, 119 acpseTcci 8s TOU Zupfou TO Te

(3if5Aiov 6 oweypccyev oO f) dpxiV (Fr. i) Zcc$ nv mi Xpovos fjcrocv

50 There is preserved of the man of Syros the book which he wrote of which the begin-
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del Kcd X6ovir| XQovfr) 8 ovojacc yvTO Ffj, hrEiBfi ccCrrrj Zdcs yfjv

y^pas 81601.

51 Damascius de principus 124 Aw (DepeKOSris BE 6 ZOpios ZdvTCc

IJEV Elvcci del xcd Xpovov KCC! XOoviocv TCCS TpeTs TrpcoTas dpx&S - T&V

BE Xpovov Troiflaai EK TOU yovou aurou m/p Kai -rrveOiia xal OBcop . . .

c&v EV nivTE lav/xois 8ir)pr||Jivcov iroAAfiv aAArjv ysvEccv CTvarfjvai

Qecov, TT)V TTEVT^UXOV xaAoujji^vriv, TOCUTOV Se lacos EITTEIV TTEVT^KOCI^JIOV.

52 Porphyrius de antro nymph. 31 . . .TOU lupfov 0EpKOSou
jjiuxous KCCI (366pous xal avrpa xal Oupas xal TruAas AsyovTos xai

8ioc TOUTCOV aiviTTO^vou TOCS TCOV yux&v yv^<jis xai diroyEV^aEis.

Zas and Chronos and Chthonic 'always existed' : this resolves the

difficulty of creation ex nihilo. An analogous declaration is seen,

some two generations later, in Heraclitus' world-order, which no

god or man made, but always was, and is, and shall be (220) ;
also

in Epicharmus fr. i (DK.23BI probably genuine), where the

case is explicitly argued. But already in the sixth century B.C. the

divinity assigned to Anaximander's aiTEipov and Anaximenes' air

probably implies that these, too, had always existed. It is surprising
to find this concept stated so explicitly, and in a theogonical

context, at this relatively early date. Yet the gods who always
existed are probably conceived as original forms (by etymology)
of conventional figures from the traditional theogony; and one of

them is 'Time', which might naturally be felt, without any deep
abstract reflexion, to have been unborn. Thus Pherecydes was

not trying to solve a logical difficulty about creation so much as to

substitute a new first stage, dependent on etymology and particu-

larly on a new understanding of Kronos the father of the gods, for

the imprecise, if more rationalistic, 'Chaos came into being' of

Hesiod.

The names are unusual. Zds (accusative ZdvTa) is obviously an

etymological form of ZEUS, and is perhaps intended to stress the

ning is:
*

^as and Chronos always existed and Chthonie; and Chthonie got the name ofGe,
since %as gave her Ge as a present [or prerogative]'

51 Pherecydes ofSyros said that as always existed, and Chronos and Chthonie, as the

three first principles . . .and Chronos made out of his own seedfire and wind [or breath]

and water. . .from which, when they were disposed infive recesses, were composed numerous

other offspring ofgods, what is called
(

of the five recesses', which is perhaps the same as

saying 'offive worlds
9
.

52 ... when Pherecydes, the man ofSyros, talks of recesses and pits and caves and doors

and gates, and through these speaks in riddles of the becomings and deceases of souls.
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element 30- (an intensive prefix), as in j&Oeos, SOCTIS; though there

is some possibility that the form Zas is intended to link the sky-god
Zeus with the earth-goddess Ge, whose Cyprian form is 30:.

XOovfrj, from \6&v, is presumably intended to represent Earth in

a primitive role, perhaps as the abode of chthonic daimons, and

at all events with stress on the underparts of the earth. As for

Xpovos, it has been argued, notably by Wilamowitz, that the true

reading must be Kpovos: Kronos played an important part in

Pherecydes' theogony according to one extant fragment, 58, and

'Time' is a surprisingly sophisticated cosmogonical concept for

the sixth century B.C. But Xpovo$, which is widely supported in

the sources, is almost certainly correct; the other two figures are

etymologizing variants of well-known theogonical figures, and we

naturally anticipate a similar case with the third figure. The
substitution of Xpovos for Kpovos is just what we should expect
here.1 It appears likely that by the later stages of the theogony the

primeval trio assumed their familiar form as Zeus, Kronos and

Hera.2 That Pherecydes was addicted to etymologies emerges

clearly from our scanty evidence: thus, in addition to the idio-

syncratic derivations ofnames already discussed, X6co$ was perhaps
connected by him (as later by the Stoics) with x&<70ai (p. 59 n.),

and so interpreted as water; Rhea was called Tfj (DKysg),
and perhaps connected with f>eiv etc.; Okeanos was called

Ogenos (54); the gods called a table 0ucopo$, 'watcher over

offerings'

1 Wilamowitz roundly declared that
' Time ', as a cosmogonical god in the

sixth century, was impossible. Certainly the abstraction implied in the

Xp6vov Sdcrj (Solon, see 113), or TTJV TOU xpovou Td^iv (Anaximander, see

112), is less startling in its implications, as are the Xp6vo$ 6 irdvTCOv TronYip

of Pindar 01. 2, 17 and the hypostatized Time of tragedy; though the two
last instances provide some parallel. The Iranian cosmogonical Time,

Zvran Akarana, was introduced as a refinement of Mazdaism and cannot

be assumed earlier than the fourth century B.C. (n. on p. 39), though the

possibility oforiental influence in this respect cannot be entirely discounted.

The Chronos of the late Orphic cosmogonies was presented in a Hellenistic

shape, and cannot be taken as any kind of parallel or precedent for the

sixth century B.C. The connexion of Kronos with Chronos was certainly
made by later Orphics (cf. e.g. Kern Orph. Frag. fr. 68), but according to

Plutarch (Is. Osir. 32) this was a common Greek identification: we cannot

say whether or not Pherecydes was the originator. That he did intend to

relate them is stated by Hermias and Probus (DKyAg), probably after

Stoic sources. In any event one should not exaggerate (as Wilamowitz

did) the depth of abstraction, and of metaphysical content, implied by the
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presence of Ghronos in 50. Pherecydes probably took the Kronos of

legend, asked himselfwhat the etymology was, and arrived at the obvious

answer, Ghronos or Time a familiar and simple concept which is plainly
somehow involved in cosmogony.
2 Chthonie gets the name of Ge, Earth, at a subsequent stage, presumably
when Zas presents her with the cloth embroidered with earth in 54. But
at that point she apparently takes over the control and guardianship of

marriages; this was Hera's prerogative (as focnTiAfoc) according to the

general view, and in so far as Chthonie-Ge is the wife ofZas-Zeus she is also

thought of as becoming Hera. (Demeter, who is much closer to Ge, was in

charge of certain female activities, as 860^09690$, but not of marriage ;

she may, however, provide a connecting link.) Hera was probably not an

earth-goddess in origin, but there are other isolated cases where she

replaces Gaia; for example, she appears to be the mother of Typhaon in

the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 35 if., also in Stesichorus (Et. Magn. 772.

50) ; cf. 53, and Virgil Aen. iv, 166.

Damascius in 51 is following Eudemus. Chronos makes fire,

wind and water out of his own seed,
1 and this is implied to take

place at an early stage. The episode cannot be invented, though it

would not be surprising ifsome details of it were distorted. One is

reminded of Egyptian cosmogonical accounts in which the first

world-constituents are produced by the onanism of a primeval

god, notably that ofAtum-Re mentioned in the Memphis theology

(ANET 5) ;
and also of the mutilation of Ouranos by Kronos in

32, where certain mythological figures are begotten by Ouranos'

member and the blood from it. The idea that the human seed is

creative, and therefore that a primary deity's seed is cosmo-

gonically creative, is neither surprising nor illogical. What is sur-

prising here, however, is the things which are thus created : they
smack of fifth-century four-element theory, earth being omitted

because already accounted for in the very name of Chthonie-Ge.

TTveuiacc looks suspiciously anachronistic, even though Anaximenes

emphasized its importance at roughly this period (pp. I4gff.).

These substances cannot have formed the raw material of later

cosmic arrangement: for according to 51 what they produce is not

a world but deities ofsome kind. In fact, I would suggest that the

seed producing fire, wind (irveujjia) and water is probably a later

rationalizing interpretation, perhaps Stoic in origin but based on
the Aristotelian concept (itselfto some extent indebted to Diogenes
of Apollonia, cf. 619 fin.} that the human cnrepuoc, seed, contains

oO^VTOV 7TveO|jicc, innate breath, which is also described as being
'hot' and aitherial (cf. e.g. Generation ofanimals 63, 736b 336.). In

accounts of early Stoic physiology, too, the seed is described as
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jJieQ' OypoO ('breath with moisture', Arius Didymus on

Zeno) and is associated with Trveunoc ev0ep[Jiov, 'warm breath'. It

therefore seems probable that the three unexpected products of

Chronos' seed fire, wind and water are an intrusive later

interpretation of the nature of the seed itself, and that originally it

was Chronos' semen itself that was placed in the recesses. As for

these, the seven in the title as given in the Suda might be obtained

by adding to the five recesses connected with Chronos in 51 the

two other pre-existing deities Zas and Chthonie, the latter of

which, certainly, had a local and indeed a recess-like connotation.

Alternatively, all seven recesses could have been part of Chthonie :

it is notable that the Babylonian world of the dead was conceived

as having seven regions,
2 and in the myth of the Descent of Ishtar,

Ishtar has to pass through seven gates (ANET loyf.) ;
one thinks

(though perhaps not significantly) of the doors and gates that

Porphyry found in Pherccydes (52) .

1 This seems, then, to be the first creation-act. But there is no essential

conflict with 42, where T6 yevvfjaav irpcoTOV must be Zas-Zeus: for it is

Zas who first creates the parts of the world (54), while Chronos produces

theogonical, not cosmogonical, constituents.

2 In the first eleven chapters of the Hippocratic treatise TTepl (35ouocScov

the world is divided into seven parts to correspond with the seven parts of

the human body. Some scholars date this fragmentary and unattractive

work in the sixth century B.C. There seem to be no strong grounds for such

an early date, and stylistically a late Hellenistic origin is far more probable.

A possible clue to the production by Chronos from his own seed

appears in the following neglected passage :

53 Z B in Homeri //. 2, 783 Tu9coeo$] 9ocai T^V ffjv dya-
voKToucjav rrl TCO 9ovco TGOV FiydvTcov StapaAeiv Aia TTJ "Hpa* TTJV

8e irpos Kpovov dTreAOouarav e^emeiv TOV S SoOvai aurrj 8uo cod,

TCO iSico xpfoavTa 0opco xai xeAeuaavTa Kara yfj$ drro0a0ai, 9'

&v dva5o0r|aeTai Saijacov 6 cmroc7Tf|aGov Aia TTJS dpxffc. "H &> &S

e!X V 6py%> I06TO aura UTTO TO "ApijJiov T% KiAiKia$. ava8o08VTO$ 8

TOU Tu9covo$ "Hpa StaAAayeiaa Ait TO -rrav eK9aivei
* 6 8 xepauvcoaas

AiTvr|v TO opos cov6[jiaaev.

53 They say that Ge in annoyance at the slaughter of the Giants slandered %eus to Hera,

and that Hera went offand told Kronos about this. He gave her two eggs9 smearing them

with his own semen, and telling her to store them underground: from them, he said, a

daimon would be produced who would displace ^eusfrom power. And she in her anger

put them under Arimon in Cilicia. But when Typhon had been produced, Hera had

become reconciled to %eus, and revealed everything; and %eus blasted Typhon and named

the mountain Aetna.
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This has to be used with caution: it may originate from the

Pergamene editors of Homer (the first-hand scholia of B are anti-

Aristarchean) and be based upon a genuinely ancient version, but

it is in part eclectic, adding a Homeric element (Arimon) to those

seen in 5th-century poetry (Pi. P. i, i6ff., Aesch. Pr. 351 ff.). It

could therefore be distorted in places by later Orphic developments

(cf. 34, 37) ; although it is evidently not directly dependent on the

Rhapsodies, since the eggs are placed not in the windy wastes of

Aither or Ercbos (an essential element of the Rhapsodic account)
but in Gaia. That Kronos not Chronos appears is not necessarily

important (see p. 56). The notable thing is that Kronos im-

pregnates two eggs (why two?) with his own seed, and that the eggs

have to be placed underground, KCCTOC yfjs, possibly in a recess of

some kind here, under a mountain. From the eggs, when ferti-

lized by the seed, comes Typhon/Typhoeus, an analogue of

Pherecydes' Ophioneus (pp. 66 ff.) . There does seem to be a striking

parallel with the cryptic mention of Chronos' seed in 51 ;
if so, it

provides some confirmation of the speculation that some kind of

theogonical figure or figures ('numerous other divine offspring')

came directly from Chronos' seed. 1 It makes a faint possibility,

too, that generation from an egg (but not of cosmological consti-

tuents) occurred in Pherecydes (see pp. 44-8) though this device

became so popular in Hellenistic and later accounts that it might
well have been imposed on a simpler story.

1
Porphyry (cf. DK 767) mentioned people who took what he called TT\V

iKpoi*iv, in Pherecydes, to refer to semen; though they applied the same

interpretation to Hesiod's Styx and Plato's Ameles. H. Gomperz (Wiener

St. 47 (1929) 19 n. 10) suggested that Chronos produred a generation of

primeval deities from the ixpor), just as his later form Kronos did from

Rhea; this would in fact fit in with the suggestion made above, that fire,

wind and water are an intrusive gloss. The connexion of Rhea, called

'Pfj by Pherecydes (DK.7B9), with exporj seems quite possible. A further

but more remote possibility is that Chronos' semen became primeval water.

We are told in one source (Achilles hag. 3, DKjBia) that Pherecydes,
like Thales, declared the element to be water, which he called X^S
(presumably deriving it from x^6CT^ai>

# tnc whole thing is not Stoic

accommodation). The Suda, too, says that 'he imitated the opinion of

Thales
'

(DK 7 A 2) ; though Sextus, on the other hand, said that his principle

was earth (DK7Aio). Great penetration is not to be sought in these

interpretations; but it does seem probable that Pherecydes understood

Hesiod's Chaos in a special sense, perhaps because of a specious etymology.
The surviving fragments show that there was no question ofwater coming
first; but the special interpretation of Chaos may have been connected

with Chronos' seed at a relatively early stage of cosmic development.
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The names listed by Porphyry in 52 doors and gates as well as

recesses, pits and caves again suggest that something more
elaborate than mere depressions in the earth was in question;

though this may be just mythological decoration. Porphyry's

interpretation, that these things were connected with the soul, is

purely Neoplatonic and comes in a treatise in which every detail

of the Cave of the Nymphs in the Odyssey is made to yield a similar

psychic meaning. There is no good evidence for attributing any

special interest in the soul to Pherecydes.
1

1 Cicero's remark at Tusc. i, 16, 38 (DK.7A5), that Pherecydes was the

first to call human souls eternal, is probably caused by the attribution of

Pythagoras' ideas to his putative master; cf. the Suda, DK.7A2. A similar

statement occurs in Aponius (DK7A5); the addition that Pherecydes
'unum nobis de coelo spiriturn, alterum credidit terrenis seminibus

comparatum' seems to mean merely that the soul is aitherial, the body
terrestrial, and not (as H. Gomperz and others have imagined) that

Pherecydes postulated a double spiritus. That the soul is connected with

aither is a view he might conceivably have held : see p. 200 and note.

(ii) The wedding ofas and Chthonie, and the embroidery of the cloth

54 Grenfcll and Hunt Greek Papyri Ser. II, no. 1 1, p. 23 (3rd cent.

A.D.) (DK.7B2) OCU)TCO TTOIOUCTIV TOC OIKICC -rroAAcc TG Kocl neyocAoc.

rrel 8 TOO/TCC e^eT^Aeaav TT&VTOC Keel xp^UOTcc KOCI 0p6c7rovTOC$ Kal

QspaTrcdvccs KOC! T&AAa oaa 8si TT&VTOC, eirel Sf] TrdvTa TOi|Jia yiyveTca
TOV ydjJiov TTOieOcnv. KoareiSf) Tpirri fmeprj yiyveTOci TCO yaiaco, TOTS

Zds TTOiei 9apo$ pya TE Kal KaAov Kal ev OUTGO (iroiKiAAei rflv) xal

'6i)yr|<v6v Kod TOC '60)yr|voO (8cb|jiaTa
***

[col. 2] (3ouA6^6vos) yap
aio TOV/S y&jjious elvai TOUTCO ae TI(IJICO). CTU 6e |Jioi xa^P6 Ka

'

1 cruviaOi.

TourA 9aaiv dvaKaAuiTTfipia TrpcoTov yev^crOar SK TOUTOU 8e 6

O xal OeoTai Kal av6{pcb7roi)cnv. f) 8s jjii<v ocnsip>Tai

eu TO)

1 The attribution to Pherecydes, and the supplements of (TroixiAAei . . . > to

{Scbucrroc), are confirmed by Clement of Alexandria Strom, vi, 9, 4, O. 6

Supios Ayei
*

Z6c$ TTOIEI 9apo$. . . 'OOyrjvou 56uaTa. Other supplements by
Blass, Weil, Diels; text as in DK, except for alterations to the slightly

erroneous record there of gaps in the papyrus.

54 His halls they makefor him, many and vast. And when they had accomplished all

these, and the furniture and manservants and maidservants and everything else necessary,

when everything was ready, they hold the wedding. And on the third day of the wedding

%as makes a great andfair doth and on it he decorates Ge and Ogenos and the halls of

Ogenos
* * *

'for wishing [or some such word] marriages to beyours, Ihonouryou with this.

Hail toyou, and be my consort.
' And this they say was thefirst Anacalypteria:from this the

custom arose bothfor gods andfor men. And she replies, receivingfrom him the cloth ***.
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The marriage is between Zas and Chthonie, as is confirmed by
57. Zas' declaration 'desiring [or some such word] marriages to

belong to you' suggests strongly that Chthonie is here partially

equated with Hera, the goddess of marriage (n. 2 on p. 57). The

preparations are of a fairy-tale quality, and are carried out by
unspecified agents. On the third day of the wedding festivities1

Zas makes a great cloth, decorating it with Ge (earth) and Ogenos
(evidently Pherecydes' name for Okeanos).

2 He presents it to

Chthonie : the gift of this representation of Ge seems to be what
was referred to in 50, where Ghthonie took the name Ge 'since

Zas gave her earth as a gift [or prerogative]'. With the cloth he

also gives her Ogenos, which may be regarded as a part of the

earth's surface in the broad sense but is not a prerogative of

Chthonie in the way that Ge is. Chthonie initially represents the

solid substructure of earth rather than its variegated surface, Ge
and Ogenos. Now the main question is whether the weaving or

embroidering of earth and Okeanos is an allegory of an actual

creation-act. It seems probable that it is; otherwise, what is the

point of Zas undertaking this odd and unmasculine task one very

different, it may be noted, from Hephaestus' decoration of the

shield ofAchilles in Iliad book 18? Not simply to symbolize the gift

of Ge, and as a mythological precedent for the Anacalypteria, the

Unveiling of the bride; there is this aetiological element in the

story, as is explicitly stated, but the gift need not have been of this

bizarre kind ifit had no more significance than that ofan Unveiling-

gift.
3 Amore positive indication isprovided in thefollowingpassage :

55 Proclus in Tim., n, p. 54 Diehl 6 OepSKu8r|s eAeyev sis "EpcoTa

ueTa(36J3Af](j0ai T6v Aioc tJieAAovTa Srmtoupysiv, OTI 6f] TOV KoaiJiov IK

TCOV evccvTicov (TUviCTTOcs ei$ 6|JioAoyiav Koci 9iA(av fiyaye KOCI TCCUTO-

TTJTOC Traaiv evEcrrreipe xal evcoaiv TTJV Si* oAcov 8if|KOUciav.

The whole of this from OTI 8f| onwards is palpably Stoic interpreta-

tion, with a slight Neoplatonic colouring, and tells us nothing
about Pherecydes. The first statement, however, that Zeus turned

into Eros when about to create, must be based on something in

Pherecydes. It suggests first that Zas did undertake some kind of

cosmogonical creation, and secondly that he did so as Eros, or at

55 Pherecydes used to say that %eus had changed into Eros when about to create, for the

reason that, having composed the worldfrom the opposites, he led it into agreement and

peace and sowed sameness in all things, and unity that interpenetrates the universe.
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least in some erotic situation. This need mean no more than the

liaisons and births of the Theogony\ but that some particular

description was envisaged is shown also by 57, in which a specific

Eros exists between Zas and Chthonie.4 This tells us clearly that

Zas' creation is concerned with an erotic situation between himself

and Chthonie : the wedding itself may, therefore, be meant, and

since we hear nothing of any offspring of cosmogonical relevance,

while the depiction of earth and Okeanos (whether surrounding

river, or sea in general) is the prelude to the consummation of the

marriage and could well represent a cosmogonical act, we rnay

provisionally accept that such is the case.

1 The wedding ceremonies took three days in all, the final unveiling

accompanied by gifts, and the consummation, taking place on the third:

so Hesychius s.v., who put the ccvaKccAvnrn'ipioc on the third day, though all

other ancient authorities (none of them early) imply that the whole

ceremony took only one day.
2
Ogenos (Ogenos in Lycophron and Stephanus of Byzantium) is an odd

variant of 'GOKeocvos, and is conceivably related to Akkadian uginna circle.

Pherecydes* use of it is another indication of his preference for archaizing
or etymological forms.

3 A -niiTAos was given to Harmonia by Cadmus at their wedding
(Apollodorus in, 4, 2), but we are not told that it was decorated in any

particular way, and Cadmus did not make it. Nor does there seem to be

more than an adventitious connexion with the lepos yocpos at Plataea (cf.

Farnell, Cults, i, 244), in which a statue carved from an oak-tree was

dressed as a bride to represent Hera.

4 Cf. thegolden-winged Eroswho is imagined asgroomsman at thewedding
of Zeus and Hera in the hymeneal song in Aristophanes, Birds ij^jff.

(iii) The winged oak and the cloth

56 Isidorus (the Gnostic, ist-2nd cent. A.D.) ap. Clement. Al.

Strom, vi, 53, 5 (DK7B2) . . .ivoc nccOcoai TI ecrnv f) vrrroTTTepos

8pus Kocl TO err* aurrj TTEiroiKiAp^vov 9apo$, TTCCVTOC oaa OepeKuSrjs

ocAAriyoprjaas eOsoAoyrjaev, Aa(3<i>v daro Tfft TOU Xap Trpo9T|Tefa$

TT]v uiroSecriv.

57 Maximus Tyrius iv, 4 p. 45, 5 Hobein ccAAoc Keel TOU Zupfou

TT]V Troirjaiv axd-rrei KCCI TOV Zfjva xal TT]V X0ovir)v xai TOV ev

TOUTOIS "EpcoTcc, Kal TT]V '(tyiovecos yveaiv Kal TT]V Secov n&XTlv Kcd

TO 8v5pov xai TOV TrrrAov.

56 ... that they may learn what is the winged oak and the decorated cloth upon it, all

that Pherecydes said in allegory about the gods, taking his ideafrom the prophecy ofHam.

57 But consider also the work of the man ofSyros, and %as and Chthonie and the Eros

between them, and the birth of Ophioneus and the battle ofgods and the tree and the robe.
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We learn in 56 that the embroidered cloth (i.e. that given by Zas

to Chthonie in 54) was somehow on a winged oak: this must be

what 'the tree and the robe' refer to in 57. One modern sug-

gestion (by H. Gomperz, Wiener St. 47 (1929) 22) is that the oak

represents the frame of the loom on which Zas made the cloth.

This involves taking OTTOTTTEPOS to mean simply
'

swift', with total

suppression of the concrete wing-image ;
there is no parallel for

such a use with a concrete subject. More serious, a loom could

hardly be called an oak-tree, simply, even in a fantastic context.

According to another interpretation (Diels, SB Ber. 1897, i47f.)

the oak resembles the mast on which Athene's peplos was carried

in the Panathenaic procession. It is true that 57 uses the word

TTETrAov, and '

winged
'

might be explained as describing the cross-

piece on which the robe was hung; but there is really no reason

whatever for thinking of the Panathenaia, and to refer to the mast

as an oak would be distinctly odd. 1 Both Diels and K. von Fritz

(author of the article on Pherecydes in Pauly-Wissowa) believed

that an allegorical version of Anaximander is also in question : the

earth is shaped like a tree-trunk because it is cylindrical as in

Anaximander (see 124) ;
it is described as a tree because Anaxi-

mander said that a sphere of flame fitted round air and earth like

the bark round a tree (123) ; the earth is winged because it floats

free in space (125); the embroidering of its surface is reminiscent

of Anaximander's map (pp. iO3f.) ;
and the treatment of Okeanos

as an integral part of the earth's surface is a new development
found also in Anaximander. But none of these arguments is valid,

let alone cogent : the shape of the earth cannot be represented by
the shape of the trunk alone, which is not the only or even the

most conspicuous part of an oak-tree
;
Anaximander's bark round

a tree is a simile
; 'winged', if it is to be given an abstract connota-

tion at all, should mean 'swift-moving' and not 'floating';

Anaximander's map had no known connexion with his cos-

mology; and the tendency to integrate Okeanos with the

inner seas is occasionally detectable even in Homer. Other

alleged borrowings from Anaximander (Time, and y6vo$~

y6vi|aov) are no more convincingly in favour of an inter-

pretation which von Fritz had the temerity to call 'practically

certain'. Further, there is little probability that a scientific ac-

count should, in the archaic period, receive a nearly contemporary

allegorization.
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1

Diels, followed by e.g. Jaeger, Mondolfo and von Fritz, was ground-

lessly impressed by the whole context (DK ys 5) of 60 below, where Origen
reports that Celsus interpreted certain rites and mythological incidents as

symbolizing the subjection ofmatter by god. Two passages in Homer, then

Pherecydes* description of Tartaros (60), and finally the Panathenaic

peplos are so interpreted; the last is said to show 'that a motherless and
immaculate deity prevails over the boastful Earthborn'. Here the robe

represents Athene, the cart (later ship) in which the pole supporting it was
carried represents the Earthborn: such ancient speculations about this

particular ritual were rather common. The interpretation is quoted as a

separate instance, parallel of course to the Phcrecydes extract because

adduced as another illustration of the same thesis; but there is nothing to

suggest that Pherecydes should be interpreted in terms of the Panathenaia.

The following interpretation is proposed as more probable than

any of those described above. The oak represents the solidly fixed

substructure and foundations of the earth (the 'frame' of the

earth, Zeller suggested). Its trunk and branches are the support
and roots of the earth. That the earth has roots is part of the

popular world-picture (pp. iof.), and a tree's branches, in winter,

appear as large inverted roots. That the roots of earth and sea. were

sometimes conceived as being above Tartarus, and that Tartarus

itself could be imagined as a narrower pit beneath, is clearly

shown by the important description at Theogony 726 ff., already

quoted as 2: 'Around Tartarus a brazen fence is drawn; and all

about it Night in three rows is poured, around the throat; and

above are the roots of earth and unharvested sea.' The throat or

neck that is Tartarus (or a part of it) corresponds with the trunk

of the oak-tree, the roots which are above it correspond with the

branches.1 The oak is 'winged' partly, at least, because of the

spreading, wing-like appearance ofthese same branches. On them
Zas has laid the cloth embroidered with Earth and Ogenos : these

represent the earth's surface, flat or slightly convex, as indeed it

appears to be. We cannot say whether Ogenos is conceived as a

surrounding river or as the sea. The oak is specified because it is

associated more than any other tree with Zeus (cf. the prophetic
oaks in his shrine at Dodona, Od. 14, 328), and because of its

notable strength and the great spread of its branches. Thus

according to the interpretation offered here Zas must have chosen,

or magically grown, a broad oak as the foundation of the earth; or

(following a suggestion by T. B. L. Webster) he summoned an oak

from afar which magically flies to him, using its branches as

wings. Zas then weaves a cloth, decorating it with earth and
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Okeanos, and lays the decorated cloth on the outspread branches

of the oak to form the earth's surface.2

1 60 mentions Tartaros below the earth, which suggests that Pherecydes
broadly accepted the popular world-picture, not the rationalized con-

struction of Anaximander. The kind of world-tree postulated above must
be distinguished from e.g. the Scandinavian world-tree Yggdrasil, whose
branches form the heavens, not the support for the earth's surface; though
the roots of the tree are regarded as supporting the earth.

2 A clue to the meaning of the winged oak and the cloth is apparently

given by Isidorus' comment in 56 that Pherecydes
c

took the supposition
from theprophecy ofHam*. Unfortunately, little can be determined about

this work. Harnack suggested that Ham in this context is a name for

Zoroaster (Bidez and Gumont, Les Mages Hellenists n, 62 n.) ; this identi-

fication was occasionally made, cf. op. cit. i, 43 ; n, 49-50. Zoroaster was
well established as a sage by the early Hellenistic period, and Aristoxenus

had stated that Pythagoras visited Zoroaster in Babylon (294) . Of the

vast mass of pseudo-Zoroastrian literature produced in the Hellenistic

epoch, there was a work On Nature in four books, and special accounts of

the magical properties of stones and plants, as well as descriptions of

Hades. The book on nature seems to have contained nothing of cosmo-

gonical interest, but, like the rest, to have dealt with astrology, minerals

and so on. A second wave of Zoroastrian literature was produced in the

first two centuries A.D. by various Gnostic sects in the Clementine

apocrypha, by the Sethians, by the disciples of Prodicus. More of genuine
Zoroastrianism (dualism of good and evil, importance of fire) was to be

found in these works than in the earlier group. It is a question to which

group Isidorus was referring; though the facts that Isidorus' father

Basilides inclined to Iranian dualism, and that the Ham-Zoroaster

identification is probably first found in a Gnostic source, suggest that it was

the later one. On the other hand Isidorus is less likely to have been taken

in by a product of his own age. But in neither group can we detect any-

thing which might have been regarded as a significant precedent for the

winged oak or the embroidered cloth; we cannot even assume that

Isidorus was struck by the oriental character of Pherecydes' allegory,

since much of the Greek Zoroastrian literature was not oriental in origin

or colouring. One cannot be certain that Pherecydes' allegory had not

itself been absorbed into some pseudo-Zoroastrian source, and so misled

Isidorus.

(iv) The fight between Kronos and Ophioneus

58 Celsus ap. Origen. c. Celsum vi, 42 (DK.7B4) OepeKuSrjv 5e

TToAAcf) ocpxouoTEpov yEvojjiEvov 'HpoKAeiTou puOoTroieiv onrpocrefccv

orpccTEiqc TrapcrrocTTOpi^vr|v xal TTJS JJIEV fjyejjiova Kp6vov (drro)Si56vcct,

Tfjs Tpas 6* *O9iova, irpoKAf|aeis TE KCU djaiAAas ocurcov icrropeiv,

58 Pherecydes, who lived much earlier than Heraclitus, related the myth that army was

drawn up against army, and he gave Kronos as leader of one, Ophioneus of the other, and
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cjuv0f|Kccs TE ocuroTs ytyvEoQoct iv' 6ir6Tpot OUTGOV eis TOV '(Oyrjvov

i, TOUTOUS IAV elvai VEVIKTIUEVOUS, ToOs 8* ^cocravTas xal

TOUTOUS sxelv T v oupavov.

59 Apollonius Rhodius i, 503 (following 31)

(*Op9us) fjciSev 8* cbs TrpcoTOV '(tyicov Eupuv6|Jir| TE
s

(ji)Kavls vi96evros ?xov KP&TOS OuAujjnnroio

<2>S TE pir| KOU yepcrlv 6 nv Kpovco eiKocOe Tijjifjs,

f| SE Terj, lireaov 8' evi xutJiaaiv '(OxeavoTo*

oi S Ttos iJiocxApeaai OeoTs TiTfjaiv avaaaov,

O9pa ZEUS ?TI xoupos ETI 9pai vr|TTia Ei8cc>s

AtKTOClOV VaiEaKEV UTTO OTTEOS

60 Celsus ap. Origen. c. Celsum vi, 42 (DKyBs) TauTa 8^ TOC
C

OpT|pOU TTT| OUTGO VOTjO^VTa TOV 0pKu8r|V 9T|Crlv (SC. KEACTOS)

tpr|Kvai TO (Fr. 5) KEIVTJS 8 Tfjs iJioipas Vp9v ^ariv f| TapTapirj

iJioipa* 9uXAac7ouai 8' ccurfjv 0uyocrips Bopfou "Apiruiai TE KCCI

* EvOa ZEUS EK^AAAEi OECOV OTOV TIS

Pherecydes evidently described in some detail an encounter

between Kronos (probably derived from the primeval deity
Ghronos: see p. 56) and Ophioneus, the preliminaries of which

appear in 58. This must form part, at least, of 'the battle of gods'
in Maximus' summary (57). Ophioneus is obviously connected

with 6915, snake, and is a snake-like monster of the type of

Typhoeus in the Hesiodic Theogony (line 825, Typhoeus had a

hundred snake-heads) . The battle with Kronos is otherwise known
from rare Hellenistic references, of which the description in 59 is

the most important. There, Ophion (as he is there called) has a

consort, the Occanid Eurynome, while Kronos is helped by Rhea.

There are enough divergences to suggest that Apollonius is not

merely copying Pherecydes,
1 and it seems that there was an old

recounted their challenges and struggles, and that they made an agreement that whichever

of them fell into Ogenos, these were the vanquished, while those who thrust them out and

were victorious were to possess the sky.

59 He [Orpheus] sang howfast ofall Ophion and Eurynome, daughter ofOkeanos, held

sway over snowy Olympus; and how by strength ofhands theformeryielded his lordship to

Kronos, the latter to Rhea, and theyfell in the waves of Okeanos; and the other two mean-

time held sway over the blessed gods, the Titans, while %eus, still a boy and still having

childish thoughts in his heart, dwelt by the Dictaean cave. . ..

60 (Celsus) says that with this interpretation of these Homeric lines in mind Pherecydes

has said:
'

Below that portion is the portion of Tartaros; the daughters of Boreas, the

Harpies, and Storm, guard it; there %eus expels whosoever of the gods behaves insolently.*
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story, not mentioned in Hesiod, which formed part of the manifold

lost mythology of Kronos and related his encounter with a

monster. In Pherecydes the victor is to have possession of the sky

(and so become, or remain, supreme god) ; according to Apollonius
in 59 (supported by a scholion on Clouds 247) Ophion and

Eurynome had already ruled on Olympus and were trying to repel
a challenge. There may be a reference here to the concept of

Okeanos and Tethys as the first gods (9, 10) : Eurynome was a

daughter of Okeanos,
2 and with Ophion may represent a second

generation replacing, somehow, that of Ouranos and Gaia. Yet in

Pherecydes there is nothing to suggest that Ophioneus had ever

ruled the sky; Maximus in 57 mentions 'the birth of Ophioneus
and the battle of gods', which may suggest that Ophioneus was,
like Typhoeus in Hesiod, an unsuccessful challenger for power;
and Tertullian (de corona 7, DK.7B4) asserted that according to

Pherecydes Kronos was the first king of the gods. Further,

Pherecydes cannot have accepted the usual view, seen in Apollo-

nius, that Zeus was a child in Crete during part of the reign of

Kronos. The primeval Zas probably turned into Zeus (%eus not

%as occurs in 60; though this could be due to carelessness in the

transmission), just as Chronos probably turned into Kronos, and

this would scarcely be by the medium of a birth. In Pherecydes,
as in the common version, Kronos-Chronos must have eventually

been deposed by Zas, to be despatched below the earth (as in

Homer, //. 14, 203 f., and Hesiod). Unfortunately 60, which

locates the 'portion' of Tartaros below, presumably, that of Gaia

(rather than of Hades in the sense of//. 8, 16), does not mention

Kronos ;
it seems to come from a description of the assignment of

parts of the cosmos to different deities, which followed Zeus' final

subjection of his adversaries in Homer and Hesiod also.

1 Nor need we believe that Apollonius was reproducing an ancient Orphic
account. There is a great deal in this cosmogony and theogony as sung by

Orpheus in the Argonautica that is not Orphic (see also 31 and n. 2 on

P- 33)-

2 Also at //. 1 8, 398 ff.; Theog. 358. At Theog. 295 ff. another Oceanid,

Callirhoe, produced the snake-woman Echidna, who mated with Typhaon.

The battle ofKronos againstOphion has obvious correspondences
with that of Zeus against Typhoeus in the Theogony. The whole

Typhoeus episode seems to have been interpolated into the

Hcsiodic poem; but this cannot have been long after the original
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composition, and is likely in any case to have been earlier than the

date of Pherecydes. The cosmic fight with a snake-god is not, of

course, exclusive to Greece, but is found all over the Near East

long before Hesiod, in both Semitic and Indo-European contexts.

Compare the fight of Marduk with the serpent-aided Tiamat in

the Babylonian creation-myth (ANET Gaff.); the victory of the

storm-god over the dragon Illuyanka in the Hurrian-Hittite story
of that name (ANET i25f.; Gurney, The Hittites, i8iff.); and the

nightly overcoming of the dragon Apophis by the Egyptian sun-

god Re in his journey undef the earth (ANET 6-7). The battle

between Zeus and Typhocus-Typhon (who was equated with the

Egyptian Seth) was in later accounts, though not in Hesiod,
located in Cilicia, especially on Mount Casius near the proto-
Phoenician Minoan entrepot of Ras-Shamra/Ugarit. It clearly

coincided with a local version of the sky-god and snake-monster

motif, and this correspondence may have been the chief motive

for the assertion that Pherecydes borrowed from the Phoenicians :

61 Philo Byblius op. Eusebium P.E. i, 10, 50 irapa Ooivixcov 5

KCCI QepKu8r]$ Aa(3cov TOC$ clapnets eOeoAoyrjcre irepi TOU Trap* CCUTCO

Aeyojjievov 'Ctyiovkos 0ou xal TCOV 'O91OV18G&V.
1

The earlier parallel ofthe Hesiodic Typhoeus makes it unnecessary
to suppose that Pherecydes was borrowing directly from an

oriental source, and one may wonder whether the reference in the

Suda (47) to his access to Phoenician secret books was based on

anything more than the Ophioneus-Typhon comparison.
1 It is a question whether the 'CtyiovfScci are literally 'the children of

Ophioneus ', or simply his army or supporters, cf. 58. If the former, one

may compare the monsters born to Typhaon by Echidna at Theogony 306 ff.

though these are not involved in the Typhoeus episode.

THE ORDER OF EVENTS IN PHEREGYDES' BOOK
The extant evidence, reviewed in the preceding pages, presents us

with a number of phases described by Pherecydes : (a) the three

pre-existing deities; (b) the making by Chronos out of his own seed

of things disposed in five recesses, which produce other generations
of gods; (c) the making of the cloth by Zas, the depiction on it of

Earth and Ogenos, the wedding of Zas and Chthonie, and the

6l From the Phoenicians Pherecydes, too, took his impulse, when he wrote about him

whom he called the god Ophioneus, and the children of Ophioneus.
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presentation of the cloth, followed (?) by the spreading of it over

the winged oak; (d) the battle between Kronos and Ophioneus;

(e) the assignment of portions to different deities, perhaps implied
in 60.

Several incidents must have taken place about which we

possess no information: for example, Chronos-Kronos was pre-

sumably supplanted by Zas-Zeus, as in the common account, but

Pherecydes' views here are unknown. Another problem is the

birth of Ophioneus mentioned in Maximus' summary, 57 : who
were the parents? It seems unlikely that Zas and Chthonie were

(although all mythological weddings have offspring, and we do

not know the offspring of this particular one), since it must be

assumed that the battle of Kronos and Ophioneus, the reward of

which is possession of the sky, takes place either during or as a

prelude to the rule of Chronos-Kronos, which seems to have pre-
ceded the wedding of Zas and Chthonie and the assumed creation

of earth and Okeanos. But a difficulty arises here. In the fight

between Ophioneus and Kronos the loser is to be he who falls

into Ogenos ; but according to the creation-allegory interpretation

Ogenos is made at the wedding of Zas and Chthonie, which should

therefore precede and not follow the Ophioneus-fight. This diffi-

culty applies to all reconstructions that make the weaving of the

cloth a creation-allegory: for Chronos' mastery of the sky is

suggested by all the other evidence (especially 51 and the analogy
of the Homeric-Hesiodic account) to have preceded the period of

Zas' activity. Either, therefore, Pherecydes was inconsistent in

presupposing Ogenos before it had been formally created; or

Ogenos existed before it was woven into or embroidered on the

cloth; or Ogenos is not an original element in Celsus' account of

the Kronos-Ophioneus fight. The last of these hypotheses is not

impossible. A somewhat different version of this encounter is

known from the Hellenistic period, and is best seen in 59. There

Ophion and his bride Eurynome, the daughter of Okeanos, ruled

the sky, but were forcibly displaced by Kronos and Rhea and fell

into the waves of Okeanos. Falling into Okeanos makes sense for an

Oceanid and her consort; but in Pherecydes there seems to be no

place for a female consort of any kind, let alone an Oceanid. It is

possible, therefore, that Celsus or his source transferred into the

Pherecydes version a detail from a rather different Hellenistic

version, and adapted it to the known Pherecydean terminology.
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Yet ifZas and Chthonie catmotjointly have produced Ophioneus
after their wedding, it remains true that the earth-goddess
Chthonie-Ge is the obvious parent for a snake (whose home is

traditionally in the earth), just as Gaia is normally the mother of

the snakeish Typhoeus. A liaison between Zas and Chthonie

before their marriage (as suggested by //. 14, 296) would fit the

order of 57: the passion of Zas and Chthonie, the birth of

Ophioneus, the battle of gods, the tree and the robe (and, there-

fore, the marriage). But there is no strong reason for assuming
that Maximus set down these themes in the exact order in which

they occurred in Pherecydes' book; and the dramatic force of the

description of the wedding, which has obvious literary pretensions,
would undoubtedly be weakened if Zas and Chthonie had been

living together for ages beforehand. It seems more probable that

if Ophioneus was the child of Chthonie the father, if any, was

other than Zas. Here Chronos springs to mind. His seed was

placed in 'recesses', presumably in the earth, according to 51; and

there was a story, known only from 53 and not connected there

with Pherccydes, that Kronos impregnated two eggs with his seed,

gave the eggs to Hera to place underground, and so produced the

snakish Typhoeus, to whom Ophioneus is similar. If this is the

case, Chronos with Chthonie would produce Ophioneus and,

perhaps, other monsters; Ophioneus would attack Chronos

(already perhaps called Kronos) and be defeated; Zas in his turn

would attack and overthrow Kronos, and would marry Chthonie,
now to be called Ge and in some ways to become equivalent to

Hera; in so doing he would create earth and sea as we know
them (the existence of sky being somehow presupposed, perhaps

implicit in Zas himself). How Zas subjected Kronos we do not

know; it might be thought that Ophioneus was acting as his

agent, but in view of 59 it must be assumed that Ophioneus was

defeated and that Kronos was deposed by some other means.

In this case the order of events might be: three pre-existing

deities; Chronos rules the sky, plants his seed in Chthonie;
birth of Ophioneus (with other chthonic creatures) ; Ophioneus

challenges Kronos, but fails; Kronos somehow subjected by
Zas; marriage of Zas and Chthonie-Ge-Hera, and creation of our

world; apportionment of spheres, Zeus' enemies in Tartaros.

But it must be emphasized that most of this is very speculative

indeed. 1
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1 Plato probably had Pherccydes in mind in 62 Sophist 242 C-D jJiOOov TIVCC

6KcTTOs 9a{v6Ta{ poi 8tT)yei<j6oci iraialv cbs oOaiv fjiJtfv, 6 ^v ws Tpfa TCC 6vTa,
ocXAi

t

|Aois vfoTe OCUTGOV CCTTCC irrj, Toii S xal 9(Aa yiyvopeva
TG Kal TOKOUS Kal Tpo9oc$ TCOV tKyovcov Trap^xeToci .... We cannot

assume, however, that all the incidents mentioned here are consciously
derived from Pherecydes.

CONCLUSION

In spite of all uncertainties, Pherecydes is clearly a notable figure

in the history of Greek cosmogonical speculation. As Aristotle

implied (42), he combines the mythological approach with a more

objective one. The assertion that three deities always existed

implies a rational amendment to the traditional genealogical

pattern; yet the method of creation pursued by Chronos is as

crudely anthropomorphic as anything in Hesiod. The details of

the allegory of the decorated cloth, if correctly interpreted, are

part of the stock of pure myth ;
at the same time the allegory

itself, which is of the highest interest both for its originality and for

its beauty, shows that Pherecydes accepted the naive but not

unempirical view of the structure of the world which was outlined

in i . His interest in etymology, and consequent handling of the

first gods, is the first clear manifestation of a way of thinking

conspicuous in Aeschylus and Heraclitus, and it evidently still

impressed the Orphic eclectics of three and more centuries later.

Pherecydes was an individualist both in his handling of the

traditional stories of the gods and in his use of uncommon motifs.

There is practically no indication ofspecial near-eastern influence,

except conceivably in the seven recesses. There is, however, one

respect in which his narrative is closer to oriental accounts than

to Greek ones. It is evident that in his book many incidents con-

cerning the three pre-existing deities were related before the

cosmogony proper (that is, the formation ofearth and Ogcnos) was

reached. This may be compared with the Babylonian creation-

myth, for example, where the splitting of Tiamat to form sky and

earth comes only at the end of a long saga of the gods ;
and con-

62 Each seems to me to tell us a kind ofstory, as though we were children, one saying that

existing things are three, and that certain ofthem in some wayfight with each other at times,

and at times they become goodfriends and provide marriages and births and nurturings of
their offspring
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trasted with the Hesiodic Theogony, where the cosmic constituents

are produced almost immediately, and as the prelude to the

history of the gods. But this may be simply because Hesiod,
and not Pherecydes and the Babylonian cosmogony, is quasi-

rationalistic.

By no stretch of the imagination could the views of Pherecydes,
or any of those described earlier in this chapter, be termed philo-

sophical. They were, however, sometimes directed towards an

explanation of the world as a whole, especially of how it came to

be what it is
;
and they reveal on occasion a method not essentially

different from that of Thalcs and the first Ionian philosophers,

who are treated in the immediately following chapters. What gave
these the title of philosopher was their abandonment of mytho-

poeic forms of thought, of personification and anthropomorphic
theistic explanations, and their attempt to explain the seen world

in terms of its seen constituents.



THE IONIAN THINKERS

It was in Ionia that the first completely rationalistic attempts to

describe the nature of the world took place. There, material prosperity
and special opportunities for contact with other cultures with Sardis,

for example, by land, and with the Pontus and Egypt by sea were

allied, for a time at least, with a strong cultural and literary tradition

dating from the age of Homer. Within the space of a century Miletus

produced Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes, each dominated by
the assumption of a single basic material, the isolation of which was
the most important step in any systematic account of reality. This

attitude was clearly a development of the genetic or genealogical

approach to nature exemplified by the Hesiodic Theogony and de-

scribed in Chapter i. After the great Milesians, however, the attitude

was moderated or abandoned. Xenophanes is here treated among the

lonians (chapter v), but in fact he does not fit into any general

category. Born and brought up in Colophon, and strongly aware of

Ionian ideas (more so, apparently, than Pythagoras), he moved to

western Greece and was only incidentally interested in the details of

cosmogony and cosmology. In Ephesus, meanwhile, the individual-

istic Heraclitus outstepped the limits of material monism, and, while

retaining the idea of a basic (though not a cosmogonic) substance,

discovered the most significant unity of things a unity which he, too,

assumed without question in their structure or arrangement. Here
there is a parallel with Pythagorean theories in the west of the Greek

world. Pythagoreanism produced the reaction of Parmenides, and for

a time the western schools were all-important; but the Ionian

materialistic monism re-asserted itself, to a certain extent, in the

compromises of some of the post-Parmenidean systems.
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CHAPTER II

THALES OF MILETUS

DATE

Traditionally the earliest Greek physicist, or enquirer into the

nature of things as a whole (87), Thales predicted an eclipse

which took place in 585 B.C. (76) . He was presumably not active,

therefore, much earlier than the beginning of the sixth century.
1

1 The eclipse took place in Ol. 48, 4 (585/4) according to Pliny, N.H. n,

53 (DK.HA5), who presumably followed Apollodorus; and a year or

more later according to the Eusebian scheme (DKiiA5). Modern
calculations put it on 28 May 585 B.C., i.e. in Ol. 48, 3. Tannery's view

that the eclipse predicted by Thales was that of 610 is now rejected.

Apollodorus according to Diogenes Laertius i, 37-8 (DK 1 1 A i) put Thales'

birth in Ol. 35, i (640), his death in Ol. 58 (548-545) at the age ofseventy-

eight. There is a fault in the mathematics here: probably Ol. 35, i is a

mistake, by the common confusion of 6 and 0, for Ol. 39, i (624). Apollo-

dorus, then, characteristically placed Thales' death around the epoch-year
of the capture of Sardis, his acme at the time of the eclipse, and his birth

the conventional forty years earlier. This accords approximately with a

different and slightly earlier dating authority: Demetrius of Phaleron,

according to Diog. L. i, 22 (DKiiAi), placed the canonization of the

Seven Sages (ofwhom Thales was a universally accepted member) in the

archonship of Damasias at Athens, i.e. 582/1 B.C., the epoch-year of the

first restored Pythian festival.

NATIONALITY

63 Diogenes Laertius i, 22 (DK 1 1 A i init.) fjv Tofvv/v 6

cbs iJiev *Hp68oTOS Keel AoOpis xal ArmoKpiTos cpacn, ironrpos

'E^ajJiuou nrjTpos S KAeo(3ovAivr|$, EK TCOV GrjAiScov, of elai

euyevEOTCCTOi TCOV OTTO KA5jJiou xccl 'Ayqvopos .

5 (sc. 'Ayfjvcop) v MiAf|TCp OTE fjAOe ovv NeiAeco eKirecrovTi

cb$ 6* oi TrAefous 9acriv, lOayevfisMiAfjcjios f]v (sc. GaAfjs) KCC! yvov/s

AajJiTrpou.

63 Mow Thales9 as Herodotus and Douris and Democritus say, was the son ofExamyes
asfather and Cleobuline as mother,from the descendants of Theleus, who are Phoenicians,

noblesfrom the line of Cadmus and Agenor. . .and he [Agenor] was enrolled as a citizen

in Miletus when he came with Neileos, when the latter was exiledfrom Phoenicia. But

most people say that Thales was a true Milesian by descent, and of high family.
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64 Herodotus r, 170 (from 66) . . . GaAeco ocv8p6s MiArjcriou. . .

TO ccvexaOev yevos IOVTOS QOIVIKOS.

The story of Thalcs' Phoenician ancestry, barely mentioned by
Herodotus in 64 (though 63 makes it appear as though he had
said more; the references in Douris and Democritus are otherwise

unknown), was later much elaborated, partly, no doubt, to support
the common theory of the eastern origins of Greek science. If

Thales drew the attention of the Milesians to the navigational
value ofthe Little Bear, used earlier by Phoenician sailors (see 80),
this would add to the force of Herodotus' comment. The probabi-

lity is that Thales was as Greek as most Milesians. 1

1 Cf. 65 Herodotus i, 146 . . . MUAJCCI 8 'Op/oiievioi 0-91 (sc. the Ionian

colonists) dvocneiJiefxocTai Keel Ka8|Jie!oi ml Apuoires. . . . Thus Thalcs'

'Phoenician' ancestors were probably Cadmeians from Bocotia and not

full-blooded Semites. His father, Examyes, seems to have had a Carian
name. Herodotus went on to say that even the ostensibly purest Ionian

families were mixed by intermarriage with Carian women.

PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

66 Herodotus i, 170 XPT
l
crrn 5 KCC! irplv f| Sioc90ocpf]vai 'Icov(r|v

GaAeco dcv8po$ MiArjcriou eyveTo (sc. f\ yvcoiari), TO dv&ccOev ysvos

EOVTOS OoiviKos, 6s exeAeue ev (3ouAeuTripiov "Icova$ exTfja6ai, T6 8

elvai ev Tcp (Tcov yap naov elvai 'Icovvns), TCCS 8 aAAas iroAias

oixeo|jvas |ar)Sv fjcrciov voiJiijeaOai Kara Tiep el 6fj|jioi elev.

67 Herodotus i, 75 cos 6 ocirfKeTo eirl TOV
w
AAuv TTOTCCJJIOV 6

KpoTaos, TO evOeurev, cb$ jji^v eyco A^yco, KOCTOC TOCS eouaas ye9upas

Siepipaae TOV orparov, ci>s 6e 6 TroAAos Aoyos 'EAAf|vcov, GaAfjs

oi 6 MiAf|CTios Sieptpaae. daroptevTos yap Kpoiaou OKCOS oi 8ia-

prjaeTai TOV iroTajJiov 6 crrpocros (ou yap 8f] elvai KCO TOUTOV T6v

Xpovov TOCS ye9upas Tocuras) AeysTai TiapEovTa TOV GaAfjv ev TCO

64 . . .of Thales, a man of Miletus. . .being a Phoenician by ultimate descent. . ..

65 . . .Minyans from Orchomenus are mixed with them [the Ionian colonists], and

Cadmeians and Dryopes ....

66 Useful also was the opinion, before the destruction of Ionia, of Thales, a man of

Miletus, being a Phoenician by ultimate descent, who advised the lonians to have a single

deliberative chamber, saying that it should be in Teos,for this was in the middle ofIonia;

the other cities should continue to be inhabited but should be regarded as if they were demes.

67 When he came to the Halys river, Croesus then, as I say, put his army across by the

existing bridges; but, according to the common account of the Greeks, Thales the Milesian

transferred the armyfor him. For it is said that Croesus was at a loss how his army should

cross the river, since these bridges did notyet exist at this period; and that Thales, who was
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Troifjacci aurco TOV TTOTCCIJIOV l Apiorepfis X61PS plovra
TOU orpaToO Kal IK Se^ifjs peetv, iroifiaai 5e coBe* avco0ev TOU

OTparo-ni8ou dp<5cnevov 8icopuxcc |3aOav opuaaeiv ayovTCC pr|voei-

8lcc, OKGOS av TO orpccTOTreSov iSpujjievov KOCTOC VCOTOU Adpoi, TOCUTT)

KOTOC TTJV 5icopuxa IxTponroiJievos IK TCOV ccpxocicov peeOpcov, KOCI aOris

Trapoc|Jieip6|jievos TO arpocroTreSov Is T<* ccpxocia l<j|3<5cAAoi, COCTTE

lireiTE Kal laxicrOTi Taxtora 6 iroTa^Jios d|J9OTlpT| 8iapcrr6s lylveTO.

Herodotus provides convincing evidence for Thales
5

activities as

statesman and engineer (also as astronomer, 76). Such versatility

seems to have been typical of the Milesian thinkers, whom it is

tempting to consider too exclusively as theoretical physicists.

Thales, especially, became a symbol for ingenuity of a mathe-

matical and geometrical kind: avOpcoiros 0aAfjs ('the man's a

Thales'), says a character in Aristophanes (Birds 1009) of Meton
the town-planner; and Plato (Rep. 600 A) coupled him with

Anacharsis. Herodotus, it is true, did not believe the story in 67
about Thales diverting the river Halys, but he did not deny that

this is the sort of thing Thales might have done. There probably
were crossings over the Halys, but Croesus' army might not have

found them : Herodotus was rightly cautious, although the grounds
of his suspicion were not certainly correct. He went on to mention

a variant account by which the river was totally diverted into a

new bed; the story, therefore, may have been widespread. The
circumstantial and restrained nature of the version of 67 suggests

that it contained a kernel of truth.

TRADITION OF A VISIT TO EGYPT

68 Aetius i, 3, i 0aAfjs. . . 9iAoao9T|aas 8e Iv AiyuiTTCp fjAOev els

MiArjTov TTpea|3uTepo$.

69 Proclus in Euclidem p. 65 Friedl. (from Eudemus) (DK 1 1 A 1 1)

GaAfjs 8e irpcoTOV els ATyurrrov lAOcbv neTtiyayev eis TT]V
e

EAAcc8a

TTJV Oecopiav TaOrr|v (sc. TT^V yecoiaeTpfav) ....

present in the army, made the river, which flowed on the left hand of the army, flow on the

right hand also. He did so in this way: beginning upstream of the army he dug a deep

channel, giving it a crescent shape, so that it shouldflow round the back of where the army
was encamped, being diverted in this way from its old course by the channel, and passing

the camp shouldflow into its old course once more. The result was that as soon as the river

was divided it became fordable in both its parts.

68 Thales. . . having practised philosophy in Egypt came to Miletus when he was older.

69 Thales, having first come to Egypt, transferred this study [geometry] to Greece
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70 Plutarch de Is. et Osir. 34, 3640 OIOVTCCI 6 KCCI *O|ar|pov

ooorrep GocAfjv naQovTcc Trap* Aiyu-rrncov 06cop ocpxT}v OOTOCVTCOV Kal

Ti0ea6au

It was the custom to credit the sixth-century sages (notably, for

example, Solon) with visits to Egypt, the traditional fountain-head

of Greek science. Thales as the earliest known Greek geometer had
a special reason for being associated with the home of land-

measurement. 1 The implication of 68 that he spent a considerable

time there is unique and not persuasive. That he did visit Egypt,

however, is possible enough : several of his achievements are quite

plausibly located there (e.g. 81; sec also p. 86), and Miletus' rela-

tions with its colonyNaucratiswere so close as to make a visit by any
prominent citizen, trader or not, perfectly feasible. The reference

to Homer in 70 is, of course, to the Okeanos-passagcs 9 and 10 :

Plutarch knew that in some Egyptian mythological cosmogonies
water played an essential part, and we shall in fact see (pp. 90 f.) that

Thales probably derived his idea that the earth floats on water from

earlier near-eastern, and possibly Egyptian, mythological accounts.

1 Gf. 71 Herodotus u, 109 8oKi 5 poi evOeuTev (sc. from re-measurement

of holdings after the annual flood of the Nile) yeconeTpf r| EupeOEtaoc els TTJV

*EAAd6a

Further, Thales appears in Aetius as the holder of a theory
about the flooding of the Nile which is one of three already

recorded by Herodotus:

72 Herodotus n, 20 (there are two particularly improbable
theories about the cause of the flood) TCOV f| iTepr) jav Aysi TOI/S

iTTjaiag ccve|aou$ elvou arrious TrArjOueiv TOV TTOTCCHOV, KcoAvovTccs es

OdAocaaav expfeiv T6v NelAov.

73 Aetius iv, i, i GocAfis TOUS ^Trjaias ocviaou$ OIETCCI TrveovTccs

TTJ AiyunTCO avrmpoacbirovs eiraipeiv TOU NeiAou TOV oyxov Sioc

TO TOC$ expoas aurou TTJ irapoiSfjaei TOU dvTnrapfjKOVTOS TreA<5cyou$

dcvocKOTTTeaOai.

70 They think that Homer also, like Thales, made water principle and birth of all

things through learningfrom the Egyptians.

71 It seems to me that geometry was discoveredfrom this source (sc. re-measurement of

holdings after the Nileflood) and so came to Greece.

72 Of these, one theory says that the Etesian winds are the cause of the river flooding,

by preventing the Nilefrom running out into the sea.

73 Thales thinks that the Etesian winds, blowing straight on to Egypt, raise up the mass

ofthe Nile's water through cutting offits outflow by the swelling ofthe sea coming against it.
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Aetius probably depends on a lost Peripatetic treatise, of which

traces have survived in other sources (Diels Doxographi Graeci 226f.) :

therefore his information may be reliable and not, as is neverthe-

less possible, a purely speculative ascription. If Thales did advance

this theory then he may have seen the Nile himself; though it

should be remembered that he could easily have got the relevant

information (that the Etesian winds blow in Egypt too), and even

the idea, from Milesian traders.

ANECDOTES ABOUT THALES AS THE TYPICAL PHILOSOPHER

74 Plato Theaetetus 174A . . .(joairep ml 8aAfjv dcrrpovoiaoOvTa,
c5 EoBcopE, xai avco pAdirovTCC, TTECFOVTCC els 9peap, Gparrcc TI$

|ji|JieAfis Kal yapievaa Oepcaraivls dirocrKcoyai AyeToci, obs TOC [jiev EV

oupavco irpoOujJioiTO dSevai, TOC 8* OTriadev OCUTOU KOU mxpd Tr68as

AavQdvoi avTov.

75 Aristotle Politics An, 1259 a 9 ovEiSi^ovTcov yap OUTCO Sid

TTJV TTEvlav cos dvco9Aous TTJS 9iAoao9ias oOaris, xaTavofjaavTa

9aaiv ocurov SAaicov 9Opav eao|Jievr|v EK Tfjs ocorpoAoyias, STI

Xi|Jicovos OVTOS, euiropriaavTa xP^M^wv oAtycov dppapcovas 5ia-

Souvai TCOV eAaioupyeicov TCOV T' ev MiAr|Tcp xocl Xico TTOCVTCOV, oAiyou

jjiiciOcocjdiJievov or' ouSevos empdAAovTos. eireiSfi 8' 6 xaipos f)K6 t

TToAAcov JTJTOUIJI^VCOV ana Kal e^ai9vr!S, eK^icrOoOvTa 6v Tpoirov

fjpouAeTO TtoAAd XP'HP
'

1
"

cruAAe^avTa emSei^ai OTI p68i6v ECJTI

TrAoureiv TOIS 9iAoao90is av pouAcovTai, dAA' ou TOUT' Ecrrl TTEpi 6

OTTOuBdsouaiv. (Cf. also Diog. L. i, 26 (DK 1 1 A i
) ,
from Hieronymus

of Rhodes, and Cicero Div. i, 49, in.)

Neither ofthese stories is likely to be strictly historical, even though

they originated in the fourth century B.C. at the latest, before the

great period of fictitious biography in the third and second

74 . . .just as, Theodorus, a witty and attractive Thracian servant-girl is said to have

mocked Thalesforfalling into a well while he was observing the stars andgazing upwards;

declaring that he was eager to know the things in the sky, but that what was behind him

andjust by hisfeet escaped his notice.

75 For when they reproached him because of his poverty, as though philosophy were no

use, it is said that, having observed through his study ofthe heavenly bodies that there would

be a large olive-crop, he raised a little capital while it was still winter, andpaid deposits on

all the olive presses in Miletus and Chios, hiring them cheaply because no one bid against

him. When the appropriate time came there was a sudden rush of requestsfor the presses;

he then hired them out on his own terms and so made a large profit, thus demonstrating that

it is easy for philosophers to be rich, if they wish, but that it is not in this that they are

interested.
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centuries. They well demonstrate how at a comparatively early
date Thales had become accepted as the typical philosopher:

though 74, one of the oldest versions of the absent-minded

professor theme, would have had more point if applied to someone
not so notoriously practical in his interests as Thales. The detail

of the witty slave-girl is added to make the whole situation more

piquant; possibly it is a vestige of a separate and mildly malicious

joke at the philosopher's expense. Plato liked making fun of the

Presocratics, a truth frequently overlooked in the interpretation of

certain less obvious passages. The story in 75 may have gained

currency, even before Aristotle, as a standard reply to the reproach
of unpracticality implied in 74. It might have had a slight basis

of truth (though Aristotle did not think so): details like the

addition of Chios to Miletus are possibly too elaborate for the

wholly invented anecdote. At all events, anyone reading this

book might draw some consolation from such a clear and in-

fluential formulation of one of the classical defences of abstruse

studies.

THE PREDICTION OF THE ECLIPSE, AND OTHER ASTRO-
NOMICAL ACTIVITIES

76 Herodotus i, 74 6ia9^pov/ai 8e 0-91 (sc. Medes and Lydians)
hr* IOTIS TOV TToAenov TCO EKTCO CTGI aunpoAfjs yevo^vns ouvrjveiKe

wore Tf]s noc/ris ovvearecboris TT\V f^prjv e^onrivrjs VUKTCC yeveaOai.

TTJV S laeTaAAayfjv TCCUTTIV TTJS fjHepTiS GaAfjs 6 MiAfjcjios Toiai

"Icoai irporjyopeuae eaeaQai, oOpov TTpo0|jievos eviaurov TOUTOV iv

TCO Si\ Kal eyeveTO f| neTccpoAf).

77 Diogenes Lacrtius i, 23 Boxei 6e KCCTOC TIVCCS TTpcoTOs dorpo-

Aoyfjaai xal fjAiaKas exAetv^eis Kal Tpoiras Trpoei-rreTv, cos 9T]aiv

E08rmos v TTJ Trepl TCOV daTpoAoyou^vcov ioropiqr 66ev aurov xal

26VO9avns Kal
e

Hp65oTO$ Oau^Ajei. laapTupei 8' auTcp Kal
'

Kal

76 In the sixth year of the war, which they [Medes and Lydians] had carried on with

equal fortunes, an engagement took place in which it turned out that when the battle was in

progress the day suddenly became night. This alteration of the day Thales the Milesian

foretold to the lonians, setting as its limit thisyear in which the change actually occurred.

77 Some think he was thefirst to study the heavenly bodies and toforetell eclipses of the

sun and solstices, as Eudemus says in his history of astronomy; for which reason both

Xenophanes and Herodotus express admiration; and both Heraclitus and Democritus bear

witnessfor him.
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78 Dercyllides ap. Theon. Smyrn. p. 198, 14 Hiller

loropei v TaTs 'AorpoAoyfais OTI OivomSris sOpe irpcoTOS TT^V TOU

jcpSiccKou Ao^coaiv [Diels; 8ioc3cocjiv ms.] xcd TTJV TOU iJieyaAou

viauroO Trepiaraaiv, ccAfjs 8 fjAfou IxAeivfiv Kod TTJV KCCTCC TCC$

Tpoirocs OUTOU TrepioSov, <b$ ouK ioT| del

The prediction ofthe eclipse must have been based on a long series

of empirical observations, not upon a scientific theory of the true

cause of eclipses. The cause was unknown to Thales' immediate

successors in Miletus and therefore, presumably, to him. If the

contrary was implied by Eudemus in 78 (it is asserted by Aetius,

e.g. n, 24, i, DK 1 1 A 170), then Eudemus was guilty of drawing a

wrong conclusion from the undoubted fact of Thales' prediction.
The Babylonian priests had made observations of eclipses of the

sun, both partial and total, for religious purposes, at any rate since

721 B.C.; and by the sixth century they had probably established

a cycle of solstices (or less plausibly of lunations) within which

eclipses might occur at certain points. It is overwhelmingly

probable that Thales' feat depended on his access to these

Babylonian records
;
we know that many cultivated Greeks visited

Sardis at this period,
1 and relations with Ionia were naturally

particularly close. Some scholars have argued that Thales'

information more probably came from Egypt, with which he had

other contacts; but there is no evidence that sufficiently detailed

observations, over a long enough period, were made and recorded

by the Egyptian priests. Even on the Babylonian data it could not

be predicted that an eclipse would be visible at a particular point.

Priests were despatched to different parts ofthe Babylonian empire
when a possible eclipse was due, and even within this large area

the expected phenomenon was sometimes not visible. Further, no

precise date could be predicted, only broad limits of time. Thus

Thales appears to have said that an eclipse was likely to occur

within a certain year.
2 It was pure chance that it happened on

the day of the battle and so seemed especially remarkable, and to

some degree a matter of luck that it was visible near the Ionian

area at all.

78 Eudemus relates in the Astronomy that Oenopidesfirst discovered the obliquity of the

Zodiac and the cycle of the Great Year, and Thales the eclipse of the sun and the variable

period of its solstices.
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1
79 Herodotus i, 29 ... doriKvovTat is IAp5t$ dcKnocjoOcras irAoOrcp

aAAoi T6 ol irdvTes K TTJS 'EAAdSos (7O9ioTa( . . . ml 8fi Kod Z6Acov ....

2 Some scholars have felt a whole year to be too large a period, and have
tried to restrict the meaning of SVIOCUTOV in 76 to the summer solstice (by
which the year-interval could be gauged); but there is no satisfactory
evidence for such a usage.

The information added by Eudemus in 77 and 78, that Thales

predicted solstices and noted that their cycle is not always equal

(by which is probably meant the slight variations in length of the

solar seasons, as divided by solstices and equinoxes), is more

straightforward. All that would be needed would be a rather long
series of observations with a solstice-marker, a rjAtOTpoTnov of

some kind, such as was connected with Pherecydes (48), to mark
the bearings of the sun at its most northerly and southerly points
in the year that is, the summer and winter solstices. Alternatively

a gnomon or stable vertical rod, by which the length of the sun's

shadow could be exactly recorded, would suffice. This was said by
Herodotus to be a Babylonian invention (99), and its introduction

was credited to Anaximander and not to Thales (96). However,
measurement ofshadows was certainly involved in the computation
of the height of pyramids ascribed to Thales (p. 83), and one

cannot be completely confident that the observation of the sun's

zenith by similar means was unknown to him. The technique
seems obvious to us now, and might be thought to have occurred

to anyone who had reached Thales' by no means primitive stage

of celestial observation. Diogenes (i, 24, DKiiAi) added that

Thales discovered the passage of the sun from solstice to solstice,

and the relation of the diameter of sun and moon to their orbits.

The former phrase is very vague, and might imply no more than

the knowledge that the sun moves between the tropics which

Thales obviously possessed. But it perhaps refers to the discovery

of the inclination of the Zodiac, which Eudemus in 78 probably
ascribed to Oinopides of Chios, over a century later; the assign-

ment of detailed knowledge of the Zodiac to Thales and Pytha-

goras in Aetius (n, 12, i, DKn A 13^) is also speculative (see also

p. i03n.). Diogenes' second piece of information is quite ana-

chronistic, for Thales cannot have thought that the heavenly
bodies had orbits, since they did not pass under the earth (which

79 ... there arrivedat Sardis in this bloom ofits wealth all the sagesfrom Greece . . . among
whom came Solon. . ..
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was not made free-swinging until Anaximander) ;
at the most they

had semi-orbits, and the ratio of diameter to celestial path would

be twice that given.
1

1 The determination of this ratio was a recurrent problem in Greek

astronomy, which might naturally come to be associated with the earliest

known astronomer. The ratio suggested in Diogenes, i/yaoth, implies a

sexagesimal measurement of the circle of the ecliptic such as was adopted

by the Babylonians: so A. Wasserstein, JHS 75 (1955) 1 14-16. Cf. Hdt. n,

109 (99) >
also n, 4.

One further observation is attributed to Thales, again with a

possible implication that he may be indebted to foreign sources :

80 Callimachus Iambus i, 52, fr. 191 Pfeiffcr (DKiiA3)
. . . fjv yap f] vkrj

0&Ar|To$, 6s T* f)v aAAa Series

KCCI Tffe 'A|a<5cr|$ eAyeTo
TOU$ darepicTKOus, fj irAfouai OoiviKe$.

This is part of the apocryphal story of the cup (in some versions,

tripod) which had to be presented to the wisest man living : Thales

was the first, and in some versions also the final, choice, but he

modestly sent it on to Bias, and he to others of the Seven Sages.

The 'little stars of the Wain' are the Little Bear (cf. Aratus Phaen.

39, with scholium); this constellation, because its revolution is

smaller, provides a more accurate fixed point than the Great Bear

or Wain as a whole (as opposed to the Pole star itself) . (TTCc0iJi3cr6ai

strictly means 'to measure', but sometimes, more vaguely, 'to

mark out, define' (Z on Pindar 01. 10, 53). The probable meaning
is that Thales defined the Little Bear, and drew the attention of

Milesian sailors to its navigational usefulness. Diogenes Laertius, i,

23, interpreted the lines of Callimachus as meaning simply that

Thales
'

discovered
'

the Little Bear. Ionian sailors may previously
have neglected it, since for all except long open-sea crossings the

more conspicuous Great Bear was adequate.
Thus the ocoTpoAoylcc, the study of heavenly bodies, mentioned

as characteristic of Thales by Plato (74) and Aristotle (75),
x seems

to have comprised the following activities: the prediction of

eclipses, probably with the aid of Babylonian tables; the measure-

ment of solstices and their variations, possibly undertaken in part

80 . . .for the victory belonged to Thales, who was clever injudgement) not least because

he was said to have measured out the little stars ofthe Wain, by which the Phoenicians sail.
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for calendar-making purposes; and the study of star-groups,

perhaps mainly as a navigational aid.

1 Gf. also 77, where nothing is otherwise known of the references to Thalcs

by Xcnophanes, Heraclitus and Democritus.

MATHEMATICAL DISCOVERIES

81 Diogenes Laertius i, 27 6 8e 'tepcovupos KCU 6K|ji6Tpfjcrai 9rjaiv

OCUTOV TOCS TTUpaniSocs EK TTJS cnaa$, Traparr|pr|aavTa OTE f)niv

82 Proclus in Euclidem p. 352 Fricdl. (DKiiA2o) EuSrmos 8s

EV Tats TCO[ji6TpiKaTs loTOpioas els 9aAf)v TOUTO av<5cyei TO OecbpriiJicc

(sc. that triangles having one side and its adjacent angles equal are

themselves equal)
*

TTJV yapTcov evSaAdTTrj TrAofcov oaToaraaiv 81' oO

TpOTrou9aalv OCUTOV 8eiKvuvatTOUTCO TrpoaxpfjaOai 9T|aiv ocvocyKaiov.

In 81 Hieronymus of Rhodes attributes to Thalcs the simplest

possible method of measuring the height of a pyramid. Thales

might conceivably have learned this from the Egyptians; or it is

not impossible that the pyramids were merely local colour, to fit

the tradition ofa visit to Egypt. Pliny (N.H. xxxvi, 82, DK 1 1 A 2 1
)

gave the same account, but a more complex variant appears in

Plutarch, Sept. Sap. Conv. 2, 147A (DKiiA2i), that the height of

a pyramid is related to the length of its shadow exactly as the

height of any mensurable vertical object is related to the length of

its shadow at the same time of day. It is probable, though not

certain, that Hieronymus is here dependent on his near-contem-

porary Eudemus (whose book on the history of geometry and

mathematics, as opposed to his history of astronomy, Diogenes
himself does not appear to have used for Thalcs) ;

if so, there is a

probability that Thales used the simpler method. On the other

hand, the more complex one is based on an argument from similar

triangles analogous to that ascribed to him by Eudemus in 82,

as a means of measuring the distance of ships out at sea. Provided

the height of the observer above sea level were known, this calcu-

lation could be made with the aid of a primitive theodolite, two

sticks (one as a sight-line, the other as an approximate level-line)

81 Hieronymus says that he [Thales] actually measured the pyramids by their shadow,

having observed the time when our own shadow is equal to our height.

82 Eudemus in the History of geometry refers this theorem to Thales; for the method

by which they say he demonstrated the distance of ships out at sea must, he says, have

entailed the use of this theorem.
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pivoting on a nail. It is to be observed that Eudemus only credited

Thales with a knowledge of similar triangles on the a priori ground
that he could not otherwise have performed this kind of calcula-

tion. Yet a man may make an empirical use of a rudimentary

angle-measurer without forming an explicit theory about the

principles involved, and certainly without stating those principles
as a geometer.

1 Three other theorems attributed to Thales

by Proclus following Eudemus, in the same commentary as

82 (DKiiAii), circle bisected by diameter; angles at base of

isosceles triangle are equal; vertically opposed angles are equal

are, again, probably just the neatest abstract solutions ofparticular

practical problems associated with Thales. All this is very much a

matter for conjecture : my own guess would be that Thales did gain
a reputation with his contemporaries for carrying out various far

from straightforward empirical feats of mensuration, without

necessarily stating the geometry that lay behind them. This is

perhaps confirmed by the fact that Thales' Milesian successors

seem to have paid little attention to mathematical theory.

1
Burnet, EGP^L 9

observed that a knowledge of the Egyptian seqt ratio

(a trigonometrical approximation) could have produced a solution of both

problems. In view of the possibility of Thales' acquaintance with Egypt,
and his analogous use (it is assumed) of an empirical Babylonian formula,
this explanation can by no means be excluded. Pamphile's report in

Diog, L. i, 24 that Thales inscribed a right-angled triangle in a circle
' and

sacrificed an ox' (cf. 281) is entertaining, if not convincing.

WRITINGS

83 Simplicius Phys. p. 23, 29 Diels GocAffc 8 irpcoTOs Trocpcc-

S6oToci TT)V "irepl 9U<jco$ icrropiccv TOIS "EAArjcnv eKcpfjvcci, iroAAcov

[&v Kocl ocAAcov irpoyeyovoTCov, cb$ xod O9p6ccrrcp 5oKeT, ocuros 6

TroAu Sieveyxcbv exeivcov 005 cnroKpuycci TT&VTCCS ToO$ irpo ourou.

AyeTcct 6e EV ypoc9al$ nrjSev KarccAiTreiv -rrA^v TTJ$ KaAou^vris

Naurixfjs cxoTpoAoyias.

84 Diogenes Laertius i, 23 KCCI KCCTCX TIVCC$ IJEV cruyypccmjia

KoaiAnrev ou8ev fj yap els ocurov ava96pone"vTi NOUTIKT) cccrrpoAoyfa

OGOKOU AfyeTai elvat TOU ZaiJiiou. KaAA{^ocxos 5' ocurov oTSev

83 Thales is traditionally the first to have revealed the investigation of nature to the

Greeks; he had many predecessors, as also Theophrastus thinks, but sofar surpassed them

as to blot out all who came before him. He is said to have left nothing in the form of

writings except the so-called Nautical star-guide.

84 And according to some he left no book behind;for the Nautical star-guide ascribed

to him is said to be by Phokos the Samian. Callimachus knew him as the discoverer of the
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evpeTTjv TTJS apKTOU TTJS laiKpas Aycov ev tots Mct^ois ourco$ . . .

[80, 11. 3-4], Kara TIVOC$ 8e nova 6uo ovveypaye fTepl Tpomjs KCU

'IoT|U6pia5, TOC aAA* ccKccraAriTTTa elvcci 8oxi|ji6ccTas.

85 Suda s.v. (from Hesychius) (DKiiA2) . . .eypccye uepl

|J6T6cbpcov v eirecrt, Trepi lormepias, Kai ccAAcc TioAAcSc.

These passages show that there was profound doubt in antiquity
about Thales' written works. It is plain, at all events, that there

was no work by him in the Alexandrian library, except the dubious

'Nautical Star-guide' (cf. also 98). Aristotle appears not to have

seen any book by him, at least on cosmological matters; he was

extremely cautious in ascribing opinions to him, using the expres-

sions 'deriving the supposition perhaps from. . .', 'the account

which they say Thales gave' (87, 86), and 'from what they relate*

(91). Aristotle was not necessarily conscientious in using original

sources; Theophrastus, as a professed historian of earlier philo-

sophy, should have been conscientious (though he was not always

so, in fact), but he evidently had little to add to Aristotle about

Thales (except for the minor amendment implied by the con-

jecture in 83 that Thales did have predecessors). Eudemus made
some positive assertions about Thales as geometer and astronomer

(77, 78, 82), but we have seen on 82 that these were sometimes very

speculative ; they were perhaps partly based on the quasi-legendary

biographical tradition, and do not imply that Eudemus had seen

written works by Thales.

Diogenes' doubt in 84 about the 'Nautical Star-guide' was

shared by Plutarch, de Pyth. or. 18, 402 E (DKiiBi), who added

that the work in question was in verse
;
we may thus conjecture that

this was the verse work described by Hesychius in 85 as irepl

|jTcbpcov. Lobon of Argos (a disreputable stichometrist of the

second century B.C.), according to Diog. L. i, 34, said that Thales

wrote 200 hexameters. Only mild suspicion is expressed in 83,

where any uncertainty implied by KaAoujaevrjs is perhaps restricted

to the nature of the title. But this last sentence almost certainly

contains Simplicius' ownjudgement and not that ofTheophrastus,
the paraphrase of whom seems to end before AeyeToci. Diogenes'

Little Bear, and wrote asfollows in his Iambs. . . [80, 11. 3-4]; while according to some

he wrote only two works, On the solstice and On the equinox, considering the rest to

be incomprehensible.

85 . . . he wrote on celestial matters in epic verse, on the equinox, and much else.
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information in 84, that the work was also ascribed to one Phokos of

Samos, almost settles the matter: any astronomical work of archaic

appearance might naturally be ascribed to Thales, but works

actually by Thales would not be alternatively ascribed to men of

comparative obscurity. It is possible that the
c

Nautical star-guide
'

was a genuine sixth-century work similar to the hexameter

'AorpoAoyicc of Cleostratus ofTenedos (DK ch. 6) or the so-called

Hesiodic 'AaTpovopiri (DK ch. 4) : so Diels and others have

assumed. It is also possible that it was a Hellenistic forgery.

Diogenes in 84 is a little worried by Callimachus
3 mention in 80

of a particular nautical star-aid ascribed to Thales
;
but this need

not have been described by Thales in writing. However, there is

nothing inherently improbable in Thales having recorded such

aids to navigation, a plausible enough activity for a practical sage
in a maritime centre: but it was probably not in the 'Nautical

Star-guide' known to the Hellenistic world that he did so. The
other works mentioned in 84, on the solstice and the equinox (only

the latter in 85), are unlikely, from their similar contents, to have

been separate books. Simplicius in 83, and those recorded in 84
who thought that Thales left no book, evidently did not accept
this work as genuine. Thales studied the solstices according to

Eudemus in 77 and 78, and it would be on the ground of this

known interest that such a work would be ascribed to him. Once

again, however, it must be remembered that observations of

solstices and of star-risings and -settings were widely made in the

archaic period, and also set down in verse, partly in the attempt to

establish a satisfactory calendar: see Cleostratus fr. 4 (DK6B4)
and the Hesiodic Astronomy (DK.4B 1-5). Observations about the

Hyades and the setting of the Pleiades were also attributed to

Thales (S on Aratus 172, Pliny N.H. xvm, 213; DK 1 1 B 2, 1 1 A 1 8) ;

the latter observation, incidentally, was accurate for the latitude of

Egypt, not that of Greece.

The evidence does not allow a certain conclusion, but the

probability is that Thales did not write a book; though the ancient

holders of this view might have been misled by the absence of a

genuine work from the Alexandrian library, and also by the

apophthegmatic nature of the wisdom assigned to the Seven Sages
in general.
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COSMOLOGY

(i) The earth floats on water, which is in some way the source of all things

86 Aristotle de caelo 613, 294 a 28 ot 8' 9' 08crn xeladai (sc. 9aal

THV yflv). TOUTOV yap apxcuoTccTov TrapeiAf|9a|jiev TOV Aoyov, 6v

9aaiv eiireiv GaAfjv TOV MiAr|cnov, cos Sid TO TrAcoTf^v elvai laevoucrav

cooTrep ^uAov f| TI TOIOUTOV erepov (xal yap TOUTCOV e*7r' de"pos nev

ouQev Tre"9UKe [Jieveiv, dAA' 69* uSaros), coorrep ou TOV aurov Aoyov
ovTa TTEpi Tf5s yffc Kal TOU (/Soros TOU OXOUVTOS TTIV yfjv.

87 Aristotle Met. A3, 983 b 6 TCOV 8f) irpcoTov 9tAoao9T|aavTcov
oi TrAeioroi Tas ev uArjs ei6ei jjiovas cor|0r|aocv ocpX^S e^vai rrcivTCov

e oO yap eciTiv crnravTa TOC ovTa, Kai ^ ^ yiyveTai TrpcoTOU xal

els o 90eipeTai TeAeuraTov, TTJS [Ji^v oucrias U7TO[JievouoT|s TOIS 8^

ira0ecji [ji6Ta(3aAAoucrr)s, TOUTO CTTOIXEIOV xal TOUTTIV cipxr|v 9aaiv
elvai TCOV OVTCOV, xal 8ia TOUTO oure yiyvecrOai ou8^v oiovTai our"

airoAAucrOai, cos Tfjs Toiaurris 9ucrecos del crcpjoiJi^vrjs - . .8et ycxp

elvai Ttva 9\icriv f| ^itav f| TrAeious iJiias e abv yiyveTai T&AAa acojo-

nevris SKCIVTIS. TO ^evTOl TrAfjOos xal TO eI8os Tfjs TOIOUTTIS ocpxfls

ou T6 OUTO TTcivTes Ayouaiv, aAAcx GaAfjs ^ev 6 T^S TOIOUTTIS

dpXTiyos 9iAo<ro9(as uScop elval 9T|<jiv (8to xai TT|V yfjv 9' u8orros

aTre9aiveTo elvai), Aa(3cbv icrcos TTJV u-rroAri^iv TOUTTIV CK TOU TTCXVTCOV

6pav TT^V TpO9T]v uypav oOaav xal auTO TO 0ep|Ji6v CK TOUTOU

yiyvo^Jievov Kal TOUTCO ^cov (TO 8' ou yiyveTai, TOUT' eorlv dpxil

TfdvTCOv), Sid Te 8f) TOUTO TT^V UTroAriv^iv Aa^cov TOUTT^V Kal Sicr

TO TrdvTCOv Ta orrepnara TT^V 9\iaiv uypav exeiv TO 8' u8cop

9U(iecos ^crrl TOIS uypois.

86 Others say that the earth rests on water. For this is the most ancient account we have re-

ceived, which they say wasgiven by Tholes the Milesian, that it stays in place throughfloating

like a log or some other such thing (for none ofthese rests by nature on air, but on water] as

though the same argument did not apply to the water supporting the earth as to the earth itself.

87 Most ofthefirstphilosophers thought that principles in theform ofmatter were the only

principles ofall things:for the original source ofall existing things, thatfrom which a thing

firstcomes-into-being andinto which it isfinally destroyed, the substancepersisting butchanging

in its qualities, this they declare is the element andfirstprinciple ofexisting things, andfor this

reason they consider that there is no absolute coming-to-be orpassing away, on theground that

such a nature is alwayspreserved . . .for there must besome natural substance, eitherone or more

than one,from which the other things come-into-being, while it ispreserved. Over the number,

however, and theform ofthis kind ofprinciple they do not all agree; but Thales, thefounder

of this type ofphilosophy, says that it is water (and therefore declared that the earth is on

water), perhaps taking this suppositionfrom seeing the nurture of all things to be moist, and

the warm itself coming-to-befrom this and living by this (thatfrom which they come-to-be

being the principle of all things) taking the supposition bothfrom this andfrom the seeds

of all things having a moist nature, water being the natural principle of moist things.
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Our knowledge ofThales' cosmology depends virtually completely
on these two passages, with the cryptic addition of 91-93. Apart
from Aristotle's own criticism and conjecture, they assign two

propositions to Thales: (i) the earth floats on water (like a piece

of wood or something of the sort) ; (2) the 'principle' of all things

is water (in Aristotle's sense of (Scpx^! as explained in the first half

of 87, i.e. the original constituent material of things, which persists

as a substratum and into which they will perish), (i) was profes-

sedly known to Aristotle only indirectly, on the information of

others; further, it is impossible to tell whether the supporting

argument (solid things do not rest on air, but they do on water,

therefore the earth floats on water) was also derived from the

reports of Thales, or whether it was entirely supplied by Aristotle.

His final objection, that Thales has solved nothing because he

would still have to find something to support the water that

supports the earth, shows how little Aristotle understood the

probable nature of Thales' way of thinking : Thales would almost

certainly still accept the popular conception of the earth (or, in this

case, its immediate support) stretching downward indefinitely, as

in Homer (i), and still in Xenophanes (3) almost a century later

than Thales. The probable direct origin of Thales' idea of the

earth floating on water was from non-Greek mythological accounts

(pp. 90 f.) ;
the device might have attracted him in part because it

provided support for the earth, but it is by no means certain that

Thales felt this to be a serious problem, and most improbable in

any case that he worked out the theory for himself as a conscious

answer to that problem. As for proposition (2), Aristotle evidently
knew nothing beyond what he wrote, since the reasons given for

Thales' choice of water are professedly conjectural (Acc[3<i>v

TCFCOS. . .). The first half of87 is quoted to show the kind of analysis
and terminology which Aristotle (and following him Theo-

phrastus
1 and thus the subsequent doxographical tradition)

applied to the early physicists or natural philosophers, the cpvcriKoi

those who, according to Aristotle, posited solely, or primarily,
the first (material) of his four causes. His application of a single

rigid analysis to his predecessors, while justly and usefully empha-
sizing certain resemblances between them, is also a source of con-

fusion. Thus Thales' 'principle' (in Aristotle's sense) and Hera-

clitus' 'principle' (fire according to Aristotle) were clearly, for

Thales and for Heraclitus themselves, very different kinds of thing.
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In fact, all we know about Thales' views on water (apart from that

the earth floats on it) is that, in a hearsay and probably much
abbreviated and somewhat distorted form, they appeared to the

not over-discriminating Aristotle to fit his own idea of a material

dpxr|. Yet it is possible, contrary to Aristotle's automatic assump-
tion, that Thales declared earth to come from water (i.e. to be

solidified out ofit in some way) without therefore thinking that the

earth and its contents are somehow water, that they have any

continuing relation to it (beyond the fact that the earth floats on

water) except that ofa man to his remote ancestors: for Thales, we

may conjecture, was still to some extent influenced by the genea-

logical view of cosmogony best exemplified in Hesiod (24) . See

further pp. 92 f.

1
Theophrastus' abbreviated account of Thales' material principle is

given by Simplicius, Phys. p. 23, 21 Diels (=Thcophr. Phys. Op. fr. i),

DK 1 1 A 1 3. It is a close parallel of Aristotle in 87, using in many parts the

same phraseology. It adds one more conjectural reason for Thales' choice

of water, that corpses dry up (TOC vexpounevoc ^pafveToci) : this perhaps
came from Hippon (see next n.), who is probably credited with a similar

argument in Anon. Lond. XT, 22 (DK.38AH), i.e. in a Peripatetic source.

The addition occurs also in Aetius.

The reasons conjectured by Aristotle in 87 for the importance
attached by Thales to water as a constituent of things are mainly

physiological.
1 From the analogy of his immediate successors we

might have expected Thales to have adduced meteorological

reasons, more conspicuously, in support of the cosmic importance
of water.2 Yet we must beware of exaggerated generalizations like

that implied in Burnet's view that sixth-century thinkers were

almost exclusively interested in meteorological (in the strict sense,

including astronomical) phenomena. It is undoubtedly true that

the scientific study of medicine began in the fifth century B.C., and

that analogies between the world and details of human structure

become much commoner then. Yet chapter i has shown the strongly

genealogical colouring of much pre-philosophical Greek specula-

tion, and also the importance of the analogy of physiological

reproduction. In the case of Thales there are reasons for thinking
that his explanation of the world was influenced not only by this

variegated traditional background of earlier Greek quasi-mytho-

logical cosmogonical versions, but also by a specific cosmological
idea derived directly, perhaps, from further east.
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1 It seems more probable than not that Aristotle took them from Hippon
of Samos (or of Rhegium, Crotori, or Metapontium), who in the second

half of the fifth century B.C. revived and modified the idea of water as

constituent material of things. Hippon, whose intellect Aristotle did not

admire, evidently had strong physiological interests. Cf. in particular 88
Aristotle de an. A 2, 405 b i TCOV 8 9opTiKcoT6pcov KOC! OScop TIV$

ociTE9r|vavTo (sc. ir\v yx/xfy), KaOdirep "ITTTTCOV micrOfjvat 8* eoiKaaiv K

Tfjs yovfjs, OTI iravTcov Oypa* Kal yap eAeyxei TO\!/S aljjia 9a<TKovTas TT^V

vyvx^v, 6Ti f| yovV) oOx atya. Note that there is a good deal of conjecture
in this, too. Against the assumption that Aristotle's conjectured reasons

for Thales' choice ofwater were derived from Hippon is that the additional

reason given in Theophrastus (see previous note) probably did come from

Hippon, and might therefore have been expected to be included by
Aristotle.

2 As in 89 Ileraclitus Homericus Quaest. Horn. 22 ^ yap uypa 9\JCTis,

eunapcos els eKaonra peTairAaTTOuevTi, 7rp6$ T& TTOIK{AOV eicoOe uop9oOa0ai
T6 TE yap aT|JU36iJievov auTfjs depoGTai, xal T6 AemtfTaTov airo depos

aldftp dvdiTTeTai, cjuvijavov TE T6 OScop xal ueTapaAA6|Ji6vov els lAOv

d-rroyaiouTai
* 816 8f) TTJS TCTpd8os TCOV aTOixeicov cbaTrep alTicoTaTOv 6

GaAfjs dTT69r)vaTO QTOIX^OV elvai T6 08cx)p. These reasons certainly stem

from a Stoic source there is much Stoic phraseology and may well be

entirely conjectural. According to Theophrastus, evidently, Thales used

water and its products to explain earthquakes (90: this depends on the

special conception that the earth rests on water), also winds and move-
ments of stars (Hippolylus Ref. i, i) ; but these would scarcely provide the

reason for Thales adopting the theory in the first place.

The near-eastern origin ofpart of Thales' cosmology is indicated

by his conception that the earth floats or rests on water. In Egypt
the earth was commonly conceived as a flat, rimmed dish resting

upon water, which also filled the sky ; the sun sailed each day across

the sky in a boat, and also sailed under the earth each night (not

round it, as in the Greek legend, e.g. 7). In the Babylonian

creation-epic Apsu and Tiamat represent the primeval waters, and

Apsu remains as the waters under the earth after Marduk has split

the body ofTiamat to form sky (with its waters) and earth. In the

story of Eridu (seventh century B.C. in its youngest extant version),

88 Of the cruder thinkers some actually declared it (sc. the soul) to be water, like

Hippon; they seem to have been persuaded by the seed of all things being moist. Infact he

refutes tfiose who say that the soul is blood; because the seed is not blood.

89 For moist natural substance, since it is easily formed into each different thing, is

accustomed to undergo very various changes: that part of it which is exhaled is made into

air, and thefinest part is kindledfrom ait into aither, while when water is compacted and

changes into slime it becomes earth. Therefore Thales declared that water, of the four

elements, was the most active, ai it were, as a cause.
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in the beginning 'all land was sea
5

;
then Marduk built a raft on

the surface of the water, and on the raft a reed-hut which became
the earth. An analogous view is implied in the Psalms (where
also Leviathan is an analogue ofTiamat), whereJahweh 'stretched

out the earth above the waters' (136, 6), 'founded it upon the

seas, and established it upon the floods' (24, 2). Similarly Tehom
is 'the deep that lieth under' (Gen. xlix. 25), 'the deep that

coucheth beneath' (Deut. xxxiii. I3).
1

Against this profusion of

parallel material, from the cast and south-cast, for the waters under

the earth, there is no comparable Greek material apart from

Thalcs. The naive Greek conception of a river Okeanos surrounding

the earth (ch. i 2) is not strictly comparable (for it is clear that

there is no Okeanos under the earth), although it was probably a

much earlier development, in a different direction, of the widely-
diffused near-eastern generic concept of the earth rising in the

midst of the primeval waters a concept almost certainly not

native to the Greek-speaking peoples, whose home before the

migrations into the Greek peninsula lay far from the sea. Simi-

larly, although the isolated references in Iliad book 14 (9 and 10)

to Okeanos as origin of all things were also probably based upon
the same near-eastern concept, from a slightly different aspect,

they contain no implication of the special idea that the earth floats

on water, and so are unlikely to have been the origin of Thalcs'

assertion of this idea. For any more general contention that the

earth came from, or is maintained by, water, Thales would no

doubt be encouraged and gratified to have the apparently native

Homeric precedents. Thus Thales' view that the earth floats on

water seems to have been most probably based upon direct contact

with near-eastern mythological cosmology. We have already seen

that he had associations both with Babylonia and with Egypt. The
idea that the earth actually floats upon water was more clearly and

more widely held in the latter of these countries; and the con-

jecture might be hazarded that Thales was indebted to Egypt for

this element of his world-picture.
3

1 These instances are cited by U. Holschcr in his convincing discussion of

Thales, Hermes 81 (1953) 385-91. Some of the material is treated in

ch. i, especially pp. laff. For the idea of Nun, the Egyptian primeval

ocean, supporting the earth, see also the remarks of H. Frankfort, Before

Philosophy 59 ff. and Ancient Egyptian Religion (New York, 1948) 114.
2 This was, indeed, the opinion of later Greek critics about the origin of
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Thales' ideas on water in general : cf. Plutarch in 70 (who was acquainted
with the Nun-myth), and, less dogmatically, Simplicius de caelo 522, 14

(DK 1 1 A 14). Both, however, are conjectural judgements.

Thales evidently used the floating-earth idea to explain

earthquakes :

90 Seneca Qu. Nat. m, 1 4 (presumablyfromTheophrastus, through
a Posidonian source) : ait enim (sc. Thales) terrarum orbem aqua
sustineri et vehi more navigii mobilitatequc eius fluctuare tune

cum dicitur tremere.

The cosmological scope of the idea is, however, limited; and it

seems reasonable to conclude from Aristotle's information in 87
that Thales also thought that the world originated from water, since

this is implicit in the near-eastern mythologies and is stated in the

Homeric Okeanos-passages which are thought to be based on those

mythologies. Thales may have rationalized the idea from a Greek

mythological form like the Homeric one ; he may also have been

directly influenced (as he seems to have been for the special detail

that the earth floats on water) by foreign, perhaps Egyptian
versions. Even more uncertainty attaches to a problem that has

already been foreshadowed : arc we justified in inferring from the

Peripatetic identification of Thales' water as
'

material principle
'

that he believed the visible, developed world to be water in some

way? This is the normal interpretation of Thales
;
but it is im-

portant to realize that it rests ultimately on the Aristotelian

formulation, and that Aristotle, knowing little about Thales, and
that indirectly, would surely have found the mere information that

the world originated from water sufficient justification for saying
that water was Thales' material principle or ccpxru with the

implication that water is a persistent substrate. It must be empha-
sized once more that no such development was necessary, and that

it was not implicit in the near-eastern concepts which were ulti-

mately Thales' archetype. Thales might have held that the world

originated from an indefinite expanse
1 ofprimeval water, on which

it still floats and which is still responsible for certain natural

phenomena, without also believing that earth, rocks, trees or men
are in any way made ofwater or a form of water. There would be a

remote ancestral connexion, no more. On the other hand Thales

90 For he [Thales] said that the world is held up by water and rides like a ship, and

when it is said to 'quake
9

it is actually rocking because of the water
9

s movement.
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could have made the entirely new inference that water is the

continuing, hidden constituent of all things. Certainly his near

successor Anaximenes believed that all things were made of air

(but he had thought ofa way in which this could be so : air takes on
different forms when compressed or rarefied), and it is invariably
assumed that he was extending and refining a line of thought
initiated by Thales. It would be imprudent entirely to reject this

assumption, which goes back to Theophrastus and Aristotle. The

physiological reasons instanced by Aristotle, that all living things

depend on water for nourishment, that the sperm is moist, and so

on, although conjectural, are of a kind that might well have struck

Thales. With other indications (e.g. the Homeric statement that

the surrounding Okeanos is the source of all springs and rivers, 5)

they could have led him to the conclusion that water, as well as

being the cosmogonical source, is also involved in the very essence

of the developed world. On the other hand, one must remain

aware of the possibility that Aristotle was simply making his own
kind ofinference, in the absence ofother information, from Thales'

belief that the world originated from water and that water still

plays a major part in the cosmos by supporting the earth.

1 Thales would have accepted Simplicius* judgement (Phys. 458, 23,

DK 1 1 A 13) that water was, for him, cnreipov; though for Thales this would
mean 'limitless', i.e. of indefinite extent, and not

*

infinite', and be a

natural assumption rather than a consciously propounded theory.

Simplicius was more seriously misleading in asserting (Phys. 180, 14) that

Thales, like Anaximenes, generated by means of the condensation and
rarefaction of his material principle. This is a purely schematic judgement
based on an over-rigid dichotomy in Aristotle (106). Theophrastus only
found the device explicitly used in Anaximenes: see 145.

Two things, then, have emerged from the present discussion:

(i) 'all things are water' is not necessarily a reliable summary of

Thales' cosmological views; and
(ii) even ifwe do accept Aristotle's

account (with some allowance, in any event, for his inevitably

altered viewpoint), we have little idea ofhow things were felt to be

essentially related to water.

(ii) Even apparently inanimate things can be
'

alive '; the world isfull ofgods

91 Aristotle de an. A 2, 405 a 19 eoixe 84 xod 0ccAfj$, c&v

doroiJivrmoveuoucn, KivrjTixdv TI TT\V yv)cnv OrroAcc|3e!v, errrep TTJV

At0ov 6

91 Thales, too, seems,from what they relate, to have supposed that the soul was something

kinetic, if he said that the (Magnesian) stone possesses soul because it moves iron.
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92 Diogenes Laertius i, 24 'ApioTOTeAris Se ml Mnmrfas 9aoiv
aOrov Kai TOIS ccyvxois |JieTa8i86vai vyuxffc, TEKiJicupoiJievov ex Tffc

AiOou Tffa uayvr|Ti5o$ KOCI TOU f|A&crpov.

93 Aristotle A an. AS, 41 1 ay KOCI ev TCO oAco 5s TIVSS ccCrrfjv (M.

iJieiJie!x9a( 9aaiv, 60ev Toxos KOC! QocAfjs cpr|6r| -rrdvTcc

6ecov elvai.

The two passages from Aristotle's de anima allow us to conjecture,

but no more, about Thales' vision of the whole world as somehow
alive and animated. Aristotle himself was reporting second-hand

evidence, and his statements are jejune and cautious (although in

91 enrep need not, and probably does not, express doubt, while

icrcos in 93 qualifies 60ev and not the assertion that follows). The

concluding words of 93, 'all things are full of gods', occur also

in Plato, in a probably conscious but unattributed quotation.
1

92 cites the sophist and polymath Hippias as an earlier source than

Aristotle for Thales' attribution of motive power to Magnesian

(magnetic) stone, to which is added amber, which becomes

magnetic when rubbed. Presumably the addition is from Hippias,
who may well have been Aristotle's source here.2

1
94 Plato Laws 10, 8993 2(70' dcrns TOUTCC 6|JioAoycov CrrropeveT MTJ

Oecov elvoct -rrAfipri TT&VTOC; The context deals with souls being called gods,
but contains no explicit reference to Thales. It is quite in Plato's style to

introduce, rather laboriously, a familiar phrase to enlighten an unfamiliar

argument of his own, without naming the author. His use of the words in

question is important, in any case, because it shows that they are not

simply an Aristotelian summary. They could (in direct speech) be a

genuine quotation from Thales; they have a totally different appearance
from the banal apophthegms hopefully assigned to Thales in Demetrius of

Phaleron's collection (ap. Stob. in, i, 172, DKio, 3). Aristotle repeated

them, with the substitution of yVXTJS for Oecov and without attribution, at

G.A. fii, 762a2i.
2 Should we conceivably read 'Hippon

5
for 'Hippias', cf. 88 etc.? There

is evidence ofsome confusion in later antiquity about the form ofHippon's
name (as there was considerable doubt about his city) : he appeared as
*

Hipponax
'

in the sources for Aetius (DK 38A 1 4) . But Hippias could have
known and written about Thales, and in the present state of the evidence

must obviously be accepted.

92 Aristotle and Hippias say that he gave a share ofsoul even to inanimate [lit. soulless]

objects, using Magnesian stone and amber as indications.

93 And some say that it [soul] is intermingled in the universe,for which reason, perhaps,

Thales also thought that all things arefull ofgods.

94 Is there anyone who will accept this and maintain that all things are not full of

gods?
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All that Aristotle seems to have known in 91 was that Thales

thought that magnetic stone possesses soul because it is able to

move iron
;
but the further inference, that for Thales the soul was

something motive, is clearly legitimate. Soul, whether it was

associated with breath, blood, or spinal fluid, was universally

regarded as the source of consciousness and life. A man is alive, he

can move his limbs and so move other things; if he faints, it means
that his soul has withdrawn or become incapacitated; if he dies, it

has become permanently so, and the 'soul' that goes squeaking
down to Hades in Homer is a mere shadow, because it is dissociated

from the body and can no longer produce life and movement. It is

a common primitive tendency to regard rivers, trees and so on as

somehow animated or inhabited by spirits : this is partly, though
not wholly, because they seem to possess the faculty of self-move-

ment and change, they differ from mere stocks and stones. Thales'

attitude was not primitive, of course, but there is a connexion with

that entirely unphilosophical animism. It should be noted, how-

ever, that his examples are of a different order: magnetic stone

looks as unalivc as could be, and cannot move or change itself, only
a certain kind ofexternal object. Thus Thales appears to have made

explicit, in an extreme form, a way of thinking that permeated
Greek mythology but whose ultimate origins were almost pre-
articulate. Now it is possible that our second piece of specific

information, 93, is a generalization based on this very conclusion

that certain kinds of apparently inanimate object are alive, possess

soul, because they have a limited power of movement. 'All things

are full of gods
5

:
1 the chief distinguishing marks of the gods are

that they are immortal, they enjoy perpetual life, and that their

power (their life-force, as it were) is unlimited, it extends both

over the animate and over the inanimate world. Thus the assertion

may well imply (since even apparently dead things like stone may
possess soul of a kind) that the world as a whole manifests a power
of change and motion which is certainly not even predominantly

human, and must, both because of its permanence and because of

its extent and variation, be regarded as divine, as due to the

inherence of some form of immortal

1 Or ofdaimons, according to the paraphrase in Aetius after Theophrastus :

95 Aetius i, 7, ii GccAfjs vouv TOU K6ciuov; T6v OEOV, T6 S irav

95 Thales said that the mind of the world is god, and that the sum of things is besouled,
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<5cnoc Keel SoupuSvcov irAfjpes* 8tf|Keiv 8 Kai 8i& TOU <rroixeicb8ous uypoO
8uvantv Oefav KivrjTiK^v OUTOU. The juxtaposition of the two statements

from Aristotle is not significant. The last sentence is Stoic in form and

content; the first clause (GccAfjs. . .$EOV), too, is entirely anachronistic, and

probably due to Stoic reinterpretation. It was repeated by Cicero, JV.Z). i,

10, 25, who added that god, as mind, made the world out of water.

A considerable number of recognizably fictitious opinions, like this one,
were attributed to Thales by puzzled or unscrupulous doxographers and

biographers. Compare, perhaps, the 30,000 daimons of Hesiod Erga 252 ff.

a The claim by Choerilus of lasus (3rd-2nd c. B.C.) and others, recorded

in Diog. L. i, 24 (DKiiAi), that according to Thales the soul was

immortal, obviously arose as an illegitimate conclusion from this kind of

argument, and is again due to Stoic perversion (primarily) of the type of

95. Thales could have distinguished clearly between the human yUXT*| and
the divine life-force in the world as a whole, at the same time as implicitly

recognizing their underlying connexion.

The precise nature ofThales' beliefthat all things are full ofgods
is obviously not determinable. Even along the line of interpreta-
tion suggested above there is one notable uncertainty : did Thales

make the bold induction, from the observation about Magnesian
stone and amber, that all apparently inanimate things really

possess soul to some degree? Or was Burnet right in maintaining

(EGP 50) that
c

to say the magnet and amber are alive is to imply,
if anything, that other things are not'? Formally this is an

illegitimate contention (since only a part of what Thales said is

known), and in itself the fragmentary observation implies nothing
either way. Nor docs the assertion that all things are full of gods,
even if it is closely connected with the observation about magnetic

stone, necessarily imply that the universal induction was made;
for just as one can say in English 'this book is full of absurdities'

without meaning that every single thing in it is absurd, so TrAf|pr|s

in Greek could mean '

containing a great number of, as well as
*

absolutely filled out by'. A priori, it perhaps seems more probable
that Thales meant that all things in sum (rather than each single

thing) were interpenetrated by some kind oflife-principle ; although
there would be many kinds ofmatter from which this life-principle,

with its kinetic power, might be absent. The point was that the

range of soul, or of life, was much greater than it appeared to be.

Thales was giving an explicit and individual statement of a broad

presupposition common to all the early physicists, that the world

andfull of daimons; right through the elemental moisture there penetrates a divine power
that moves it.
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somehow alive, that it underwent spontaneous change, and
'what irritated Aristotle) that there was therefore no need to give

my special account of natural change. This presupposition is still

lometimes called 'hylozoism'; but this name implies too strongly
.hat it is something uniform, determinable, and conscious. In fact

,he term applies to at least three possible and distinct attitudes of

nind: (a) the assumption (conscious or not) that all things

ibsolutely are in some way alive
; (b) the belief that the world is

nterpenetrated by life, that many of its parts which appear
nanimate arc in fact animate

; (c) the tendency to treat the world

is a whole, whatever its detailed constitution, as a single living

organism, (a) is an extreme, but in view of the universalizing

.endency of Greek thought not an impossible, form of the general

Dresupposition; in a way it might be said to be exemplified by

Xenophanes. Thales' belief, it has been suggested, approaches
:loser to (b). (c) is implicit in the old genealogical view of the

world's history described in chapter i, which still persisted to a

arge extent under the new rationalized form of philosophical

:osmogony. Aristotle is seen at his most perspicuous in 118, where,

Derhaps with Thales especially in mind, he shows himself aware of

:he possibility of this kind of attitude. 1

1 The spears in the Iliad (i i, 574 etc.) which arc 'eager to devour flesh',

and other similar cases, are sometimes cited as an indication that the

animistic view was an old one. Animism is, of course, as old as man
himself, and it arises out of the failure to objectify one's experience of the

outside world, a technique which requires some practice. The Homeric

expressions are better described as a literary conceit, like the pathetic

fallacy a deliberate rejection of the technique.

CONCLUSION

Fhales was chiefly known for his prowess as a practical astronomer,

geometer, and sage in general. His prediction of the eclipse was

Drobably made feasible by his use of Babylonian records, perhaps
obtained at Sardis; he also probably visited Egypt. His theory
Jhat the earth floats on water seems to have been derived from

icar-eastern cosmogonical myths, perhaps directly; water as the

)rigin of things was also a part of these myths, but had been men-
ioned in a Greek context long before Thales. His development of

his concept may in itself have seemed to Aristotle sufficient

warrant for saying that Thales held water to be the (ScpX1^ *n its

Peripatetic sense of a persisting substrate. Yet Thales could indeed
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have felt that since water is essential for the maintenance of plant
and animal life we do not know what meteorological arguments
he used it remains still as the basic constituent ofthings. Although
these ideas were strongly affected, directly or indirectly, by mytho-

logical precedents, Thales evidently abandoned mythic formula-

tions: this alone justifies the claim that he was the first philosopher,
naive though his thought still was. Further, he noticed that even

certain kinds ofstone could have a limited power ofmovement and

therefore, he thought, of life-giving soul
;
the world as a whole,

consequently, was somehow permeated (though probably not

completely) by a life-force which might naturally, because of its

extent and its persistence, be called divine. Whether he associated

this life-force with water, the origin and perhaps the essential

constituent of the world, we are not told. The concluding word
must be that the evidence for Thales' cosmology is too slight and

too imprecise for any of this to be more than speculative; what has

been aimed at is reasonable speculation.



CHAPTER III

ANAXIMANDER OF MILETUS

DATE, BOOK, AND SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

96 Diogenes Laertius n, 1-2 (DKi2Ai) 'Avat|aavSpo$ Flpa-

^iccSov MiAr|<Jios* ouros e^aaKev dpxriv Kai oroixeiov TO arrreipov, ou

8iopi;cov ocepa f\ u8cop f\ ocAAo TI . . . sOpev 8e Kal yvcopova TrpcoTos

Kal loTricrev eirl TCOV OKio6f|pcov ev AaKeSaipovi, Ka66c 9ricri Qa[3copivo$

ev TTavToBarrrj iaropiqc, Tpoirds TE Kai lormepias armaivovTa, Kal

cbpooKOTreia KoreaKeOaae. Kal yfjs Kai OaAdaoris TrepijjieTpov TrpcoTos

eypavpev, dcAXoc xai o^alpocv KocrecjKeuaas. TCOV 6e cxpeaKovTcov ocurco

ireTTOiriTai K69aAaico5r| TTJV exOeaiv, fj TTOU TrepieTUxev Ka^ ^ATroAAo-

8copo$ 6
'

A6r|vaios
*

6s Kai 9T|aiv aurov ev TOIS XpoviKoTs TCO 8eurepcp

T6i TT]S TrevTTiKOOTfjs 6y86rjs oAufjnridSos (547/6 B.C.) ETCOV elvai

TTrdpcov Kai HET' oAiyov TEAeurfjaai (dcKiaAaavTci TTTI

Kara noAuKpoaT) TOV Socjjiou Tvpavvov) .

97 Suda s.v. 'Ava5fuavSposTTpa5ia8ov MiArjaios 9^6010905 auy-

yevris Kal jJiaOr|TT]S Kai 8i6c8oxos 0ciAr|TOs. irpcoTos 8e iar||jiep{av

eOpe Kai Tporras Kai cbpoAoyeia, Kal TT^V yfjv ev peaaiTaTCp xelaOai.

yvcojjiovoc Te elafjyaye Kai oAcos yECo^jieTpias UTTOTUTTCOCTIV eSei^ev.

eypaye TTepi 9ucicos, fffc -rrep{o8ov Kal FTepl TCOV darAavcov Kai

S9aTpav Kai aAAa TIVCC.

96 Anaximander son ofPraxiades, of Miletus: he said that the principle and element is

the Indefinite, not distinguishing air or water or anything else... he was the fast to

discover a gnomon, and he set one up on the Sundials (?) in Sparta, according to Favorinus

in his Universal history, to mark solstices and equinoxes; and he also constructed hour-

indicators. Hefast drew an outline ofearth and sea, but he also constructed a (celestial)

globe. Of his opinions he made a summary exposition, which I suppose Apollodorus the

Athenian, also, encountered. Apollodorus says in his Chronicles that Anaximander was

sixty-fouryears old in the secondyear of thefifty-eighth Olympiad, and that he died shortly

afterwards (having been near his prime approximately during the time ofPolycrates, tyrant

of Samos).

97 Anaximander son of Praxiades, of Miletus, philosopher, was a kinsman, pupil and

successor of Thales. He first discovered the equinox and solstices and hour-indicators, and

that the earth lies in the centre. He introduced the gnomon and in general made known an

outline of geometry. He wrote On nature, Circuit of the earth and On the fixed

stars and a Celestial globe and some other works.
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(i) Date

If Thales earned the title of the first Greek philosopher mainly
because of his abandonment ofmythological formulations, Anaxi-

mander is the first of whom we have concrete evidence that he

made a comprehensive and detailed attempt to explain all aspects

of the world of man's experience. He was younger than Thales,

but probably not by much. Burnet (EGP 51) inferred from the

latter part of96 that the chronographer Apollodorus found definite

evidence, perhaps in a summary version of his book, that Anaxi-

mander was sixty-four in 547/6 B.C.; and that his death 'soon

afterwards
5 was placed by Apollodorus in the next year, the epoch-

year of the capture of Sardis. (The last clause of 96 is presumably
a mistake: Polycrates did not come to power until ca. 540 B.C. and

died ca. 522.) If this is so, then Thales and Anaximander died in

the same Olympiad, and Anaximander was only fourteen years

younger than Thales (n. on p. 74) .
x Anaximander was called the

'successor and pupil' of Thales by Theophrastus (103 A), also his

kinsman, companion, acquaintance or fellow-citizen in the later

doxographical tradition. In most cases this kind ofstatement need

only imply that the one was thought to come from the same city as,

and to be somewhat younger than, the other.2 If there were fixed

dates both for Thales (the prediction of the eclipse in 585/4) and

for Anaximander (for the information that he was sixty-four in

547/6 was presumably available also to Theophrastus), the a priori

basis for Theophrastus' conjecture would be a reasonable one.

1 That Thales and Anaximander are not separated by the conventional

Apollodoran 4o-year interval (see next note) is in favour of 547/6 being a

non-arbitrary date. It is true that, if Anaximander could be made the

master of Pythagoras, then his birth should be eighty years earlier than the

latter'& floruit (which Apollodorus placed in 532/1), and he would be very
close to 64 (in fact 65) in 547/6. According to the evidence of Hippolytus

(Ref. i, 6, 7, DKi2Aii) even Apollodorus was wrong by one year, since

Hippolytus gives the birth-year as Ol. 42, 3 (610/9 B -G -) instead of Ol. 42, 2.

What is significant, however, is that Anaximander's age was known for a

particular year which was not his floruit and not necessarily that of his

death, although it was close to his death. Further, no connexion of

Pythagoras with Anaximander is known in the great majority of our

sources (only in Porphyry V.P. 2, after the imaginative 3rd-century B.C.

biographer Neanthes of Gyzicus, and in Apuleius, Florida 15, 20). Never-

theless, the possibility cannot be entirely excluded that Apollodorus' dating
of Anaximander was arbitrarily hinged to his Polycrates-Pythagoras

system. This might help to account for the last clause of 96.
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2 The arrangement of the early philosophers into 'schools', and into

masters and pupils within these schools, was initiated by Theophrastus and

systematically applied in the Successions of Sotion, ca. 200 B.C. Apollodorus
used the latter work, and normally assumed a 4o-ycar interval in age
between master and pupil.

(ii) Anaximander's book

The book-titles ascribed to Anaximandcr in 97, presumably from

Hesychius, should be regarded with reserve. It was the custom

with Alexandrian writers to supply titles, in the absence of definite

evidence, to suit an early thinker's known interests. 'On nature'

was a standard comprehensive title which tended to be assigned to

all those whom Aristotle called 9vyaiKof, that is, to almost all the

Presocratics. 1 That Anaximander certainly wrote a book of some
kind is shown both by Theophrastus' incontrovertible quotation
in 103 A, and possibly by Diogenes' information in 96 that there was

a 'summary exposition', which he took to be by the philosopher
himself. What Diogenes knew of may have been a later summary
(produced cither by a pupil or, more probably, in the fourth

century B.C. or later) ;
or it may have been the original work, whose

short, perhaps discontinuous, and apophthegmatic nature was not

what was normally expected ofa philosophical book.2 It is not clear

whether it was from this source that Apollodorus determined the

year in which Anaximander was sixty-four; it seemed probable
to Diogenes, though that age is considerably greater than the

average for authorship. The elder Pliny (N.H. 11, 31, DKi2A5)
stated that Anaximander discovered the obliquity of the Zodiac in

this same Olympiad, the fifty-eighth; but the ascription of this

discovery is probably false (p. 10311.), and Pliny perhaps merely

misapplied Apollodorus' dating. Diogenes' term irepi^TUxev, 'came

upon', might imply that the so-called summary exposition was a

rarity in Apollodorus' time. Theophrastus, almost two centuries

before, had access to at least one original sentence, but seems to

have lacked full information about Anaximander's originative

substance. The possibility cannot be ignored that he, too, used a

summary or handbook, partly at least in the form of a collection

of excerpts, and one which concentrated on cosmology, anthro-

pology and so on rather than on the nature of the parent-material.

On the other hand, Anaximander himselfmight have offered little

information on the originative substance.
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1 Cf. 98 Themistius Or. 26 p. 383 Dindorf ('Avcc^uccvSpos)

TTpcoTos &v tanEV *EXAi*|vcov A6yov SfeveyKeTv Trepl 9uaecos cjuyyeypamjiivov.
Thales was thought not to have written a book, at any rate one ofa general
cosmological kind: see pp. 85 ff. One of the objections to Hepl 9uaecos as
a genuine sixth-century book-title is that <p\jc\$ is probably not used in the
collective sense, 'Nature', before about the middle of the fifth century
(cf. Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments, aayfF.). Gorgias' sardonic title

FTepi 9vaeco$ fl Trepl TOU nf) OVTOS implies that TTepi 9ucicos was common in

his time, but no more than that. On the other hand, the addition ofa word
like xpTlH&Tcov or dirdvTCov to 9ucrecos would make the usage possible. The
fact remains that TTepl 9uaeco$ was indiscriminately applied to any work of
a vaguely physical nature: cf. e.g. pp. i66f., for Xenophanes' poetry.
2 We do not know how many words a papyrus roll is likely to have held
in the sixth century B.C. The letters were probably large (papyrus should
have been relatively cheap in Miletus, from Naucratis), and the total

product quite short. See p. 266 for an estimate of the length ofParmenides'

poem; and p. 366 and n. 2 for Anaxagoras* book.

(iii) Scientific activities: (a) the gnomon

Anaximander did not discover the gnomon, as 96 claims (the

gnomon is a set-square or any vertical rod whose shadow indicates

the sun's direction and height) : compare

99 Herodotus n, 1 09 TroAov uev yap xal yvcbjjiova ml Ta 5vcb8eKoc

^peoc Tf)s t]^P^I5 Trccpa BapuAcovfcov I|acc0ov oi "EAAtivss.

97 may be correct, nevertheless, in suggesting that Anaximander
introduced the gnomon into Greece. We cannot be sure, however,
that Thales did not use some form ofthe instrument (p. 8 1

) ,
and it is

possible that Anaximander gained the credit by accident, or
because his use of the gnomon was more conspicuous. No special
discoveries involving its use were assigned to him which were not
also assigned to Thales; but he may have gained notoriety by the

incident referred to by Favorinus in 96. The statement that

Anaximander set up a gnomon in Sparta eirt TCOV oKio0f|pcov is

mysterious. A aKioOrjpov (or oKioOfipris) was a sun-dial, but the

prepositional phrase cannot mean anything like 'for a sun-dial' or
*

for the benefit ofthe sun-dials', and the suggestion might be made
that there was a prominence in Sparta later known as

*

the sun-

dials ', from the gnomon or gnomons that existed there; Sirf, then,
would be local. cbpoaKoirsTa in 96 and obpoAoysia in 97 imply that

98 (Anaximander) was thefirst of the Greeks whom we know who ventured to produce a
written account on nature.

99 The Greeks learnedfrom the Babylonians of the celestial sphere and the gnomon and
the twelve parts of the day.
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the ground near the gnomon was calibrated so as to give the time

of day, as well as the position of the sun on the ecliptic and so the

season of the year. For another association of Anaximander with

Sparta see n. on p. 104.*

1
Pliny, N.H. n, 187 (DK 13 A 140), held that it was Anaximenes who first

demonstrated in Sparta the 'horologium quod appellant sciothericon ',

and who discovered the use of the gnomon. This is probably a mistake by
Pliny, who tended to confound his facts in writing about early astronomy.
He attributed the discovery of the obliquity of the Zodiac to Anaximander

(p. 101), but Eudemus in 78 probably assigned this to Oinopides. The full

comprehension of the ecliptic doubtless belonged to the fifth century; that

the sun moves from north to south and back was known much earlier

and certainly, for example, by Thales.

(iii) Scientific activities: (b) the map

100 Agathemerus i, i 'Avoc^inavSpos 6 MiAf)<yios dKOvorfjs

0ccAeco -rrpcoTOs eToA^Tjcre TT^V oiKou|jivr|v ev TTIVOKI ypccyoci ue0' 6v

'EKoraTos 6 MiA^aios ccvfjp TroAurrAavfis SirjKpipcoaev, cocrre 0au-

naaQfjvai TO TrpayiJia.

101 Strabo i, p. 7 Casaubon . . .TOUS TrpcoTou$ us0' "Ojarjpov 6uo

9T|criv 'EpaTO<j0vr|$, 'Ava^ijJiavSpov TE GaAou yeyovoTa yvcopiiaov

KCCI TToArrr|v xal 'EKCCTCCIOV TOV MiAfjaiov. TOV IJL^V oOv

irpcoTov yecoypa9iKov TrivaKa, TOV 6J
e

EKorroaov KaTaAiTreTv

TriGTTou|JiVov EKeivou elvoci 6K TT^s aAAr|s ocuroO ypa9f]$.

These passages are obviously based on the same one statement by
Eratosthenes, as is Diogenes' remark in 96 that 'Anaximander first

drew an outline of land and sea'. Diogenes' addition, 'but he also

constructed a sphere' (that is, a map of the heaven), is unsub-

stantiated and, in the light of Anaximander's theory of the

heavenly bodies (pp. i35ff.)> improbable. The general nature of

his map may perhaps be inferred from the following passage :

102 Herodotus iv, 36 yeAco 6e opcov yf]s irepioSous yp&vyocvTcxs

TToAAous f\Sr\ xcd ou5voc voov iyovTU>s enyr|crAiJisvov
*

01 'GOKeccvov

100 Anaximander the Milesian, a disciple of Thales, first dared to draw the inhabited

world on a tablet; after him Hecataeus the Milesian, a much-travelled man, made the map
more accurate, so that it became a source of wonder.

101 . . . Eratosthenes says that thefirst tofollow Homer were two, Anaximander, who was

an acquaintance andfellow-citizen of Thales, and Hecataeus the Milesian. The former
was thefirst to publish a geographical map, while Hecataeus left behind a drawing believed

to be hisfrom the rest of his writings.

102 / smile when I see that many have drawn circuits of the earth, up to now, and none
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T6 OVTCC yp&9ovcn irepi^ Tfjv yfjv, fovaav KuxAoTepta cbs OTTO

r6pvou, xal rf]v 'Aairiv TTJ EupcoTrrj TTOIEUVTCOV ICTQV.

It is a reasonable assumption that the (probably Ionian) maps
referred to here resembled that of Anaximander as improved by
his fellow-citizen Hecataeus; and therefore that Anaximander

produced a circular plan in which the known regions of the world

formed roughly equal segments. His empirical knowledge of

geography was presumably based in part on seafarers' reports,

which in Miletus, as a commercial centre and founder of colonies,

would be both accessible and varied. The philosopher himselfwas

said to have led a colonizing expedition to Apollonia (the city on

the Black Sea, presumably), cf. Aelian V.H. m, 17 (DKi2A3).
Otherwise his only known foreign contacts are with Sparta,

1

1
Apart from the sun-indicator story in 96, Cicero related (de divinat. i, 50,

112, DK 12A 5 a) that Anaximander warned the Spartans to move into the

fields when an earthquake was imminent. One is reminded of miraculous

predictions assigned to Pherecydcs and Pythagoras (pp. 50 f.); but as a

citizen of Miletus, in the earthquake belt, Anaximander would have had

special experience. The modern Thessalians, for example, know that an

earthquake is imminent when the storks become agitated. At all events

Anaximander seems to have visited Sparta, otherwise two separate
anecdotes about him would hardly be located there.

THE NATURE OF ANAXIMANDER' S ORIGINATIVE SUBSTANCE,
T6 oiraipov (THE INDEFINITE)

Part of Theophrastus' account of Anaximander's originative

material is preserved by Simplicius. It is disputed whether

Simplicius derived this and similar doxographical extracts direct

from a version of Theophrastus, or by the medium of Alexander's

lost commentary on the Physics', some extracts certainly came
from this source. A more important question is whether Simplicius,

or Alexander, was using the full edition of Theophrastus, or the

two-volume summary, or an even shorter compendious account.

The long surviving fragment on sensation, also in Simplicius, is on

a very much larger scale than the extremely cursory extracts on

the material principle, which suggests that they were derived from

different versions of Theophrastus; the latter probably do not

come from the complete edition. Hippolytus and the author ofthe

pseudo-Plutarchean Stromateis also have doxographical summaries

of them has explained the matter sensibly: they draw Okeanos running around the earth,

which is drawn as though with a compass, and make Asia equal to Europe.
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of Anaximander; they follow Theophrastus less closely than does

Simplicius, but provide confirmation and expansion at certain

points. They also cover a greater range of subjects, some of which

(e.g. zoogony, astronomy) are dealt with at greater length than the

question ofthe ocpX1!- Simplicius' extract is printed in the left-hand

column of 103, with the corresponding parts of the two subsidiary
versions alongside. Briefer and less accurate versions of this doxo-

graphy appear in 96 and in Aetius (i, 3, 3, DK 12 A 14). It should

be remembered that the passages in 103 are versions of Theo-

phrastus* view of Anaximander; it will be seen that, so far as the

material principle was concerned, he differed little from Aristotle,

from whom some of his phraseology is directly derived. He quoted
one original sentence (bold type in 103 A; see pp. i lyf.) ;

this need

not imply that he had seen the whole of Anaximandcr's book, as

is almost invariably assumed. Ifhe did see the whole, either it was

very obscure about the originative stuffor hewas untypicallyobtuse.

103 Versions of Theophrastus' account of Anaximander's

originative substance :

A. Simplicius Phys. 24,

13; DKI2AQ
TCOV 6e iv Kcd KIVOUJJEVOV

ml dbreipov Aey6vTcov

'Avoci|jiav5pos |jiv FTpa-

B. Hippolytus Ref. i,

6, 1-2; DKi2Ai i

GaAov Toivuv 'Avai-

Hav6pos yfveTai ccKpo-

OCTTIS. 'A. TTpai6c6ou

MiAfjcno$'. . .

G. Ps.-Plutarch Strom.

2; DKI2AIO

ETaipov yev6-

pievov

yev6|aevos

KOCI

OVTCOV TO careipov,

Te Kal

e!pT|K6 TOOV SVTCOV TO

ocireipov,

T6 onreipov

TT^V iracrav aiTfav

TTJS ToO TTCcvT6s

aecos Te Kal 90opas,

A
Of those who say that it

is one, moving, and in-

finite, Anaximander, son

ofPraxiades, a Milesian,

the successor and pupil of

Thales,

said that theprin-

ciple and element of exist-

ing thingswas theapeiron

[indefinite, or infinite],

B

Now Anaximander was

the disciple of Thales.

Anaximander, son of

Praxiades, of Miletus:

he said that

the principle and element

of existing things was the

apeiron,

. . . Anaximander, who

was the companion of

Thales,

said that the

apeiron contained the

whole cause ofthe coming-
to-be and destruction of
the world,
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103 (cant.)

TtpCOTOS TOUTO

8* aurfjv

C8cop [yf\i aAAo TI TCOV

KaAou|jvcov clvai OTOI-

Xeicov, dAA* hipav Tiva

9ucnv arretpov,

* to

drravras yfvecrOai TOUS

oupavous Kal TOUS v

15 cov 8 i
5

)

ToTs oOai, Kal

^fw^ thefirst to introduce

this name of the material

principle.

He says that

it is neither water nor any
other of the so-called

elements, but some other

apeiron nature,

from
which come into being all

the heavens and the worlds

in them.

And the source of

coming-to-be for existing

PRESOGRATIC PHILOSOPHERS

TtpcoTos (TOUTO) TOUVO-

IAOC KOcA^cras TTJS

(frpos 6 TOUTCO

d(8iov elvat,

(3a{vst ytveaOat ToC/s

oupavous.)

. . .ouros

dpx^iv 29T| TCOV 6vTcav

9u<7iv TIVO: TOU direfpou,

t fa yivecrdat

oOpavoOs Kal TOV

auroTs K6cr|jiov.

Iv

^ OU 8f| 9TJCTI TOUS T6

oupavous arroKeKpiaOai
Kal Koc66Aou TOUS arrav-

Tas drrelpous ovras K6cr-

TOUTTJV
6' df8iov slvai Kal

dyi'ipco, fjv Kal TravTas

TOUS KOO-JJIOUS.

i 81 XPOVOV ^s d>pia- ^ TT)V 960-

pav ytveaOai Kal rroAO

being the first to use this

name of the material

principle.

(In addition to

this he said that motion

was eternal, in which it

results that the heavens

come into being.)

. . .he said

that the materialprinciple

ofexisting thingswas some

nature coming under the

heading of the apeiron,

from which come into being

the heavens and the world

in them.

This nature is

eternal and unageing, and

it also surrounds all the

worlds.

He talks of Time

as though coming-to-beand
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all the worlds, being

apeirous \innumerable\.

He declared that destruc-

tion, and much earlier
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103 (cont.)

90op6cv els TOV/TOC yfvea- Kal Tffe oOafas KCU -rife

Ooci xaTa T& xP <**v <p6opas. drreipou alcovos dva-

8i86vai yap
8txY)v xal Tlaiv ctXXVj-

Xoi TT)<; dt8ixla xara

T^V TOO xP^voo Td^iv, (Aeyei

TroirjTiKCDTepois oOrcos

6v6|jia(jiv otOra Aycov.

(Whatfollows is Simpl.,
not Theophrastus.)

(i) Did Anaximander call the originative substance &pyfy?

Most modern critics think that Theophrastus named Anaximander
as the first to have used &p\T\ (literally 'beginning' or 'source') as

a special term for the originative substance. They infer this from

TrpcoTos TOUTO Touvojjioc KojJifaas TTJS ccpxfjs in 103 A, its equivalent
in 103 B, and one further context in Simplicius (Phys. 150, 23)

where Anaximander is described as TrpcoTos OCUTOS ocpx^v 6vojJiocaa$

TO CmroKdiJievov. Burnet, however (EGP 54 n. 2), maintained that

what Theophrastus said was simply that Anaximander was the

first to call the material principle (&pxr| in its normal Peripatetic

sense) by the name TO cnreipov, without further qualification. This,

indeed, is the obvious sense of the extract from Theophrastus,

103 A, while in 1033 TOUTO has presumably dropped out by haplo-

graphy before TOUVOHOC. The other passage of Simplicius is more
difficult: its most obvious meaning is 'being the first to call the

substratum of the opposites &pyr\\ but Burnet explained it as

meaning
'

being the first to name the substratum of the opposites

as the material cause' (that is, because according to Aristotle the

opposites in Anaximander were specifically produced from the

things is that into which existence and destruction coming-to-be, happenfrom

destruction, too, happens were limited. infinite ages, since they
c

according to necessity; are all occurring in cycles.

for they pay penalty

and retribution to each

other for their injustice

according to the assess-

ment of Time', (He talks of Time . . . )

as he describes it in

these ratherpoetical terms.
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originative stuff). Burnet's interpretation, while admittedly not

the most apparent meaning of the clause in isolation, is certainly
more relevant to the trend of Simplicius' argument. Further,

Theophrastus had used the word cipx'n in his remarks on Thales

as already reported by Simplicius (Phys. 23, 23, DKiiAi3), with

no special note that Thales himselfdid not actually use this word
a note that would perhaps have been natural if Theophrastus had

gone on to assert that Anaximander was its originator. It is

possible, of course, that Simplicius misunderstood Theophrastus'
comment about ccpxr| and cbreipov. The whole question is ofminor

importance ;
it does seem, however, that no technical use of ccpx1!

by Anaximander was implied by Theophrastus the use he referred

to was of TO cnreipov.

(ii) What did Anaximander mean by TO caretpov?

104 Aristotle Phys. f4, 203 a 16 oi 8 irepl 9u<recos irccvTes

CnroTi0Eacnv eTEpav TIVCC 9\>aiv TCO direipcp TCOV Aeyonvcov crroi-

Xeicov, olov 08cop f\ dpa f| TO ^STOC^I/ TOUTCOV.

First, it is advisable to isolate the Peripatetic, and so also the

doxographical, interpretation of TO arreipov. Aristotle, curiously

enough, mentioned Anaximander by name only four times, but

made several probable references to his primary substance (e.g.

in fin.). There is little doubt that he took coreipov in Anaxi-

mander, and in the monists in general, to mean primarily

'spatially infinite'. This is suggested in no. In 104, part of his

discussion of the concept of infinity, Aristotle attributes some

specific quality, presumably that of the intermediate in the case of

Anaximander (pp. iioff.), to the material principles of all the

9\j(TiKoi who recognize the infinite. Theophrastus seems to have

felt that Anaximander had given his primary substance a name
which described its spatial property, but which said nothing

except by implication (that it was not identified with any of the

later 'elements') about its qualitative properties. Thus in 103 A!. 2,

and in other such classifications, chreipov means 'infinite'; it is

'neither water nor any other of the so-called elements, but some

other infinite nature from which come all the heavens . . .

'

(
Anaxi-

mander's heavens being infinite in number for Theophrastus).
1

104 All the physicists make the infinite a property ofsome other nature belonging to the

so-called elements, such as water or air or that which is intermediate between these.
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1 The words h-epocv TIVOC 9uaiv arreipov seem to echo Aristotle's radically

different Prepay TIVOC 9uaiv TCO oareipcp in 104; especially since the wider
contexts of the two phrases have much in common. This superficial

similarity of phraseology suggests that Theophrastus had made himself

familiar with his master's discussion of infinity in the Physics before he set

about summarizing the theories of Anaximander.

It is, however, uncertain that Anaximander himself intended

TO cbreipov to mean precisely 'the spatially infinite'. We may
legitimately doubt whether the concept of infinity was appre-
hended before questions of continuous extension and continuous

divisibility were raised by Mclissus and Zeno. coreipov means

'without boundary, limit, definition'; this indefiniteness is spatial

in early usages, as in the ccmipovcc TTOVTOV of Homer (Anaxi-
mander's cnreipov is presumably from coreipos, of which drrreipcov

is a more poetical equivalent), and as in Xenophanes (3), who
said that the earth went down e$ cbreipov, indefinitely, i.e. beyond
the imagination or the concern of men. Now Anaximander

certainly assumed the original stuff to have been indefinitely huge
in extent; but he perhaps gave formal expression to this idea by

saying that this stuff
' surrounded all things' (no), and might not

have felt this characteristic (which must have been assumed as a

matter of course by Thales, see n. on p. 93) to be sufficiently

remarkable to be applied as sole description, that is as 'the

spatially indefinite'. We might expect any such single description

to refer first to the kind of substance, not to its commonly assumed

vastness of extent. Thus Cornford (e.g. C.A.H. iv, 542) and others

have argued that TO cnreipov meant 'that which is internally

unbounded, without internal distinctions', i.e. that which is

indistinct, indefinite in kind. There is no need to stress internal

divisions,
1 but the general point seems not improbable: for

Anaximander the original world-forming stuff was indefinite, it

resembled no one kind of matter in the developed world. Yet

no parallel early use of oorEipos in a certainly non-spatial sense

can be cited, and this is in favour of retaining the interpretation

'spatially indefinite'. In any case the lack ofpositive identification

was conspicuously implied. Either TO cnretpov meant
'

the spatially

indefinite', and was implied to be indefinite in kind because it was

not formally identified as fire, air, water or earth (to use Theo-

phrastus' terms of 103 A); or Anaximander intended it to mean

primarily 'that which is indefinite in kind', but naturally assumed

it also to be of unlimited extent and duration properties which,
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when expressed, would be expressed in terms of all-inclusiveness

and divine immortality.
2

1 Nor is it easy to accept Cornford's suggestion that the coreipov was
conceived as circular or spherical, cf. ooreipov d^ipArjorTpov at Aeschylus

Ag. 1382, aireipos of a ring in Aristophanes and Aristotle, etc. It is

impossible to prove that any particular application of the word that was
feasible in the archaic period was entirely absent from Anaximander's

mind ; but the intention seems to have been to deny any fixed determination.

2
Cherniss, Aristotle

9
s Criticism ofPresocratic Philosophy 377 f., maintained that

Anaximander meant cnretpov {TO irAfjOos), i.e. 'with an indeterminate

number of internal divisions'. But in this case direipov would have to be

expressly qualified by a word implying number, as in Anaxagoras frr. i

and 2 (495, 515).

(iii) The Indefinite as an intermediate substance in Aristotle

105 Aristotle de gen. et con. 65, 332 a 19 ... OUK eoriv ev TOUTGOV

(sc. fire, air, water, earth) oO TOC TTCJCVTCT ou lafjv ou8' ocAAo Ti ye

Trapse ToOra, olov ucrov TI dpo$ KCC! uSaTos f| dpos xai irupos,

depos nev Traxurepov KOCI Tiupos, TCOV 8e AeTrroTepov eorai yap df]p

xal m/p exeivo JJICT' vavTioTTiTos* dAAa arepr|cns TO eTepov TCOV

fvavTicov COCJT' OUK 8v6^xeTai |aovouc70ai ^KEIVO ou8TroTe, coairep

9aai Tives TO arreipov xai TO irepiexov.

106 Aristotle Phys. A 4, 187 a 12 obs 8* o! 9uaiKoi Ayovai, Suo

TpOTroi eiaiv. oi piev yap ev Troif|aavTes TO aco^jia TO OiroKeiiJievov, rj

TCOV Tpicov TI r\ dAAo 6 ecrri irupos jJi^v TTUKVOTepov depos 8 AeiTTO-

Tepov, TSAAa yevvoocri TTUKv6TT]Ti xal pavoTtiTt iroAAa TroioOvres. . . .

ol 8* K TOU v6$ ^voOcias TOCS ivavTi6Tr|Tas exKpivecrOai, oocrrrep

'Ava^fiJiav8p6s 9t|ai xal ocroi 8
s

ev xal TroAAd 9aaiv elvai, <5>crrrep

'EiJnreBoKAfis Kal 'Ava^ayopas* IK TOU ^Jl{y^aTOs yap Kal oOroi

eKKptvouai T&AAa.

105 . . . There is no one of these things [fire, air, water, earth] from which come all

things; and certainly nothing else beside these, such as something half-way between air and

water, or air andfire, being thicker than air andfire andfiner than the others:for that will be

air andfire, simply, together with contrariety; but one ofthe two opposites is a privation so

that it is impossiblefor the intermediate ever to exist in isolation, as some say the infinite

[apeiron] and the surrounding does.

106 Two types of explanation are given by the physicists. Those who have made the

subsisting body one, either one of the three or something else which is thicker thanfire and

finer than air, generate the rest by condensation and rarefaction, making it into many
But the others say that the opposites are separated outfrom the One, being present in it, as

Anaximander says and all who say there are one andmany, like Empedocles andAnaxagoras;

for these, too, separate out the restfrom the mixture.
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Aristotle, when listing various monistic theories of the 9U<jiKo{,

on a number of occasions speaks of a substance between the

elements normally between fire and air or between air and
water.1 In three or four of these passages it looks as though
Anaximander is meant as the proponent of an intermediate sub-

stance, not because he is directly named but because the substance

is implied to have been called simply TO chreipov. In 105 the

people who said that 'the cnreipov and the surrounding
5

existed on
its own, in isolation from the elements, appear from the termino-

logy (cf. no) to be Anaximander and followers; see also in,
where the intermediate between water and air is said to

'

surround

all the heavens, being boundless'. Now Aristotle in 104 declared

that all the 9uaiKoi who envisaged it gave some specific description

of the infinite (TO ooreipov) : we may ask what description Anaxi-

mander was deemed by Aristotle, when he wrote those words, to

have given, if not as an intermediate which is, indeed, actually

mentioned in that passage as a typical description. Were it not for

one passage, namely 106, there would be no difficulty in accepting
that Aristotle had Anaximander in mind in most, at any rate, of

his references to an intermediate material principle. One of

Aristotle's most acute ancient commentators, Alexander ofAphro-

disias, did in fact accept this; so, usually, did Simplicius. Yet in

106, on the only possible interpretation, Aristotle placed the

intermediate substance and Anaximander in opposed groups.
2

Various unenlightening guesses have been made about the

historical author of the intermediate-substance theory; but a care-

ful study of all Aristotle's references indicates that Anaximander

was, after all, in his mind although Anaximander in fact held no

such theory. Aristotle evidently felt that Anaximander's (for

Aristotle) 'infinite' ocpXT) must have had some expressible relation-

ship to the so-called elements; and there are some passages (e.g.

107) in which he wrote simply ofTO irapd TOC oroixeioc,
'

that which

is beside the elements', not identifiable with any one of them, and

not of TO neTOc^v or TO neaov. By this formulation one possibility

was that it was intermediate between two elements ; another, that

it was a mixture of them all. In 106 Aristotle seems to take the

latter view;3 but he elsewhere considered the former possibility,

and had arrived at the theoretical hypothesis of an intermediate

(a hypothesis which he himself, of course, regarded as untenable:

cf. 105) as a by-product of his reflexions on Anaximander. That he

in
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had no explicit historical example in mind, however, is shown by
his variation ofthe elements between which the intermediate came.

My suggestion is, then, that Aristotle, puzzled about the nature of

Anaximander's cbreipov, thought that, if not an element, it must

be either an intermediate or a mixture. Usually when he men-
tioned an intermediate in lists ofpossible primary substances he had

Anaximander in mind, though he also tended to add the inter-

mediate indiscriminately to anysuch list for the sake ofexhaustivity.
It is so addedin 106, where, as the result ofa different type ofcritique,
he applies the mixture-interpretation to Anaximander by name.

1
Apart from 104, 105, 106, III, cf. Met. A 7, 988 a 30; 989 a 14;

Phys. A6, iSgbi; Y^ 203318; GCB i, 328035.
2 It might be argued that t6 ev, the One, is common to both groups,
therefore that Anaximander might occur in each. But the contrast is really

between those who retain the One as a substratum, and those who (like

Anaximander) do not.

3 That Aristotle could regard Anaximander's direipov as a mixture is

shown for certain in 122. For a fuller discussion of the whole topic see

Kirk, 'Some problems in Anaximander', CQ.N.S. 5 (1955) 24 ff.

(iv) Why
'

the Indefinite* and not a specific originative substance?

107 Aristotle Phys. PS, 204^22 ocAAa nf)v ou8s Iv Kal corAoOv

elvoci evS^xeTai T6 orreipov ac5(jioc, oure cos Aeyouoi Tives TO Trccpoc TOC

oroixeia, l ^ TOUTCC yevvcoaiv, oOO' ccTrAcos. elal y&p Tives 01

TOUTO iroioucri TO aTreipov, dcAA' OUK aepa f\ uScop, cbs HTJ TSAAa

90eipriTai OTTO TOU caretpou ocurcov 6XOU<JI Y^P ^P^S aAATjAa

evcxvTtcoaiv, olov 6 Hey dr^p ^uxpos, TO 8' OScop uypov, TO 8e m/p
6ep|ji6v d>v el f)v iv aireipov 90apTo av f\8r\ T&AAa. vuv 8' T6pov
elva( 9aat e oO TOUTa.

108 Aristotle Phys. f4, 203 b 15 TOU 8' elvaf TI airaipov f| TTIOTIS

iK TT^VTE jadAiar* av cyuiapaivoi OKOTTOUCTIV . . . ITI TCp ourcos av

|j6vcos iJif)
OrroAeiTreiv yeveaiv Kal 90opc5cv, el arretpov EIT] 60ev

T6 ylyv6^6vov.

107 Butyet} nor can the infinite body be one and simple, whether it be, as some say, that

which is beside the elements, from which they generate the elements, or whether it be

expressed simply. For there are some people who make what is beside the elements the

infinite, and not air or water, so that the rest be not destroyed by their infinite substance;

for the elements are opposed to each other (for example, air is cold, water moist, andfire hot),

and if one of those were infinite the rest would already have been destroyed. But, as it is,

they say that the infinite is differentfrom these, and that they come into beingfrom it.

108 Belief in infinity would result, for those who consider the matter, for the most part

from five factors . . .further, because only so would generation and destruction not fail, if

there were an infinite sourcefrom which that which is coming-to-be is derived.
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These passages present two possible motives for the postulation of

the Indefinite as primary substance. The reason in 107 that the

infinite primary substance, if identified with a specific world-

constituent, would swamp the other world-constituents and never

allow them to develop is assigned to those who posited an

ooreipov substance 'beside the elements', i.e. not identical with

any of them. When Aristotle used this formulation he usually,

though not necessarily invariably, had Anaximandcr in mind

(pp. 1 1 off.), and Simplicius in his comment on the passage (Phys.

479, 33) ascribed this reason to Anaximander. On the other

hand the totally different reason suggested in 108 that an

infinite source-material ensures that coming-to-be within the

world shall not fail for want ofmaterial is given as Anaximander's

by Aetius
(i, 3, 3, DKi2A4) and by Simplicius in one passage

(de caelo 615, 15, DKi2Ai7). Aetius' attribution suggests that

Theophrastus applied the motive of 108 to Anaximander; but

we cannot be sure that he did not apply that of 107 also, and

in either case he was probably working from what Aristotle

had said.

Most modern critics have accepted 108 as giving Anaximander's

true motive, and many have rejected 107 as not (in spite of

appearances) applying to Anaximander. Thus Cherniss called the

argument in 107 'the peculiarly Aristotelian argument of the

necessary equilibrium of contrary forces'. It is true that it is

expressed, naturally enough, in an Aristotelian form. But Anaxi-

mander had postulated a comprehensive balance between opposed
substances (see 112 with discussion), and might well have reasoned

in some such way as this: 'Thales said that all things originated

from water; but water (which we see in the form of rain, sea and

rivers) is opposed to fire (the sun, the fiery aither, volcanoes etc.),

and these things are mutually destructive. How then can fire

have become such a prominent part of our world, if it were from

the beginning constantly opposed by the whole indefinitely-

extended mass of its very opposite? How, indeed, can it have

appeared at all, for a single moment? The warring constituents of

our world, then, must have developed from a substance different

from any of them something indefinite or indeterminable.'

(Aristotle's interpretation of ooreipov as 'infinite' does not affect

this issue.)

As for 108, Aristotle himself pointed out its fallacy :
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109 Aristotle Phjs. F8, 208 a 8 oure yip, iva f] yevecris pi]

r), dcvayKaiov evepyeioc onreipov elvai cTCojjia aicjOriTov ev5-

yap TTJV OaTgpou 90opav 6arpov elvai yeveaiv,

ovros TOU iravTOS.

But this was precisely Anaximander's view of physical change
that there is no wastage: opposed substances make retribution to

each other for their encroachments (pp. n8ff.), and provided the

balance is maintained all change in the developed world takes

place between the same original quantity of separate, opposed
substances. (It may be noted that 107 gives a reason for postu-

lating a qualitatively indefinite primary substance, while 108 gives

one for postulating a spatially indefinite, or infinite, substance;

cf. pp. io8ff.)

(v) The Indefinite is all-enfolding and all~controlling(?) , divine and

immortal

no Aristotle Phys. F4, 203 by . . .TOU 6e drreipou OUK eoriv

<5cpxt| . . . ciAA* auTrj TCOV aAAcov elvat SOKEI, xai Trspisx^iv arravra xal

TT&VTCC xupepvav, cos 9c7iv ocroi
|Jifi

TTOIOUCTI irapoc TO aireipov aAAas

alTias olov vouv f| 9iAiav* xal TOUT' slvai T6 Geiov dOAvccTov yap
xal avcoAeOpov, oborrep 9riaiv 6 'AvailJiav8pos xal oi -nrAeTaroi TCOV

9v/crioA6ycov.

in Aristotle de caelo F 5, 303 b i o Ivioi yap ev jaovov CrrroTiOevTai,

xai TOUTO oi pfev u8cop, oi 5' d^pa, ol 8 irup, oi 6* uBaros pv
AeirroTepov A^pos 5e iruKvoTepov

* 6 mpityew 900-1 iravTas TOUS

oOpavous aireipov 6v.

The assertion in no that the primary substance 'enfolds all and

steers all' is assigned to those physicists who according to Aristotle

postulated an infinite primary stuff but no separate cause of

109 Nor, in order that generation may notfail, is it necessaryfor perceptible body to be

actually infinite: for it is possiblefor the destruction of one thing to be the generation of
the other, the sum of things being limited.

HO ...ofthe infinite there is no beginning. . .but this seems to be the beginning of the

other things, and to surround all things and steer all, as all those say who do not postulate

other causes, such as mind or love, above and beyond the infinite. And this is the divine;

for it is immortal and indestructible, as Anaximander says and most of the physical

speculators.

Ill For some posit one substance only, and this some posit as water, some as air, some

as fire, some as finer than water and thicker than air; which they say surrounds all the

heavens, being infinite.
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motion certainly, therefore, to the Milesians, Heraclitus, and

Diogenes of Apollonia. 'Steers all' obviously reproduces Pre-

socratic terminology, and the whole phrase
*

enfolds all things and
steers all' may form a single rhythmical unit. Anaximander, who
is mentioned below in connexion with another phrase describing

the same subject, and who is probably referred to in in in con-

nexion with Treptexeiv, could have been its author. 1

is presumably genuine in Anaximencs fr. 2 (163), even if some
of its context is re-worded; Anaxagoras (who is not in question in the

Aristotelian passage) certainly used TO irepixv in fr 2 (515). Kupepvav,
of the steering of cosmic constituents or events, occurs in Heraclitus fr. 41

(230), Parmenides fr. 12, 3 (358), Diogenes of Apollonia fr. 5 (606). The
two words could, of course, have been combined by Aristotle from

different sources.

It is not easy, however, to see what manner of control could be

exercised on all things by Anaximander's Indefinite. The Greek

does not necessarily mean that the steering is due to the enfolding

both properties independently are natural ones for something
conceived as divine but it probably implies it. Again, the meta-

phor of steering does not necessarily entail a conscious and intelli-

gent agent, for the steering of a ship can be regarded as a purely
mechanical process, with reference to changes of direction im-

posed by the steering mechanism and not to the intentions of the

navigator. Yet the archaic theomorphic, and thus to some extent

anthropomorphic, conception of the primary stuff favours the

assumption of purposeful action. Possible methods of control are

the following: (i) by means of surrounding or enfolding: either

(a) by preventing the further expansion of the differentiated world

('all things'), or (b) by making good the waste involved in change
in the world; (2) by being immanent in all things, or some things,

and providing either (a) motive power or life-force, or (b) a prin-

ciple or rule or law of change; (3) by having initiated the world

in such a way as to provide a continuing rule or law of change.

(i, b) was implied in 108, but it was argued on pp. i I3f. that this

is unlikely to be valid for Anaximander; the same argument

applies to (i, a). (2, a) would apply to Thales; (2, ), rather

than (3), to Heraclitus (pp. 188, 200). (2), as well as (i), seems

unlikely for Anaximander, for the Indefinite clearly cannot have

been imagined as immanent in the developed world, even in the

way that Thales' world was somehow interpenetrated with a divine
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life-substance: the Indefinite was probably so named because it

was not identical with anything in nature. (3), however, could

apply to Anaximander: it is feasible that the control exercised on

all things was through the law of retribution between opposites, a

law (or manner of behaviour) which was initiated when the first

opposed substances appeared within the Indefinite and which still

governs all change in the world. Nevertheless, it remains true that

Aristotle could have had in mind someone other than Anaxi-

mander Heraclitus, perhaps, or Diogenes of Apollonia in the

first part of no, and particularly, perhaps, in the phrase 'steers all

things'.

The ascription of the idea of TTEpi^XEiv to the monists is repeated
in in; here again the infinite material suggests Anaximander,

though it surrounds not 'all things' but 'all the heavens'. This

statement seems to have been taken up by Theophrastus (103),

who evidently thought that it implied separate first heavens, each

enclosing a separate world: see pp. 121 ff. for the idea ofinnumer-

able worlds. But Aristotle's phrase could be due to his using

oupavoi in a special sense, as the spheres of the sun, moon and stars

(cf. de caelo A 9, 278bg) ;
he might naturally apply his own analysis

of the cosmos (based on the Eudoxan-Callippean scheme) to

Anaximander, with his separate circles for the heavenly bodies

(pp. i35ff.), and intend nothing more than one complex world.

In the latter part of no we are told that the enfolding stuff 'is

the divine; for it is immortal and indestructible, as Anaximander

says and most of the physicists'. It is legitimate to suppose that

the words 'immortal and indestructible' were intended to belong
to Anaximander himself, though others said something similar.

According to Theophrastus as reported in 1036, however, the

phrase was cdSiov xocl dyrjpco, which is a Homeric formula used of

gods or their appurtenances, 'eternal and free from old age' : so at

Od. 5, 218 (to Calypso), f| pv yap (3pOTO$ ten, aO 6* dddvaros Keel

dyfjpcos (cf. also //. 2, 447). Short epic formulas often found their

way into archaic prose, and it seems likely that this, rather than

the somewhat repetitive equivalent in Aristotle, was the original

form.1 At all events Anaximander seems to have applied to the

Indefinite the chief attributes of the Homeric gods, immortality
and boundless power (connected in his case with boundless

extent) ;
it seems not improbable that he actually called it 'divine',

and in this he was typical of the Presocratic thinkers in general.
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1

Especially since the two words are applied to the structure of the natural

world, in a description of philosophical contemplation, by Euripides

(fr. 910 Nauck*) : 'observing the unageing structure of immortal Nature',
ocSocvdcTOU KccOopcov 9uacos KOCTIAOV dynpco.

(vi) The Indefinite is not in eternal motion, nor is it a mixture

(These further points concerning the Indefinite are discussed

under 'Cosmogony', pp.

THE EXTANT FRAGMENT OF ANAXIMANDER
112 Simplicius Phys. 24, 17 (repeated from 103 A) . . .liipcxv

TIVCC 9uaiv cnretpov, e f\s ocrrccvras yiveoOoci TOI/S oupccvous ml TOU$

ev auroTs Koaiaous. e &v 5e f| yeveais ecrn TO!$ oOcn, Kal TTJV cpOopav

ei$ TCCUTCC yiveaQai 'KOTOC r6 xp^v* 8i66vai yap OCUTOC SIKT^V xai

dAArjAois TTJS oc5iKias KCCTOC TT^V TOU xpovou TCX^IV', Troir|Ti-

OUTCOS ovoiJiaaiv OCUTOC Aeycov.

(i) Extent

Simplicius is undoubtedly quoting from a version ofThcophrastus'

history of earlier philosophy, and from the section on the material

principle, irepi ccpxfis. The concluding clause, a judgement on
Anaximandcr's style, shows that what immediately precedes is still

a direct quotation. Thus KCCTOC TTJV TOU xpovou TOC^IV, which many
have held to be a Theophrastcan paraphrase of KCCTOC TO XP^00^
should provisionally be accepted as original.

1 8i56vcci - oc8iKfccs is

certainly original, and well exemplifies the poetical style noted by

Theophrastus. KOCTOC TO XPec*)V
>
too

>
should probably be accepted

as by Anaximander: xp^v retained a marked poetical colouring

(except in the special usage xP6C^v eort) until the expression T6

Xpecov became popular in the Hellenistic period as a circum-

locution for death. It is the most plausible restoration in Heraclitus

fr. 80, KCCT' epiv KCCI xpecov (for xpecbjjieva), to give a similar phrase
to the one under discussion. The preceding words, e^ c5v - els

TOO/TOC yfveaQcu, have been much disputed. The use of the

abstracts yveai$ and 9$op(5c, well established in Peripatetic but not

(from the other extant evidence) in Presocratic vocabulary,

112 . . .some other apeiron nature,from which come into being all the heavens and the

worlds in them. And the source of coming-to-be for existing things is that into which

destruction, too, happens, 'according to necessity; for they pay penalty and retribution to

each otherfor their injustice according to the assessment of Time
9

, as he describes it in these

rather poetical terms.
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suggests that these belong to Theophrastus. The sentiment, too,

looks Peripatetic: it is a close restatement ofone ofAristotle's basic

dogmas about the primary substance of the physical monists,
*

all

things are destroyed into that from which they came-to-be'

(Phys. PS, 204b 33; cf. also 87 line 3). Theophrastus was given to

quoting single words or phrases; thus he could have quoted the

concluding phrase of a sentence, the rest of which he had para-

phrased, in order to emphasize the connexion with the following
sentence which he quotes in full. See further under v.

1
Theophrastus certainly used similar phraseology himself, notably TC$CIV

TIV& Kod xpovov cbpiCF|Jivov (of Heraclitus). But this is very different from

the bold personification of TTJV TOU xpovov Td^tv.

(ii) The meaning of the main assertion

The context shows that Theophrastus regarded the quotation as

appropriate to the view he had just attributed to Anaximander,
that 'all the heavens and the worlds in them' came from the

Indefinite. e d>v . . . (the plural is generic) adds that, since they
came from the Indefinite, they will also return to it 'of necessity;

for they pay penalty and retribution to each other. . . '. It appears
from the version of ps.-Plutarch, 1030, that by 'the heavens and

the worlds in them' Theophrastus was referring to cnreipoi

Koaiaoi, innumerable worlds. But there is a very strong objection

to understanding the words quoted from Anaximander to refer to

innumerable worlds coming-to-be from, and being destroyed into,

the Indefinite. ccAAf)Aoi$ shows that retribution is made mutually

between the parties who are the subject of the sentence. Can we

really believe that the divine Indefinite commits injustice on its

own products, and has to pay them recompense? This, surely, is

intolerable
;
but if so, then Theophrastus (who was not infallible

in such matters ofinterpretation, any more than Aristotle) mistook

the proper application ofAnaximander's dictum. It has long been

observed that the things which commit injustice on each other

must be equals, different but correlative ;
and that these are most

likely to be the opposed substances which make up the differentiated

world. 1

1 G. Vlastos, CP 42 (1947) lyif'j following Cherniss, tried to show how
the ultimate balance between opposites could be reconciled with the

reabsorption of the world into the Indefinite: when this happens, he said,

the opposites finally settle up accounts with each other (not with the
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Indefinite). But if the principle of justice applies in the present world, it

is not easy to see how such a drastic change, affecting all its constituents,
as the return of the world to the Indefinite could ever come about.

(iii) The opposites

It will be seen later (120, 123) that the production of opposites was
an essential stage of cosmogony for Anaximander; it is therefore

reasonable to assume that they played an important part in the

developed world. The interplay of opposites is basic in Heraclitus,

who seems to have deliberately corrected Anaximander by his

paradox 'strife injustice* (fr. 80, 214). Anaximander is the first in

whom the concept of opposed natural substances (which recurs in

Heraclitus, Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxagoras, and in the

Pythagoreans certainly as early as Alcmaeon) clearly appears.
Doubtless he was influenced by observation of the main seasonal

changes, in which heat and drought in summer seem to be pitted

against cold and rain in winter. The constant interchange between

opposed substances is explained by Anaximander in a legalistic

metaphor derived from human society: the prevalence of one

substance at the expense of its contrary is 'injustice', and a reaction

takes place through the infliction ofpunishment by the restoration

of equality of more than equality, since the wrong-doer is

deprived of part of his original substance, too. This is given to the

victim in addition to what was his own, and in turn leads (it might
be inferred) to xopos, surfeit, on the part of the former victim, who
now commits injustice on the former aggressor. Thus both the

continuity and the stability of natural change were motivated, for

Anaximander, by means of this anthropomorphic metaphor. The
main opposites in cosmogony were the hot substance and the cold

substance flame or fire and mist or air. These, with which are

associated dryness and moisture, are also the main cosmological

opposites, most notably involved in the large-scale changes in the

natural world. They were probably isolated by Heraclitus (fr. 126)

before ever they were elevated to the form of standard irreducible

elements by Empedocles. Caution must be shown, to be sure,

about the opposites in Anaximander: it is possible, for example,
that the Peripatetics substituted their own more abstract formula-

tions, the hot and the cold and so on, for much more concrete

expressions by Anaximander himself. For him, the world may
have been made up of substances which, while they each possessed
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individual tendencies contrary to those ofsome of the others, need

not have been formally described as opposites, that is, for example,
as the hard and the soft; but simply as fire, wind, iron, water, man,
woman and so on.

(iv)
'

The assessment of Time*

The concluding phrase of the quotation,
*

according to the assess-

ment of Time', elaborates the injustice-metaphor. What kind of

assessment does Time make? The word TCCI$ suggests the ordaining
of punishment by a judge or, more aptly, the assessment of tribute

(as in the Athenian tribute-lists) . In these cases what is ordained

or assessed is the amount of the punishment or payment; this can

hardly be the primary purpose of Time's assessment. Time must

presumably control the time-limit for payment; the amount would

be fixed, as total restitution plus a proportionate amende. The idea

of a time-limit is appropriate : the injustice of summer has to be

made good within the roughly equal period ofwinter, that of night

during the period of day, and so on. No uniform period can be

meant: Time makes the assessment to meet the particular case.

That the additional idea of inevitability is implicit in the remark-

able personification ofTime here may be indicated by the strikingly

similar 'trial conducted by Time' in Solon, roughly a generation
before Anaximander:

113 Solon fr. 24 Diehl, lines 1-7

ycb 6e TCOV iiv ov/vera uvr|yayov

8f5|Jiov, TI TOUTCOV irplv Tuxelv eiTocuo-<5c^r|v;

TocOr* ficv v 8tKT| Xpovou
8aiia6vcov 'OXujJiTricov

apiara, ffj n&aivoc, TTJS iyco TTOTE

opov/s dvelAov TToAAaxrj TreTrrjydTOCs*

irpoaQev 5 SouAeuouaoc, vuv sAev/Oepa.

Here Earth justifies Solon's claim because with the lapse of time she

has become free; that is what Time's trial signifies. No pre-
determined time-limit is intended here. Elsewhere in Solon, too,

it is the inevitability ofretribution that is stressed again and again;

113 Why did I cease before I gained the objectsfor whose sake I brought together the

people? The great mother of the Olympian deities would be my best supporting witnessfor
this in the court of Time black Earth, whose boundary-stones9 fixed in many places, I

once removed; formerly was she enslaved, now is she free.
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so in Anaximander, we may infer, injustice must inevitably be

punished, sooner or later in time but here the periods, since they
are those of the great seasonal changes, as well as other less

important ones, must be supervised and assessed appropriately to

each case.

(v) The original of Theophrastus
9

paraphrase

It has been suggested on pp. 1 1 7 f. that
' from what things coming-to-

be is for the things that are, destruction also takes place into these
'

may be a paraphrase by Theophrastus of something in Anaxi-

mander which Theophrastus thought could be recast into the

common Aristotelian formula. If that statement in Anaximander

immediately preceded his dictum about the retribution of oppo-
sites (as the transitional phrase KOCTOC TO xpscov may suggest), then

it too was presumably concerned with the behaviour of opposites
in the developed world. One sentiment, I suggest, which Anaxi-

mander might have expressed in this context, and which could

have deceived Theophrastus in the way indicated, was that

opposite substances pay recompense each to its own opposite and

to no other; for example the hot substance to the cold, and not to

the heavy or the hard. This is a necessary hypothesis for Anaxi-

mander's theory ofcosmic stability, obvious to us but not so obvious

then, since Heraclitus also emphasized it for his own special

purposes. The axiom may have been stated in terms so general,

and possibly in a context so isolated, that Theophrastus was able

to mistake its proper reference.

INNUMERABLE WORLDS

(i) Successive rather than coexistent

Plural worlds of some kind were attributed to Anaximander by

Theophrastus: '. . .some other substance of infinite spatial extent,

from which come into being all the heavens and the worlds in

them' (103 A). The fragment, about things paying to each other

the penalty for injustice, was adduced as somehow relevant to this

process; in this Theophrastus seems to have been mistaken

(pp. n8ff.). In the doxographical versions of Theophrastus we
learn that these plural worlds were onreipoi, i.e. infinite or in-

numerable. There has been much controversy as to whether these

innumerable worlds were successive in time (so that our world will

eventually pass away, to be succeeded by another, and so on), or
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coexistent. Zeller supported the former interpretation, Burnet the

latter; Cornford demonstrated the fallacy of many of Burnet's

arguments and reinstated the Zellerian interpretation in general
favour (see CQ,28 (1934) iff., and Principium Sapientiae lyyff.). It

may be accepted that if Anaximander believed in innumerable

worlds it was in a series of successive single worlds and not in any
form of coexistent worlds : as Cornford argued, there is

'

nothing
in the appearance of nature' to suggest the latter (except the

heavenly bodies, which, however, were described by Anaxi-

mander not as worlds but simply as gaps in fire-filled circles of air:

see pp. I35ff.). Nor, it may be added, was there any mythological
or other conceivable motive or precedent which might have

persuaded him to elaborate here an anti-empirical theory.

(ii)
But are even successive worlds plausible in Anaximander?

I have elsewhere suggested (CQ^N.S. 5 (1955) 28 ff.) that Anaxi-

mander may in reality have believed in no type of innumerable

worlds; and this suggestion is further argued here. The reader

should be aware that the generally accepted view is that he

believed in a succession of single worlds, each being produced by
and destroyed into the Indefinite. This is not unlike what Theo-

phrastus believed, and it possesses a prima facie credibility. If it is

true, it is still worth emphasizing what a remarkable idea this was.

If coexistent worlds might be suggested to some people (though

not, as it happens, to Anaximander) by the heavenly bodies, there is

nothing whatever in 'the appearance ofnature' to suggest successive

worlds successive separate worlds, that is (for such are clearly

meant by both Theophrastus and his modern followers), as

distinct from successive changes in the state of the one continuing
world. These last are envisaged in the mythical catastrophes by
fire and flood described in Plato's Timaeus, 22C-E, and were to

some extent suggested by natural phenomena; cf. pp. isgf. We
may take it that the Milesians were trying to account for the

world as they experienced it; their explanations were often fanciful

and dogmatic, but were none the less attempts to account for

observed phenomena. Now there was no reason whatever to

assume that the world was going to be destroyed, or that if

destroyed it would be succeeded by another an idea equally

foreign to the naive mythopoeic view (it was not suggested in any
Greek mythological source) and to the empirical analytic view.
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It is true that the world may at times have been treated as a kind

of living organism but the life was the immortal life of the gods,
who are born, as the world was born, but who live for ever. It

would be entirely contrary to the whole mythical background of

Greek thought, and to the dictates ofcommon sense, to believe in

a cycle of separate worlds; and their appearance in Anaximander
is extraordinary. But to anyone already familiar with Empe-
docles' radical changes of the oxpalpos (pp. 326ff.) and with the

atomist theory of Leucippus and Democritus, of innumerable

worlds coming-to-be and passing away throughout infinite space

(pp. 409 ff.), and alreadyperhapsprone to misinterpret Heraclitus as

havingpostulated a succession ofworlds (p. 202 n.), the oddity would

not be conspicuous. Given a specific motive Theophrastus might,

therefore, have made a false and anachronistic attribution. Such

a motive, it is suggested, was provided by the atomists' arguments
for innumerable worlds, as succinctly and infiuentially re-stated

by Aristotle.

(iii) Atomist arguments applied by Theophrastus to Anaximander?

114 Aristotle Phys. f4, 203 b 23 . . .8ioc yap TO ev TTJ vorjaei [*i\

urroAenreiv xod 6 dpi0no$ Boxei aireipos elvai xai TOC jjia

peyeOri mi TO e^co TOU oupavovr drreipov 8* OVTO$ TOU e^co, xal

6nripov elvai Soxe! Kal KOCTUOI
* T( yap iiaAAov TOU KEVOU evTaOOa fj

This passage gives the fifth and most important motive, according
to Aristotle, for the development of a concept of infinity. The

argument that ifwhat is outside the heaven is infinite then body is

infinite, and that if body is infinite then worlds are infinite, is

derived from the atomists, of whom Aristotle was undoubtedly

thinking here. But the infinite worlds are necessitated by the

postulate of infinite body, whether or not this is in turn argued (as

by the atomists) from infinite void. On this reasoning Theo-

phrastus might have been impelled to assume that the first and
most notable believer in infinite body (as he thought) namely
Anaximander also posited infinite worlds. These worlds would

114 ... through not giving out in our thought, both number seems to be infinite and

mathematical magnitudes andwhat lies outside the heaven. But ifwhat lies outside is infinite,

body also seems to be infinite, and worlds too: for why should they exist more in one part

of the void than in another?
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behave like the atomists' in that they would be coexistent and also

successive that is, coming-to-be and passing away continually.

The assumption that all innumerable worlds are of this kind

appears to be made by Aristotle in the latter part of 118. Ifwe find

evidence that Theophrastus treated Anaximander's worlds as both

coexistent and successive, this will suggest strongly that he was

applying atomistic reasoning to Anaximander.

(iv) The doxographical evidence may suggest that Theophrastus applied

atomist-type worlds to Anaximander

Ifone turns to the doxographical sources for further elucidation of

Theophrastus' views, the evidence is found to be confused and to

some extent corrupt. Thus one of our twin sources for Aetius

(ps.-Plutarch; cf. Aetius n, i, 3, DKiSAiy) assigns innumerable

worlds only to the atomists, while the other (Stobaeus) assigns

them in addition to Anaximander, Anaximenes, Archelaus,

Xenophanes(I), and Diogenes of Apollonia. Neither version can

correctly represent Theophrastus: but both could have arisen from

a generalization of the atomistic arguments. There was a further

confusion in Aetius (i, 7, 12, DK 12 A 17) between the innumerable-

world hypothesis and the common opinion that the stars were gods.

These confusions (which are seen also in Cicero) are unlikely to

have been caused by a simple statement in Theophrastus that

Anaximander postulated successive worlds. Two important wit-

nesses had quite definite views :

115 Simplicius Phys. 1121, 5 ol |jv yap dcireipous Tcp TrArjOei

ToOs Koajjious Cmro6|jievoi, cb$ of irepl 'Ava^ijiavSpov Keel AeuKnnrov

Kcd AtjjJioKpiTOV KCC! Ocrrepov oi rapl 'EirfKovpov, yivojjievous aurous

Kal 96eiponvou$ Cmi0evTO eir* oareipov, aAAcov pev del yivonevcov

aAAcov Se 90eipo^vcov, Kal TTJV K(vr|criv di5iov e'Aeyov ....

This comment on 114 is probably Simplicius' own, and does not

directly reproduce Theophrastus. Simplicius might, however, be

expected to be influenced by the Theophrastean interpretation;

though we cannot be sure that he was not misapplying the atomist

arguments, as Cornford thought. Yet the same interpretation

115 For those who supposed the worlds to be infinite in number, like the associates of
Anaximander and Leucippus and Democritus and afterwards those of Epicurus, supposed

them to be coming-to-be and passing away for an infinite time, with some of them always

coming-to-be and others passing away; and they said that motion was eternal. . ..
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appears in a source earlier than Simplicius, and one which is

dependent on the Theophrastean tradition through a different

channel (there is a confusion with Anaxagoras in the first part) :

116 Augustinus C.D. vm, 2 non enim ex una re sicut Thales

ex umore, sed ex suis propriis principiis quasquc res nasci putavit

(sc. Anaximander). quae rerum principia singularum esse credidit

infinita, et innumerabiles mundos gignere et quaecumque in eis

oriuntur; eosque mundos modo dissolvi modo itcrum gigni

existimavit, quanta quisquc aetate sua manere potuerit.

Worlds coming-to-be and passing away throughout space (or the

Indefinite) are surely intended here; 'quanta. . .potuerit' suggests

an irregularity which is foreign to the idea of a sequence of single

worlds, but which is essential to the atomistic conception.
1

1 A passage in Cicero (JV.ZX i, 10, 25, DKiaAiy) which ascribes to

Anaximander worlds rising and setting 'longis intervallis' might point in

the same direction, though certainty is impossible because of the ambiguity
of

'

intervallis
'

(spatial or temporal?).

Thus two sources independent of each other, the one indirectly

(here) and the other directly influenced by the tradition from

Theophrastus, assigned atomistic worlds to Anaximander. Further,

such an ascription by Theophrastus himself, of worlds both

coexistent and successive, would at least provide a possible motive

for the confusion between the two in some parts of the dependent

doxographical tradition on Anaximander.

(v) Further considerations against andfor the hypothesis

Two difficulties of this interpretation must be mentioned.

(a) It is possible from HI that Aristotle meant to attribute

plural worlds to the monistic physicists in general: the infinite

primary substance, they said, 'surrounds all the heavens (oupcc-

vous) '. To meet this, it was proposed on p. 1 16 that Aristotle was

using oupavoi in his special sense of 'celestial spheres' : he meant

'everything enclosed by the first heaven' and (perhaps because of

the analogy of Anaximander's circles) expressed this concept in

language appropriate to his own cosmology. Certainly in no the

Il6 For he [Anaximander} thought that things were born not from one substance, as

Thales thoughtfrom water, but eachfrom its own particular principles. These principles

of individual things he believed to be infinite, and to give birth to innumerable worlds and

whatsoever arises in them; and those worlds, he thought, are now dissolved, now born again,

according to the age to which each is able to survive.
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infinite primary substance is said to enclose simply 'all things', and

there is no suggestion elsewhere in Aristotle of innumerable

separate worlds before the atomists.

(b) If Theophrastus thought that anyone who postulated
infinite material should also postulate innumerable worlds like the

atomists, why did Simplicius write in 150 (the continuation of 115)
that Anaximenes, whose primary substance was described as

infinite by Theophrastus and Simplicius, believed in successive

single worlds? The distinction from Anaximander is puzzling on

any interpretation. But Heraclitus and Diogenes are mentioned

as sharing the belief; Simplicius certainly ascribed successive

worlds to Heraclitus, and he may have thought that Anaximenes

should be classed with him, as a believer in a specific primary

substance, rather than with Anaximander and the atomists, whose

dpxr| was undifferentiated. There is also a possibility that Anaxi-

menes does not belong here at all: see n. on p. 151. Nevertheless

these two pieces of evidence, puzzling as they are, cannot be

regarded as neutralized. On the other side there were three special

characteristics ofAnaximander's cosmology which might well have

encouraged an innumerable-world interpretation: (i) the theory
that the earth was surrounded by a number perhaps an in-

definite number of rings of the celestial bodies (pp. I35ff.);

(2) the theory that the earth was drying up, which was probably

part of a wider theory of cycles of change on the earth's surface

a succession ofx6orpoi in the sense oflocal arrangements (pp. isgf.) ;

(3) the potential ambiguity of the fragment known to Theo-

phrastus. This fragment seems properly to have described the

interaction of substances within the world, but Theophrastus mis-

applied it to interaction between the world and the Indefinite.

Thus (i) might help to suggest coexistent worlds, (2) and (3)

successive ones. Theophrastus may have applied atomistic argu-
ments and imposed upon Anaximander worlds that were both.

COSMOGONY

(i) 'Eternal motion' and vortex: are they relevant to Anaximander?

117 Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 2 (from 1033) . . .KfvTjcnv cci6iov elvoci,

ev fj avn(3cdvi yiveaOai TOUS oupavous.

117 . . . motion was eternal, in which it results that the heavens come into being.
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118 Aristotle Phys. 6 i, 250b 1 1 TToTepov yyove TTOTC Kivr|ais. . .

f| our' eyeveTO oure 9&eipeTai dAA* del ?\v xai del ecrrai, xal TOUT*

ocOdvoTov Kal ocrrauorov urrdpxei TOIS oOaiv, olov
3001*1 TIS oOaa TOIS

9U(jei auvecrrcocn iracnv; . . .dAA' oaoi iJiev careipous T6 K6ci|jious

elvai 9C((Ji, xai TOI/S |Jiv yfyveaOai TOVS 8 90eipea0ai TOOV Koajicov,

dei 9aaiv elvai Kivrjaiv . . . ocroi 8' eva, <f) dei) f| ni\ del, KOU irepl TTJS

Kivfjaecos OrroTiOevTOci Kcxrd Aoyov.
1

119 Aristotle de caelo 813, 295 a 7 dAAd pr^v ei ye earn K(VT]CTIS TIS

KOTOC 9uaiv, OUK dv f) (3(aios ei-q 9opd [Jiovov ouS* f|p^|Jir|CJis' COOT' e!

pfoc vuv f) yfj iJievei, xal avvflAQev eirt TO lafaov 9epo|jifvr) SICK TT^V

Sivrjaiv. Tocurr|v yap TTJV aiTiocv irdyTes A^yovaiv ex TOOV ev TOIS

OypoTs xai irepl TOV depa au^jipaivovTcov ev TOUTOIS ydp del 9^peTai

TOC nei^co xal TOC papurepa irpos TO ulaov TTJS 8ivTis 816 8f] Tt]v yf^v

irdvTes OCTOI TOV oupavov yevvcoaiv eirl TO ijdaov ovveAdeiv

1
<f\ del) (Ross) is supported by the comments of both Themistius and

Simplicius. The sense is that those who postulate one eternal world also

postulate eternal motion; those who postulate one non-eternal world do
not. Note that successive single worlds (which would require eternal

motion) are not included in this analysis.

Theophrastus evidently stated that the Indefinite was characterized

by an eternal motion, which was somehow responsible for the

innumerable worlds. He likewise attributed eternal motion to

Anaximenes, presumably because, like Anaximander, Anaxi-

menes did not specify anything that could obviously act as a cause

of change. Aristotle frequently rebuked the monists for this very

fault; but 118 shows that he could on occasion understand their

ways of thinking better than his pupil Theophrastus. There he

considers an ungenerated motion which is 'deathless', which

inheres in things as a kind of life. He was thinking of Thales,

118 Did motion come into being at some time. . .or did it neither come-to-be nor is it

destroyed, but did it always exist and will it go on for ever, and is it immortal and un-

ceasingfor existing things, being like a kind of lifefor all natural objects?. . .But all who

say that there are infinite worlds, and that some ofthem are coming-to-be and otherspassing

away, say that motion always exists. . .while all who say that there is one world, whether

eternal or not, make an analogous supposition about motion.

119 Tet if indeed there is some kind of natural motion, there would not be enforced

motion only, or enforced rest; so "that if the earth now stays in place byforce, it also came

together to the centre by being carried there because of the vortex. (For this is the cause that

everyone gives, through what happens in water and in air: for in these the larger and

heavier objects are always carried toward the centre of the vortex.) Therefore all who

generate the heaven say that the earth came together to the centre.
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perhaps (p. 97); but the phrase 'immortal and unceasing'
reminds one of the phraseology which he attributed to Anaxi-

mander, among others, in no: he probably realized, then, that

for Anaximander change in the cosmos was bound up with the

divinity, the power of life and movement, of the Indefinite. What

Theophrastus had in mind as Anaximander's
*

eternal motion'

was probably some more explicit, mechanical kind of motion like

that of the atomists, who are mentioned indirectly in the latter

part of 118; we have seen (pp. i23ff.) that Theophrastus may well

have grouped Anaximander with the atomists over the question of

innumerable worlds. Some modern scholars (e.g. Burnet) have

held that Anaximander postulated a confused agitation like the

winnowing motion in Plato's Timaeus; others (e.g. Tannery) have

assigned a circular motion to the Indefinite. Both are equally

unlikely. It is highly improbable that Anaximander himself ever

isolated this question of motion; the Indefinite was divine, and

naturally possessed the power to move what and where it willed.

To define its properties further would defeat Anaximander's

purpose.
One often reads of a vortex or vortices in Anaximander. There

is in fact no evidence for this apart from Aristotle in 119, a highly
involved piece of a priori reasoning in which the reference of
*

therefore' at the beginning of the last sentence is unclear. But in

any case Anaximander was certainly not in Aristotle's mind when
he wrote this passage; for shortly afterwards (125) Anaximander

is distinguished from the majority of the physicists on the ground
that his earth remained at the centre by equilibrium and not by
conventional kinds of 'force'. This distinction and the sub-

sequent discussion come as an appendix to the discussion ofvortex-

action, which is no longer under consideration; thus it may be

accepted that Aristotle was talking loosely in saying in 119 that
'

allwho generate the heaven say that the earth came together to the

centre', if this implies more than accretion. Vortices are not asso-

ciated in our doxographical sources with anyone before Empe-
docles, though Aristotle's generalization in 119 would surely have

led Theophrastus to mention earlier occurrences, had he been able

to find them. It is, nevertheless, just possible that what was

separated offfrom the Indefinite in the first stage ofAnaximander's

cosmogony was a vortex, see p. 132 ;
what is quite out of the ques-

tion is either that the whole Indefinite was in vortex-motion, or
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that the diurnal movement of the heavenly bodies is due to this

cause (which would not suit the earth's equilibrium in 125). The

tendency of heavy bodies to the centre is assumed in most early

cosmogonies. This may have been due in part, as implied in 119,
to the observation of vortex-action in everyday experience; but in

part it simply reflected the obvious arrangement ofthe components
of the visible cosmos.

(ii) How did the opposites comefrom the Indefinite?

120 Aristotle Phys. A 4, 187 a 20 (from 106) ot 6* EK TOU lvo$

evoucras TOCS evavTi6rr|Ta$ eKKpiveaOoa, obcrrrep 'Ava^inavSpos q>r|cn

ml oaoi S* ev Kcd TroAAd 9ocaiv elvca, cocnrep 'EnTTe6oKAfjs xal

'Avaayopocs* EK TOU niyiaaros yap xal OUTOI eKKpivoucn TdAAa.

121 Simplicius Phys. 24, 21 (continuing 103 A) 6fjAov 8e OTI TTJV

els aAArjAa jjeTa(3oA
<

nv TCOV TETrdpcov anroixeicov OUTO$ 0eccard|Jievos

OUK fj^icocrev ev TI TOUTCOV uiroKeiiJievov Troifiaai, dAAa TI dAAo Trapa
TOUTa* OUTOS 6e OUK ocAAoiou^Jievou TOU aTOixeiou TT]V yeveaiv iroieT,

ccAA* aTTOKpivopevcov TCOV evavTicov 6ia TTJS di8iou

It is almost certain from the first sentence of 121 that Simplicius
is no longer quoting Theophrastus, but giving his own paraphrase
of what he has just quoted. In the second sentence he partly

depends on the analysis by Aristotle in 106. There are two notable

differences between his comment and the Aristotelian original:

(a) the opposites are separated out (eKKpiveaOoci) in Aristotle,

separated off (diroKpivoiJievcov) in Simplicius; (b) Simplicius, but

not Aristotle, said that the separation was due to the eternal motion.

Now it has been argued by U. Holscher (Hermes 81 (1953) 258 ff.)

that Simplicius in the second sentence of 121 (as at Phys. 150, 22)

is simply and solely enlarging on Aristotle, and reproduces no

Theophrastean interpretation whatever; this passage, therefore, is

not good evidence for Anaximander unless Aristotle is reliable in

120. But, the argument continues, Aristotle was prone to read his

120 But the others say that the opposites are separated outfrom the One, being present in

it, as Anaximander says and all who say there are one and many, like Empedocles and

Anaxagoras; for these, too, separate out the restfrom the mixture.

121 It is clear that he [Anaximander], seeing the changing of thefour elements into each

other, thought it right to make none of these the substratum, but something else beside these;

and he produces coming-to-be not through the alteration ofthe element, but by the separation

off of the opposites through the eternal motion.
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own simple bodies, and two pairs of basic opposites, into every-

thing, and he perverted Anaximander by substituting separating
out for separating off from the Indefinite, thus making this into a

mixture of opposites. Theophrastus attributed separating off to

Anaximander, but of the innumerable worlds and not of opposites

(dTTOK6Kp(aOai in 103 c) ;
and this, according to Holscher, was the

proper application of the word. Against this ingenious theory the

following points may be made. The mention of the eternal motion

by Simplicius is Theophrastean and not Aristotelian in source

(see 117); so, apparently, is his use of the verb for separating off.

Therefore, while it is agreed that he was not here quoting Theo-

phrastus, he probably did have Theophrastus' assessment of

Anaximander in mind. Further, Holscher has not succeeded in

convincingly destroying a most damaging piece of evidence,

passage 123. This continuation of Ps.-Plutarch's doxography in

103 c states that
'

the productive from the eternal of hot and cold

was separated off at the beginning of this world', and continues

with details of the cosmogony. This, though garbled, represents

Theophrastus, and shows that Theophrastus accepted separation
offfrom the Indefinite, and opposites, as involved in Anaximander's

cosmogony. Since the extant fragment (112) suggests that the

world is still composed of opposites, it seems legitimate to accept
from both Theophrastus and Aristotle that opposites were involved

in cosmogony.

Nevertheless, we may accept the warning about 6<Kpivea0cci in

Aristotle: it seems quite likely that this is a distortion of coro-

Kptveadoci. And according to 123 what was separated off was not

opposite substances (flame and mist) but something that produced
them. This might have been a kind of seed, it might have been a

vortex; there was perhaps a confusion in the tradition (see p. 133).

At all events we have no right to assume with Aristotle that the

opposites were in (evoucrccs) the Indefinite, and were separated out

of it
;
still less may we define the Indefinite as a mixture, as Aristotle

undoubtedly did. 1 The Indefinite was not clearly defined and

analysed by Anaximander; but this does not mean, of course, that

he might not have been making it behave, in respect of its pro-

ducts, in some way like a compound either a mechanical

mixture or a fusion.2 If the opposites arose directly from the

Indefinite by being separated off, as Simplicius states in 121, then

the Indefinite was being unconsciously treated as unhomogeneous;
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for separation off cannot simply imply the isolation of one part of

the Indefinite, that part which becomes the world : it implies this

and some change in the isolated part. If this change was not the

appearance of opposites, but of something productive of them,
then one might infer that the Indefinite was the kind of thing that

contained, for example, sperms or embryos : but that still does not

mean that Anaximander thought of it as being of a specific

character.

1 Gf. 122 Aristotle Met. A i, io6gb2o . . .KOU TOUT* gorl TO 'Avcc^ccyopou

ev ((3ATiov yap ?j 6nou TTOCVTOC) xcd 'Eime5oKAk>us TO ntyna Kal 'Avai-

Hocv8pou, xal cos Ai}n6KpiT6s 9110. If 120 is doubtful, this passage

certainly attributes a mixture to Anaximander. This used to be thought

very scandalous.

2 As suggested by Cornford and by Vlastos (CP 42 (1947) 170-2).

Theophrastus is quoted by Simplicius (507) as saying that the mixture of

all things in Anaxagoras could be regarded as 'one substance indefinite

both in kind and in size', and that he would resemble Anaximander
but whether in the idea of mixture is not clear.

(iii) The actualformation of the cosmos

123 Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 2 (continuing 1030 and 124A; DK 12 AIO)

<fT\cr\
6e T6 EK TOU dciBiou yovinov OepjjioO TE Kal vyuxpou KCCTOC TTJV

yevecnv To08e ToG Koauou drroKpiQiivai KCCI Tiva e"K TOUTOU 9X0765

oxpaipav Trepi9ufivai TCO Trspl TT^V yfjv dcepi d>s TCO 8ev6pco 9X016^

fjorivos cjcrroppayeicrris Kal eis Tivas cnroKAetaOeicrris xuxAous urro-

arf)vai TOV fjAiov xal TT^V aeAf|VT)v Kal TOU$ daTepas. (Continues
at 137.)

This passage (supplemented, for the heavenly bodies, by Hippo-

lytus in 127) is virtually our only authority for Theophrastus'

report of the details of the cosmogonical process in Anaximander.

The Stromateis are usually less accurate than either Simplicius or

Hippolytus in reproducing Theophrastus (cf. 103) ; but it cannot

be doubted that the present passage is based on him, and the

citation of the bark-simile, which looks as though it is derived

122 . . . and this is the One of Anaxagoras (for this is a better description than
*

all

things together') and the mixture ofEmpedodes and ofAnaximander, and what Democritus

describes.

123 He says that that which isproductivefrom the eternal ofhot and cold was separated off

at the coming-to-be of this world, and that a kind of sphere offlamefrom this wasformed
round the air surrounding the earth, like bark round a tree. When this way broken offand

shut off in certain circles, the sun and the moon and the stars wereformed.
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from Anaximander himself, suggests that in places, at least, the

passage follows Theophrastus fairly closely.

Theophrastus had previously stated (103 A, B, c) that innumer-

able worlds came out of the Indefinite; the present passage
describes the emergence of our world, and is unaffected by
whether or not Anaximander accepted successive worlds. The

phrase EK TOU dci6(ou, 'from the eternal', perhaps means 'from the

Indefinite', which was described as immortal. 1 'The productive
from the eternal of hot and cold. . .was separated off' is still

difficult, yovijaos (productive) was a favourite Peripatetic word,
which usually retained some flavour, if only a slight one, of

biological generation. In the fifth century, on the other hand,

yovi[Jio$ only occurs twice, in Euripides and Aristophanes the

latter use being a weakened metaphor except for a special

medical-technical use (of critical periods in disease ;
the biological

meaning is almost suppressed) in the Hippocratic Visits. It seems

unlikely, therefore, that it is an Anaximandrean word ;
and in view

of occurrences of the word, especially in Plutarch, as a dead

metaphor with no biological implications we cannot be sure that

it was here intended to represent generation of a biological kind,

however remotely. This must be emphasized because of the

popularity of Cornford's suggestion that this stage in Anaximander

corresponds with the production ofa cosmogonical egg in
e

Orphic'
accounts (on which see pp. 41-8). It would not be surprising to

find that Anaximander resorted to the old mythological medium
of sexual generation to account for the most difficult stage in

world-formation the production of heterogeneous plurality out

of a single source, and that, here, an Indefinite one. One would

not, however, expect a crude and explicit device like the egg; and

the evidence is not certainly in favour of any such sexual device,

however metaphorical. A completely different suggestion was

made by Vlastos (CP 42 (1947) 171 n. 140), that TO yovijjiov was

not a thing so much as a process. A vortex, for instance, might
well account for the appearance of opposites; for the phraseology
we may compare Democritus fr. 167, 8Tvov diro TOU iravT6s

diroKpiOfivai (

e a vortex was separated off from the whole').
2 Yet

why did Theophrastus not simply use the word SIvos or 8fvr| to

describe a process completely familiar to him, and one which

would further have emphasized the resemblance of Anaximander
and Anaxagoras (n. 2 on p. 131)? If he had used the word, we
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should not have this vague circumlocution in ps.-Plutarch. It is

at least a possibility that Theophrastus himselfwas in doubt about

this first stage, perhaps through lack of full information, and used

a vague expression to cover himself; but he would not have

invented an intermediary between the Indefinite and the oppositcs

(which could have been more easily produced, as in 120, directly),

and judgement must be reserved on its character.

1 Another possibility is that the whole phrase means 'that which was

capable from all time of producing . . . '. In this case we should expect
e di6{ou, without the article. But the insertion of ex TOU <5ci5{ou between

T6 and y6vi|aov5 on the other interpretation, is almost as strange. In any

case, the tortuosity of expression is not immediately due to Anaximander,
and the obscure meaning is not greatly affected either way.
2 That '

separating off' can be applied to the products of a vortex, as well

as to the vortex itself, is demonstrated by Anaxagoras fr. 9 init., OUTGO

TOVTCOV TTEplXCOpOVVTOOV TE KOCl OCTTOKplVOpEVCOV UTTO PIT)$ T6 KCcl TOCXU-

TTJTOS . . . (' these things thus revolving and being separated off by force

and speed. . .').

The nature of the hot (substance) and cold (substance) thus

cryptically produced appears from what follows : they are flame

and air-mist (the inner part ofwhich is assumed to have condensed

into earth). The ball of flame fits closely round the air, as closely

as bark grows round a tree
;
this can be the point of the simile,

which does not necessarily suggest that the flame is annular (though
the eventual shape of the earth is cylindrical, see 124). So far,

then, something has been isolated in the Indefinite which produces
flame and air-mist; earth condenses at the core, flame fits closely

round the air. Now the ball of flame bursts, breaks up into circles

which are enclosed by mist which has also expanded (cf. 127), and

forms the heavenly bodies. From 134 and 135 we learn that the

moist earth is dried by the sun, the remnants of the moisture being
sea. 1

1 It is possible that 123 contains other signs of biological-embryological

language, apart from the dubious yovtpov. H. G. Baldry (CQ,26 (1932)

27 ff.) pointed out that dnroKpicns was used in embryological treatises to

describe the separation of the seed from the parent; 9X0165 could be used of

a caul, and was perhaps used in a similar sense by Anaximander see 136;

dTroppTiyvuaOat is sometimes used of a new growth detaching itself from

the parent body (which it can hardly mean here, contra Heidel and Baldry).

But none of these words has an exclusively embryological sense; they are

common terms (except 9X0165, which most frequently means 'bark')

which would naturally be applied to both embryology and cosmogony.
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COSMOLOGY: THE PRESENT STRUCTURE OF THE WORLD

(i) The earth

124 (A) Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 2 (B) Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 3

8e T)cri TCO TO Se oxfj^oc ourf]s (sc. Tffc yf)s)

yupov, orpoyyuAov, KIOVOS AfOco

7rapocrrAr|aiov
* TCOV S ETTI-

TreBcov & JJIEV 6Tri|3e|3f|KCC|jiev,
6 8

IJiom TTJV yfjv KuAiv8poei8f],

?Xiv SE TOOTOUTOV (3d0os oaov

CCV 61T) TplTOV TTpOS T6 TrAcCTOS.

CCVT106TOV

125 Aristotle de caelo 613, 295 bio etal Se Ttves 01 8ta TT]V

6utoioTT]T(5c 9cccjiv auTT^v (sc. TTJV yfjv) pveiv, wcTTrep TCOV dpxoclcov

|JiaAAov ^ev yip ouOev f| avco f\ K6crco f| els TOC irAciyia

Trpocrr|Kei T6 iirl TOU ^aou iSpu^vov xal ojjioicos irpos TOC

xov
* &V& 8' dc8uvocTov els TocvavTia TToietadai Tf)v Kivr|aiv,

cocrr' e^ dcvAyxris pt^veiv.

126 Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 3 (preceding 1243) TTJV 8e yfjv elvai

peT^copov UTTO pr|8evos KpaTOujjievTiv, [Jievouaav 8^ Bid TTJV ojjioiav

TrdvTCOv darooracjiv.

1
uyp6v, x^ovi rass.; K{OVI Aetius m, 10, 2 (DKI2A25). yupov (Roeper) is

plausible for the impossible Oypov: originally meaning
*
curved* (e.g. of a

hook, or ofhunched shoulders), it came to mean also
' round '. orpoyyuAov,

then, may be an interpolated gloss. I have emended x^ovl to KIOVOS,

exempli gratia; the sense is not in doubt.

The earth is shaped like a column-drum; men live on its upper
surface. It is three times as wide as it is deep a ratio which is

analogous to the distances of the heavenly bodies (pp. i36f.). Its

evident stability is explained in a new way which represents a

radical advance on Thales
5

idea that it floated on water (an idea

revived and modified by Anaximenes, p. 153). What the earth is

at the centre of, presumably, is the rings of the heavenly bodies, of

124 (A) He says that the earth is cylindrical in shape, and that its depth is a third of
its width. (B) Its shape is curved, round, similar to the drum of a column; of its flat

surfaces we walk on one, and the other is on the opposite side.

125 There are some who say, like Anaximander among the ancients, that it [the earth]

stays still because of its equilibrium. For it behoves that which is established at the centre,

and is equally related to the extremes, not to be borne one whit more either up or down or to

the sides; and it is impossiblefor it to move simultaneously in opposite directions, so that it

stays fixed by necessity.

126 The earth is on high, held up by nothing, but remaining on account of its similar

distancefrom all things.
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which the sun's is the largest (127). Anaximander was not talking
of the world as a whole, or saying that it was at the centre of the

Indefinite, though he would doubtless have accepted this if the

idea were put to him. At all events he completely broke away
from the popular idea that the earth must be supported by some-

thing concrete, that it must have 'roots'
;
his theory of equilibrium

was a brilliant leap into the realms of the a priori one which he

would not have been tempted to take, it might be suggested, if

vortex-action had been applied in his cosmogony and was at hand,
as it were, to explain the stability of the earth.

(ii) The heavenly bodies

127 Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 4-5 TCC 8e aorpcc yiveaOai xOxAov m/p6$

CnrOKplO^VTOC TOU KCCTCC TOV KOQIJIOV TTUp6$, TTplAT|90vTa 8' UTT6

ocpos (cf. 123). IKTTVOCCS 8' uirap^ai, Tropous Tiva$ auAcb8i$, xad'

ou$ 9aivToci TOC ocorpor 816 KOC! eiri^paaaoiJi^vcov TCOV EKTTVOCOV TOC$

exAeiyeis yivecrOai. TTJV 8 o-Af|vr|v TTOT jjiev TrAr|pounvr|v 9ouv<j0cu
TTOT8 SE |aEiou|Jivr|v TTOcpa TT|v TCOV TTopcov eTii^pa^iv f| avoi^iv. eTvai

8e TOV KuxAov TOU fjAiou ^UTaKateiKoaaTrAacrtova <Tfjs yfjs, 6KTCO-

KaiBeKairAacriova 8e TOV) Tf)s aeAfivrjs, xat dvcoTocTco |jiev elvai T6v

f|Aiov, KaTCOTOTCo 8e TOUS TCOV dirAavcov acnipcov KUKAous.

128 Actius n, 20, i 'Avaiiaav8po$ (sc. TOV fjAiov 9rjcn) xuxAov

elvai oKTcoKaieiKoaaTrAacriova T% yilSi ocpjaocreico Tpoxco Trapa7rAr|-

cnov, TT^V ocv(;tSoc ex VTOC ^oiAriv, TrArjpri irupos, KCXTOC Tt jJiepos

eK9atvouaav 8ia CJTOIJLIOU TO m/p cocnrep 8ioc Trpriarfipos ocOAou.

(Cf. Aetius n, 25, i, DK.I2A22, for the moon.)

129 Aetius n, 21, i 'Ava^flJiccvSpos (sc. 9T|crl) TOV JJIEV fjAiov iaov

elvai TTJ yrj, TOV 8fe xuxAov 6^9' ou TTJV KTrvof]v ?xi Kal 09* oO

TTpi9pTai hrTOKaiEiKoaaTrAao-ico Tfjs yfjs.

127 The heavenly bodies come into being as a circle offire separated offfrom the fire in

the world, and enclosed by air. There are breathing-holes, certain pipe-like passages, at

which the heavenly bodies show themselves; accordingly eclipses occur when the breathing-

holes are blocked up. The moon is seen now waxing, now waning according to the blocking

or opening of the channels. The circle of the sun is 27 times the size of {the earth, that of)

the moon {18 times); the sun is highest, and the circles of the fixed stars are lowest.

128 Anaximander says the sun is a circle 28 times the size of the earth, like a chariot

wheel, with itsfelloe hollow andfull offire, and showing thefire at a certain point through

an aperture as though through the nozzle of a bellows.

129 Anaximander says that the sun is equal to the earth, but that the circlefrom which it

has its breathing-hole and by which it is carried round is 27 times the size of the earth.
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130 Aetius ii, 16, 5 'Avcc{|Jiav8po$ OTTO TCOV KOxAcov Keel TCOV

oxpaipcov 9' cov KOCOTO$ (3e|3r|Ke 9pea0ai (sc. Toug ccoTepa$ 9T|crtv).

The sun and moon arc each an aperture in separate solid rings

like the felloes of cartwheels. These rings consist of fire surrounded

by air (regarded as concealing mist), and out of the single

aperture in each of them fire emerges like air from the nozzle of a

bellows; the similes of the cartwheels and the bellows perhaps
derive from Anaximandcr himself. Eclipses, and phases of the

moon, are due to a total or partial blocking of the aperture;

typically, no motive is given for this blockage. The aperture of the

sun is the same size as the surface (presumably) ofthe earth (129)

a reasonable view contradicted by Heraclitus in fr. 3 ;
the diameter

of its wheel is twenty-seven times as great as this (twenty-eight
times in 128) .* The moon-wheel is nineteen earth-diameters (or

eighteen, presumably) across; the obvious lacuna in 127 has been

filled after Aetius n, 25, i, which gives the corresponding informa-

tion to 128 for the moon, only adding that the circles of sun and

moon lie obliquely. The star-wheels (on which see below),

although we are not told so, were presumably of nine (or ten)

earth-diameters, being nearest to the earth (127 fin.). Thus
Anaximandcr gave the structure of the world a mathematical

basis, developing the assumption (seen already in Homer and

Hesiod, cf. I with comment) that it is orderly and determinable.

His proportionate distances may have influenced Pythagoras.

1 This larger figure (28*) cannot represent the distance from the outer, as

opposed to the inner, edges of the celestial circle if diameters are meant ;

for 2, not i, should then be added to the multiple, to give 29*. If the

radius and not the diameter were intended the figures given would hold :

but 'the circle of the sun is twenty-seven times that of the earth* (127,

128) the earth whose 'breadth* is specified in 124 implies clearly

enough that the diameter is really meant. In that case the larger figure

might represent the diameter from outer edge to outer edge, the smaller

one that from points half-way between the outer and inner edges of the

actual felloe of air assuming, what seems reasonable, that the felloe is one

earth-diameter thick.

The stars present certain difficulties, (a) 127 fin. mentions the

fixed stars as closest to the earth. Possibly, as Diels thought, there

is another lacuna here and the planets were mentioned too. That

130 Anaximander says that the heavenly bodies are carried by the circles and spheres on

which each one goes.
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the fixed stars and the planets were at the same distance from the

earth is perhaps implied by Aetius n, 15, 6 (DKi2Ai8), and is

suggested by the series of proportionate distances : i (diameter of

earth) x 18 (moon-ring) 27 (sun-ring). Here x
9
the missing

distance, must be that of the stars and planets : it must be 9, to fit

into the series, and there is no vacant number to allow a different

distance for stars and planets, (b) 130 mentions both circles and

spheres of the stars (while 127 has a circle of stars at the beginning,
circles at the end). The two are incompatible; possibly a sphere
for the fixed stars, rings for the planets were meant. But this is

inconsistent with the argument that fixed stars and planets must

be at the same distance from the earth
;
there would not be room

for both a sphere and rings. Indeed a sphere, although the

simplest explanation of the fixed stars, is impossible : the cosmo-

gonical account (123) showed that a ball of flame broke up, or

broke away from the mist round the earth, and was then shut into

circles (obviously of air-mist) which composed sun, moon and

stars. There is no possibility, let alone any mention, of part of the

sphere of flame remaining as a sphere after it had broken away.
Thus it must be assumed that each star, including the planets, has

its own wheel
;
these wheels are equal in diameter and are inclined

on countless different planes. They do not obscure the sun and

moon (cf. e.g. Homer //. 20, 444 ff.
; 21, 549). If their centre is the

same as the centre of the earth, the circum-polar stars (which do

not set) arc unexplained as they would be even by a sphere; and

yet if their centres were at different distances up and down the

earth's axis, which could account for some stars not setting, their

distance from the earth would not be, as we are told it is, the same.

Perhaps Anaximander did not think of this difficulty. The move-

ment of the sun on the ecliptic, the declination of the moon, and

the wanderings of the planets were probably explained as due to

wind (see 134 and 135) ; the east-to-west movements were due to

rotation of the wheels (cf. 9spa0cci in 130) in the planes of their

circumferences.

(iii) Meteorological phenomena

131 Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 7 devious 8e ytveaOoct TCOV XeTtTOTciTcov

dTjJicov TOU depo$ oaroKpivonevcov *al OTOCV dOpoiadooai Kivovjjievcov,

131 Winds occur when the finest vapours of the air are separated ojf and when they are
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OETOUS 8 K TTJS driJif80$ TTJS K TCOV 9' -qXiov <5cva8iSonvris
*

dcrrpoaras

8k OTCCV av|Jios EKTriTrrcov Suorg: TCC$ ve9^Aas.
1

132 Aetius m, 3, 1-2 (Trepl (3povTcov dcFTparrcdv Kepavvcov Trpr|OTi
z

|-

pcov Te xal --nApcbvcov.) 'Ava^iiaavSpos EK TOU Trveuiaocros TOUT! TrdvTa

ovjji(3afv6tv OTCCV yap TrepiAr|90v vfepei TTOXEI piccacciievov eienicrr) TT;J

Ae-TTTonepEiqc KOU KovApoTTjTi, TOTS f| iJiev pfj^is TOV vyo9ov, f| 8

SicccrroXTi irapoc TTIV jaeXocviav TOU v^ous Tiv 8iauyaanov drroTeM.

133 Seneca Qu. Nat. n, 18 Anaximandrus omnia ad spiritum
rettulit : tonitrua, inquit, sunt nubis ictae sonus . . . (seeDK 1 2 A 23) .

1 K Tfjs drnf5os dva8i6o^vr|s Gedrenus; the mss. give an obviously

corrupt reading (DK i p. 84 n.) which implies ifanything that the exhalation

is from the earth. A dual exhalation was imposed also on Heraclitus

(p. 204 n. i) ; it was probably a refinement by Aristotle. Cedrenus (nth
cent. A.D.) is sometimes correct: e.g. his ^KTT{TTTCOV in 131 is shown by 132
to be correct against mss. EUTTITITCOV.

These passages suggest that Anaximander shared in, and perhaps
to a large degree originated, a more or less standard Ionian way of

accounting for meteorological (in our sense) events. The chief

elements of this scheme are wind, the evaporation from the sea,

and the condensed masses of vapour which form the clouds. All

testimonies on the subject are, of course, based on Theophrastus,
whom we may suspect of not always resisting the temptation to

supply 'appropriate' explanations, where none existed, of certain

natural phenomena which he thought interested all Presocratics.

The explanation ofwind in 131 (cf. also Aetius m, 7, i, DK 12 A 24)

is very involved
;
note that it is somehow due to

'

separation off' of

the finest part of air. Rain is caused by the condensation (presum-

ably) of moist vapours evaporated by the sun
;
wind causes most

other phenomena (132, 133), including, probably, the movements

north and south of sun and moon (see 134, 135). The emphasis on

wind, a product of air, might suggest partial conflation with

Anaximenes; he gave the same explanation of lightning as

set in motion by congregation; rain occursfrom the exhalation that issues upwardsfrom the

things beneath the sun, and lightning whenever wind breaks out and cleaves the clouds.

132 (On thunder, lightning, thunderbolts, whirlwinds and typhoons.) Anaximander says

that all these things occur as a result of wind: for whenever it is shut up in a thick cloud

and then bursts outforcibly, through itsfineness and lightness, then the bursting makes the

noise, while the rift against the blackness of the cloud makes the flash.

133 Anaximander referred everything to wind: thunder, he said, is the noise of smitten

cloud. . ..
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Anaximander, but in an appendix to 132 is distinguished as having
cited a special parallel (oars flash in water; see 161).

(iv) The earth is drying up

134 Aristotle Meteor. Bi, 353 b 6 elvcci yap TO irpc&Tov Oyp6v
a-rravTCc TOV Trepi TTJV yfjv TOTTOV, OTTO 8 TOU f|Aiou ^paivonevov TO

IJiev 8iccTtii<7av irveuuaTa KCU Tpo-nras fjAiou xod aEXfjvris 9aoi TroieTv,

TO 8e Aei90ev QocAaTTccv elvar 816 Kal ^Adrrco yiveadcci %r\pa\vouivr\v

OIOVTOCI KOCI TeAos eaeaOal TTOTS Traaccv npciv.

135 Alexander in Meteor, p. 67, 1 1 (DK 12 A 27) (commenting on

134) . . .TOCUTTJS Tfjs 86n$ eyveTO, cos ioropei G69pacrros,

'Ava5i|JiocvSp6s TE xat Aioyevris.

Alexander in 135 must mean the attribution by Theophrastus to

apply to the whole of 134, not merely to the last sentence, since a

little later (commenting on Meteor. 355 a 22) he associates Anaxi-

mander and Diogenes again with the idea that winds cause the

turnings of the sun. (In paraphrasing 134 he had become confused

and described another theory.) It is helpful to have Theophrastus'

attribution, although it must be noted that the only name men-

tioned by Aristotle in connexion with the drying up of the sea is that

of Democritus (Meteor. 63, 356 bio, DK68Aioo). Aristotle had

previously mentioned (Meteor. A 14, 352 a 17) that those who
believed the sea to be drying up were influenced by local examples
of this process (which, we may note, was conspicuous around sixth-

century Miletus) ;
he himselfrebuked them for their false inference,

and pointed out that in other places the sea was gaining; also,

there were long-term periods of comparative drought and flood

which Aristotle called the
c

great summer' and 'great winter' in a

'great year'.
1

1 Here Aristotle may be aiming particularly at Democritus, who thought
that the sea was drying up and that the world would come to an end. Anaxi-

mander need not have thought this any more than Xenophanes did; in

fact Aristotle might have been rebuking Democritus in terms of the

earlier cyclical theory. There may well be a special reference to Anaxi-

134 Forfast ofall the whole area round the earth is moist, but being dried by the sun the

part that is exhaled makes winds and turnings of the sun and moon, they say, while that

which is left is sea; therefore they think that the sea is actually becoming less through

being dried up, and that some time it will end up by all being dry.

135 of this opinion, as Theophrastus relates, were Anaximander and Diogenes.
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mander in Aristotle's words (Meteor. 62, 355 a 22) 'those who say. . .that

when the world around the earth was heated by the sun, air came into

being and the whole heaven expanded. . .' (cf. 123).

It is clear that if Anaximander thought that the sea would dry

up once and for all this would be a serious betrayal of the principle

enunciated in the extant fragment (112), that things are punished
for their injustice : for land would have encroached on sea without

suffering retribution. Further, although only the sea is mentioned,
it is reasonable to conclude that, since rain was explained as due

to the condensation of evaporation (131), the drying up of the sea

would lead to the drying up of the whole earth. But could our

whole interpretation of the fragment as an assertion of cosmic

stability be wrong; could the drying up of the earth be the prelude
to re-absorption into the Indefinite? This it could not be, since if

the earth were destroyed by drought that would implicitly qualify

the Indefinite itself as dry and fiery, thus contradicting its very

nature; and, in addition, the arguments from the form of the

fragment still stand. The principle of the fragment could, however,
be preserved if the diminution of the sea were only one part of a

cyclical process: when the sea is dry a 'great winter' (to use

Aristotle's term, which may well be derived from earlier theories)

begins, and eventually the other extreme is reached when all the

earth is overrun by sea and turns, perhaps, into slime. That this

is what Anaximander thought is made more probable by the fact

that Xenophanes, another Ionian of a generation just after Anaxi-

mander's, postulated cycles of the earth drying out and turning
into slime: see pp. i7yff. Xenophanes was impressed by fossils of

plant and animal life embedded in rocks far from the present sea,

and deduced that the earth was once mud. But he argued, not that

the sea will dry up even more, but that everything will turn back

into mud; men will be destroyed, but then the cycle will continue,

the land will dry out, and men will be produced anew. For

Anaximander, too, men were born ultimately frommud (136, 138) .

The parallelism is not complete, but it is extremely close : Xeno-

phanes may have been correcting or modifying Anaximander.

Anaximander, too, was familiar with the great legendary periods
offire and flood, in the ages of Phacthon and Deucalion; impressed

by the recession of the sea from the Ionian coast-line he might well

have applied such periods to the whole history of the earth.
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ZOOGONY AND ANTHROPOGONY

136 Actius v, 19, 4 'Ava^inavSpos ev uypcp yevvr|0f5vai TOC

TTpcoTa 3coa 9X0101$ 7repie)(6|jievo: ocKavOcbSecri, Trpo(3aivouorj$ 8e TT)$

f)XiKia$ ocTro(3aiveiv eiri TO r|pOTpov KOU irspippr|yvu|jivou TOU

9AoioO ETT' oXiyov xpovov |aTa(3icovai.

137 Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 2 ETI 9T|criv OTI KCCT' dcpxocs e dXXoei8cov

SCOGOV 6 dvOpcoiTOS yvvf)0r|, K TOU TOC jjiev dXXa 81' feaurcov ioy\j

vn<j0ai, novov 6e TOV avOpcoirov TroXuxpoviou 6eiaOai TiOrjvf|aecos
*

816 xai KOCT' ocpxocs OUK av TTOTS TOIOUTOV ovTa 8iaaco6f]vau

138 Censorinus de die not. 4, 7 Anaximander Milesius videri sibi

ex aqua tcrraque calefactis exortos csse sivc pisces seu piscibus

simillima animalia; in his homines concrevisse fetusque ad puber-
tatem intus retentos; tune demum ruptis illis viros mulieresque

qui iam se alere possent processisse.

139 Hippolytus Ref. i, 6, 6 TOC Se gcpoc yivecr0ou <e^ uypoO)

[Dicls, -ojjieva mss.] UTTO TOU fjXiou. TOV 8 <5v6pcoTrov

yyovvai, TOUTOTI ixQvi, Trapa-rrXfiaiov KOT' ocpxcis

140 Plutarch Symp. vm, 730 E (DK 12 A 30) 816 KCU ae^ovTai (sc.

Zupioi) TOV ix^Ov <i>s 6jjioyvf) Kai oruvTpo9ov, eTTiiKcrrpov 'Ava^i-

Hav8pou 9iXoao9OUVTs
* ou yap EV TOIS OCUTOIS Kivos ix^s Kai

dv0pci>Trous, ocXX
3

EV ixOuaiv yyVa0ai TO TrpcoTov avdpcbirous

cc7ro9aivTai Kai Tpa9VTas, obairEp oi yaXEoi,
1 Kai yvo^vous

iKavous laurois (3or|0iv EKpfjvai TrjviKaura Kai yfjs Xapa0ai.

136 Anaximander said that the first living creatures were born in moisture, enclosed in

thorny barks; and that as their age increased they cameforth on to the drier part and, when

the bark had broken off, they lived a different kind of life for a short time.

137 Further he says that in the beginning man was born from creatures of a different

kind; because other creatures are soon self-supporting, but man alone needs prolonged

nursing. For this reason he would not have survived if this had been his originalform.

138 Anaximander of Miletus conceived that there arose from heated water and earth

either fish or creatures very like fish; in these man grew, in the form of embryos retained

within until puberty; then at last thefish-like creatures burst and men and women who were

already able to nourish themselves steppedforth.

139 Living creatures came into being from moisture evaporated by the sun. Man was

originally similar to another creature that is, to a fish.

140 Therefore they [the Syrians'] actually revere the fish as being of similar race and

nurturing. In this they philosophize more suitably than Anaximander; for he declares, not

that fishes and men came into being in the same parents, but that originally men came into

being insidefishes, and that having been nurtured there like sharks and having become

adequate to look after themselves, they then cameforth and took to the land.
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1
Emperius

5

yocAeof for the impossible mss. TrocAocioi is a brilliant emenda-
tion based on another passage in Plutarch, de soil. an. 33, 982 A, where the

shark is said to produce an egg, then to nurture the young inside itself until

it is bigger; Aristotle had noted this at H.A. Zio, 565^. But 'like

sharks' may well be a parenthetical remark by Plutarch (note the case:

nominative not accusative), who knew about them indirectly from

Aristotle; he would naturally quote them as an illustration of Anaxi-

mander's idea. Nearly all scholars, however, have chosen to think that

Anaximander knew about the embryology of sharks: so e.g. Burnet,

Mondolfo, Rudberg. This seems unlikely.

The first living creatures are generated from slime (elsewhere
called lAOs) by the heat ofthe sun: this became a standard account,

and even Aristotle accepted spontaneous generation in such cases.

The observation behind the theory was perhaps that of mud-flies

and sand-worms which abound in the hot sand at the edge ofthe sea.

Yet the first creatures were not ofthat kind, but were surrounded by

prickly barks like sea-urchins, Gornford suggested. Aetius (136)

seems to preserve special information about these first creatures,

which presumablywere prior to the fish-like creatures inwhich men
were reared. The use of 9X0165 here reminds one of the bark-simile

in the cosmogonical account (123) ;
both ball of flame and prickly

shell brokeawayfromround the core (here irepi-not ocTroppriyvua0ai).
The meaning ofthe concludingwords of136 is disputed ;

but (JieToc-

in new late-Greek compounds usually implies change rather than

succession, and the sense is probably that the creatures, emergedfrom

their husks, lived a different life (i.e. on land) for a short time longer.

PossiblyAnaximanderhadsomeconceptionofthe difficulties ofadap-
tation to environment. Thiswouldbenomore startlingthan his intelli-

gent observation that man (with nine months' gestation and many
years' helplessness) could not have survived in primitive conditions

without protection ofsome kind. This consideration led to the con-

jecture that man was reared in a kind offish presumably because

the earth was originally moist, and the first creatures were ofthe sea.

Anaximander's is the first attempt of which we know to explain
the origin of man, as well as of the world, rationally. Not all his

successors concerned themselves with man's history (they were

more interested in his present condition), and none surpassed him
in the thoughtful ingenuity of his theories. Incomplete and some-

times inconsistent as our sources are, they show that Anaximander's

account of Nature, though among the earliest, was one of the

broadest in scope and most imaginative of all.
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CHAPTER IV

ANAXIMENES OF MILETUS

HIS DATE, LIFE AND BOOK

141 Diogenes Laertius n, 3 'Avocipvr|s EupvoTp&Tou
fJKOuaev 'Avoc^ijJiavSpov;, evioi 8e KCCI TTocpnevtSou 9aaiv dcKoOcroci

aurov. O\JTOS ocpx^v oc^poc elm KOU TO aneipov. KiveTaOai 5e TOC

aoTpcc oux frn" ynv AAAa irepi yf)v. K^xpTlTai TE Ae^ei *IA5i corAf)

Kal dnrepfTTco. ml yeyevrjToa iJiev, Ko0<5c 9r|<iiv 'AiroAAoScopos, irepl

nrqv Zdp66cov aAcocnv, eTeAeuTnae 8^ TTJ ^T
l
KOOT

ti Tpnr) 6Aupnrici8i

(528-525 B.C.).

It may be doubted whether the chronographical tradition knew
more about Anaximenes' date than the statement ofTheophrastus

(143) that he was an associate of Anaximander. The Succession-

writers would establish him in the next philosophical generation
to Anaximander, and Eratosthenes, followed by Apollodorus,
would choose a suitable epoch-year for his acme., i.e. the age of

forty. The obvious epoch-year was that of the capture of Sardis by
Cyrus, 546/5 B.C.

(
= O1. 58, 3; Hippolytus Ref. i, 7, 9, DKi3A7,

gave Ol. 58, i, perhaps by a textual error). This puts his birth

around the acme of Thales, his death around the commonly-chosen

age of sixty, and makes him twenty-four years younger than

Anaximander. This is all quite hypothetical; but we may accept
what seems likely from his thought, that he was younger than

Anaximander; while his active life can scarcely have continued

far into the fifth century (Miletus was destroyed in 494 B.C.).
1

1 The mss. of Diogenes in 141 reverse the position of irepl Tfjv 2<5cp6ecov

cxAcociiv and TTJ ^"HK00
"
1"? TP^T< &Auinri<5c8i. Diels emended (as printed

here). G. B. Kerferd points out (Mus. Helvet. n (1954) 1176.) that if the

capture of Sardis were that of 498 B.C., and yey^vriToct meant (as it

certainly can, and perhaps should) 'was born* rather than 'flourished',

then the ms. text could be correct ifAnaximenes died at the age of 30 or

141 Anaximenes son ofEurystratus, of Miletus, was a pupil ofAnaximander; some say

he was also a pupil of Parmenides. He said that the material principle was air and the

infinite; and that the stars move, not under the earth, but round it. He used simple and

unsuperjluous Ionic speech. He was active, according to what Apollodorus says, around

the time of the capture of Sardis, and died in the 6yd Olympiad.
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less. This seems unlikely in itself and, if true, would probably have earned

comment in our sources. Further, it is unlikely that Apollodorus would
have ignored Theophrastus' connexion of Anaximenes with Anaximander

(who according to Apollodorus was dead by 528) ; or that he would have

used two separate captures of Sardis as epochs (he certainly uses that of

546/5) . Further, Hippolytus (DK 1 3A 7) supports a.floruit at or near 546/5.

About Anaximenes' life, and his practical activities, we know

nothing (cf. n. on p. 103). From the stylistic judgement in 141,

however, it is known that he wrote a book, a part ofwhich at least

must have been known to Theophrastus, from whom the criticism

presumably emanates. The 'simple and unsuperfluous
'

Ionic may
be contrasted with the

'

rather poetical terminology' of Anaxi-

mander (112).

AIR IN ANAXIMENES

(i) Air is the originative substance and basicform of matter; it changes by

condensation and rarefaction

142 Aristotle Met. AS, 984 a 5 'Avai|jievr|s 8 ocpoc KOC! Aioyevrjs

TTpOTEpOV USOCTOS KCtl H&AtCrr' CCpXTlV T106CC<JI TCOV CCTTAoOV CTCOJJIOTCOV.

143 Theophrastus ap. Simplicium Phys. 24, 26 'AvaSi|JivTis 8e

EupvcrrpocTOu MiAfjcnos, iTcupos yeyovcos 'Ava^ijjiccvSpou, jjiiav

lJiv Kal CCUTOS THV UTroKei|Ji6vr|V 9uaiv Kcd aireipov 9T]criv Goairep

exelvos, OUK dopiorov 8 cx>cnTp exeivos aAAa cbpiajjievriv, aepa Aycov

ocuTf|v* Sia9^psiv 6^ laavoTT^Ti xal TTUKVOTTITI KOTOC TOCS ouaias. Kal

dpaioO|Jivov tJiev irOp yiveaOai, Truxvoujjievov 6^ aveiaov, elTa v^os,
ITI 8fe jJia?^Aov OScop, elTa yfjv, eTTa AtOous, TOC 6^ aAAa SK TOUTCOV.

KivT^aiv 8fe Kal oOros cciSiov iroieT, 81' f|v xal TT^V peTa(3oAf]v yiveaOat.

144 Hippolytus Ref. i, 7, i
'

Ava^i^vris . . .apa airetpov ?9T| TT^V

apxTiv eTvai, e oO TOC yiv6|Jieva Kal TOC yeyovoTa Kai TOC ecroiJieva Kal

deov/s Kal OeTa yiveaOai, TOC S AOITTOC EK TCOV TOUTOU airoyovcov. (2) TO

142 Anaximenes and Diogenes make air, rather than water, the material principle

above the other simple bodies.

143 Anaximenes son of Eurystratus, of Miletus, a companion of Anaximander, also

says that the underlying nature is one and infinite like him, but not undefined as Anaxi-

mander said but definite,for he identifies it as air; and it differs in its substantial nature by

rarity and density. Being made finer it becomes fire, being made thicker it becomes wind,

then cloud, then (when thickened still more) water, then earth, then stones; and the rest

come into being from these. He, too, makes motion eternal, and says that change, also,

comes about through it.

144 Anaximenes . . . said that infinite air was the principle, from which the things that

are becoming, and that are, and that shall be, and gods and things divine, all come into
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6e elSos TOU dpo$ TOIOUTOV OTav iiev oiaaXcoTocros fi, ovyei aStjAov,

8T]AoOcy0ai 8e TCO vyuxPV K0^ TV QeplJKp xal TCO voTepco xai TCO

Kivounevax KiveTaOai Se dsi ou yap iieTa(3ocAAeiv oaa neTapaAAei, el

jjrf)
KIVOITO. (3) TTUKVOUIJIEVOV yap Kod ocpaiovpevov 6ioc90pov 9aivea6ai

*

OTav yap e!$ TO dcpaioTepov 5iaxu9rj, irOp ytveaOat, aveuovs Se irdAiv

elvai ccspa TTUKVOUUEVOV, e apo$ (8e> vi<fo$ dnroTeAEiadai Kara T^V

TriAriaiv, ETI 5e jJiaAAov uScop, eirt irAeiov iruKvcoO^VTa yf]v xal eis

TO jJidAiora TTUKVOTOTOV At0ou$. COCTT6 TO: KUpicoTocra T^s yevecjEcos

evavTia elvat, deploy Te xal vj^uxpov.

142, together with 153 and 162, is all that Aristotle had to say
about Anaximencs by name, and our tradition depends on Theo-

phrastus, who according to Diogenes Laertius v, 42 wrote a special

monograph on him (see p. 4). A short version of Theophrastus'
account of the material principle is preserved by Simplicius in 143.

In the present case Hippolytus' version is longer than Simplicius' ;

but an inspection of 144 shows that this is mainly due to wordy

expansion and additional (sometimes non-Theophrastean) inter-

pretation. However, the expression TriArjais (inAeTaQat), 'felting',

for the condensation of air, is found also in Ps.-Plutarch's sum-

mary (151) and was probably used by Theophrastus; it was a

common fourth-century term and need not have been used in this

form by Anaximenes himself, contrary to what Diels and others

say.

ForAnaximenes the originative stuffwas explicitly the basic form

of material in the differentiated world, since he had thought of

a way in which it could become other components of the world,

like sea or earth, without losing its own nature. It was simply
condensed or rarefied that is, it altered its appearance according
to how much there was of it in a particular place. This met the

objection which Anaximander seems to have felt against Thales'

water (pp. iisff.), and which encouraged him to postulate an

being, and the restfrom its products. Theform of air is of this kind: whenever it is most

equable it is invisible to sight, but is revealed by the cold and the hot and the damp and by

movement. It is always in motion: for things that change do not change unless there be

movement. Through becoming denser or finer it has different appearances; for when it is

dissolved into what is finer it becomes fire, while winds, again, are air that is becoming

condensed, and cloud is producedfrom air byfelting. When it is condensed still more, water

is produced; with afurther degree ofcondensation earth is produced, and when condensed as

far as possible, stones. The result is that the most influential components ofgeneration are

opposites, hot and cold.
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indefinite originative material. Anaximenes' air, too, was in-

definitely vast in extent it surrounded all things (no and 163),

and was thus described as omreipov, infinite, by Theophrastus. It is

questionable exactly what he meant by air. dcfjp in Homer and

sometimes in later Ionic prose meant 'mist', something visible and

obscuring; if Anaximander really talked of 'the cold' in cosmo-

gony he probably meant a damp mist, part of which congealed to

form a slimy kind of earth. Anaximenes probably said (163) that

all things were surrounded by irveO|jia Kcd drip, 'wind (or breath)

and air', and that the soul is related to this air; which suggests that

for him <4f|p was not mist but, as Hippolytus in 144 assumed, the

invisible atmospheric air. This is confirmed by the fact that he

evidently described winds as a slightly condensed form of air (143,

144). Now atmospheric air was certainly not included as a

world-component by Heraclitus (e.g. 221), and its substantiality

that is, corporeality needed to be emphasized by Empedocles

(453). It looks, then, as though Anaximenes simply assumed that

some part, at least, of the atmospheric air was substantial, and

indeed the basic form of substance; although he did not offer any
notable demonstration of its substantiality and so convince his

immediate successors. This assumption would be a very remark-

able one
; though it must be remembered that irveOua in the sense

of breath was certainly regarded as existing, and yet it was

invisible. It was not, however, totally insensible; its presence was

revealed by tangible properties in Hippolytus' terms by
'

the cold

and the hot and the moist and the moving'. Atmospheric air, on

occasions, makes itself known by none of these things ; probably
in that state Anaximenes would not recognize it as air, or as

existing at all.

The main forms assumed by air as a result of condensation and

rarefaction were outlined by Theophrastus. They are obvious

enough, and were clearly based on observation of natural pro-
cesses rain coming from clouds, water apparently condensing
into earth, evaporation, and so on. Such changes were accepted

by all the Presocratics
;

it was only Anaximenes who explained
them solely in terms of the density of a single material. 1 It may be

asked why air was specified as the normal or basic form of matter;

from the point of view of natural change within the world, water,

equally, might be basic, with air as a rarefied variant. In view of

163 (pp. i58ff.), where cosmic air is compared with the irveOucc or
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breath which is traditionally conceived as the breath-soul or life-

giving yvxri, ft seems that Anaximenes regarded air as the breath

of the world, and so as its ever-living, and therefore divine, source;

see also p. 161. Further, air might have seemed to possess some of

the indefinite qualities ofAnaximander's originative stuff (not being

naturally characterized by any particular opposite) ;
in addition it

had the advantage of occupying a large region of the developed
world. Anaximenes seems at first sight to have abandoned the

principle of general opposition in the world (it was shortly to be

revived in a more Anaximandrean form, though with some modi-

fication, by Heraclitus), and so to have lost even the metaphorical
motives of injustice and retribution, for natural change. Yet one

pair ofopposites, the rare and the dense, took on a new and special

significance, and it could legitimately be argued that all changes
are due to the reaction of these two: see further p. 149. In

addition, no doubt, Anaximenes shared Thales' assumption that

matter was somehow alive, which would be confirmed by the

constant mobility of air especially if this was only accepted as

being air when it was perceptible. Theophrastus, as usual, reduced

these assumptions to the formula of 'eternal motion', adding that

all change would depend on this motion.

1 Cf. 145 Simplicius Phys. 149, 32 irl y&p TOUTOU (sc. Anaximenes)
povou 0eo9pacTTOS iv TTJ 'loropfa TT\V jjidvcoaiv eip^xe KCC! m/Kvcoaiv, 5fjAov

6 cos Kocl ot ocAAoi Trj HOCVOTTJTI ml TTUKVOTTJTI xP&VTO ' There is no

difficulty here (and no need for drastic expedients like the supposition that

povou means TTpcoTov) :

'

the others
'

(e.g. Hippasus and Heraclitus in

DK22A5) were loosely described by Theophrastus as using condensation,

but only Anaximenes explicitly used the rare and the dense as an essential

part of his theory. Simplicius then slightly misunderstood Theophrastus'
comment on Anaximenes, which may indeed have been carelessly phrased.

It appears that according to Theophrastus ('the other things,

from these' in 143^., also in a vague and inaccurate paraphrase
in 144 init. ; cf. Cicero Acad. n, 37, 1 18, DK 13 A 9) Anaximenes did

not think that every kind of natural substance could be explained
as a direct form of air, but that there were certain basic forms (fire,

air, wind, cloud, water, earth, stone) of which other kinds were

compounds. If true, this is important, since it makes Anaximenes

the pioneer of the idea that there are elements from which other

145 For in the case ofhim [Anaximenes] alone did Theophrastus in the History speak

ofrarefaction and condensation, but it is plain that the others, also, used rarity and density.
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objects are compounded an idea first formally worked out by

Empedocles. Yet it seems questionable whether this interpretation

is justified. There is no other evidence that anyone before

Empedocles tried to give a detailed account of any but the main

cosmic substances
; having invented a device to explain diversity,

it would be more in the Milesian character for Anaximenes to have

adhered to it; and Theophrastus was prone to add just such

generalizing summaries, often slightly misleading, to a specific list.
1

1 Another probably false interpretation is that which makes Anaximenes
the forerunner of atomism. He cannot have conceived of matter as

continuous, it is argued; therefore, since there can be more or less of it in

the same space, it must have been composed of particles which can be

more or less heavily concentrated. But it seems unlikely that anyone
before Pythagoras or Heraclitus bothered about the formal constitution of

matter, or about precisely what was involved in condensation, which

could be simply an objective description of certain observed processes.

(ii) Hot and cold are due to rarefaction and condensation

146 Plutarch de prim. frig. 7, 947 F (DKi3Bi) . . ,f| KaOonrep
6 mxAaios WETO, priTe TO vyuxpov v ouafqc H^TE TO

dTroAeiTrcojjiev, dAAd ird0r| xoiva TTJS uAr|$ e-myiyvonevoc TOCIS

* T6 yap cruoreAAoiJievov aurfjs Kcd TTUKVOUJJISVOV vyuxpov
elvcci 9T|cn, TO 5' dpcaov xcd TO "xccAccpov* (OUTGO TTCOS ovoiadcras

Kocl TOO pfmocTi) Oepnov. 60ev OUK direiKOTcos AeyecrOat T& KCC! OepiJicc

T6v avOpooTTOV SK TOU crroiaccTOs Kai yuxpd iae0ivar yuxeTcci yap f|

Trvof] TrieaOeiaa Kai TTUKvcodeiaa TOIS xe^8CTlv
> ocveijaevou 6^ TOU

OTOPIOCTOS eKiriTTTOuaa yiyvsTat OepiJiov OTTO |aavoTT|Tos. TOUTO IJIEV

oOv cxyvoTma TroieiTai TOU avSpo$ 6 'ApicrroTeAris (Cf. Proble-

mata 34, 7, g64aio.)

Plutarch seems to have had access to a genuine citation from

Anaximenes: the word x<^apo$> 'slack', if no more, is definitely

said to be his, and there is no reason to doubt it. Conceivably
Plutarch depends on a lost passage of Aristotle; the passage from

146 . . . or as Anaximenes thought ofold, let us leave neither the cold nor the hot as belong-

ing to substance, but as common dispositions ofmatter that supervene on changes;for he says

that matter which is compressed and condensed is cold, while that which is fine and

'relaxed* (using this very word) is hot. Therefore, he said, the dictum is not an unreason-

able one, that man releases both warmth and coldfrom his mouth: for the breath is chilled

by being compressed and condensed with the lips, but when the mouth is loosened the breath

escapes and becomes warm through its rarity. This theory Aristotle claims to be due to the

man's [sc. Anaximenes'] ignorance. . ..
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the Aristotelian Problems discusses the phenomenon in the manner

suggested in the continuation of 146, but without naming Anaxi-

menes. The example of breath was evidently cited by Anaximenes
as showing that rarefaction and condensation of air can produce,
not merely obvious variations like those of hardness and softness,

thickness and thinness, but a variation of the hot and the cold

which seems to have little directly to do with density. On this

evidence alone one would expect the instance to be part of an

argument that condensation and rarefaction can produce quite

unexpected alterations, and so could be responsible for every kind

of diversity. Hippolytus in 144, however, suggests that hot and

cold play a vital part in coming-to-be : in other words Anaximenes

still attributed special importance to the chief cosmogonical sub-

stances in Anaximander, the hot stuff and the cold stuff. There is

no mention of this in Simplicius' extract from Theophrastus (143),

but Hippolytus or his immediate source is unlikely to be entirely

responsible for it. It is, however, difficult to see how these opposed
substances could be basic in Anaximenes' scheme of things, and it

seems highly probable that Theophrastus, seeing that some promi-
nence was given to hot and cold in Anaximenes, suggested that

they were for him, as they were for Aristotle and for Theophrastus

himself, one of the essential elements of yevecn$. (The Peripatetic

simple bodies were composed of prime matter informed by either

hot or cold and cither wet or dry.) This interpretation is anachro-

nistic, and leaves us free to accept the natural one suggested by
Plutarch himself, expressed though it still is in Peripatetic terms.

But can even Anaximenes have thought that temperature varied

directly with density? There is such a thing, for example, as hot

stone or cold air. This difficulty might not have occurred to him,
since in general it is true that the ascending scale of density repre-

sents also a descending scale of temperature, from fire down to

stones; air itself normally not striking one (at any rate in the

Mediterranean) as consistently either hot or cold. Alternatively,

the instance of breath compressed by the lips might seem to illu-

strate that density can affect temperature, without implying that it

always does so to the same degree.
1

1 The instance of the breath is one of the first recorded Greek uses of a

detailed observation to support a physical theory. Note, however, (i) that

it is not strictly an 'experiment', i.e. the deliberate production of a chain

of events the unknown conclusion of which will either confirm or deny a
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prior hypothesis; (ii) that because of lack of control and of thoroughness
the conclusion drawn from the observation is the exact opposite of the

truth; (iii) that the word Ayecj0ai may suggest that the observation was a

common one, not made for the first time by Anaximenes.

(iii) Air is divine

147 Cicero N.D. i, 10, 26 post Anaximenes aera deum statuit

eumque gigni esseque immensum et infinitum et semper in motu,

quasi aut aer sine ulla forma deus esse possit . . . aut non omne quod
ortum sit mortalitas consequatur.

148 Aetius i, 7, 13 *Avociuvr|$ T6v dpa (sc. Oeov elvcct 9t|ai)
* Sei

S' OrrccKoOeiv lirl TCOV ourcos AeyojJiEVCOv TOC$ evSiriKoOaas TOIS

aroixeiois f\ TOIS acbjJiacTi 5uvA|Jieis

149 Augustinus C.D. vm, 2 iste (sc. Anaximander) Anaximenen

discipulum et successorem reliquit, qui omnes rerum causas aeri

infinito dedit, nee deos negavit aut tacuit; non tamen ab ipsis

aerem factum, sed ipsos ex aere ortos credidit.

The first and third of these passages assert that according to

Anaximenes a god or gods came into being from the primal air;

Hippolytus also, in the first sentence of 144, wrote that
'

gods and

things divine' arose from air. Theophrastus, therefore, probably
said more than that Anaximenes' primal air itself was divine (cf.

Aristotle's assertion in no that Anaximander and most of the

physicists considered their originative stuff to be divine). It is

probable, then, that Anaximenes himself said something about

gods : it may be reasonably inferred that this was to the effect that

such gods as there were in the world were themselves derived from

the all-encompassing air, which was truly divine. If so, Anaxi-

menes might be a precursor ofXenophanes and Heraclitus in their

criticisms of the deities ofconventional religion; though there is no

evidence that Anaximenes went so far as actually to deny their

existence, any more than Heraclitus did. That air itselfwas divine

147 Afterwards, Anaximenes determined that air is a god, and that it comes into being,

and is measureless and infinite and always in motion; as though eitherformless air could be

a god. . .or mortality did not attend upon everything that has come into being.

148 Anaximenes (says that] the air (is god): one must understand, in the case of such

descriptions, the powers which interpenetrate the elements or bodies.

149 He [Anaximander] left Anaximenes as his disciple and successor, who attributed all

the causes of things to infinite air, and did not deny that there were gods, or pass them over

in silence; yet he believed not that air was made by them, but that they arosefrom air.
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is implied both by Aristotle's generalization and by Actius in 148,

who gives a Stoicizing description of the kind of divinity involved

as 'powers permeating elements or bodies', i.e. a motive and

organizing capacity that inheres in varying degrees in the consti-

tuents of the world. 1

1 It has sometimes been maintained in the past (e.g. by Burnet, EGP 78)
that Anaximenes* gods are innumerable worlds. This is because according
to Aetius i, 7, 12 and Cicero N.D. i, 10, 25 Anaximander*s innumerable

worlds were called gods (DKi2Ai7). These statements seem to have
arisen from a confusion of the innumerable worlds with the stars; and
Cicero cannot possibly have had the same kind of evidence for Anaxi-

menes, since in the very next sentence, 147, he only mentions one god as

coming into being (and confusedly describes it as infinite, i.e. as primal

air). There are in fact only two doxographical indications that Anaximenes

postulated innumerable worlds: Aetius n, i, 3 (Stob. only; see p. 124)
and 150 Simplicius Phys. 1121, 12 yevnrov 8 KOC! 90ocpTov TOV Hvoc KOCTMOV

iroioOcnv 6aoi del pv 9occnv elvai KOCTHOV, oO |uf)v T&V auT6v dei, dAXoc

dAAoTe dAAov yiv6pevov KCCTCC Tivas XPOVCOV Trepi65ous, 00$ 'Avatnvris TS

Kocl
'

HpocKAerros KOCI Atoyvrjs Kod Oorepov ot OCTTO TTJS 2/roas. Here Simplicius

appears to assign successive worlds to Anaximenes. One possible reason for

this is given on p. 126; but Simplicius' passage is very closely based on
Aristotle de caelo Aio, 27gbi2 (DK22Aio), in which Empedocles, not

Anaximenes, precedes Hcraclitus; and the possibility of contamination

cannot be excluded. There is far less reason to assign innumerable worlds

to Anaximenes than to Anaximander, from the state of the doxographical

evidence; though something was probably said on the subject by Thco-

phrastus, on the grounds that Anaximenes, too, postulated what Theo-

phrastus considered to be an infinite originative stuff (sec pp. I23ff.).

COSMOGONY

151 Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 3 (cf. DK 13A 6) . . .yevvaaQcci TE TT&VTCC

Korni Tiva TTUKVCOCTIV TOUTOU (sc. dcpo$) xcd irctAiv apaicoaiv. TTJV ye

nf]v Kivr|criv e cdcovo$ vnrocpxeiv TriAou^vou 5 TOU depos irpcoTriv

yeyevfjaOai A^yei TT^V yf]v irAcrreTav tJiocAa* 816 KCC! KCXTOC Aoyov OCUTT^V

iTTOxetcTOat TCO d^pr xat T6v f^Atov Koci TT]V aeAriv^v xai TOC AOITTOC

fiorpa T*nv dpxTiv Tfjs ysveaecos EK yfls exetv. aTT09aiv6Tai yoOv

150 All those make the one world born and destructible who say that there is always a

world, yet it is not always the same but becoming different at different times according to

certain periods of time, as Anaximenes and Heraclitus and Diogenes said, and later the

Stoics.

151 . . . and all things are produced by a kind ofcondensation, and again rarefaction, of
this [sc. air}. Motion, indeed, exists from everlasting; he says that when the air felts,

there first of all comes into being the earth, quiteflat therefore it accordingly rides on the

air; and sun and moon and the remaining heavenly bodies have their source ofgeneration
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T6v fiAiov yfjv, 8i& S TTJV 6^Tav KIVTICHV xai u&V ixavcos 6epn6TT|Ta

AafteTv [Zeller; OeppoT&TTiv Kivrjaiv Aa^Eiv codd. plurimi].

152 Hippolytus Ref. i, 7, 5 yeyovvai S TCJC Sorpa K yfjs Side TO

Tfjv iK|a<5c6a IK Toair^s dviaracjOai, f\s apoaounevT}s TO m/p yiveaOai,

IK 8 TOU Trup6$ neTecopi30|Jivou TO\JS ocarepas avvtaraaOccu

Anaximencs presumably gave an account of the development of

the world from undifferentiated air; as with Anaximander, only

ps.-Plutarch summarizes the subject in general, and he does little

more than apply the obvious changes of air (outlined by Theo-

phrastus with reference to continuing natural processes, cf. the

present tense of ytveaOcci in 143) to what could be an a priori

cosmogonical pattern. Only in the case of the formation of the

heavenly bodies is there detailed information; here Hippolytus in

152 is almost certainly right as against the last sentence of 151,

which seems to impose on Anaximenes ideas from Xenophanes

(ignition through motion) and Anaxagoras (the same, and sun

made of earth; cf. pp. i55ff. for another confusion). The heavenly
bodies (acrrpa) certainly originate from the earth, but only in

that moist vapour is exhaled or evaporated from (the moist parts

of) earth; this is further rarefied and so becomes fire, of which

the heavenly bodies are composed. The formation of the earth had

occurred by the condensation of a part ofthe indefinitely-extended

primal air. No reason is even suggested for this initial condensa-

tion, except possibly the
'

eternal motion'; as with Anaximander,
this was Theophrastus' way of expressing the capacity ofthe divine

originative stuff to initiate change and motion where it willed: see

p. I28.1

1 As with Anaximander, there is no ground for postulating a vortex in

Anaximenes except Aristotle's generalization in 119; in Anaximenes' case

there is not even the mysterious 'producer of the hot and the cold' to be

accounted for. Yet Anaximenes was not implicitly excepted from the

generalization, as Anaximander may have been (p. 128). However,
Aristotle had reason a few lines earlier, 153, to class Anaximenes with

Anaxagoras and Democritus (they all assumed that the earth remains

stable because of its breadth); the two others certainly postulated a

from earth. At least, he declares the sun to be earth, but that through the rapid motion it

obtains heat in great sufficiency.

152 The heavenly bodies have come into beingfrom earth through the exhalation arising

from it; when the exhalation is rarefiedfire comes into being, andfromfire raised on high

the stars are composed.
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vortex, and so Aristotle might have been content to class Anaximenes with
them in this respect too if he was not simply being careless in his use of

'all', irdvTES, in 119. Of course, as Zeller pointed out, vortex-action

would produce the variations of pressure required for a cosmos ; though
Anaximenes did not in fact explain the heavenly bodies by direct rare-

faction of the extremities.

COSMOLOGY

(i) The earth is flat and rides on air

153 Aristotle de caelo 813, 294.1313 (DKi3A2o) 'Ava^i^vTis Se

KCCI *Avaay6pa$ KOU ArmoKpiTos TO TrAcrros aiTiov sTvocf 9aat TOU

|jvsiv OUTTJV (sc. Tf]v ynv) ou yap TEUVEIV aAV emTrcoiKxrijeiv TOV

ccepa TOV KonrcoOev, oirep 9aiveTat TOC TrAocros exovTa TCOV aconcnrcov

TTOieiv Tocura yap xal irpos TOUS dvepous ?x l SvoxivrjTcos 5ia TTJV

dvTepeiaiv.

Anaximenes appears to have originated the conception ofthe earth

as broad, flat and shallow in depth 'table-like' according to

Aetius in, 10, 3 (DK 13A 20) and as being supported by air. This

idea was closely followed by Anaxagoras and the atomists (529 init.

and p. 412), who in details of cosmology conservatively selected

from the Ionian tradition. That the earth was supported by air was

obviously an adaptation, encouraged no doubt by the observation

ofleaves floating in the air, ofThales' idea that the earth floated on

water. Aristotle in the continuation of 153 was wrong in suggesting
that support is provided because the air underneath is trapped
and cannot withdraw: for Anaximenes the surrounding air was

unbounded in any way, and was doubtless unthinkingly supposed
to support the earth because of its indefinite depth and because

leaves do float on air. Theophrastus, judging from 151, 154, and
Aetius in, 15, 8 (DK 13 A 20), wrote that according to Anaximenes

the earth rides, eiroxeicrOai, on air: the verb occurs in Homer and

could well have been used by Anaximenes. Aristotle's 'covers the

air below like a lid' is obviously his own expression, an improve-
ment perhaps on Plato's reference (Phaedo 99 B) to an unnamed

physicist Anaximenes or Anaxagoras or the atomists or all of

them who '

puts air underneath as a support for the earth, which

is like a broad kneading-trough'.

153 Anaximenes and Anaxagoras and Democritus say that its [the earth's] flatness is

responsiblefor it staying still: for it does not cut the air beneath but covers it like a lid,

which flat bodies evidently do; for they are hard to move even for the winds> on account

of their resistance.
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(ii) The heavenly bodies

154 Hippolytus Ref. i, 7, 4 Tf]v SE yfjv irAaTEiav elvai ETT* dcepos

6xounvrjv, 6|ao(cos 8 Kal fjAiov Kal aeAf|vr|v Kal TOC aAAa aorpa
TTOCVTCC irOpiva ovTa erroxeTcrdai TCO dpi Sid TrAccros.

155 Aetius ii, 13, 10 'Ava^insvTjs Trupivrjv IJIEV TTJV 90aiv TCOV

aorpcov, mpiiyew 8 Tiva Kal yecoBt] acoiaocra cjujjnrep^epopeva

TOUTOIS dopaTa.

156 Aetius ii, 23, i 'Avai|Jivr|s OTTO TrerruKvcoiJidvou depos Kal

dVTITUTTOU I^OOUIJEVCX TOC aOTpa TOCS TpOTTOCS TTOllCr0ai.

157 Aetius ii, 14, 3-4 'Ava^i^vns f)Acov 8iKT|v KocraiTCTrriy^vai

TOC aoTpoc TCO KpuaraAAoeiSeT- Ivioi Se ireTaAa elvai -rrvipiva coairep

158 Aetius n, Q2, i *Ava5i|Jievr|s -rrAaTuv cbs TflTaAov T6v fjAiov.

159 Hippolytus Ref. i, 7, 6 ou KiveTcrOai S OTTO yfjv TOC aaTpa
Adyei, KocOcbs ETepoi 0116^9001^, dAAoc irspi yfjv, cocrTrepel irepl TT^V

K69aAf]v orp^STai TO iriAiov. KpUTrrecrOccf TE TOV f|Aiov

Y^v ysv6|Jivov dAA* UTTO TCOV T% yfls uvprjAoTEpcov uspcov

CTKETTOJJIEVOV Kai Bid TT)v TrAEtova fmcov auroO yvo|ji^vr|v dTrocnraaiv.

160 Aristotle Meteor. Bi, 354 a 28 TroAAous TTEicrQflvai TCOV

dpxocicov |jTecopoA6ycov TOV f|Aiov |jfi 9fepcrOai OTTO yfjv dAAoc iTEpi

TT^V yfjv xal TOV TOTTOV ToOrov, d9avt3EaOat 8e Kal TTOIEIV vuicra Sid

T6 uvyr|Af)v filvai irpos dpKTOv TT]V yfjv.

154 The earth is flat, being borne upon air, and similarly sun, moon and the other

heavenly bodies, which are all fiery, ride upon the air through their flatness.

155 Anaximenes says that the nature of the heavenly bodies is fiery, and that they have

among them certain earthy bodies that are carried round with them, being invisible.

156 Anaximenes says that the heavenly bodies make their turnings through being pushed

out by condensed and opposing air.

157 Anaximenes says that the stars are implanted like nails in the crystalline; but some

say they are fiery leaves like paintings.

158 Anaximenes says the sun is flat like a leaf.

159 He says that the heavenly bodies do not move under the earth, as others have supposed,

but round it, just as if a felt cap turns round our head; and that the sun is hidden not by

being under the earth, but through being covered by the higher parts of the earth and

through its increased distance from us.

160 Many of the old astronomers were convinced that the sun is not carried under the

earth, but round the earth and this region; and that it is obscured, and makes night,

through the earth being high towards the north.
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That the heavenly bodies were created by the rarefaction into fire

of vapour from the earth was asserted in 152. Like the earth, they
ride on air (154) ; though since they are made of fire, as 154 and

155 confirm, and since fire is more diffuse than air, there is a

difficulty which Anaximenes may not have seen in making them
rest on air in the same way as the denser earth does. That the

movements of the sun on the ecliptic, of the moon in declination,

and perhaps of the planets, are caused by winds (which are slightly

condensed air, cf. 143) is suggested by 156; Aristotle had referred

at Meteor. B i, 353 b 5 and 62, 355 asi (612) to old writers who had

explained the first two of these three celestial motions in just this

way. 157 creates a difficulty, however, in stating that the aorpcc

(which can mean all the heavenly bodies, or the fixed stars and the

planets, or just the fixed stars) are attached like studs to the ice-

like outer heaven (which according to 159 would be hemi-

spherical), and not floating free. This could only apply to the fixed

stars; but we hear nothing more about the 'ice-like', and indeed

the concept of a solid outer heaven is foreign to the little that is

known of Anaximenes' cosmogony and to the other details of

cosmology. The same term was applied three times by Aetius to

Empcdocles' heaven (which would be spherical), and at n, 13, n
(437) he said that Empedocles' fixed stars were bound to the

ice-like, while the planets were free. It appears that this con-

cept may have been mistakenly transferred to Anaximenes. The
second part of 157 is introduced as an opinion held by 'some

people'; but since Anaximenes certainly held the heavenly bodies

to be fiery, and since 158 compares the sun to a leaf, it looks as

though he is the author of the opinion that they were fiery leaves,

and as if the text is astray. What the comparison to paintings

implies is quite uncertain. If Anaximenes is meant, the aorpcc in

question could be the heavenly bodies in general, or (ifthe first part

is accepted) they could be the planets, which would be distin-

guished, as by Empedocles, from the fixed stars on the 'ice-like'.

Presumably this last term refers to the apparent transparency of

the sky; it represents an improvement, from the empirical point of

view, on the Homeric solid metal bowl (p. 10). Such an improve-
ment would not be uncharacteristic of Anaximenes ; but the attri-

bution of this view to him remains very doubtful.1 The inaccuracy
of doxographical attributions, particularly in Aetius, is probably
demonstrated by the second part of 155. It is usually assumed that
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Anaximenes postulated these invisible celestial bodies in order to

explain eclipses; but according to Hippolytus i, 8, 6 (DK59A42)
Anaxagoras, too, believed in them. Yet Anaxagoras knew the true

cause of eclipses, therefore he cannot have postulated the invisible

bodies for this purpose. The previous sentence in Aetius explains
all: Diogenes of Apollonia postulated these bodies to explain
meteorites like the famous one which fell at Aegospotami in

467 B.C. (611). Anaxagoras, too, had probably been persuaded by
this notable event to account for meteorites

;
but Anaximenes had

no such good reason, and the theory was probably projected on to

him from his assumed follower Diogenes. In any case the theory
concerned meteorites and not eclipses.

2

1 W. K. C. Guthric (CQ,N.S. 6 (1956) 40 ff.) suggests that the simile might

conceivably be a physiological one, since in Galen's time, at least, TjAos could

be used for a spot or lump growing on the pupil of the eye, while the cornea

itselfwas sometimes described as 'the ice-like membrane 5
. This membrane

was regarded as viscous, not as solid ; which removes one difficulty of the

attribution to Anaximenes. The date of such terminology is not known ;

the simile might possibly have been supplied by Aetius or his immediate

source, though this seems unlikely.
a
Eudemus(?) in the sequel to 78 (DKi3Ai6) assigns to Anaximenes the

discovery that the moon shines by reflected light. This is incompatible with

the belief that the moon is fiery, and is probably due to another backward

projection, this time of a belief common to Xcnophancs, Parmenides and

Empedocles.

The heavenly bodies do not pass under the earth, but (as in the

pre-philosophical world-picture, where the sun, at least, floats

round river Okeanos to the north : see pp. I4f.) they move round it,

like a cap revolving round our head as Hippolytus adds in 159.

This image is scarcely likely to have been invented by anyone

except Anaximenes. The cap in question is a close-fitting, roughly

hemispherical felt cap ; conceivably it supports the dubious impli-

cation of 157 that the heaven can be regarded as a definite (though

perhaps a viscous) hemisphere, carrying the fixed stars. As has

been remarked, this is merely a refinement of the naive view of the

sky as a metal bowl. The second part of 159 adds that the sun is

hidden (that is, in its passage from the west back again to the east)

'by the higher parts of the earth' (also by its greater distance; this

may be a doxographical addition). If the sun does not go under

the earth, some explanation has to be given ofwhy it is not visible

at night. But do the 'higher parts' refer to high mountains in the
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north the mythical Rhipaean mountains, that is or to the actual

tilting of the flat earth on its horizontal axis? The latter explana-
tion was certainly ascribed to Anaxagoras, Leucippus, and

Diogenes, who were strongly influenced by Anaximcnes in cosmo-

logical matters. This tilting would explain how the stars could set,

supposing that they are somehow fixed in the heaven : they rotate

on the hemisphere (whose pole is the Wain) and pass below the

upper, northern edge ofthe earth but not below its mean horizontal

axis. Yet attractive as this interpretation is, it is made very doubtful

by 160: here Aristotle refers to the theory of 'higher parts' (again,

in ambiguous terms) as being held by many of the old astronomers.

But his context, which is concerned with showing that the greatest

rivers flow from the greatest mountains, in the north, makes it quite

clear that he understands 'the earth being high to the north' to

refer to its northern mountain ranges. It must be assumed that

Aristotle was thinking in part of Anaximcnes, details of whose

cosmological views were known to him (cf. 153, 162) ; Anaxagoras
and Leucippus, then, either made an advance on Anaximencs here

or were themselves misinterpreted later. A serious difficulty in the

tilted-earth hypothesis is that the earth would not thus float on air,

but would slip downwards as leaves do; this applies also to

Leucippus' earth. The cap-image must illustrate the hemi-

spherical shape of the sky, not its obliquity ;
it is difficult, indeed,

to sec why the cap should be imagined as being tilted on the

head. Thus Anaximenes appears to have accepted the broad

structure of the naive world-picture, but to have purged it

of its more obviously mythological details like the sun's golden
bowl (which presumably helped to conceal its light during the

voyage north).

(iii) Meteorological phenomena

161 Aetius m, 3, 2 'Avcciiavr|S TCCUTOC TOUTCO (sc. 'Avcc^in&vSpcp),

-rrpooTiGeis TO em TTJS 0aAccacrr|$, fl^is <JXi3O|jivr| TOCI$ Kco-rrais

7rapacrriA[3ei. m, 4, i 'Ava^ijj^vrjs veyt} HV yiveaOai Traxw0vTOs
irl -nrAeiov TOU ocepos, jiaAAov 8

s

emauvaxOevTOs 6K0Ai(3cr0ai TOUS

161 Anaximenes said the same as he [Anaximander], adding what happens in the case

of sea, whichflashes when cleft by oars. Anaximenes said that clouds occur when the air

is further thickened; when it is compressedfurther rain is squeezed out, and hail occurs
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6|appous, y6fax$av BE eireiSav TO Kocra9ep6|ji6vov 06cop Trayrj,

6' oTav orujjrrrEpiAr^Qrj TI TCO Oypco TTVEVUCCTIKOV.

162 Aristotle Meteor. B 7, 365 b 6 'Ava^ijjiEvris 8s 9f|ai (3pxoiavr|v

Tf)v yflv xai npaivo|aVTiv pf|yvucr9ai Kai OTTO TOUTCOV TCOV d-rrop-

prjyVUJJIEVCOV KoAcovcov EjjmrnTovTcov aeieaOai * 816 Kai yiyvEcrOai TOV/S

aeiaiaous v TE TOI$ auxnois Kai iraAiv EV TQIS UTTpon|3piai$
* Iv TE

yap TOIS ocux^S, cbcnrep eipriTai, 5Tlpalvo^^vr|v prjyvua6ai xat OTTO

TCOV uSdrcov CrrrepuypaivoiJievriv SiocTTiTTTeiv.

Anaximenes is said to have given the same explanation of thunder

and lightning, in terms of wind, as Anaximander: see 132 and

comment. The oar-image may be original. Clouds, rain, hail and

snow are mainly due to the condensation of air, as one would

expect; this was indicated by Theophrastus in 143, and Aetius

(also Hippolytus, Ref. i, 7, 7-8, DKi3A7) adds further details.

Winds, too, are slightly condensed air (143), and according to

Hippolytus the rainbow was due to the reflexion of different sun-

beams by air. Aristotle in 162 gives a relatively full account of

Anaximenes 5

explanation of earthquakes : note that air plays no

part in this whatever.

THE COMPARISON BETWEEN COSMIC AIR AND THE BREATH-
SOUL

163 Aetius i, 3, 4 'Ava^evns EupucrrpocTov; MiAr)aio$ Apx^v TCOV

OVTCOV depa crn^fivccTO EK yap TOUTOU TrdvTcc yiyvcr0ai xod Els

OUTOV irdAiv dvaAuEoOai. olov f) yuxr|, 9T|criv, f) f)|JETlpa drip oC/cra

cjuyKpccTEi f)na$, Kod 6Aov TOV Koajjiov TTVEUHOC Kai dr^p TTEpiExsi*

XsyETai 8 CTUVCOVUIJICOS df)p xal -rrvEOjjia. djaapTavEi 8^ Kai oOros ^

dirAou Kai ptovoi8oOs depos Kai TTVEU|JiaTO$ BOKCOV auveaTavai Ta

jcoa. . .. (For continuation see DKi3B2.)

when the descending water coalesces, snow when some windy portion is included together

with the moisture.

162 Anaximenes says that the earth, through being drenched and dried off, breaks asunder,

and is shaken by the peaks that are thus broken off and fall in. Therefore earthquakes

happen in periods both of drought and again ofexcessive rains;for in droughts, as has been

said, it dries up and cracks, and being made over-moist by the waters it crumbles apart.

163 Anaximenes son of Eurystratus, of Miletus, declared that air is the principle of

existing things; forfrom it all things come-to-be and into it they are again dissolved. As
our soul, he says, being air holds us together and controls us, so does wind [or breath] and air

enclose the whole world. (Air and wind are synonymous here.) He, too, is in error in

thinking that living creatures consist ofsimple and homogeneous air and wind .
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The underlined words here are commonly accepted as a direct

quotation from Anaximenes. There must, however, have been

some alteration and some re-wording: for the sentence is not in

Ionic (cf. 141), and it contains one word, ovyKpcnreT, which could

not possibly have been used by Anaximenes, and another, Koopov,
which is unlikely to have been used by him in precisely this sense. 1

That the sentence does, however, represent some kind ofreproduc-
tion of a statement by Anaximenes is shown by Aetius' comment
that 'air' and 'breath [or wind]

' have the same meaning here, and

also by the fact that the comparison with the soul complicates the

simple Aristotelian criticism which Aetius is reproducing, that

Anaximenes did not specify a moving cause. On the other hand

the use of 9T|<Ji, 'he says', does not guarantee a direct quotation in

this kind of writing. TOpi^i? of air enfolding all things, is quite

likely to be Anaximenean, cf. no; while the concept of the soul as

breath (one suspects that -rrveOnoc, not dcfip, originally stood in the

first clause) is certainly an archaic one compare the Homeric

distinction between the life-soul, which normally seems to be

identified with the breath, and the sensory and intellectual soul

normally called 0u[ji6s. TOV KOCJIJIOV could have replaced e.g. simply

onrrccvTCc,
'

all things '. The degree ofre-wording, then, probably is not

very great; unfortunately we cannot determine whether, or how

far, it affected the exact point and degree of comparison.

1
ovyKpcrrelv is otherwise first used in Plutarch (twice), then in 2nd-cent.

A.D. medical writers and Diog. L. (of restraining the breath etc.) ; also in

the Geoponica and the Christian fathers. It is an unnatural compound
which could only have occurred in the Koivi*| ; it is really a compendium for

ovv^xeiv KOK KpocTeiv. This is illustrated in Plut. Vit. Phoc. 12, ovveKpdrei
T6 POCXIUCOTOCTOV TTJS 6uv<5cneco$ : he kept control of his troops by keeping
them together (on a hill-top). KOCTIJIOS originally means 'order', and it is

probably not established in the meaning 'world-order' until the second

half of the fifth century B.C. It must have been used in descriptions of the

order apparent in nature much before then, and probably by early

Pythagoreans ; Pythagoras himself is credited with using Kdanos= oOpccv6s,

but this is perhaps an over-simplification (Diog. L. vm, 48). Heraclitus'

K6ajjiov TovSe (220) is probably transitional to the later and widely

accepted usage, which appears unequivocally for the first time in

Empedocles fr. 134, 5. (This passage was omitted by an oversight from the

discussion in Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments 312-14, and the conclu-

sions there should be modified accordingly.)

As it stands the comparison is not very clear: 'Breath and air

enclose (surround) the whole world in the way that our soul, being
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breath, holds us (i.e. our bodies) together and controls us.' The

similarity in the two cases cannot just be that of the subject, air,

without further implication; it would be pointless to say, for

example, 'just as air dries moisture, so does it fill balloons'. Four

possibilities, out of many, may be mentioned :
(i) ovyKporrei in

Aetius has replaced a simple notion like vvviyei, and the meaning
is

'

air holds us together, from inside, and the world together, from

outside, (and therefore man and the world are more alike than at

first appears), or <and therefore air is operative in the most diverse

kinds of object}', (ii) irepiexei carries with it the implication of Kcd

Kupspvoc, cf. no. The meaning would then be 'as our soul holds

the body together and so controls it, so the originative substance

(which is basically the same stuff as soul) holds the world together
and so controls it

9

, supporting the inference 'holds together there-

fore controls', (iii) 'The soul, which is breath, holds together and

controls man; therefore what holds together and controls the

world must also be breath or air, because the world is like a large-

scale man or animal.' (iv) 'The life-principle and motive force of

man is, traditionally, Trveupia or the breath-soul; (irveOiJia is seen in

the outside world, as wind;} therefore the life-principle of the out-

side world is TTvev/iJia; (therefore wind, breath, or air is the life and

substance of all things).' Now it has been seen that the form

auyKporrei is impossible for Anaximcnes, but the question also

arises whether even a verb like auvfysi could, for him, have

described the relation of the soul to the body. The fact is that the

idea of the soul holding together the body has no other parallel in a

Presocratic source, or indeed in any Greek source earlier than

Stoic ones and some of the later Hippocratic works. The concept
involved is admittedly not a complex one : for when the life-soul

departs, the body, or most of it, obviously disintegrates, it is no

longer held together. Nevertheless the absence ofparallels, together
with the knowledge that Anaximenes' terminology has certainly

been tampered with at this point, makes it unwise to accept the

sense even of avv^xei here. This damages (ii), but not (i)
and

(iii) ;

their main arguments can be re-stated with the substitution of

'possess', for example, in place of 'hold together (and control)':

for Anaximenes could certainly have held that the soul possesses,

?Xt> the body, meaning that it permeates the whole of it (cf. e.g.

Heraclitus fr. 670); and possibly, even, that it controls it. (iv)

avoids emphasizing ovyKpocTel, and depends in part on the fact
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that Anaximenes5

is the first extant use of the word TrvsOiacc, which

became common (both for breath and for gust of wind) with the

tragedians ;
its possible dual application could have led Anaximenes

to the parallelism ofman and the world. Indeed all three remain-

ing interpretations, (iv) and the revised forms of
(i) and (iii),

express this parallelism in one form or another: it is the essence of

the statement to be interpreted. Beyond that, to the particular

form of the inference that must have been based upon it, we can

hardly hope to penetrate with certainty. Yet the fully developed
and clear-cut use ofthe inference from the known microcosm, man,
to the unknown macrocosm, the world as a whole, does not other-

wise appear until the latter part of the fifth century, under the

influence, it is thought, of the new interest in theoretical medicine

at that time ; it is perhaps unlikely to occur in such a plain form as

(iii) so early as Anaximenes. It is possible, moreover, that he did

not argue so logically as even (i) or (iv) suggest; rather that a con-

jecture about the world was illustrated by reference to man and the

soul, just as a dogma about the cause of lightning was illustrated

by the example of the oar-blade, or that about the heavenly bodies

by that of the cap on the head. This would be more plausible as

the first stage in the development of the man-world argument, and

accords with Anaximenes' known use of imagery.
All this is necessarily very conjectural. It remains uncertain to

what extent Anaximenes was tending to treat the world itself as

alive, as a kind of huge animal organism; it has been noticed that,

although he introduced a thoroughly rational description of

change, Anaximenes in some respects clung to the framework of

the popular, non-philosophical world-construction, and so might
retain more of the old anthropomorphic attitude than at first sight

seems probable. However, his perception that air is the cosmic

equivalent of the life-soul in man goes far beyond that attitude
;

it must, in fact, have been an important motive for his choice of air

as the originative substance. 1 The mention of soul is important in

itself; apart from 91 it is the first Presocratic psychological state-

ment to survive though the actual structure ofthe soul envisaged,

as breath, belonged to an age-old popular tradition. Another con-

ception of the soul, as made of the fiery aither which also fills the

outer sky, was accepted from another channel of the popular
tradition by Heraclitus, who was also to develop the as-

sumption, probably implicit in Anaximenes, that man and the
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outside world are made of the same material and behave ac-

cording to similar rules.

1 It is perhaps odd that Aristotle did not name Anaximenes at de an. A 2,

405 a 2 1, where 'Diogenes and some others' are named as holding the view

that the soul is air : Aristotle is arguing that the Presocratics made the soul

out of their cipx^. Plato, Phaedo 96 B (what we think with is air), was

probably referring to Diogenes of Apollonia (cf. pp. 437 f.), who held that

soul was warm air, thus perhaps conjoining the view of soul as aither or

fire. There is no reason to think with Vlastos (AJP 76 (1955) 364 and
n. 56) that Diogenes was here exclusively indebted to Anaximenes.

CONCLUSION

Anaximenes is the last of the great Milesian thinkers. He was

obviously indebted to Anaximander, but also probably to Thales,

to whose concept of the originative stuff as an actual component of

the world he was enabled to return by his great idea of condensa-

tion and rarefaction an observable means of change by which

quantity controls kind. This idea was probably accepted by Hera-

clitus and submerged in a system of a rather different nature : for

after the Milesians the old cosmogonical approach, according to

which the most important object was to name a single kind of

material from which the whole differentiated world could have

grown, was enlarged and moderated. New problems, of theology
and of unity in the arrangement, rather than the material, of

things, exercised Anaximenes' successors Xenophanes and Hera-

clitus although they too (even though the former migrated) were

lonians; still more basic departures from the Milesian tradition

were made in the west. But when the fifth-century thinkers of the

east and the mainland (Anaxagoras, Diogenes, Leucippus and

Democritus) had recovered from the western elenchus of the

Eleatics, it was to the Milesians, and particularly to Anaximenes,
that they chiefly turned for details ofcosmology ;

doubtless because

those details had been in part adapted from, and were still pro-
tected by, the popular, non-scientific tradition.
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CHAPTER V

XENOPHANES OF COLOPHON

DATE AND LIFE

164 Diogenes Laertius ix, 18 (DKsiAi) BEevo9(5cvr|$ Aeiou f\,

00$ 'ATroAA68copo$, 'Op0ojjivov;$ KoAo9<i>vios. . .o\5ro$

TTOTp(8os *v ZocyxArj Tffe SixeAIas 5i6Tpi(3e xal ev Karocvrj. . .

5s ev ETTECJI xal eAeyeias xai ldjji|3ous xaO' 'HcnoSov xai

Tnx6Trrcov aOrcov TOC Trepl OEGOV eiprjjjieva. ccAAcc xal

TOC iauToO. dvTiSo^ocaai TE A^yerai GaAfj xal rTuOayopa, K

6^ xai 'EiriiJieviSou. jjioa<popicoTOCT6s TG y^yovev, cos TTOU KOC! OCUTOS

(Fr. 8) f\T[ 8' ITTTA T' local xal ^TIKOVT' eviaurol

pAr|arpi3ovT6S nf]v 9povTi8' dcv' 'EAAocSa yfjv
EK yevETfjs 8e TOT' fjaav eeixoat TT^VTE TE Trpos TOIS,

enrEp Eycb iTEpl TcovS' o!8a Ayiv ETUIJCOS.

. . .(20) ml flK^a3e KaTd TT^V ^^Kocrrf]v dAvirrnocSa.

165 Clement Strom. I
3 64, 2 Tffc SE 'EAEaTiKfjs ocycoyffc lVO9avr]S

6 KoAo9cbvios KocrApXEi, 6v 9r|ai Tiiaaios xaToc MEpcova TOV SiKEAias

8uvdorr|v xal 'ETrixocpiJiov TOV TroiTjTT^v ysyov^vai, 'AiroAAoScopos

84 KCCTOC Tf]v TaaapaKocrTf]v oAu^iriocSa yv6|jivov TrapaTTocKvai

axpi AapEiou TE xal Kupou xpovcov.

Xenophanes, as opposed to the Milesians, wrote in verse; and a

number offragments of his work have survived. Ifwe assume that

164 Xenophanes son of Dexios or, according to Apollodorus, of Orthomenes, of

Colophon . . .he, being expelledfrom his native land, passed his time in %ancle in Sicily

and in Catana. . . .He wrote in epic metre, also elegiacs and iambics, against Hesiod and

Homer, reproving them for what they said about the gods. But he himself also recited

his own original poems. He is said to have held contrary opinions to Thales and Pytha-

goras, and to have rebuked Epimenides too. He had an extremely long life, as he himself

somewhere says: 'Already there are seven and sixtyyears tossing my thought up and down

the land of Greece; andfrom my birth there were another twenty-five to add to these, if I

know how to speak truly about these things.' . . .And he was at his prime in the 6oth

Olympiad.

165 Of the Eleatic school Xenophanes the Colophonian is the pioneer, who Timaeus says

lived in the time of Hieron, tyrant of Sicily, and the poet Epicharmus, while Apollodorus

says that he was born in the ^oth Olympiad and lasted until the times of Darius and

Cyrus.
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he left Colophon in Ionia about the time of its capture by the

Medes in 546/5 B.C. (he certainly knew it before this time, since in

fr. 3, DK.2IB3, he referred to the corruption of the Colophonians

by Lydian luxury), then from his own words in 164 he would have

been born around 570 B.C., twenty-five years earlier. Even if this

assumption is made, his great age at least 92 from his words

in 164 makes it impossible to assign his extant poetry to any
narrow period. He referred to Pythagoras (268) and Simonides

(DK2iB2i), as well as to Thales and Epimenides no more is

known than the bare fact of his reference to the last three and

was himself referred to by Heraclitus (193); and Parmcnides was

later supposed to be his pupil. All this is possible enough if he

lived from ca. 570 to ca. 475 B.C. The statement of Timaeus (the

4th/3rd century B.C. historian of Sicily) in 165 is compatible with

this assumption, since Hiero reigned from 478 to 467 B.C. and

Epicharmus was at Syracuse during this time. Apollodorus is

perhaps wrongly reported in 165: Ol. 40 (620-617 B.C.) is im-

probably early for Xenophanes
5

birth, and 'until the times of

Cyrus and Darius' is curious, since Cyrus died in 529 and Darius

gained power in 521. Yet there is no absolutely positive evidence

that Xenophanes died later than e.g. 525, when Pythagoras had
not been long in Italy. However, Diogenes in 164, after men-

tioning Apollodorus, put Xenophanes
5

floruit in Ol. 60 (540-

537 B.C.) ;
this seems to be the true Apollodoran dating, based on

the epoch-year of the foundation of Elea (on which Xenophanes
was said to have written a poem) in 540.

The details of Xenophanes
5

life are even more uncertain. Born

and brought up in Ionia, and obviously acquainted with the

trends of Ionian thought, he was compelled to leave when a young
man, and from then on lived a wandering life, chiefly perhaps in

Sicily; his connexion with Elea may have been a later invention

(see pp. 165 f.). He was a poet and sage, a singer of his own songs
rather than those of others : he was certainly not, as some have

mistakenly assumed from 164, a Homeric rhapsode. In the longest

of his extant elegies (fr. i, which has no immediate philosophical

relevance) he has authority enough to outline the rules ofbehaviour

for the symposium that is to follow; he seems therefore to have been

honourably received in aristocratic households.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF XENOPHANES WITH ELEA

166 Plato Sophist 2420 (DK2i A 29) TO 8e Trap* fmiv 'EAeariKov

e6vo$, OTTO 2evo9avou$ Te xal STI irpoaSev dp^dpevov, cog vos OVTO$

TGOV TTCCVTCOV KaAoujjiEvcov OUTGO Bie^epx61
"

01 TO*$ Mu6oi$.

167 Aristotle Met. A 5, g86bi8 ITapjJiEviSrjs nev yap EOIKS TOU

Korrd TOV Aoyov vo$ 6nTT6Cj6ai, M^Aicraos S TOU KOCTOC TT^V OArjv
* 816

xal 6 jav -rrsTrepaan^vov, 6 5' cnreipov 9T|(riv elvai OCUTO- 5evo9dvr|s
8 TTpcoTos TOUTCOV Ivlcias (6 yap HapiJi6vi8ris TOUTOU A^yeTai

yev^aOai |Jia0iTTf|s) ouOev 8iaa9r|vicTev .... (For continuation see

I77-)

It is commonly assumed in the doxographers that Xenophanes

spent a part at least of his life in Elca, and that he was the founder

ofthe Eleatic school ofphilosophy. This is exemplified in 165. That
he was Parmenides' master stems from Aristotle in 167, and was

categorically asserted by Theophrastus according to Simplicius

(168). Yet Aristotle's judgement possibly arises from Plato's

remark in 166. This remark was not necessarily intended as a

serious historical judgement (one may compare the statements in

the Theaetetus (i52D-E, i6on) that Homer and Epicharmus were

the founders of the Heraclitean tradition) ,
as is confirmed by the

addition of the words xal S'TI TrpoaOev, 'and even before'. The con-

nexion between Xenophanes and Parmenides obviously depends
on the superficial similarity between the motionless one deity of

the former and the motionless sphere of Being in the latter

although it will be seen that Parmenides' theoretical construction

was reached in a quite different way from Xenophanes', a way
which is in fact incompatible. The extreme example of the treat-

ment of Xenophanes as an Eleatic is seen in the pseudo-Aristo-
telian de Melisso Xenophane Gorgia (DK.2IA28), a treatise written

probably about the time of Christ in which Xenophanes' god is

explained in fully Eleatic terms, and the inference is drawn from

Aristotle's judgement in 167 that it was neither limited as in

166 Our Eleatic tribe, beginning from Xenophanes and even before, explains in its

myths that what we call all things are actually one.

167 For Parmenides seems tofasten on that which is one in definition, Melissus on that

which is one in material; therefore theformer says that it is limited, the latter that it is

unlimited. But Xenophanes, the first of these to postulate a unity (for Parmenides is said

to have been his pupil), made nothing clear. . ..
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Parmenides nor unlimited as in Melissus. Unfortunately Simplicity
who could not find at least some physical parts of Xenophanes'

poetry (de caelo 522, 7, DK.2IA47), relied on this treatise and

quoted far less than usual from Theophrastus. Other evidence

connecting Xenophanes with Elca is slight: he is said by Diogenes
Laertius (ix, 20, DK2iAi) to have written 2000 lines on the

foundation of Colophon and the colonization of Elea, but this

probably comes from the stichometrist and forger Lobon of Argos
and is unreliable; while Aristotle (Rhet. 623, i4Oobs, DK.2I A 13)

told an anecdote ofsome advice of his to the Eleans but this was

a
*

floating' anecdote also connected with Heraclitus and others.

It is not improbable that Xenophanes visited Elea; that was

perhaps the extent of his connexion with it. He was not in any

way typical of the new western trend in philosophy initiated by

Pythagoras; nor was he typically Ionian, but since his ideas were

a direct reaction from Ionian theories and from the originally

Ionian Homer he is placed in this book with the lonians, and not

in his probable chronological place after Pythagoras like him an

emigrant from eastern to western Greece.

HIS POEMS

Some of Xenophanes' extant fragments are in elegiac metre, some

are hexameters; while 170 consists of an iambic trimeter followed

by a hexameter. This accords with Diogenes' mention ofthese three

metres in 164. Some at any rate of his poems were called SiAAoi,

'squints' or satires, and the third-century B.C. 'sillographer' Timon
of Phlius is said by Sextus (DK.2I A 35) to have dedicated his own
ZiAAoi to Xenophanes, about whom he certainly wrote; see also

DK.2I A 20-23. According to three late sources, Stobaeus (from an

allegorizing author), the Geneva scholiast on the Iliad, and Pollux

(DK.2IA36, 21630, 21339), there was a physical work by Xeno-

phanes called TTepl 9uaecos, 'On nature'. The value of this title has

already been discussed (p. 101 and n. 2 on p. 102), and it is only
to be expected that at least some later references to physical

opinions in Xenophanes should occur in this form. It is notable

that Aetius, who also quoted the passages cited in the first two

cases above, said nothing about a TTepi 9\iaecos (DK 2 1 A 36 and 46) .

That Xenophanes wrote a formal work on physical matters seems

questionable though not so impossible as Burnet would have us

believe (EGPn^f.). Theophrastus, we may observe, said that
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Xenophancs' monistic conception was not
'

physical' in the normal

sense. 1
Xenophanes was not, like Anaximenes or Heraclitus,

primarily engaged in giving a comprehensive explanation of the

natural world. He was interested, without doubt, particularly in

theology, and many ofhis remarks on physical topics are connected

with that; others may have been ironical rejections of previous

theories, and others again would naturally reflect the interest

which many educated Greeks must have felt about natural

problems at this time. Such remarks, together with comments on

particular poets and thinkers (e.g. 169; cf. also DKsi A 22), could

have been expressed in separate poems in a variety of metres

though the extant theological and physical fragments are nearly
all in hexameters. There may have been a separate collection of

convivial songs in elegiacs.

1 Cf. l68 Simplicius Phys. 22, 26 pfocv 5 TT\V ocpxf)v f|Toi t-v 16 6v Keel

irav (ml OUTE Treirepaapievov OUTS onrretpov OUTG Kivovpevov OUTE r|pe|JioOv)

6 0eo9paoTO$, 6uoAoycov Tepas elvca naAAov T^ TTJS irepl

TTJV nvr|UT|V Tfjs TOUTOV 66r|$. Theophrastus is here misled by Aristotle in

177 into thinking that Xenophanes' one god is definitely non-physical,

and is the whole of existence like the Parmenidean Being. But he can

hardly have thought this if there was a poem which in any way resembled

the works of the Milesians.

HIS IMPORTANCE

Widely different views have been held on the intellectual import-

ance of Xenophanes. Thus Jaeger (Theology 52) writes of his

'enormous influence on later religious development ', while Burnet

(EGP 129) maintained that 'he would have smiled ifhe had known
that one day he was to be regarded as a theologian'. Burnet's

depreciation is certainly much exaggerated. Yet it is plain that

Xenophanes differed considerably from the Milesians or Heraclitus

or Parmenides. He was a poet with thoughtful interests, especially

about religion and the gods, which led him to react against the

archetype of poets and the mainstay of contemporary education,

Homer. His attacks on Homeric theology must have had a deep
influence both on ordinary men who heard his poems and on other

168 Theophrastus says that Xenophanes the Colophonian, the teacher of Parmenides^

supposed the principle to be single, or that the whole of existence was one (and neither

limited nor unlimited, neither in motion nor at rest); and Theophrastus agrees that the

record ofXenophanes' opinion belongs to another study rather than that ofnaturalphilosophy.
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thinkers; Heraclitus' attack on blood-purification and images

(244), for example, was presumably influenced by him. His

positive description of deity conceivably lay behind Aeschylus'

description of divine power in the Supplices (176). The assessment

ofthe true relative merits ofpoets and athletes (fr. 2) was developed

by Euripides in the Autolycus (fr. 282 Nauck, DK2IC2) ;
this is a

less specialized instance of Xenophanes
3

rational intellectualism.

Nor is it safe to exaggerate his non-scientific character on the

grounds of his theological interest; the study of gods was not

divorced from that of nature, and the deduction from fossils

(pp. lyyff.), whether or not it reflects original observation, shows

careful and by no means implausible argument from observed fact

to general hypothesis a procedure notoriously rare among the

Presocratics. Some of his other physical statements are unutter-

ably bizarre, but we cannot tell how serious they were meant to be.

He was a critic rather than an original dogmatic, not a specialist

but a true ao9icriT|$ or sage, prepared to turn his intelligence upon
almost any problem (though as it happens we know of no political

pronouncements) which is why Heraclitus attacked him in 193.

His opinions on almost all subjects deserve careful attention.

THEOLOGY

(i)
Attacks on (a) the immorality, (b] the anthropomorphic nature, of the

gods of the conventional religion

169 Fr. n, Sextus adv. math, ix, 193
TTOCVTCC 00i$ ocv0r|Kav "O|Jir|p6s 0' 'HcrioSos T

oaaa Trap' ocvOpcoTroiaiv oveiSea xal yoyos eoriv,

KA^meiv poixeveiv TS Kod dAAf|Aou$ carareueiv.

170 Fr. 14, Clement Strom, v, 109, 2

aAV oi (3poTol 6oK6ou<7i yevvaaOcci

TTJV oxpETipTiv 6* a0fJTa exelv 9<ovr|v

171 Fr. 1 6, Clement Strom, vn, 22, i

A!0ioTT$ T6 (0oO$ oxpEiipov/s) crocus nAav&$ TS

Te yAauKOUs Kcci m/ppous <9acri 7rA<j0ai).

169 Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the gods everything that is a shame and

reproach among men, stealing and committing adultery and deceiving each other.

170 But mortals consider that the gods are born, and that they have clothes and speech

and bodies like their own.

171 The Ethiopians say that their gods are snub-nosed and black, the Thracians that

theirs have light blue eyes and red hair.
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172 Fr. 15, Clement Strom, v, 109, 3

dcAA* el x ipaS XOV P 8$ {ITHTOI T*> f

f\ ypccvyai \t\peaa\ KOCI pya TeAeTv arrep av5p$,
ITTTTOI Hey 0' iTTTTOicri p6e$ 8e T |3ovaiv 6[jioias

Koct <xe) 0ecov ISeas eypa9ov KOCI acbjjtocr
3

eiroiouv

ToiocOO' olov Tiep KaOroi 8ena$ elxov {eKaarot).
1

1
171 is convincingly reconstructed by Diels from an unmetrical quota-

tion in Clement. The supplements in 172 are respectively by Diels,

Sylburg and Herwerden; the text as in DK. Line i of 170 is an iambic

trimeter.

Xenophanes' criticisms are clear enough : first, the gods of Homer
and Hesiod are often immoral this is patently true

; second, and

more fundamental, there is no good reason for thinking that the

gods arc anthropomorphic at all. Xenophanes brilliantly perceives,

first that different races credit the gods with their own particular

characteristics (this is an early example of the new anthropological

approach which is seen in Herodotus and culminated in the 9U(7i$-

vojjios distinction) ; second, as a reductio ad absurdum, that animals

would also do the same. The conclusion is that such assessments

are subjective and without value, and that the established picture
in Homer ('according to whom all have learned', fr. 10) ofgods as

men and women must be abandoned.

(ii) Constructive theology: there is a single non-anthropomorphic deity

173 Fr. 23, Clement Strom, v, 109, i

els 0eo$, ev re Qsolai ml ocvOpcoTrotai iayioro$,

OUTI 5e|Jia$ GvrjTOtcriv ouoiios ou8 vormoc.

174 Fr. 26 + 25, Simplicius Phys. 23, n 4-23, 20

aiei 6' Iv TOCUTCO jaijjivsi Kivoujaevos ou6ev

ou5e [as-ripxecrQai {juv jTrmpeTrei aXAoTe aAXr],

ocAA' ocrrdveuOe TTOVOIO voou 9pevl irAvTa Kpa8aivei.

172 But if cattle and horses or lions had hands, or were able to draw with their hands

and do the works that men can do, horses would draw theforms of the gods like horses, and

cattle like cattle, and they would make their bodies such as they each had themselves.

173 One god, greatest among gods and men, in no way similar to mortals either in body

or in thought.

174 Always he remains in the same place, moving not at all; nor is itfittingfor him to

go to different places at different times, but without toil he shakes all things by the thought

of his mind.
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175 Fr. 24, Sextus adv. math, ix, 144

oOAos opqc, oOAos 6 voeT, oOAo$ 6 T* dxouei. 1

1
Diog. L. ix, 19 (DKaiAi) implies that the concluding words are not

oOAos 6 T* dKoOei but ou jievTOt ocvairveT. This is probably a later version

by someone interested in Pythagorean cosmology.

'Greatest among gods and men' in 173 should not be taken

literally; men are mentioned by a 'polar' usage, as in Heraclitus

fr. 30 (220), where this world-order was made by 'none of gods or

men'. This is simply an emphatic device, and for the same reason

the plural of 'gods' need not be intended literally. In fact Xeno-

phanes wrote of 'gods' in other places also, e.g. in 191; partly, no

doubt, this was a concession, perhaps not a fully conscious one, to

popular religious terminology. It seems very doubtful whether

Xenophanes would have recognized other, minor deities as being
in any way related to the 'one god', except as dim human pro-

jections of it. The one god is unlike men in body and thought it

has, therefore (and also in view of 175), a body; but it is motion-

less,
1 for the interesting reason that it is 'not fitting' for it to move

around. Xenophanes thus accepts the well-established Greek

criterion of seemliness. Not only is it unfitting for the god to move,
but movement is actually unnecessary, for the god

'

shakes all things

by the active will proceedingfrom his insight
'

.
2 This insight is related

to seeing and hearing, but like them is accomplished not by special

organs but by the god's whole unmoving body. This remarkable

description was reached, probably, by taking the very antithesis of

the characteristics of a Homeric god. That thought or intelligence

can affect things outside the thinker, without the agency of limbs,

is a development but a very bold one of the Homeric idea that

a god can accomplish his end merely by implanting, for example,
Infatuation ("ATT|) in a mortal. That it was nevertheless a possible

idea is shown by its acceptance and expansion by Aeschylus.
3

1 It was probably because of its motionless unity that Xenophanes' god
was identified with Parmenides' Being, and later absorbed some of its

properties. As early as Timon of Phlius it is called 'equal in every way'
(laov oor&VTfl, cf. Uacj60ev laoTraA$ TT&VTTI in Parmenides, 351), and so

becomes credited with spherical shape. Xenophanes may have described

it as 'all alike' (6|io{nv in Timon fr. 59, DK.2IA35), since this is implicit
in the whole of it functioning in a particular way as in 175 ; its sphericity

goes beyond the fragments and is highly dubious.

175 All ofhim sees, all thinks, and all hears.
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2 This translation is based on K. von Fritz, CP 40 (1945) 230, who has a

good discussion of the sense of voos and 9pi*|v. The phrase voou 9pevi looks

more curious than it is : it is obviously based on voei 9pcri and voco 9pea{
at Iliad 9, 600 and 22, 235 respectively. Further, KpccSccivei can only mean
*

shakes', which suggests that Xenophanes had in mind //. i, 530, where
Zeus shakes great Olympus with a nod of his head. These are other

indications that Xenophancs* god is more Homeric (in a negative direction)

than it seems.

3 176 Aeschylus Supplices 96-103 (Zeus) / t&Trrei 8* lAirfScov / 69*

uynrupycov iravcbAeis / ppOToOs, piccv 8' ovmv' ^oirAfset. / irav &TTOVOV

SatjJiovicov. / fluevos 6v 9povr|jJid TTCOS / auToOev ^eTrpa^ev \I-/TTOS 5pavcov

69* dyvcov. In some ways this reminds one of Solon ;
we cannot be quite

sure thai Xenophanes' view of deity was as original as it now seems to be.

(iii) Is the one god coextensive with the world?

177 Aristotle Met. AS, g86b2i (for what precedes see 167)

. . . 5evo9ccvr|$ 8 TrpcoTOS TOUTCOV evicras (6 yap TTap|jievi8r|$ TOUTOU

AeyeTai yeva0ai na0r|Tfi$) ou0v 5iaa9r|viaev, o05e TTJS

TOUTCOV ou6eTpa$ (sc. formal or material unity) e'oixe Oiyeiv,

sis TOV 6Aov oupavov ociTopAevj;as TO ev elvai 9^0*1 TOV 0eov.

Xenophanes arrived at the concept of one god by reaction from

Homeric anthropomorphic polytheism; Parmenides arrived at the

sphere of Being by logical inference from a purely existential

axiom. The processes are absolutely different, and, as has already

been emphasized, Parmenides is unlikely to have been a pupil of

Xenophanes, even though he might have noted the older poet's

view with some interest. Aristotle obviously could not understand

what Xenophanes meant by his one motionless god, but com-

plained that he 'made nothing clear' and went on to dismiss both

him and Melissus as being 'rather too uncouth' (nixpov ccypoiKO-

Tepoi). This puzzlement of Aristotle's suggests that Xenophanes
did not produce a discursive elaboration of his theological views,

which might not, indeed, have gone very far beyond the extant

fragments on the subject. Aristotle's implication that the one god
was neither immaterial (as he thought Parmenides' One to be) nor

176 (3jeus} hurls mortals in destruction from their high-towered expectations, but puts

forth no force: everything ofgods is without toil. Sitting, he nevertheless at once accom-

plishes his thought, somehow, from his holy resting-place.

177 . . . butXenophanes, thefast ofthese topostulate a unity (for Parmenides is said to have

been his pupil), made nothing clear, nor does he seem to have touched the nature of either of

these [sc. Parmenides
9

formal unity or Melissus' material unity]; but concentrating on the

whole world he says that the One is god.
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material like Melissus* One (cf. 167) was due to the presence of

both corporeal and apparently non-corporeal elements in Xeno-

phanes' description the body, 6^as, on the one hand (173), and
the shaking of all things by intellect on the other (174). It is

significant here that Aristotle did not adduce Anaxagoras' Nous

(which was the ultimate source ofmovement and the finest kind of

body, and which permeated some but not all things) in illustration

of Xenophanes' deity. Instead he made the cryptic remark that

Xenophanes
'

with his eye on the whole world said that the One was

god' (for oupccvos can hardly mean 'first heaven' here). This

clearly implies that god is identical with the world, which is what

Theophrastus seems to have assumed (168). But Aristotle must be

wrong here: how could the god be motionless if it is identical with

a world which is itself implied to move (174)? It is probable,

indeed, that although Xenophanes' god is not a direct develop-
ment from the cosmogonical tradition, yet it is to some extent

based upon the Milesian idea of a divine substance which, in the

case of Thales and Anaximenes, was regarded as somehow per-

meating objects in the world and giving them life and movement.

Yet Xenophanes cannot have precisely worked out the local re-

lationship ofthe god on the one hand and the manifoldworld (which
he cannot have intended to reject) on the other. Aristotle, by treating

him as a primitive Eleatic, misled the whole ancient tradition on this

point. (It may be noted that if Xenophanes had even implied that

the god lay outside the world, then Aristotle would have seized upon
this as an anticipation of the Prime Mover.) The conclusion seems

to be that Xenophanes' god was conceived as the negation of

Homeric divine properties, and was not precisely located any
more than the old Homeric gods were thought by Xenophanes'

contemporaries to be necessarily located on Olympus. It had a body
of sorts because totally incorporeal existence was inconceivable,

but that body, apart from its perceptual-intellectual activity, was

of secondary importance, and so perhaps was its location.

PHYSICAL IDEAS

(i) The heavenly bodies

178 Hippolytus Ref. i, 14, 3 TOV S flAiov IK mxpcov m/pi5icov

yivsaOoci xocO* JKdoTrjv fjjjigpcxv, rqv 8 yfjv cmreipov

178 The sun comes into being each dayfrom little pieces offire that are collected, and the
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elvcu Kcd ur|T Cmr* dlpos |Jif|T6 OTTO TOU oupavoO TTpiXcr6ai. Kat

dareipous fjAious Elvai KCC! aAr|vas, TCC 6e irdvTa elvai IK yn$.

179 Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 4 (DKsi A 32) TOV 8e fjAiov 9Tjat Kal TOC

aorpa IK TCOV VE9COV yivEcrOai.

180 Aetius ii, 20, 3 2evo9(5cvr|$ IK v9cov TOTrupcoiiEvcov elvai T6v

f^Aiov. 009pacrTos Iv TO!S OuaixoTs yypa9V IK irvpiSicov JJIEV TCOV

ovvaSpoijoiJiEvcov IK TTJS vypa$ ava0u^<5c(7co$, auvocOpoijovTcov 61

T6v fjAiov.

181 Fr. 32, I BLT in Iliadem n, 27

qv T'
T

Ipiv KaAeouai, VE9OS Kal TOUTO

Trop9upov Kai 90iviKEov Kal xAcopov

182 Aetius ii, 24, 9 5VO9<5cvr|S iroAAoOs lvai fjAious Kai aAr|vas
Kara KAipiara TTJS yfjs Kal aTTOTO|jias Kal jcovas, Kara 81 Tiva Kaipov

TOV 8icjKOV Eis Tiva dcTTOTOjJifiv Tf]s yfjs o^K o!Koujjilvr|v 09'

Kal OUTCOS OOOTTp KEVEplpOTOUVTa EKAEl^lV C/TTO9aiVlV
* 6 8*

auros TOV f^Aiov is cnrEipov JJIEV irpoievai, SOKEIV 81 KUKAaTaOai 8id

TT^V crrrocTTaaiv.

There is a divergence in the doxographical accounts of the consti-

tution of the heavenly bodies : were they a concentration of fiery

particles as the sun is said to be in 178, the second part of 180, and

ps.-Plutarch a few sentences before 179; or ignited clouds as is said

of sun and stars in 179, of the sun in 180, and of the stars, which

are said to re-kindle at night like embers, in Aetius II, 13, 14,

DK2IA38? Thcophrastus is named in 180 as supporting the

former view, but the latter also, which is widely represented in the

earth is infinite and enclosed neither by air nor by the heaven. There are innumerable suns

and moons, and all things are made of earth.

179 He says that the sun and the stars comefrom clouds.

180 Xenophanes says that the sun is made of ignited clouds. Theophrastus in the

Physical philosophers wrote that it is made of little pieces offire collected togetherfrom
the moist exhalation, and themselves collecting together the sun.

181 What they call Iris [rainbow], this too is cloud, purple and red and yellow to

behold.

182 Xenophanes said there are many suns and moons according to regions, sections and

zones of the earth, and that at a certain time the disc is banished into some section of the

earth not inhabited by us, and so treading on nothing, as it were, produces the phenomenon

of an eclipse. The same man says that the sun goes onwards ad infinitum, but seems to

move in a circle because of the distance.
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doxographers, must somehow stem from him. It seems possible that

the idea of the sun, at least, as a concentration of fire, which arose

from the exhalation from the sea, is in part due to a conflation of

Xenophanes with Heraclitus, who probably thought that the bowls

of the heavenly bodies were filled with fire nourished in their

courses by the exhalation (227). Heraclitus also thought that the

sun was new every day, which accords with Xenophanes in 178.

But Heraclitus was certainly influenced in other respects by Xeno-

phanes, and the similarity here might be so caused. Yet are the

two theories as different as they appear to be at first sight? It is

conceivable that the concentrations of fire resemble fiery clouds, and

that some such statement in Theophrastus became dissected in

the epitomes. Alternatively, the sun alone, because of its special

brightness, might be a '

concentration' of fire, the other heavenly
bodies being merely ignited clouds. That Xenophanes explained
the rainbow as a cloud (a development, perhaps, of Anaximenes,
cf. p. 158) is demonstrated by 181; according to Aetius n, 18, i

(DK.2I A 39) what we term St Elmo's fire was due to little clouds

ignited by motion, and perhaps this explains the KCU in 181 1. i . It is

not safe to deduce from this particle that some heavenly bodies were

clouds
; though it seems possible that this was in fact Xenophanes'

view. It is notable that this (as opposed to some of his other ideas)

is an entirely reasonable physical theory, which proves that

Xenophanes cannot be classified solely as a theologian; though it

is possible enough that his motive for giving physical explanations
of the heavenly bodies was to disprove the popular conception of

them as gods. This is certainly implied by the phrase 'what men
call Iris' in 181.

Hippolytus' statement in 178 that there are 'innumerable suns

and moons' seems to refer to the re-kindling of the sun (and

presumably also of the moon) each day; but in 182 a completely
different and much more bizarre explanation is given. There are

many suns and moons in different regions, zones, or segments of

the earth; eclipses of the sun are caused by our sun as it were

treading on nothing and being forced into another segment not

inhabited by 'us'. The concluding sentence of 182, however,
accords with the view of 178 that the sun is new every day. There

is certainly a confusion here by Aetius or his source. It seems

probable that the plurality ofsuns and moons is simply due to their

being renewed each day; that Xenophanes explained eclipses as
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caused by the sun withdrawing to another region of the earth; and
that the two ideas became confused. That the sun continues west-

ward indefinitely looks like a deliberately naive statement of the

anti-scientific viewpoint (Heraclitus perhaps reacted in a similar

way to excessive dogmatism about astronomy, cf. fr. 3). It is

possible that the segments of the earth were regarded as hollow

depressions, as in the Phaedo myth ;
this might seem to account both

for the sun's apparent rising and setting and for its disappearance
at eclipses. Whatever is the true explanation, it is clear that

Xenophanes permitted himselfa certain degree offantasy here (and

possibly, judging by the expression 'treading on nothing', of

humour). Perhaps there was some kind of irony; at any rate the

explanation of eclipses must be plainly distinguished from his more

empirical, if not necessarily original, views on the actual consti-

tution of the heavenly bodies. 1

1 The same combination of a bizarre original statement by Xenophanes
and misunderstanding by the doxographers probably accounts for Aetius*

mention (n, 24, 4, DK 21 A 41) of a month-long, and a continuous, eclipse.

(ii) The eariKs roots

183 Fr. 28, Achilles Isag. 4, p. 34, 1 1 Maass

yoctrjs pev To8e Tretpas cxvco irapa irocraiv opaTat

f)pi TrpoaTrAa^ov, TO KOCTCO 5' is aireipov iKverrai. 1

1
fjpi Diels, atOepi Karsten, Kocl jSet mss. Both suggested emendations are

possible, but the former is in every respect preferable: -ei was written

for -i by a common mis-spelling, and then KOC! was substituted for what

appeared to be an impossible disjunctive fj.

Here Xenophanes gives an extreme kind ofcommon-sense account,

based upon the Hesiodic description of Tartarus as being as far

below the earth as sky is above it (Theog. 720, cf. //. 8, 16 and see

p. 1 1) . At Theogony 726 f. (2) the roots ofearth and unharvested sea

are above Tartarus. Thus in the Hesiodic picture the earth

stretched a defined distance downwards, but in reality this distance

was obviously thought ofas indefinitely vast the height ofthe sky,

in fact. Xenophanes was not seriously emending it in calling it

'indefinite'. That the earth does stretch downwards indefinitely is

183 Ofearth this is the upper limit which we see by ourfeet',
in contact with air; but its

underneath continues indefinitely.
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a naive but understandable view which Xenophanes probably
intended as an implied criticism of the dogmatic theories of the

Milesians on this subject. Aristotle (de caelo 613, 294a2i,

DK2IA47) criticized Xenophanes and others for holding this

view, on the grounds that they were being idle in not seeking a

proper explanation. The first part of 183 is such an obvious state-

ment of fact that it cannot have been intended as anything else
;

which confirms our interpretation of the second part. Ps.-Plutarch

(Strom. 4, DKsi A 32) and Hippolytus in 178 state that the earth

is not totally enclosed (frepi^xeoQai) by air. This is presumably
a further deduction from 183.

(iii) Water
,
or sea, and earth

184 Fr. 29, Simplicius Phys. 189, i

yf] Keel uScop TrdvT* eoff ocroc yivovr' f|5 9uovTOci.

185 Fr. 33, Sextus adv. math, x, 34

Trdvres ydp yodris TE Keel u8cnros EKyevdjJiecjOa.

186 Fr. 30, Z Genav. in Iliadem 21, 196

Trriyn S* scrri QaAcccrcT* OSaros, irriyn 8* ccv^oio*

ours ydp ev v&psaiv (yivorro xe is dv^oio

6K7TveiovTos) 6<Jco0ev dveu TTOVTOU [JieydAoio

OUTE poal TTOTa^cov OUT* al(Oepos) oiappiov uScop,

dAXcc p^yas TTOVTOS yeveTcop v9ecov dveiacov T8

Kai TTOTa^JlCOV.

The idea that everything, men included, is composed of and

originates from water and earth is a naive popular one : flesh and

bone may be compared with earth and stone, blood with water.

Compare our burial service,
*

earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to

dust'
;
and Iliad 7, 99, 'but may you all become earth and water

5

.

Further, the surface of the earth, that which lies by our feet (183),

is obviously broadly composed of earth and sea. Xenophanes takes

this simple apprehension and develops it into a rudimentary

184 All things that come-to-be and grow are earth and water.

185 For we all cameforthfrom earth and water.

186 Sea is the source ofwater, and source ofwind;for neither {would there be theforce of
wind blowing forthfrom) inside clouds without the great ocean, nor river-streams nor the

showery waterfrom the upper air: but the great ocean is begetter of clouds and winds and

rivers.
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physical theory in 186 (where the main supplement is by Diels) : sea,

which is the most extensive form of water, is noted as the source of

all rivers as in Homer (see 5) but also ofrain and ofclouds (which
Anaximander had assumed to be condensations of the exhalation

from the sea) and of the winds which appear to issue from clouds.

This importance attached to the sea gains significance from the

observation and deduction to be described in the next section, that

the earth's surface in its present form must have developed from sea.

(iv) The earth's surface becomes sea once again

187 Hippolytus Ref. i, 14, 5 6 8e !iEevo9dvr|s pi^iv TTJS yrjs irpos

Tt)v OdAoccraav yiveaOoct SOKCI KOU TCO XP VCP frnx> TOV uypou AueaOai,

9dcyKcov ToiauTCcs exeiv d7ro8eieis, OTI ev |acrr| yrj xai opecriv

euptaKovTcci xoyxai, Kai ev ZupocKOuaocis 8 ev Tats AaTojJiiats Ayei

eupfjaOai TUTTOV ixQuos xal 9UKcov [Gomperz; 9GOKcov mss.], ev 8

TTdpcp TUTTOV Sd9vr|s iv TCO (3d6ei TOU AlOou, v 8e MeAiT

ov^T^dvTCov TCOV OaAaacjicov. (6) Tocura 6^ 9T|cri yev^aOai OTC

eTTTiAcbOricTav TrocAat, TOV 8e TUTTOV ev TCO TrrjAco ^pocv0f]vau dcvai-

petaOai Se TOU$ dvOpcoTious iravTas OTOV f| yfj KocrevexQelaa els T^V
OdAaaaav TrrjAos y^vr|Tat, elTa TrdAiv dpxeaOai TTIS yev^aecos, xal

TOCUTTJV iraai TOIS KOCTJJIOIS yiveaOai KaTa(3oAf|v [H. Lloyd-Jones;

KocrapdAAeiv mss., neTapoArjv Diels, DK],
188 Fr. 37, Herodian TT. uov. Ae^. 30, 30

KOCI ^ev evi a-rredreaai Teois KaraAei|3eTai OScop.

The deduction based upon fossils is a remarkable and impressive
one. The enumeration of different occurrences is in itselfunusually

scientific; the assertion ascribed to Xenophanes in the Aristotelian

Mirabilia (DK.2IA48), that Stromboli tended to erupt in the

seventeenth year, shows a similar method. Not that the poet him-

selfneed have observed fossils in all three places fossil-impressions

187 Xenophanes thinks that a mixture of the earth with the sea is going on, and that in

time the earth is dissolved by the moist. He says that he has demonstrations ofthefollowing
kind: shells arefound inland, and in the mountains, and in the quarries in Syracuse he says

that an impression of a fish and ofseaweed has beenfound, while an impression of a bay-

leaf wasfound in Paros in the depth of the rock, and in Malta flat shapes of all marine

objects. These, he says, were produced when everything was long ago covered with mud, and

the impression was dried in the mud. All mankind is destroyed whenever the earth is

carried down into the sea and becomes mud; then there is another beginning ofcoming-to-be,
and thisfoundation happensfor all the worlds.

188 And in some caves water drips down.

12 177 KAR
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might naturally arouse popular curiosity, and so become known
;

though it is notable that two of the three places were in Xeno-

phanes' Sicilian orbit. (Paros has been doubted on geological

grounds; but its north-eastern part is neither marble nor schist,

and could have contained fossils. The Director of the Institute for

Geology, Athens, confirms that plant fossils have recently been

found there.) We cannot even be sure that the observations were

first made in Xenophanes' lifetime; they might conceivably have

been available to Anaximandcr. However, Xenophanes may
reasonably be accepted as the first to draw attention to their real

significance. The conjecture that the earth's surface had once been

mud or slime was again not new; this was a Milesian theory

possibly originating with Thales and certainly held by Anaxi-

mander, who believed that life started from mud. The fossils,

however, seemed to be positive proof. It has been seen (pp. 139!'.)

that Alexander attributed to Anaximander (as well as to Diogenes)
the belief that the earth is diminishing and will eventually dry up.
In Anaximander, however, there is no positive information that the

process is a cyclical one. Hippolytus in 187 ad fin. definitely

ascribes a cyclical theory to Xenophanes : the earth must once have

been mud because plants once existed in what is now rock, fishes

in what is now dry land, and men are destroyed when it turns back

to mud; then they are produced anew, and this happens for all the

arrangements of the earth's surface. Thus Xenophanes accepted
that living creatures come from mud, after Anaximander; but

while Anaximander seems to have seen their destruction as arising

from extreme drought, for Xenophanes it was due to flood
;
it has

already been suggested that myths of great catastrophes, notably
the flood of Deucalion and Pyrrha and the earth-scorching of

Phaethon, may have provided a precedent for this kind of theory.
This divergence between the two thinkers was connected with

divergent interpretations of the present trend of change in the

earth's surface : for Anaximander it was drying up, for Xenophanes
it was already turning back into sea or mud. This might have been

a conscious correction on the part of the latter; it may not be

coincidence that the sea was receding round Miletus, but in Sicily

was supposed to have engulfed the land-bridge which became the

Messina strait.

The cyclical transformations between earth and sea neither of

which, however, can have been completely eliminated were
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clearly related to the assertions in 184 and 185 that things come
from earth and sea; while the products of sea in 186 showed that

sea is surprisingly potent. 188, fragmentary as it is, may be

intended to illustrate the passage between the two basic materials :

Diels and others have thought of stalactitic caves, i.e. of water

turning to earth (rock not being clearly differentiated), while

Deichgraber (Rh. M. 87 (1938) 16) thought that both this and the

reverse process might be meant; certainly, damp caves can appear
to produce moisture from earth. This, like much else, remains

uncertain (for example, at what stage is the drying-up of the sea

reversed?). The clear exposition of a cyclical theory supported by
concrete evidence is indisputable, and once again shows that

Xenophanes must be seriously reckoned with. The way in which

such a cyclical theory could encourage the doxographers in an

innumerable-world interpretation is demonstrated by the ambi-

guous use of KOCTUOIS in 187 (there properly
*

world-arrangements',
i.e. of the earth's surface, but appearing to mean 'separate

worlds').

XENOPHANES EMPHASIS ON THE LIMITATIONS OF HUMAN
KNOWLEDGE

189 Fr. 34, Sextus adv. math, vn, 49 and 1 10, cf. Plutarch and. poet.

ey T *7 E
Keel TO pv oOv acc96S OUTIS dvfjp iSev ouSe TI$ eorai

ei5cbs djjupl Oecov TE Kal Sacra Ayco irepi TT&VTCOV *

ei yap Kal TOC jjidAiara TUXOI TeTeXsajjievov ebrcov,

OVTOS 6|jico$ OUK oT8e* 86x0$ 8' errl Tram

190 Fr. 35, Plutarch Symp. ix, 7, 7463
Toura SeSo^dadco nv oiKOTa TO!$

191 Fr. 1 8, Stobaeus Anth. i, 8, 2

OUTOI cor* ocpxfjs Trdvra Oeol OvnToTa' Cmi8ei5av,

dAAa XP^vcp jtiToOvras ^eupioKouaiv aiaeivov.

189 No man knows, or ever will know, the truth about the gods and about everything I

speak of: for even if one chanced to say the complete truth, yet oneself knows it not; but

seeming is wrought over all things [or fancy is wrought in the case of all men].

190 Let these things be opined as resembling the truth ....

191 Tet the gods have not revealed all things to menfrom the beginning; but by seeking

men find out better in time.
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192 Fr. 38, Herodian TT. nov. Ae^. 41, 5

e!
jjifi x^P^v sfyvae feS I^Ai, TroAAov ^CCCTKOV

yAuaaova OVKOC -niAeaOou.

It has been suggested by K. Deichgraber (Rh. M. 87 (1938) 23 ff.)

that Xenophanes in his utterances on the shortcomings of human

knowledge is developing a common poetical contrast between the

comparative ignorance of the poet and the all-knowledge of the

Muse whom he calls on to assist him: cf. e.g. Homer //. 2, 485 f.,

Pindar Paean 6, 51 ff. Yet this contrast is merely a special form of

that between the capacity of the gods in general and the limitations

of men, which is re-stated, after Xenophanes, by Heraclitus in

fr. 78 (208) and by Alcmaeon in fr. i (285) . In Xenophanes him-

self it is implicit, too, in the assertion of 173 that the one god is

unlike men either in body or in thought. Parmenidcs, when he

came to propose dogmatic views which could not be corroborated

from human experience, gave them the form ofa divine revelation.

Yet there is no indication that Xenophanes claimed anything like

a revelation
; 191 suggests that arduous investigation is rewarded,

and the probability is that he, like Heraclitus, felt himself to be in

a special state of knowledge for this reason. Deichgraber also

thought that 189 was intended as the prooemium of the physical

doctrine, not of the constructive theology; but it seems most

unlikely that the plural of 0^91 6ecov should be taken literally to

mean 'about the gods of conventional religion'; the phrase means

simply 'about theology'. The assumption of two distinct poems is,

it has been suggested, a dubious one; and this is confirmed by the

linking of 'theology' and 'what I say about all things'. The con-

structive description of the one god must ultimately have come
within the scope of 189: it was the antithesis of the mistaken

Homeric concept, but, though it might be 'like the truth', in the

words of 190, it could not be taken as absolutely certain. Even

Xenophanes' special position as one who had given much attention

to the subject could not ensure that. However, Xenophanes did

not suggest that one could not be certain that a belief was wrong;

and his destructive criticism of the Homeric gods, based as it was

on a demonstrated subjectivity, might be accepted as true.

192 shows that Xenophanes thought about problems of rela-

tionship, which were to be especially significant for Heraclitus

Ifgod had not made yellow honey, men would considerfigsfar sweeter.
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(pp. i8gf.). For Xenophanes the observation about honey (which

may have been proverbial) presumably confirmed his beliefs about

the limitation of knowledge again the contrast between god, or

gods, and men is perhaps present. Once again Xenophanes was

developing an idea already implicit in popular literature and giving
it a special philosophical significance. After the dogmatism of the

Milesians (and also of Pythagoras, mocked by Xenophanes in 268

for his extravagant theory of metempsychosis) an appeal to caution

was salutary, and from this time on there was certainly more verbal

reference to the broadest aspects of epistemology. Unfortunately

Xenophanes' revival of the traditional doctrine of human limita-

tions, this time in a partly philosophical context, did little else that

is noticeable to curb the naturally over-dogmatic tendency of

Greek philosophy in its first buoyant stages.
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CHAPTER VI

HERAGLITUS OF EPHESUS

DATE AND LIFE

193 Diogenes Lacrtius ix, i (DK.22AI) 'HpdKAenros BAoacovos

f\, 005 Tives, 'HpccKCOVTOs ^eaios. oOros ^Knage nev KOCTOC TT\V

vdTT|v Kocl enKoarnv 6Av/ijnn<5c8a. neyaAo9pcov 8 yyove Trap*

6vrrivaoOv Kal GrrepoTrnis, &S Kai K TOU auyypdmAaros auroO

SfjAov, ev c5 9T}ar (Fr. 40) noAv/naOfrj voov exeiv ou Si8acn<er

'Haio8ov yap av I8i8ae Kal TTu6ay6pr|v OUTIS TE 5evo9(5cvec5c TE xal

*EKorraTov. . . .(3) . . .KCU T^Aos iJnaavOpcoTT/iaas Kal iKTrarfjcjas iv TOIS

opeai 8iT)Toro, iroas <JITOUUEVO$ xal porcivas. Kal IJIEVTOI Kal Sioc

TOUTO TTEpiTpairels EIS uSEpov KarfjAOEv els aoru Kal TOOV iarpcov

alviyjJtarco8c5s lTruv6c5cveTO EI SuvaiVTO ^ eiroiJippias auxM^v Troifjaar

TCOV 8^ [ri\ OVVIEVTCOV aurov els Pofcnracriv Koropu^as TTJ TCOV poAmov
aAeoc fjA-mo-ev e^artiiadricrecrOai. ou8V 8 avucov ou8' ourcos ereAeura

The information that Heraclitus was at his acme, i.e. aged forty, in

Ol. 69 (504501 B.C.) was doubtless taken from the chronographer

Apollodorus: Heraclitus
5

middle age is placed about forty years
after Anaximenes' assumed acme and Xenophanes' departure from

Colophon. (According to Sotion (Diog. L. ix, 5, DK22Ai) some

people said that Heraclitus 'heard' Xenophanes. That there was
some influence is probable enough, but the critical tone of fr. 40,

quoted in 193, does not suggest a formal master-pupil relationship.)

There is no need seriously to doubt Apollodorus' dating here, since

Heraclitus mentioned Pythagoras and Hecataeus as well as Xeno-

193 Heraclitus son ofBloson (or, according to some, ofHerakori) ofEphesus. This man
was at his prime in the 6gth Olympiad. He grew up to be exceptionally haughty and

supercilious, as is clear alsofrom his book, in which he says:
'

Learning ofmany things does

not teach intelligence; if so it would have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again

Xenophanes and Hecataeus.' ... Finally he became a misanthrope, withdrew from the

world, and lived in the mountainsfeeding on grasses and plants. However, havingfallen

in this way into a dropsy he came down to town and asked the doctors in a riddle if they

could make a drought out ofrainy weather. When they did not understand he buried himself
in a cow-stall, expecting that the dropsy would be evaporated of by the heat of the manure;
but even so hefailed to effect anything, and ended his life at the age ofsixty.
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phanes,
1 and was perhaps indirectly referred to by Parmenides

(345> cf- P- 272; also fr. 8, 55!!*., 353). Attempts have sometimes

been made to place Heraclitus' philosophical activity later than

the Apollodoran dating would reasonably suggest, after 478 B.C.

(and even, most improbably, after Parmenides) ;
but they have not

won acceptance, and rest on implausible hypotheses such as that

no trace ofself-government (suggested by the information of fr. 121

that the Ephesians had exiled Heraclitus' friend Hermodorus)
would be possible in Ephesus until after its liberation from Persia

around 478. Heraclitus might have lived longer than Apollodorus'

sixty years (at which age Anaximenes also, and Empedocles

according to Aristotle, were said to die) ;
but we may nevertheless

provisionally accept that he was in his middle years at the end of

the sixth century and that his main philosophical activity had
ended by about 480.

1 The past tense in fr. 40, 'would have taught', need not mean that all

those mentioned were dead (Xenophancs at any rate lived until after 478),
but it implies that they were all widely known at the time of writing.

Another fragment, 1 29 (261 ;
it may be to some extent re-worded but is not

spurious, see p. sign.), implies that Pythagoras was already dead; he is

said to have 'flourished' in 532/1 B.C. (p. 217), and perhaps died between

510 and 505. The Suda places Hecataeus* birth as late as 520-516 B.C.

The rest of 193 is quoted as a sample of the kind of biographical
fiction that proliferated round the name of Heraclitus. We are also

told by Diogenes that he refused to make laws for the Ephesians
but preferred playing with children in the temple of Artemis.

Most ofthese stories are based on well-known sayings ofHeraclitus
;

many were intended to make him look ridiculous, and were

invented with malicious intent by Hellenistic pedants who resented

his superior tone. For example, extreme misanthropy is deduced

from his criticisms of the majority ofmen (e.g. 197), vegetarianism
from a mention of blood-pollution in 244, the fatal dropsy from his

assertion 'it is death for souls to become water
5

in 232. He was

known as an obscure propounder of riddles, and this is made out to

have cost him his life : the doctors, whom he appeared to criticize

in fr. 58 (p. 190), do nothing to save him. He is said to have buried

himself in dung because he had said in fr. 96 that corpses are more

worthless than dung; 'being exhaled' refers to his theory of

exhalations from the sea. The only details about Heraclitus' life

which it might be safe to accept as true are that he spent it in
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Ephesus, that he came of an old aristocratic family,
1 and that he

was on bad terms with his fellow-citizens.

1 Gf. 194 Diog. L. ix, 6 armeTov 8* CCUTOU Tfjs

'AvTio-Oevrjs 9t|alv v Ata5oxoc!s* ^Kxcopfjcrai y&p TdSe^cp TTJS

There is no apparent reason why this information should be fictitious.

Strabo, 14, p. 633 Gas. (DK.22A2), said that the descendants of Androclus

founder of Ephesus were still called
'

kings ', and had certain privileges like

that of front seats at the games.

'THE OBSCURE'

Timon of Phlius, the third-century B.C. satirist, called Heraclitus

cciviKTfis, 'riddler' (Diog. L. ix, 6). This legitimate criticism of his

style later gave rise to the almost invariable epithet OXOTEIVOS,

obscurus in Latin (Cicero definibus n, 5, 15, etc.). Another common

description in the Roman period was 'the weeping philosopher'.
This latter judgement is entirely trivial, being founded partly on

humorous references to the idea that all things flow like rivers (cf.

e.g. Plato Crat. 4400, believers in flux are like people with catarrh),

and partly on Theophrastus' well-known attribution to Heraclitus

of neAcxyxoAfoc (Diog. L. ix, 6), by which, however, he meant

'impulsiveness' (see Aristotle's description atEth.Nic. H 8, i I5ob25)
and not 'melancholy' in its later and its modern sense.

HERACLITUS' BOOK

195 Diogenes Laertius ix, 5 T6 S 9p6[jivov CCUTOU |3i|3Aiov orl

H^v <5crr6 TOU CTUV^XOVTOS Hepl 9\jcreco$, SiriprjTai 8 ei$ TpeTs A6you$,

i$ TE T6v Trepl TOU TTOCVTOS Kal TToAiTiKov Kai OeoAoyiKov. (6) <5cveOr|Ke

8' OCUTO eis TO Tfjs 'ApTMi8os iepov, cos jjiev TIVES, 6TriTT|86uaas daa-

9^cjT6pov ypav^ai OTTCOS oi 8uvci|jisvoi Trpoaioiev OUTCO xal pf^ ex TOU

UKorra9p6vT]TOv fj. . . .ToaaOrriv 8^ 86^av ax T6

cbs i<al alpTicrras air' ocurou yVa0ai TOUS

Ancient biographers and historians of philosophy assumed that all

the Presocratics wrote one or more books (though there was doubt

194 Antisthenes in his Successions quotes as a sign ofhis [Heraclitus
9

] arrogance that

he resigned the hereditary
'

kingship
J

to his brother.

195 The book said to be his is called
* On Nature \from its chiefcontent, and is divided

into three discourses: On the Universe, Politics, Theology. He dedicated it andplaced it in the

temple of Artemis, as some say, having purposely written it rather obscurely so that only

those ofrank and influence should have access to it, and it should not be easily despised by

the populace---- The work had so great a reputation that from it arose disciples, those

called Heracliteans.
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over Thales, see pp. 84 ff.). They certainly assumed that Heraclitus

wrote one, and Diogenes tells us that its title was 'On nature'. This

title was regularly assigned to works by those whom Aristotle and

the Peripatetics called 'natural philosophers', and cannot be

regarded as necessarily authentic in all cases: see n. on p. 102.

The division into three sections is unlikely to have been original,

and suggests that Diogenes or his source was thinking ofan edition

or collection of sayings, probably made in Alexandria, which

followed a Stoic analysis of the parts of philosophy. Diels main-

tained that Heraclitus wrote no consecutive book, but merely gave

repeated utterance to a series of carefully-formulated opinions or

yvooiaoci. This view has found few supporters, but could be correct.

The surviving fragments have very much the appearance of oral

pronouncements put into a concise and striking, and therefore

easily memorable, form; they do not resemble extracts from a

continuous written work. The obstacle to this view is fr. i (197),

a structurally complicated sentence which looks very like a written

introduction to a book. Possibly when Heraclitus achieved fame

as a sage a collection of his most famous utterances was made, for

which a special prologue was composed. In any event the frag-

ments we possess (and not all those in DK are fully authentic) were

for the most part obviously framed as oral apophthegms rather than

as parts of a discursive treatise ; this was in keeping with Hera-

clitus' oracular intentions (see p. 212). The suggestion in 195 that

the 'Heracliteans', also mentioned by Plato and Aristotle, were

devotees of the book is almost certainly guesswork; its importance
lies in its implication that there was no 'school' of direct followers

at Ephesus.
1 No follower of note is known until Cratylus, an older

contemporary (probably) of Plato, who developed a debased form

of Heracliteanism by exaggerating, and combining together, the

Ephesian's belief in the inevitability ofchange and his belief (quite

a common one in his time) in the significance of names.

1 In spite of 196 Plato Theaet. 1 79 D TroAAou Kocl 6eT 90cOAr| elvat (sc. fj

jju$c)(T|),
dcAAcc Trepl \&v TTJV 'Icovfav Kocl 7n8f8co<7t TrApiroAu. ol y&p ToG

"HpccKAefTOU ^Toupoi xoPriy^CTl TOUTOU TOU A6you naAa ippco^vcos.

(Cf. ibid. I79E, . . .OVTOIS nv TOIS Trcpl TTJV "E9eaov.) This whole passage
is intentionally humorous, as indeed are most of Plato's remarks about

196 (The battle) is far from being a slight one, but in the region of Ionia it is even

greatly increasing. For the companions ofHeraclitus minister to this argument with might

and main. (Gf. . . .to those around Ephesus.)
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Heraclitus, and the local references need not be intended literally; anyone
using what Plato would consider to be a Heraclitean type of argument
might be ironically associated with Ephesus. Plato's most extreme

Heraclitean acquaintance, at any rate, namely Cratylus, was neither an

Ephesian nor from Ionia.

SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES OF INTERPRETATION

As has been seen, Heraclitus was renowned in antiquity for his

obscurity: his pronouncements were undeniably often cryptic,

probably intentionally so, and little serious attempt seems to have

been made by Plato and Aristotle to penetrate to his real meaning.

Theophrastus, on whom the later doxographical tradition depends,

unfortunately based his interpretation on Aristotle's. He does not

appear to have had access to a complete book by Heraclitus, or

even (to judge, for example, from the omission of all but the barest

reference to Heraclitus in Theophrastus' de sensu] to a fully repre-

sentative collection of separate utterances; in fact he complained
that Heraclitus' pronouncements were cither unfinished or incon-

sistent. The Stoics further distorted the account. They adopted
Heraclitus as their ancient authority, chiefly on physical matters,

and in some respects produced an accurate development of his

ideas; for example in their ideal of 6|aoAoyoujJivco$ jfjv, living in

accord with Nature (cf. e.g. 198) . In other respects, however, they

radically re-adapted his views to meet special requirements of their

own for example in their attribution to him of the idea of

ecpyrosis, the periodical consumption of the whole world by fire.

Our sources subsequent to the founder ofStoicism, Zeno of Citium,

accepted this particular interpretation of Heraclitus, which can be

reconciled with some of the extant sayings and may have been

encouraged by Theophrastus, but is incompatible with others and

wholly at variance with the basic Heraclitean concept of measure

in natural change: see further pp. 196-9 and n. on p. 202.

As for Plato and Aristotle, there is little verbatim quotation of

Heraclitus in either, nor were they really interested in the accurate

objective assessment of early predecessors. Plato occasionally men-
tions him, mainly in a humorous or ironical way and with emphasis
on a view freely attributed to him in the dialogues, that all things
are in flux' TT&VTCC pel or TTCCVTCC X00?6*- According to Aristotle at

Met. A 6, 987 a 32, Plato was influenced in youth by the emphasis
laid by Cratylus on this kind of view. But all Presocratic thinkers

were struck by the dominance of change in the world of our
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experience. Heraclitus was obviously no exception, indeed he

probably expressed the universality of change more clearly than

his predecessors; but for him it was the obverse idea of the measure

inhering in change, the stability that persists through it, that was
of vital importance. Plato may have been genuinely misled,

especially by fifth-century sophistic exaggerations, in his distortion

of Heraclitus' emphasis here; and Aristotle accepted the Platonic

flux-interpretation and carried it still further. Other references to

Heraclitus in Aristotle attack him for denying the law of contra-

diction in his assertions that opposites arc 'the same'. Again, this

is a misinterpretation by Aristotle, who applied his own high

logical standards anachronistically : by 'the same' Heraclitus

evidently meant not 'identical' so much as 'not essentially

separate', or 'belonging to one single complex'.
In view of these defects in the authors of the ancient assessment

it is safer to attempt the reconstitution of Heraclitus' thought, in

the first instance, on the basis of the extant genuine fragments.
Even so one cannot hope for more than a very limited under-

standing, mainly because Heraclitus, as Aristotle found, did not

use the categories offormal logic, and tended to describe the same

thing (or roughly the same thing) now as a god, now as a form of

matter, now as a rule of behaviour or principle which was never-

theless a physical constituent of things.

HERAGLITUS' THOUGHT

(
i
)
Men should try to comprehend the underlying coherence ofthings: it is ex-

pressedin the Logos, theformula orelement ofarrangementcommon to all things

197 Fr. i, Sextus adv. math, vn, 132 TOU 6e Aoyou ToG8' EOVTOS

del d^uveTOi yivovTca avOpcoiroi KOU irpoaOev f| dcKouaai xcd OCKOU-

aavTes TO irpcoTov
*

yivonevcov yap TTOCVTCOV KOCTOC TOV Aoyov TOvSe

oardpoiaiv eoiKocat, Treipcoiievoi mi e-nicov KOCI epycov TOIOUTCOV

OKOICOV eyco 8triyeO|jioci KOCTOC 9uaiv 8iaipecov eKaorov rai 9pajcov

OKCOS e'xei* TOUS 8 aAAovs dv0pcbiTous AccvOavei OKOCTCC eyepdevTes

TTOioOcriv oKcoarrep OKOCJCC eOSovTes eTTiAocvQdvovToa.

197 Of the Logos which is as I describe it men always prove to be uncomprehending, both

before they have heard it and when once they have heard it. For although all things happen

according to this Logos men are like people ofno experience, even when they experience such

words and deeds as I explain, when I distinguish each thing according to its constitution and

declare how it is; but the rest ofmenfail to notice what they do after they wake upjust as

theyforget what they do when asleep.
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198 Fr. 2, Sextus adv. math, vn, 133 6to 8e! I-rreaOai TCO <uvcp>'
TOU Aoyov 8' eovros uvoO jcbouaiv oi TroAAol >s ISiav exovT S

9povr|oriv.
1

199 Fr. 50, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 9, i OUK ^ou dcAAcc TOU Aoyou

opoAoyeTv <JO9Ov ecmv ev TTCCVTCX elvca.

1 816 6ei g-rrecrOai TCO KOIVCO* uv6s yap 6 Koiv6s* TOU 5. . . mss. uvo$ and

Koiv6s are different words for the same idea, the former being the normal

epic and Ionic form and that used by Heraclitus. The later form was

evidently given in a gloss, and then this gloss replaced the original word,

though the appended explanation remained.

These sayings make it plain that Heraclitus regarded himself as

having access to, and trying vainly to propagate, an all-important
truth about the constitution of the world of which men are a part.

The great majority fail to recognize this truth,
1which is

c common'
that is, both valid for all things and accessible for all men, if only

they use their observation and their understanding
2 and do not

fabricate a private and deceptive intelligence. What they should

recognize is the Logos, which is perhaps to be interpreted as the

unifying formula or proportionate method of arrangement of

things, what might almost be termed the structural plan of things

both individual and in sum. The technical sense of Aoyos in

Heraclitus is probably related to the general meaning 'measure',

'reckoning' or 'proportion'; it cannot be simply Heraclitus' own
'account' that is in question (otherwise the distinction in 199
between ejjiou and TOU Aoyou is meaningless), although the Logos
was revealed in that account. The effect ofarrangement according
to a common plan or measure is that all things, although apparently

plural and totally discrete, are really united in a coherent complex

(199) of which men themselves are a part, and the comprehension
of which is therefore logically necessary for the adequate enact-

ment of their own lives. Yet 'formula', 'proportionate arrange-
ment' and so on are misleadingly abstract as translations of this

technical sense of Aoyos
' the Logos was probably conceived by

Heraclitus as an actual constituent of things, and in many respects

it is co-extensive with the primary cosmic constituent, fire (see

p. 200). It must constantly be remembered that no firm distinc-

198 Therefore it is necessary to follow the common; but although the Logos is common

the many live as though they had a private understanding.

199 Listening not to me but to the Logos it is wise to agree that all things are one.
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tion between different modes of existence had yet been envisaged,
and that what to us is obviously non-concrete and immaterial, like

an arrangement, might be regarded before Plato as possessing the

assumed ultimate characteristic of 'being', that is, concrete bulk.

To put it in another way, the arrangement would not be fully

distinguished from the thing arranged, but would be felt to possess

the same concreteness and reality as the thing itself.

1 Men are attacked for this failure in many other extant fragments: see

frr. 17, 19, 28, 34, 56, 72. But nothing substantial is added there to the

content of 197, 198, 199. Analogous rebukes arc also hurled at indivi-

duals Homer, Hesiod, Xenophanes, Hecataeus, Archilochus and Pytha-

goras: see e.g. 193, where the ground of criticism is that such men (of

whom Pythagoras comes in for special attack elsewhere, cf. e.g. 261)

pursued the wrong kind of knowledge, TroAvnocOiTi or the mere collection

of disparate and unrelated facts.

2 Cf. 200 Fr. 55, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 9, 5 oacov oyis dxof) n&Oricns,

TccC/Tcc yco irpoTHJieco. But observation must be checked by understanding,

9p6vrjais: this is shown by 201 Fr. 107, Sextus adv. math. VH, 126 xaxol

uocpTUpes ccv6pcbTroi(7iv 696ccA|Jiol KOC! &TCC (3appocpous yvx&S ex^VTCOV - Here
'

barbarian souls
'

are those that cannot understand the language of, cannot

correctly interpret, the senses, but are misled by superficial appearances.
An analogous distinction between mere sensation and the intelligent

interpretation of sense-data was later made by Democritus (pp. 423 f.).

(2) Different types of example of the essential unity of opposites

202 Fr. 6 1
3 Hippolytus Ref. ix, i o, 5 OccAcccrcTcc OScop KaOapcoTonrov

KOCI UiapCOTCXTOV, ixOuCTl |JlV TTOTIUOV KCCl aCOTT)plOV, OCVOpCOTTOlS 5k

a-rroTov KCU 6A6piov.

203 Fr. 60, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 10, 4 686s avco KCXTCO piia Kal

<X>UTf|.

204 Fr. in, Stobaeus Anth. in, i, 177 voucros Oyieirjv 67roir|crv

f|50 Kcd ccyccOov, Aipos xopov, KOCUCCTOS CXVCXTTCXUCTIV.

205 Fr. 88, [Plutarch] Cons, ad ApolL 10, io6E TQUTO T* evi jcov

Kai TeOvrjKos Kal TO eyprjyopos xal TO xaQeuSov xai veov xai ynpaiov

200 The things of which there is seeing and hearing and perception, these do I prefer.

201 Evil witnesses are eyes and earsfor men, if they have souls that do not understand

their language.

202 Sea is the mostpure and the mostpolluted water;forfishes it is drinkable andsalutary,
butfor men it is undrinkable and deleterious.

203 The path up and down is one and the same.

204 Disease makes health pleasant and good, hunger satiety, weariness rest.

205 And as the same thing there exists in us living and dead and the waking and the
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T<5c8e yocp peTcrrreadvTCX 6K6iv<5c iari KOCKEIVCC [-nraAiv]

TocOra.

These fragments exemplify four different kinds of connexion

between evident opposites :

(i)
In 202 the same thing produces opposite effects upon

different classes of animate object; so also fr. 13 (pigs like mud

(but men do not)) and fr. 9 (donkeys prefer rubbish to gold, {men
gold to rubbish)).

(ii) In 203' different aspects of the same thing may justify

opposite descriptions ;
so also fr. 58 (cutting and burning (which

are normally bad) call for a fee when done by a surgeon) and

fr. 59 (the act of writing combines straight, in the whole line, and

crooked, in the shape of each letter) .

(iii) In 204 good and desirable things like health or rest are

seen to be possible only if we recognize their opposites, sickness or

weariness; so probably fr. 23 (there would be no right without

wrong).

(iv) In 205 certain opposites are said to be essentially connected

(literally, to be 'the same', a pregnant expression) because they

succeed, and are succeeded by, each other and nothing else. Thus
the hot substance and the cold belong to what we might call

a hot-cold continuum, a single entity (i.e. temperature). So also

fr. 57 : night and day, which Hesiod had made parent and child,

are, and must always have been, essentially connected and co-

existent.

These four kinds of connexion between opposites can be further

classed under two main headings : (a) i-iii, opposites which inhere

in, or are simultaneously produced by, a single subject; (b) iv,

opposites which are not susceptible of simultaneous distinction

in relation to different objects, or parts of the subject, but are con-

nected through being different stages in a single invariable process.

1 This seems the most probable interpretation of '
the road up and down*.

Theophrastus and a few of his followers applied the phrase to the inter-

changes between world-masses in the cosmic process, and most modern
scholars have done the same. But the same words 'one and the same' are

used of evident opposites in the formally similar fr. 59; and Hippolytus,
a reliable source of verbatim quotations from Heraclitus who seems to have

sleeping and young and old: for these things having changed round are thosey and those

having changed round are these.
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used a good handbook in which sayings of Heraclitus were grouped by
subject, certainly took

'

the road up and down '

as another illustration of

the unity of opposites and not as a cosmological metaphor, to which indeed
it is not completely appropriate. We should think of an actual road or

path, which is called
* the road up

'

by those who live at the bottom,
'
the

road down* by those at the top. Vlastos, AjfP 76 (1955) 349 n. 26, objects
to this interpretation on the grounds of its 'banality'; but it only appears
banal to us because of its familiarity, and fr. 59, for example, undoubtedly
has precisely the same quality.

These and similar reflexions (cf. also frr. 103, 48, 126, 99), on

objects conventionally treated as entirely separate from and

opposed to each other, evidently persuaded Heraclitus that there

is never any real absolute division of opposite from opposite. (For
a re-statement of this view by Anaxagoras see p. 381.)

(3) Each pair of opposites thus forms both a unity and a plurality.

Different pairs are also found to be interconnected

206 Fr. 10, [Aristotle] de mundo 5, 396b 20 ovAA&vyies 6Acc xal

oux 6Acc, ovijupeponevov 6ioc9ep6iJievov, ouvocSov 8ujc8ov IK TTOCVTCOV

8V KCCl % ^6$ TTdVTOC. 1

207 Fr. 67, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 10, 8 6 Oeos f)npr| U9p6vrj,

Xeincbv 0po$, iroAeiJios elpiivri, Kopo$ AI^OS [TocvavTicc cnravTa, ouros

6 vous]
* dcAAoiourai Be oKcocnrep (m/p) oiroTav aujjiiJuyTJ Qucbiaaciiv

dvoiJidjeTai KccO' f)8ovf]v exdciTou. [irup suppl. Diels.]

1
avAA&yies is textually slightly preferable to auvdyies, which would mean

'things in contact'. A more important question is whether the word is

subject or predicate. Snell showed that it is subject, contrary to the

common view; neither 'wholes' and 'not wholes' nor 'in tune' and 'out

of tune' are typical pairs of Heraclitean opposites, nor indeed are they
connected by Heraclitus' regular principles.

In 206 'things taken together' must be, primarily, opposites: what

one takes together with night, for example, is day. (Here we may
note that Heraclitus expresses what we should call 'quality'

always in terms of simple extremes, which he can then classify as

opposites; so that all change can thus be regarded as that between

206 Things taken together are whole and not whole, something which is being brought

together and brought apart, which is in tune and out of tune; out of all things there comes

a unity, and out of a unity all things.

207 God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satiety hunger [all the opposites, this

is the meaning']; he undergoes alteration in the way thatfire, when it is mixed with spices,

is named according to the scent of each of them.
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opposites.) Such '

things taken together
5

are truly described in one

sense as 'whole', that is, forming one continuum, or in another

sense as 'not whole', that is, when acting as single components.

Applying these alternative analyses to the conglomeration of

'things taken together', we can see that 'from all things a unity
is formed', and also that from this unity ( ev6$) there can

be separated the superficial, discrete, plural aspect of things

207 asserts a relationship between god and a number of pairs of

opposites, each pair separately connected by automatic succession;

these, as the glossator saw, probably stand for all pairs of opposites
however connected. The relationship in question is a loose pre-
dicative one; and Heraclitus, perhaps enlarging on Xenophanes,
seems to have regarded 'god' as in some probably undefined way
immanent in things, or as the sum total of things.

1 One recalls the

Milesian view that the originative material, which may still be

represented in the world, is divine. Heraclitus, although not so

explicitly corporealistic in his conception of divinity, was little

more 'religious' than the Milesians in that he did not associate

'god' with the need for cult and worship (although he did not

utterly reject all cult, see p. 212). The particular point of 207 is

that every opposite can be expressed in terms ofgod : because peace
is divine it does not follow that war is not equally divine, is not

equally permeated by the directive and formulaic constituent

which is on occasions equated with the whole ordered cosmos

(pp. 1 88, 200) . God cannot here be essentially different from Logos ;

and the Logos is the constituent of things which makes them

opposed, and which ensures that change between opposites will be

proportional and balanced overall. God, then, is said to be the

common connecting element in all extremes, just as fire is the

common element of different vapours (because these were con-

ceived as a compound of fire with different kinds of incense) ;

change from one to another brings about a total change of name,
which is misleading, because only a superficial component has

altered and the most important constituent remains. This difficult

saying implies that, while each separate pair of contraries forms a

single continuum, the several continua, also, are connected with

each other, though in a different manner. Thus the total plurality
of things forms a single, coherent, determinable complex what
Heraclitus called 'unity'.
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1 The superiority of god to man, and of the divine 'synthetic* view of

things to the human chaotic view, is heavily stressed by Heraclitus: e.g.

2O8 Fr. 78, Origen c. Celsum vi, 12 fjOos yap dvdpcbireiov nv OUK ix6t

yvcbpas, OeTov 5 l/ei. See also frr. 79, 82-3, and compare the Hebrew

concept:
* As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher

than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts
'

Isaiah Iv. 8f. One
saying specifically asserts that for god the separateness implied by opposites

does not exist: 209 Fr. 102, Porphyrius in Iliadem 4, 4 TCO pev Oecp xccAcc

TrdvTcc Kocl dcyaOoc xal SfKaia, ocvdpcoTroi 5 & nv a;6iKoc OTreiAr^aaiv & 64

5iKaia.

(4) The unity of things lies beneath the surface; it depends upon a balanced

reaction between opposites

210 Fr. 54, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 9, 5 ccpjjiovir) oc9avfi$ 9avepfj$

KpElTTCOV.

211 Fr. 123, Themistius Or. 5, p. 69 D. 9\>ai$ KpuTTTeaOou 91X61.

212 Fr. 51, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 9, i ou uviacriv OKCOS 8ia-

9epopevov fecourco ^uiJupepETar iraAiVTOVos ocpiaoviri OKCOCTTTEP TO^OU
xal

1
Hippolytus, the fullest source here, and usually a reliable one, has

6iJioAoyeiv (for 6noAoyeei) and TraAfvTpoiros. 5u^9peTai is a probable
restoration from Plato's version, Symp. 187 A, and avoids a difficult use of

6poAoye!v a verb which could easily have been repeated accidentally,

since Hippolytus used it twice in the infinitive just before he quoted the

fragment. TTCcAfvTovos has as much support as TrocAivTpOTro$ in the versions

(of the second part only) by Plutarch and Porphyry, and is preferred

because it gives a fully intelligible sense. G. Vlastos, AJP 76 (1955) 348 fT.,

defends iraAfvTpoTros : his strongest point is that Diog. L. ix, 7, a summary
and often imprecise version of Theophrastus, has the phrase 8ioc TTJS

vccvTioTpOTrfjs f)pii6o6oci. This certainly appears at first sight to be based

upon -rrccAhnrpOTros <5cpi*ov(ii; yet the gvavTiOTpoirri (which would have to

be IvavTiOTpOTrioc if derived from an adjectival form -Tpoiros) probably
refers to the Tpoirai of 221, combined (as they certainly were by Theo-

phrastus, cf. the fuller account of him in Diog. L. ix, 8) with the 'way up
and down' interpreted as change between opposites. f|pn6o-6oct could be a

general application of the concept of dpnovin, cf. 210. It is also possible

208 Human disposition does not have true judgement, but divine disposition does.

209 To god all things are beautiful and good and just, but men have supposed some

things to be unjust, others just.

210 An unapparent connexion is stronger than an apparent one.

211 The real constitution of things is accustomed to hide itself.

212 They do not apprehend how being at variance it agrees with itself [literally, how

being brought apart it is brought together with itself]: there is a back-stretched connexion^

as in the bow and the lyre.
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that there was doubt about the form ofthe epithet as early as Theophrastus,
as there certainly was later. Objections to TrccAfvTpOTros are (i) can 'a

turning-back connexion' really be said, even by Heraclitus, for 'a con-

nexion achieved by contrary changes'? Perhaps it can it would be possible,

certainly, in Aeschylus. If this is accepted, the meaning given fits in well

enough with Heraclitus' theory of natural change. Unfortunately (ii) it

does not make any intelligible sense when applied, as it is, to the bow and
the lyre. Vlastos suggests that the sequence of tension and relaxation of

the string, which discharges the arrow or makes the note, is meant: but

this sequence cannot be described as an *

adjustment' or 'connexion', in

any kind of Greek. The TrocAfvTpOTros K&evOos in Parmenides fr. 6 (345) is,

of course, perfectly intelligible, and does not necessarily contain a reference

to Heraclitus (cf. p. 272), or at any rate to this fragment.

What is stated in 2IO is a general rule; comparison with 211

(where 9\}cn$ probably means not 'Nature' but 'a thing's true

constitution'), and also with 212, suggests that the rule is intended

to apply to the working of the world as a whole, as a sum of

constituent parts whose connexion is not apparent at first sight.

The unseen connexion of opposites is in fact stronger than other,

more obvious types of connexion. 1
212, one of Heraclitus' most

familiar sayings, contains a characteristic looseness in predication :

the subject of ^uiJ^psTcci is probably not (TO) Sicc9ep6nevov, i.e.

another example of a specific opposite, but a generalizing 6ioc-

9ep6piev6v <TI>, where 'anything being carried apart' means

something like 'any discrete pair of opposites
5

. Thus the sense

given is similar to that implicit in au^epoiJievov 8toc9ep6nEVOV in

206: any pair, or sum of pairs, can be regarded either (a) as

heterogeneous and analysable in terms of separate extremes, or

(b) as tending together with itself to form a unity. Now comes an

important addition: there is (sc. in it, i.e. it exemplifies) a con-

nexion or means ofjoining (the literal sense of dp^ovhi) through

opposite tensions,
2 which ensures this coherence just as the

tension in the string of bow or lyre, being exactly balanced by the

outward tension exerted by the arms of the instrument, produces
a coherent, unified, stable and efficient complex. We may infer

that if the balance between opposites were not maintained, for

example if 'the hot' (i.e. the sum ofhot substances) began seriously

to outweigh the cold, or night day, then the unity and coherence

of the world would cease, just as, if the tension in the bow-string
exceeds the tension in the arms, the whole complex is destroyed.

1 A number of fragments imply that it needs both faith and persistence to

find the underlying truth. So e.g. 213 Fr. 18, Clement Strom, n, 17, 4
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OVK eupf)(rei, Ave^epeOvriTov 6v xocl diropov.
See also 247, and frr. 22, 86; compare Xenophanes (191).
a TraXivTovos=

'

counter-stretched', i.e. tending equally in opposite direc-

tions. A tension in one direction automatically produces an equivalent
tension in the other; if not, the system collapses.

(5) The total balance in the cosmos can only be maintained ifchange in one

direction eventually leads to change in the other., that is, if there is unending

'strife* between opposites

214 Fr. 80, Origen c. Celsum vi, 42 dSvou XP*! TOV iroAeiJiov

6vTcc ^uvov, KCCI 8iKT|v Iptv, ml yiv6^eva irdvTcc KOT' epiv Kal

215 Fr. 53, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 9, 4 iroAeiJios TT&VTCOV iJiv iron-rip

&TTI, TrdcvTcov 6 j3aatAU$, xcd TOV$ nv Seous eBei^e TOV/S 8^ dvOpcoirous,

TOUS [Ji^v SouAous eiroiriaE TOUS 5e

Diels, xpecbpcva ms. The emendation is not certain, but is hard to

improve; the three extra letters may be connected with the omission of

three letters just before, where the unique Vatican ms. has el 5 for the

obvious original elSevoci.

Strife or war is Heraclitus' metaphor for the dominance of change
in the world. It is obviously related to the reaction between

opposites; most kinds of change (except for e.g. growth, which is

the accretion of like to like), it may be inferred, could be resolved

into change between opposites. At all events, change from one

extreme to the other might seem to be the most radical possible.

The 'war' which underlies all events, and is responsible for

different and indeed opposed conditions of men and for their fate

after death (cf. 239 and 242 for the difficult assertion about men
and gods), is called 8iKT|, the 'indicated way' (from the same root

as 5eiKvuni), or the normal rule of behaviour. This must be a

deliberate amendment of Anaximander's dictum (112) that things

pay retribution to each other for the injustice of their alternate

encroachments in the processes of natural change. Heraclitus

points out that if strife that is, the action and reaction between

213 If one does not expect the unexpected one will not find it out, since it is not to be

searched out, and difficult to compass.

214 // is necessary to know that war is common and right is strife and that all things

happen by strife and necessity.

215 War is thefather of all and king of all, and some he shows as gods, others as men;

some he makes slaves, othersfree.
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opposed substances were to cease, then the victor in every
contest of extremes would establish a permanent domination, and

the world as such would be destroyed.
1 Yet just as in a battle there

are temporary local stoppages, or deadlocks produced by the exact

balance of opposing forces, so Heraclitus must have allowed that

temporary stability is to be found here and there in the cosmic

battlefield, so long as it is only temporary and is balanced by
a corresponding state elsewhere. This would not diminish the

validity of the domination of strife (which, as for Anaximander,

provides a metaphorical motive for change), but it allows the

principle to be applied to the world of our actual experience, in

which all things must eventually change but some things are for

the time being obviously stable.

1 Cf. 2l6 Aristotle Eth. Eudem. Hi, 1235325 KCCI 'Hp&xAErros
TCO Troi^aocvn *(*)$ epis &< "re Oecov Kocl dvOpcoTrcov oc7r6Aorro (=//. 18, 107)
oO yap av elvai dpjioviav uf) 6vTO$ 6os Kal |3apo$ ou8 TOC 3cjxx dveu

OrjAeos Kal appevos vccvTfcov SVTCOV. Here dpiaovia has its special sense of

'musical scale
5

.

(6) The river-image illustrates the kind of unity that depends on the

preservation of measure and balance in change

217 Fr. 12, Arius Didymus ap. Eusebium P.E. xv, 20, -f fr. 91,

Plutarch de E 18, 3923 -rroTocnoicn TOKTIV auTOiaiv 6|a|3aivouaiv

T6pa xal irrepcc uSccrcc e-mppei (
= fr. xa).

1
. . .aKiSvricn Kal. . .ow-

ciyei. . .ovviaTaTai Kal dTroAei-rrei . . .-rrpoaeurt Kal arretai
(
= fr. 91).

1 The words Kal yuxccl 8 dir6 TCOV Oypcov dvaOuMicovTai, which follow

08aTa ^TTippeT in Arius, are counted as part of fr. 12 by most editors; but

they are out of place here and are almost certainly part of an attempt by
Cleanthes to find an exhalation of soul in Heraclitus as in Zeno : see Kirk,

Heraclitus^ the Cosmic Fragments 3670. The pairs of verbs which form fr. 91
occur in Plutarch immediately after a summary by him (in Platonic

terms) of the main river-statement; see further p. 198.

According to the Platonic interpretation, accepted and expanded

by Aristotle, Theophrastus, and the doxographers, this river-

image was cited by Heraclitus to emphasize the absolute con-

216 Heraclitus rebukes the author of the line
' Would that strife might be destroyed

from among gods and men 9

: for there would be no musical scale unless high and low

existed, nor living creatures withoutfemale and male, which are opposites.

217 Upon those that step into the same rivers different and different waters flow.. . .It

scatters and. . .gathers. . .it comes together andflows away. . .approaches and departs.
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tinuity of change in every single thing : everything is in perpetual
flux like a river. So 218 Plato Cratylus 402 A Ayei TTOU

'

HpAxAeiTos
OTI TTOCVTOC X00?6* Koc^ vSv ndvci, rat TTOTOcnoO fborj oareiKccscov TOC

OVTOC Xsyei cos Sis S TOV auTov TTOTCCIJIOV OUK av e|Ji(3air|s. It is to this

interpretation that Aristotle refers in 219 Aristotle Phys. 63,
253 b 9 KOCI 9ocai TIVES KivEiaQoci TCOV OVTCOV ou TOC JJIEV TOC 5' ov,

ccAAa TTCCVTCC ml ccsi, dAAa AavOccveiv TOUTO TT\V fme-ripav aiaOrjaiv.

Aristotle here makes explicit what is implicit in Plato, that many
things (those that appear to be stable) must be undergoing invisible

or unnoticed changes. Can Heraclitus really have thought that a

rock or a bronze cauldron, for example, was invariably under-

going invisible changes of material? Perhaps so
;
but nothing in the

extant fragments suggests that he did, and his clearly-expressed
reliance on the senses, provided they be interpreted intelligently,

suggests that he did not. 1 It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that before Parmcnides and his apparent proof that the senses

were completely fallacious a proof that was clearly a tremendous

shock to his contemporaries gross departures from common sense

must only be accepted when the evidence for them is extremely

strong. In the present case it is quite conceivable that Plato was

misled by post-Heraclitean exaggerations and distortions of

Heraclitus' emphasis on eventual change; in particular, perhaps,

by Cratylus, who thought that you could not step even once into

the same river (Aristotle Met. FS, ioioai3), and who is said by
Aristotle to have influenced Plato as a young man (Met. A 6,

1 Sec 200, 2OI. It is true that Melissus in fr. 8 (392) drew attention to the

appearance that some 'stable* things do change: iron is worn away by the

finger, and so on. This observation occurs in a context which perhaps has

verbal references to Heraclitus (e.g. TO TE 6sp|Ji6v vyvxp6v yfveciOai xal T6

vyvxPov fepnov, cf. fr. 126). Yet there is no reason whatever to think that

Melissus meant that change must in this case be continuous, even though it

can be invisible. Every time the finger rubs, it rubs off an invisible portion
of iron; yet when it does not rub, what reason is there to think that the

iron is still changing? Melissus' point is rather that appearances show that

218 Heraclitus somewhere says that all things are in process and nothing stays still, and

likening existing things to the stream of a river he says thatyou would not step twice into

the same river.

219 And some say not that some existing things are moving, and not others, but that

all things are in motion all the time, but that this escapes our perception.
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everything, even the apparently stable, is subject to change. This is precisely

what Heraclitus must have thought; he may or may not have mentioned
infra-visible changes, but in any case would only accept them when they
were deducible and continuous change is not deducible in many appa-

rently stable objects. Melissus' argument, of course, was that the senses

must be fallacious; for between Heraclitus and himself had come
Parmcnides. With Empedoclean effluences (p. 343) the situation changes.
2

Vlastos, AJP 76 (1955) 338 ff., argues that Cratylus' rejoinder as

reported by Aristotle implies a previous statement just like that in Plato

(218), that you could not step twice into the same river; in fact what
Heraclitus said was not fr. 12 (217) but something very like Plato's

version, and the Platonic interpretation of universal flux is correct. But

(i) Aristotle's formulation of Cratylus
1 emendation of Heraclitus is likely

enough to be based on Plato's summary, rather than on the exact form of

statements by Cratylus or Heraclitus; and (ii) in any case, the river-

statement could have been slightly distorted by other sophists even before

Cratylus; or he (who certainly grossly exaggerated Heraclitus' belief

about names) could have altered its formal expression himself. As for the

question of which is the more original form of the river-statement, fr. 1 2

or Plato's version, the former has every appearance of belonging to

Heraclitus, being in natural and unforced Ionic and having the charac-

teristic rhythm of archaic prose; while the latter looks Platonic, and could

more easily be a misunderstanding of fr. 1 2 than vice versa. See further

Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments 367 ff., as well as Vlastos, loc. cit.

Cratylus' 'improvement
5
of Heraclitus is implicit in a saying ascribed,

almost certainly wrongly, to Heraclitus, fr. 49 a in DK: 'We step and do
not step into the same rivers; we are and are not.' This last existential

aphorism is particularly improbable, and the whole sentence can be

explained as a development of fr. 12, where the mention of the human
standard (' those who step . . . ') probably has no purpose other than the

provision of an animate point by which the flow can be gauged.

In 217 the tentative addition to fr. 1 2 ofthe verbs which compose
fr. 91 (which the context, and their own nature, seem to indicate

as describing the flow of water, with special attention to the

regularity of its replacement) brings out what is implicit in fr. 12 :

that the unity of the river as a whole is dependent upon the

regularity (also perhaps suggested by the repetition eh-gpoc ml
6Tepa) of the flux of its constituent waters. The river provides an

image of the balance of constituents in the world. The river-

statement does not suggest for one moment that everything singly

behaves like a river. Obviously, a rock or a mountain or a table is

temporarily static, and will remain so, perhaps, for a long time :

what matters for Heraclitus
5

theory of balanced reaction and strife

is that eventually it should change and so help to maintain the process
of world-constituents. Meanwhile the stability of a mountain, for
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example, is balanced by a corresponding stability elsewhere of

corresponding masses of sea, and of fire or aither (the mountain

being mostly earth) ;
on which see the next section.

(7) The world is an ever-livingfire, parts ofwhich are always extinguished

toform the two other main world-masses
,
sea and earth. Changes between

fire, sea and earth balance each other; pure, or aitherial,fire has a directive

capacity

220 Fr. 30, Clement Strom, v, 104, i xoajjiov Tov8e [TOV auT6v

onrdvTcov]
1 oure TI$ Oecov oure ccvOpcoTrcov eTrolrjaev, &AV ?jv del KCC!

IOTIV KOCI eorai *

m/p detjcoov, oarTOjJievov pi^Tpa KOU drroa(3evvunevov

221 Fr. 31, Clement Strom, v, 104, 3 m;p6$ Tpoirai* irpcoTov

OdAaacioc, OaAdaaris S TO |aev f^piov yfj TO 5 T^IAIOU Trprjcnrip. . .

{yf}) OocAaaaa SiaxeeToa, mi ueTpeeTca els TOV aOrov Aoyov 6x0105

irpoaOev f]v f| ysvecrOat yfj.

222 Fr. 90, Plutarch de E 8, 388 D irupos Te dvTajjioipfi TOC

xal irOp onravTcov oKcocnrep xpuo<o^ XR1llJlaTa KOC^ XP1!^^1
"

00

223 Fr. 64, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 10, 6 TOC 6e iravTa oiaxijei

xepauvos.

1
Vlastos, op. cit. 344 ff., argues that 'the same of all* is original, and

contrasts the real physical world ofcommon experience with the deceptive

private imaginings of men who do not follow the Logos (cf. 198 etc.).

This would be possible enough if (what does not seem particularly

probable) fr. 30 followed directly upon a reference to men's delusions;

but neither Plutarch nor Simplicius, who also quote the first part of the

fragment, gives the debated phrase. More important, Vlastos does not

mention that Clement in the context of the quotation is following some

Stoic source in endeavouring to explain away this fragment's incon-

sistency with the Stoic tf^rosw-interpretation, by arguing that 'this

world-order* in Heraclitus is the all-inclusive, eternal system, T6v

dir6c<TT|S Tfjs ouaiccs I5(co$ iroi6v KO<THOV as Clement had just said, and not

this particular world. Thus the interpolation is very strongly motivated;

see further Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments 307 if.

220 This world-order [the same ofall] did none ofgods or men make, but it always was

and is and shall be: an everlasting foe, kindling in measures and going out in measures.

221 Fire's turnings.'first sea, and ofsea the halfis earth, the half
6

burner
'

[i.e. lightning

orfire} . . .(earth) is dispersed as sea, and is measured so as to form the same proportion

as existed before it became earth.

222 All things are an equal exchangeforfire andfirefor all things, as goods arefor gold

and goldfor goods.

223 Thunderbolt steers all things.
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Fire is the archetypal form of matter. The world-order as a whole

can be described as a fire ofwhich measures are being extinguished,

corresponding measures being re-kindled; not all of it is burning
at the same time. It always has been, and always will be, in this

condition (220). Cosmogony in the Milesian sense is therefore not

to be found in Heraclitus. Fire cannot be an originative stuff in

the way that water or air was for Thales or Anaximenes, and

according to Aristotle and his followers it is no longer indefinite or

infinite (cf. Theophrastus ap. Simpl. Phys. 24, i, DK 22 AS); it is

nevertheless the continuing source of the natural processes in 221.

Regarded as a part of the cosmos, fire is on a par with sea (presum-

ably representing water in general, as in Xcnophanes) and earth,

as one of the three obvious world-masses. The pure cosmic fire was

probably identified by Heraclitus with ccl0f|p (aither), the

brilliant fiery stuff which fills the shining sky and surrounds the

world: this aither was widely regarded both as divine and as a

place of souls. 1 The apprehension that the soul may be fire or

aither, not breath as Anaximenes had thought, must have helped
to determine the choice of fire as the controlling form of matter

(cf. p. 161). 223 shows that Heraclitus' fire the purest and

brightest sort, that is, as of the aithcrial and divine thunder-

bolt has a directive capacity. In part this reflects the divinity

assigned to aither in the popular conception; more important,

perhaps, is the fact that all fire (even the lower, mundane sort), by
the regularity with which it absorbs fuel and emits smoke, while

maintaining a kind of stability between them, patently embodies

the rule of measure in change which inheres in the world process,

and of which the Logos is an expression (pp. i88f.). Thus it is

naturally conceived as the very constituent of things which

actively determines their structure and behaviour which ensures

not only the opposition of oppositcs, but also their unity through
'strife'.

1 Cf. e.g. 224 Aristotle de caelo B i, 284 a 1 1 T6v 8' oupav6v Kal T6v dvco

T6irov ot |jfcv dcpxaioi TO!S deols (Srniveinav cos 6vTa n6vov dOdvarov. . . .

225 Inscriptiones Graccae* i, 945, 6 (Athens, 5th c. B.C.) alOfjp p

U7reSocTO, crcbn[ocTa 8 x^&v]- 226 [Hippocrates] de carnibus 2

224 The ancients assigned to the gods the heaven and the upper region as being the only

immortal place. . . .

225 Aither received their souls, earth their bodies.
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Hoi 6 KaAeopev 6epn6v ocOdvomSv TE slvoci xal vofeiv TT&VTCX Kal 6pfjv Kal

dcKoveiv Koci el5vca TTCCVTCX, 6vTa TE Kal aonevcc. TOUTO oOv T6 TTAeiorov,

OTE iTap&x^T) cnravTcc, ^excoprjcrEV el? Trjv CCVCOTOCTCO -rrep^opi'jv, Kal avrr6

MOI 8oK6i aiOpa TOIS TrccAaiois elpf^c-Oai. Cf. also Euripides fr. 839, gff.,

fr. 941 (Nauck
2

), Helen 1014!?.; Aristophanes Peace 832 f. None of these

passages, of course, is as early as Heraclitus, and 226 clearly shows the

influence of Anaxagoras and Diogenes of Apollonia. But the belief is

described as ancient in 224 and 226, and is so widely represented in iifth-

century poetry that it must have been well established and widely known

by then. It is comparable with the belief in the divinity of the sun, which
must be of great antiquity.

The cosmos consists, broadly, of the masses of earth (inter-

penetrated with secondary fire, as in volcanos) and sea, surrounded

by the bright integument of fire or aithcr. This fire, we may
conjecture on the basis of 221, was regarded by Heraclitus as the

motive point of the cosmological processes: from its region appears
to come rain, which ultimately nourishes the sea, and it is itself

replenished (for fire 'consumes' moisture) by the moist evaporation

ascending from the sea. Sea, as Xcnophanes had shown, turns

into earth, and earth at other times and places changes to water.

Thus sea and earth are what cosmic or aithcrial fire 'turns to*

(221).
x

Changes between the three world-masses are going on

simultaneously in such a way that the total of each always remains

the same. If a quantity of earth dissolves into sea, an equivalent

quantity of sea in other parts is condensing into earth, and so with

changes between sea and 'burner' (fire) : this seems to be the sense

of 221. The Aoyos or proportion remains the same again it is the

measure and regularity of change, this time of large-scale cosmo-

logical change, that is stressed. The only surprising thing about this

cosmology is its apparent avoidance of analysis into opposites and

of the relation of opposites to firc-sea-earth. The probable expla-
nation is that the opposites are invoked in the logical examination

of change, but that in the examination of large-scale changes a

more empirical description can be retained, particularly as the

Logos is closely related to fire. The connexion between the two

types of analysis is the underlying concept of measure and

proportion.

226 What we call 'hot' seems to me to be immortal and to apprehend all things and to

see and hear and know all things, both present andfuture. This, then, the most ofall, when

all things became confused, went out to the furthermost revolution, and seems to me to have

been what was called aither by the men of old.
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1 Or 'is exchanged for* in the phrase of 222. Note that 220 and 222

both utterly invalidate the Stoic ascription to Heraclitus of a periodic

iKTrupcoats or consumption of the world by fire. The world-order is and shall

be an ever-living fire kindling and going out in measures (simultaneously,
that is) : and in the trade-image of goods and gold the situation could not

arise that all the goods (the manifold world) are simultaneously absorbed

into gold (fire), so that there is all gold and no goods. Theophrastus, after

referring to this image, added 'He makes an order and a definite time of

the change of the world according to some destined necessity* (Simpl.

Phys. 24, 4ff., DK22A5). It seems probable that Theophrastus was here

misapplying Aristotle's dictum that 'things are destroyed into that from

which they came
'

; influenced in addition, perhaps, by Aristotle's curious

remark (de caelo A 10, 27gb 14, DK.22A 10) that Empcdocles and Heraclitus

made the world fluctuate between its present condition and destruction.

Aristotle may have been thinking of a great-year cycle of 10,800 years

apparently mentioned by Heraclitus (DK.22A 13); this may have applied
to a cycle of favoured souls, or conceivably to the time taken for a single

portion of fire to pass through all its stages, and in either case could have

been misleading if presented incompletely. Plato (Soph. 242 D, DK.22 A 10)

clearly distinguished between Heraclitus' simultaneous unity and plurality

of the cosmos and Empedocles' separate periods of Love and Strife. At the

same time, they are mentioned together as both alike believing in the unity
and plurality of the cosmos; and Aristotle's coupling of the two might

conceivably have been motivated by the Platonic comparison, the

important distinction between them being overlooked.

(8) Astronomy. The heavenly bodies are bowls of fire, nourished by

exhalationsfrom the sea; astronomical events, too, have their measures

227 Diogenes Laertius ix, 9-10 (DK.22AI) T6

67Tol6v fcoriv ou 5r|AoT elvoci IJIVTOI v OUTGO

KCCT& KoIAov irpos f)ua$, 4v al$ dOpoijoiJilvas TOC$ Aainrpas ocva9unicccrei$

daroTeAetv 9A6ya$, &$ elvai TOC aarpoc. (10) AajjnrpoT(5cTT)v 8 elvca

rf]v TOU fjAlou 9A6ya xal Oep^oTcScn^v. . . . exAeiTreiv TE *nAiov xal

<reAi*|vr|v avco <rrp9oiJivcov TCOV cnccxpcow TOUS TE Kara nfjva Tffe

yivEaOai orpE90nvr|$ EV ccurrj KOCTOC nixp6v

228 Fr. 6, Aristotle Meteor. 82, 355 a 13 6 T^Aios- . .vos

227 He does not reveal the nature of the surrounding; it contains, however, bowls

turned with their hollow side towards us, in which the bright exhalations are collected and

formflames, which are the heavenly bodies. Brightest and hottest is theflame of the sun. . . .

And sun and moon are eclipsed when the bowls turn upwards; and the monthly phases of the

moon occur as its bowl is gradually turned.

228 The sun.. . is new each day.
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229 Fr. 94, Plutarch de exiL 11, 604A "HAio$ oO\
ei S jar), 'Epivves niv AIKT|$ e-rriKovpoi

No extant fragment clearly reveals Heraclitus' ideas on the nature

of the heavenly bodies; but Theophrastus evidently gave a

moderately detailed if subjective account of his views, the non-

Peripatetic parts of which there is no reason to disbelieve.

Diogenes preserves the fullest version of this account, ofwhich 227
is a part; for the rest (the stars are further from the earth than the

sun, the moon nearer) see DK.22AI. The heavenly bodies are

solid bowls filled with fire. This fire is maintained by moist

exhalations or evaporations from the sea, which are somehow
collected in them and burned as fuel. 1 This is presumably the way
in which water changes into fire in the balanced interaction

between world-masses described in 221. The idea that, since

moisture is evaporated by fire, fire is physically nourished by it

is a naive and popular one. Similarly the solid celestial bowls are

probably a quasi-scientific elaboration of the popular myth that

the sun each night sails from west to east in a golden bowl round the

northern stream of Okeanos (see 7, 8). Eclipses and phases of the

moon were explained by the turning away of the bowls : but no

true cause (as opposed to a mere mechanism) was given, and

Diogenes (ix, n, DK.22AI), presumably still following Theo-

phrastus, stated that Heraclitus said nothing about the constitu-

tion of the bowls. Heraclitus was probably not interested in

astronomy for its own sake, and seems to have been content with

adaptations of popular accounts so long as his general theory of

cosmological change was preserved. 228 is consonant with

Theophrastus' account of the celestial bowls: the sun is 'new'

every day in the sense that its fire is replenished each night with

entirely fresh exhalations. Naturally, this replenishment and

consumption form a regular cycle, though one which could admit

slight variations. The principle of measure in natural change is

illustrated also in 229, where the sun is restrained by Dike, the

personification ofnormality and therefore regularity, from exceed-

ing its measures for example from coming too close to the earth

or shining beyond its proper time.

229 Sun will not overstep his measures; otherwise the Erinyes, ministers ofJustice, will

find him out.
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1
Theophrastus and his followers usually attributed two exhalations, a

moist and a dry one, to Heraclitus: this is most probably a misunder-

standing based upon Aristotle's own dual-exhalation explanation of

meteorological (as opposed, in his case, to astronomical) events. Aristotle

seems to have elaborated this theory out of Heraclitus' ideas on the

importance of the exhalation from the sea and other terrestrial waters; but

it appears from passages in his Meteorologica that Aristotle considered the

dry exhalation from the earth to be his own discovery (Kirk, Heraclitus, the

Cosmic Fragments 273^). Yet, because it is kindled, he can treat Heraclitus'

exhalation as fiery : see p. 207 n. i . The explanation of night and day (as

well as winter and summer) as due to the alternating prevalence of the

dark and bright exhalations, ascribed to Heraclitus in Diogenes' Theo-

phrastean account, is absurd : Heraclitus knew as well as anyone that day
is due to the sun, and declared in fr. 99 that

'

if there were no sun, it would

be night'.

(9) Wisdom consists in understanding the way the world works

230 Fr. 41, Diogenes Laertius ix, i iv TO ao9ov eTTiOTaaOcu

yvcojjirjv, OKTJ Kupepvchrai TT&VTOC 6ioc TrdvTcov. 1

231 Fr. 32, Clement Strom, v, 115, i ev TO ao9ov jaoOvov

AeyeaOai OUK eOeAei KCCI eOeAei Zrjvos ovojjia.

1
6Ter| Kupepvfjarai P'B, 6-r* gyKupepvfjcrai F; 6iir\ Ku(3pvr|(Te Diels, DK,

6-nrj KupepvocTca Gigon, Walzer, OTT| KupspvaTai Vlastos, OKT) KupspvaTCci

scripsi. The feminine form 6T^r| is not, in fact, found ; 6xr| is one obvious

source of corruption. This involves taking yvconTiv as internal accusative

with ^TdorcxaOai, after Heidel:
*

to be acquainted with truejudgement how
all things are steered through all'. This would be a development of Solon

fr. 1 6 Diehl: yvcopoaOvrjs 6' (5c9ccvs xa^6Trc*)TOCT^v ^aTl vofjacci / jjieTpov, d

6r| TT&VTCOV irefpaTa nouvov exei ('Most hard is it to apprehend the un-

apparcnt measure ofjudgement, which alone holds the limits of all things ') .

On the other hand the Stoics took yvconr|v in Heraclitus' saying as direct

object of iTdoTccaOoci (cf. Gleanthes Hymn to ^eus 34f.) as representing their

own familiar idea of divine Reason ; that they should place this interpreta-

tion on the dictum is not surprising, in any case. But that Heraclitus should

have used yvcb|Jir| by itself, with no definite article and no possessor

expressed, to stand for Fire or Logos (cf. 223), has seemed improbable to

some. Each of the two alternative interpretations has its difficulties, but

the resulting sense in each case is not very different: wisdom consists in

understanding how the world works which in any event involves under-

standing the divine Logos.

230 gives the real motive of Heraclitus' philosophy: not mere

curiosity about nature (although this was doubtless present too)

230 The wise is one thing, to be acquainted with true judgement, how all things are

steered through all.

231 One thing, the only truly wise, does not and does consent to be called by the name of
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but the belief that man's very life is indissociably bound up with

his whole surroundings. Wisdom and therefore, it might be

inferred, satisfactory living consists in understanding the Logos,
the analogous structure or common element of arrangement in

things, embodying the [JiETpov or measure which ensures that change
does not produce disconnected, chaotic plurality. Absolute under-

standing here can only be achieved by god (231; cf. also 209), who
in some respects, therefore (but not ofcourse in anthropomorphism
and in the demand for cult), resembles the Zeus of the conven-

tional religion. God, with his synoptic view, is thus
e

the only thing
that is (completely) wise'. Fire (223) and the Logos itself (199)

are to a large degree co-extensive with, or different aspects of, this

completely wise thing.

It remains to describe Heraclitus' views about men their soul,

institutions and ideas. But for Heraclitus this subject was in no

way separate from the study of the outside world; the same

materials and the same laws are found in each sphere. 230 clearly

depends upon this assumption, which is implicit also in 197 (fr. i).

(10) The soul is composed offire; it comesfrom, and turns into, moisture,

total absorption by which is death for it. The soul-fire is related to the

world-fire

232 Fr. 36, Clement Strom, vi, 17, 2 vjA/xrjcnv Oavcrros OScop

yEVEddai, 05cm 86 06cvaTo$ yfjv yeveaQar EK yffc Se uScop yivEToa,

E uScrros SE yuxfj.

233 Fr. 1 1 8, Stobaeus Anth. m, 5, 8 ccur| yvxri ao9GOTonT| Keel

ccpiorr|.

234 Fr. 1 1 7, Stobaeus Anth. m, 5, 7 ocvfjp OKOTCCV iJiEOuadrj ocyETcci

OTTO irai86s ocvf)(3ou, (J9CcAA6|jiEvo$, OUK Erratcov OKT\ (3aivi, Oypf^v rf]v

235 Fr. 45, Diogenes Laertius ix, 7 yvxfjs TTEfpccTCC tcbv OUK av

, Traciav ETTmopEv/oiJiEvos 686v OUTGO paOuv Aoyov EXEI.

232 For souls it is death to become water, for water it is death to become earth; from
earth water comes-to-be, andfrom water, soul.

233 A dry soul is wisest and best.

234 A man when he is drunk is led by an unfledged boy, stumbling and not knowing
where he goes, having his soul moist.

235 Ton would notfind out the boundaries of soul, even by travelling along every path:
so deep a measure does it have.
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Anaximenes had probably drawn cosmological conclusions from

the nature of the soul, which, following the Homeric view, he

envisaged as breath. Heraclitus abandoned this idea in favour of

another popular conception of the soul, that it was made of fiery

aither. On this foundation he built up a rationalistic psychological

theory, in which for the first time (unless Pythagoras himselfwent

further in this direction than we suspect) the structure of the soul

is related not only to that of the body, but also to that of the world

as a whole.

/The soul in its true and effective state is made of fire : in 232
soul replaces fire in a list ofwhat might otherwise be taken for the

main interactions of the world-masses (cf. 221). The implication
is not only that soul is fiery, but also that it plays some part in the

great cycle of natural change. It comes into being from moisture

(and, if it is analogous to cosmic fire, is maintained, at least in

part, by some kind of moisture sec p. 203), and is destroyed
when it turns entirely into water. 1 The efficient soul is dry (233),

that is, fiery. A soul that is moistened, for example by excessive

drinking as in 234 (which well illustrates the still naive character

of Heraclitus' psychology), is diminished in capacity and makes

its owner behave childishly, without either wits or physical

strength. Thus intellect is explicitly placed in the soul. The soul,

which can move to all parts of the body at need,
2 has limits that

cannot be reached (235) ; probably the thought here is not so much
of the problem of self-consciousness as of the soul being a repre-

sentative portion of the cosmic fire which, compared with the

individual, is obviously of vast extent. Thus it could be conceived

as an adulterated fragment of the surrounding cosmic fire,
3 and

so as the possessor in some degree of that fire's directive power

(223). All this, as has been indicated, is a development of what

may be reasonably taken as a popular conception of the nature of

aither (cf. n. i on p. 200); but a simpler and more empirical
indication of the fiery nature of soul was at hand, since it must

have been commonly observed that warmth is associated with the

living body and that the dead, soulless body is cold (so Vlastos,

op. cit. 364^).

1 A Stoic re-formulation of 232, in which air is characteristically added
to the three genuinely Heraclitean world-masses (to produce the four

'elements' of post-Empedoclean speculation), gives *the death of fire is

the birth of air', etc.; this appears as fr. 76 in DK, but is totally misleading
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for Heraclitus. He appears to have ignored air as a major cosmic consti-

tuent, in spite of Anaximenes ; though the exhalation from the sea, by
which sea turns to fire, might have been termed df|p. Aristotle (de an. A 2,

405 a 24, DK.22AI5) wrote that Heraclitus made soul the same as the

material principle, namely 'the exhalation from which he compounds
the other things '. Aristotle himself accepted two kinds of exhalation, one

being fiery, so that the 'exhalation* here represents fire.

2
According to the scholiast on Chalcidius (fr. 670 in DK) Heraclitus

compared the soul to a spider which rushes to any part of its web which is

damaged. The soul is described as 'firme et proportionaliter iuncta* to

the body; the idea of proportion is appropriate to Heraclitus. Cf. on

Anaximenes, pp. i58ff.

3 So Macrobius S. Scip. 14, 19 (DK.22AI5), 'Heraclitus said that the soul

is a spark ofthe essential substance of the stars
'

(scintillam stellaris essentiae)

the stars being no doubt conceived as concentrations of aither.

(
1 1 \,' Waking, sleeping and death are related to the degree offieriness in the

soul. In sleep the soul is partly cut offrom the world-fire, and so decreases

in activity

236 Fr. 26, Clement Strom, iv, 141, 2 SvOpcoiros v gC^ppovr)

9<5co$ cnrrcTCU &XUTCO [cnroOavobv] carocj(3ea06l$ 6yei$, goov S arrreTai

TeOvecoTOS e08cov [arroapecyOeis 6yei$], eyprjyopcbs ccnTerai euSovTOs.

(Text as in DK, after Wilamowitz.)

237 Sextus adv. math, vn, 129 (DK22Ai6) TOUTOV oOv T6v

0iov Aoyov KocO*
c

Hp6cKAerrov 81* ccvcaTVofjs orrcicTavTes voEpol

yiv6|j0a, Kal v HEV urrvois ArjOaioi, KOTOC 8e eyepaiv irdAiv ejJi9povS'

ev yap TOIS UTTVOIS jJiucravTcov TCOV aicrOriTiKcov Ttopcov x^opiseTai TTJS

7rp6$ TO jrept^xov cru|Ji9uias 6 v rjjJiTv vous, IJIOVTIS Tfis KOCTOC OCVCXTTVOT]V

Trpocr9UCTcos acp3O[Jivr|S oiovi TIVOS pijris, x00?10 6^

f^v irpoTEpov lxe MvtmoviK^v 8uva|Jiiv. (130) v 6^ yprjy6pcri

8id TCOV ai(70r|TiKcov iropcov coarrEp Sice TIVCOV OupiScov irpOKu^as xal

Aoyixf^v iv8\jTai 8uvaniv ....

236 A man in the night kindles a light for himself when his vision is extinguished;

living, he is in contact with the dead, when asleep, and with the sleeper, when awake.

237 According to Heraclitus we become intelligent by drawing in this divine reason

[logos] through breathing, and forgetful when asleep, but we regain our senses when

we wake up again. For in sleep, when the channels ofperception are shut, our mind is

sunderedfrom its kinship with the surrounding, and breathing is the only point of attach-

ment to be preserved, like a kind ofroot; being sundered, our mind casts off itsformerpower

of memory. But in the waking state it again peeps out through the channels ofperception
as though through a kind ofwindow, and meeting with the surrounding it puts on its power

of reason ....
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The light kindled at night in 236 must be what a man sees in

dreaming, when the actual darkness seems to be illuminated; we
are also told that 'sleepers are workers' (fr. 75) and that 'what

we see when asleep is sleep' (fr. 21). Naturally this light is

deceptive: see the last sentence of fr. i (197). It is an individual,

private illumination which supplants the real illumination of the

Logos which is common to all (198), In sleep a man is 'in contact

with' death (there is a typical Heraclitean word-play in 236
between the two senses of cnrTeaQai, 'kindle' and 'touch'): his

soul-fire is burning low, is almost extinguished, and in most

respects he resembles a dead man. Sleep, then, is a medial state

between waking life and death.

Sextus' information in 237 is obviously important, but must be

treated with caution: he naturally imposed Sceptic epistemo-

logical interpretations upon Hcraclitus, for whom his sources were,

in addition, Stoic-influenced. Yet he goes on to make clearly

accurate quotations of the long fr. i and of fr. 2 (197 and 198). It

is to be expected from 232 that the soul-fire has some kind of

physical affinity, and therefore connexion, with the cosmic fire

outside. Sextus tells us that in the waking state the connexion is

provided by a direct contact through the senses with the external

fire with the 'surrounding', in his own terminology, by which it

may be inferred that the surrounding aithcr is meant; or rather the

Logos-element in things, which may be envisaged as a direct off-

shoot of the pure aitherial fire. Sight is presumably of particular

importance among the senses, since it receives and absorbs the

fiery impressions of light. In sleep the only possible contact is

provided by breathing ;
it may be wondered whether this draws in

fire so much as moisture (though cf. n. 3 on p. 211), since 'souls

come from water' (232) and should draw nourishment from

moisture. According to Aetius iv, 3, 12, DK22AI5 (where there

is some Stoic influence), souls are nourished by both external and
internal exhalations : the internal exhalations, if they exist, would
be from blood and other bodily liquids ;

the external ones would

be those absorbed by breathing, and likewise moist. Unfortunately
the extant fragments are no help here. 1 It is possible that in sleep

the moist nourishment of the soul-fire, no longer balanced by the

direct fiery accretions received in waking through the senses,

subdues the soul and brings it into a death-like state. It may be

noted that the intelligent condition consequent upon the appre-
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hension of the Logos (see fr. i, 197) would mean in psychological
terms that the active, fiery part of the soul has made contact with

the fiery Logos-constituent of the objective situation, and has been

increased by it.
2

1 Sextus went on to compare the resuscitation of the soul-fire by restored

contact with the universal Logos (here expressed in Stoic-Sceptic terms)
with the way in which embers glow again when brought near to a live fire.

This image, already perhaps used by Xenophanes (p. 173), may well have

been re-used by Heraclitus. Conceivably the word dyxipoccrfrj, 'going
near to', which Heraclitus used (fr. 122) according to the Suda, belonged
to the same image.
2

Ghalcidius, probably after Posidonius, ascribed to Heraclitus a view

quite different from Sextus', according to which the soul only has contact

with the cosmic reason when free in sleep from the interruption of the

senses (in Tim. ch. 251, DK.22A2O). The 'cosmic reason* is Stoic, and the

rest is quite obviously (pace A. Delatte) Platonic; though cf. Pi. fr. 131 b.

(12) Virtuous souls do not become water on the death of the body, but

survive to join, eventually, the cosmic fire

238 Fr. 25, Clement Strom, iv, 49, 3 iJiopoi yap |ae3oves

poipas Aayx&voucri KocO* 'HpocKAerrov.

239 Fr. 63, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 10, 6 fevQoc 8' eovTif
cccrOai Kal 9uAaKocs yiveaOai eyepTl JCOVTCOV xcd veKpcov.

240 (Fr. 136), Z Bodl. ad Epictetum, p. Ixxxiii Schenkl

VJA/XOU dcpr^ccTOi KaOapcoTepai f| evi vouaoi$.

The 'better portions' which are won in 238 must belong to the

soul alone, since after death the body is 'more fit to be cast out

than dung' (fr. 96). Therefore not all souls can equally undergo
the 'death' (232) of becoming water, that is, of ceasing to be soul,

which is essentially fiery. 239 (whose first words are probably

corrupt) seems to suggest that certain souls survive death and
become daimons; this is manifestly developed from a famous

passage in Hesiod. 1 The key to Heraclitus' belief here is, I think,

provided by 240, which is clearly not a verbatim quotation but a

verse summary of perhaps considerably later date than Heraclitus

himself (although we know from Diogenes Laertius ix, 16,

238 For better deaths gain better portions according to Heraclitus.

239 "\To him [or if\ 9 being there^ they rise up and become guardians, wakefully, of

living and dead.

240 Souls slain in war are purer than those (that perish) in diseases.
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DK.22 A i, that Scythinus made a metrical version of Heraclitus in

the late fourth or third century B.C.). It probably owes something
to fr. 24, 'Gods and men honour those slain in battle', but the

comparison with those who die from illness is quite new, and is

unlikely to have been simply invented after Heraclitus. How can

the souls of those dying in battle, it may be asked, be 'purer' than

the souls of those dying from disease? The answer I suggest is that

the latter are moistened and inefficient, and their possessors are in

a semi-conscious and sleep-like condition; those slain in battle, on
the contrary, are cut off at their most active, when their souls are

fiery from virtuous and courageous activity.
2 At the moment of

death the enfeebled souls of the sick lose their last residue of

fieriness and become completely watery, so that they cease to

exist as souls; while the souls of those slain in battle (almost

instantaneously, for the most part) are predominantly fiery. It

seems plausible, then, that the latter avoid the soul-death of

becoming water.3 They leave the body and, we may guess, are

re-united with the aitherial fire. Before this happens they probably
remain for a time as disembodied daimons, after the Hesiodic

pattern. But there can be no idea ofindividual survival apart from

this, or indeed of perpetual survival as aitherial fire : for measures

of that fire are constantly being drawn into the cosmological

process, and undergo the changes of 221 (see n. on p. 202 for a

possible soul-period of some kind). Thus Heraclitus does not

appear to be indebted here to Pythagoras.

1
241 Hesiod Erga 1 2 1 ff. (of the golden race) oOT&p iirel 8f] TOUTO yivos

Kcnroc yoct* ^KdAvvye / TO! pv 8ocinovs elai Ai6s pey&Aou 8i& povA&s / a6Aof,

^TTixQ^vtoi 9uAocK6S 6vr|Tcov dvOpcoiroov. See also ibid. 252 ff. Another

saying of Heraclitus preserved by Hippolytus is very obscure : it evidently
has some connexion with the doctrine of opposites, but also suggests the

deification of some souls (cf. 216) : 242 Fr. 62, Hippolytus Ref. ix, 10, 6

(5c66cvccroi 0vr|To{, Ovr|Tol dddvccroi, JCOVTES i"6v frceivcov Odvocrov T6v 8 Ixefvcov

(Mov Te6vecoTe$.

*
Though it has been ingeniously suggested by W. J. Verdenius that one

saying implies that 6up6s, anger or emotion, entails a fiery expenditure or

decrease of the soul-fire (compare
'

flashing eyes ',

*

breathing fire ', etc. in

241 But when the earth hid this race, they are noble daimons through the counsels

ofgreat Zjeus, guardians on earth of mortal man.

242 Immortal mortals, mortal immortals [or mortal immortals, immortal mortals; or

immortals are mortal, mortals are immortal; or immortals are mortals, mortals are

immortals, etc.], living their death and dying their life.
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our own idiom) : 243 Fr - 85, Plutarch Coriol. 22 Oujjicp n&xe<r6ai
6 yap ocv O^Arj vj/vxfjs coveiTOct. It is difficult to control anger because the

soul-fire (which presumably does the controlling) has been diminished by

anger. This is probably correct: but in virtuous anger or emotion (as in

the heroic conception of battle) this loss might be more than made up by
an increase of fire.

3 Fr. 98 describes souls as
'

using smell in Hades '
: this, too, suggests that

some souls, at least, exist after the death of the body. 'Hades' should not

be taken too literally. The point of this cryptic saying is perhaps that those

souls which survive death are surrounded by dry matter (in other words,

fire) ; for it was a common view that the sense of smell operates on objects
drier than the smelling organ (de carnibus 16; Aristotle de sensu 5, 444 a 2 2).

It is possible, however, that the fragment is quite naive in implication:

simply that soul is (according to one popular view) breath, that smell is

inhaled with the breath, and therefore that smell is the sense used by the

soul when the other organs have perished with the body. If this is so the

saying could be ironic, or an attack on the idea of the breath-soul.

(13) The uses of conventional religion are foolish and illogical, although

on occasion they accidentally point to the truth

244 Fr. 5, Aristocritus Theosophia 68 KocQaipovTcu S* dAAco$

aijjiorri |Jiiaiv6iJi6voi olov ei TI$ els TrrjAov en(3oc$ -nr|Acp OCTTOV(-

|jaivEcrOai 5' av SOKOIT), ei TI$ aurov ccvOpcomov eTr^pdaaiTO
OUTGO TTOIOVTCC. Keel Tois ayccA|jacri 8 Toureoiaiv ev/xovTca, OKOIOV

si TI$ Sonoicn AeaxTiveuoiTO, ou TI yivcixrKcov 0eous oOS* f^pcoa$

OITIV^S elcri. [<al[j;a) D. S. Robertson.]

245 Fr. 14, Clement Protrepticus 22 TOC vojaijoiJieva KOCT' dcvQpco-

TTOUS puorfipia avispcoorl iJiueOvTat.

246 Fr. 15, Clement Protrepticus 34 EI ^f] yap Aiovuaco TropnrTiv

ETTOIOUVTO xal Ojjiveov $aiJia aiSoloiaiv, dvaiSearocra eipyacrr' av
cburos 8^ 'AiSris Kal Ai6vuao$, OTto laaivovTai xai Ar|vat3oucriv.

247 Fr. 93, Plutarch de Pyth. or. 21, 404 E 6 ava oO TO tJiavTeTov

eon TO ^v AeA9oTs oure Aeyei oure KPUTTTEI ocAAa crrjiaaivei.

243 It is hard to fight with anger; for what it wants it buys at the price of soul.

244 They vainly purify themselves with blood when they are defiled with blood, as

though one who had stepped into mud were to wash with mud; he would seem to be mad
y

ifany of men noticed him doing this. Further, they pray to these statues, as ifone were to

carry on a conversation with houses, not recognizing the true nature ofgods or demi-gods.

245 The secret rites practised among men are celebrated in an unholy manner.

246 For if it were not to Dionysus that they made the procession and sung the hymn to

the shameful parts, the deed would be most shameless; but Hades and Dionysus, for whom

they rave and celebrate Lenaean rites, are the same.

247 The lord whose oracle is in Delphi neither speaks out nor conceals, but gives a sign.
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Heraclitus followed Xenophanes in ridiculing the anthropo-

morphism and idolatry of the contemporary Olympian religion.

Yet the last words of244 (and also, e.g., 207 and 239) show that he

did not reject the idea of divinity altogether, or even some con-

ventional descriptions of it. 245 implies that mysteries would not

be utterly worthless if they were correctly celebrated. 246 suggests

how this is so : such rituals can possess (and sometimes accidentally

do possess) a positive value, because they guide men indirectly to

the apprehension of the Logos. The precise grounds on which

Hades and Dionysus are here identified are not known, but pre-

sumably the former represents death, the latter exuberant life
;
and

it is the implied identification of these especially significant

opposites (cf. 205, 242) that prevents the cult from being utterly

shameful. It may be observed that the participants themselves

could hardly be expected to see the significance of what they do,

at least before Heraclitus revealed it or rather hinted at it : the

method adopted by Apollo in his Delphic pronouncements is

praised in 247, because a sign may accord better than a mis-

leadingly explicit statement with the nature ofthe underlying truth,

that of the Logos (cf. 210-212). Probably Heraclitus intended by
this kind of parallel to justify his own oracular and obscure style.

1

1 Cf. 248 Fr. 92, Plutarch de Pyth. or. 6, 397A SfpvAAoc 5 uoctvouevcp

orduccTi Koc0* 'Hp&KAeiTov dyAacrra Kal dKocAAcb-moToc Kal duupiara

90eyyonvr| xiM<*>v ITCOV 5iKVlTai TTJ cpcovrj 5id TOV 0e6v. It is impossible
to determine precisely how much of this is a verbatim quotation; H. Frankel,

for example, thinks that only down to ar6|jom is. I would conjecture that

down to 90eyyouevr| (with the possible exception of Kod ccKaAAcbTnora Kal

djaupioTa) is by Heraclitus, the rest is a very loose paraphrase by Plutarch.

The saying looks like a justification of the unadorned oracular method of

exegesis; but precise interpretation is impossible. Heraclitus himself

certainly combined the terseness of the gnomic style with the obscurity of

the related oracular style; his underlying meaning was sometimes rein-

forced by the use ofword-plays and etymological periphrases. A somewhat
similar use is seen in Aeschylus, whose choral style, especially in the

Oresteia, has some affinities with Heraclitus.

(14) Ethical and political advice; self-knowledge, common sense and

moderation are ideals which for Heraclitus had a special grounding in his

account of the world as a whole

249 Fr. i o i
,
Plutarch adv. Colot. 20, 1 1 1 8 c 8i3Ti<r<5cnr|v ^ECOUTOV.

248 The Sibyl with raving mouth, according to Heraclitus, uttering things mirthless,

unadorned and unperfumed, reaches over a thousandyears with her voice through the god.

249 / soughtfor myself.
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250 Fr. 1 1 g, Stobaeus Anth. iv, 40, 23 fjOos dvOpcinrcp 8ccfiKov.

251 Fr. 43, Diogenes Laertius ix, 2 0(3piv xpf) cy|3evvvvai faSAAov

fj Trvprairiv.

252 Fr. 44, Diogenes Laertius ix, 2 iiocxecrOai XP*n T v Sf^

Cmip TOU VOIJUDV oKGOCTTrep Teixeos*

253 Fr. 114, Stobaeus Anth. m, i, 179 0v v^cp AayovTas

ptjecrGai xpT] T( uvco Trdvrcov, oKcoorrep VOIKO iroAis KCCI TroAu

iaxupOTepcos* Tp^ovTai yap TTOCVTES ol dcvOpcb-rreioi vojjioi urr6 vo$

TOU Osiou* KpocreT yap TOCTOUTOV oxoaov feO^Aei xal aPK i iraai xal

TrepiyiveTai.

Heraclitus' ethical advice is gnomic in form, and for the most part
similar in general content to that of his predecessors and con-

temporaries; sometimes it is expressed more graphically and often

more savagely.
1 It stresses the importance of moderation, which

itselfdepends upon a correct assessment ofone's capacities. But this

kind of advice (with which one naturally compares the Delphic
maxims 'Know thyself and 'Nothing too much') has a deeper

significance in Heraclitus because of its grounding (not explicitly

stated but clearly implied in 197 etc.) in his physical theories, and
because of his belief that only by understanding the central pattern
of things can a man become wise and fully effective: see 197, 199,

230, 237. That is the real moral of Heraclitus' philosophy, in

which ethics is for the first time formally interwoven with physics.

1 Heraclitus was undoubtedly of a strongly critical temperament, and his

abuse can hardly have made him popular with his unfortunate fellow-

citizens: cf. e.g. 254 Fr. 29, Clement Strom, v, 59, 5 atpeuvTOCi y&p ev

OCVTl OCTTOCVTCOV ot OCptOTOI, KAOS OC6VOCOV 0VT|TCOV oi S TToAAol KEKOpriVTCCt

6KCO7Trep KTfjvea. His political ideas seem to have been anti-democratic,

though perhaps from empirical rather than ideological motives:
* One man

is as ten thousand for me, if he is best', he said (fr. 49), and abused the

250 Man's character is his daimon.

251 Insolence is more to be extinguished than a conflagration.

252 The people mustfight on behalf of the law as though for the city wall.

253 Those who speak with sense must rely on what is common to all, as a city must rely

on its law, and with much greater reliance. For all the laws of men are nourished by one

law, the divine law; for it has as much power as it wishes and is sufficientfor all and is

still left over.

254 The best choose one thing in place of all else, 'everlasting
9

glory among mortals;

but the majority are glutted like cattle.
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Ephesians for exiling his friend Hermodorus on the ground of his excep-
tional ability (fr. 121). Himself of noble birth, he refused his traditional

privileges (194).

Thus c

searching for oneself in 249 leads, it may be inferred, to

the discovery that the soul ranges outside oneself (see 235, 237).

250 is a denial of the view, common in Homer, that the individual

often cannot be held responsible for what he does. Socijjicov here

means simply a man's personal destiny; this is determined by his

own character, over which he has some control, and not by
external and often capricious powers acting perhaps through a

'genius' allotted to each individual by chance or Fate. Helen

blamed Aphrodite for her own weakness; but for Heraclitus (as

indeed for Solon, who had already reacted against the moral

helplessness of the heroic mentality) there was a real point in

intelligent and prudent behaviour. 251 has no special overtones :

it shows how conventional the practical side of Heraclitus' ethics

often was, and also that he did not always think of human behaviour

in terms of the fiery nature of the soul (for 0(3pis should involve a

moistening of the soul, not its conflagration). By contrast, the

insistence on respect for law in 252, though again expressed in

conventional terms, takes on a far deeper significance, and is given
a profound justification, in the light of 253 (which should be

compared with 197, 198 and 199). Human laws are nourished by
the divine universal law; they accord with the Logos, the formulaic

constituent of the cosmos.
*

Nourished' is mainly, but not

completely, metaphorical: the contact between human laws and

the Logos is indirect, though not without material basis, since good
laws are the product ofwise men with fiery souls (233) who thereby

understood, as Heraclitus himself does, the proper relation ofmen
with the world.

CONCLUSION

In spite of much obscurity and uncertainty of interpretation, it

does appear that Heraclitus' thought possessed a comprehensive

unity which (conceivably because of the lack ofinformation about

Anaximander and Pythagoras) seems completely new. Practically
all aspects of the world are explained systematically, in relation

to a central discovery that natural changes of all kinds are

regular and balanced, and that the cause of this balance is fire,

the common constituent of things that was also termed their
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Logos. Human behaviour, as much as changes in the external

world, is governed by the same Logos: the soul is made of fire, part
of which (like part of the whole world-order) is extinguished.

Understanding of the Logos, of the true constitution of things, is

necessary if our souls are not to be excessively moistened and

rendered ineffective by private folly. Heraclitus' relation of the

soul to the world was more credible than that of Pythagoras,
since it was more rational; it pointed a direction which was not,

on the whole, followed until the atomists and, later, Aristotle; in

the intervals a new tendency, towards the rejection of Nature,
flourished with the Eleatics, Socrates and Plato.
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The second main stage in the history of Presocratic speculation con-

sists of the two great Italian schools, the Pythagorean and the Eleatic.

The original motive and character of Italian thought differ widely
from those of the Milesians. Whereas the Milesians were impelled by
innate intellectual curiosity and dissatisfaction with the old mytho-

logical accounts to attempt a rational explanation of physical pheno-

mena, the impulse underlying Pythagoreanism seems to have been a

religious or emotional one.' Plato himselfrefers to Pythagoras (Republic

600 A-B, DKi4, 10) as 'presiding over a band of intimate disciples

who loved him for the inspiration of his society and handed down a

way of life which to this day distinguishes the Pythagoreans from the

rest ofthe world '. tSuch a eulogy would be scarcely appropriate to the

Milesians. Again, while the Milesians sought a purely materialist

explanation of the world, and Heraclitus represents an intermediate

stage, the Pythagoreans, this time in the words ofAristotle (Metaphysics

A 8, 989 bag, 0X58322),
*

employ stranger principles and elements

than the physicists, the reason being that they took them from non-

sensible things
J

.*The Pythagorean cosmology is concerned, at the out-

set at any rate, more with the form or structure of the world than with

its mere matter.

But, as Aristotle adds in the next breath, having chosen their appa-

rently abstract principles,
'

they still concern themselves wholly with

nature; they generate the universe and watch what happens to its

various parts and affections and activities ; and they use up their first

principles and causes on these things, as if they agreed with the other

physicists that Being is just so much as is sensible and is embraced

within what they call the universe. And yet, as I said, they maintain

causes and first principles that are adequate to lead up to the higher
kinds of reality that are indeed better fitted to them than to discus-

sions about nature.' These sentences state very clearly what is probably
the most important of all facts about the Italian schools. While the

Pythagoreans were only secondarily, and the Eleatics hardly at all,

interested in the material aspect of the world, and while both groups
therefore start from first principles which in these days would be called

abstract, both groups of thinkers alike, thanks merely to the date at

which they lived, were so subject to the universal preconception that
'

Being is just so much as is sensible
'

that they end in a corporealism

hardly less total, ifmuch more difficult to understand, than that ofthe

Milesians. Many modern scholars find this conclusion so repugnant
that they read into the Italian philosophers' theories philosophical
distinctions ofwhich all the evidence, including sometimes the actual

words of the philosopher in question, seems to show that they were

unaware. In the opinion of the present writer, it is only on the sup-

position that the only form of existence recognized by the Presocratics

was existence in space, and that consequently the distinction between

the corporeal and the incorporeal had not yet been clearly and

explicitly drawn, that it is possible to understand what the early
Italian philosophers meant.
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CHAPTER VII

PYTHAGORAS OF SAMOS

LIFE AND DATE

While the developments already described were taking place in

Ionia, an independent movement, initiated by Pythagoras, was

gaining strength in southern Italy. Of the life of Pythagoras him-

self, though there are several late and unreliable works on the

subject, we can be said to know very little indeed. He passed his

early life in the island of Samos,
1

flourishing, according to

Apollodorus, in 532/1 B.C., during the reign of the tyrant Poly-

crates. He is said to have left Samos to escape from the tyranny
2

and to have settled at Croton in southern Italy, where he appears
to have risen to a position of great authority.

3
Eventually, how-

ever, the Crotoniates rose in revolt against him and he withdrew

to the neighbouring city of Metapontium, where he died.4 ^
1 Cf. 255 Herodotus iv, 95 (DKi4, 2) cos 8 eycb iruvOdvonai TCOV T&V

'EAArjoTTOVTOV olxe6vTCOv EAAr|vcov xal TT6vTOV, TOV ZccAnoiv TOUTOV eovTa

&v8pco-nrov 8ouAeOaoa ev S&ncp, SouAeuaai 8 TTuOccyopr) TCO MvriacScpxou . . .

SOKECO 5 iroAAoiai ereo-i irpOTepov TOV 26:Anoiv TOUTOV yeveaOai rTu0ccy6peco.

2
256 Porphyrius V.P. 9 (DK.I4, 8) yeyov6Ta 6* TCOV TeaaapcScKovTo:

9T|aiv 6 'Aptoro^evos Kal 6pcovToc TTJV TOU TToAvKporrovs Tupavv(6a OUVTOVCO-

T^potv oOaocv. . .OUTCOS 8^ T^V els 'iTOcAfav oarapatv Tron^cracrBai.

3 257 Diog. L. vm, 3 . . .oVrrfjpev els KpoTCOva TTJS 'iTaAfas, xdcKel vopioi/s

0els TOIS MTaAicoTais iSo^aOrj aOv Tots notorious, ol irp6s ToC/s TpiocKoafous

ovTes COKOVOMOUV ocpiaTa TO: iroAiTiKA, ware axeSov dpioroKpocrfav elvai T^V
TToAiTefav.

4 258 lamblichus V.P. 249 (DKi4, 16) 6 uiev oOv HuOay6pas 8ic

TQUTTIV TTJV alTfav dTrfjAOev els TO MeTairdvTiov xdKei A^yeTai KaTaaTp^ai
TOV piov. Cf. Diog. L. vm, 15.

255 According to my information from the Greeks who live beside the Hellespont and

Pontus, this Salmoxis, a real man, was a slave in Samos to Pythagoras son ofMnesarchus

. . .but I believe that this Salmoxis lived manyyears before Pythagoras.

256 Aristoxenus says that at the age offorty, seeing that the tyranny ofPolycrates had

grown more intense, . . . he eventually emigrated to Italy.

257 . . .He emigrated to Croton in Italy and there, by legislating for the Italians, won

renown together with his pupils. They numbered nearly 300, and they administered the

affairs of state so well that the constitution was virtually an aristocracy.

258 For this reason Pythagoras departed to Metapontium9 where he is said to have died.
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OBSCURITY OF THE TRADITION

Both Plato and Aristotle are remarkably chary of mentioning

Pythagoras by name,
1 and neither tells us, in the extant works,

anything ofthe slightest value about him. Moreover, from the way
in which they speak of later Pythagorean doctrine,

2 it would

appear that they are both alike sceptical about the historical

origins of Pythagoreanism. Probably the name of Pythagoras
was already, as it certainly was later, enveloped in a mist of

legend.
3

1 Plato mentions him once only, at Rep. 600 A-B, Aristotle in his extant

works (but cf. note 2 below) only twice, at Met. A 5, 986 a 30 (where, how-

ever, the name of Pythagoras is probably only a later addition : cf. Ross,

note ad loc.) and Rhet. 623, 1398^4.
2 Plato uses the word rTv6ccy6peios with equal reserve: it occurs only at

Rep. 530 D. Elsewhere he cites what we know to be Pythagorean doctrine

anonymously. Aristotle, though he is not so shy of the word TTv0ocy6peio$,

frequently prefers to describe the Pythagoreans as either ol 'iTaAiKof, ol

irepl 'iTocMocv or (as at Met. 985b 23, 989 b 29 etc.) ol KocAouuevoi T"Iv6ocy6-

peiot. Aristotle, however, was sufficiently interested in Pythagoreanism to

write a treatise, which is unfortunately lost, entitled Hepl TCOV TTvOocyopefcov.

3
Certainly the surviving fragments of Aristotle's lost work on the Pytha-

goreans already incorporate several miraculous tales; cf. also 259
Apollonius Hist. Mir. 6 (DKi4, 7) TTv0ccy6pccs MvrjCT&pxou ul6s T6

nv irpcoTOv 8ieTTOveTTO irepl TOC ncc0T'||JiaTcc Kal TOU$ dpiOjjoOs, uorepov
S TTOTS Kal TTJS OepexuBov TepocToiroitccs OUK drnicmi. This is probably not

a quotation from Aristotle (=fr. 191 Rose), as Heidel showed (AJP 61

(1940) 8f.); but it may be based on Aristotle. For Pherecydes cf.

pp. 50 ff.

EARLY EVIDENCE ABOUT PYTHAGORAS

260 Heraclitus fr. 40, Diogenes Laertius ix, i TroAu|jicc0ir| v6ov

IXEIV ou SiBAoxer
c

Haio8ov yap &v e8(8ae KCCI TTuOayopriv aOris TE

2evo9&v6(i TE Kal ^Koralov.

261 Heraclitus fr. 129, Diogenes Laertius vm, 6 I~fu6ay6pris

MvT]a6pxou iaropfr|v f|OKT]aev dvdpclynrcov naAiora TT&VTCOV xal

259 Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus at first worked strenuously at mathematics and

numbers, but later could not resist the miracle-mongering of Pherecydes.

260 The learning of many things does not teach intelligence; if so it would have taught

Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again Xenophanes and Hecataeus.

261 Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus, practised scientific enquiry beyond all other men
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TOUTCCS TCC$ ouyypcccpas (sc. e.g. Hesiod?) iTroifjaocro

0-09(11v, TroAunaQiriv, KOKOTexvirjv.
1

262 Herodotus iv, 95 (DKi/j., 2) . . .TOV ZaAiAo^iv TOUTOV. . .

"EAAr|<Ji T8 6uiAf|cjavTa Kai 'EAAfjVcov ou TO) ccaQevearccTCp acxpiaTTJ

rTvOayopr) ....

263 Porphyrius Vita Pythagorae 30 (DK3iBi2g) (
= Empedocles

fr. 129) TOUTOIS Kai 'EjjnreSoKAfis napTupei Aeycov Trepl avToO

(sc. Pythagoras)

?jv 6 Tig ev Keivoiaiv dvfjp Trepicoaioc e!6cog,

6s 6f] jjiriKiorov 7rpa7Ti6cov ^KTr|crocTo irAoOrov

TiavToicov T6 nocAicrra ao9cov <T*) eirtripavos ?pycov
OTTTTOTS yap TrocaTjaiv op^octTo TrpoanSeaaiv,

^)ei' 6 ys TCOV OVTCOV TTOCVTCOV Aeuaaeaxev eKaarov

Kai TE 8^K* dv0pcbTrcov xai T* eiKoaiv alcovsaaiv.

1 The authenticity of this fragment has been long doubted, and it was

regarded by Diels (though not by Kranz) as spurious; but since the case

against it rests on a misunderstanding of the word SKAe^ccnevos, which was
taken to imply that Pythagoras wrote rather than read books, there is no

good reason why it should not be substantially genuine.

bespite the silence of Plato and Aristotle these fifth-century

passages, to which should be added also 268 and 269, amply
suffice to prove that Pythagoras was in fact a historical, not merely
a legendary, figure. The difficulty lies in establishing anything
more than his bare existence; but we shall find that on the basis of

what little contemporary or early evidence survives it is possible

to reconstruct at least the rough outlines of his system,
v

THE EARLY PYTHAGOREAN COMMUNITY
Little as we know of Pythagoras himself, of his immediate followers

we know even less. There can be no doubt that Pythagoras
founded in Croton a sort of religious fraternity or order;

1 but there

and, making a selection of these writings , claimedfor his own a wisdom which was really

dilettantism and malpractice.

262 . . . This Salmoxis . . . who had associated with the Greeks, and especially with

Pythagoras, who was not the weakest sage among the Greeks ....

263 Empedocles too bears witness to this, writing of him: 'And there was among them

a man of rare knowledge, most skilled in all manner of wise works, a man who had won

the utmost wealth of wisdom; for whensoever he strained with all his mind, he easily saw

everything of all the things that are, in ten, yea, twenty lifetimes of men.
1

(Empedocles
trans. Burnet)
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is no good evidence for the widely held view that it was modelled

on Orphic cult-societies. It is true that Orphic and Pythagorean
doctrines and practices are often compared, -as they are first in the

following passage :

264 Herodotus n, 81 ou HVTOI e's ye TCC ipa eoxpepeTCti elpiveoc

ou8 auyKorraOATTTeTai cry\ (sc. the Egyptians)* ou yap oaiov.

6|joAoyoucn 5 Toura Total 'Op9iKoiori xaAeojjievoicri Kai BOKXIKOUJI,

louai 8e AlyuTrrfoiai, xal HuOcxyopeioicri
* ou8e yap TOUTCOV TCOV

opyfcov jjETexovTa OCTIOV earn ev elpiveoiai einacn 6a99fjvau cm 8

irepl OCUTCOV ipo$ A6yo$ Aeyonevog. (Cf. also 270.)

Even such a relatively early passage cannot, however, be safely

taken as evidence for the existence of the Orphics (or of the

Pythagoreans) before, say, the middle of the fifth century B.C., and

it throws no light on the question which of the two communities, if

either, was indebted to the other. Of Pythagoras' earliest adherents

very few are even known to us by name a state of affairs which

seems to have come about from two main reasons. In the first

place, there was apparently a rule of secrecy in the community,
2

by which the offence of divulging Pythagorean doctrine to the

uninitiated is said by later authorities to have been severely

punished with the result that there were evidently no Pytha-

gorean writings before, at earliest, the time of Philolaus3 (i.e. the

end of the fifth century B.C.). And second, even within the school

itself, such was the respect paid to its founder that later dis-

coveries made by members of the fraternity seem not to have been

claimed as individual achievements but rather attributed indis-

criminately to Pythagoras himself4 with the result that much
that can hardly have been the work of Pythagoras, especially in

the mathematical field, must remain anonymous. The most, there-

fore, that can be even attempted in the case of the Pythagoreans is

to divide their doctrine into three sections, two of which cover the

period from the founder to Parmenides, while the third is concerned

with the generation of Pythagoreans which flourished, under the

leadership of Philolaus, at the end of the fifth century.?, j

264 But woollen articles are never taken into temples, nor are they buried with them;

that is not lawful. They agree in this with the so-called Orphic and Bacchic practices,

which are really Egyptian, and with the Pythagorean; for it is not lawful for one who

partakes in these rites to be buried in woollen clothes. There is a sacred account given

on this subject.
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1 We hear much of the rules of the society in late and (except when

quoting from a reputable source) unreliable authors (cf. e.g. Diog. L. vm,
10; Iambi. V.P. 81), but such evidence should be treated with reserve. It

will, however, become clear from what follows that the society must have

been, in part at least, a religious fraternity.

2
265 Porphyrius Vita Pythagorae 19 (DKi4, 8 a) yevonevcov 8e TOVTCOV

UEyaAt) mpl auToO (sc. Pythagoras) TjO^TiOrj 56oc, Keel TroAAous nev eAa|3ev

I? OVTTJS TTJS Tr6Aecos (sc. Croton) oniAriTds, ou novov av8pas dAAa Kal

yuvaiKas, cbv nias ye eavous Kal 5ipof|0r| Tovvona, TroAAoOs 8* dir6 Tffc

aOveyyus |3appdpov x^op^S |3a<7iAeis TE Kal 8vvaaTas. a pv oil/v eAeye TO!S

cjuvoOaiv, o08 E!$ ex61 9paaai (3(3aicos' Kal yap ou8* f| Tuxouaa fjv Trap"

auTois aicoirrj. (See 271 for continuation.) This passage derives from

Dicaearchus of Messene, a pupil of Aristotle. There seem to have been two

motives for silence: first (see Iambi. V.P. 94), to insure that initiates could

'hold their peace' (e^sni/deiv) ;
and second (see Diog. L. vui, 15), to

discourage 'the utterance of all things to all men'. Diogenes is here

quoting Aristoxenus of Tarentum, another pupil of Aristotle, of whose

book on Pythagoreanism relatively substantial fragments are preserved by
later writers, especially lamblichus.

3 266 Iambi. V.P. 199 (DKi4, 17) Oav/najeTai 8e Kal f\ TTJS tyuAaKffc

ocKpi(3eia* Iv yap ToaaCrrais yeveais e"Tcov oOSeis ouSevl 9aiveTai TCOV

ITuOayopEicov OiroiJivrmccTCov TrepiTeTeuxws Trpo TTJS OiAoAaou r)AiKias, dAA*

OV/TOS rrpcoTOs e^veyKe Ta OpuAoujjieva TauTa Tpia (3ipA{a, a AsyETai Aicov

6 lupaKoucrios ^KOTOV pvcov irp{acr9ai HAATCOvos KEAEuaavTos. . . . (For the

story of Plato's plagiarism, sec p. 308.) Cf. 267 Plutarch Alex. fort, i, 4,

328: ou5 TTuOayopas lypavyEv ouSEv ou5 ZcoKpaTT|s o05E 'ApKEaiAaos
ou8 Kapva8r|s.

4 Hence arose, presumably, the favourite Pythagorean expression ocOTog

9a, 'he himself said so'; see Diog. L. vm, 46.

5 Iambi. V.P. 267 (DK.58A) gives us, it is true, a long list of the names of

Pythagoreans, some few of whom are probably early ; but the failure to

distinguish between different generations of the school, illustrated by the

inclusion in the same list of, for instance, Alcmaeon (see p. 232) and

Plato's contemporary, Archytas, renders it almost worthless.

265 After this hisfame grew great, and he won manyfollowersfrom the city itself (not

only men but women also, one of whom, Theano, became very well known too) and many

princes and chieftainsfrom the barbarian territory around. What he said to his associates,

nobody can say for certain; for silence with them was of no ordinary kind.

266 The strictness of their secrecy is astonishing; for in so many generations evidently

nobody ever encountered any Pythagorean notes before tiie time of Philolaus; he first

published those three notorious books, which Dion of Syracuse is said to have bought, at

Plato
9

s request, for 100 minae

267 Pythagoras wrote nothing, nor did Socrates nor Arcesilaus nor Carneades.
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THE MYSTICAL SIDE OF PYTHAGORAS' TEACHING

(i) Transmigration of souls

268 Diogenes Laertius vm, 36 (
= Xenophanes fr. 7) irepl Se TOU

oAAoT* dAAovyyevfja6ai 2evo9avTi$vAeyianpo^apTUpsT, f\s&pyfyt

vuv aC/T* dAAov eireiiAi Aoyov, Sei^co 8 xsAeuOov.

6 8 irepl aurou (sc. Pythagoras) 9T|cnv OUTCOS IXEI*

rat TroTe |Jiiv arxKpEAisoiJiEVOu ciKuAaKos TrapiovTOc

9aalv *TTOiKTipai xal To6e 9<5ca0ai ETTOS*

Tlauaai nr|8 poms', Jml f) 9iAou dvpos Eorlv

VI/UXTI, Tf|v eyvcov 90yaiJivr|s dtcov.

269 Diogenes Laertius i, 120 (
= Ion fr. 4) "Icov 8

s

6 Xios 9t|ai

irepl auTou (sc. Pherecydes)

cos o ia^v fjvopeT) TG K6Kaa|Jievos f)S^ Kai a!8o!

xai 96i|jievos ^UXT] T6pTrv6v EXSI pfoTOV,

EiTTgp riu0ocy6pr|s JTUJJICOS 6 (7096$ irepl TTOCVTCOV

dvOpcbircov yvcoua$ slSe xal l^^adev . . .
(
=
46) .

270 Herodotus n, 123 irpcoTOi Se xal T6v8e TOV Aoyov AiyuiTTioi

elaiv 01 dirovres ci>s AvOpcoTrou vpUXTJ oc06cvar6$ eori, TOU acoiaocTOS 8e

KOTOC96{vovTO$ es &AAo jcoov alel yivonevov eaSveTai, ^TTSOCV 8e TravTa

TrspUAOr) T& xePaoc i c KOC^ T^ QocAdaaia Kal TOC ireTeivoc aCrris s

dvOpcbirou orco|Jia yivojjievov iaSuveiv, TTJV -TTpif)Aucnv 8e avrrr)

y(vE<j9ai ev TpiaxiAioiai eTeau TOUTCO TCO Aoyco elai 01 *EAAf|vcov

IXP^^OCVTO, o! JJIEV TrpoTepov oi 8e uorepov, 6s i8ico ecourcov ^OVTI*

TCOV ^ycb ei8d)S TOC ouvo^ocra ou ypc5c9cx).

268 On the subject of reincarnation Xenophanes bears witness in an elegy which begins:

'Now I will turn to another tale and show the way.' What he says about Pythagoras runs

thus:
'

Once they say that he was passing by when a puppy was being whipped, and he took

pity and said: "Stop, do not beat it; for it is the soul of afriend that I recognized when

I heard it giving tongue."
'

269 Ion of Chios says about him (Pherecydes) :
*
Thus did he excel in manhood and

honour, and now that he is dead he has a delightful existence for his soul if indeed

Pythagoras the wise learned and knew true opinions above all men.
9

270 Moreover, the Egyptians are the first to have maintained the doctrine that the soul of
man is immortal, and that, when the body perishes, it enters into another animal that is

being born at the time, and when it has been the complete round of the creatures of the dry

land and of the sea and of the air it enters again into the body of a man at birth; and its

cycle is completed in 3000 years. There are some Greeks who have adopted this doctrine,

some informer times, and some in later, as if it were their own invention; their names I

know but refrainfrom writing down.
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Herodotus' refusal to mention names in 270 has been taken to

indicate that he is speaking not of Pythagoras himself but of

contemporaries of his own; Stein suggested Empedocles, but it

seems more plausible to suppose that it was people in Athens whom
Herodotus preferred not to name. It is, however, likely that the

phrase ot \ikv TrpoTepov,
* some in former times ', was intended to em-

brace both Pythagoras and certain others who were already known
as Orphics (cf. 264) . That Pythagoras himself did indeed believe

in the transmigration ofsouls is anyhow pretty conclusively proved

by 268. He is even said by Diogenes Laertius (vm, 4-5, DK 14, 8)

to have claimed to remember his own four previous incarnations.

(2) Kinship of all living things

The fragment of Xenophanes (268) shows that souls could be

reincarnated in the form of other living things than man, and this

in turn suggests the kinship of all living things.

265, where Porphyry is drawing on Aristotle's follower

Dicaearchus, continues as follows:

271 Porphyrius, Vita Pythagorae 19 (DKi4, 8 a) n&Aioroc JJIVTOI

yvcopiucc Trapa Traaiv yeveTO irpcoTov uv ob$ dOcxvcrrov elvcd 9T|cn

(sc. Pythagoras) TT^V yvxr)v, 6^TOC ueToc(3ocAAou<yocv ei$ aAAa yvr|

Scpcov, 7rp6$ 5e TOUTOIS OTI KOCTOC ireptoSous TIVOCS TOC yevojjievcx TTOTE

ir&Atv yiveTai, veov 6' ouSv cnrrAcos Sari,
1 Kal OTI TTOCVTOC TOC yiv6|jeva

euyuxa 6^oyevfl 8i vo^l^eiv. 9aiveTai yap ei$ TT]V *EAAa8a TOC

86ynaToc TTpcoTOS xojjiiaai TocOra T7v0ayopas.

1 It was presumably in connexion with the cycle of reincarnation that the

Pythagoreans held the remaining doctrine here attributed to them, that of

the periodic recurrence of events. The most reliable statement of this belief

is in the following fragment of Eudemus: 272 Eudemus ap. Simplic. Phys.

732, 30 (DK.58B34) et 5 TI$ Tnoreuo-eie TOIS ITuOccyopefois, wore irdAiv T&
CCUTOC ocpiOnco, xdycb uu6oAoyi

c

|<rco T6 ^ap6(ov eyj&v uiJiiv KaOrm^vois OUTGO,

Kal TOC aAAoc iravTa 6nofco$ i^ei Ka^ TOV XPOVOV

271 None the less thefollowing became universally known: first, that he maintains that

the soul is immortal; next, that it changes into other kinds of living things; also that events

recur in certain cycles, and that nothing is ever absolutely new; andfinally, that all living

things should be regarded as akin. Pythagoras seems to have been the first to bring these

beliefs into Greece.

272 If one were to believe the Pythagoreans, that events recur in an arithmetical cycle,

and that I shall be talking to you again sitting as you are now, with this pointer in my
hand, and that everything else will bejust as it is now, then it is plausible to suppose that

the time too will be the same time as now.
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elvoct. A passage in the Theologumena Arithmeticae (p. 52, 8 de Falco ; DK 1 4, 8)

tells us that certain later Pythagoreans, working on the basis ofthe intervals

between Pythagoras' own earlier incarnations, believed that the human
soul was reincarnated every 216 years the precise number 216 being

characteristically chosen as the cube of 6. Though such embellishments of

the doctrine are doubtless late, it is not impossible that Pythagoras himself

did indeed hold the belief, later adopted by the Stoics, in the periodic cycle;
but it is at least as likely that the later Pythagoreans borrowed it from

Empedocles (see pp. 326 f.).

Unfortunately, despite the definite suggestion in the last sentence

that Pythagoras had learnt these doctrines abroad, the question of

their origin is hopelessly shrouded in legend. He is said by
different late writers to have visited, and to have learnt from,

peoples as various as the Chaldaeans, the Indian Brahmins, the

Jews and even the Druids and the Celts; but all that such traditions

tell us is that certain similarities were later detected between the

teaching of Pythagoras and the beliefs held in countries other than

Greece. Even Herodotus' suggestion in 270 that the doctrine of

transmigration came from Egypt is demonstrably false the

Egyptians never held such a doctrine; and none of the other

guesses about its origin are as well attested as that.

Nor are the details of the two closely related doctrines, the

transmigration of souls and the kinship of all living things, at all

easy to fill in. Empedocles' version, as his fr. 117 (476) proves,

included at least some plants among living things, and presum-

ably for that reason involved abstention from laurel leaves (fr. 140)

and beans (fr. 141). Since, as we shall see in the next section,

similar rules of abstinence are attributed to Pythagoras, it may
well be that he too thought it was possible to be reincarnated as a

plant; but such relatively reliable and explicit evidence as exists,

most of which has already been cited, proves only that a human
soul can sink as low in the scale of living things as a dog (268). It

is possible, but no more than that, that in a world which he

regarded as dualistic (see pp. 240 if.) Pythagoras believed that

VJA/XT), 'life
9

,
was somehow a unity, a single mass, a part of which

was scattered in an impure form throughout the world, while

another part, into which the individual soul would be reabsorbed

after its final incarnation, retained its purity. Such a doctrine,

however, even if it was held, seems to have had little effect on the

cosmological side of Pythagoreanism (see pp. 250 ff.), in which the

place of the immortal soul is by no means clear.
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(3) Rules of abstinence and other prohibitions

Arising in part from his belief in the kinship of all living things,

but with a clear admixture ofother motives and influences, various

forms of abstinence are attributed by later writers to Pythagoras.
Two typical passages, chosen from many others like them, are :

273 Porphyrius Vita Pythagorae 7 (DKi4, 9) . . .jar} novov TGOV

dAAd Kal pccydpois xocl OrjpdTopai

274 Diogenes Laertius vm, 19 TTCCVTOS 8 pioAAov dcTtriyopeue

HI*JT' pu6Tvov la0iEiv HI^TE jjieAdvoupov xapSfccs T* d-rrexecrQai xal

Kvdpcov
*

'ApicrroTeArjs 6 91^(71 Kal nf|Tpas Kal TpiyAr^s IVIOTE . . .

(20) . . .Ovafcus TE expfjTO dvyvxois' oi 5s 9acnv OTI dAeKTOpai JJIOVQV

Kal eptyois yaAa6r|vois Kal TOIS Aeyoiavoi$ diraAtais, f^Kiara 5^

dpvdaiv.

It would appear from 273 that the primary motive (but not, as

some ofthe instances in 274 show, the only one) for the Pythagorean
rules and prohibitions was the belief in the kinship of all living

things: butchers and huntsmen arc presumably alike defiled by
the murder of their own kin. Unfortunately, as 274 again serves

to show, there is great inconsistency between the various authori-

ties about the details of the Pythagorean rules of abstinence. 1 The
fuller accounts are clearly unreliable, and perhaps all that can be

safely concluded from them is that certain rules of abstinence

arising from the belief in kinship were an early feature of the

Pythagorean way of life.

u x The conflicting nature of the evidence is in part due to Aristoxenus, who,

being a friend of the Pythagoreans of his day and anxious to justify their

neglect of the religious side of Pythagoras' teaching, was intent on

eliminating, or at least rationalizing, all such rules. But that some at

least of these rules are ofa certain age is proved by Herodotus' mention in

264 of the ban on burying the dead in woollen shrouds. ^

273 . . .not only to abstainfrom living things, but also never to approach butchers and

huntsmen.

274 Above all else he forbade the eating of red mullet and black-tail; and he enjoined

abstinencefrom the heart andfrom beans; also, according to Aristotle, on certain occasions,

from the womb and from mullet. . . .He sacrificed only inanimate things; but others say

that he used only cocks and sucking kids and piglings, as they are called, and never

lambs.
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Besides the rules that can be explained in this way there are also,

however, in the various lists handed down to us, others of at least

four different types." A few, such as
c

be not possessed of irrepres-

sible mirth '

or
*

disbelieve nothing strange about the gods or about

religious beliefs', would seem to be nothing more than common
ethical or religious reflexions.' A larger group, some ofwhich have

already appeared in 274, are probably descended from primitive

folk-taboo. Others again, such as
*

sacrifice and worship without

shoes on' or 'cut not your finger-nails at a sacrifice', clearly con-

cern ritual purity. And finally some, such as
* when you rise from

bed, roll the bed-clothes together and smoothe out the place where

you lay', seem to owe their origin to sympathetic magic.
1

.

1 The list from which these examples are taken is perhaps of sufficient

interest to deserve extensive quotation h 275 lamblichus Protr. 21

(DK.58a6) &TTCO 6 TOC (ppocaOTjcrdneva SOnpoAa TauTor a. els Iep6v

<5tmcbv TrpooKUvfjcrai, ut)8ev <5;AAo peTa^O pico-ni<6v ni*)T6 Aeye jjrf|Te TrpaTre.

p. 68oO ir&pepyov ovnre elaniov els Iep6v ovrre irpoaKUVTiTeov T6 irapdarav,
oOB* el -TTp6s Torts OOpais aurais Trccpioov yevoio. y. <5cvvrr68r|Tos 60e Kal

-rrpooKuvei, 8. ids Acarpous 6SoOs iKKAivcov 6ta TCOV drponrcov pdSi^e. . . .

. yAcoacTT)s Trp6 TCOV fiAAcov KpcScret OeoTs ^iroiJievos. . . .TV Trup ^axocipTi yi^

o-KaAeue. . . . i. otv8pl erravornOeiievcp jJiev 9OpTtov auv^Traipe, |Jif) auyKccScdpei

8e drroTtOe^vcp. la. eis nev Crrr68r|(yiv T6v 8e5iov iroSa Trpoir&pexe, els 8e

iroSoviTTTpov T6v eucbvu^ov. tp. -rrepl TTuOocyopetcov 6veu 9COTos \ri\ A<5tAei.

Ty. juyov nfj OTreppatve. tS. orrro8Tmcov TTIS olKeias \ri\ iTTiaTpe^ou, 'Epivues

yap neTepxovTca. . . .13. dAeKTpuova Tp^e jjiev, ^ OOe 8e. Mt|vl yAp xal *HAicp

KocOiepcoTai. vr\. lirl x^vlKl \tf\ KocOejou. . . .KOC. x6Ai86va olKJ^c nf) 8exou.

275 Let the rules to be pondered be these:

1. Whenyou are going out to a temple, worship fast, and onyour way neither say nor

do anything else connected with your daily life.

2. On ajourney neither enter a temple nor worship at all, not even ifyou are passing the

very doors.

3. Sacrifice and worship without shoes on.

4. Turn asidefrom highways and walk byfootpaths. . ..

6. Follow the gods and restrain your tongue above all else. . . .

8. Stir not the Jire with iron. ...

10. Help a man who is loadingfreight, but not one who is unloading.

11. Putting on your shoes, start with the rightfoot; washingyourfeet, with the left.

12. Speak not of Pythagorean matters without light.

13. Never step over a cross-bar.

14. When you are outfrom home, look not back, for the Furies come afteryou

27. Rear a cock, but do not sacrifice it; for it is dedicated to Moon and Sun.

18. Do not sit on a quart measure

21. Let not a swallow nest underyour roof.
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K(3. 8oKTvAiov pf) 96pei. . . .K8. irapa AOxvov \\i\ fooTrrpfsov. K!. irepl Oewv

lir|0v 8avnaaT6v drHarsi iAT|8 irspl Oefcov Soypdrcov. i^. da^Tco yAcoTt \\r\

Ixeo-Oon. KJ. Trapa Ouaioc vr\ 6vvxi3ou. . . .K0. crrpcondrcov dvaaras OVV^AK

aura Kai TOV T6irov avvoropwe. A. xapSiav nf) Tpcoye. . . . Ap.

acov xal drrovvxto-iJidTCOv KaraTrrue.. . .AS. x^P^ iXv S a7r^ cnroSoO

d9c5cvi3e. . . .A$. KU<5c^cov dTT^xov. . . .A0. iiy6xcov drr^xov/. For other such

lists, and rationalizations of the various dKouanocTa they contain, cf. Porph.
V.P. 42 (DK58c6) and Diog. L. vm, 17-18.

\ After the death of Pythagoras, his school apparently split into

two sects, one of which, the so-called 'Acousmatics
5

or 'Pytha-

gorists', preserved the mystical side of his teaching, while the

other, the 'Mathematicians', concentrated on the scientific side. 1

There is no telling how many of the Pythagorean rules and

prohibitions dcKoOcrnaTa or ovjji|3oAoc, as they were called

actually go back to the founder himself, but certainly many of

them look like primitive survivals. |

1
Porphyry suggests that this division goes back to Pythagoras himself:

276 Porph. V.P. 37 8iTTOv yap fjv OCUTOU Tfjs SiSaoxaAias TO

Kai TCOV TrpoaiovTcov ol |jev IxaAouvTO nadrjuaTiKol ot 8*

xai tia6ri|JiaTtKoi nv ol TOV rrepiTTOTepov Kai irpog aKptpetav 8iaTr6Trovr||Ji^vov

Tfjs ^TrtcrTri|jiT)s Aoyov ^KMEjjaOTiKOTes, ocKouajjiaTiKol 8* oi p6vas TOCS

AaicoSeis uiro0r|Kas TCOV ypamadTCOv aveu dcKpi^eaT^pas 8iriyr|(76cos

KOOT6S. But this is probably no more than a misguided attempt to account

for the later cleavage.

PYTHAGORAS' CONCERN WITH SCIENCE

So far, of course, there is little to distinguish Pythagoreanism from

a mere mystery religion : the only reliable traces, in the evidence so

22. Do not wear a ring. . . .

24. Do not look in a mirror beside a lamp.

25. Disbelieve nothing strange about the gods or about religious beliefs.

26. Be not possessed by irrepressible mirth.

2f. Cut notyourfinger-nails at a sacrifice ___ .

29. Whenyou risefrom bed roll the bed-clothes together and smoothe out theplace where

vou lay.

30. Eat not the heart. . . .

32. Spit upon the trimmings ofyour hair andfinger-nails ....

34. Leave not the mark of the pot in the ashes. . . .

37. Abstainfrom beans ----

39. Abstainfrom living things.
''

276 Theform of his instruction was twofold: one group ofhisfollowers were called the

Mathematicians, the other the Acousmatics. The Mathematicians were those who had learnt

the more detailed and exactly elaborated version ofhis knowledge, the Acousmatics those who

had heard only the summary headings ofhis writings, without the more exact exposition.
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far cited, of another side to Pythagoras' teaching are Heraclitus'

references, in 260 and 261, to his TroAuiaccdir) and ioropir| ('poly-

mathy' and Scientific enquiry
5

), and Herodotus' description of

him in 262 as 'by no means the weakest sage among the Hellenes'.

These passages alone, however, do suggest-V-what is evident also

from the fact that in the fifth century the Pythagoreans were among
the leading scientists that Pythagoras was interested in science as

well as in the fate ofthe soul,
j Clearly too religion and science were,

to Pythagoras, not two separate departments between which there

was no contact, but rather the two inseparable factors in a single

way of life.
1
Unfortunately there is no reliable evidence whatever

concerning the nature of Pythagoras' scientific teaching: any
reconstruction must be conjectural, merely attributing to Pytha-

goras himself such of the later Pythagorean doctrines as could

without anachronism have been held in the sixth century B.C. and

may plausibly account for the subsequent spread and develop-
ment of Pythagoreanism.jThe central notions, which held together

the two strands thatwere later to fall apart, seem to have been those

of Gecopfoc (contemplation),* KOCJIJIOS (an orderliness found in the

arrangement of the universe)
3 and xaOapais (purification).

4 By
contemplating the principle of order revealed in the universe

and especially in the regular movements of the heavenly bodies

and by assimilating himself to that orderliness, man himself was

progressively purified until he eventually escaped from the cycle of

birth and attained immortalityJ

1 The widening of the basis of mathematics is suggested by 277 Proclus

in End. p. 65 Friedl. (DK 14, 6 a) rrl Se TOVTOIS TTvOayopas T^V irepl OUT^V

(sc. yeconeTpiocv) 9iAoao9{ocv els ^xfjua "rcaiSeias Aev0epou neiicrrrio-ev

ocvco6ev T&S &PX&S ccuTfjs iTncrKOTroOnevoSr . . . Several passages in Aristotle

even suggest a close connexion in Pythagoreanism between mathematics

and ethics.

a The supremacy of the contemplative life is illustrated by the parable of

the Festival in 278 Diog. L. vui, 8 Kod T6v fMov e'oiKe'voci iravriyOpei
*

cos o\5v els TOcOTTjv ol jjev cxycovioO^evoi, oi 8e KCCT* ^Tropiav, of 8e" ye

P&TUTTOI gpxovTca Oecnraf, OUTCOS ev Tcp pfcp ot pev dvSpaTroScbSeis, 911,

9\}ovTai 86ris Kocl irAeove^fas Oriponrai, ot 8e 91X60-0901 TTJS dAr|0efas.

277 So Pythagoras turned geometrical philosophy into a form of liberal education by

seeking its first principles in a higher realm of reality. . ..

278 Life, he said, is like afestival; just as some come to thefestival to compete, some to

ply their trade, but the best people come as spectators, so in life the slavish men go hunting

forfame or gain, the philosophersfor the truth.
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'Pythagoras is said by Aetius, in a much debated passage (n, i, i ; DK 14,

21), to have been the first to use the word K6apo$ of the universe; but if the

passage has any foundation in fact, it is most likely that Pythagoras used

the word, not, as Aetius said, to mean f) TCOV oAcov Trepiox^,
*
that which

embraces all things', but with a special emphasis on the element of

orderliness, or the arrangement: cf. p. 159 n. Pythagoras is also said by
Diog. L. (i, 12), who is here quoting Heraclides, to have coined the word

'philosophy'; cf. Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments, 395.

4 The notion of K(5c0apais was linked especially with music : see279 Cramer,
An. Par. i, 1 72 . . , ot TTuOocyopiKof , o>s eyi] 'ApiaT6evo$, KaO&paet 4xP&VTO
TOU pv acbiJiocTOS 5ia Tfjs ionrpiKfjs, Tfjs 5 yv/xfjs 5l& Tns HOVCJIKTJS. Cf.

Iambi. V.P. no and Porph. V.P. 30.

SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The two most fundamental and universal of Pythagorean scientific

doctrines are, first, the ultimate dualism between Limit and

Unlimited, and second, the equation of things with numbers^(ec

pp. 240-50) . What is required, therefore, is a plausible explanation
ofhow these two doctrines, by no means obviously interdependent,
should have occurred to Pythagoras or his followers. There seems

no reason to doubt the tradition that Pythagoras himself dis-

covered probably by measuring the appropriate lengths of string

on a monochord that the chief musical intervals are expressible

in simple numerical ratios between the first four integers.
1 This

single discovery would account naturally for all the most charac-

teristic of Pythagorean doctrines. If the musical scale depends

simply upon the imposition ofdefinite proportions on the indefinite

continuum of sound between high and low, might not the same

principles, Limit and the Unlimited, underlie the whole universe?

If numbers alone are sufficient to explain the 'consonances',

might not everything else be likewise expressible as a number or a

proportion? Moreover, since the first four integers contain the

whole secret of the musical scale, their sum, the number 10 or the

Decad, might well 'seem to embrace 3

,
as Aristotle puts it, 'the

whole nature of number' (see 289) and so come to be regarded, as

it certainly was, with veneration.2
|It is not surprising, therefore,

that both mathematics and music should have played from the

outset so vital a part in Pythagoreanism^ Of the various mathe-

matical discoveries attributed to Pythagoras it is not unlikely that

279 The Pythagoreans, according to Aristoxenus, practised the purification of the body

by medicine, that of the soul by music.
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some notably, the theorem that still bears his name, and its

corollary, the incommensurability of the diagonal and the side of

a square
3 are genuinely his. It is also a remote possibility, in

view of his interest in the musical scale, that he himself invented

the well-known doctrine of the
'

Harmony of the Spheres^ (see

330). Some authorities maintained that he first discovered that

the morning and the evening star are one and the same, while

others attributed the discovery to Parmenides
t

' There is, un-

fortunately, no means of assessing the relative strength of the two

claims though it might perhaps be thought that Pythagoras'

interests would have inclined him more towards astronomy than

would those of Parmenides. All such details, however, rest on no

reliable evidence; all that can be said with confidence of the

scientific achievements of Pythagoras himself is that they must

have been sufficient to give the original impetus to the Pytha-

gorcanism of the fifth century which Aristotle describes. ;

1 Octave=2: i, fifth 3:2, fourth=4:3. An elaborate story that Pytha-

goras made his discovery by noticing that the hammers in a smithy

happened to produce these intervals and therefore weighing the hammers
is found in several late authors (e.g. Iambi. V.P. i i$ff., Bocthius de mus. i,

i o) ; but it is proved to be unreliable by the fact that Pythagoras' alleged

experiments could not have yielded the results attributed to them.

z The number 10 was represented by ten dots or alphas arranged in an

equilateral triangle so:

This diagram, which shows at a glance that 10=1+2 + 3 + 4, was known
to the Pythagoreans as the Tetractys of the Dccad, and by it they swore

their most binding oaths. So 280 Aetius i, 3, 8 (DK-58BI5) elvoci Sfc

Tf)V 9U(Tiv TOU dpi0|JioO 8&<a. nexP1 Y^P T&v ^KOC irocvres "EAArjves, irdvTes

|36:ppapoi dpiOpoOcjiv, 9' Sc SAOovTes TrdAiv dvorrro8ouaiv hrl TTJV pov&Soc.

Keel TCOV S&a Tr&Aiv, 9Tiaiv (sc. Pythagoras), fj 8vvan{$ eoriv v Tols T^aaapo-i
Kocl Tfj TerpdSi. T6 8 afTiov *

et Ti$ dir6 TTJS novd5os [c5cvcnro8c6v] KOT& 7rp6a06-

aiv Ti0e{-n TOV/S dpiOjJioOs dxpt TOOV Teaadpcov irpoeAOcbv iKTrAripcbaet T6v <TCOV)
8eKa <5cpi0jj;6v

* lav S OireppAAri TIS T6v Tfjs TSTpA8os, Kal TWV 8exa uirepeKrreo
1-

olov ei TIS Qefil ev xal 80o TrpoaOelTi xal Tp(a xai ToOrots T^aaapa, T6v

280 Ten is the very nature of number. All Greeks and all barbarians alike count up to

ten, and having reached ten revert again to the unit. And again, Pythagoras maintains, the

power of the number ten lies in the numberfour, the tetrad. This is the reason: ifone starts

at the unit and adds the successive numbers up tofour, one will make up the number ten;

and if one exceeds the tetrad, one will exceed ten too. If, that is, one takes the unit, adds
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TCOV 8&OC iKTrAripcbcrei dpi6|j6v. COOTS 6 dpi6n6s Kord nev novd8oc v TOIS SEKCC,

KOCTOC 8e 80voc|iiv ev Tots T^crcrapai. 816 Kal in^OeyyovTO o! rTuOay6petoi <bs

peyiorov opKov ovros TTJS T6Tpd8os'

oO pa T6v dpeT^pa yeveqc irapa86vTa TETPOKTUV,

TToydv devdou 9vcrecos (Second T* exouaocv.

Cf. Theo Smyrnaeus 94, 6 Hillcr; Sextus adv. math, vn, 94 ff.

3 28l Proclus inEucl. p. 426 Friedl. (ev TOIS 6p9oycov{ois Tpiycbvois T6 c5nr6

TTJS Tf^v 6pOf^v ycovtocv UTroTeivouarjs TrAeupas TeTpdycovov Taov ^orl TOIS

<5cir6 TCOV Tfjv 6p0f)v ycoviav Trepiexouacov irAevpcov TETpocycbvois)* ^TCOV pev

loTOpetv TOC dpxocla pouAoiJievcov dKoOovTas T6 Oecoprmoc TOUTO els FFv/Oayopav

dvaTrepTTOVTCov {ferny eupelv Kal poudureTv AEy6vTCOV CCUTOV ^irl TTJ eup^crei.t

According to one version of a very variable story Hippasus of Meta-

pontium, an early Pythagorean, was expelled from the school, or even

drowned at sea, for revealing to the uninitiated, in defiance of the rule of

secrecy, the irrational or incommensurable (i.e. that some geometrical

quantities cannot be expressed in terms of whole numbers) . See Iambi.

F./>. 247 (DK 18,4).

two, then three and thenfour, one will make up the number ten. So that number by the unit

resides in the number ten, but potentially in the numberfour. And so the Pythagoreans used

to invoke the tetrad as their most binding oath:
'

Nay, by him that gave to our genera-

tion the tetractys, which contains thefount and root of eternal nature*

281 (
The square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the

squares on the sides enclosing the right angle.) The text of the next sentence is corrupt,

but the sense is: Ifwe pay any attention to those who like to recount ancient history, we

mayfind some of them referring this theorem to Pythagoras, and saying that he sacrificed

an ox in honour of his discovery.
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CHAPTER VIII

ALCMAEON OF CROTON

DATE AND RELEVANCE
Of the generation of Pythagoreans contemporary with or imme-

diately following Pythagoras very few are even known to us by
name, and, with the possible exception of Hippasus (cf. p. 231 n. 3),

nothing of importance is known about any of them. The only
Italian thinker between Pythagoras and Parmcnidcs of whose

opinions there is sufficient evidence to justify his inclusion in this

book is Alcmaeon of Croton, who flourished, probably, early in

the fifth century B.C. 1

282 Diogenes Laertius vm, 83 (DK.24AI) 'AAxnocicov Kpo-

Tcovi&TT|$. Keel o\Sro$ TTuOayopou SirjKoucre. xocl TOC irAeiOTCc ye [TOC]

tarpiKcc Ayei, ojjico$ 5e Kal 9UCTioAoyi evfoTe Aeycov
*

6uo TOC iroAAoc

OTI TCOV dvOpcoirivcov'. Soxel 8 irpcoTos 9ucriK6v Aoyov ovy-

This briefpassage contains several important pieces ofinformation.

The statement that he c heard Pythagoras' doubtless means, as it

usually does, no more than that he was in some sort of contact

with the Pythagorean school.2 The following sentence, on the other

hand, is certainly accurate; but, though Alcmaeon's interests were

primarily medical and physiological,
3 his theories even in these

specialized fields exercised a considerable influence on later

philosophers. The alleged quotation, whether or not it preserves
Alcmaeon's own words, certainly preserves one of the most

important of his views, his dualism. And finally, though the

suggestion that he was the first to do so is ofdoubtful value (cf., e.g.,

45, 98), he does indeed seem to have written a book on natural

science, of which a few possibly genuine fragments survive.4

1 The evidence on which this dating relies is 283 Aristotle Met. AS,
986 a 29 Kal yap yve*ro T^V fjAiKfav

'

AAKuafcov -ni ypovn TTu0ay6pg ....

282 Alcmaeon ofCroton: anotherpupil ofPythagoras. For the mostpart his theories are

medical9 but sometimes he treats of natural philosophy too, maintaining that 'the majority

ofhuman affairs are in pairs
9

. He seems to have been thefirst to write an account ofnature.

283 Diels' text means: Alcmaeon was a young man in Pythagoras
9

old age. . ..
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The text, however, is obviously corrupt. While Diels inserts veos before ETT{,

Ross regards the words eyveTo T^V fjAtKiav and TT! yepovTt TTv0ay6pa,
which are omitted by one ms. and ignored by Alexander, as a later

addition (see his note ad loc.}. It is true that lamblichus V.P. 104 lists

Alcmaeon among
'
the contemporaries of Pythagoras, his young pupils in

his old age
'

; but since the same list contains also the names of Philolaus,

Archytas and Leucippus, it clearly has no value as evidence. All that can

safely be said, therefore, is that there is no reason why this dating, whether

it represents Aristotle's own opinion or that of an interpolator, should not

be approximately correct.

2 Aristotle mentions Alcmaeon by name on several occasions, but, though
in 289 he guesses either that Alcmaeon borrowed from the Pythagoreans
or they from him, he never suggests that Alcmaeon himself was a member
of the school. Later writers arc, as usual, less cautious.

3 Alcmaeon's physiological research was directed chiefly towards deter-

mining the nature of sense-perception. His theories are summed up by
Theophrastus in a passage of which the most important sentences are the

following: 284 Theophr. de sensu 25 f. (DK.24A5) TCOV 8 ufj TOO 6noicp

TToiovvTcov Tf]v at<j0r|aiv 'AAK{JKxfcov uev TrpcoTOV (^opijei TTJV irp6s Ta

jcpa 8ia9opav. ocvOpcoirov yap <pr\<Ji TCOV ocAAcov 6ia96p6tv 611 povov

ijvvirjcn, TOC 8* aAAa cdaOdveToci jjiev, ou ^uvirjcri 5, cos eTepov 6v TO 9poveiv

Kal alcrOdveaOai, xoci ou, KaOcarep 'EM7TE8oKAfjs TaCnrov TreiTcc rapl

eKacrrris Aeyet . . . .ocirdaas 8e TCCS afaOrjaeis auvripTfjaOaf TTCOS irpos TOV

lyx^aAov 8t6 Kai Trr|poOo-0ai KIVOU^VOU Kal |JieTaAAaTTovTO$ TT^V x^pocv
^TTiAaMpavEtv yap TOUS iropous, 81* cbv at ala0f|aeis. The view that the brain

is the seat of sensations was taken over from Alcmaeon in the Hippocratic
treatise de morbo sacro, 14 and 17 (DK.24AH). The existence of the ir6poi

is said by Chalcidius (in Tim. ch. 237, DK.24A 10) to have been proved by
Alcmaeon's dissection of the eye.

4 The book is said by Diog. L. (with only one brief sentence between 282

and this passage) to have begun as follows: 285 Diog. L. vm, 83 'AAK-

uai'cov KpOTCovii'iTris TaSe lAe^e TTetpiOou ulos BpOTfvcp Kal AEOVTI Kal

BaGvAAco* irepl TCOV a9avecov, irepl TCOV OV-TITCOV aa9
r

i |Viav (Jiev Oeol ix VTl

cos 8e dvOpcoTTOis TeKuaipeaOat. . ..The fact that Brotinus (or Brontinus, as

other ancient sources call him) was evidently connected with Pythagoras

by some marriage tie is one of the indications that Alcmaeon was in close

contact with the Pythagorean school. Leon and Bathylaus (not Bathyllus)

are to be found in the list of Pythagoreans in Iambi. V.P. 267

284 Of those who think perception is of unlike by unlike Alcmaeon first defined the

difference between man and animals. For man, he says, differsfrom other animals in that
t

he only understands, while the rest perceive but do not understand', thought andperception

being different, not, as Empedocles maintains, the same. Thereafter he discusses each of the

senses severally. . ..Collectively he maintains that the senses are somehow connected with

the brain; and so they are incapacitated when it moves or changes its position; for it stops

the passages through which sensations come.

285 Alcmaeon ofCroton, son ofPeirithous, spoke these words to Brotinus and Leon and

Bathyllus. Concerning things unseen and things mortal the gods see clearly, but so far as

men may conjecture ....
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ALCMAEON'S INFLUENCE ON HIS SUCCESSORS

(i) His theory of health

Alcmaeon, like the Pythagoreans, was a dualist; but whereas the

Pythagoreans recognized certain particular pairs of opposites as

ultimate (notably Limit and Unlimited, Odd and Even; see 289,

p. 238), Alcmaeon, presumably owing to his medical approach
to cosmology, seems merely to have asserted that contrariety was

fundamental without specifying any ultimate pair or pairs. His

most influential doctrine, his theory of health, illustrates his

dualism, and is summarized by Aetius as follows :

286 Aetius v, 30, i 'AAxnodcov TTJS JJLV vyieiccs elvcci ovveKTiKfjv

TT)V Maovoniov* TCOV Buv&iJiecov, uypou, npoO, vyuxpoO, 6epuou,

TriKpoO, yAuxtos Kal TCOV Aonrcov, Tf|v 5' iv ourois ^ovapxiocv*
v6cjou 7roiT|TiKr|V 99opOTroi6v yap Karpou novocpxfocv. KOCI voaov

cos uev 9' oO UTreppoAfj OEPUOTTITOS f| yuxpornTOS, cos

o\5 8icc TrAfiOos TpO9f]s f| ev6eiav, cos 8' v ols f| (irepl Diels)

f| ^U6A6v f| feyK^ccAov. eyylveaQai 8^ TOUTOIS TTOTE KOCK TCOV

aiTicov, uSciTCOV TTOICOV f| x^P^ ^| KOTTCOV r) dcvdyK-qs f| TCOV

TOUTOIS TrapcarA'ncTicov. TT^V 6* uyieiav TT^V ovuneTpov TCOV TTOICOV

Kpaaiv.

This doctrine, though here restricted to the medical field, may
perhaps have suggested the theory put forward by Simmias in

Plato's Phaedo (85 -860) that the soul is merely an 'attunement'

of the physical opposites that compose the body; and since Plato

is there probably citing a Pythagorean view, it seems quite likely

that at this point at least Alcmaeon exercised an influence on the

Pythagoreans (see pp. 26 if.).
1

1 Once again, despite the general similarity between Alcmaeon's views

and those of the Pythagoreans, the laovopfoc theory involves a significant

difference of detail from the Pythagorean doctrine of dpnovfrj. G. Vlastos

286 Alcmaeon maintains that the bond of health is the 'equal balance
9

of the powers,

moist and dry, cold and hot, bitter and sweet, and the rest, while the 'supremacy* of one of
them is the cause of disease; for the supremacy of either is destructive. Illness comes about

directly through excess of heat or cold, indirectly through surfeit or deficiency of nourish-

ment; and its centre is either the blood or the marrow or the brain. It sometimes arises in

these centres from external causes, moisture of some sort or environment or exhaustion or

hardship or similar causes. Health on the other hand is the proportionate admixture of the

qualities.
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(Gnomon 25 (1953) 33-4) writes:
*
It is well known that the general norm of

Kpaais in Greek cosmology and medicine was laovopia (Alcmacon B 4) or

loro|jioipfot (irepl <5cpcov 12), i.e. the i/i ratio____ Over against this wide-

spread view, the Pythagorean discovery of the formulae for musical

harmony introduced an entirely new idea, for it depicted patterns of good
Kpaciis which did not conform to taovonioc but involved pairs of unequal

(and, in each case, odd-even) numbers: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4.' See p. 230 n. i.

(2) The composition of the soul

287 Aristotle de anima As, 405 a 29 TrapcnrAr|afco$ S TOUTOIS

(sc. Thales, Diogenes of Apollonia and Heraclitus) KOC!
'

AAxjJiaicov

loixev uiToAapeiv irepl yux%* 9r|crl yap ocur^v dOdvocrov elvai Bid

TO eoix^vai TOIS dQavdrois* TOUTO 6* uirapxeiv aurrj cb$ del KivouiaevT)

KiveiaQat ydp KOCI Td 0eia TTOCVTOC auvexoos def, aeArjVTiv, fiAiov, TOU$

dcrrepas Kal TOV oupocvov 6Aov.

288 [Aristotle] ProbL 17, 3, gi6a33 TOUS dv0pcoTrous 9f|criv

'AAxjjiafcov 8id TOUTO dTroAXucrOai, OTI ou SuvavTai TT|V dpx^v TCO

These two passages, despite their apparent dissimilarity, have been

thought to refer to the same doctrine. The heavenly bodies have

the property of continuous motion in a circle, and the soul, too,

according to 287, is endowed with continuous motion; but whereas

the movement of the heavenly bodies is circular, 'man', according
to 288,

c

is unable tojoin the beginning to the end' in other words

the soul's motion cannot long remain circular and so dies. This

curious doctrine recalls fr. 103 of Heraclitus, 'on a circle beginning
and end are the same'; but its details are obscure and there is no

reliable evidence to enable us to reconstruct them. Here again,

however, it seems possible that Alcmaeon exercised an influence

on Plato, since the doctrine in the Timaeus of circles revolving in

the soul seems to bear some relation to the theory ofAlcmaeon and

may perhaps have been borrowed directly from him.

287 Alcmaeon also seems to have held much the same view about the soul as these others;

for he says that it is immortal owing to its similarity to the immortal; and it has this

quality because it is always in motion; for everything divine is in continual motion the

sun, the moon, the stars and the whole heavens.

288 Alcmaeon says that men die for this reason, that they cannot join the beginning to

the end.
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CHAPTER IX

PRE-PARMENIDEAN PYTHAGOREANISM

THE PROBLEM OF DATING

In his numerous references to Pythagorcanism Aristotle very
seldom either names individual Pythagoreans or distinguishes

between different generations of the school. However much

Pythagorean doctrine may have evolved during the fifth and early

fourth centuries, Aristotle is content to summarize the main
features of the system as a whole

;
and since there is no ancient

authority of comparable weight with Aristotle, very various views

have been taken of the development of the Pythagorean cosmo-

logy.
1 The most that we can hope to achieve is to divide the

Pythagoreanism of the fifth century into two main periods, one

before Parmenides, the other after Zcno; and since the primary
means by which even so much may be achieved consists in con-

sidering which Pythagorean doctrines seem to be attacked by
Parmenides and which look like a reply to either Parmenides or

Zeno, any such reconstruction must of necessity be hazardously

conjectural. None the less the attempt seems worth the making,
for otherwise the only possible course is to follow Aristotle and

group all the Pythagorean doctrines of more than a century of

development into one indiscriminate amalgam.
1 For three widely different reconstructions of5th-ceiitury Pythagoreanism
see (i) Burnet, EGP; (ii) F. M. Gornford, CQ,xvr and xvn (1922 and 1923),
and introductory chapters of Plato and Parmenides ; (iii) J. E. Raven,

Pythagoreans and Eleatics.

ARISTOTLE'S GENERAL SUMMARY
The longest and most helpful of Aristotle's summaries of Pytha-

goreanism, which must first be read and considered in extenso, is :

289 Aristotle Metaphysics AS, 985 b 23 ev 5e TOUTOIS KOCI irpo

TO\JTCOV (sc. Leucippus and Democritus) ot KocAoujjievot rTuQocyo-

peioi
1 TCOV uoOrinorrcov ccyajjsvoi irpcoTOi TOcOra irpofjyayov, xal

289 Contemporaneously with these philosophers, and before them, the Pythagoreans, as

they are called, devoted themselves to mathematics; they were thefirst to advance this study,
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evTpa9evTes ev ouTOis TOCS TOUTCOV dpxds TCOV OVTCOV dpxds cof|9r|aav

elvai -rrdvTcov. eml 8e TOUTCOV oi dpiOjaol 90aei TrpcoTOi, ev 8e TOIS

eSoKouv OecopEiv 6|jioicb|jiaTa -rroAAd TOIS oOai Kai yiyvo-

S, naAAov f\ ev irupl Kai yrj Kai OSaTi, OTI TO JJIEV ToiovSl TCOV

dpi0ncov 7rd0os SiKaioovvT], TO Se ToiovSl yuxT) K0^ v vs> erepov Se

Kaipos Kai TCOV aAAcov cos ei-rreiv eKacrrov OJJUDICOS, em Se TCOV dpiaovicov

ev dpiOjjioTs opcovTes TOC irdOr) KCCI TOUS Aoyous, eirsi 6*n TOC ^Jiev dAAa

TOIS dpi0(JioTs e9aiveTO TT]V 9uaiv d9<x>piotcoa9ai iraaav, oi 8' dpiQpioi

Tf]s 9U<jcos TrpcoTOi, Ta TCOV dpiOpcov aroixeioc TCOV OVTCOV

irdvTcov UTreAa(3ov elvai, Kai TOV 6Aov oupavov apjaovtav

elvai xal dpidjjiov Kai oaa elxov 6jJioAoyou|Jiva 8eiKVUvai ev Te TOIS

dpi9|JioTs Kai TaTs dptJiovtais irpos Ta TOU oupavou TrdOrj Kai
|Jiepr|

Kai

Trpos TT]V 6Ar|v 8iaKoci|ar|aiv, TaOra ovvdyovTes ^TIPIJIOTTOV. Kav ei

TI TTOU 8ieAenre, upoaeyAixovTO TOU auveipon^vrjv iracrav auTois elvai

TTIV TTpaypareiav. Ayco 8' olov, 67rei8f) TeAeiov f) 8eKas elvai SoKei

Kai iraaav irepieiAr|9evai TT^V TCOV dpiOpcov 9\icriv, Kai Ta 9epojjieva

Kara TOV oupavov 8^Ka jjiev elvai 9aaiv, OVTCOV 8J evvea jaovov TCOV

9avepc6v Sid TOUTO 8eKoa"nv TTJV dvT(x9ova TTOIOUCTIV. SicopiciTai 8e

irepl TOUTCOV ev iTepois f^Tv aKpi(3ecnepov. . . ,
a
(986 a 15) 9aivovTai

8f] Kai oOroi TOV dpiOiJiov voiai^ovTes dpx^v elvai Kai cos uAt]v TOIS

ofcri Kai obs TrdOr) TE Kai e^eis, TOU 8e dpiO^Jiou crroixeioc TO TE dpTiov
Kai TO irepiTTOv, TOUTCOV 8e TO iJiev a-rreipov, TO 8e TTe-rrepacriJievov, T6

and having been brought up in it they thought its principles were tlie principles ofall things.

Since of these principles numbers are by nature the first, and in numbers they seemed to see

many resemblances to the things that exist and come into being more than infire and earth

and water (such and such a modification of numbers being justice, another being soul and

reason, another being opportunity and similarly almost all other things being numerically

expressible); since, again, they saw that the attributes and the ratios of the musical scales

were expressible in numbers; since, then, all other things seemed in their whole nature to be

modelled after numbers, and numbers seemed to be the first things in the whole of nature,

they supposed the elements ofnumbers to be the elements ofall things, and the whole heaven

to be a musical scale and a number. And all the properties of numbers and scales which

they could show to agree with the attributes and parts and the whole arrangement of the

heavens, they collected andfitted into their scheme; and if there was a gap anywhere, they

readily made additions so as to make their whole theory coherent. E.g. as the number 10

is thought to be perfect and to comprise the whole nature of numbers, they say that the

bodies which move through the heavens are ten, but as the visible bodies are only nine, to

meet this they invent a tenth the ''counter-earth''. We have discussed these matters more

exactly elsewhere. . . .

Evidently, then, these thinkers also consider that number is the principle both as matter

for things and asforming their modifications and their permanent states, and hold that the

elements of number are the even and the odd, and of these theformer is unlimited, and the
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8' ev 15 du9OTpcov elvcci TOUTCOV (xal yap apTiov elvai Kat Treprrrov),

TOV 8' dpi0nov IK TOU ev6s, dpiOjaous 86, KaOdrrep eiprjTai, TOV 6Aov

oupavov.

6Tepoi 8e TOOV OCUTCOV TOUTCOV Tecs ocpx^s Sera Ayoucnv elvai TOCS

Kord ovoroixicxv Aeyo^vas*

nipas Kal ocTTstpov

TrepiTTov Kal apTiov
ev xai rrXfjOos

8eiov xal dpicnrepov

fippev xai 0f]Au

fjpeiJiouv xal KivoOjjievov

eu0u Kai KaiiiruAov

966$ Kal QK6TOS

dcyaOov xai KOKOV

T6Tpocycovov xal Teponr|Ks*

ovrrsp Tporrov ?oiK6 Kal 'AAKjjiafcov 6 KpoTcovidrris C/iroAapeiv, Kal

T!|TOI oC/Tos Trap' sKetvcov f| eKeivoi rrapoc TOUTOU rrap^Aapov TOV

Aoyov TOUTOV Kal yap eyeveTo TT\V fjAiKiav 'AAK^aicov eirl yepovTi

TTuOayopcjc, dTre9rjvaTO 6fe TrapaTrArjaicos TOUTOis.3 91^0-1 yap elvai

80o TOC TToAAoc TCOV avOpcoTrtvcov, Aeycov TOCS evavTioTriTas oux

cocrrrep oOroi Bicopiapievas aAAa TOCS Tuxouaas, olov AEUKOV neAav,

yAuKu rriKpov, dya66v KOCKOV, nya jaiKpov.
4
oC/Tos JA^V oOv dSiopiarcos

onr^ppivfe irepl TCOV Aonrcov, oi 8e TTuOay6p6ioi Kal Troaai Kal Tives

at IvavTicoaEis dTre9f|vavTO. Trapd UEV oOv TOUTCOV dtJi9oTv Toaourov

eon Aa^eTv OTI TavavTta dpxal TCOV OVTCOV TO Se oaat, irapa TCOV

, Kal Tives aurai elaiv* TTOOS MCVTOI rrpos TOCS elprmevas aiTias

latter limited; and the i proceeds from both of these (for it is both even and odd)) and

numberfrom the i; and the whole heaven, as has been said, is numbers.

Other members of this same school say there are ten principles, which they arrange in two

columns of cognates limit and unlimited, odd and even, one and plurality, right and left,

male and female, resting and moving, straight and curved, light and darkness, good and

bad, square and oblong. In this way Alcmaeon of Croton seems also to have conceived the

matter, and either he got this view from them or they got it from him; . . .for he expressed

himself similarly to them. For he says most human affairs go in pairs, meaning not

definite contrarieties such as the Pythagoreans speak of, but any chance contrarieties, e.g.

white and black, sweet and bitter, good and bad, great and small. He threw out indefinite

suggestions about the other contrarieties, but the Pythagoreans declared both how many and

which their contrarieties are.

From both these schools, then, we can learn this much, that the contraries are the

principles of things; and how many these principles are and which they are, we can learn

from one of the two schools. But how these principles can be brought together under the
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ovvayocyeiv, oxHpcos UEV ou 5if|p9pcoTat Trap* SKEIVCOV,

eoiKccai 8' cb$ ev OAr|$ eT5i TOC OTOIXHICC Tdrreiv *

EK TOUTCOV yap d>s

IvuirapxovTcov avvEoravoci KCU TreTrAdaQai 9aoi TT^V ouaiav.

1 For Aristotle's caution in speaking of the Pythagoreans see note 2 on

p. 218.

2
Alexander, in his comments on this passage (Met. 41,1, 0X5834), refers

to the de caelo (i.e. 329) and the lost TTuOocyopiKoov 86^01 for Aristotle's

fuller treatment of this topic.

3 On the text of this sentence see note i on p. 232.

* See p. 234.

This long passage, though it is one of the few in which Aristotle

recognizes (in the words eTepoi 6e TCOV OCUTGOV TOUTCOV, 'others of

these same thinkers') distinctions within the school, is evidently
intended as a summary of the main features of Pythagoreanism as

a whole. 1 It accordingly refers in passing to most of the doctrines

which Aristotle elsewhere examines in greater detail. At the same
time it is by itself far from self-explanatory: almost every sentence

in it needs corroboration, amplification or elucidation. The most

convenient course will be to take this passage as a text for the whole

of this chapter, expanding in turn each of the most important
sentences in their logical order rather than in the order in which

Aristotle presents them. Since Pythagoreanism is evidently based

on an ultimate dualism, it will be best to start from the two first

principles (which are first not only in the list but also, as the

previous paragraph shows, in cosmology), Limit and Unlimited

and Odd and Even. Next, since the unit is derived from these two

principles, we must examine the nature of the Pythagorean units

and of number in general. That will enable us to see what the

Pythagoreans meant by the equation of things with numbers.

Finally we can attempt to reconstruct the cosmogony ofthese early

Pythagoreans, against which the criticisms of the Eleatics seem to

have been primarily directed.

1 The opening words of the passage, iv 5 ToO-rois Keel irpo TO\!)TCOV, show
that Aristotle has in mind, at least among others, the generation of

Pythagoreans which flourished at the end of the fifth century B.C. and of

which Philolaus was the most prominent member. When, however, he

causes we have named has not been clearly and articulately stated by them; they seem9

however,
to range the elements under the head of matter; for out of these as immanent parts

they say substance is composed and moulded. (Trans. Ross)
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passes in the following paragraph to 'others of this same school', his

suggestion that either Alcmaeon borrowed from them or they from him
seems to indicate that he is passing from a later to an earlier generation.

But since the entire passage is clearly intended as a summary of the salient

features of Pythagoreanism as a whole, no reliance can safely be placed

upon this unusual distinction.

DUALISM

290 Aristotle Met. AS, 986b 2, from 289 irapdc |jv ouv TOUTCOV

d|Ji9oTv Toaourov OTI Aa(3siv OTI Tocvavrfa dpxocl TCOV OVTCOV TO 8e

oaoci, Trapa TCOV ^Tepcov, Kal Tive$ aOrai eicriv.

291 Aristotle Met. AS, 987 a 13 (DKsSfiS) oi S T7v0ay6pioi
8uo piv TOCS apX&S KOTCC TOV aurov e!pf)Kaai Tpoirov, TOcroOrov S

TTpoaeTT^Oeciav 6 xai iSiov eariv auroov, OTI TO TreirepacJiJ^vov Kal TO

arreipov [xal TO iv] oux 4T^pa$ Tivas cpfjOTicjav elvai 9uaeis, olov Ttup

P| yfjv f\ TI TOIOUTOV ?Tgpov, ocAA' aOro TO arretpov Kal auro TO iv

ouaiav elvai ToOrcov cov KaTTjyopouvTai, 616 Kal apiOjaov elvai TT]V

ouaiav irAvTcov.

292 Aristotle Eth. Me. A 4, iog6b5 iriOavcoTepov 6' ^oiKaaiv oi

TTvOayopeioi A^yeiv irepl aurou, TIO^VTSS v TTJ TCOV dyaOcov cruaTOixic?

T6iv.

293 Aristotle Eth. Me. 85, i io6b2g TO yap KaKov TOU a-rreipov,

cos ol FTuOayopEioi EIKOJOV, TO 5' ayaOov TOU TreTrepaa^^vou.

These passages make it plain that in Aristotle's opinion not only

was Pythagoreanism fundamentally dualistic1 but also the Table

of Opposites, attributed in 289 to only one section or generation

of the school, was a characteristic feature of that dualism.2 What
that Table in fact represents is, as Cornford says (Plato and

Parmenides 7), 'ten different manifestations of the two primary

290 From both these schools, then, we can learn this much, that the contraries are the

principles of things; and how many these principles are and which they are, we can learn

from one of the two schools.

291 But the Pythagoreans have said in the same way that there are two principles, but

added this much, which is peculiar to them, that they thought Jinitude and infinity [and

unity] were not attributes of certain other things, e.g. offire or earth or anything else of this

kind, but that infinity itself and unity itself were the substance of the things of which they

are predicated. This is why number was the substance of all things. (Trans. Ross)

292 The Pythagoreans seem to have a more plausible view on the subject, when they put

the One in the column of goods.

293 For evil belongs to the unlimited, as the Pythagoreans conjectured, and good to the

limited.
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opposites in various spheres; in each pair there is a good and an

answering evil'. The principle of Limit, in other words, is repre-
sented in the appropriate sphere by oddness, unity, rest, goodness
and so on, while the principle of the Unlimited is represented by
their opposites. Moreover, as is clear from the phrases CCUTO TO iv,

'unity itself, in 291, and ev TTJ TCOV ocyaOcov avoroixtqc, 'in the

column of goods', in 292, unity and goodness at least and the

same is presumably true of the rest are not only 'manifestations'

of Limit but rather, each within its appropriate field, actually

synonymous with Limit : in arithmetic Unity, in ethics Good take

upon themselves the function of the primary principle.
3

1 This is denied by Cornford (op. cit.) 9 who, on the basis of two very un-

reliable passages (Alexander Polyhistor ap. Diog. L. vm, 24 (DK58Bia),
on which sec Festugiere, Rev. des fit. Grecques 58 (1945) i ff., and Eudorus

ap. Simpl. Phys. 181, 10, on which see Raven, Pyth. and EL 15), argues

against Aristotle that Pythagoreanism was fundamentally monistic. There

can, however, be no doubt that on this question in particular Aristotle is

by far our most reliable authority. Moreover, ifwe elect to follow him, we
can immediately see the motive for the tradition preserved in 294
Hippolytus Ref. i, 2, 12 Ai68copo$ 8 6 'EpeTpieC/s Keel 'Apioro^evos 6

uouam6s 900-1 irp6s ZapcVrav TOV XccA8aiov Ar|Au0evoci FfuOayopav.

Zoroastrianism, like Pythagoreanism, was based upon a dualism between

a good principle, Ormazd, and a bad, Ahriman; and all that this tradition

proves is that already in the 4th century B.C. the similarity between the two

systems had been observed.

2 It has been maintained, by Zeller and others (see Ross, Ar. Met. note

ad loc.), that the Table of Opposites belongs to the time of Philolaus. We
shall see, however, when we come to Parmenides, that Aristotle's im-

plication that it belongs rather to the time of Alcmaeon is probably
reliable.

3 Gf. also 295 Aristotle Met. A 6, 987 b 22 (DKsSsia) T6 jaivToi ye
v oOcjtccv eTvai, Kal nfj Tep6v yi *n 6v Ayea0ca ev, irapaTrATjCTicos TO!S

FTuOayopefois Aeye (sc. Plato), KOCI T6 TOU$ dpiOnoi/s CC!TIOUS elvcn TOIS

aAAois TTJS ouafas cbcjaurcos ixefvois* T6 5 dvTi TOU dTreipou cos v6s

6ua5a iroifjo-ai, T6 8^ cbretpov ^K (jieyAAou Kal jJiixpoO, TOOT* !8iov. Here

again T6 v clearly stands for ir^pas and as such is contrasted with T6

friretpov.

294 Diodorus ofEretria and Aristoxenus the musical scholar say that Pythagoras visited

Zjaratas the Chaldaean.

295 But he agreed with the Pythagoreans in saying that the One is substance and not a

predicate ofsomething else; and in saying that the Numbers are the causes of the reality of
other things, he also agreed with them; but positing a dyad and constructing the infinite out

ofgreat and small, instead oftreating the infinite as one, ispeculiar to him. (Trans. Ross)
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LIMIT AND UNLIMITED, ODD AND EVEN

296 Aristotle Met. AS, 985 b 23, from 289 ev Ss TOUTOIS xocl TTpo

Tovlrrcov oi xaAovnEvoi TTvQayopeioi TGOV iJicxOrmArcov d^aiaevoi irpcoToi

Tea/roc TTporjyayov, xal IvTpo^vTEs ev avrois TCX$ TOVTCOV dpX&S TCOV

6vTCOV dpxd$ ci>f|0ric7ccv elvai irAvTcov. ETTEI 8e TOUTCOV oi

9\iaei irpcoToi . . . T& TCOV dpiOiacov aroixeia TCOV OVTCOV

TrdvTcov CmiAapov elvai. . . .TOU S dpiOjioO crroixeioc TO TE apTiov Kai

T6 TTplTTOV, TOUTCOV 6e TO ^V aTTElpOV, TO 86 118716pCC(T|JlvOV ....

In these sentences Aristotle first tells us that the Pythagoreans
were led to adopt their primary principles by their study of
*

mathematics', and then suggests, by the stress he lays on 'the

elements ofnumber', that he is thinking only of arithmetic. There

is, however, no doubt that from the outset the Pythagoreans
studied geometry as well as arithmetic. Indeed Diogenes Laertius

(vm, 12) tells us that Pythagoras himself studied especially 'the

arithmetical form of geometry', TO dcpi6|Jir|TiK6v eT8o$ ccuTfjs. But

whereas the opposition of Odd and Even is clearly appropriate in

arithmetic, it is equally clear that it is not applicable to geometry.

Evidently, therefore, when the Pythagoreans wished to find a

similar pair ofopposites to underlie geometry, they had recourse to

the pair which Pythagoras himself had already presumably dis-

covered in his study of harmonics (see p. 229), namely Limit and

the Unlimited. Every geometrical figure can be naturally enough

regarded as a parcel ofunlimited space bounded by limiting points,

lines or surfaces. At the same time it was clearly undesirable to

have two unrelated pairs of opposites underlying respectively

arithmetic and geometry. The Pythagoreans therefore simply

equated Odd with Limit and Even with Unlimited, and proceeded
to rationalize these by no means self-evident equations by a

number of curiously unconvincing arguments which we must next

consider.

296 Contemporaneously with these philosophers and before them, the Pythagoreans, as

they are called, devoted themselves to mathematics; they were thefast to advance this study,

and having been brought up in it they thought its principles were the principles ofall things.

Since of these principles numbers are by nature the fast. . .they supposed the elements of
numbers to be the elements of all things. . . . The elements of number are the even and

the odd, and of these theformer is unlimited, and the latter limited. . . .
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THE NATURE OF NUMBER
The early Pythagoreans, having no simple form of numerical

notation, chose to express numbers in the form of patterns similar

to those now found on dominoes or dice. Thus the number 10 was

represented, as we have already seen (p. 230 note 2), by ten dots

or alphas arranged in an equilateral triangle. Aristotle is certainly

referring to two other such figures when he explains the Pytha-

gorean equation of Even with Unlimited as follows :

297 Aristotle Physics f 4, 203 a 10 (DK58B28) Keel 01 ^v (sc.

9cccri) TO aireipov elvai TO apTiov (TOUTO yap evcnroAoc|Ji|3av6|Jievov xal

UTTO TOU TrepiTTou Trepaivojjievov Trapex^iv ToTg o5ai -rfjV onrcipiav

oT|Hiov 5' elvai TOUTOU TO an/n|3aTvov ITTI TCOV apiGucov 7repm0-
IAEVCOV yap TCOV yvcojjiovcov irspl TO sv xal xpis TS ^v aAAo del

yiyvea0ai TO eI6os, OTG 8e ev). nAorrcov 5

Difficult as are the words xal X^P^S (which are usually taken to

mean 'and in the other case'), there can be no doubt that the two

figures to which Aristotle is here referring are these :

Fig. i. Fig. 2.

Either of these figures can, of course, be extended, by the addition

ofmore 'gnomons',
1 ad infinitum. In Figure i, where 'the gnomons

are being placed around the one', each successive addition marks

the next in the series of odd numbers, while Figure 2 similarly

represents the series of even numbers. But whereas Figure i

remains, with each addition, always the same figure, a square,

Figure 2 on the contrary changes with each addition the ratio of

its length to its height. Hence, of course, the inclusion of TGTpd-

ycovov xai h-spo^Kes in the Table of Opposites; for iTepo^Kes, as

297 Further, the Pythagoreans identify the infinite with the even. For this, they say,

when it is taken in and limited by the odd, provides things with the element of infinity. An
indication of this is what happens with numbers. If the gnomons are placed round the one,

and without the one, in the one construction thefigure that results is always different, in the

other it is always the same. But Plato. . .. (After Hardie)
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we are told in many passages in later mathematical writers,
2 refers

properly to a rectangle in which one side exceeds the other by a

single unit. And Aristotle is no doubt right in giving this as one of

the arguments by which the equations of Odd with Limit arid of

Even with Unlimited werejustified. Figure i representing the Odd
is uniform, ev, Figure 2 representing the Even is infinitely variable,

ocAAo del.

1 As Ross says in his note on this passage (Aristotle, Physics 542-5) :

* The
stricter meaning of the word (sc. "gnomon") is "the figure which remains

of a square when a smaller square is cut out of it". . . .But in a wider sense

yvcib|Jicov can stand for any number which when added to a figurate number

gives the next number of the same figure (Iamb, in NIC. 58, 19 Pistelli;

Hero/).//. 58).'

3
E.g. 298 Nicomachus Inlrod. Arithm. n, 17 (i 08, 8 Hoche) lTeponr|Kr|$

ApiOpi6s AyeToci oft ^TTITT^SCOS axriMoroypc^eVTOS TeTpoorAevpos pv Kocl TETpoc-

ycbvios yivfiTcci f| KocTccypcc9r|, ou pt]v footi dAA^Aocis ccl TrAeupocl ou8e TO pfjxos

Tcp irAccrei tcrov, ccAAcc irapd jjiovASa. Gf. Thco 31, 20 Hiller.

It seems probable, too, that the same two figures were used to

justify these equations in another way. Simplicius, commenting
on the first words of this passage, writes as follows:

299 Simplicius Physics 455, 20 oCnrcn S TO otTreipov TOV ocpTiov

dpiOjjiov 2Aeyov
C

8id TO TTOCV [Ji^v ocpTiov, &s 9occnv oi er|yr|Tai, 8^S

laa SiaipelaOai, TO 8 els Taa SiaipouiJievov arreipov xaToc TTJV 6ixo-

TOjJiiav f| yap is iaa xal i
s

miari Siaipeats STT' arreipov TO 8^ TrepiTrov

TrpoareOev irepaivet CCUTO* KcoAuei yap aurou TT^V els icra 8iaipeaiv\

OUTCOS IJIEV oOv oi ^r|yr|Tal TCO dpTico TO arreipov avarideacn Kara

, xal 8r|Aov6Ti OUK err' dpl6^cov aAX
9

erri iAeye0cov

TT^V eir' arreipov Tonfjv. . . . 6X005 8e ou8e 6 'ApicrroT^s

9atv6Tai TTJV eis icra 8iaip8aiv aJTiaaauevos TOU arreipou.

Whatever these commentators whom Simplicius quotes may
have meant, they clearly cannot have meant that every even

298 An 'oblong number
9

is one which, when represented diagrammatically, has a four-

sided rectangularfigure, but its sides are not equal, its length differingfrom its breadth by

a single unit.

299 They meant by infinity even numbers, 'since everything even
9

, as the commentators

say,
'

is divisible into equal parts, and what is divisible into equal parts is infinite in respect

of division into two; for division into halves goes on ad infinitum, while the addition of
the odd limits it by putting an end to halving

9

. So the commentators refer the unlimited to

the even in respect of divisibility into halves, and it is plain that they conceive of infinite

divisibility in terms not of numbers but of magnitudes. . . .But Aristotle evidently does not

regard divisibility into halves as in any way an explanation of infinity.
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number is divisible ad infinitum into halves; for it is an axiom

common to all Greek mathematicians that the unit is indivisible

and that such fractions as \ or T̂ represent one unit out of a total

of 4 or 1 6. The easiest way to make sense of their comment can in

fact be represented diagrammatically so :

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Whereas in Figure 4 f) EI$ iaoc KOU fjiaiari 8ia{peai$ TT' airsipov,
*

division into halves goes on ad infinitum \ in Figure 3 on the contrary
TO TrepiTTOv TrpoaTeOev irepaivei CCUTO * xooAuei yap aCrrou TT^V sis

laa 8iaipeaiv,
1 'the addition of the unit prevents division into

halves'. Odd number in general, and the number 3 in particular,

were defined by the Pythagoreans (and Aristotle himself was

evidently familiar with the definition, see 388) as
'

that which has

a beginning, a middle and an end'. Even number on the other

hand, as Figure 4 shows, has no 'middle'; and the absence of a
e

middle
'

may well have provided the Pythagoreans with another

rationalization, however naive and artificial, for the equation of

Even with Unlimited.

1 Gf. with this passage from Simplicius four others cited by Ross in his

note (p. 542) on Aristotle Phys. 2O3aio-n, and also especially 300
Nicomachus LA. i, 7 (13, 10 Hoche) ecm 8 dpTiov iifcv 6 ofov TE els 5uo

face StocipeOfjvou jjiovocSos necrov \tf\ Trape|JiTnTrToOar|s Trepmrov 5 T6 [xi\ 8uvA-
1

els 5uo !aa neptadfjvat Stoc -ri\v TrpoeiprmeVrjv TTJS |Jiovd5os iJieatTefav.

UNITS HAVE MAGNITUDE

301 Aristotle Met. AS, g86ai5 (from 289) 9a(vovTai 8fj Kal

oC/Toi TOV api0|Ji6v voiJiijovTes ocpx^v ^vocl KOC^ &S v>Ar|v TOIS oOai ....

300 Even is that which admits of division into halves without the interposition of the

unitt odd if that which does not admit of division into halves because the unit is interposed

as described.

301 Evidently, then, these thinkers also consider that number is the principle both as

matterfor things. . ..
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302 Aristotle Met. M6
5
io8obi6 Keel oi TTuOayopeioi 8' Iva, TOV

Ma0rmcxTiK6v (sc. dpi6iJi6v 9aaiv elvai), TrAf|v ou xexcopia^vov dAA'

K TOUTOU TOCS alcrOrjTocs ou<Tia$ cruveorocvai 9acnv. TOV yap 6Aov

oupavov KorraaKeudsouciiv e dpiOucov, TrAfiv ou povaSiKcov, dAAa

TOCS |jovd8as U7roAaia(3dvoucnv ?xeiv ufyeQos . . . [JiovaSiKous TOUS

dpiOjaous elvai TrdvT$ Ti0acn -rrAfjv TCOV TTuOayopeicov
*

. . . EKEIVOI 8
s

IXOVTCCS uye0o$, KaOdirep eiprjTai irpoTepov.

303 Aristotle Met. M8, io83b8 6 8e TCOV TTuOayopefcov Tpoiros

TTJ piev eAdrrous ?x l Suaxepeiors T^v """poTepov elprm^vcov, TTJ 8e

ISias 6Tpas. TO JJIEV yap pf] x^picrrov TTOIEIV TOV dpiOjaov d9aipeiTai

iToAAa TCOV aSuvdcTcov * TO Se TOC acbiJtara e dpiOpcov elvai auyxeitJieva,

xal TOV dpiOjJiov TOUTOV elvai iJtaQrmariKov, d8uvarov ICTTIV. OUTS

yap aTo^Jia iieyeOri A^yeiv dAr|0^s & 6' OTI pidAiara TOUTOV Zyti TOV

Tpdirov, oux aT ye (jiovdSes ja^ysOos ex UCTlv - M^yeQos 8e e^ aSiaipe'Tcov

TTCOS SuvaTov; dAAd |Jif)v 6 y* dpiO|jr|TiK6s dpiOptos |Jiova8iKos eoriv.

^KEIVOI 8e TOV dpiO|ji6v TOC ovTa Aeyoucriv. TOC youv 0Ecopfmara

n-poadiTToucji TOIS crcbiJiaaiv cos e EKE(VCOV OVTCOV TCOV

1 Aristotle has been discussing before this passage, and in the second

sentence quoted is referring to, the theory held by Plato and some of the

Platonists that number exists as a separate entity apart from sensible

things. On this theory see Ross, Ar. Met. liii-lvii.

The unfortunate consequence of their diagrammatic representa-
tion of numbers was that the Pythagoreans, thinking of numbers

as spatially extended and confusing the point of geometry with

302 Now the Pythagoreans also believe in one kind of number the mathematical; only

they say it is not separate but sensible substances areformed out of it. For they construct

the whole universe out of numbers only not numbers consisting of abstract units; they

suppose the units to have spatial magnitude All. . .suppose numbers to consist of
abstract units, except the Pythagoreans; but they suppose the numbers to have magnitude,

as has been said before. (Trans. Ross)

303 The doctrine of the Pythagoreans in one way affords fewer difficulties than those

before named, but in another way has others peculiar to itself. For not thinking ofnumber

as capable of existing separately removes many of the impossible consequences; but that

bodies should be composed of numbers, and that this should be mathematical number, is

impossible. For it is not true to speak of indivisible spatial magnitudes; and however much

there might be magnitudes of this sort, units at least have not magnitude; and how can

a magnitude be composed of indivisibles? But arithmetical number, at least, consists

of abstract units, while these thinkers identify number with real things; at any
rate they apply their propositions to bodies as if they consisted of those numbers.

(Trans. Ross)
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the unit of arithmetic, tended to imagine both alike as possess-

ing magnitude. It is true that Aristotle, in discussing the views

of earlier thinkers, often confronts them with such logical con-

sequences of their doctrines as they themselves never either

enunciated or foresaw; and no doubt in 303 he is, to some extent

at least, pursuing this usual practice. But 302 leaves no doubt that

the Pythagoreans did indeed assume, even though the assumption
was only tacit,

1 that units are spatially extended; and when we
come to consider the paradoxes of Zeno we shall find that it is

against this assumption, along with the confusion of points and

units, that they have their greatest force (see pp. 289 ff.).

1 This is, I believe, a point of great importance. In his review of J. E.

Raven, Pythagoreans and Eleatics, G. Vlastos (Gnomon 25 (1953) 29-35),

following Heidel (AJP 61 (1940) 29 n. 58), cites 304 Aetius i, 3, 19

ZupocKovcjios, els TGOV ITvOayopelcov, TTOCVTCOV T& dSiafpeTcc

Kal T6 Kevov (sc. (5cpx&S elvai) TOCS y&p TTuGayoptKocs novaSas

irpcoTos dTT69T|vaTO cjconocTiKds. He then writes (p. 32): 'Whatever

may be the date of Ecphantus, this statement definitely implies that

number-atomism was not regarded by the tradition stemming from

Theophrastus as an original feature of Pythagoreanism.' Even if we
accept, as we doubtless should, the view of both Heidel and Vlastos that

Ecphantus 'was, at most, no earlier than the atomists and, more probably,
a fourth-century figure' (Vlastos, p. 32 n. i), I cannot myself accept the

implication which the statement of Aetius is said to carry. All that the

statement seems to me to imply is that Ecphantus was the first Pythagorean

explicitly to acknowledge the consequences of Zcno's attack upon the tacit

confusion of the earlier Pythagoreans. The phrase 'number-atomism* too

easily suggests (as it was meant to do by Gornford, who used it freely) a

system in which units were explicitly stated to possess magnitude. It is

not therefore appropriate to the present reconstruction of Pythagoreanism,
which suggests only that the earlier Pythagoreans, like all the rest of the

Presocratics, failed to distinguish between the corporeal and the incor-

poreal. See further on Melissus, pp. 302 ff.

Nor, indeed, is that the full extent of the confusion. These unit-

points functioned also as the basis of physical matter: they were

regarded in fact as a primitive form of atom. When, therefore,

Aristotle speaks of number as cbs uAr|v TOIS oOai,
'

functioning as

the material element in things', or when, as he often does, he

asserts that the Pythagoreans regarded the universe as consisting

304 Ecphantus oj
*

Syracuse, one ofthe Pythagoreans, held that the principles ofall things

are indivisible bodies and void. For he was thefirst to say that the Pythagorean units were

corporeal.
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ofnumbers, he means that concrete objects were literally composed
of aggregations of unit-point-atoms. Two such passages are:

305 Aristotle Met. A 8, ggoaiS (DK58B22) ITI SE TTCOS SEI

Acc|3eiv atria jjiJv elvai TOC TOU dpiOjaou -rrdOT] xal T6v dpiOjjiov TCOV Kord

T6v oupav6v OVTCOV ml yiyvonvcov ml E dpxfjs Kal vuv, dpiOpov
8' aAAov nr|0va elvai -rrapd TOV ocpi0|ji6v TOUTOV 5 ^ oworr|KEv 6

306 Aristotle Met. NS, 1090 a 20 oi 5 T"Iu0ay6pioi, 8id T6 6pav
iroAAd TCOV dpi0|Jicov TrdOri OirApxovra TOIS aicrOT)TOis acbjjiacriv,

elvai piv ApiOjJious TTotr|aav TCX ovTa, ou X^PKTTOUS 6^, dAA* l

TCX OVTCC.

THINGS EQ^UAL NUMBERS

307 Aristotle Met. AS, 985 b 26, from 289 Sirei 8e TOOTCOV ot

dpi6iaol 9ucTi irpcoToi, ev 6e TOIS ApiOjaois iSoxouv OecopeTv 6poicb^ocra

TToAAoc ToTg oOai xal yiyvoja^vois, paAAov f| iv irupl Kal yrj xal u8orn,

OTI TO iJiev TOiov8l TCOV dpiO^Jicov Trd0o$ 8tKato<rOvr|, TO Se ToiovSl

xal vous, ETepov Sfe Kaipos Kal TCOV aAAcov cos EliTEiv EKaarov

308 [Aristotle] Magna Moralia Ai, 1182 an TrpcoTOS nv oOv

JvexeipTicTE T7uOoy6pas TTEpl cxpETfft ElitEiv, OUK 6p6cos 8^* TCCS yap
dpETas is TOI/S ocpiOnous dvdycov OUK oiKEtav TCOV dpETcov

Ecopiav ETTOIEITO* ou ydp ^crnv f) SiKaiooilvri dpiOtJios tadKis

(Cf. Ar. Eth. Me. E8
3 ii32b2i, DK58B4.)

305 Further, how are we to combine the belief that the modifications of number> and

number itself, are causes ofwhat exists and happens in the heavens bothfrom the beginning

and now, and that there is no other number than this number out of which the world is

composed? (Trans. Ross)

306 But the Pythagoreans, because they saw many attributes of numbers belonging to

sensible bodies, supposed real things to be numbers not separable numbers, however, but

numbers of which real things consist. (Trans. Ross)

307 Since of these principles numbers are by nature thefirst, and in numbers they seemed

to see many resemblances to the things that exist and come into being more than infire and

earth and water (such and such a modification ofnumbers beingjustice, another being soul

and reason, another being opportunity and similarly almost all other things being

numerically expressible)

308 Pythagoras first attempted to discuss goodness, but not in the right way; for by

referring the virtues to numbers he made his study of them inappropriate;forjustice is not

a square number.
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309 Aristotle Met. M4, roySbsi (DK58B4) ol 8e rTu0ay6peioi

Trp6T6pov irepi Tivcov oAiycov, c&v Tou$ A6you$ EIS TOI/S dcpi0pous

ccvfJTTTOv, oTov Tt Eon Kcap6$ f\ TO SiKcciov f\ ycijjios, EKEIVOS [i.e.

Socrates, not, as in DK, Democritus] 6* euA6yco$ EJTJTEI TO TI ecrnv.

310 Aristotle Met. A8, ggoa22 (DKsSsss), continuing 305
OTOV yap Iv Tco8l JJIEV TCO pepsi 86^a KCCI xaipos ccuroTs f), laixpov S

dvco0Ev f| KocrcoOev cc6iKia Kal xpicris f| iiT^is, arroSei^iv 8e X^ycociiv OTI

TOUTCOV pev EKacrrov dpi0|ji6s ^crn, ovjapaivei 8e KOCTOC TOV TOTTOV

TOUTOV f\8r\ TrAfj0os elvai TCOV ovvioraiJi^vcov peyeQcov 8ioc TO TOC

TrAOrj Tocura dKoAouOeiv TOIS TOTTOIS ^xdorois, iroTepov oOros 6

OCUTOS ecrriv ocpt0|Ji6$, 6 iv TCO oOpavco, 6v 8et AapsTv OTI TOUTCOV

IKCCOTOV eoriv, f| irapcx TOUTOV aAAo$;

We have seen in the last paragraph what the Pythagoreans
meant by their equation of concrete objects with numbers: they
meant that each such object consisted of a definite number of

unit-point-atoms. Accordingly we often find Aristotle protesting

against the Pythagoreans, as he does, for instance, at 311 de caelo

fi, 30oaiy (DK58B38): TOC nv yocp 9vaiKoc CTCOIKXTCC 9cclveTca

|3<5cpo$ exovTcc KCCI KOI^OTHTCC, TCXS 8e novc$c8a$ OUTE acoiaa iroieiv

olov TE ovvTiOejJievocs OUTE papos IXEIV. In 308, 309 and 310, how-

ever, we are concerned with equations of, to us at least, a very
different type: the equation of justice with cxpiOiaos iadxis iao$

i.e. the first square number, 4 seems clearly symbolical rather

than literal. It must once again be remembered, however, that

Greek thinkers were very slow to apprehend that anything could

exist without spatial extension. Empedocles, as we shall see (424),

309 The Pythagoreans had before this treated of a few things, whose definitions they

connected with numbers e.g. opportunity, justice or marriage. But it was natural that

Socrates should seek the essence. (Trans. Ross)

310 When in one particular region they place opinion and opportunity, and, a little above

or below, injustice and sifting or mixture, and allege as proofof this that each one of these

is a number, and that in this place there is already a plurality of the extended bodies

composed of numbers just because the qualities of number that constitute these are

connected with these groups of places, this being so, is this number, which we must

suppose each of these abstractions to be, the same number which is exhibited in the material

universe, or is it another than this? (Trans. Ross, altered in accordance with his notes

on Ar. Met. 990 a 25 and 26, pp. 184-5)

311 For natural bodies are manifestly endowed with weight and lightness, but an

assemblage of units can neither be composed to form a body nor possess weight. (Trans.

Stocks)
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still speaks of his moving principles (as we might call them). Love

and Strife, as 'equal in length and breadth to the four elements',

and likewise Anaxagoras describes his Nous as 'the finest and

purest ofsubstances
'

(503) . Plato seems to have been the first Greek

to have consciously thought that anything could exist otherwise

than in space, and he was followed in this respect by Aristotle. 1

But that these two were the exception rather than the rule is

suggested by the fact that the Stoics still regarded justice, for

instance, as extended in space. It seems most probable, therefore,

that these early Pythagoreans had not clearly distinguished in their

own minds between such equations as, on the one hand, 'A man
= 250' and, on the other, 'Justice = 4'. The question in 310,

whether it is the same kind of number in each case, is not only, in

fact, perfectly legitimate, but should probably be answered (though
here again the Pythagoreans' assumption was doubtless only tacit

rather than explicit) in the affirmative. Aristotle himself, having
learnt the distinction between the concrete and the abstract, fails to

see the confusion underlying the Pythagorean equations ofabstracts

with numbers. But even if those equations had been intended, as

Cornford supposes (Plato and Parmenides 26), to be merely sym-

bolical, they would still have had little appeal to a mind such as

Aristotle's.

1 Both Plato's Ideas and Aristotle's Unmoved Mover are explicitly stated

by their authors to be not in space. See Plato Tim. 520 and Aristotle

Met. A 7, 1 073 a 5.

COSMOGONY

(i) The first unit

312 Aristotle Met. N3, 1091 a 12 OCTOTTOV 8e KCCI yeveaiv iroieiv

diSfcov OVTCOV, jJiocAAov 8* ev TI TCOV ocSuvccrcov. oi |jev oOv fTuOayopeioi

TTOTepov ou iroioCcnv fi TToioOan ylveaiv ou8ev 8e! SioTcrjeiv
*

9avep65s

yap Alyoucnv cbs TOU ev6$ ovaraOevTos, eiV e iTrmlScov err' IK

Xpoi&s EIT' IK arrlpnaTOs err' e <5>v ocrropouatv emeu;, euOus T6

eyyiara TOU drreipou OTI eiAKCTO KOU CTrepaiveTO UTTO TOU Trepocros.

312 It is strange also to attribute generation to eternal things, or rather this is one of the

things that are impossible. There need be no doubt whether the Pythagoreans attribute

generation to them or not; for they obviously say that when the one had been constructed,

whether out ofplanes or of surface or of seed or of elements which they cannot express,

immediately the nearest part of the unlimited began to be drawn in and limited by the limit.

(After Ross)
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313 Aristotle Met. M6, io8ob2O (DKsSsg) (omitted from the

middle of 302) OTTCOS 5 TO irpcoTOv ev auveorrj exov vty&W,

cnropeiv eoiKccaiv.

The mode of generation of 'the first unit with magnitude' is

indeed, as Aristotle complains, one of the most mysterious features

of the Pythagorean cosmology, and there is no reliable evidence

apart from Aristotle's own words to enable us to solve the problem.

Fortunately, however, Aristotle's three suggestions in 312, which

'must have been prompted', as Cornford says (Plato and Parmenides

19; cf. Ross's note ad loc.), 'by known features of the system', give

us something to go on. Surfaces do certainly play a large part

in Pythagorean cosmology; and XPOI& is to the Pythagoreans, as

Aristotle himself tells us, so inseparable an aspect of surface that

the two words are actually synonymous :

314 Aristotle de sensu 3, 439 a 30 T6 ydcp xp&ncx fj ev TC nipcc-d

ioriv f\ irepas. 616 KCCI oi TTudccyopeioi TTJV rn9<5cveiocv XPOI(*V

exocAouv.

Since, however, surfaces do not appear to be generated till a later

stage in cosmogony (see pp. 253 ff.), it is the third suggestion

that appears the most plausible. 'This biological conception', as

Cornford again wrote (ibid.), 'fits the notion of the world as a

living and breathing creature' (cf. 312 and also 316 below),

'which, like other living things, would grow from a seed to its full

form. It also fits in with the position of the male principle under

Limit, the female under Unlimited, in the Table of Opposites.
'

This notion of the seed certainly looks like an early doctrine (cf.

the genealogical concept of cosmogony exemplified in ch. i), and

its connexion with another Pythagorean view which there is reason

to regard as early, namely the Table of Opposites (see p. 241

note 2), serves perhaps to confirm what we might anyhow suspect.

The early Pythagoreans may well, therefore, have initiated the

cosmogonical process by representing the male principle of Limit

as somehow implanting in the midst of the surrounding Unlimited

the seed which, by progressive growth, was to develop into the

visible universe. Here once again, however, it is possible that they

313 But how the fast unit with magnitude was constructed, they seem at a loss to

describe.

314 For colour is either contained in the limit or actually is limit; and so the Pytha-

goreans regarded surface and colour as synonymous.
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felt no need, and consequently, as Aristotle's words in both 312
and 313 certainly suggest, simply omitted, to explain this mysterious

beginning of cosmogony.

(ii) The void

315 Aristotle Physics A 6, 2 13 b 22 elvoci 8' 9ocaav xai ot FfuOa-

y6peioi Kv6v, xal lireicrievai aOrco1 TCO oupavcp EK TOU dcireipou

TTVEUpld TE1
COS OCVaTTVEOVTl Kal T6 KEVOV, 6 SlOpijEl TCC$ <f\J<Jl$, <J>S

OVTOS TOU KEVOV x^opiajjiou TIVOS TCOV ^pE^fft Kal TTIS Siopiaecos* xal

TOUT* elvai irpcoTOV EV TOI$ dpiOjJioTs* TO yap KEVOV 8iopf3eiv TT^V

9\iaiv OVTCOV.

316 Stobaeus Anth. i, 18, ic (quoting Aristotle) EV 8 TCO irepi

TTJS OuOayopou 91X00-0910$ TTpcoTcp yp(5(96i TOV [Jiev oupavov elvai

iva, J-rretcrcicyeaOai 8e K TOU cDareipou xpovov TE xai TTVOTIV xai TO

KEVOV, 6 BiopijEi EKaorcov TOCS X^P^ a6 '-

317 Alexander Met. 512, 37 (commenting on Ar. Met. Zn,
1 036 b 8, 406) TTi8f] yap 8ua$ EaTi TO irpcoTOv SiaaTaTov

(d$ TrpcoTr|v yap TT^V Sua8a f) [jiovas BIECTITI, xai ourcos E!S TT^V

Tpici8a xal TOUS % apiOpious), EITTEP 6pij6[ji0a, 9aai (sc. the

Pythagoreans), rqv ypamafjv, ou \pi] AsyEiv aurf]v TTOCTOV 9' v

SiAaTorov, ciXAa ypajjijjif| ECTTI TO irpcoTOv 8iaaTaTov.

1 The text and precise meaning of this sentence are doubtful: OCUTCO G
Philoponus Stobaeus, CCUTO EFIJ; irveuiJiaTOS codd. Philoponus in lemmate

Stobaeus, irveutJia Simplicius Tennemann Heidel, irveuiJiA TE Diels, fortiter

E 1
. Ross prints auT6 and Trveu^aTos, with some hesitation; but the

paraphrases of Philoponus (610, 8; 615, 23) and Simplicius (to whom
Themistius is here closely similar) say nothing about infinite breath, but

merely mention 'the surrounding infinite* or 'that which lies outside':

so 318 Simplicius Phys. 651, 26 . . .T6 xevov ^ireiaievai T< KO<T|jcp olov

dvairveovTi flTOt elcjTrveovn aOicp codTrep irvEOna OCTTO TOU e^coOev TrepiKexv-

315 77^ Pythagoreans, too, held that void exists and that breath(?) and void enterfrom
the Unlimited into the heaven itself which, as it were, inhales; the void distinguishes the

natures of things, being a kind of separating and distinguishing factor between terms in

series. This happensprimarily in the case ofnumbers;for the void distinguishes their nature.

316 In the first book of his work On the philosophy of Pythagoras he writes that

the universe is one, and thatfrom the unlimited there are drawn into it time, breath and the

void, which constantly distinguishes the places of the various classes of thing.

317 For since the dyad is the first extension (for the unit first extended into the dyad, so

to the triad and the numbers in succession), if we define the line, the Pythagoreans say, we

should not call it quantity extended in one dimension, but the line is the first extension.

318 . . . The void enters the universe, which, as it were, inhales or breathes it in, just

like breath, from that which surrounds it.
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pevou. This suggests that Simplicius read Trveunoc in his text of Aristotle,

and that -rrveGnoc belongs to the inhalation image (according to Simplicius,

though not to Philoponus and Themistius, it is explicitly a simile, i.e. oos in

315 means olov). IfSimplicius is correct we must accept OCUTCO and TrveOnoc

in Aristotle, and the meaning will be :

'

. . . and there enters into the universe

itself out of the infinite, as though the universe were inhaling breath, even

the void '. This eliminates the surprising idea (which is anyhow irrelevant

to Aristotle's point) that the world draws in breath as well as the void ; though
the idea was accepted by Stobaeus in 316, perhaps through an ambiguity
of Aristotle's language.

However it came into being, the first unit seems forthwith to

have begun, as it were, to inhale the surrounding Unlimited.

Exactly as, in 297, the Even was said to be
'

taken in and limited

by the Odd', so in 312 'the nearest part of the Unlimited was

drawn in and limited by Limit' or rather, to be precise, by the

first unit functioning as Limit. And now, in 315 and 316, we learn

something of the consequences of this progressive
'

inhalation
'

:

whether or not breath and time came with it, at all events the void

entered in from outside. The function of the void is to keep things

apart and things include the units of arithmetic. Unfortunately
Aristotle himself nowhere in his extant works tells us anything at

all of the first consequence of this 'inhalation' of the void by the

first unit; but 317, which, in the opinion of Ross, 'was probably
derived from Aristotle's lost work on the Pythagoreans' (note on
Ar. Met. Z 1 1, iO36b8), seems to fill the gap. Apparently the first

unit, like other living things, began at once to grow, and somehow
as the result of its growth burst asunder into two

; whereupon the

void, fulfilling its proper function, keeps the two units apart, and

thus, owing to the confusion of the units of arithmetic with the

points of geometry, brings into existence not only the number 2

but also the line. So the process is begun which, continuing

indefinitely, is to result in the visible universe as we know it.

(iii) Points, lines, planes and solids

319 Speusippus ap. Theologumena Arithmeticae p. 84, 10 de Falco

(DK.44AI3) TO jjiev yap v cmyijrf), TCC 8 5uo ypajaur), TCC 5

Tpia Tpiycovov, TOC 8e T^aaapoc Trupajjiis. Tocura S TTCCVTCC earl

irpcoTa KCCI dpxocl TCOV KocO' eKaorov oiaoyevcov. . .TOC ocvra 6e xod

319 For i is the point, 2 the line, 3 the triangle and 4 the pyramid. All these areprimary,

thefirst principles ofindividual things ofthe same class. . .and the same holds in generation
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v TTJ yvaer -npcoTri uv yocp ocpxtl eis ueyeQos oriyiarj, 8eurepa

ypown, TpiTT| 6Tri9c5cveia, TETapTov orepeov.

320 Aristotle Met. NS, logobs (with which cf. ii. Zs, 1028

bi5, 405) eiai 6e Tives 01 EK TOU -niponra elvai xod eaxocTcc TTJV

OTiynf]v nev ypowrfc, TOCUTT|V 6* eirmiBov, TOUTO 84 TOU oTEpeou,
oTovrai elvai ccvdyKT}v TOICCUTOCS 9U(jei$ elvai.

317 has already told us that, having generated the number 2,

which equals the line, the first unit
'

proceeds in the same way to

the number 3 and the other numbers in succession'; and just as

2 equals the line, so also, we learn from 319, 3 equals the triangle,

the simplest plane figure, and 4 the tetrahedron, the simplest

solid. By the time of Aristotle there were already two different

accounts given of the way in which the first unit proceeded to

generate in turn the line, the plane and the solid. Besides the

apparently primitive method with which we are at present

concerned, by which the 'inhalation' of the void resulted in the

division of the first unit into 2, 3 and 4 in succession, there was also

a more sophisticated view by which the first unit
'

flowed' into a

line, the line into a plane and the plane into a solid. By this

method, however, which looks like a later refinement of the other,

the resulting figures are obviously not, as in 319, the triangle and
the tetrahedron, but rather the square and the cube. 1 There is little

doubt that the view of the early generation of Pythagoreans we are

now considering is that preserved by Speusippus in 319 ;

a and if, as

is usually assumed, 320 also refers to the Pythagoreans, then we
have Aristotle's authority for the conclusion that points, lines and

planes, being regarded as 9uaei$, i.e. separate entities, played a

vital part in Pythagorean cosmogony.

1 Aristotle himself mentions this more sophisticated method at 3^1 de

an. A 4, 409 a4 feirei 90(71 Kivr|0e!orav ypocnnf)v ^rrf-TTeBov iroislv, cmyMf]v 6

iv, Kal at TCOV povaScov Kiv^ceis ypamjial &TOVTOCI. f| yap
novas OTI 0aiv xouo>oc Whoever it was who first held this view, therefore,

too;for thefirst principle in magnitude is the point, the second the line, the third surface and

thefourth the solid.

320 There are some who, because the point is the limit and extreme of the line, the line

of the plane, and the plane of the solid, think there must be real things of this sort.

(Trans. Ross)

321 For they say that the movement ofa line creates a plane and that of the point a line;

and likewise the movements of units will be lines. For the point is a unit having position.
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it is at least pre-Aristotelian. But in any case Sextus is probably right when,
in the course of a long discussion of the two methods, he first describes that

with which we are concerned and then proceeds as follows: 3^2 Sextus

adv. math, x, 281 Ttv$ 5* coro v6s anneiov TO oxond 90(11 ovviciTacrOai

yap TO o-rjueTov puev ypccnn'nv diroTeAeTv, TTJV 8e ypocnu^v pveTaav

v, TOVTO 8 els pdOos Kivr|6^v TO aconcc yevvav Tpixti StdcrraTOV.

6toc9epet 5 r\ TOiaCrrrj TCOV TTuOayoptKcov ordcns Tfjs TCOV rrpOTepcov. In the

present chapter we need consider in detail only the method resulting in the

tetrahedron rather than the cube.

2 The extract from Speusippus is introduced by the author of Theol.

Arithm. as follows: 3^3 Theol. Arithm. 82, 10 de Falco STreuamrros . . .CK

TCOV e^ccipeTcos CTTTOvScccrOetcjcov del TTvOayopiKcov dxpodaecov, udAiaTcc 6^ TCOV

OtAoAdou auyypanndTcov, pipAi8t6v TI owTd^as yAcc9Vp6v e'lre'ypocvye

pev auT6 FTepl TluOayopiKcov dpiOpicov. . . . Though the extant fragments
ascribed to Philolaus are of very doubtful authenticity (see pp. 308 ff.),

there can be little doubt that Speusippus is here at least preserving a

genuinely early Pythagorean doctrine. Cf. also the sixth of the list of

eleven Tctractycs preserved by Theo, where all but the second that

consisting of the 'numbers by which Plato constructs the soul in the

Timaeus' would seem to be derived from a Pythagorean source: 324
Theo Smyrnaeus 97, 17 Hiller eKTfj 8 (sc. TGTpaKTOs) TCOV 9vonevcov.
TO pev cmepiJia dvdAoyov uovd8t Kod orinefcp, fj 8e els pfJKos ocufT) 8ud8i KCC!

ypcx^^ri f TJ 8e els irAdTOs Tpid6i Kal ^ir^avefct, r\ S els irdxos T6Tpd8i xal

orepecp. This passage is of interest as confirming two points already made :

first, that the first unit may have been deposited in the Unlimited like a

seed (cf. 312 and comment) ;
and second, that the generation of numbers,

geometrical figures and physical bodies is achieved by one and the same

process (cf. pp. 246 ff.).

So far, then, thanks to the tacit confusion between the unit of

arithmetic and the point ofgeometry, the first unit has by one and

the same process generated both the next three numbers in the

series and the three dimensions. But once again the confusion does

not stop there. Just as the number 4, being composed of four unit-

points, is equated with the simplest geometrical solid, so also that

geometrical solid, being composed of four point-atoms, is itself a

322 Some say that the solid body is constructed from a single point; this point, by

fluxion, creates the line, the line, by fluxion, makes the plane, and it in turn, by moving

upwards or downwards, generates the three-dimensional body. But this section of the

Pythagoreans differsfrom the earlier.

323 Speusippus. . .drawing on the Pythagorean doctrines that have always been

particularly valued, and especially the writings of Philolaus, compiled an accomplished

treatise which he entitled
* On Pythagorean numbers '. . . .

324 The sixth tetractys is of things that grow. The seed is analogous to the unit and

point, growth in length to the dyad and the line, growth in breadth to the triad and the

plane, growth in depth to the tetrad and the solid.
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physical body. The generation of the number-series is to the

Pythagoreans, in other words, both the generation of the objects

ofgeometry and also cosmogony. Since things equal numbers, the

first unit, in generating the number series, is generating also the

physical universe.

(iv) Qualitative distinctions

325 Aristotle Met. AS, 986 a 15, from 289 (podvovTCti 8t) ml
oCrroi TOV dpiOjaov VOJJIIJOVTES ocpXTiv slvou ml co$ OAr]v TOI$ oOai mi
C0$ 7TOC0T] T Kal ^1$

326 Aristotle Met. A8, ggoai2 (DK 58622) (immediately pre-

ceding 305) ETI SE eitTe Soirj TIS auTot$ K TOVTCOV lvat TO jJidyeOos

em SeixOeiri TOVTO, 6(aco$ T(va Tpoirov earai TCC nv KOU9a TOC 8

pdpos ?x VTOC TĈ V oxojjKicTcov; e c&v yap OiroTiOevTai ml Ayouaiv,
oOOev uaAAov irepl TGOV |JiaOrmaTiKc6v Asyouai aco|JidTCov f| irepl TCOV

a!a0T^Tcov 816 irepl Trupo$ f| yfjs f| TCOV dAAcov TCOV TOIOUTCOV

CJCO^JICXTCOV ouS* OTIOUV eipfixaaiv, cxre oOOev rrepl TCOV aiaQriTcov

ol|jiai AeyovTEs iSiov.

327 Aristotle Met. NS, iog2b8 ouOev 8e 8icopicTTai ou8e OTTO-

Tpco$ ol cxpiQiJiol aiTioi TCOV ouaicov Kal TOU Elvai, iroTEpov cos opoi,

olov al ariy^al TCOV ny0cov. . .(see 402), r| OTI [6] Aoyos f)

crun9covta apiBiJicov, 6|joicos 8^ xal avOpco-rros Kal TCOV aAAcov KacrTOv;

TOC 8^ Sf] TrAOrj TTCOS cipiOpoi, TO AEUKOV Kal yAuKu Kal TO 6p|Ji6v;

On their implicit assumption that units, points and atoms are

identical, the Pythagoreans have now succeeded in explaining the

bare existence of physical bodies. But they have not yet begun to

explain the fact, which they can hardly have overlooked, that one

such physical body differs in appearance and behaviour from

325 Evidently, then, these thinkers also consider that number is the principle both as

matterfor things and asforming their modifications and their permanent states. . ..

326 Further, if we either granted them that spatial magnitude consists of these elements,

or this were proved, still how would some bodies be light, and others have weight? Tojudge
from what they assume and maintain, they speak no more of mathematical bodies than of

perceptible; hence they have said nothing whatever about fire or earth or the other bodies

of this sort, I suppose because they have nothing to say which applies peculiarly to

perceptible things. (Trans. Ross)

327 Once more, it has in no sense been determined in which way numbers are the causes

ofsubstances and ofbeing whether (i) as limits (as points are ofspatial magnitudes) . . .

or (2) is it because harmony is a ratio ofnumbers, and so is man and everything else? But

how are the attributes white and sweet and hot numbers? (Trans. Ross)
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another. The question that Aristotle asks in 326 is not, perhaps,

very difficult to answer: presumably bodies are light when they
contain a high proportion of void, and heavy when the proportions
are reversed. But the question at the end of 327 (even if ana-

chronistic, since the distinction had not yet been drawn between

qualities and things) is by no means so simple and can only be

answered with a conjecture. Every body consists, in varying

proportions, of the two fundamental components, Limit and Un-

limited; and those two fundamental components have each, as the

Table of Opposites shows, their respective manifestations in

different spheres. According, therefore, as either Limit or Un-
limited prevails in the constitution of a thing, so presumably will

that thing reveal more of the one principle's manifestations

more, for instance, of rest, straightness, goodness or light and less

of the other. This is admittedly a very unsatisfactory explanation
of so important a factor in cosmology as qualitative distinctions.

But this particular deficiency in the Pythagorean system should

surprise us the less when we find, as we do, that this is one of the

grounds on which Aristotle most strongly and repeatedly criticizes

the Pythagoreans.

(v) Astronomy

328 Aristotle Met. A 5, 986 a 8, from 289 . . .eireiST] TeAeiov f)

BEKCCS eivai 8oxi ml iraaav 7TptiAr}9vcu TTJV TCOV dpidjacov 9ucnv,

KCCI TOC 96pojjieva KCCTCC TOV oupavov SSKOC |jev slvai 9aaiv, OVTCOV 8e

Wa novov TCOV 9ocvepcov Sia TOUTO 8eKonT|v TTJV dvrixOovoc iroiouaiv.

8lCOplOTOCl 8e TTpl TOUTCOV V TpOl$ f|[JlTv OCKplpEOTEpOV.

329 Aristotle de caelo 613, 293 a 18 TCOV irAeicrTcov ETTI TOU

KiCT0cci AeyOVTCOV (sc. TTJV yfjv) . . .evavTico$ oi irepl TT^V 'i

KccAou|jiVoi 8 TTu9ayopioi, Ayoucriv. Tri JJIEV yap TOU jjiEaou irup

lvai 9aai, TT^V 8 yflv EV TCOV aaTpcov ouaav KuxAcp 9poiJivr)v Trepi

TO IJlEdOV VUKTa TE KOCl T)lJlpaV TTOIEIV. Tl 8' EVCCVTIOCV aAAr|V TOCUTTI

328 As the number 10 is thought to be perfect and to comprise the whole nature of

numbers, they say that the bodies which move through the heavens are ten, but as the visible

bodies are only nine, to meet this they invent a tenth the
'

counter-earth
9

. We have discussed

these matters more exactly elsewhere.

329 Most people say that the earth lies at the centre of the universe, . . . but the Italian

philosophers known as Pythagoreans take the contrary view. At the centre, they say, isfae,

and the earth is one of the stars, creating night and day by its circular motion about the

centre. They further construct another earth in opposition to ours to which they give the
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KonracTKEudjouai yfjv, f|v dvTix0ova ovona KaAouaiv, ou irpos TOC

9aiv6jjiva TOUS Aoyous Kal TOC$ arrias STJTOUVTES, dAAd irpos TIVCCS

Aoyous Kal 86as aurcov TOC 9aiv6[Ava TrpooiAKOVTES Kal Treipcoiaevoi

auyKoarjMv. -rroAAois 8' dv Kal iipoi$ auvSo^eie pr] Seiv TTJ yrj TTJV

TOU ^aou x^pav diroSiSovai, TO TTIOTOV OUK ex TCOV 9aivoiJivcov

d0pouaiv dAAa paAAov EK TCOV Aoycov. TCO yap TIJJUCOTOTCP oiovTai

7rpooT|Kiv TTJV Ti|aicoTcnr|v CnrdpXEiv x^pocv, elvai 8 m/p nv yfjs

TijiicoTepov, TO 8e -nipas TOU [aeTa^u, TO 8' eaxocrov Kal TO peaov
* COOT* IK TOUTCOV dvaAoyi^ojjievoi OUK OIOVTOU ETTI TOU pieaou T^S

KeiaOai cxurf|v, dAAa |JiaAAov TO m/p. (b i) ETI 8* 01 ye TTuOa-

yopeioi Kal Bid TO jjidAiara TrpoarjKeiv 9uAdTTa6ai TO KupicoTarov
TOU iravTOs

* TO 8^ [JI^CTOV elvai TOIOUTOV * 6 Aios 9uAaKT^v ovo^jidjouai,

TO TauTT|v 2xov T11V X^P ^ TPt wcurep TO IJIECTOV d-rrAcos Asyoiaevov

Kal TO TOU |aeye0ou$ iJieciov Kal ToO irpdynaro$ 6v M^CTOV Kal TTJS 9uaecos.

KatToi KaOd-rrep ev TOIS 30001$ ou TOUTOV TO TOU gopou Kal TOU crcojJiaTOs

^aov, ouTCog CnrroAr|TrTfov jiaAAov Kal irepl TOV 6Aov oupavov.
1

330 Aristotle de caelo 69, 290 b 12 9av8pov 8* IK Tovlnxov OTI Kal

T6 9dvai yivecrOai 9epo^evcov (sc. TCOV aorpcov) dp^oviav, cos

aup9cbvcov yivo^vcov TCOV y69cov, KOH^COS jJiev ipr|Tai Kal irepiTrcos

UTTO TCOV ei-rrdvTCov, ou jji-qv OUTCOS Xi TaAr|0s. SOKEI yap TICTIV

dvayKaiov Elvai TTjAiKouTcov 9epoiavcov crco|jidTcov yiyvecr0ai vf;o9ov,

ITTE! Kal TCOV nap' fjjjitv OUTE TOUS oyKous IX^VTCOV taous oure

name counter-earth. In all this they are not seekingfor theories and causes to accountfor
observed facts, but rather forcing their observations and trying to accommodate them to

certain theories and opinions of their own. But there are many others who would agree that

it is wrong to give the earth the central position, lookingfor confirmation rather to theory

than to the facts of observation. Their view is that the most precious place befits the most

precious thing: butfire, they say, is more precious than earth, and the limit than the inter-

mediate, and the circumference and the centre are limits. Reasoning on this basis they take

the view that it is not earth that lies at the centre of the sphere, but ratherfire, (b i) The

Pythagoreans have a further reason. They hold that the most important part of the world,

which is the centre, should be most strictly guarded, and name it, or rather the fire which

occupies that place, the 'Guard-house of Zeus', as if the word 'centre* were quite

unequivocal, and the centre of the mathematical figure were always the same with that of
the thing or the natural centre. But it is better to conceive of the case of the whole heaven

as analogous to that of animals, in which the centre of the animal and that of the body are

different. (After Stocks)

330 From all this it is clear that the theory that the movement of the stars produces a

harmony, i.e. that the sounds they make are concordant, in spite of the grace and originality

with which it has been stated, is nevertheless untrue. Some thinkers suppose that the motion

of bodies of that size must produce a noise, since on our earth the motion of bodies far

inferior in size and in speed ofmovement has that effect. Also, when the sun and the moon,
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f|Alov 6e KOCI aeAf|VT]$, e*n TG Toaovlrrcov

TO TrAfjOos acrrpcov KCU TO |aeye0o$ 9pojji6vcov TCO

9opocv, dSuvonrov [ir\ ytyveaOou yo9ov diafjx^vov Tiva TO

uiTo6e|jisvoi 6e TaOra xai TOC$ TaxurfJTas K TCOV

TOU$ TCOV auiJupcoviGov A6you$, evapnoviov 9acri yiyveaOai

9epojJievcov xuxAco TCOV aarpcov. eirel 6' aAoyov SOKEI TO
jaf] auv-

axoueiv f|jjias TTJS 9covf)s TOCUTTJS, aiTiov TOUTOU 9a<rlv lvai TO yiyvo-

IJIEVOIS U0us OrrdpxEiv TOV v|;69ov, COOTE \ri\ 8id6r|Aov tvai irpos TTJV

IvavTiav aiyr|V 7rpo$ a?vAr|Aoc yap 9covf]s Kal cnyffc dvai TT]V

8idyvcocriv, COOTE KccOoarEp TOIS x ^ ^710^ Sid auvfjOeiav ou6ev

SOKEI 5ia9piv, xai TOIS dvOpcoirois TOCUTO au[jpaiviv,

There is unfortunately no sure means of precisely dating either of

these celebrated doctrines, the Counter-Earth (328 and 329
1

)
and

the
'

Harmony of the Spheres' (330). The former is explicitly

attributed by Aetius to Philolaus
;

2 but despite the relative reliabi-

lity of its source the attribution has often been doubted. On the

whole it seems legitimate provisionally to accept the attribution of

the Counter-Earth doctrine to Philolaus (see pp. 307 ff.), while the

doctrine of the 'Harmony of the Spheres', which is considerably
less complicated, may perhaps be surmised to have originated

early in the fifth century B.C., when, thanks to Pythagoras' own

discovery that the intervals of the musical scale could be expressed
as numerical ratios (see pp. 229 f.), the Pythagoreans seem, in

Aristotle's words in 289, to have 'collected and fitted into their

scheme all the properties of numbers and scales which they could

show to agree with the attributes and parts and the whole arrange-
ment of the heavens'.

1
Simplicius, paraphrasing, expanding, and commenting on this passage,

adds just sufficient detail, derived in part from Aristotle's lost work On the

Pythagoreans, to be worth quoting at some length: 33* Simplicius de caelo

they say, and all the stars, so great in number and in size, are moving with so rapid a

motion, how should they notproduce a sound immensely great? Startingfrom this argument
andfrom the observation that their speeds, as measured by their distances, are in the same

ratios as musical concordances, they assert that the sound givenforth by the circular move-

ment of the stars is a harmony. Since, however, it appears unaccountable that we should

not hear this music, they explain this by saying that the sound is in our earsfrom the very

moment of birth and is thus indistinguishable from its contrary silence, since sound and

silence are discriminated by mutual contrast. What happens to men, then, is just what

happens to coppersmiths, who are so accustomed to the noise of the smithy that it makes no

difference to them. (Trans. Stocks)

331 In the centre of the universe they say there is fire, and round the centre moves the
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51 1, 26 Iv nev Tcp place TOU TravTos irup elvai 900*1, Trepl Se TO peaov TTJV

dvTfx^ova 9^pea0a{ 9aai yfjv ouaav Kal aurrjv, dvTix^ova Se

Sid T6 EvavTias Ttj8e TTJ yrj elvai, HETO: 8e TT^V dvTix^ova rj yfj

Kal aurfi Trepl T6 peaov, JJIETO: Se TTJV yfjv rj aeAr)viy OUTGO yap aur6s (sc.

Aristotle) Iv TGO Trepl TGOV rTuOayopiKcov loropeT TT^V 8e yfjv cos EV TCOV dorpcov
oucrav Kivouuevrjv irepl T6 peaov Kara TTJV irpos T6v fJAiov crx^orv vuxra Kal

fjnepav TTOieiv. r\ 8e dvTixOcov Kivou|jevr| Trepl TO IICTOV Kal eiroiievri TTJ yfj

Tavrr) oux opaTai C/9' f^^Jlcov 816: T6 ^TriTrpoaOeTv TJJJLIV del T6 TTJ$ yfjs

crcojjia. . . .T^Xeiov yap dpi6|ji6v urroOetJievoi T^|V 8eKd8a IpouAovTO Kal TCOV

KVKAo9opt|TiKcov aoo|jidTcov TOV dpi0^6v els 8eKa8a ovvdyeiv. OEVTES

T^V drrXavfi n(av Kal TCS TrAavcojJi^vas ^TTTOC Kal Tfjv yfjv TOUTTIV TTJ

Tf]v 8sKd8a auve-rrAT'ipcoaav. Kal OUTGO pv auT6s TO TCOV TTuOayopeicov

drreSelfaTO' ol 8e yvTio-icoTepov OUTCOV |ji6Taax6vT6s TrOp u^v ^v Tcp pi^aco

A^youai TT^V S-niJitoupyiKi^v 8uvaniv Tf]v ^K ^aou TraCTav Tf|v yfjv jcooyovouaav
Kal T6 ocrreyuyiJie'vov auTfjs dvaOdA-rrouaav 816 ot pev Zrjv6s irupyov auT6

KoAoOcriv, cos aur6s ev TOIS HuBayopiKoTs laTop-qaev, ot 8e Aios 9uAaKf|v,

cos v TOUTOIS, ot 8e Ai6$ Opovov, cos dAAoi 9aa(v. Hilda Richardson (CQjzo

(1926) 1 19) argues, on the basis of this passage and a number of other less

definite indications, that 'the earliest generations of the Pythagorean
school conceived of fire as existing at the heart of their central, spherical
earth*. But whether this is so or not, Simplicius himself evidently believed

that the earlier Pythagorean theory was geocentric, and that the more

sophisticated doctrine was a later refinement.

2
332 Aetius ii, 7, 7 (DK44Ai6) OiAoAaos rrup eV JJLEO-CO Trepl TO KeVrpov

orrep knriav TOU rravTOS KaAei Kal Aios O!KOV Kal jjtrjTepa Oecov pconov Te Kal

auvox^v Kal peTpov 9uaecos. Kal TrdAiv irup eTepov dvcoTarco TO Trepi^xv.

TTpcoTov 8* elvai 9uaei TO |jeaov, irepl 8e TOUTO 8eKa acoiJiaTa Oeia xopeuelv,

[oupav6v] (peTa Tfjv TCOV dTrAavcov cr9aTpav) TOUS e TrAavrjTas, peO* ous "qAiov,

counter-earth^ being itself an earth, and called the counter-earth because it is opposite this

earth of ours; and after the counter-earth comes our earth, which also moves around the

centre; and after the earth comes the moon; for so Aristotle records in his work On the

Pythagoreans. The earth, being one of the stars and moving around the centre, makes day
and night in accordance with its position relative to the sun. The counter-earth, as it moves

around the centre following our earth, is invisible to us because the bulk of the earth is

always in the way For on their assumption that the decad is the perfect number, they

wished to bring the number of bodies revolving in a circle also up to ten. And so, Aristotle

says, positing the sphere of thefixed stars as one, the planets as seven, and then this earth of

ours, they completed the decad with the counter-earth. So Aristotle expounded the Pytha-

goreans' views; but the more genuine members of the school regardJire at the centre as the

creativeforce which gives life to the whole earthfrom the centre and warms its cold parts;

and so some call it the
* Tower ofgeus', as Aristotle recorded in On the Pythagoreans,

others the 'Guard-house of %eus\ as he says here, others again the
'

Throne of %eus\ as

other authorities tell us.

332 Philolaus placesJire around the centre of the universe, and calls it the 'Hearth of the

world
9

, the 'House oj %,eus\ ''Mother of the Gods
9

, 'altar, bond and measure of nature
9

.

Then again there is another fire enveloping the universe at the circumference. But he says

that the centre is by nature primary, and around the centre ten divine bodies dance first

the sphere of thefixed stars, then thefive planets, next the sun, then the moon, then the earth,
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v, 09* 7j Tfjv yfjv, 09* fj Tf)v dvTixOova, peO* a auimavTa T6 m/p
or{as rapl TOC Kevn-pa TOCIV nixov. The supplement HETOC . . . o^alpav is

by Diels, oupav6v being presumably a marginal gloss.

(vi) The soul

333 Aristotle Met. AS, 985 b 29, from 289 . . .TO JJIEV ToiovSl TCOV

ccptOncov TToOos StKaioovvri, TO 8e ToiovSl vpuxf] xal voug. . . .

334 Aristotle de anima A 2, 404.3.16 EOIKE 8e KOCI TO irapa TCOV

rfuGayopeicov Aeyojjievov TTJV aurf^v ?xeiv Sidvoiav ^cccrav yap
TIVSS aurcov V^UXTIV elvai TOC EV TCO dcepi 5wu<rra> oi 8^ TO TaOra

KIVOUV. Ttepi 8e TOUTCOV eipr|Tai, 8i6Ti auvsx^S 9aiveTai

xav fj VTivenia TravTeAfjs.

335 Aristotle de anima A 4, 407 b 27 KCCI aAArj 8e TIS

irapa8e8oTai Trepi 4^uxfl5- -ocpuoviav yocp Tiva aurf]v Adyouar
xal yap TTJV dpjjioviav Kpacriv Kal ovvOeaiv evavTicov eTvai xai TO

acojjia auyKelaOat e^ evavTicov. Cf. Ar. Pol. Q 5, 1 340 b 1 8 (DK 58641)
and Plato Phaedo 86B-G.

336 Aristotle de anima A3, 407 b 20 oi Se jjiovov E-mxEipoucri

Aeysiv TTOIOV TI f\ yuyr\ 9 irepl 8 TOU SE^OIJIEVOU crcotJiaTOS ou0v
ETl TTpOaSlOpl^OUCTlV, COCTTTEp EvSEXO^EVOV KOTCX TOl/S

TT]V nruxouaav vyuxT]v EIS TO TUXOV Ev80crOai crcoiJia.

Here we have at least four different (though not necessarily

mutually exclusive) views of the soul, each of which is said by
Aristotle to be Pythagorean. Once again the attempt to date them
can rest only upon conjecture. It seems probable that the view

in 334, that the soul is either the motes in the air or that which

then the counter-earth, and finally the fire of the
*

Hearth ', which has its station around

the centre.

333 . . . such and such a modification of numbers being justice, another being soul and

reason ....

334 The theory held by the Pythagoreans seems to have the same purport; for some of
them said that the soul is the motes in the air, others that it is what moves them. They

spoke of motes because they are evidently in continual motion, even when there is a complete

calm.

335 Another theory has been handed down to us about the soul---- They say that it is a

kind of attunement; for attunement is a blending and composing of opposites, and the

body is constituted of opposites.

336 But they only attempt to say what sort of a thing the soul is, while concerning the

body that is to receive it they specify nothingfurther, as if it were possible, by the Pytha-

gorean tales, for any chance soul to enter into any chance body.
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moves them, belongs to the early and unwittingly corporealist

generation which thought that units were extended in space. The
doctrine in 335, on the other hand, that the soul is an attunement

(which is of course reconcilable with the view mentioned in 333
that it is a u6c8o$ ocpidjjicov) may have originated from the laovojjiia

view of health introduced by Alcmacon (see pp. 234 f.), and in

that case would not have been held before his time. Finally, the

familiar belief in transmigration, to which Aristotle is clearly

referring in 336, is a beliefofa different order, not being concerned

with the nature of the soul as such but rather with what befalls it.

This is one of the few traces of the religious side of Pythagoreanism
that are to be found in Aristotle's extant writings; and it is note-

worthy that in this unusual context he uses, not the familiar form

fTvOccyopeios, but the variant, very seldom found in his works,

TTuOccyopiKos. The belief in transmigration goes back, as we saw

(pp. 222 f.), to Pythagoras himself, but was certainly preserved,

throughout the whole of the fifth century at least, by the Acous-

matics (see p. 227).

It would be possible, if perhaps dangerously conjectural, to fit

all these theories into a consistent picture, as follows. The earliest

Pythagoreans might well have maintained that between its various

incarnations the soul, separated from a body, hovered in the air

like the motes in a sunbeam
;
and in that case others of the school,

feeling perhaps that this was too humble a part, preferred to

regard it rather as that which moved the motes (conceivably even

as the TrveOuoc or Trvofj ('breath') of 315 and 316). Alcmaeon could

then have borrowed from these earliest Pythagoreans the belief,

which underlies also his own peculiar view of the soul (cf. p. 235),

that the soul is always in motion. Finally the next generation of

Pythagoreans, borrowing in their turn from Alcmaeon, may have

based upon his theory of health their own doctrine, by far the

most influential of those under discussion, that the soul was an

attunement of the bodily constituents.
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CHAPTER X

PARMENIDES OF ELEA
DATE

337 Plato Parmenides 127A 691^ 8e Sfj 6 'AvTi9c5v Ayetv T6v

TTu068copov OTI d9ixoiVTo TTOTE i$ TTocvoc0f|vaia TOC iJieyaAa Zrjvcov T6

xal FFap[jiviSTi$. TOV UEV ouv rfap[aevi6Tiv eO jjt&Aa 5f^ Trpeo-pur^v

elvai, oxp68pa iroAiov, xaAov 8 xocyaOov TTJV ovpiv, irepi eirj udAiara
TTEVTE xai r)xovTa* Zrjvcova Se eyyus ETCOV TETrapaxovTa TOTE elvai,

eunrjKri 8e xal xapi VTOC ISeTv xal AeyscrOai aurov Trai8iKa TOU

T7ap{ji6vi8ou yeyovevau KorraAueiv 8^ OCUTOI/S 911 irapa TCO TTuOoScopco

EKTOS Tel^ous ev KepaiJieiKcp* ol 8f] xal 691x^0601 TOV T6 Scoxpocrrj xal

aAAous Tivas MST' auTou TroAAous, eiriOupioOvTas ocxoucrai TCOV TOU

Zf|vcovos ypaiajJiocTcov TOTE yap aura irpcoTov UTT* exsivcov xojJuaQfjvai

ScoxpdTrj 8J elvai TOTE oxpoSpa veov. (Cf. Plato Theaetetus i83E
and Sophist 21 jc (both DK28A5), each of which refers briefly

to the meeting of the young Socrates with the old Parmenides.)

338 Diogenes Laertius ix, 23 (DK28Ai) fjxjjiase 8e (sc. Par-

menides) xaTa TT]V evaTT|v xai er|XooTf]v 6Au(jnria8a (i.e. 504-

501 B.C.).

Whether or not Parmenides and Zeno ever visited Athens and

met there the young Socrates, Plato need not have been so precise

about their respective ages. The fact that he gives these details

strongly suggests that he is writing with chronological accuracy.
Socrates was just over seventy when he was put to death in

399 B.C., which means that he was born in 470/469. Ifwe assume

that the words oxpoSpa VEOV,
c

very young', mean that he was under

twenty-five, then the meeting might have taken place between

450 and 445 B.C. This places Parmenides' birth at about 515-

337 According to Antiphon's account, Pythodorus said that Parmenides and %eno once

came to Athensfor the Great Panathenaea. Parmenides was well advanced inyears about

sixty-Jive and very grey, but afine-looking man. ^eno was then nearlyforty',
and tall and

handsome; he was said to have been Parmenides^ favourite. They were staying at Pytho-

dorus
9

house outside the city-wall in the Ceramicus. Thither went Socrates, and several

others with him, in the hope ofhearing ^eno^s treatise;for this was thefirst time Parmenides

and %eno had brought it to Athens. Socrates was still veryyoung at the time.

338 Parmenides flourished in the sixty-ninth Olympiad.
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510 B.C. and Zeno's at about 490-485. It is of course true that the

date given by Diogenes, which he probably derived from Apollo-

dorus, does not nearly square with this; but, as Burnet points out

(EGPiyo),
c

the date given by Apollodorus depends solely on that

of the foundation of Elea (540 B.C.), which he had adopted as the

floruit of Xenophanes. Parmenides is born in that year, just as

Zeno is born in the year when Parmenides "
flourished".

'

Unsatis-

factory as a late Platonic dialogue may be as evidence for

chronology, it can hardly be doubted that it is more reliable than

this. But in any case what really matters is not so much Par-

menides' precise dates as his relation to the other Presocratics. We
shall see as we proceed that his poem certainly contains references

to Anaximenes (see p. 275) and perhaps also to Heraclitus (see

pp. 183 and 272), while both Empedocles and Anaxagoras refer

often and obviously to Parmenides (cf. 414-416, 497).

LIFE

339 Diogenes Laertius ix, 21-3 (DK28Ai) TTap|Jievi5r|$ riupr|-

TOS 'EAEcaTis 6if|KOucj 5evo9avou$. (TOUTOV (sc. Xenophanes)

6eo9paoTOS iv TTJ 'Em-ronf) V\vai|ji6cvSpov; 9Tjcrlv ccKouaccu) 6iaco$

8' ouv aKouaa$ ml 2evo9avou$ OUK f)KoAou0T](T6v OUTGO. EKoivcovrjcre

8 Kal 'AjJiEivia Aioxarra TOO TTu0ayopiKcp, cos 9^1 ^COTICOV, ccvSpl

Trevr|Ti IJIEV, KCcAcp 8e KOU ocyaOcp. & Kal jjiaAAov f)KoAou6r|ae Kal

drroOavovTos fjpcoov iSpuaocro yevou$ re u-rrApxcov Aajjnrpou Kai

irAouTou, xai UTT' 'Ajjieiviou, ocAA' oux OTTO 5vo9<5cvous is

TTpOTpcrnT| . . .(23) . . . AeyeTcci 8e Kal v6|aou$ OeTvai TOI$

9T|CJi ZireucjiTnTOs ev TCO TTEpi 91AOCJO9COV.
1

340 Strabo 6, p. 252 Gas. (DK28AI2) . . /EAeccv. . ., e^ f\s

rTccpuvi8r|$ xai Zfjvcov yvovro av8ps TTuOayopEioi. 8oKEi BE tJioi

Kal 81* EKEivous Kai ETI irpOTEpov UvotJir|Of]vai.

339 Parmenides of Elea, son ofPyres, was a pupil of Xenophanes (and he, according to

Theophrastus in his Epitome, of Anaximander) . But though a pupil of Xenophanes, he

did notfollow him. He associated also, as Sotion recorded, with the Pythagorean Ameinias,

son ofDiochaitas, a poor but noble man, whom he preferred tofollow. When Ameinias died

Parmenides, who came ofa distinguishedfamily and was rich, built a shrine to him. It was

by Ameinias rather than Xenophanes that he was converted to the contemplative life. . . . He
is said also to have legislatedfor the citizens of Elea, as Speusippus records in his work

On the philosophers.

340 . . .Elea. . ., whence Parmenides and %eno came, both Pythagoreans. I believe

that through their agency the city was well governed, as it had also been even earlier.
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1 Cf. 341 Plutarch adv. Colot. 32, 1 126A rTapiaevfSrjs 8 TJ\V ICCUTOU -rrocTp{8a

8ieKO<Jnr|(je v6|Jioi$ ocpiorois, wore TCCS &PX&S KccO* eKaarov VIOCUTOV eopKouv
TO\!/S TToAiTas nnvsiv TOIS TTapnevi8ov

These two passages, though both from late authors, preserve two

traditions which are likely enough, on other grounds, to be true.

That Parmenides should have taken an active part in the politics

of his city is in no way surprising: several of the Presocratic

philosophers did. And that he should originally have been a

Pythagorean is not only not unlikely in itself, Elea being no great
distance from Croton and Metapontium, but is borne out by
internal evidence in his poem (see especially p. 277). Again, the

statement in 339 that it was not Xenophanes but the otherwise

unknown Pythagorean Ameinias who '

converted
'

Parmenides to

the philosophic life is not the sort of thing to be invented. Aristotle

himself, possibly misled by a remark of Plato's in the Sophist

(2420-0, cf. 166) which is not to be taken seriously, says of

Parmenides that 'he is supposed to have been a pupil of Xeno-

phanes
5

(Met. AS, 986 b 22, DK28A6); and Sotion, whom
Diogenes is quoting in 339, must have had some good reason

possibly the existence of the shrine erected by Parmenides in

memory of Ameinias for rejecting Aristotle's guidance and sub-

stituting for Xenophanes so obscure a figure. When it is remem-

bered, finally, that these traditions are probably derived from such

earlier authorities as the fourth-century historian Timaeus, there

seems to be no good ground for rejecting the scanty evidence we

possess about the life of Parmenides.

THE NATURE OF PARMENIDES' POEM
Parmenides wrote exclusively in hexameter verse in which he

was followed by Empedocles. With the exception of the allegory of

the proem (and perhaps also certain passages in the 'Way of

Seeming', in which divine figures were introduced), his subject-

matter is of the most prosaic order. His diction, moreover, besides

being far from poetical, is often exceedingly obscure : the precise

meaning of some of his sentences will probably never be unani-

mously agreed. Thanks to Simplicius, who, knowing that the

original work was already in his day rare, transcribed large

341 Parmenides set his own state in order with such admirable laws that the government

yearly swears its citizens to abide by the laws of Parmenides.
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sections of it into his commentaries on Aristotle, we possess,

probably, a higher proportion of the writings of Parmenides than

of any other Prcsocratic philosopher. After the allegorical intro-

duction the poem is in two parts, the
'

Way ofTruth ' and the
'

Way
of Seeming'. The former, of which Diels estimated that we possess

about nine-tenths, presents an unprecedented exercise in logical

deduction: starting from the premise ecrn, 'it is', in much the

same way as Descartes started from the premise 'cogito'

Parmenides proceeds, by the sole use of reason unaided by the

senses, to deduce all that can be known about Being, and he ends

by denying any truthful validity to the senses or any reality to

what they appear to perceive. Then in the 'Way of Seeming',

unexpectedly reinstating the world of appearances that he has so

vehemently demolished, he appends what seems, from the rela-

tively scanty fragments that survive, to have been a cosmogony of

the traditional type. The relation between the two parts of the

poem is by no means obvious and has, as we shall see, been very

variously interpreted; but fortunately it is the 'Way of Truth', of

which so large a proportion survives, that made Parmenides the

most influential of all the Presocratics, while the 'Way of Seeming',
whatever the motive that prompted Parmenides to write it, seems

to have exercised comparatively little influence upon his successors

(but see p. 283).

THE PROEM

342 FT. i, Sextus adv. math, vn, 1 1 1 and Simplicius de caelo 557, 25

ITTTTOI TCCI IJIE 96pouciiv ociov T* frrrl 6v|Ji6$ IK&VOI

irsijmrov, eTrei n' es 686v pf^aav TroXu9T||jiov oyoucrai

8aiiJiovo$, f| Konra TT&VT' aarri
1
96pei e!5oTa 9COTCX*

TTJ 9sp6|jir|v TTJ ydp [as 7roAu9paaroi 9^pov mrroi

apiaa TiTaivouaai, xoupai 6' 666v fjyeiaoveuov.

acov 5' ev xvoirjaiv tet aupiyyos OCUTTJV

a!06|ji6vos (60101$ yap emiyeTO SivcoToTaiv

ociJupoiipcoOev), OTE (jTrepxofaTO
-

342 TTte steeds that carry me took me as far as my heart could desire, when once they

had brought me and set me on the renowned way of the goddess, which leads the man who

knows through every town. On that way was I conveyed;for on it did the wise steeds convey

me, drawing my chariot, and maidens led the way. And the axle glowing in the socket for
it was urged round by well-turned wheels at each end was making the holes in the naves sing,
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KoOpoci, TrpoAnroucrai Sahara NUKTOS,
10 ds 9ocos, cbadnevai Kpdrcov OTTO X6Pa

'

1 KaAt/irrpas.

V0a iruAai NUKTOS TE Kai *Hpares icn KeXeuOcov,

Kat a9as uirepOupov aijupts xei KOC^ ^dtvos ouSos.

aural 6' aiOepiai irAf^vTai ^EydAotcn 0up6Tpoi$*

TCOV SE AIKTI TroAuTTOivos Xel KAr|T6as diaoi(3ous.

15 Tf]v Sf) Trap9d|JiEvai Koupat laaAoKotcn Aoyoianv
TTEtaav 7ri9pa8cos, 005 oxptv paAavcoTOV OXTIOC

(ScJEiE TruAEcov atro Tal 6 0up^Tpcov
ji' OCXCXVES iroirjcjav avoarTaiJiEvai

EV crupiy^iv d|Jioi(3a86v EiA

20 yoijupoi$ Kai TTEpovrjcriv dpripoTE* TTJ pa Si" OUTECOV

iOus ?xov xoupai xaT* dfjia^iTOv apjaa xal nrrrou$.

Kai IJIE 0a Trpo9pcov UTTESE^OTO, x ^Pa ^e XelP^

SE^tTEpr^v iAv, abSE 8' ETTOS 960*0 Kat IJIE irpooriuSa
*

c& Koup' dcOavdTotai auvdopos fjvioxoiaiv,

25 ITTTTOIS Tai CTE 9EpOU(TlV IKaVCOV f||JlTpOV 865,

XOClp', ETTEi OUTl CTE tJlOlpa KOCKT) T^pOU'^E^TT VEEdOai

Tf|v8' 686v
(f\ yap dtr* avOpocnrcov EKTOS iraTou EOT(V),

dAAd 0|Ji$ TE 8iKT| TE. XPec^ Se CTE -rrdvTa Tru0cj0ai

fmEV 'AArj0Eir|s EUKUKAEOS drpEHES f]TOp

30 f|8 ppoTcov 865as, TOIS OUK EVI Tticrns dAt]0r|S

dAA' liairris Kai Toura |aa0fjaai, (i>s T"d 8oKouvTa

SOKIIJICOCJ' Elvai 8id TravTOS irdvTa TTEpcovTa.
2

1 TTOCVT* aa-TT) Sextus N, TTOCVT* ocTf| L, TTC$CVTOC Tfj E, <. KOCTOC TTOCVTOC TaTf)

Barnett Wilamowitz (=* stretched through all things') seems improbable,
since T<rr6s occurs elsewhere only once, in Aristotle's Hist. An. The reading

while the daughters of the Sun, hasting to convey me into the light, threw back the veilsfrom

off theirfaces and left the abode ofnight. There are the gates of the ways ofNight and Day,

fitted above with a lintel and below with a threshold ofstone. They themselves, high in the

air, are closed by mighty doors, and avenging Justice controls the double bolts. Her did

the maidens entreat with gentle words and cunningly persuade to unfasten without demur

the bolted barfrom the gates. Then, when the doors were thrown back, they disclosed a wide

opening, when their brazen postsfitted with rivets and nails swung in turn on their hinges.

Straight through them, on the broad way, did the maidens guide the horses and the car. And
the goddess greeted me kindly, and took my right hand in hers, and spake to me these words:
*

Welcome, o youth, that earnest to my abode on the car that bears thee, tended by immortal

charioteers. It is no ill chance, but right and justice, that has sent thee forth to travel on

this way. Far indeed does it liefrom the beaten track ofmen. Meet it is that thou shouldst

learn all things, as well the unshaken heart ofwell-rounded truth, as the opinions ofmortals

in which is no true belief at all. Tet none the less shall thou learn these things also how,

passing right through all things, one shouldjudge the things that seem to be.
9

(After Burnet)
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ofN, by its suggestion that Parmenides was an itinerant philosopher, accords

with the statement of Plato that Parmenides and Zeno visited Athens.

2
Soxfucos (Simpl. mss.) is adopted in DK, though Diels himself, admitting

an elision otherwise unknown in hexameters, read SOKIUCOCT* elvcci. irspcovTa

Simpl. A: irep 6vTa DEF.

This proem is not only of the utmost interest as a whole but also

contains anumberofimportantpoints ofdetail. Parmenides is clearly

describing his escapefrom error to enlightenment, and it ismost likely

that, as Diels suggested, the allegorical form is borrowedfrom oracle-

and mystery-literature.
c

It is clear', writes Bowra (Problems in Greek

Poetry 47), 'that this Proem is intended to have the importance and

seriousness of a religious revelation.' Not only the passage from

darkness into light but manyminor details throughout thepoem sug-

gest that Parmenides desired, particularly in the Proem, to arm him-
self in advance, by stressing the religious nature of his revelation,

with an answer to his potential critics. Bowra is probably right in

concluding that thesepotential criticswere '

hisfellowPythagoreans
'

.

Two points of detail call for comment. It is to be noted, in the

first place, that the goddess is made to address Parmenides (1. 24)

as Koups, 'youth
3

,
a word which provides us with our only clue as

to the date of the poem's composition. If we take this to mean
that Parmenides was, at the most, not much over thirty when he

wrote his poem, that would fix its date somewhere between, say,

490 and 475 B.C.
;
and if this estimate is right, then we have an

approximate terminus ad quern, not only for several of the Pytha-

gorean views already described, against which we shall see that

Parmenides especially aims many of his arguments, but also, possi-

bly, for the publication of the fundamental doctrine of Heraclitus.

The other important point concerns the phrase (1. 29) 'AA^Qeiris

EUKUKA^OS,
c

well-rounded Truth'. Truth is described as well-

rounded because, presumably, wherever you pick up the chain

of Parmenides' reasoning, you can follow it round in a circle,

passing through each of its links in turn, back to your starting-

point. Parmenides himself says almost exactly that in fragment 5 :

343 Fr. 5, Proclus in Farm, i, 708, 16 Cousin

. . . uvov 8e [jof eoriv

OTnroQsv ap^cojjiai ToOi yap irAAiv T^oiaai cc\J0ts.

Every attribute of reality can be deduced from every other.

343 It is oil one to me where I begin; for I shall come back there again in time.
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THE WAY OF TRUTH

(i) The premise

344 Fr. 2, Proclus in Tim. i, 345, 18 Dichl

ei 6' ay* eycov epeco, Konicrai 6e au iJiOOov ccKouaas,

anrep 66ol jaouvai 6131*10-16$ dai vofjaai

f| U& OTTCOS eOTlV T KCCl COS OVK OTl \K\ elvCCl,

TieiOous scrn KsAeu0os ('AAr)0ir| yap 6iTT|6ei),

5 f) 6' cos OUK eariv Te Kai cos XPEC^V ^aTl W\ elvai,

TTJV 8r) TOI 9pajco iravaTreuOea eiajjiev drapTrov
*

ours yap av yvoiris TO ye [ri\ eov (ou yap avuarrov)
OUTS 9pocaais. (Fr. 3) TO yap OUTO voeiv eoriv TS xal slvai.

The goddess begins her instruction by defining
c

the only two

conceivable ways of enquiry', which are directly contrary one to

the other: if you accept one premise, then logic compels you to

reject the other. The choice in fact, as Parmenides later puts it in

its briefest form (347 1. 16), is simply this: ECJTIV f| OUK eoriv.

Unfortunately even to translate these apparently simple words is

liable to be misleading, because of the ambiguity, of which

Parmenides himself was unconscious, between the predicative and

the existential senses of the Greek word iori. 1 The usual translation,

'It is or it is not', too easily gives rise to the question what 'it' is.

So Burnct, for instance, at the beginning of his discussion of the

Way ofTruth (EGP 1 78), writes :

*

... it is not quite obvious at first

sight what it is precisely that is. . ..There can be no real doubt

that this is what we call body . . . .The assertion that it is amounts

just to this, that the universe is a plenum.
9 Such a conclusion is at

best premature. At this early stage in his poem Parmenides'

premise eon has no definite subject at all: if it is necessary to

translate the sentence eoriv fj OUK e'cmv, then perhaps the least

misleading rendering is :

'

Either a thing is or it is not.' Parmenides

is attacking those who believe, as all men always had believed,

344 Come now, and I will tell thee and do thou hearken and carry my word away
the only ways ofenquiry that can be thought of [literally, that existfor thinking, the old

dative sense of the infinitive]: the one way, that it is and cannot not-be, is the path of

Persuasion, for it attends upon Truth; the other, that it is-not and needs must not-be, that

I tell thee is a path altogether unthinkable. For thou couldst not know that which is-not

(that is impossible) nor utter it;for the same thing can be thought as can be [construction
as above, literally the same thing exists for thinking andfor being].
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that it is possible to make a significant negative predication ;
but

he is enabled to attack them only because of his own confusion

between a negative predication and a negative existential judge-
ment. The gist of this difficult and important fragment is therefore

this: 'Either it is right only to think or say of a thing, "it is. . ."

(i.e. "it is so-and-so, e.g. white"), or else it is right to think or say

only "it is not. . ." (i.e. "it is not something else, e.g. black").
The latter is to be firmly rejected on the ground [a mistaken one,

owing to the confusion between existential and predicative] that

it is impossible to conceive of Not-Being, the non-existent. Any
propositions about Not-Being are necessarily meaningless; the

only significant thoughts or statements concern Being.'

1 Owing to this undetected ambiguity it is often difficult to decide how the

word OTI should be accented in Parmenides' poem. I have for the most

part, but not always, followed DK; where I have diverged, see the

parentheses in the translation.

A page or two after the sentences quoted in the last paragraph

Burnct, in discussing the effects of Parmenides'
'

thorough-going

dialectic', adds (p. 180): 'Philosophy must now cease to be

monistic or cease to be corporealist. It could not cease to be

corporealist; for the incorporeal was still unknown.' This too

seems an over-simplification. It is true that the incorporeal was

still unknown; but it does not follow from that that Parmenides

was wishing to describe 'body' or 'a plenum*. On the contrary,

the chief difficulty about Parmenides is that, while the incorporeal
was still unknown, and no vocabulary therefore existed to describe

it, he was none the less, as were the Pythagoreans in the choice of

their first principles, feeling his way towards it. We shall see

(pp. 302 ff.) that Melissus carried the advance a stage further; but

it seems probable, even in the case of Parmenides, that had he

been asked whether his 'Being' was solid (or 'body') his answer

would have been a hesitant negative.

(ii)
Two false premises

345 Fr. 6, Simplicius Phys. 1 1 7, 4

Xpri TO Aeyeiv TE voeiv T* 6v emaevoci
* EOTI yap elvcu,

|jT|8ev 5' OUK early TOC a' eycb 9p6c3d9ai avcoya.

345 That which can be spoken and thought needs must be [construction as in 344];

for it is possiblefor it, but notfor nothing, to be; that is what I bid thee ponder. This is
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TTpcoTT|s yccp cr' &<f* 6SoO Taurr|$ 8131*1(1105 (eipyoo),

OCUTOCp ETTeiT* GOTO TTJS, f|V Sf) (3pOTOl l86T$ OU8&V

5 TrAdrrovTai, SiKpccvor djjirixocviri yap v aurcov

orfiOscriv iduvsi TrAaicrov voov * oi 8 9OpouvTai

Kco9oi oiacos TXKpAoi TS, TeOrjTTOTes, axpiTa 9uAa,

ols TO TOAeiv T xai OUK elvai Taur6v

KOU TOCUTOV, TTOCVTGOV 8e TraAfvTpoiTOS EOTI

346 Fr. 7, Plato Sophist 237A and Sextus adv. math. vn> 114

ou yap nfiiTOTe TOUTO Sajjirj elvai
|jrf)

dcAAa au TfjaS' &<$' 68ou Sijfjcrios elp

iar|Se a' e0os TroAuTreipov 686v KOCTOC TT|v8e ^16:0600

vco|jiav aoKoirov o^a. xal f|xn
""

o:v 6:Kouf|v

5 xal yAcocrcrav, Kpivai 8^ Aoycp TroAuSrjpiv eAeyxov

Though Parmenides has, in 344, suggested that there are only
two 'conceivable ways of enquiry', either a thing is or it is not, it

now appears from these two fragments (which seem to present a

continuous passage) that in addition to the true premise there are

actually two premises that must be rejected. One of these, of

course, is that already defined in fr. 2, the premise OUK lort, and

described as TravaireuOea,
'

altogether inconceivable
'

; misguided as

men may be, no man could confine himself to negativejudgements
and negative statements only. But for all that, the goddess (in 345
1. 3) warns Parmenides against treading this path, because, as she

goes on to suggest (in 11. 8-9), this utterly false way can be, and

constantly is, so combined with the true way that a third way, a

compromise between the other two, a thing both is and is not,

comes into the picture. This third way is the way on which

'ignorant mortals wander two-faced'; and they are two-faced

because, as Simplicius puts it (Phys. 117, 3; DKsSfiG), els TaCmb

ovvdyoucri TOC avTiKetneva, 'they combine contraries'. It is in fact

thefirst way ofenquiryfrom which I hold thee back, and thenfrom that way also on which

mortals wander knowing nothing, two-headed; for helplessness guides the wandering

thought in their breasts; they are carried along, deafand blind at once, altogether dazed

hordes devoid ofjudgement, who are persuaded that to be and to be-not are the same, yet

not the same, and that of all things the path is backward-turning.

346 For never shall this be proved, that things that are not are; but do thou hold back thy

thoughtfrom this way of enquiry, nor let custom, born of much experience, force thee to let

wander along this road thy aimless eye, thy echoing ear or thy tongue; but do thoujudge by

reason the strife-encompassed proof that I have spoken.
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this very combination of contraries that is the basis of 'the

opinions of mortals' (342 1. 30 and 353 1. 51) which provide the

content of the Way of Seeming; the premise upon which the whole

Way of Seeming rests is just this compromise between the true

way and the utterly false way, a thing both is and is not. It has

often been suggested that the last clause of 345, TTOCVTCOV 5

TraAfvTpOTT6$ ECTTI t<Aev;6o$ (translated 'of all things the path is

backward-turning'), contains a special reference to the doctrines

of Heraclitus; and so translated, it certainly is particularly

appropriate to the Heraclitcan bdief that all things eventually

change into their opposites (see pp. 195 f.).
1 But it is by no means

the case that unless we see such a reference, then the last two lines

of the fragment are meaningless. They need not necessarily mean

anything more than that mortals as a whole (note dKprroc 90 Ace,
'

hordes devoid of judgement') 'have made up their minds to

believe that to be and not to be are the same and yet not the same '

(i.e. they believe that that which is can change and become not

what it was before. To be and not to be are the same in that they
are both found in any event; and yet they are obviously opposites
and are therefore, in a more exact sense, not the same), 'and they

imagine that all things pass back and forth between being and

not-being' (i.e. all things change from being so-and-so, e.g. hot, to

not being so-and-so, and then change back again).

1 A quite different interpretation of this last clause is possible, taking
TrAvTOOv as masculine and KeAeu0o$ (as in 344 1. 4) as a *

way of thought ',

which is described as TrocAivTpoiros because, having started out promisingly

by saying fori, these muddlers turn back on their tracks by adding
OUK IOTI. If this interpretation were adopted, the case for seeing here

a reference to Heraclitus (which anyhow was largely based on the

doubtful reading TraAfvTpoiros for iraAivTovos in 212) would be further

weakened.

(iii) Deductionsfrom the true premise:

(a) denial of time, the void, plurality

The premise eon is by now established as the only possibility : the

only significant thought or statement is that a thing is. At this

stage, therefore, Parmenides proceeds to consider precisely what

must be the nature of the subject of the only true statement that

can be made. From now onwards until the end of the Way of

Truth he is concerned, in other words, to deduce all that can be

deduced from his chosen premise about the properties of Being.
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347 Fr. 8, Simplicius Phys. 145, i (continuing 346)

ia6vos 8' ETI jjiu6o$ 68010

AeiTreToci d>$ ?crnv TOUTT) 8' em armor* eaai

TtoAAo: laocA', cbs ccyEvrjTov eov xal dcvcoAeOpov EOTIV,

ecrri yap ouAoiiA$ TE Kcci dcrpeiJies T)8' dreAearov

5 o08e TTOT* fjv ouS* Ecrrai, ITTE! vuv eariv OIAOU TTOCV,

EV, CTUVEXES* Tiva yap yevvav Sijrjaeai aurou;

TTT) TT006V au^OEv; ou8
3

EK |jf] EOVTOS e&acrco

9cca6ai a' ou8 voeiv * ou yap 9aTOv ou8e VOTJTOV

eoriv OTTCOS OUK eoTt. TI 8' av jJiiv xal XP^S c5po"ev

10 ucrrepov fj TrpoaOev, TOU ^T]8ev6s ap^iaevov, 9uv;

OUTCOS f| TToc^Trav TreA^vai xp^v ECJTIV f\

ou8e TTOT' EK \\r\ SOVTOS 9f|a6i TTIOTIOS

yiyveaOai TI Trap' OUTO TOU eivexev OUTE ysvecrOai

our' oAAuaOai avflxe AIKT| x^Aaaaaa TreSriaiv,

15 ocAA' ex61
'

t\ 5e Kpiais irepl TOUTCOV EV TCpS' EOTTIV

ECTTIV f| OUK EOTIV KEKpiTai 8' oOv, coaTTEp avccyKrj,

TT]V IJIEV sav ocvor|Tov avcovupiov (ou yap aAr|Ofis

eoTiv 686s), TT]V 8' COOTE TTEAEIV ml ETTITUPLOV Elvat.

TTCOS 8' av ETTEIT' airoAoiTo EOV; TTCOS 8' av KE yEvotTo;
20 EI yap yVT\ OUK EOT*, ou8

s

EI TTOTE |JiAAi EcrEcrOat.

yEveats IJIEV drreo-|3EaTai Kal airuoros 6A0pos

This passage, though it presents a continuous argument and is

impossible to subdivide, leads Parmenides none the less to more

than one conclusion; and each of his affirmations involves a

corresponding denial. The selected premise eon, being the only

347 One way only is left to be spoken of, that it is; and on this way arefull many signs

that what is is uncreated and imperishable, for it is entire, immovable and without end. It

was not in the past, nor shall it be, since it is now, all at once, one, continuous; for what

creation wilt thou seekfor it? how and whence did it grow? Nor shall I allow thee to say

or to think, 'from that which is not
9

; for it is not to be said or thought that it is not. And
what need would have driven it on to grow, starting from nothing, at a later time rather

than an earlier? Thus it must either completely be or be not. Nor will the force of true

belief allow that, beside what is, there could also arise anything from what is not;

wherefore Justice looseth not her fetters to allow it to come into being or perish, but

holdeth it fast; and the decision on these matters rests here: it is or it is not. But it has

surely been decided, as it must be, to leave alone the one way as unthinkable and nameless

(for it is no true way), and that the other is real and true. How could what is thereafter

perish? and how could it come into being? For if it came into being, it is not, nor if it is

going to be in thefuture. So coming into being is extinguished andperishing unimaginable.
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true premise, must, Parmenides first argues, be eternally true;

there cannot ever have been a time in the past, nor will there ever

be a time in the future, when the statement ecm is anything but

true. It follows, therefore, that past and future arc alike meaning-

less, the only time is a perpetual present time, and Being must of

necessity be both uncreated and imperishable. Parmenides

actually adds in the course of this argument that Being must also

be both dTpejjies, 'immovable', and ev, cruvexes, 'one, continuous';

but unless each of these epithets is interpreted (not very plausibly,

since cruvexes unquestionably refers to space, not time, in 348 1. 25)

to mean only that Being exists unalterably in one continuous

present, then he is here anticipating for 'it is all one to him
where he begins' (343) conclusions which he does not establish

until later in the present fragment.
The next step in the argument, which occupies 11. 6-u, is the

demolition of the concept of the void. The cosmogony of the

Pythagoreans had made great use of the void : the first unit, once

generated, had proceeded forthwith to take in from the surrounding

Unlimited, possibly time (which Parmenides has just demolished),
and certainly the void (to which he now turns his attention) ; and
the void had from the outset fulfilled its vitally important function

of keeping units apart (see pp. 252 f.). It is tempting to suppose
that Parmenides, whom there is reason to suspect of being a

dissident Pythagorean (cf. p. 265), aims the three questions that

these lines contain at the very cosmogony that he had come to

reject. At all events the Pythagoreans' answer to the second of

these questions (TTTJ iroOev ccur|0ev;) could only be that their first

unit had grown by 'inhaling' the void; and Parmenides' imme-
diate demolition of that concept effectually destroys, therefore, the

very basis of their cosmogony. Moreover, even granting that the

first unit had indeed so developed, as the Pythagoreans main-

tained, into the universe as we know it, why should the process
have ever begun at one moment rather than another? Being
must either exist as a whole or not exist at all: that (as 11. 15-18

repeat) has already been established. Yet the Pythagoreans assert

that more and more of Being is constantly coming into existence

from the unreal void.

The last point established in this passage before Parmenides

rounds it off with a summary is that contained in lines 12-13.

Unfortunately this particular sentence is ambiguous. It could
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perhaps mean simply that nothing can come from TO \*r\ 6v,
c

that

which does not exist', except Not-Being; but in view of the fact

that it follows, in its context, immediately after nine lines that are

concerned entirely with TO 6v, 'Being' (in one of which, 1. 6, TO 6v

is referred to as CCUTO), it seems preferable to follow Cornford

(Plato and Parmenides 37) and translate: 'Nor will the force of belief

suffer to arise out ofwhat is not something over and above it (viz.

what is).
5 In any case, as Cornford points out, this latter sense is

unquestionably contained in another brief sentence further on in

the same fragment (352 11. 36-7).

(b) Reality is indivisible

348 Fr. 8, 1. 22, Simplicius Phys. 145, 23 (continuing 347)

ou8 SicupETov eoriv, errei TTCCV eariv ojjotov

ouSe TI TTJ jjiaAAov, TO KSV eipyoi [Jiiv auvxeo"6al >

ouSe TI xeipoTepov, TTOCV 6* ejjLirAsov eariv EOVTOS.

TW uvexe$ TTCCV eoriv 6ov yap eovTi TieAdjei.

With these four lines should be read also the following fragment,
the place of which in the poem as a whole is not clear :

349 Fr. 4, Clement Strom, v, 15, 5

AeCacre 5* QJJICOS CCTCOVTCC voco TrccpeovTcc pe(3cucos*

ou yap daTOTnriei TO eov TOU COVTOS execiOai

OUT6 CJKl8va|JVOV TTOCVTr) TTOCVTCOS KOCTOC KOCTJJIOV

OUTE auviardiJievov.

In these two short passages Parmenides reinforces his earlier

denial of the void by a fresh argument which appears to be aimed

both at Anaximenes and at the Pythagoreans. Anaximenes by his

doctrine of condensation and rarefaction (see pp. 145 ff.), the

Pythagoreans by their view of the void as x00?10"!-^ TIS TCOV

^e^fjs KCCI 8iopicri$,
*

a kind of separation and definition of things
in proximity' (see 315), had both alike been guilty of assuming the

existence of what is not. Being, Parmenides maintains against

them, is both indivisible and homogeneous.

348 Nor is it divisible, since it is all alike; nor is there more here and less there, which

wouldprevent itfrom cleaving together, but it is allfull ofwhat is. So it is all continuous;

for what is clings close to what is.

349 Look steadfastly at things which, though far off, are yet present to thy mind; for
thou shalt not cut off what isfrom clinging to what is, neither scattering itself everywhere

in order nor crowding together.
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(c) Reality is motionless, finite, spherical

350 Fr. 8, 1. 26, Simplicius Phys. 145, 27 (continuing 348)

ocurocp <5o<ivr)Tov ney&Acov ev Treipaai Beancov

Icrnv avapxov ccrravoTov, eirel yeveai$ Kod 6Ae0po$

TfjAe iJidA' iTrAcScxGilcrav, carcoae 6s TTICTTIS aAr|9f|s.

TOVTOV T* EV TOCUTCp T6 1J16VOV KOC0' aUTO T6 KElTai

30 x^TC S ?UTrc8ov aOOi nevei Kpocrepf) yap
'

AvdyKT|

Trefpocros ev 5eatJioTaiv EXEI, TO |juv cciJUpis eepyet,

OUVEKEV oOx dTeAeuTT^Tov TO i6v Q^JJIIS elvai

2aTi yap OUK emSeues' [yr\] eov 8* av rravTos eSerro.

351 Fr. 8, 1. 42, Simplicius Phys. 146, 15 (after 352)

auTap lirei ireipas irOjJiaTOv, TeTeAea^vov eorl

TTckvToSev, euKVKAou o^aipris ivaAiyKiov oyxco,

jjieaaoOev iaoiraA^s TTCCVTT) TO yap OUTE TI ^ei3ov

45 OUTE TI ^aiOTepov ireAevai xpeov earn TTJ f| TTJ.

oure yap OUK 6v Sari, TO KEV iraOoi |jiiv iKveiCT0ai

eis 6|ji6v, OUT' eov ecmv OTTCOS eir| KEV EOVTOS

TT) laaAAov TTJ 6
s

f)aaov, CTTEI Trav eaTiv acruAov*

ol yap iravToOev laov, OIJIGOS ev ireipaai KUpei.

These two passages are actually separated by eight lines of

summary, but by temporarily omitting those eight lines the

argument is shown to be so continuous that they are best treated

together. Parmenides is of course inevitably repetitive, because,

as we saw (343), his arguments are so closely linked one with

another that each attribute of Being can be deduced from any
other. But even allowing for his habitual repetitiveness, we can

350 Butt motionless within the limits of mighty bonds, it is without beginning or end,

since coming into being and perishing have been driven far away, cast out by true belief.

Abiding the same in the same place it rests by itself, and so abides firm where it is; for

strong Necessity holds itfirm within the bonds of the limit that keeps it back on every side,

because it is not lawful that what is should be unlimited; for it is not in need if it were9

it would need all.

351 But since there is afurthest limit, it is bounded on every side, like the bulk ofa well-

rounded sphere, from the centre equally balanced in every direction; for it needs must not

be somewhat more here or somewhat less there. For neither is there that which is not, which

might stop it from meeting its like, nor can what is be more here and less there than

what is, since it is all inviolate; for being equal to itself on every side, it rests uniformly

within its limits.
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hardly fail to notice, in these sixteen lines, the recurrent emphasis

placed on the conception of limit, TreTpas. Now Limit, as one of

the two fundamental Pythagorean principles, stood at the top of

the left-hand column in the Table of Opposites (see 289) ;
and

among the concepts listed in that column was one, namely unity,

which Parmenides has already accepted as consistent with his

premise. Moreover, there is another point in these two passages
that Parmenides is evidently concerned to stress: Being or the

One is OCKIVTITOV, 'motionless', ev TOUTGD jjievov, 'resting in the

same place', ejjrrreSov, 'stable', and laoiraAes, 'equally poised'. It

is in fact, in Pythagorean terminology, fjpenouv, 'at rest', as

opposed to KivouiJievov, 'in motion'. It begins to look almost as if

Parmenides, having been reared in the Pythagorean school, had

come to feel that the fatal flaw in Pythagoreanism was its dualism.

At all events he seems so far, while denying the existence of those

two manifestations of the Unlimited, time and the void, to be

applying to his Being those attributes from the left-hand column
of the Table of Opposites that can be apprehended by the sole

use of reason as opposed to the senses.

SUMMARY OF THE WAY OF TRUTH

352 Fr. 8, 1. 34, Simplicius Phys. 146, 7 (continuing 350)

TCCUTOV 5' EOTl VOSIV T6 KOtl oOvKV EOTl VOT^CC.

35 ou yap aveu TOU eovTo$, ev (5 "n^aTiaiJievov ecrriv,

eOpf)aei$ T6 voeiv ou8ev yap (r\) eoriv f\ ecrrcci

aAAo Trape TOU eovTOs, eirel TO ye MoTp* e7re5r|crev

oOAov OCKIVTJTOV T* siJisvai TCO TTOCVT* ovou* ecrrai

oaaa (ipOTol Kcai0VTo TreiroidoTes elvai oc

40 yiyveaOai TS xai oAAuaOai, elvai TC xal

xal TOTTOV aAAoccjaeiv 6ioc TC yjpoa. 9avov

These eight lines, which belong properly between 350 and 351,

give a summary recapitulation of the main steps in the argument

352 What can be thought is only the thought that it is. [The infinitive by itself

seldom bears the sense of the infinitive with article i.e.
*

thinking*'; the con-

struction must be the same as in 344 and 345 that is: the only thing that exists

for thinking is the thought that it is.] For you will not find thought without what is, in

relation to which it is uttered; for there is not, nor shall be, anything else besides what is,

since Fatefettered it to be entire and immovable. Wherefore all these are mere names which

mortals laid down believing them to be true coming into being and perishing, being and

not being, change ofplace and variation of bright colour.
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of the Way of Truth. Lines 34-6 repeat the conclusion reached

at the end of 344; lines 36-7 confirm lines 12-13 of fragment 8,

347; lines 37-8 summarize very briefly the content of350 and 351 ;

and lines 38-40 revert to lines 19-21 of this same fragment, 347.

It is only in the last clause, 8id TE XP a 9<xv6v ccjaeipeiv,
' and change

of bright colour', that we find a new point. Change of colour is

presumably specified as being a type of change that docs not

involve change of place; both locomotion and qualitative change
are 'mere names'.

TRANSITION TO WAY OF SEEMING

353 Simplicius Phys. 30, 14 jJieTeAOcov Se GOTO TCOV VOTITCOV eirl

TOC alcr6r|Toc 6 rTapnev{ST]$, T|TOI drr6 aArjOeias, cb$ auT6$ 9rjaiv, enrl

86av, v ols Aeyet

(Fr. 8, 1. 50) v TCO croi irauco TTICJTOV Aoyov f|8 vorma

dijupls ccArjOeiris* Soloes 8* OCTTO ToOSe (3pOTia$

(jiavOave KOCTJJIOV ejjcov eiricov c5aTocrr|A6v OCKOUCOV,

TCOV yevqTGov dpX^S Kal ocuros crroixicb8eis lafev TT^V TrpcoT-nv

ocvTiOeanv eOero, f|V 900$ KaAeT Kal CTKOTOS <f|) TrOp Kai yfjv f| TTUKVOV

xal cipaiov f| TOUTOV xal eTspov, Aeycov ^E^fjs TO!$ irpOTepov

(Fr.8,1-53) jJiop9a$ yap Kare6evTO 80o yvcb^as

TCOV jjiiav ou xpewv eoriv ^v c& -nreTrAavrmevoi eiaiv

55 TavTia 8* ^KpivavTO Sepias xal af|jjiaT* eOevTo

Xcopls air' aAAr|Acov, TTJ [ji^v 9Aoyos aid^piov m/p,

TITTIOV 6v, jji^y' [dcpaiov] eAa9pov,

TCp 8' ^TSpCx) JJlf)
TCOUTOV *

OCTOCp KOCKCIVO KOT'

TavTia VUKT* a8afj, TTUKIVOV 8^as e|jippi6es

353 Parmenides effects the transitionfrom the objects of reason to the objects of sense, or,

as he himselfputs it, from truth to seeming, when he writes:
*

Here I end my trustworthy

discourse and thought concerning truth; henceforth learn the beliefs of mortal men, listening

to the deceitful ordering of my words
'

; and he then himself makes the elemental principles

of created things the primary opposition of light and darkness, as he calls them, orfire and

earth, or dense and rare, or sameness and difference; for he says immediately after the lines

quoted above:
*

For they made up their minds to name two forms, of which they must not

name one only that is where they have gone astray and distinguished them as opposite

in appearance and assigned to them manifestations different onefrom the other to one the

aitherial flame offire, gentle and very light, in every direction identical with itself, but not

with the other; and that other too is in itselfjust the opposite, dark night, dense in appear-
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60 TOV oroi eyco SICCKOCTIJIOV EOIKOTOC irdvTa 900-1300,

cb$ ou nf) TTOTE TIS ere |3poTc6v yvcb|Jir| -rrccpEAdaoT).

1 This passage of Simplicius actually ends here, at 1. 59, but elsewhere

(Phys. 39, 8) he appends also the next two lines, [dpociov] seel. Dicls.

Parmenides has now, in the Way of Truth, taught us all that

reason, unaided by the senses, can deduce about Being. It is a

single, indivisible and homogeneous sphere, timeless, changeless
and (since there is no void either inside it or outside) motionless.

It has in fact no perceptible qualities whatever. If Parmenides

had taken the left-hand column of the Pythagorean Table of

Opposites and selected from it those concepts which could be

apprehended by reason alone, the result would be much what his

One is
;
while to the right-hand column, the various manifestations

of the Unlimited, he has denied any reality whatever. Such are

the consequences of the exercise of reason. Now, however, in

passing from the Way ofTruth to the Way ofSeeming, Parmenides

passes, as Simplicius saw, onto TCOV VOTJTCOV eiri TOC aiaOriTci, 'from

the objects ofreason to the objects of sense'
;
and just as in the Way

ofTruth the objects ofsense have been altogether excluded, so also,

as we shall see, the Way of Seeming will exclude altogether the

objects of reason. Since all objects of sense are, to Parmenides,
'mere names' without substantial existence, he is obviously com-

pelled to base his survey ofthem upon the false assumptions which

he himself declines to share with mortals; but at the same time his

survey does not cover all those false assumptions. Besides allowing
existence to non-existent phenomena, most men went so far as to

confuse them with the objects of reason. Parmenides will not,

even in what he knows and avows to be 'a deceitful ordering of

words' (1. 52), follow them as far as that in their error.

The significance and purpose of the Way of Seeming has been

very variously interpreted. Whereas Zeller for instance, following,

as he thought, a suggestion by Theophrastus,
1
regarded it as a

review of popular beliefs, Burnet (EGP 184-5) concluded that 'in

the absence of evidence to the contrary' it should be regarded
rather as 'a sketch of contemporary Pythagorean cosmology

5

.

Against any such view there are several strong arguments. The

ance and heavy. The whole ordering of these I tell thee as it seems likely, that so no thought

of mortal men shall ever outstrip thee.
9
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Way of Seeming, contrary to Burnet's view, bears no discernible

trace ofthe twofundamental Pythagoreandoctrines the opposition
of Limit and Unlimited, and the equation, in whatever sense, of

things with numbers; nor do the remarks of the ancient com-

mentators indicate that there ever was any trace of these doctrines

anywhere in the whole poem. It does, on the other hand, contain

at least one doctrine, that of the OT9(5cvai in 358 and 359, ofwhich

there is no trace in the Pythagorean cosmology, nor indeed any-
where else except possibly in Anaximander (see pp. I35ff.).

Finally, it is surely inconceivable that all the ancient commentators

should have regarded the cosmology of the Way of Seeming, as

they all, including Theophrastus, almost invariably did, as

Parmenides' own invention, if it was in reality nothing but a sum-

mary of either popular beliefs or contemporary Pythagoreanism.

1
354 Throphrastus Phys. Op. fr. 6 ap. Alexandrum Met. 31,12 (DKsSAy)

. . . KOCTOC 86ocv 8 TCOV -iroAAcov els T6 yve<riv ocTroSouvai TCOV 9ouvonvcov
8uo TTOICOV TOCS dpx&S- Burnct also (EGP 182-4), to tms extent following

Zeller, used this passage to show that in the opinion of Theophrastus
Parmcnides meant to give the belief of 'the many'. It is, however, open
to doubt whether Theophrastus here meant any more than that in the

opinion of the many it is the phenomenal world that has to be explained.

Cf. 355 Aristotle Met. A 5, g86b3i (DK28A24) . . . dvayKo^nevos 6'

<5cKoAou6eIv TOIS 9oavo|ievois, Kod TO ev |jiv KCCT& TOV Aoyov irAefco 8 KCCTOC

TTJV cua0T|aiv UTToAaM|3ocvcov elvai, 8v/o TCCS CCITICCS Kal 80o TOCS ocpX^S

rrdAtv TfOrjcn At all events this passage from Aristotle seems to show that

he regarded the cosmology of the Way of Seeming as Parmenides' own;
and that Theophrastus usually took the same view is evident from 357
below. The real value of these two passages is that they emphasize what
was evidently the most important characteristic of the Way of Seeming:
two constituents (and two only) are named, not one only. Parmenides'

predecessors, other than the Pythagoreans and Alcmaeon, had run into

difficulties by trying to generate the opposites out of one c3cpxr|.

The foregoing interpretation of the Way of Truth will have

suggested quite a different interpretation of the Way of Seeming.
The essential difference between the objects of reason and the

objects ofsense is evidently, to Parmenides, just this: that whereas,

in the case of the objects of reason, acceptance of one of a pair of

354 ... to give an account, in accordance with popular opinion, of the coming into being

of sensible things, he makes the first principles two

355 . . .but beingforced to comply with sensible things, and supposing the existence of
that which is one informula but more than one according to our sensations, he now posits

two causes and two first principles (After Ross)
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contraries logically involves the rejection of the other, in the case

of the objects of sense the acceptance of one involves the accept-

ance of the other as well. Light, for instance, can only be seen to

exist in its contrast with darkness; a heavy body cannot be heavy
unless there is a lighter body with which to compare it; and so with

all sensible contraries. 1 The fundamental error of which men are

guilty is that they have agreed to recognize the existence of these

sensible opposites; and this is, of course, the error which Par-

menides himself must knowingly perpetrate if he is to give an

account of phenomena. Accordingly, even as he perpetrates it he

declares it to be an error: 'that
5

,
he says (353, fr. 8 1. 54), 'is

where they have gone astray'. But at least he will follow misguided
mortals no further. If he is to introduce these sensible contraries

he will not confuse them with intelligible ; and so, instead of the

primary pair of Pythagorean opposites, Limit and Unlimited (the

former of which has been shown in the Way of Truth to be

intelligible), he selects as his own primary pair one of their

perceptible manifestations, 906$ and CTKOTOS (or, as he himself calls

it, vu), 'light' and 'darkness' (or 'night').

1 This consideration seems sufficient to establish Simplicius* interpretation
of the clause TCOV piocv oO xpecov ioriv,

'

two forms, of which it is not right
to name one only (i.e. without the other) ', as the most convincing. It is

true that Cornford's translation,
*

of which it is not right to name so much
as one* (Plato and Parmenides 46), avoids the obvious difficulty of taking

Hiocv in the sense of Wp-qv, and may therefore be right. But ifwe suppose
Parmenides to mean that, whereas in the Way of Truth it is right to name
one opposite and one only (the other being dcvcbvupiov, 347 1. 17), in the

Way of Seeming you must not name one only without also naming the

other, then we not only give the sentence an additional point, ofwhich the

structure of the whole poem seems to show that Parmenides himself was

fully aware, but we also give to the crucial word pfocv the significance
which its obvious contrast with Suo seems to suggest.

What Parmenides has in fact done, in passing from the Way of

Truth to the Way of Seeming, is to take his own sphere of reality,

the One, and fill it, quite illegitimately, with the sensible opposites
of light and darkness

; and once he has taken that forbidden step,

then he can proceed, as had the Pythagoreans with Limit and

Unlimited, to broaden the scope ofeach of these primary opposites

by describing their various manifestations. 1
Light is rare, night

dense, and so on. Once one pair of sensible opposites has been

admitted, then there is no insuperable difficulty in giving an
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explanation of phenomena ; and if only because it avoids the con-

fusion between reason and sense, Parmenides' own explanation,
even though deliberately based on error, is at least such that 'no

thought of mortal men shall ever outstrip him' (353, fr. 8 1. 61).

1 Cf. Fr. 9, which according to Simplicius comes PET* 6Aiycc (i.e. soon

after Fr. 8) : 356 Simplicius Phys. 180, 9

oOrccp liTEtSfi TrdvTcc 9605 Kod vij 6v6nocoTai

Koci TOC KOCT& o^ETEpccs SuvAneis ETTI Tolai TE Kal TO!$,

TTCCV irAeov earlv 6uoO 9aeo$ Kal vuKT6s

focov diJUpOT^pcov, Sirel o08eT^pco JJLETQ

THE SENSIBLE OPPOSITES

357 Theophrastus de sensu iff. (DK28A46) Trepi 8' aicr0f|<j6cos

ai nv m>AAal Kai KaOoAou S6ai 8u' dcnv 01 JJIEV yap TCO onoico

noioOaiv, o! 8e TCO vavTico. T7apnevi5ri$ nev Kal 'EuireSoKAfjs Kai

TTAArcov TCO 6|aotcp, oi 64 Trepi 'Ava5ay6pav Kai 'HpiacAeiTov TCO

evavTicp. ... (3) TTapjJieviSris pi^v yap 6Aco$ ouSev a9<jbpiKev aAAa

^6vov OTI SuoTv OVTOIV (TTOixeioiv KaTa TO CrrreppdAAov ecrrlv f|

yvcoais. eav yap CrrrepaipT) TO Oepiaov fj TO yu^pov, aAAr|v yivea0ai

Tf]v Siavoiav, peATico 8e Kal KaOapccnipav TT]V 8ia TO Oepjjiov* ou

jjif)v dAAa Kal TOUTTIV 8eia6ai TIVOS cJUlJl^6Tplas

(Fr. 1 6) d>s yP EKaaros (9t|cjiv) xel Kpacriv ^eA^cov iroAuTTAAyKTCov,

Tcbs v6os av0pco7roiai TraptcrrocTai
* TO yap auro

foriv oirep 9povfei peA^cov 9UCJIS avOpcoTfoiaiv

Kal iraaiv Kal TravTi* TO yap rrAeov larl vorma.

T6 yap alaSAvecrOai Kal TO 9poveTv cos TOUTO Aeyer 816 Kal TT^V

Kal THV Af|0r|v dnro TOUTCOV yiveaQai 8ia

356 And when all things have been named light and night, and things corresponding to

their powers have been assigned to each, everything isfull of light and of obscure night at

once, both equal, since neither has any share of nothingness.

357 The majority ofgeneral views about sensation are two: some make it of like by like,

others of opposite by opposite. Parmenides, Empedocles and Plato say it is of like by like,

thefollowers ofAnaxagoras and ofHeraclitus ofopposite by opposite. . . .Parmenides gave
no clear definition at all, but said only that there were two elements and that knowledge

depends on the excess ofone or the other. Thought varies according to whether the hot or the

cold prevails, but that which is due to the hot is better and purer; not but what even that

needs a certain balance; for, says he, 'According to the mixture that each man has in

his wandering limbs, so thought is forthcoming to mankind; for that which thinks is

the same thing, namely the substance of their limbs, in each and all men; for that of
which there is more is thought' for he regards perception and thought as the same. So too

memory andforgetfulness arisefrom these causes, on account of the mixture; but he never
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8' tacrjcoai TTJ ni^ei, rroTepov corai 9poveTv fj ou, xal T($ f|

ov5ev 6Ti SicbpiKev. OTI Se xal TCO evavricp xa0' auro Troie! TTJV

aicjOrjaiv, 9avepov ev ol$ 9T|cn TOV vexpov 9COTO$ uv KCCI 6ep|jioO xal

9covfj$ OUK aiaOccveaOai 8ia *rf)v exAeivyiv TOU irupos, yv/xpou S xal

cncoTrffc Kod TGOV svavTlcov aiaOdvearOai. Kal oAcos 8e Trav TO 6v IXEIV

Tiva yvcoaiv.

This passage, which sets forth the most influential of the doctrines

that survive from the Way of Seeming, contains two points in

particular that are of interest and importance. It is noteworthy in

the first place how completely Parmenides must, in the Way of

Seeming, have suppressed his real convictions: the equation of

perception and thought comes strangely from the author of the

Way of Truth. At the same time the whole of this passage again
makes clear how prominent a place was taken in the Way of

Seeming by the sensible oppositcs : if we can trust Theophrastus'

interpretation, even thought derives from the preponderance of

one opposite in the body over the other. Here once again, as in

the yuxT] ocpnovicc theory of the Pythagoreans (see pp. 261 f.), it

is probable that we see the influence of Alcmaeon; but be that as

it may, Parmenides' own theory of the perception of like by like

was not without influence on his successors (cf. especially

Empedocles, pp. 343 ff.).

ASTRONOMY

358 Fr. 12, Simplicius Phjs. 39, 14 and 31, 13

at yap oreiv6T6pai (sc. aT9avai) irAf^vTO irupog ocKpfjToio,

cd 8
3 em Ta!$ VUKTO$, JJIETOC 8e 9X076$ ferca alcrcr

ev 8e iiecrcp TOUTCOV Saiiicov r| TT&VTOC Ku|3epv<;>r

TTOCVTCC yap <f|) oruyepoto TOKOU xal ni^ios apxei

5 Tre^TTOua' apaevi Of^Au jjnyfjv TO T' evavTiov aOTt$

apaev OrjAurepcp.

made clear whether, if they are equally mixed) there will be thought or not, or, if so, what

its character will be. But that he regards perception as also due to the opposite as such he

makes clear when he says that a corpse does not perceive light, heat or sound owing to its

deficiency offire, but that it does perceive their opposites, cold, silence and so on. And he

adds that in general everything that exists has some measure of knowledge.

358 The narrower rings werefilled with unmixedfire, those next to them with night, and

after them rushes their share offlame; and in the midst of them is the goddess who steers

all; for she it is that begins all the works of hateful birth and begetting, sendingfemale to

mix with male and male in turn withfemale.
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359 Aetius n, 7, i T7apiJiEvi8r|$ OT9(5cva$ elvai

ETraAArjAous, TTJV nv EK TOU &pcaou, TT^V 8 K TOU TTUKVOU* JJUKTCCS

8 aAAas IK 9COTOS KOCI aK6Tovs HETOC^U TOUTCOV. xal TO TTEpifyov 8e

irdaas TEIXOU$ Bhcrjv arepeov Crrrdpxeiv, 09' <5> 7rupco8r|$ OT9avr|, Kal

TO laeCTcctTorrov iraacov orpe6v, irepi 6 irccAiv TrupcoSrjs (sc. oT9dvr|) .

TCOV 5e oviapiycov TTJV peaaiTcnrriv cardacas (acpxr|v) TE Kai (aiTiav)

Kivf|OTco$ Kal yeveaecos uirApxeiv, f^vTiva xai 6at|jova KupepvfJTiv xal

KATjSov/xov errovo^cijei AIKT^V TE xal 'Av&yKrjv. xal Tfjs UEV yfjs

caroKpiciiv Elvai TOV c3cpa 5ia TQV piaiOT^pav aurfis e^ocTUiaO^VTa

,
TOU 8 Trup6s Avonrvofiv TOV f^Aiov xal TOV yaAa^iocv xuxAov.

6* E^ diJi9Oiv slvai TT|V aAf|vr|v, ToO T' d^pos KCCI TOU irup6s.

vTOS 8' avcoT&rco TravTcov TOU aiO^pos vnr' OCUTCO TO Trup668S

U7TOTCxyf]vai Tou0
9

OTTEP KEKAfjKa^EV oupavov, 09' & fj8r| TOC TTEpiyEia.

It is fortunate that, since he neither believed in it himself nor,

apparently, succeeded in influencing others by it, Parmenides'

astronomical system is of little importance ;
for it is virtually im-

possible to reconstruct. These two passages are quoted now chiefly

because they give us what little reliable information we possess

about the very obscure doctrine, to which reference has already
been made (p. 280), of the crrapAvoci or 'bands'. Two other points
of interest do, however, arise from these passages. First, we see yet

again how prominent are the sensible opposites in the cosmology
of the Way ofSeeming; and in addition to the two familiar pairs in

359, dense and rare, light and darkness, we meet also in 358 with

the new pair another, incidentally, which figures in the Pytha-

gorean table male and female. 1 And second, we learn again,
from the fact that Justice or Necessity is now described as the
*

cause ofmovement and becoming', how totally irreconcilable are

the two parts of Parmenides' poem (cf. 347 1. 14 and 350 1. 30). We

359 Parmenides said that there were rings wound one around the other, one formed of
the rare, the other of the dense; and that there were others between these compounded oflight
and darkness. That which surrounds them all like a wall is, he says, by nature solid;

beneath it is a fiery ring; and likewise what lies in the middle of them all is solid; and

around it is again a fiery ring. The middlemost of the mixed rings is the primary cause of
movement and ofcoming into beingfor them all, and he calls it the goddess that steers all,

the holder of the keys, Justice and Necessity. The air, he says, is separated offfrom the

earth, vaporized owing to earth
9

s stronger compression; the sun is an exhalation offire, and

so is the circle of the Milky Way. The moon is compounded of both air andfire. Aither is

outermost, surrounding all; next comes the fiery thing that we call the sky; and last comes

the region of the earth.
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should not waste time in the hopeless attempt to reconcile the two

parts. For Parmenides, such inconsistency is inevitably involved

in any attempt to explain, what deserves only to be negated, the

evidence of the illusory senses.

1 Fr. 1 7, a single line concerned with embryology, 360 Galen in Epid. vi, 48

8e5rrepoT(Tiv \&v KoOpov/s, ACCIOUTI 8 Kovpcc$. . ..

actually links two pairs found in the Pythagorean Table ; but this, in the

absence of further evidence, cannot safely be regarded as more than a

coincidence. It is also of interest, however, as showing that Parmenides,

despite his emphatic theoretical negation of the world of sense, was yet

prepared to go into considerable detail in his explanation of it (cf. also

DK 28 A 50-4, especially 52). Presumably any account of the sensible

world had at this period, perhaps owing to the influence of Alcmaeon, to

take some account of physiological and embryological questions.

360 On the right boys, on the left girls
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CHAPTER XI

ZENO OF ELEA
DATE AND LIFE

The most reliable evidence for Zeno's date is the same passage of

Plato's Parmenides as was used (p. 263) to determine the date of

Parmcnides. On the basis of that evidence, Zeno seems to have

been born about 490-485 B.C. Once again the date given by

Apollodorus for Zeno's floruit, namely 464-46 i,
1 conflicts with

this; but we have already seen that his dating of the Eleatics

depends solely on the date of the foundation of Elea. As with

Parmeriides, so with Zeno, Plato's testimony is obviously

preferable.
1
Diog. L. ix, 29 (DKi?9Ai) is unfortunately incomplete, but the date to

be restored there is approximately indicated by 3^1 Suda s.v. Zi^vcov

(DK.29A2) ...?iv y&p m Tfjs orj 6Aupi7rioc5os (468-465), naOrj-rns

5evo9ccvous f^ TTocpjjievCSov;. The verdict of Eusebius (DK.29A3) that Zeno's

floruit was in 456-454 B.C., though nearer the mark, is shown to be equally
unreliable by the fact that he makes Heraclitus and Zeno contemporaries.

Of Zeno's life, likewise, we know little more than we have

already learnt in connexion with Parmenides. Like Parmenides he

came from Elea
;
like Parmenides he is said to have been originally

a Pythagorean (340); and like Parmenides he is credited, also

by Strabo in 340, with political activity. As a pupil of Par-

menides his name is in fact constantly coupled with that of his

master. In the one context in which his name repeatedly occurs

by itself the story of his part in a plot against a tyrant and of his

courage under torture (see DKsgAi, 2, 6, 7, 8 and 9) the details

vary so much that the facts are impossible to reconstruct.

NATURE OF HIS WORK
362 Plato Parmenides 1280 (DK2QAI2) . . .eori 8 TO ye

dAr)6$ (3of)0eioc TIS TOUTCC [TOC ypocujJiaTa] TCO FfapiJivt6ou Aoyco irpos

TOV/S e-nrixeipouvTocs ocurov KcojJicp6eiv d>$, ei 2v eari, TroAAa KOCI yeAoToc

361 He lived in the seventy-eighth Olympiad, being a pupil of Xenophanes or

Parmenides.

362 . . . In reality the book is a sort ofdefence ofParmenides* argument against those who

try to make fun of it by showing that, if there is a One, many absurd and contradictory
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ov|a|3afvei irdaxeiv TCO Aoycp mi &/OCVTICC aOrco. dvriAyet 6f) ov5v

TOUTO TO ypdmacc irpos TOU$ TOC iroAAd AeyovTccs, xcd dvTccrroSiScocn

TOCUTOC xal TrAeico, TOUTO (3ouA6|jisvov 6r|AoOv, 005 ITI yeAoiOTepoc

rraaxoi av aurcov f) Cnr60cn$, si iroAAa iaTiv, f| f) TOU iv elvoa, ei TIS

ixavcos eTre^iou 6id TOiaurT]v 5f] 9iAovixiav OTTO vov OVTOS HjJioO

363 Plato Phaedrus 261 D TOV oOv 'EAeorriKov T7aAanf|5r|v AeyovTa
OUK icriJiev T^xvr) obore 9aive<r6ai TOIS aKououai TOC ocura ojjioia xai

dvojaoia, xai ev xai iroAAd, ^6vovTd TS aO KCCI 9po^va;

364 Diogenes Laertius vm, 57 'ApicrTOT^Arjs 6' ev TCO

9T|ai TrpcoTov 'EjjnreSoKAto (!>r|TopiKf)v eupeiv, Zr|vcova 6e

Such passages as 362 cannot admittedly be taken as historical

unless they are supported by other evidence. But we shall see

later that there are various reasons for accepting the suggestion
that the opponents of Parmenides had attempted, in return for his

biting criticisms, to make fun of his One, and we shall see also

(pp. 299 ff.) what form these attempts could have taken. There-

upon, according to Plato, Zeno set about 'repaying them in the

same coin with something to spare'. But be that as it may, there

is anyhow no doubt of the controversial nature of Zeno's work: he

fully earns the remarks made about him in 363 and 364. His

characteristic method was, as 362 and 363 both suggest, to reduce

his opponents' hypotheses to absurdity by deducing from them

contradictory consequences. The hypotheses to which he especially

turned his destructive talents were two, namely plurality and

motion, which were unquestioningly accepted by all except the

Eleatics themselves ;
but for all that, his arguments were probably,

as we shall see, aimed particularly at the Pythagoreans. His

primary object must indeed have been exactly as Plato represents

consequences follow for his argument. This book is a retort against those who believe in

plurality; it pays them back in their own coin
9
and with something to spare, by seeking to

show that, if anyone examines the matter thoroughly, yet more absurd consequencesfollow

from their hypothesis ofplurality thanfrom that of the One. In such a spirit of contention

I wrote it while I was a young man. . . .

363 Do we not then know that this Eleatic Palamedes argues with such skill that the

same things appear to his listeners to be both like and unlike, both one and many, both at

rest and in motion?

364 Aristotle in the Sophist says that Empedocles was the first to discover rhetoric and

%eno dialectic.
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it in 362; he is evidently rallying to the rescue of the Parmenidean

One against its pluralist assailants in general and the Pytha-

goreans in particular.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST PLURALITY

365 Fr. i, Simplicius Phys. 141, i and Fr. 2, ibid. 139, 8 el

iroAAd &rn, ml peydAa earl ml niKpa* jJieyccAoc ^v COOTS amreipa TO

peyeOos elvai, piKpa 8' ourcos wore |ar|0ev exeiv nyeQo$.
el uf] exoi peyeOos TO 6v, ou8' av err], el yap aAAco OVTI -rrpocryevoiTo,

ouSv av iJieTjov Troifjcjeiev uey0ovs yap pr|8ev6s OVTOS, irpoayevo-

pevou 8e, ov8ev olov TC els nye0o$ emSouvau Kai OUTCO$ av f|Sr| TO

Trpooyivopevov ouSev elrj. el Se dTroyivopevou TO iTepov |arj8ev

eAatrov earai |ar|8fe a\5 TrpoayivojJievou au^ricreTai, SfjXov OTI TO

Trpoayev6|jievov ouSev f)v ou8e TO ociroyevonevov.

el 8e eariv, avciyKri eKaorov laeyeOog TI exeiv xai TT&XOS Ka^ &^XEW
auToO TO eTepov daro TOU Tepou. Kai irepi TOU irpouxovTOS 6 aur6s

A6yo$. xal yap exeivo e^ei peyeQos Kai irpoe^ei aCnrou TI. 6|joiov 8f]

ToOro orrra^ TC elireiv xal dcei Aeyeiv ouBev yap aurou TOIOUTOV

ecrxaTOV onrai OUTC eTepov irpos eTepov OUK eorai.

OUTCOS el TToAAa eaTiv, avayxr) aura pixpa TC elvai Kai neyocAa*

piKpoc ytv coare \ri\ exeiv p^yeOos, jJieydAa Se coore a-rreipa elvai.

366 Fr. 3, Simplicius Phys. 140, 29 el TroAAcc kmv, avdyxr)

Toaaura elvai oaa earl Kai oure irAefova aurcov oure eAdrrova. el

8 ToaaurA eoriv oaa eori, ireTrepaaiJieva av eirj.

365 If there is a plurality, things will be both great and small; so great as to be infinite

in size, so small as to have no size at all.

Ifwhat is had no size, it would not even be. For if it were added to something else that

is, it would make it no larger; for being no size at all, it could not, on being added, cause

any increase in size. And so what was added would clearly be nothing. Again if, when it is

taken away, the other thing is no smaller, just as when it is added it is not increased,

obviously what was added or taken away was nothing.

But if it is, each thing must have a certain size and bulk, and one part of it must be a

certain distancefrom another; and the same argument holds about the part infront of it

it too will have some size and there will be something infront of it. And it is the same thing

to say this once and to go on saying it indefinitely; for no such part of it will be the last,

nor will one part ever be unrelated to another.

So, if there is a plurality, things must be both small and great; so small as to have no

size at all, so great as to be infinite.

366 If there is a plurality, things must be just as many as they are, no more and no less.

And if they are just as many as they are, they must be limited.
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el TToXAA eoriv, cnreipcc TOC OVTCC eoriv del yap erepa laeTcc^O TCOV

OVTCOV krri, KCU TTccAiv Ixeivcov Irepa jJieTau. KOU ovrco$ cnreipa TCC

OVTCC fern.

These two arguments against plurality are all that survive of a set

of, according to Proclus (in Farm. 694, 23, DK.2QA 15), no less than

forty. (The first of the two is actually reconstructed from four

separate quotations in Simplicius, Phys. pp. 139-41 (DK29B i and

2) ; but, as Zeller suggested, the four pieces together seem to make

up a single argument.) These two probably suffice, however, to

illustrate Zeno's method. A significant feature of these two

arguments (though not necessarily, of course, of all the others) is

that both alike admit of two different interpretations. Zeller, for

instance, who is followed by Ross (Aristotle, Physics 479, note on

iSyai), paraphrased the latter as follows: 'The many must be

both limited and unlimited in number. Limited, because it is as

many as it is; no more nor less. Unlimited, because two things are

two only when they are separated; in order that they may be

separated, there must be something between them; and so too

between this intermediate and each of the two, and so ad injinitum.
9

H. D. P. Lee, on the other hand, writes of this same dilemma

(%eno of Elea 31): 'The second part must again make nonsense

unless it is understood that the "things" in question are supposed
to have the properties of points on a line. And the argument is

simply that between any two points a and a
l

it is possible to take

further points a^ and a
3
and so on.' This same divergence of inter-

pretation is found also in their respective comments on the

argument in 365 : while Lee's interpretation is again geometrical,
Zeller's is again arithmetical.

The reason for this difference of interpretation rests ultimately
in the ambiguity ofthe hypothesis ei iroAXoc eoriv. In his discussion

of the Pythagoreans whom he believed that Zeno was attacking,

Cornford (Plato and Parmenides 58) wrote as follows :

' The assertion

that "things are many" probably covered the following proposi-
tions, (i) There is a plurality of concrete things, bodies capable
ofmotion, such as our senses show us. . .. (2) Each ofthese concrete

bodies is a number, or plurality of units.' The first of these pro-

If there is a plurality, the things that are are infinite; for there will always be other

things between the things that are, andyet others between those others. And so the things

that are are infinite.
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positions, on which Zeller bases his interpretation, is self-evident;

the second, on which Lee relies, calls for further comment.

367 Simplicius Phys. 99, 13 (DKsgASi), quoting Alexander cos

yap ioropei. . . Eu5r|iJio$, Zi^vcov. . .^ireiparo Seixvuvai OTI \xi\ olov

TE TCC OVTCC TroAAcc elvai TCO nr|8v elvai ev TOI$ oOaiv ev, TCC 5k -rroAAcc

irAfjOos elvcci vcc6cov. (Cf. Philoponus Phys. 42, 9; DK2gA2i.)

368 Eudemus ap. Simplicium Phys. 97, 12 xcd Zf|vcovoc 9cccn

Ayeiv, e! TIS aurcp T6 EV cc7ro6oiTi T{ TTOT CTTIV, exeiv TOC OVTCC Ayeiv.

These two passages, both based on Eudemus, make it clear that in

his opinion the plurality that Zeno was especially attacking was
c

a plurality of units', irAf^Oos 6vcc8cov. By exposing the contra-

dictions involved in the notion of the unit Zeno sought to demolish

the hypothesis ofplurality. Accordingly it is onlywhen, in the argu-
ments preserved in 365 and 366, we substitute for the single word

-rroAAoc,
'

plurality ', the phrase irAfjOos 4vc5c6cov,
'

a plurality of units ',

that Zeno's purpose is fully apparent. For not only had Zeno's

principal opponents, the Pythagoreans, maintained that everything
in the universe sun and moon, man and horse, justice and oppor-

tunity was indeed asumofspatially extended units (seepp. 248 ff.) ;

they had also, ifonly tacitly, confused these spatially extended units

with the points ofgeometry. It is against this confusion in particular

that, according to Tannery, Cornford, Lee and others, Zeno's

arguments against both plurality and motion are alike directed.

To suppose that this special anti-Pythagorean significance is

merely accidental is surely unjust to Zeno; it must indeed, in the

opinion of the present writer, have been the prime motive of his

arguments. It may be true, as some scholars have lately objected,
that there are no traces in extant fifth-century literature of an

explicit equation of numbers with atoms; and it has also been

maintained against Tannery and his followers (though in view of

367 and 368 this seems to be rather a matter of opinion) that, in

W. A. Heidel's words (AJP 61 (1940) 21), 'there is not, so far as I

know, a single hint in our sources that the Greeks themselves were

aware of the purpose ofZeno to criticize the fundamental doctrines

367 As Eudemus. . .records, eno. . .used to try to prove that it is impossible that

existing things should be a plurality by arguing that there is then no unit in existing things

and that plurality is a sum of units.

368 They say that eno used to argue that, ifanyone would explain to him whatever the

one was9 he would then be able to accountfor existing things.
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of the Pythagoreans'. Neither of these objections seems, however,

very damaging. If the confusion between units, points and atoms

was, as was suggested in Chapter ix, a tacit confusion arising from

the inability to imagine incorporeal entities, then it is not only
not surprising that there is as yet no explicit equation, it would be

very surprising indeed if there were. And as for the failure of our

sources to point out the special anti-Pythagorean purport of

Zeno's arguments, that, so far as it is true, surely comes about

because our sources, especially Aristotle himself, were concerned

with the validity of the arguments in their own day rather than

with the ad hominem motive that inspired them. At the same time,

to suppose that this was their only motive is probably an over-

simplification; that the clause ei TroAAA eoriv was not intended to

bear, at least among others, its superficially obvious sense of
6

if

there is a plurality of concrete things' seems very hard to believe.

The safest conclusion therefore (and this will apply also to the

arguments against motion) would seem to be that Zeno did indeed

aim his dilemmas especially at the tacit confusions which he

detected in the Pythagorean theory of numbers the Pythagoreans
were in fact 'those who had tried to make fun of the Parmenidean
One '

(362) ;
but that, wishing to give them as wide an interest and

applicability as possible, he couched them in the most general

terms, and so left his various pluralist opponents to read into them
as much or as little significance as they in fact possessed against
their particular variety of pluralism. Only so, it seems, can we

satisfactorily explain the diversity of interpretation that these

arguments have been shown to admit; only so can we account

for the remarkable fluctuations of Zeno's repute. Thus Aristotle,

seeing only the general and less valid significance ofthe antinomies,

is content to dismiss them (Met. 84, iooibi4) with the con-

temptuous words, OV/TOS Oscopei 9OpTiKco$, 'his speculations are

crude'. Modern scholars and philosophers on the other hand,

appreciating the full purport of these same arguments, have

accorded to Zeno the greatest respect.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST MOTION

369 AristotlejP^.Z9,239bg(DK29A25) TiTTccpesS'elalvoiAoyoi

uepl Kivrjciecos Zrjvcovos oi TrccpexovTes TOCS 8ucrKoAia$ TOI$ AOouaiv.

369 Bend's arguments about motion, which cause such trouble to those who try to solve

the problems that they present, are four in number. (After Gaye)
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Zeno's arguments against motion, unlike those against plurality,

were originally only four in number, of which Aristotle discusses

each in turn (though in a somewhat garbled version) in Physics Zg.
It will be best to discuss each separately; but since the four were

undoubtedly intended to stand together, the full purpose of each

being dependent on the other three, we must first consider the

combined object of the four together.

Theories of motion depend inevitably on theories of the nature

of space and time
; and two opposed views of space and time were

held in antiquity. Either space and time are infinitely divisible,

in which case motion is continuous and smooth-flowing; or else

they are made up of indivisible minima aTojjia |aey0r| in which

case motion is what Lee aptly calls 'cinematographic', consisting

ofa succession ofminute jerks. We shall find that Zeno's arguments
are directed against both theories the first two arguments against
the former view, the last two against the latter. The four argu-
ments are really, in fact, two pairs; and further, to complete the

neatness of the pattern, the first member of each pair aims to prove
that motion is impossible for a single body that is to say, is

impossible absolutely while the second aims to prove that it is

impossible for more than one body that is to say, relatively.

Finally, it is once more against the Pythagoreans in particular that

these four arguments together are most valid and damaging ; for it

was the Pythagoreans alone who, by their confusion of spatially

extended and indivisible units with the points of geometry, would

be logically compelled to admit, under cross-examination, that

they held simultaneously the two contradictory theories of space
and motion.

(i) The Stadium

370 Aristotle Phys. Z 9, 239 b 1 1 (continuing 369) . . . irpcoTOS |av 6

Trepl TOU [ri] KiveToOai 6ia TO irpoTepov els TO fuaiau 6e!v 0(91x^0601 TO

9sp6|jievov f| Trp6s TO TAO$ ....

371 Aristotle Topics 98, iGoby TroAAovg yap A6you$ ey ^
vavTiovs TONS Boreas, KaOinrep Zrjvcovos, OTI OUK ev5exTcci KivelaOai

T6 crrA8iov 5ieA0e!v.

370 . . . The first asserts the non-existence of motion on the ground that that which is in

locomotion must arrive at the half-way stage before it arrives at thegoal .... (Trans. Gaye)

371 For we have many arguments contrary to accepted opinion, such as Reno's that

motion is impossible and thatyou cannot traverse the stadium.
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372 Aristotle Phys. Z2, 233 a2i 616 KOCI 6 Zi^vcovos Aoyos

vyeOSos Aa{ji|3<4vei TO JJITI evSfyecrdai TOC aroipoc 6ieA0eiv f| ayacrOoa TCOV

careipcov KaO* exaorov ev TrsTrpacj|Jivcp xpovcp. Six&s yap AyeTai
Kai TO laf^Kos KCCI 6 XP V S anreipov, KCCI oAcos iray TO ouvexes, fyroi

KOTOC Siaipecriv f| TOI$ eaxarois. TCOV nv oOv KOTCC TTOCFOV drreipcov

OUK lv6exeTcci ayacrOai v TreiTEpacjuevcp yp6vu> t T&V 5e KOTOC 5i-

aipeaiv v8xeTai
* Kal yap auros 6 XP V S ourco$ aTreipos. coare ^v

TCO ocTreipco Kal OUK ev TCp TreTTepaa^vcp aujji(3aivei 6uvai TO oarsipov,

Kal aTTTeciOai TCOV crrrelpcov TOIS aireipois, ou TOI$

Zeno's first argument amounts simply to this: 'It is impossible to

traverse the stadium; because before you reach the far end you
must first reach the half-way point; before you reach the half-way

point you must reach the point half way to it; and so on ad

infinitum.
9

In other words, on the assumption that space is

infinitely divisible and that therefore any finite distance contains

an infinite number of points, it is impossible to reach the end of an

infinite series in a finite time. Aristotle's answer to this conundrum
in 372, even if philosophically unsatisfactory,

1 shows that in this

case he has rightly understood the problem.

1 On the philosophical aspect of this and the other arguments against
motion see Ross, Aristotle, Physics 71-85. Ross himself concludes about this

first argument : (i) that since Aristotle himself, from whom almost the whole
of our knowledge of all four arguments derives, evidently regards the

solution he gives in 372 as
* an adequate argumentum ad hominem as against

Zeno', Zeno must therefore have 'made the paradox turn on a contrast

between the infinite number of divisions ofspace to be covered in covering
a finite space, and the finitude of a particular portion of time* (p. 73);

(ii) that none the less
'
the fact apparently remains that, before it gets to

the end of the line, the moving body will have had to get to the end of an
infinite series, i.e. to have got to the end of something that has no end*

(p. 74), and that so understood 'Zeno's first paradox still awaits its final

answer* (p. 75). See also the controversy in Analysis vols. n (1951) to

15 (1954), which however is hardly relevant to Zeno's intentions.

372 Hence %mo
9

s argument makes a false assumption in asserting that it is impossible

for a thing to pass over or severally come in contact with infinite things in a finite time.

For there are two senses in which length and time and generally anything continuous are

called 'infinite': they are called so either in respect of divisibility or in respect of their

extremities. So while a thing in a finite time cannot come in contact with things quanti-

tatively infinite, it can come in contact with things infinite in respect of divisibility: for in

this sense the time itself is also infinite: and so wefind that the time occupied by the passage
over the infinite is not afinite but an infinite time, and the contact with the infinites is made

by means of moments notfinite but infinite in number. (Trans. Gaye)
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(ii) Achilles and the tortoise

373 Aristotle Phys. Zg, 2391)14 8euTepo$ 8' 6 KocAoOjjievos
'

AeO$. OTI 8' oOros OTI T6 ppaSOrocrov oOS^iroTe KaraAr^
0ov OTTO TOU Taxforov e|JiTrpoa0ev yap dvayKaiov eAOetv TO SICOKOV

60ev copiaTiae TO yevyov, COOT' del TI irpoexetv dvayKaiov TO |3pa8v-

Tepov. IOTI 8 Kal oOros 6 auros A6yo$ Tcp SixoTOjieiv, Sia9epei 8*

Iv TCO Biaipeiv [ii] Sixoc T6 TrpoaAajjipavdiaevov nye0os.

Having in 'the Stadium' dealt with a single moving body, Zeno

proceeds in
'

Achilles
'

to deal with the relative motion oftwo bodies.

The argument this time is as follows: 'Achilles can never overtake

a tortoise; because by the time he reaches the point from which the

tortoise started, it will have moved on to another point; by the

time he reaches that second point it will have moved on again; and
so ad infinitum.

9

Aristotle's comment on this conundrum is again
sensible as far as it goes : the underlying theory of space is indeed

the same as in 'the Stadium' namely that it is infinitely divisible

but this time the series is not, as it was in 'the Stadium', the

simple geometrical progression |, J, |, ^ ..., but somewhat more

complicated.
That concludes Zeno's attempt to disprove 'continuous'

motion, and he now proceeds to 'cinematographic' motion.

(iii) The flying arrow

374 Aristotle Phys. Zg, 239 b 30 Tph-os 8* 6 vuv priOefs, OTI f)

dicrros 9epojjievri eorriKev. ounfJaivei 8 irapcc T6 Accupdveiv T6v

Xpovov <juyKicr0at IK TCOV vuv lafj 8t8onvou yap ToOrou OUK lorai

6 ovAAoyiajJios. (Cf. ibid. 239b 5, where, however, the text is corrupt.)

This third argument can be confidently reconstructed as follows :

'An object is at rest when it occupies a space equal to its own
dimensions. An arrow in flight occupies, at any given moment, a

373 The second is the so-called Achilles, and it amounts to this, that in a race the

quickest runner can never overtake the slowest, since the pursuer must first reach the point

whence the pursued started, so that the slower must always hold a lead. This argument is

the same in principle as that which depends on bisection, though it differsfrom it in that the

spaces with which we successively have to deal are not divided into halves. (Trans. Gaye)

374 The third is that already given above, to the effect that the flying arrow is at rest,

which result follows from the assumption that time is composed of moments: if this

assumption is not granted, the conclusion will not follow. (Trans. Gaye)
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space equal to its own dimensions. Therefore an arrow in flight is

at rest.' It is easy to see that this argument, unlike the two that

precede it, treats time and space alike as composed of indivisible

minima; as Aristotle puts it, it assumes TOV xpovov auyxeiaOai SK

TCOV vuv.

(iv) The moving rows

375 Aristotle Phys. Zg, 23gb33 T6TocpTO$ 8' 6 rapl TCOV 4v

araSicp KivouiJievcov e"cj evcamas tacov oyxcov Trap' icrou$, TCOV iiev

onto TAOU$ TOU oTaSiou TCOV 8* onro iaaou, icrcp TCCXEI, ^v $
crun(3aivetv oieTai icrov eTvai xpovov TCO SiTrAaaicp TOV fiiaiauv. ecrn

8' 6 TrapaAoyiafaos ev TCO TO pev irapa Kivoupievov TO 8e Trap*

fjpenouv T6 ICTOV [aye0o$ cx^iouv TCO iaco TCXXCI TOV ICTOV 9epecr0ai

Xpovov. TOUTO 8* earl yeu8o$. olov eorcocrav oi ^CTTCOTES ICTOI oyKOi

69' cov TOC AA, oi 8' 19' oov TOC BB ocpxonsvoi CXTTO TOU laecrou TCOV A,

ICTOI TOV cxpi0|ji6v TOUTOIS ovres Kal TO ^yeOos, oi 8' 9' cov TCX FT drro

TOU eaxcicTOU, Taoi TOV dcpi0|Ji6v OVTSS TOUTOIS Kal TO jJieyeOos, xal

iaoTaxeiS TOIS B. aujjipaivei 8f^ TO irpcoTOv B cxjia giri TCO ScrxArcp

eTvai Kal TO irpcoTov F, Trap* aAAr|Aa KIVOUIJI^VCOV. cju^paivEi 8J xai

T6 f irapcx iravTa TOC B 8ieeAr|Au0evai, TO 8e B irapa TCX (A) fm{ar)

cocnre "npiicruv elvai TOV xpovov ICTOV yap eKccrepov eoriv Trap' EKaorov.

d|Jia 8e au|ji|3aivei TCX B irapcx Travra TCX f -TrapsAriAuOevai ajjia yap
earai TO -nrpcoTov f xal TO irpcoTOV B eirl TO!$ svavTiois

375 The fourth argument is that concerning the two rows of bodies, each row being

composed of an equal number of bodies of equal size, passing each other on a race-course

as they proceed with equal velocity in opposite directions, the one row originally occupying

the space between the goal and the middle point of the course and the other that between the

middle point and the starting-post. This, he thinks, involves the conclusion that halfa given

time is equal to double that time. Thefallacy of the reasoning lies in the assumption that

a body occupies an equal time in passing with equal velocity a body that is in motion and a

body of equal size that is at rest; which isfalse. For instance (so runs the argument), let

A, A ... be the stationary bodies ofequal size, B, B ... the bodies, equal in number and in

size to A, A, ..., originally occupying the half of the coursefrom the starting-post to the

middle of the A'J, and f, f . . . those originally occupying the other halffrom the goal to

the middle ofthe Ks, equal in number, size, and velocity to B, B .... Then three consequences

follow:

First, as the B's and the PJ pass one another, the first B reaches the last F at the

same moment as the first f reaches the last B. Secondly, at this moment the first F has

passed all the B's, whereas the first B has passed only half {the A'^>, and has con-

sequently occupied only half the time occupied by the first F, since each of the two

occupies an equal time in passing each body. Thirdly, at the same moment all the B's

have passed all the TV: for thefirst f and thefirst B will simultaneously reach the opposite

ends of the course, since (so says ^eno] the time occupied by the first F in passing each of
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iaov xpivov Trap' exaoTov yiv6[Jievov TCOV B oaov irep TCOV A, cos 9
<

n'i>

Bicsc T6 d|a90Tpa Taov xp^vov Trapa TCC A yiyvecrdai.

376 Diagram of Alexander ap. Simplicium Phys. 1016, 14

A oyxoi oTGOTe$

B oyxoi Kivou^evoi GOTO TOU A frrrl TO E

E F oyKoi Kivov[uevoi orrri TOU E rrl TO A
AAAA

BBBB->

<-rnr A &pyj] TOU

E TAO$ TOU OTccSiou

This final argument is much the most complicated of the four and

it is virtually certain that Aristotle himself has misunderstood it;

Zeno was far too shrewd to have been guilty of the paralogism of

which Aristotle accuses him. The clue to the true significance of

the argument lies in its relation to the other three: as 'Achilles'

stands to 'the Stadium
5

,
so will this conundrum stand to the

'Flying Arrow'. In other words, this argument too will be based

on the assumption that space and time are composed of indivisible

minima.

Indeed the only way in which any sense can be made of the

argument is to suppose and by so supposing it becomes perhaps
the most telling of the whole set that each of Zeno's oyxoi (a

deliberately vague word meaning 'solid bodies' or 'masses')

represents one such indivisible minimum of space, and that those

in the rows B and P are alike moving at such a speed as to pass one

A in one indivisible minimum of time. Zeno is of course fully

justified in asking his opponents or those of them at least who
believed in indivisible minima to visualize such a situation. If

space does indeed consist of indivisible minima, then it is clearly

legitimate to draw a diagram to represent, on however magnified
a scale, a number of such minima; and if the same is true of time,

then the rest of the data is equally legitimate. But once so much
is granted, then the rest of the argument is valid. For while each

B has passed two A's which, by the data, means in two indivisible

the B'j is equal to that occupied by it in passing each of the AV, because an equal time is

occupied by both the first B and the first f in passing all the AV. (After Gaye)

376 A= stationary bodies.

B= bodies movingfrom A towards E.

f= bodies movingfrom E towards A.

A= starting-post.

E= goal.
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minima of time each f has passed four B's which again by the

data must have taken four indivisible minima. It is true, of course,

that unless the argument is concerned with indivisible minima it

is, as Aristotle says, totally invalid. But as soon as it is seen to be

concerned with indivisible minima, both of space and time, then

it does most ingeniously demonstrate that these so-called indivisible

minima are divisible after all. And upon the unfortunate Pytha-

goreans, who had hitherto confused the indivisible units of

arithmetic with the points in infinitely divisible geometrical

magnitudes, this last argument must finally have impressed the

urgent need for revision of their suppositions.
1

1 For a full and lucid exposition of this last argument see H. D. P. Lee,

%eno of Elea 83-102.

SPACE

377 Aristotle Phys. AS, 2iob22 (DK2QA24) 6 6e Zfjvcov

f)Tropi, OTI *si ecrri TI 6 Tones, Iv TIVI coral ', Ausiv ou xaAeTTOV.

378 Aristotle Phys. Ai, 209 a 23 f) yap Zf)vcovo$ cm-opia 3iyr6i

TIVCC Aoyov el yap -rrav TO Sv ev TOTTCO, Sf^Aov OTI xal TOU TOTTOU

TOTTOS eoroci, Kal TOUTO els onrreipov Trpoeiaiv.

This apparently isolated argument calls for little comment, being
cited chiefly because reference will be made to it in the next

chapter (p. 302). It is, however, worth noting that the premise el

TTOCV TO 6v ev TOTTCO,
'

if everything real is in space', confirms the

point made several times already (see especially pp. i88f. and

246 ff.) that the Prcsocratics could imagine no form of existence

other than spatial.

377 Zend's problem that 'if Place is something, it must be in something* is not

difficult to solve. (Trans. Hardie)

378 Reno's difficulty demands an explanation: for if everything that exists has a place>

place too will have a place, and so on ad infinitum. (Trans. Hardie)
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CHAPTER XII

MELISSUS OF SAMOS

DATE AND LIFE

379 Diogenes Laertius ix, 24 (DK3OAi) NUAioxros 'I0ccyevou$

ZAnios. oC/ros rjKouas FlapjieviSou .... yyove Se KCCI -rroAmKos dcvf)p

Kod <5aro8oxi1$ irapA TOIS TToArrais f|ico|jievo$* 60ev vaOapxos aipeOeis

6Ti xal naAAov e0av/iJi<i<70r| 6ia TTJV oiKefccv dpeTf|v . . . 9T|C7l 5* 'A-rroAAo-

8copos fjKjJiaK^vai avrov KOTOC TTJV TeTapTrjv Kod oySorjKocjrfiv

380 Plutarch Pericles 26 (DK3OA3) TrAeuaavTos yap OUTOU

(sc. Pericles) MeAiaaos 6 'I0ayvovs, ocvrjp 9^60-090$
T6Te Tfls SciiJiov;, Kocra9povr|C7as TTJS 6Aiy6Tf|TOS TCOV vecov f|

cxireiplas TCOV orparnycdv, ITTEKJE TOUS TroAiTas Tri0<70ai TOIS

*A0r|va{ois. Kal yevojjievris (Jiaxtis viKfiaavTes oi Sdjaioi Kai -rroAAoi/s

p^v aurcov av8pas iAovTes TroAAas $& vocus 8ia90eipavTes exP^VTO T
ti

0aA<iaaT) xal TrapsTiOevTO TCOV ocvaymicov irpos TOV -rroAejJiov oacx

Hi
5

) irpoTepov elxov, UTr6 8^ TOU MeAiaaou xal TTepixA^a 9T|ciiv

OOJTOV 'ApioroT^Aris
1
f)TT'n0fjvai vaujaaxouvTa trpoTepov.

1
I.e. in the lost FToAiTefa lapfcov.

These two passages tell us virtually all we know of the life of

Melissus. The battle in which he defeated the Athenian fleet was

fought in 441/40 B.C., and it is probably for that reason that

Apollodorus fixed his floruit at 444-441. Whether or not he was,

as Diogenes tells us, a pupil of Parmenides, he certainly followed

379 Melissus son oflthagenes, a Samian. He was a pupil of Parmenides He was

a statesman, and was held in great honour by the citizens; and later, when he was elected

admiral, he won even greater fame for his personal courage. . . .Apollodorus says that he

flourished in the eighty-fourth Olympiad.

380 For when Pericles had set sail, Melissus, son of Ithagenes, a philosopher who was

then in command ofSamos, was so contemptuous of the small number of the Athenian ships

or of their commanders' inexperience that he persuaded the Samians to attack. A battle

took place which the Samians won. They took so manyprisoners and destroyed so many ships

that they had command of the sea, and they devoted to the prosecution of the war certain

supplies which they did not till then possess. Pericles himself, according to Aristotle, had

also been defeated by Melissus in an earlier naval battle.
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him very closely. We shall see reason to suppose that he was also

acquainted with contemporary Pythagoreanism.
Melissus' book is said by Simplicius (Phys. 70, 16, DK.3OA4), to

whom we owe the preservation of the ten surviving fragments, to

have been entitled Hepl 9uaeco$ f| Trepl TOU OVTO$, 'About nature or

reality' a version of the title regularly given by later com-

mentators to books by the Presocratics. Its date is impossible to

determine; but ifwe are to trust Plato that Zeno wrote his treatise

as a young man (see 362), then it is at least highly probable that

Melissus' book is considerably the later of the two. We shall find

that there is internal evidence also to the same effect.

REALITY IS INFINITE

381 Fr. 2, Simplicius Physics 29, 22 and 109, 20 OTE TOIVUV OUK

yvTO, 6OTI T6 KOCl CCEl T)V KOCl del IcTTOU KOcl OCpXTlV OUK ?Xel

fjv, dAA' orrEipov ECTTIV. ei JJIEV yap eyeveTO, ocpx^v av

yap av TTOTE yivojjievov) Kal TeAeurfiv (eTeAevrriae yap av

TTOTE yivojaevov)
* OTE BE HTJTE f)paTO |ar)T ETEAEUTTICFEV, ai TE f]v

xai OCE! ecTTai <Kai) OUK Ixei cipx^v ou8 TEAeurr|v ou yap dsl elvai

OCVUCITOV, 6 TI
IJITI

Trav EOTU

382 Fr. 3, ibid. 109, 31 aAA' coairep ecmv a{
5
OUTGO Kai TO

tJi^yEOos aireipov OCE! xpil elvai.

383 Fr. 4, ibid, no, 3 apx1^ TE Kal TEAos EXOV ouSsv OUTE

dlSlOV OUTE OTTElpOV EOTIV.

384 Fr. 5, ibid, no, 5 l
|Jif)

EV eirj, iTEpavEi irpos aAAo.

385 Fr. 6, Simplicius de caelo 557, 16 EI yap (carEipov) EITJ, iv

Eirj av i yap 6uo EITJ, OUK av SuvaiTO oniEipa Elvai, aAA' xoi av

TTEipara -rrpos aAAr^Aa.

381 Since, then, it did not come into being, it is now, always was and always will be,

without either beginning or end, but infinite. For if it had come into being, it would have a

beginning (for it would at some time have begun coming into being) and an end (for it

would at some time have stopped coming into being); but since it neither began nor ended,

it always was and always shall be, without either beginning or end; for it is not possible

for anything to existfor ever unless it all exists.

382 But just as it existsfor ever, so too it mustfor ever be infinite in magnitude.

383 Nothing that has a beginning and an end is either eternal or infinite.

384 If it were not one, it would be bounded by something else.

385 For if it were {infinite), it would be one; for if it were two, the two could not be

infinite, but would be limited by one another.
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Faithfully as he followed Parmenides in other respects, Melissus

yet broke away from him, as these fragments amply show, on one

very important point. Whereas the One of Parmenides was finite

and spherical (see 350 and 351), the One of Melissus is unequi-

vocally declared, to the irritation of Aristotle,
1 to be infinite in

extent2 as well as in time. For this remarkable change there seem

to have been two main reasons, of which we will consider the

simpler first. Melissus himself tells us, in 384 and 385, that if there

were more than one Being, they would be bounded by one

another. He argues for the unity of the One, in other words, from

its infinity. But that his real object was rather to prove its infinity

from its unity is obvious enough even in these fragments, and is

even more apparent from the following summary description of

the Eleatics:

386 Aristotle de gen. et con. A8, 325ai4 (DK3OA8) v ml
ocKivrjTov TO Tray elvod 9aai Kod ooTEtpov evioi

* T6 yocp nipccs irepouveiv

&V TTp6? TO K6VOV.

Melissus is in fact countering the possible objection to the Sphere
of Parmenides that, if it is indeed 'limited on every side', then

something must surely lie outside its limits, and that something
can only be the void.

1 Aristotle had a profound but unjust contempt for Melissus whom he

dismisses with such words as 9opTiK6$
' crude '

(Phys. A 3, 1 85 a i o, DK 30A 7)

or piKp6v <5cypoiK6TEpos 'a little too naive* (Met. AS, 986b 26, DK ibid.).

a This has lately been denied by G. Vlastos (Gnomon 25 (1953) 34), who,

having argued on the strength of fr. 9 (391 below) that the One of

Melissus is incorporeal, writes: 'How then could Melissus affirm that

Being is incorporeal while infinite in magnitude? Because, I suggest, the

infinity in question is that of beginningless and endless duration, not that

of unlimited spatial extension.' I find it incredible that, if this was what
Melissus wished to say, he should have included the words T6 nye0os in

382 or written OUTS dfStov OUTS crrmpov in 383. The only answer to

Vlastos' question seems to me to be to suppose that Melissus still thought
that the only kind ofexistence was existence in space; see below, pp. 303 f.

His second motive for the change is also discernible in the

fragments, this time in 381 and 383. The One must have neither

beginning nor end. There has been a prolonged discussion con-

cerning 381 as to whether it signifies a temporal or a spatial

386 They say that the universe is one and motionless, and some add that it is infinite; for
its limit would limit it against the void.
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beginning and end
;
but since the next two fragments make it clear

that Melissus denied both, the question is relatively unimportant.
There can in any case be no doubt that Melissus is once again

improving upon Parmenides' description of his Sphere as
c

limited

on every side
' and '

equally poised from the centre in every direc-

tion
5

. The objection that he is this time countering seems, there-

fore, to be this : if, as Parmenides' own language suggests, the One
has a beginning, a middle and an end, then surely it is no longer
one but three.

There is some ground for the conjecture that these two possible

objections to the One of Parmenides had actually been raised.

Besides Plato's reference in the Parmenides to 'those who try to

make fun of Parmenides' One by showing its many absurd and

contradictory consequences' (see 362) words which themselves

suggest destructive arguments of exactly this type there are two

passages from Aristotle which point in the same direction :

387 Aristotle Phys. A 9, 2i6b22 eiai Se TIVES 01 5id TOU jjiavoO

KCCl TTUKVOU OlOVTOCl 90CVpOV elvOCl OTl OTl K6VOV. el [J16V yap JJlf]
^CJTl

jjiavov KCU TTUKVOV, ouSs cruvivai KCCI TTiAelaOat olov TE. ei 8 TOUTO

iaf] eirj, r| oAco$ Kivr|cris OUK iorai f| Kunavei TO 6Xov,

388 Aristotle de caelo Ai, 268 a 10 KaOocirep yacp 9aai xal oi

FTupayopeioi, T6 Trav Kai TCC TTOCVTCC TOIS Tpialv copiaTar TeXeuTT)

yap Kai [Jieaov Kai ocpxri TOV apiO^Jiov ex^i TOV TOU mxvTOs, Taura

6e TOV TT]S TpiaSo$.

It is not, unfortunately, clear from 387 just how much Aristotle

intends to ascribe to Xuthus; but even if it is only the fantastic

view that when there is motion 'the universe bulges', it still seems

likely enough that the motive underlying the suggestion was

nothing but the desire to make fun of Parmenides' Sphere. We are

told by Simplicius, in his comment on this passage (683, 24,

DK33), that Xuthus was, as we should hope, a Pythagorean. It

387 There are some who think that the existence of rarity and density shows that there is

a void. If rarity and density do not exist, they say, neither can things contract and be

compressed. But if this were not to take place, either there would be no movement at all, or

the universe would bulge, as Xuthus said. (Trans. Hardie)

388 For, as the Pythagoreans say, the world and all that is in it is determined by the

number three, since beginning and middle and end give the number of the world, and the

number they give is the triad. (After Stocks)
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may possibly have been in answer to Xuthus, or at any rate to the

argument that outside Parmenides
5 One must be the void, that

Zeno, following his usual practice of reducing his opponents'

hypotheses to absurdity, included among his arguments one that

was directed against the notion of TOTTOS, 'space' (see p. 297) .*

When, finally, we learn that the theory in 388 was held by, among
others,* Ion of Chios, whose first tragedy is said in the Suda (s.v.

"Icov Xlo$, DK3&A3) to have been produced in 452-449 B.C., and

who, according to Harpocration (s.v. "Icov, DK.36AI), was uios

'Op6o|Jivovs, hriKATicjiv 6e louOou, 'son of Orthomenes, who was

known as Xuthus',3 we have perhaps enough evidence to justify a

tentative conclusion. Melissus' solitary departure from the

guidance of Parmenides may well have been forced upon him by
the criticisms of the Pythagoreans.

1
Space and the void are very closely associated in Greek thought. The

precise relation between the two is actually defined in 389 Aristotle Phys.

A i, 208 b 25 ITI ol T6 K6vov 9<5caKOVT6S elvcci T6Trov Ayovcnv TO y&p
Kv6v T6iro$ &v Eii) <7TepT)nvos aconocTOS. Elsewhere, however, the two are

often treated as entirely synonymous; e.g. 39 Hippolytus Ref. i, n, 2

(DK28A23, about Parmenides) d(6iov elvoci TO Trav...Kocl 6uoiov, OUK

2XOV &k TOTTOV tv eauTco.

2 The same view was evidently held also by the Pythagorean Occelus

(DK 48, 8), who seems, however, so far as we can judge from our very
unreliable information, to have belonged to a later generation of the

school.

3 It may well be true, as Kranz suggests in his note at DKi, 377, that the

father of Ion was nicknamed Xuthus in allusion to the myth that provided

Euripides with the plot for his tragedy. But that does not alter the fact

that Xuthus is mentioned under that name by Aristotle himself.

THE ONE IS INCORPOREAL

391 Simplicius Phys. 109, 34 OTI yap dcacbiaaTov elvai (3oOAeToci

T6 6v, e8r|Acocrev ehrcbv (Fr. 9) e! nev Sv [6v D, oOv EF, Diels, DK]
e!r|, 6ei CCUTO ev elvar ev 5

s

eov 5el CCUTO aco

s, ex01 &v Mopia, xai O\JK^TI ev eiT).

389 Again, the theory that the void exists involves the existence ofplace: for one would

define void as space bereft of body. (After Hardie)

390 (He said that) the whole is eternal. . .and homogeneous, and has no space within it.

391 For he made it clear that he means that what exists is incorporeal when he wrote:

'If Being is, it must be one; and being one, it must have no body. If it were to have bulk,

it would have parts and be no longer one.
9
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Simplicius, who was no fool and who evidently had the book of

Melissus before him as he wrote, actually quotes this fragment in

two pieces on two separate occasions (the other being Pkys. 87, 6),

with the object on each occasion of showing that the Eleatic One
was incorporeal. Yet in spite of this fact, which alone would seem

decisive enough, Burnet (67*327), following the second thoughts
of Zeller, regards the statement that the One of Melissus was

incorporeal as 'incredible', and argues instead that the fragment
must have been 'directed against the Pythagorean assumption of

ultimate units'. None of the arguments by which he supports his

contention carry, however, the slightest weight, not even the

alleged similarity between this fragment ofMelissus and fragment i

of Zeno (365) . For whereas there is no mention in any of Zeno's

fragments of the Eleatic but only of the Pythagorean (or at any
rate the pluralists') One, the exact reverse is true of Melissus. This

is in no way surprising. It was Zeno's characteristic method (see

pp. 287 f.) to base his essentially destructive arguments upon the

suppositions of his opponents. Melissus by contrast was essentially

constructive and only incidentally critical. Moreover and this

is a very important point the constructive and destructive

approaches are, as this very fragment reveals, by no means easy
to reconcile. If, indeed, the argument of the fragment is inter-

preted as an attack upon the Pythagorean unit-atoms, it succeeds

in demolishing the Pythagorean 'plurality of ones
3

(irAfjOos

voc5cov, cf. 367) only at the expense of the Eleatic One. The same

is, of course, true also of Zeno's arguments against plurality; but

since Zeno's purpose was primarily to demolish the system of his

opponents, it is open to doubt whether, even ifhe was aware of this

fact, he would have allowed it to deter him. With Melissus, whose

object was to vindicate the Eleatic One, the case is altogether

different. If anything that possesses aco^a and TTCCXOS, 'body' and

'bulk', must thereby possess also laopioc, 'parts', and so sacrifice

its unity, then the only way to preserve the unity of the Eleatic

One is obviously to deny it these attributes. This fact is so evident

that Melissus, with his constructive intent and the consequent
desire to anticipate objections, can hardly have failed to observe

it. It has already been suggested (pp. 300 f.) that it was partly to

avoid a form of this argument that Melissus explicitly stated that

his One was infinite, without spatial beginning or end. The
further suggestion seems to follow that, on this question of the
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corporeality of the One, Melissus marks another parallel advance

from the position ofParmenides. Parmenides, though he described

his One as indivisible and homogeneous, had yet conveyed the

distinct impression, in so describing it, that it possessed parts. The

Pythagoreans pounced upon this oversight and based upon it one

of their 'attempts to make fun of the One' (362). Zeno in turn

answered the Pythagoreans, using their own type of argument to

refute them. Here, as elsewhere, it seems to have been left to

Melissus to adapt the positive aspect of Eleaticism in the light of

the purely negative disputes of his immediate predecessors. The

obvious, if not indeed the inevitable, adaptation would seem to be

embodied in this fragment. Another step has been taken towards

the apprehension of the abstract; but it is still only a step in that

direction, not the eventual arrival at the goal. It is admittedly
difficult for us to imagine anything except empty space which is at

once infinite in extent and yet has no 'body' or
c

bulk'; and even

empty space can be imagined to have, what Melissus' One did not

have, 'parts'. But Melissus' own words allow no escape from the

conclusion that that was the way his mind was working. Ifhe had

been capable ofimagining something that was not only incorporeal
but non-spatial as well, the outcome of his thought would have

been different; but the only safe deduction to be drawn from the

surviving fragments of his book, which must always remain the

best guide to his meaning,
1
is that he was not capable. And since

neither of his approximate contemporaries, Empedocles and

Anaxagoras, was any more successful in this respect than he was,

that conclusion is perhaps less startling than it might otherwise be.

1 The pseudo-Aristotelian treatise de Melissa Xenophane Gorgia (MXG),
written about the time of Christ, tells us virtually nothing about Melissus'

doctrine that we do not learn direct from the fragments. Its author's

purpose, moreover, is so critical that its reliability is doubtful.

MELISSUS FORESHADOWS ATOMISM

392 Fr. 8, Simplicius de caelo 558, 21 ueyiorov \&v o\5v ormeiov

oCrros 6 A6yo$, OTI ev novov ecnriv orrocp KCCI T<5c8e ormeia. ei yap
fjv TToAAd, ToiaOra yjp*\ oniroc elvai olov rap eyco 9rmi r6 ev elvai.

ei yap eari yfj xai 08cop xai afjp xal m/p xal cri8r|po$ xal

392 This argument, then, is the greatest proof that it is one alone; but thefollowing are

proofs of it also. If there were a plurality, things would have to be of the same kind as I

say that the one is. For if there is earth and water, and air andfire, and iron and gold, and
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xai TO uv JGOOV TO 8 T0vr|x6$, xal ijAav xal AEUX&V xal TCC aAAa

oaoc 9aalv oi av0pcoTroi elvai dArjOii, EI 8f) TaOra eari, xai fmeis

6p0co$ 6pco|jiEV xal ocKouojjiev, elvai xp^l Exaorov TOIOUTOV olov rap TO

irpcoTov fiSo^Ev f)|juv, xal pr) iieTocrrbrreiv iJt^Se yivscjOai ETEpoiov,

ciAAa ocei Elvai ixaanrov olov rap fernv. vuv S 9aiiv 6p9co$ opav xal

dcxouEiv xal auvivar SOXEI 8s f)|JiTv TO TE OEppov yuxpov yivscrOai xal

TO yuxpov Oepiaov xai TO axAripov jaaAOaxov xal TO jaaAOaxov

axAripov xal T6 jcoov c5aroOvr|CJK6iv xal ex ^f) SCOVTOS yivsaOai, xal

Taura iravTa IrepoiovkrOai, xal 6 TI f^v TE xal 6 vuv ov8Jv ojjioTov

elvai, <4AA' 6 TE af8r|po$ crxAripos HCOV TCO 8axTuAco xarccTpipeadai

oiJioupecov [Bergk Diels; ojJioO pcov mss.], xal xp^^os Kal AiOos xal

aAAo 6 TI iaxvpov SoxeT elvai rrav, e^ OSaTos TE yf^ xal AiOos yivsorQai

cfiaTE aujjipaivEi iar|T opav \ir\re Ta ovTa yivcoaxEiv. ou TOIVUV Toura

aAArjAois 6jjoAoyT. 9a|jEvois yap Elvai iroAAa xal ai8ia xal Ei8r|

TE xal iaxv/v ?xovTa, ir&VTa iTEpoiouaOai fmiv SOXEI xal

EX TOV xaoTOTE opcojjiEvou. 8fjAov Tofvuv, OTI oux opdcos

ou8 Exsiva TroAAa opOcos 8oxi lvar ou yap av laETEiriTTTEV, l

cSAr|0fi fjv aAA
a

fjv olov irsp 86xi Exaorov TOIOUTOV. TOW yap
SOVTOS aA-nOivoO xpstaaov ou8v. f|v SE METoarEcrr), TO MEV EOV

dnrcoAETo, TO 8E oux 6v yyovv. OUTCOS oOv, E! TroAAa EIT|, Toiaura

Xpt] elvai olov rap TO EV.

This skilful attack upon the validity of the senses may well be,

as Burnet suggests (EGP%28), directed especially against Anaxa-

goras; in which case, of course, it too, as well as the possible

ifone thing is living and another dead, and if things are black and white and all that men

say they really are if that is so, and ifwe see and hear aright, each one of these must be

such as we first decided, and they cannot be changed or altered, but each must be alwaysjust
as it is. But, as it is, we say that we see and hear and understand aright, andyet we

believe that what is warm becomes cold, and what is cold warm; that what is hard turns soft,

and what is soft hard; that what is living dies, and that things are bornfrom what lives not;

and that all those things are changed, and that what they were and what they are now are

in no way alike. We think that iron, which is hard, is rubbed away by contact with the

finger; and so with gold and stone and everything which we fancy to be strong, and that

earth and stone are made out of water; so that it turns out that we neither see nor know

realities. Now these things do not agree with one another. We said that there were many

things that were eternal and hadforms and strength of their own, and yet we fancy that

they all suffer alteration, and that they changefrom what we see each time. It is clear, then,

that we did not see aright after all, nor are we right in believing that all these things are

many. They would not change if they were real, but each thing would be just what we

believed it to be;for nothing is stronger than true reality. But if it has changed, what is has

passed away and what is not has come into being. So then, if there were a plurality, things

would have to be ofjust the same nature as the one. (After Burnet)
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rejoinder to Ion of Chios in 381 and 383, is evidence for dating the

work of Melissus relatively late. Its prime importance lies, how-

ever, at the beginning and the end. There can be little question, as

we shall see when we come to Leucippus (pp. 4043*.), that Melissus'

reiterated assertion, 'if there were a plurality, each one of the

many would have to be just such as I say the One is' an assertion

that was intended, of course, as a reductio adabsurdum of plurality

provided the atomists with the basis of their entire system. Greek

atomism is precisely a plurality in which each one of the many is,

in almost every essential respect, just such as Melissus said that

the One was.
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CHAPTER XIII

PHILOLAUS OF CROTON AND
EURYTUS OF CROTON

DATE

393 Plato Phaedo GIE (Cebes speaking) xocl OiXoXAou fjKouacc,

OTE irap* fjuiv SirjTccro.

394 Diogenes Laertius ix, 38 9f|cri 8e xal 'A-rroAAoScopos 6

KujiKrjvos OiAoAoccp auT6v (sc. Democritus) ovyyeyovevai.

395 Diogenes Laertius vm, 46 -rcAeuTocToi yap lyEvovTO TCOV

TTv0ccyopeicov, ous xai 'Apicrro^evos eKe, 5evo9iA6s TE 6 XaAxiSeus

OCTTO 0pccKT|$ Kal OdvTcov 6 OAidcrios KCCI 'ExeKpcrrr|$ KCCI AioKAfjs

xal FToAOiJivaoTos OAiAaioi KCCI auroi. TJCJOCV 6^ dcKpocxral OiAoAaou

xal EvpUTou TCOV Tapavrivcov.

These three passages, being consistent one with another, provide
the best evidence available for dating Philolaus. 1 Ifwe accept the

further statement of Apollodorus (ap. Diog. L. ix, 41, 549) that

Democritus was born about 460-457 B.C., then we can take it

that Philolaus too was born somewhere around the middle of

the fifth century, and was about fifty years of age when he was

lecturing in Thebes. His name is repeatedly linked, as it is in 395,

with that of Eurytus. In dealing with these two at this point we

are, therefore, deserting a strictly chronological order; there is no

question that they were both considerably later than either

Empedocles or Anaxagoras. There is, however, one fact of

considerable importance about each which it will be more con-

venient to discuss before we leave the subject of the interaction

between Pythagoreans and Eleatics and proceed to the post-

Parmenidean pluralists.
1 The statement of lamblichus (V.P. 104) that Philolaus and Eurytus
were pupils of Pythagoras in his old age is obviously absurd. Both are

usually associated with Groton, but sometimes with Tarentum (as in 395) or

Metapontium.

393 / heard Philolaus lecture when he lived in our town [i.e. Thebes].

394 Apollodorus of Cyzicus, too, says that Democritus and Philolaus were contemporaries.

395 For the last of the Pythagoreans, whom Aristoxenus saw, were Xenophilus the

Chalcidian from Thrace, and Phanton, Echecrates, Diodes and Polymnastos, all of
Phleious. They were pupils of Philolaus and Eurytus, the Tarentines.
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(l) PHILOLAUS

Story of Plato
9

s plagiarism

396 Diogenes Laertius vm, 84 (DK44Ai) OiAoAccos Kpo-

Tcovi<5crr|S TTuOocyopixos. irapoc TOUTOU TTAdrcov covfjaaaQcct T&

pijJAfa TOC rfuOayopiKd Aicovi yp&psi. . . .yypa9E 6e (3i|3Aiov 2v. (6

9T|aiv "EpiaiTnros Ayeiv TIVCC TCOV cruyypcxpecov TTAdrcova T6v

9iA6ao9OV Trccpayev6|jivov els SixeAtav irpos Atovuaiov covriaaaOai

Trccpcc TCOV auyysvcov TOU QiAoAdov dpyupiou 'AA^ocvSpivcov IJIVGOV

TTTocp<5cKovTa Kal ivTe06v |jTocyeypa9^vai TOV Tijaaiov. eTepoi 8e

A^youai TOV rTAarcova Aa^eiv ocurd, -rrapd AiovvaiouTraparniacciJievov

IK Tfis 9vAaKfis veaviaxov &7rr|yiaevov TCOV TOU OiAoAaou |aaOr|TCov.)

This curious story, of which this passage shows that there were

several variant versions (cf. 266), seems likely to have originated

with Aristoxenus. It was certainly Aristoxenus who, in his desire

to detract from Plato's originality, asserted that the Republic was

largely based on a work of Protagoras; and this is clearly a story of

the same malicious order. Its historical importance is of course

negligible, but it serves to raise the important question of the

authenticity of the fragments still preserved in Philolaus' name.

Thefragments of
'

Philolaus
'

More than twenty fragments are attributed to Philolaus, some

of considerable length. If they are genuine, they undoubtedly
constitute much the best evidence that we possess concerning the

Pythagoreanism of the fifth century. Unfortunately, opinion
seems still to be divided on the question of their authenticity.

Though much has been written both for and against them, all the

more important arguments are conveniently to be found in the

works of three scholars only. Ingram Bywater (J. Philol. i, 21-53),
who played a large part in originally subjecting the fragments to

suspicion, and Erich Frank (Plato und die sogenannten Pythagoreer

263-335) between them set out the whole case against the frag-

396 Philolaus ofCroton, a Pythagorean. It wasfrom him that Plato, in a letter, told

Dion to buy the Pythagorean books. . . . He wrote one book. (Hermippus says that

according to one writer the philosopher Plato went to Sicily, to the court of Dionysius,

bought this bookfrom Philolaus
9

relativesfor 40 Alexandrian(\) minae, andfrom it copied

out the Timaeus. Others say that Plato acquired the books by securingfrom Dionysius the

releasefrom prison of a young man who had been one of Philolaus
9

pupils.)
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ments, while R. Mondolfo (Zeller-Mondolfo i, 2, 367-82) is the

chief advocate for the defence. On the whole the argument must

be pronounced so far to have gone in favour of the prosecution :

Mondolfo, even if he has succeeded in producing an explanation
or a precedent for every single suspicious feature, has hardly
succeeded in explaining away what might be thought the strongest
of all arguments against the fragments, the unduly large number
of such suspicious or unusual features. It is impossible in the

present context to recapitulate all the detailed arguments already
adduced by either party. One general argument must suffice.

A careful reading of the fragments reveals in them a notable

resemblance to Aristotle's extant accounts of Pythagoreanism.
The most striking example is probably that afforded by the

following comparison :

397 Fr. 5, Stobaeus Anth. i, 21, jc 6 ycc jjiav api0nos exei 8uo

uv iSia e!Sr|, Trspicjcjov xal apTiov, Tprrov 8 OCTT* djjupoT^pcov

ueixOevTcov ctpTio-nipiTTov Jxarepco 8e TOO ei8eos iroAAai uop9ai, as

6Kacrrov CCUTCCUTO

398 Aristotle Met. AS, 986 a 17 (cf. 289) TOU 8' ccpiOnoO oroixeloc

TO TE ocpTiov KCCI T6 TTSpiTTOv ... TO 8* ev 6 ccjJ^OTepcov elvai TOUTCOV

(xal yap apTiov elvai xal TrepiTrov). . . . irrepoi 8e TOOV aurcov TOUTCOV

TOCS cipx^s 8^xa Aeyouaiv elvai TOC$ Kara aucyroixiav AeyoiJievas*

ir^pas xal arreipov

TrepiTr6v Kal apTiov. . . .

1 The fact that the fragments are in Doric has been used as an argument
both for and against them.

There are several other such resemblances,
1 sufficient to establish

at least a strong probability that Aristotle's account of Pythagor-
eanism and that given by the author of the fragments are inter-

dependent. If, therefore, it can be shown that the author of the

fragments was dependent upon Aristotle rather than vice versa,

then the case against the fragments is virtually conclusive.

397 Number has two specialforms, odd and even, and a third derivedfrom the mixture

of these two, even-odd. Eachform has many manifestations, which every individual thing

reveals in its own nature.

398 The elements of number (they say) are the even and the odd. . .the i proceeds from
both of these (for it is both even and odd) .... Other members of this same school say

there are ten principles, which they arrange in two columns ofcognates limit and unlimited,

odd and even ....
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1
Compare especially fr. 10 with Ar. de an. A4, 407 b3i; also fr. i with

Met. AS, 98ya 13-19 (DK^SBS); fr. 2 with de caelo Ay, 274aso~3 and

Phys. P4, 203a 10-15 (DK 58328); and fr. 7 with Met. NS, 1091 a 15

(DK 58326) and de caelo 613, 293a2i (DK 58337).

There are three considerations that point firmly in that

direction:

(j) It is to be noted that Aristotle mentions Philolaus by name

only once in his extant writings (at Eth. Eud. B8, 1225 a 33,

DK44Bi6), and he there tells us nothing of the slightest import-
ance. That, if Aristotle actually derived much of his information

about Pythagorean doctrine from Philolaus' book, is an almost

inconceivable state of affairs.

(2) One of the minor resemblances between the two authors'

phraseology is of a very suspicious nature. In the middle of

fragment 6 occurs the following sentence:

399 Fr. 6
3 Stobaeus Anth. i, 2 1

, 7 d ... eirel 8e Tod ocpxocl v-rrapxov

ouotai ou5' 6n6cpvAoi laaat, fjSrj dSuvccTOV fjs KOC aCrraTs

a, el iafi dpiaovfoc e-rrsyevsTO COTIVICOV S8e Tpo-rrco lyveTO.

It is surprising enough in itself to find the author of the fragments

expressing, in the last four words, perplexity about what seems

to have been the most important constituent in his whole cosmo-

logy. It becomes more surprising still when we find Aristotle,

in 313, voicing an almost identical doubt. For even if Aristotle is

here faithfully reproducing an obscurity or omission in the early

Pythagorean cosmogony, it would be difficult to maintain that

once that vital omission had been consciously acknowledged, as

it evidently was by the author of these fragments, it would have

been left unrepaired.

(3) If, finally, we look at fragments 3, 4, 6 and especially 1 1, we
find that they are all concerned with a theory of knowledge. It

will suffice to quote one only:

400 Fr. 4, Stobaeus Anth. i, 21, jb Kod TT&VTOC yoc nocv TOC

yiyvcocjK6iJievcc ocpiO|ji6v 2x VTl * ^ Y<*P olov TS ou8v OUTE voT^fjpsv

oure yvcoaOfjiJiev aveu TOUTOU.

399 . . . But since the first principles were not by nature alike or akin, it would be

impossible for them ever to have been arranged, had not harmony supervened, in whatever

way it came into being.

400 And all things that can be known contain number; without this nothing could be

thought or known.
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This theory is in itself regarded by both Bywater and Frank

though their contention is disputed by Mondolfo as a palpable
anachronism. 'We are required', wrote Bywater (loc. cit. p. 35),
'

to believe it to have been propounded in a pre-Socratic school of

thought, and at a time when the critical enquiry "How is know-

ledge possible?" had barely been started, much less settled. But

after Plato's time the unknowableness of matter without form

(OAr| oyvcooros Kccd* auTfjv, says Aristotle) became with various

modifications a received formula wherever his influence extended.'

It is, however, only when this argument is combined with that

other of the resemblance between Aristotle and the author of the

fragments that it acquires its full force. For in Aristotle's accounts

of Pythagoreanism, though there is abundant evidence of the

cosmological significance of numbers, there is nowhere the faintest

suggestion that among their other functions they are the only
cause of knowledge. This once again, seeing that Aristotle often

discusses Pythagoreanism for the express purpose of enquiring
what early traces he can find of his own doctrines, seems an

almost inconceivable omission. Moreover he consistently repre-
sents the Pythagoreans as concerned only with physical pheno-

mena, with never a mention of such an epistemology as that of the

fragments. Finally, the argument that the existence of knowledge

implies the existence of stable realities is always represented by
Aristotle (e.g. at Met. A 9, ggobn) as peculiarly Platonic,

resulting from the blending ofPythagoreanism with Heracliteanism

(cf. ibid. A 6, 987 a 29) ; yet it may fairly be claimed that fragments

4, 5 and especially 6 reveal a familiarity with that argument.

Irrespective, therefore, of Bywater's contention that the epistemo-

logy of the fragments is anachronistic (which, even if not by itself

conclusive, can hardly be dismissed as entirely groundless), it

seems virtually certain, from Aristotle's complete silence on the

subject, that that epistemology was not in fact part of the pre-

Platonic Pythagoreanism.
For these and other reasons the fragments attributed to Philolaus

can be dismissed, with regret but little hesitation, as part of a

post-Aristotelian forgery, based, not without skill, on Aristotle's

own accounts of the Pythagorean system.
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Other evidence concerning Philolaus

Whereas there is abundant information concerning Philolaus in

the works of several late writers, there is scarcely so much as a

mention of him in any early and reliable author. Plato and

Aristotle each mention him once only, in the passages already
cited (see 393 and p. 310), and from neither of these passages do

we learn anything of importance about his doctrine. Otherwise

there are only two sources of information that are at all reliable :

namely, first, a quotation in the Theologumena Arithmeticae (p. 82,

10 de Falco; DK44AI3) from a lost work by Speusippus On

Pythagorean Numbers, which was largely based, we are told, on the

writings of Philolaus; and second, a passage from Mcno's latrica in

the so-called Anonymus Londinensis. The former tells us something
of the properties of the Dccad, and so suggests that in regard to

numbers Philolaus was faithful to the Pythagorean tradition. The

latter, which describes the fundamental principles of his medical

and physiological theories, is so interesting that a considerable part
of it is worth quoting.

401 Meno ap. Anon. Londinensem xvm, 8 (DK.44A27) OiAoAocos

Se KpOTCovidrrjs owecrrdvai 9T|<jlv TOC fj^Tepa orcbuara EK OepiJiou.

d^eToxa yap avTa elvcu vyvxpov, Cnro^vfioxcov GOTO TIVCOV

TOIOUTCOV T6 o-Trepua elvcci Oepiaov, KorraaKeuaoriKov Se ToOro ToO

jcpovr Kal 6 TOTTOS 8e, els Sv f| KarapoAri (urjTpa 8e OCUTTJ), early

OeplJiOTepa Kal loiKvia exefvar T6 8e eoiKos TIVI TOUTO 8vvarai &>

ebiKev eirel 8e TO KocraaKeuajov ajjieToxov eaTiv yuxPou> Kal 6

TOTTOS 8^, v & f) KaTapoXf|, cciaeTOXos OTIV yuxpou, 8fjAov OTI Kal

TO KaracTKua36tJievov SCOQV TOIOUTOV yivsTai. sis 8 TOUTOU TT^V

nv UTronvfjcrei irpocrxpfiTai TOIOUTT] JJIETCC yap TTJV

TO 3coov ETnarrocTai TO EKTOS Trveujjia yuxpov 6v elTa

KaOoarepei XP^S &crr^TT8i aur6. 8id TOUTO Sf] xal ope^is TOU EKTOS

401 Philolaus of Croton holds that our bodies are composed of the hot; for they have no

share in the cold, as he reasonsfrom considerations such as thefollowing: the sperm is warm,
and it is the sperm that produces the living thing; and the place in which it is deposited

(i.e. the womb) is, like it, warm; and what is like something has the same power as that

which it resembles. Since, then, the productivefactor has no share in the cold, and also the

place in which it is deposited has no share in the cold, clearly the living thing produced will

also be of the same nature. With regard to its production, he makes use of the following

reasoning: immediately after its birth the living thing draws in the breath outside, which is

cold; and then, as ifofnecessity, it expels it again. This desirefor the breath outside arises
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ivcc TTJ ^TreicrciKTCp TOU -rrveOnocros 6AKTJ

CrnrcipxovTa TCC fm^repa oxb|jiocTa irpos ocOrou

Then follow a number of detailed doctrines which, in the present

context, are of importance only as showing that Philolaus had

something more than a merely conventional interest in medical

and physiological matters.

The significance of the passage quoted is that it shows a

remarkable similarity, both in the general picture it draws and

also, in the last three sentences, in vocabulary, to the passages

quoted in chapter ix which describe the beginning of the Pytha-

gorean cosmogony, 312, 315, and 316. Just as the sperm, which is

warm, is deposited in the womb, so also, in cosmogony, the first

unit, which represents the principle ofLimit, is somehow implanted
in the midst of the surrounding Unlimited; and just as the child,

immediately after birth, inhales the breath outside, so also the first

unit, immediately after it is generated, proceeds to draw in the

void from the surrounding Unlimited. There are of course dis-

crepancies between the cosmogonical and the biological processes :

whereas, for instance, Philolaus insists that the womb itself, like

the sperm deposited in it, is warm, the Unlimited in which the

first unit is implanted represents darkness, while Limit, and the

first unit likewise, stand for light. But the general similarity

between the two pictures is perhaps sufficient to suggest that

Philolaus is at this point maintaining an analogy between the

macrocosm and the microcosm; and in that case, whichever of the

two was originally the model for the other, his embryological
theories may perhaps provide some support for a particularly

conjectural stage in the reconstruction of the Pythagorean cosmo-

logy in chapter ix.

(2) EURYTUS AND HIS PEBBLES

Slight as is our reliable information about Philolaus, about his

associate Eurytus we know even less. We have, however, one

solitary piece of information about him which is at once unusually
well attested and, despite its superficial triviality, probably of

considerable importance.

in order that, as the result of the inhalation of the breath, our bodies, which are by nature

too warm, may be cooled by it.
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402 Aristotle Met. NS, logsbS ouOev 8e Sicbpiorai ouSe OTTO-

T^pcos ol dpiOiiol aiTioi TCOV ouaicov Kal TOU elvca, TTOTepov <i>s opoi,

olov at crnyiaal TCOV jJieyedcov, Kal cos Eupuros eTonrre TIS dpiOjJios Tivos,

oTov 681 HEV ocvOpcbTrou65i 8 ITTTTOU, coorrepoi TOUS dpi6|ious dyovTes els

TOC axi'mocTa Tpiycovov Kal TeTpdycovov, ourcos &9O|aoicov TaTs vyifyois

Tds |K>p9as TCOV 9UTcov, fj OTI [6] Aoyos f| au^covia dpidncov ....

403 Alexander Met. 827, 9, commenting on 402 Keiadco Aoyou

opos ToO dvOpcoTTOU 6 av dpiO^jids, 6 8e TC; TOU 9urou* TOUTO

dnpave vpr)9i8as Siaxoaias irevTrjKovTa TOCS iJiev irpaaivas

Si neAafvas SAAas <8^) IpuOpds xod oAcos TravToSairoTs

Kxpcoajjievas. slTa irepixpicov TOV TOIXOV dapeorcp Kal oxiaypa9cov

cxvOpcoTTOv Kat 9UTOV oOrcos eirfiyvu TaaSe JJIEV TCXS yT]9lSa$ ev TTJ

TOU TTpoacb-TTou c7Kiaypa9icx> T&S 8J ev TTJ TCOV yt\p&v, aAAas 8e ev

cxAAois, Kal drreTeAei TI^V TOU jjunoufjievou dvOpco-rrou Sid vfrj9i8cov

lcrap(6|Jicov Tai$ jaovdaiv, cxs opl^eiv e9acrKe TOV avOpcoirov.

404 Theophrastus Met. n, 6 a 19 (p. 12 Ross-Fobes; DK45, 2
)

TOUTO ydp (sc. jjif) jJiexpi TOU irpoeAOovTa -rrauecrOai) TeAeou Kal

9povouvros, oirep 'Apx^ras TTOT' 971 iroieiv EC/PUTOV 8taTi0^VTa

Tivas v|;r)9ous* Aeyeiv ydp cos o8e jaev dvOpcb-rrou 6 dpiOpos, 68e 8'

ITTTTOU, 68e 8' dAAou TIVOS ruyxdvei.

The statement in 404 that the information concerning this

curious practice of Eurytus comes from Archytas is a strong

indication of its accuracy : no more trustworthy witness could be

found on this generation of Pythagoreans. The only question, there-

fore, is what Eurytus was attempting to prove with his pebbles.

402 Once more, it has in no sense been determined in which way numbers are the causes

of substances and of being whether (i) as limits (as points are of spatial magnitudes) :

this is how Eurytus decided what was the number ofwhat (e.g. of man, or of horse), viz.

by imitating the figures of living things with pebbles, as some people bring numbers into

the forms of triangle and square; or (2) is it because harmony is a ratio of numbers. . .?

(Trans. Ross)

403 For the sake of argument let the definition of man be the number 250 and that of

plant 360. Having settled that, he used to take 250 pebbles, some green, some black, others

red and, in short, ofa variety of colours. Then he would smear the wall with unslaked lime

and make a shaded drawing of a man or a plant; some pebbles hefixed in the drawing of
theface, others in the hands, and others elsewhere, until he had completed the drawing of
a man in the number ofpebbles equal to the number ofunits which he claimed to define man.

404 For this (sc. not stopping half-way) is the mark of the really sensible man; just as,

for instance, Archytas once said that Eurytus used to do when he distributed his pebbles;

for he apparently used to claim that such and such was the number of man, such and such

that of horse, and such and such that of anything else.
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It is usually assumed that, retaining the early Pythagoreans'
confusion between units and atoms, he claimed, by drawing these

pictures with pebbles, to determine the number of unit-atoms that

constituted the objects, such as man and horse, which he repre-
sented. But for a variety of reasons that seems a very improbable

explanation of his procedure. Eurytus, being one of the foremost

Pythagoreans of his generation, is surely unlikely to have alto-

gether ignored Zeno's devastating exposure of the earlier Pytha-

goreans' confusion. Again, it seems scarcely credible that he

should have believed in unit-atoms of such a magnitude that their

number in such an object as man or horse could be so easily

determined, especially by means of a drawing in only two dimen-

sions. And finally, as we learn from 403, he had in any case

already decided upon the appropriate number before he began to

delineate the object in question. There is every reason to suppose
that his purpose was somewhat less ingenuous than this explanation

suggests.

A more plausible explanation would seem to be as follows.

Eurytus might well have held that it was possible with his pebbles
so to delineate the external form of a man or a horse that the

resulting figure could represent nothing but a man or a horse.

That is to say, he would mark off the surfaces that were peculiarly
those of a man or a horse, and the points that bounded those

surfaces, and then, by counting the number of points needed to

represent a man so that it could be nothing but a man, consider

that he had corroborated the equation of man with a particular

number. This is exactly the method that 403 suggests. He started,

according to that account of his procedure, with a aKiccypcc9{cc

that is to say, probably (though the word is occasionally used to

mean only an outline drawing), a drawing shaded to give the

illusion of solidity. He was probably in fact thinking in three

dimensions, not two only. The boundary points of a three-

dimensional object could hardly be represented by a three-

dimensional arrangement of pebbles, simply because of the

mechanical difficulties involved ;
but by means ofa shaded drawing

they could be represented by an arrangement ofpebbles on a two-

dimensional surface. Further, if the pebbles used were of different

colours, as 403 again tells us that they were, the arrangement of

pebbles would appear no longer a merely arbitrary scattering but

an intelligible representation.
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In strong support of this suggestion is the reason for which

Aristotle tells us in 402 that Eurytus developed this practice. The
doctrine that lies behind the words olov at ariyiJiat TCOV neyeOcov,

'as points define magnitudes', is referred to in several other

passages ofAristotle, and even ifnot explicitly, at least by a process
of elimination, attributed to the Pythagoreans. One such passage
has already been quoted, 320; this time we will select others:

405 Aristotle Met. Zz, 1028 b 15 (DK.58B23) Soxel 8s TICTI TCX

TOU crcbtJiocTos 7repcrra, olov Tri9avia KCCI ypaujjrfj Kod crnynf) ml
iaova$, elvai ovaiai, xai jjiaAAov f^ T& oxoiaa xal TO crrepeov.

406 Aristotle Met. Zn, iO36b8 dnropoOat TIVS$ flST) xal siri

TOU KOxAou xai TOU Tpiycovou, cos ou TrpoofJKov ypamaais opijecrOai

xai TCp ovvex^* <5cAAa -rrccvTa Tocura 6|jioicos Ayecr0ai cocravel cr<5cpKe$

T^ 6oTCC TOU ccvOpcbTrov Kal \<X\KO$ Kat AtOos TOU dcv8ptdvTOs. Kai

dcvayouai irAvTa els TOUS dpiO^ous, Kal ypamafjs TOV Aoyov T6v TCOV

80o elvai

If, as is generally supposed, Alexander is right in telling us that

the anonymous thinkers in 406 were Pythagoreans, then it would

appear that, besides the earlier doctrine that the line equals 2

because two extended points placed side by side constitute a line,

there was also another and subtler Pythagorean view by which a

line was a stretch of continuous magnitude bounded by two points.

It seems likely that this is a post-Zenonian revision ofthe traditional

view, in which case it may reasonably be ascribed to the generation
of Philolaus and Eurytus. And in that case again the procedure
of Eurytus begins to look less absurd. Just as a tetrahedron, for

instance, could be represented by the number 4, qua the number
of points required to bound its surfaces, so also, Eurytus may well

have thought, could a physical body such as man or horse be

represented by however many pebbles were found necessary to

bound the visible and tangible surfaces peculiar to that particular

body. Expressed in its most general terms, in fact, the ouaia or

essence of an object would be held, as in 405, to consist in its

405 Some think the limits of body, i.e. surface, line, point and unit, are substances, and

more so than body or the solid. (Trans. Ross)

406 Some are in doubt even in the case of the circle and the triangle, thinking that it is

not right to define these by lines and by continuous space, but that all these are to the circle

or the triangle asflesh or bones are to man, and bronze or stone to the statue; and they reduce

all things to numbers, and they say theformula of 'line
9

is that of
'*
two

9

. (Trans. Ross)
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surfaces, or more precisely, since a surface is derived from points,

in the points that bounded those surfaces. Physical matter and

geometrical magnitude alike are bounded by surfaces, lines and

points; and the number of points required to bound any object,

whether mathematical figure or physical body, is the number with

which that object is equated. Finally, as the inclusion of the

word TripccTcc in 405 (and also in the passage quoted earlier, 320)

clearly suggests, both types of equation are applications, revised

in the light of Eleatic criticism, of the traditional Pythagorean
doctrine of the imposition of Limit upon the Unlimited.

THE UNIT AS EVEN-ODD

One last Pythagorean doctrine remains to be discussed, that

mentioned in a passage from Aristotle's Metaphysics already cited

in this chapter (398), by which the unit is neither odd nor even but

both even and odd. We saw earlier (p. 241 )
that in the pre-Parmeni-

dean Pythagoreanism the unit was unquestionably regarded as a

manifestation of the principle of Limit only. It seems likely,

therefore, that the present view represents once again a later

modification of Pythagorean doctrine in the light of Eleatic

criticism. Unfortunately Aristotle himself here, as usual, refuses

to distinguish between an earlier and a later Pythagoreanism,
but simply groups all Pythagorean doctrines together in his general

survey. The following passage, however, seems to preserve for us

a genuine Pythagorean tradition.

407 Theo Smyrnaeus p. 2 1, 20 Hiller TCOV 8e ccpi6|jic5v TTOIOUVTOCI

TTIV TTpcbTT|v ToiJif)v eis Suo* TOUS ^ev yap ocurcov dtpTious, TOU$ 8e

TrepiTTOus 9a(Ti. KOU dpTioi iaev eicnv oi 6Tri8x6|jievoi r^v 6i$ laa

Biaipeaiv, co$ f) 8ua$, f) T6Tpa$* irepiaaol 8e oi EIS aviaa Staipounevoi,

olov 6 e, 6 3. TrpcbTT|v 8e TCOV Trspiaoxov evioi e^paaav TT^V [Jiova8a.

TO yap apTiov TCO Trspiacrcp evavTiov f| 8e jjiovas TITOI TrepiTrov

&TTIV f| apTiov
* xai apTiov \&v OUK av eir) ou yap OTTCOS eiS icra, aAA'

o08e oXcos BiaipeiTar TrepiTT^ apa f) jjiovds. K&V dpTico Se apTiov

Tis, TO rrav yiveTai apTiov* povas 8e apTicp TrpoorieeiJievn T6

407 The first division of numbers that they make is into two classes, calling some even,

some odd. Even numbers are those which can be divided into equal parts (e.g. 2 or 4),

odd those which can be divided only into unequal parts (e.g. 5 or 7). Some held that the

first of the odd numbers is i. For even is the contrary of odd; i is either odd or even; it

cannot be even;for sofarfrom being divisible into equal parts, it cannot be divided at all;

whence it follows that i is odd. Again, ifyou add even to even, the whole is even; but
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TTCCV 1TplTT6v TTOlEl* OUK SpCC CXpTlOV f) IJIOVOCS OCAAcC

'ApioroiiAris 8 v TOO HuOayopiKcp r6 iv 9rjcriv diJupOTEpc

Tfj$ 9\>aeco$* dpTtcp nv yap TrpooTeOv Trepnrov Trotet, irepiTrco 6

apTiov, 6 OUK Sv fjSuvaro el ni\ d|Ji9oTv TOIV cpvoioiv usTeixe
* 816 xal

dpTiOTrepiTTov KccAsiaQai T6 ev. ov|ji9epETai 8 TOUTOIS xal 'Apx^ras.

It is hard to resist the conclusion that this passage represents

two distinct stages in the development of Pythagoreanism. In the

original view there are only two classes of number, even and odd,

of which the former comprises those numbers which are divisible

into halves, the latter those which are divisible only into unequal

parts.
1 The unit itself, though it will not fit into either class, is

asserted to be odd because it cannot be even, and its equation with

Limit is thereby justified. But sooner or later the fact must be

acknowledged that according to these definitions the unit cannot

be odd any more than it can be even. So, while the traditional

definitions are retained essentially unaltered, the third category is

introduced to contain the unit and the unit only. Arithmetically,

of course, the consequence of the change is ofno great significance.

The first odd number is no longer i but 3; but the unit can

presumably remain the principle of numbers and their mode of

generation need not necessarily be altered. Metaphysically, how-

ever, since odd is Limit and even Unlimited, the consequences
seem to be of the utmost significance. No longer is the first unit,

the starting-point of Pythagorean cosmogony, regarded as the

embodiment of Limit in the Unlimited, it is instead the first

product of the blending of the two principles ;
and by that simple

change another of the Eleatic criticisms, that directed against the

'inhalation' of the one principle by the other (cf. pp. 253 and 274),

is duly acknowledged and countered.

1 This early definition of odd and even numbers is also preserved, in very
similar words, both by Aristoxenus ap. Stob. Anth. i, i

,
6 (DK 58 B 2) and by

Nicomachus LA. i, 7 (p. 13, 15 Hoche). The twofold classification of

number in Theo's first sentence is to be contrasted with what may well

have been (despite the probable spuriousness of the actual fragment) the

genuine view of Philolaus in 397 above.

add i to an even number and it makes the whole odd; whence itfollows that i is not even

but odd. Aristotle, however, in his work on the Pythagoreans, says that i partakes of the

nature of both; for when added to an even number it makes it odd, when added to an odd,

even which would be impossible if it did not partake of the nature of both; and so, he

says, it is called even-odd. Archytas too agrees with Aristotle on this point.
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THE POST-PARMENIDEAN
SYSTEMS

The last stage of Presocratic philosophy consists primarily of the

pluralist systems of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, of the combination

of pluralism and monism represented by the atomism of Leucippus
and Democritus, and finally of the re-adapted Ionian monism of

Diogenes of Apollonia. Each of these systems is, in its own way, a

deliberate reply to Parmenides. Parmenides seemed, to his contem-

poraries and immediate successors, to have established once and for all

certain canons with which, until Plato himself exposed the fallacies on

which they were based, all future cosmologists must somehow comply.

Being, in the first place, must not be allowed to spring from Not-being:

anything that was claimed as real must also be ultimate. Again, the

void, being sheer non-existence, can find no place in any account of

reality. Third, plurality cannot come from an original unity: if there

is to be a plurality, it too, like reality, must be ultimate. And finally,

motion must no longer be simply taken for granted; its existence must

somehow be explained. Any future system that ignored any one of

these four canons would, for the time being at least, have been con-

sidered from the outset untenable.

This estimate of the strength of Parmenides' influence is no mere

conjecture. Both Empedocles and Anaxagoras repeatedly and clearly

reveal, not only by their thought but also by the language in which it

is expressed, an almost servile observance of the Parmenidean

demands; atomism, although its method of complying with the

Parmenidean canons shows a courageous refusal to be intimidated, is

nevertheless in a very special sense the outcome of the Eleatic

paradox; and Diogenes, even though he reverts to the single specific

substance of Anaximenes, incorporates much from Anaxagoras and

Leucippus in order to protect himself against Elea. Since one of the

most interesting and important aspects of the history of early Greek

philosophy and it is an aspect that can easily be lost from sight is

its peculiar continuity, a part of each of the main chapters that follow

will be devoted to showing, where possible in the philosophers' own

words, how these post-Parmenidean systems are deliberately designed

to take account of the findings of the Way of Truth.
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CHAPTER XIV

EMPEDOCLES OF ACRAGAS
DATE

408 Diogenes Laertius vm, 74 (DK.3iAi) fiiqjurje SE KOCTCC TTJV

409 Diogenes Laertius vm, 51 (DK3iAi) 'EuTTESoKAffc,

9*r|aiv 'IirrropoTOs, MTCOVO$ f)v ut6s TOU

TIVO$. . .Ayi SE Kal 'Eparoc70Evr|$ ev TOI$
'

TrpcinTjv Kcci p8ourjKO<nriv 6Au|rrncc8a VEViKTjK^vai TOV TOU Mrcovos

, jjiApTupi yjp&\jvo$ 'ApicrroTEAEi. 'A-rroAAoScopos 8
s

6

EV TOIS XpovixoTs 9Tiaiv d>s

?\v ^EV METCOVOS ui6s, E!S SE Goupious
oa>r6v VECOCTT! iravTEAcos EKTIOVEVOUS

. . . 'ApiCTTOT^Arjs yap OUTOV, ETI TE ^HponcAEiSris, ^1lKOVTa ETCOV 9T|cii

TETEAEUTT^KEVai.

410 Aristotle Met. AS, g84an (DK3IA6) 'Ava^cxyopas BE

6 KAa^oiJifevios TTJ JJIEV fjAixicjc irpOTEpos obv TOUTOU (sc. Empedocles),
TOIS 8

3

fpyois Oorepos ....

411 Simplicius Phys. 25, 19, quoting Theophrastus *Eijnr8oKAf)s

6 'AKpoyovTivos ou -rroAO KOCTOTTIV TOU 'Avcc^oyopou yEyovcos,

FfapiJiEviBou BE jrjAcoT^s Kal irA-naiacrrfis Kal ITI jjiaAAov TOOV

rfuQayopEicov. . ..

Empedocles' precise dates are impossible to determine. Apollo-

dorus, whom Diogenes is doubtless following in 408, is, as usual,

408 Heflourished in the eighty-fourth Olympiad.

409 Empedodes, according to Hippobotus, was the son of Meton, himself son of

Empedocles^ and camefrom Acragas. . . . Eratosthenes^ in his Olympic victors, says that

the father of Melon won a victory in the seventy-first Olympiad, and he cites Aristotle as

evidence. But Apollodorus the grammarian writes in his Chronicles that 'he was the son

of Meton, and Glaucus says that he came to Thurii very soon after its foundation
'

. . . .

According to Aristotle, and also Heraclides, he died at the age of sixty.

410 Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, who, though older than Empedocles, was later in his

philosophical activity (Trans. Ross)

411 Empedocles ofAcragas was born not long after Anaxagoras, and was an admirer and

associate of Parmenides, and even more of the Pythagoreans. . ..
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definite enough; but it seems most likely that he has arrived at his

answer by simply assuming that Empedocles was forty years old

when Thurii was founded (i.e. in Ol. 84, 444-441 B.C.). Accord-

ingly it has often been suggested that the date given by Apollodorus
is considerably too late. 1 In the absence ofany reliable and decisive

evidence, there is no ground for more than the very tentative

conclusion that Empedocles' floruit must have been somewhere

around the middle of the century. That, at any rate, as we shall

see (pp. 380 f.), tallies with what we are told in 410 and 411 about

the relative dates of Empedocles and Anaxagoras.
1 See Diels, 'Gorgias und Empedokles ', SB Ber. (1884) 343 ff.

LIFE

Empedocles, like Pythagoras and Heraclitus, was a favourite subject

(cf. p. 183) for apocryphal biographical tales. A considerable

number of them, drawn from numerous sources, are preserved by

Diogenes. For the most part they are concerned either with his

political activities or with his death, and it is the former group alone

which may perhaps contain a germ oftruth. He is said to have been

an ardent democrat, to have broken up some otherwise unknown

organization called the Thousand, and to have refused the king-

ship of his city (see Diogenes Laertius vm, 66 and 63, DK.3I AI).
Here at least we do seem to have something other than a mis-

guided embellishment of his own words in his poems ;
indeed we

might almost conclude from his poems that his views were aristo-

cratic rather than democratic. It would be unwise, however, to

accept even these stories at their face value; they do no more than

testify to a probably genuine tradition that as a democrat he took

a leading part in the politics ofhis city. He was evidently also an ac-

complished orator: Aristotle, in his lost dialogue Sophist, apparently
called him the inventor ofrhetoric (Diog. L. vm 57, DK 3 1 A i

) , and

Gorgias is said to have been his pupil. Finally, his fame as a doctor,

which is suggested by his own words in fragment 1 12,
1
is proved by

the numerous references to him in later medical writings.

1 For whole fr. (and refs.) see 478, but cf. especially 412 11. 10-12

ol pv pccvToowecov Kexptm^voi, ol 8* rrl VOUCTCOV

nrccvTofcov hrOOovTO KAOeiv euriKea

TT6Trap|Jievoi

412 . . .some seeking prophecies, while others,for many a day stabbed by grievous pains,

beg to hear the word that heals all manner of illness.
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WRITINGS

The two poems from which the surviving fragments come were

called respectively TTepl 9uaco$, On Nature, and KocOccpnoi, Purifica-

tions. According to Diogenes Laertius (vm, 77) these two poems
together ran to five thousand lines/ while theSuda (s.v. Empedocles,

DELIAS) tells us that On Nature was in two books, together

comprising some two thousand lines. The extant verses even of

the poem On Nature represent, therefore, less than a fifth of the

original whole, while those of the Purifications, if the figure given

by Diogenes is correct, are even more fragmentary.
In addition to these two poems Diogenes (I.e.) says that there

was also a work of six hundred lines on medicine, which the Suda

(I.e.) however tells us was in prose. Several other works are also

ascribed by later authorities to Empedocles, including no less than

forty-three tragedies, but it seems very unlikely that they are in

fact his.

1
413 Diog. L. vm, 77 (DK.3I AI) TOC pv oOvTTepl 9uaecos ocuTcp Keel ol

Koc0ocpnoi els ^Trrj TGIVOUCH TrevTocKiaxfAia. Diels, however, on the ground
that the KocOocpnof is unlikely to have extended to 3000 lines, suggested

reading TT&VTOC TpicrxiAia instead.

THE PROBLEM

Though the precise order of the fragments cannot be certainly

determined, and though in a few cases it is even doubtful from

which poem a fragment comes, the arrangement of Diels is now

generally accepted. On the basis of the fragments alone it is

possible to reconstruct the system of Empedocles with greater
confidence than most of the Presocratic philosophers allow. The
chief difficulty in his case is of quite a different order. Whereas the

poem On Nature is primarily concerned to give a physical explana-
tion of the universe and its contents, and in the process seems to

leave no room for an immortal soul, the Purifications is based

upon the Pythagorean belief in transmigration. The resulting

conflict between the two poems has been resolved, in modern

times, in a variety of ways. While some scholars, including both

Zeller and Burnet, are content to conclude that Empedocles held

simultaneously beliefs that are not only incompatible but actually

413 His On nature and Purifications together comprise as much as 5000 lines.
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contradictory, others have argued that the two poems must

belong to separate stages of Empedocles' life. The following

exposition, which owes much to the unpublished work of the late

F. M. Cornford, will attempt to show that, while the former of

these two views is far preferable to the latter, it still lays undue
stress upon the alleged incompatibility of the two poems. It will

always remain a difficult question what view Empedocles really

did take of the soul; but unless one poem is used to throw light

upon the obscurities of the other, even more difficult problems
will remain to be solved.

THE INFLUENCE OF PARMENIDES AND ITS EFFECTS

414 Fr. ii, Plutarch adv. Colot. 12, 11130 and Fr. 12, [Aristotle]

MXGz, gysbi

vfjTTioi ou yccp oxpiv 8oAixc>9povs eicri iJiepipvai,

01 Sf} yiyveaOai -rrapos OUK eov eAirijouaiv

f\ TI KaTaOvrjo-xeiv TS Keel e^oAAuciOat dcTravTr).

EK TE yap ouSaiJi' EOVTOS aurixavov &JTI ysveaOai
mi T' EOV aTToAcr0ai avi*)VUOTOV xai airucrTOV

aid yap TTJ y
3

iforai, OTTT) KE TIS aiev epeiSr).

415 Fr. 13, Aetius i, 18, 2

ou8s TI TOU iravTog xevsov ireAei ou5e Treptaaov.

416 Fr. 14, [Aristotle] MXG 2, 9?6b24
TOU iravTos 8* ouS^v KEVEOV TroQev oOv TI K*

417 Fr. 6, Aetius i, 3, 20

T6<j<japa yap TTOCVTCOV pigcoiJiaTa irpcoTov

Zeus dpyf]s "Hpi] Te 9p^cr(3ios f]8
J 3

Ai8covus

Nfjcrris 6' f\ Saxpuois Teyyi xpouvcoMa

414 Fools -for they have nofar-reaching thoughts whofancy that that whichformerly
was not can come into being or that anything can perish and be utterly destroyed. For

coming into beingfrom that which in no way is is inconceivable, and it is impossible and

unheard-of that that which is should be destroyed. For it will ever be there wherever one

may keep pushing it.

415 Nor is any part of the whole either empty or over-full.

416 And no part of the whole is empty; whence then could anything enter into it?

417 Hear first the four roots of all things: shining %eus, life-bringing Hera, Aidoneus

and Nestis who with her tears fills the springs of mortal men with water.
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418 Fr. 17, 1. G, Simplicius Phys. 158, 6

Kocl TccOr' dAAdacrovToc Siainrep^s ouSanoc

piev OiXoTT^Ti avvepxonev' ei$ iv arravToc,

6' aO Six' ^aora 9opeujJieva Neixeos ?x eu

These fragments amply suffice to show the strength of the in-

fluence exercised by Parmenides on Empedocles. A comparison of

414 with fragment 8 of Parmenides (especially 11. 16-21, 347), or of

415 and 416 with lines 22-25 of the same fragment (348), reveals

that Empedocles was not only complying with the Parmenidean

canons but doing so consciously and deliberately. It might even

be maintained that this compliance is the basis of Empedocles'

system; for these few fragments, besides affording an eloquent
indication of Empedocles' dependence on Parmenides, can be

made to serve also as an introduction to his cosmology.
Parmenides had maintained that reality cannot come from

unreality nor plurality from an original unity. Empedocles meets

both demands simultaneously. There never was, he replies, an

original unity; there were rather four eternally distinct substances,

Zeus, Hera, Aidoneus and Nestis, or Fire, Air, Earth and Water. 1

These between them fill the whole ofspace, leaving no place in the

universe for the non-existent void. All things consist of these

elements, or irreducible forms of matter, in various proportions.
When a thing is said to come into existence or to perish, all that

has really happened is that one temporary combination of these

indestructible elements has been dissolved and another been

established. Change in fact is nothing but a re-arrangement; and
to account for the motion in space which alone could effect such

a reshuffling, two motive forces, Love and Strife, take their place

along with the elements as the only ultimate realities. So all four

of the Parmenidean demands (see p. 319) are duly met, and

already, in meeting them, Empedocles has evolved the essentials

of his system. In following his cosmology through the peculiar

cycle which he imposed upon it, we shall be merely filling in the

details of an outline that has already emerged.

1 It is characteristic of Empedocles that he should present the
'
four roots

'

at their first appearance in mythological guise. Nestis is certainly Water,

418 And these things never ceasefrom continual shifting, at one time all coming together,

through Love, into one, at another each borne apartfrom the others through Strife.
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but even in antiquity there was a difference of opinion concerning the

other three. Fire, which is here probably represented by Zeus, is in frs. 96
and 98 called Hephaestus. For Empedocles' belief in the corporeality of

air see 453.

EMPEDOCLES' DEFENCE OF THE SENSES

419 Fr. 3, 1. 9, Sextus adv. math, vn, 125

ciAA* ay* aOpsi TTCXCJT) iraAdiJir), Trfj 8fjAov eKacrrov,

10 |af|Te TIV' ovyiv Ix ^ TTIOTEI irA^ov f| KOT* dxoufjv

f\ CCKOTJV frnriSovrrov vmip Tpavcbporra yAcoaor|$,

HT)Te TI TCOV aAAcov, OTTOOTI Tropes ecrri vofjaai,

yuicov TTicmv epUK6, voei 8* f) 8f^Aov eKaarov.

One of the first questions Empedocles had to tackle was whether or

not the senses are a reliable guide to the truth. In these important

verses, which are shown by the rest of the fragment to come from

the introduction to the poem, he is as deliberately contradicting
Parmenides as he is elsewhere obeying him. Clearly the sort of

cosmology on which he is about to embark demands, as indeed any

cosmology must, faith in the validity of sense-perception. So far,

therefore, from following Parmenides in his condemnation of the

senses, he instructs his readers to make full but discriminating use

of them, taking care to employ each sense for the appropriate

purpose.
1

1 Line 10 may contain also an implied criticism ofHeraclitus : 4^0 fr. 10 1 a,

Polybius xn, 27 690aApol [TCOV] COTCOV dcKpi(3eoT6poi |JidpTVpe$. Perhaps,

however, Heraclitus only meant that seeing something for oneself is better

than hearing second-hand reports; but cf. pp. 207 ff.

THE SPHERE

421 Frr. 27 and 281

gv0* our' fjeAioio Siet5eToa COK&X yufoc

ouSe jjiev ou6* airis A&cnov uevos ou5e OaAccaaor

ocAA* 6 ye TtavToOev laos <k>i) Kcd mknTrccv cardpcov

419 But come, consider with all thy powers how each thing is manifest, neither holding

sight in greater trust as compared with hearing) nor loud-sounding hearing above the clear

evidence of thy tongue',
nor withhold thy trustfrom any of the other limbs, wheresoever there

is a path for understanding, but think on each thing in the way by which it is manifest.

420 Eyes are more accurate witnesses than ears.

421 Here are distinguished neither the swift limbs of the sun nor the shaggy might of the

earth nor the sea; but rather, equal {to himself)from every side and quite without end9 he
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OUTCOS 'ApHOVlTlS TTUKlVCp KplKfCp &7T/jplKTai

a9aTpos KVKAoTepf)s laovirj -rreptriyei yatcov.

422 Fr. 29, Hippolytus Ref. vn, 29

ou yccp ATTO vcinroio Suo xAdSoi diaaovTai,

ou iroSes, oO 0oa youv', oO uf|8ea yevvrjevTa,

dAAa oxpaipos T|v Kal <TravTo6ev) Iao$ SOCUTCO.

1 This is probably a single fr., of which Plut. (defac. tun. 12, 926 E) quotes
11. 1-2 (though he refers them to the rule of Strife and reads dyAocov

elSos for cbxfo yuloc), Simpl. (Phys. 1183, 30) 11. i, 4 and 5, and Stob.

(Anth. I, 15, 2fl, b) 11. 3 and 5. Diels prints 11. i, 2, 4 and 5 as fr. 27 and 11. 3

and 5 as fr. 28 (a solution which docs not, however, evade the principal

problem, that posed by Plut.'s citation of 11. 1-2).

In these fragments Empedocles' debt to Parmenides is again
obvious: though 422 doubtless reflects also the influence of

Xcnophancs' attack upon anthropomorphic gods (see pp. i68f.) 3

Empcdocles' Sphere is indisputably modelled on that of Par-

menides. What Empedocles has done in fact is to take the sphere
of Parmenides and fill it from the outset with the four eternally

distinct elements. But this single change from an original unity to

an original plurality makes the whole difference to the sequel.

Whereas with Parmenides the sphere, being a unity, can never

undergo the slightest change, with Empedocles it proves to be but

one phase in a never-ending cosmic cycle.

THE COSMIC CYCLE

423 Fr. 17, 1-13, Simplicius Phys. 158, i

Sf-rrV epeco TOTC JJIEV yap ev r|0^f|0r] ji6vov elvai

IK TrAsovcov, TOTE 8' a\5 81691; irAov' s kvo$ elvai.

Soif) 8e 6vT]Tcov yeveais, Soif) 8' ociroAeiyis*

TT]V uev yap TrdvTCov ovvoSos TIKTEI T
S

6AeKei TS,

5 f) 8e iraAiv 8ia9uo^jivcov Ope96eicra

stays fast in the close covering of Harmony, a rounded sphere rejoicing in his circular

solitude.

422 Two branches spring notfrom his back, he has no feet, no swift knees, no fertile

parts; rather was he a sphere, equal to himselffrom every side.

423 A double tale will I tell: at one time it grew to be one onlyfrom many, at another it

divided again to be manyfrom one. There is a double coming into being of mortal things

and a double passing away. One is brought about, and again destroyed, by the coming

together of all things, the other grows up and is scattered as things are again divided. And
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Kocl TOUT' ccAAcccFCTovTa 6iauTreps ouSapioc Af|yei,

aAAoTe HEV OiA6TT]Ti ovvepxopev* els v arravTa,

aAAoTe 8' aO 5fx' exaora 9Opeuueva Neixeos exQsi.

(OUTCOS f) piev v ex irAeovcov ueiJcc6r|Ke 9uecjQai)

f\S TToAiv 8ta9vvTO$ evos TrAtev* SicrsAeOovcn,

TTJ jjiiv yiyvovrai TS xai ou oxpicriv liaireSos ocleov

?j 8s SiaAAAaaovTa 8iajjnrEpes ou

8* aiev laaiv dcKivnToi xaToc

1 Lines 7-8 and 10-13 are almost identical with 11. 5-6 and 9-12 of fr. 26,

which is also preserved by Simpl. at Phys. 33, 19. Line 9 above, which is

needed to complete the sense, is 1. 8 of fr, 26 interpolated here by Diels.

The cosmic cycle which Empedocles is here describing is the most

peculiar feature in his whole system. This never-ending cycle

would seem (though this has been disputed) to have four stages,

two polar stages represented by the rule of Love and the rule of

Strife, and two transitional stages, one from the rule of Love to-

wards the rule of Strife, and the other back again from the rule of

Strife towards the rule of Love. The rule of Love itself, in which

'all things unite in one through Love' (1. 7), is of course the Sphere
described in the fragments in the last section. It is a uniform

mixture of the four elements so uniform that nothing whatever

can be discerned in it. Before we proceed to follow the cosmic

cycle through the other three stages, it will be as well to pause at

this first stage (for though the cycle is never-ending and has

therefore no chronologically first stage, the rule of Love is still the

logical starting-point of the process), and consider in more detail

the various ingredients in the mixture.

THE FOUR ROOTS AND LOVE AND STRIFE

424 Fr. 17, 1. 14, Simplicius Phys. 158, 13 (continuing 423)

oAA
1

aye |ji\10cov xAOOi *

jjiaQri yap TOI 9pevas au^i
*

15 &S yap Kai -rrplv eenra Tri9auaKcov Treipara pOOcov,

these things never cease from continual shifting, at one time all coming together, through

Love, into one, at another each borne apartfrom the others through Strife. (So, in sofar as

they have learnt to grow into onefrom many,) and again, when the one is sundered, are once

more many, thusfar they come into being and they have no lasting life; but in sofar as they

never cease from continual interchange ofplaces, thus far are they ever changeless in the

cycle.

424 But come, hearken to my words; for learning increaseth wisdom. As I said before

when I declared the limits of my words, a double tale will I tell: at one time it grew to be
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8mA* pco* TOT iav ydp iv

K -rrAeovoov, TOTE 8' ov 8i&pu TiAfov' e v6s elvoci,

m/p xal OScop xal yaia xal f)po$ omrAeTov

NeTx6$ T* ouAonevov 8fya TCOV, drdAavTOv

20 xal cDiAoTT)s v TOICTIV, ICTTI jafjxos Te irAdros

-rf]v au voco 8pxeu, |ar|S' oniaacnv fjao

fJTi$ xal 0VT]TOiai voiaijeTai IIJ^UTOS apOpois,

TTJ TE 9iAa 9povfouai Kal apOjjiia ?pya TsAoucri,

25 Tf)v ou TIS IJIETOC ToTaiv Aioxro|Jivriv Ss8(5(r|K6

0vr|T6s civrjp* au 8' axous Aoyou ar6Aov OUK onrronTjAdv.

TaOra yap Tad Te ircivTcc xal f^Aixa y^vvav eaai,

Tinffc 8* aAArjs aT^Ao jAeSsi, Trdpa 8*

ev S pi^pei Kpcrrsouai irepiTrAo^voio xpovoi

30 xai TTpos TOIS our' dp TI eiriyiyvsTai ou8"

elTe yap ^Oeipovro 8iatJnrp^s, OVKET' av fi

ToOro 8' hrau^aeie TO irav TI xe; xal TroOev IA06v;

Trrj Se xe xf|oar6AoiTO, eirei TcovB' ou8^v epr||Jiov;

dAA' OUT' ecrriv ToOra, 81* dAAfjAcov 8e OeovTa

35 ylyveTai dAAoTe dAAa xal fjvexes atev o^jiola.

425 Fr. 21, 1. 9, Simplicius Phys. 159, 21

ex ToOrcov ydp irdvG' oaa T' f]v oaa T' eori xal eonrai,

10 S^vSped T' epAdoTrjae xal dvepes f|8fe yuva!xe$,

Gfip^s T' olcovoi TC xal u8ocTO0piJi|Jiove$

xai Te Oeol SoAixaicoves TIMTJO-I 9^ptCTTOt.

one onlyfrom many, at another it divided again to be manyfrom one,fae and water and

earth and the vast height of air, dread Strife too, apart from these, everywhere equally

balanced, and Love in their midst, equal in length and breadth. On her do thou gaze with

thy mind, and sit not with dazed eyes; for she is recognized as inborn in mortal limbs; by

her they think kind thoughts and do the works of concord, calling her Joy by name and

Aphrodite. Her does no mortal man know as she whirls around amid the others; but do

thoupay heed to the undeceitful ordering ofmy discourse. For all these are equal, and oflike

age, but each has a different prerogative and its own character, and in turn they prevail

as time comes round. And besides these nothing else comes into being nor ceases to be; for

if they were continually being destroyed, they would no longer be; and what could increase

this whole, and whence could it come? And how could these things perish too, since

nothing is empty of them? Nay, there are these things alone, and running through one

another they become now this and now that andyet remain ever as they are.

425 From these things sprang all things that were and are and shall be, trees and men

and women, beasts and birds and water-bredfishes, and the long-lived gods too, most mighty
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aura yap ecrnv TaOra, 81* dAAfjAcov 5 6ovra

yfyveTou ocAAoicoTror Toaov 5ioc Kpfjais d|jief|3ei.

1 It looks as if a line had fallen out here, balancing the eiTe clause and

completing what in its present form appears an incomplete argument.

In these passages the influence of Parmenides is once again
obvious enough : certain lines in 424 could well have come from

Parmenides himself. Empedocles is in fact playing his usual part
of mediator. Taking, presumably, those opposite substances which

had been most conspicuous in earlier cosmologies, the hot, the

cold, the wet and the dry (the first pair of which were definitely

used by Anaximander, while both pairs were mentioned in

Heraclitus fr. 126), and explicitly asserting that they are eternally

distinct, he places them in the Parmenidean sphere and, by merely

mixing and reshuffling them, accounts for birth, death, change and

all physical phenomena. As he is at pains to point out, his elements

do not, either in nature or behaviour, break any of the Parmeni-

dean canons. He has already effectively restored, by a mere

revision of pre-Parmenidean ideas, plurality and diversity; he is

about to restore, by the introduction of his two motive forces,

motion, change and time. In fact the only Parmenidean tenet that

he has sacrificed is that which Parmenides himself had valued

most of all, his monism. That gone, the rest follows without

further infringement.

The elements, Empedocles says in both 424 and 425, comprise
the whole of material reality: 'there are these alone.' Simplicius

would seem therefore to be fully justified in the following comment
on Empedocles:

426 Simplicius Phys. 25, 21 (DK3IA28) ofrros 8 TOC pev

acouorriKoc crroixeloc TTOIHI Thrapa, m/p xod dpcc ml uScop xal yfjv,

diSia nev OVTOC, 7rAr|0ei Si xal 6AiyoTT]Ti peTapdAAovTcc Kara TTJV

ovyKpicnv KOCI 5ic5cKpiaiv, TCC$ 6e KUpicos ocpX&S> ^9* &v KiveiTai ToOra,

OtAfav KCCI NetKo$. Set yap SiocreAetv vccAAa Kivouneva T& oroixeloc,

in their prerogatives. For there are these things alone, and running through one another

they assume many a shape: so much change does mixing effect.

426 He makes the material elements four in number, fire, air, water and earth, all

eternal, but changing in bulk and scarcity through mixture and separation; but his real

first principles, which impart motion to these, are Love and Strife. The elements are
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|jiv OTTO T% OiAias auyKpiv6iJiEvcc, Troii 8e OTTO TOU Neixous Sicc-

Kpiv6|Jievcr coore xal i elvoci KOCT' oa!rr6v ras &PX&S-

Empedocles was certainly feeling his way towards the distinction

here drawn between the material and the efficient cause. Love, he

explicitly says, is the same as Aphrodite, which we recognize in

ourselves but not in the universe. He is in fact drawing, and

literally believing in, the analogy between the universe as a whole

and man. Love and Strife are not, therefore, mere mechanical

forces disguised under mythical or allegorical names. Empedocles

believes, as the analogy shows, that sexual love and cosmic Love

arc one and the same self-existent external force which acts upon
the person or the thing that loves. 1 At the same time he is still

unable to imagine any form of existence other than spatial exten-

sion, and in consequence his Love and Strife are still represented

(in 424, 11. 19-20) as if they too were material.2 We have seen

earlier (pp. 302 ff.) how gradual was the advance towards the

apprehension of the abstract. Empedocles here takes another step

in that direction. We shall see, on pp. 374 f., how Anaxagoras
takes yet another. But it was not until Plato elaborated his theory
of Ideas that the goal was eventually reached.

1 Aristotle in his comments on Empedocles goes further than this and says

that Love and Strife have a moral character. Cf. 4^7 Aristotle Met. A 4,

985 a4 (DK.3I A 39) el yap TIS dKoAovOolt) Kal Aaupdvoi irp6s Tfjv Sidvoiav

Kal \ri\ Trpos a yeAAfseTai Ayoov 'EuTreSoKAfjs, euprjcrei TI^V nv (DiAfav

aMav oOaav TCOV dyadcov, T S NEIKOS TOOV KOCKCOV* GOCTT* et TIS <poc(ri

Tpdirov Tivoc xal Ayeiv Kal irpcoTov Aeyeiv TO KaK6v Kal T6 ocyaBov dpx&s
'EpnreSoKAIa, Tax* av Ayoi KaAcos. . . .Aristotle may be right: there is little

doubt that Empedocles was to some extent influenced by the moral

dualism of the Pythagoreans.
2 Gf. 428 Aristotle Met. A 9, io75b i dTdmos 8 Kal 'EirrreBoKAfjs' TI^V yap
OtAfav Trote! T6 dya66v, axhri 6* dpx^ Kal obs KivoOaa (auvdyet yap) Kal

continually subject to an alternate change, at one time mixed together by Love, at another

separated by Strife; so that the first principles are, by his account, six in number.

427 For ifwe were tofollow out the view ofEmpedocles, and interpret it according to its

meaning and not to its lisping expression, we should find that Love is the cause of good

things, and Strife of bad. Therefore, if we said that Empedocles in a sense both mentions,

and is the first to mention, the bad and the good as principles, we should perhaps be

right ____ (After Ross)

428 Empedocles also has a paradoxical view; for he identifies the good with Love. But

this is a principle both as mover (for it brings things together) and as matter (for it ispart

of the mixture). (Trans. Ross)
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<b$ OArj n6piov ydcp TOO nfynocros. Note that in this passage also, as in 427,
Love is credited with a moral character though in both cases this may
be only Aristotle's own interpretation.

DISRUPTION OF THE SPHERE

429 Aristotle Met. B 4, i ooo b 1 2 xcd apcc 8e auTffe Tfjs peTa(3oAf)s

aiTiov ouOev Aeyei aAA* f| OTI ourco$ -rrfepuKev

(Fr. 30) dcAA' OTE 8fi (Jisya NeiKos vl neAeeaaiv

e!s Tiroes T' avopouae reAeioiaevoio

6s a9iv auoi|3a!os TrAoaios Trap* eAf|Aarai opKou*

cos ocvayKcaov pev 6v iJieTa(3ocAAeiv.

430 Simplicius Phys. 1184, 2 dcp^a^vou 8g irAAiv TOU NEIKOUS

iTTiKpocrelv TdTe TrdAiv KivqcTis ev T<X> Z9aipco yiveTar

(Fr. 31) TTCCVTCC yap t&ir}$ TreAepijeTo yuia Oeoio.

These two brief fragments are all that survive of Empedocles'

description of the disruption of the Sphere. At that stage in the

cosmic cycle when the rule of Love was complete, Strife was

evidently altogether excluded from the Sphere. Indeed one short

fragment may well, in its context, have said exactly that :

431 Fr. 2 7 a, Plutarch Maxime cum prim. 2, 7770
ou ordcris ouSe TE Sfjpis avaiai|Jios V laeAseaaiv.

When we come to the opposite polar stage in the cycle, we shall

find Empedocles, in his description of the disruption of the rule of

Strife, saying that
*

a soft, immortal stream of blameless Love kept

running in' (sec 464). Presumably, therefore, the reverse process
has been taking place in the Sphere : Strife, at one stage completely

excluded, has been flowing back into the Sphere until it attains a

sufficient proportion to assert itself. When that happens, motion

begins, and cosmogony, in the normal sense, is initiated. But, as

Aristotle complains in 429, what higher power it is that determines

'by a mighty oath' the timing of the alternations in the cosmic

429 And at the same time Empedocles mentions no cause of the change itself, except that

things are so by nature. 'But when Strife waxed great in the limbs, and sprang to his

prerogatives as the time wasfulfilled which isfixedfor them in turn by a broad oath
'

this

implies that change was necessary. (After Ross)

430 But when Strife began once more to prevail, then there is again motion in the Sphere;

'for all the god's limbs in turn began to quake.
9

431 There is no discord nor unseemly rivalry in his limbs.
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cycle is very far from clear. It might conceivably be maintained

that Love and Strife had themselves sworn the oath; but it seems

much more likely that Empedocles is here guilty of an undetected

confusion, at one moment asserting that the four elements and

Love and Strife are alone ultimate, at another suggesting that even

for them there are laws laid down which they cannot infringe.

COSMOGONY

(i)
The first stages

432 Fr. 38, Clement Strom, v, 48, 3

el 6* cxye TOI Aco TrpcoQ' t^lov ApX^Tt
e cov 8fjA' lyvovTo T& vuv eaopcouev airavTa,

yaid TE Kal TTOVTOS TroAuKujjiGov 1)8* uypos dnp
Trrdcv fjS* alOf]p o^iyycov Trepi xOxAov onrravTa.

433 Actius n, 6, 3 'EpiTreSoKAfjs TOV piev a!8pa irpcoTov 8ia-

i, 8eOrepov S TO Trup, ecp* <5b rnv yfjv, l^ fjs oyav Trepi^iyyo-

Tfjs Trepi9Opas dvapAuaai TO 08cop* j ou 0uiaia8fjvai

TOV depa, xal yeveaOai TOV |Jiev oupavov ex TOU alOepos, TOV 56

f]Aiov ex TOU Trupos, TriAr|6f)vat 8e SK TCOV aAAcov TCC irepiyeia.

434 [Plutarch] Strom, ap. Eusebium P.E. i, 8, 10 (DK3IA3O)
6 'AxpoyavTivos ... IK TrpcoTr|S 9Ticjl T% TCOV CTTOixeicov

daroKpiO^VTa TOV ocpa -irepixvOilvai xOxAcp* iJieTa 5e TOV

depa TO m)p exSpa^Jiov Kal OUK xov ^T^pav xc^Pocv wco eKTp^xeiv

UTTO TOU irepl TOV &pcc irdyou. elvai 5k KUKAco irepi TI^V yf^v 9eponevcc

80o f||Jiia9aipia TO ^v Koc66Aou -nvpos, T6 8fe PIKTOV i d^pos Kal

6Aiyou nvpos, oirep oieTai TT^V vviKTa elvai. TT]V 8^ dpxTiv TTJS

Kivf|aecos au|j(3fivai diro TOU TeTUxrjK^vai Kord <TI> T6v dOpoiapov
TOU mrpos.

432 Come, I shall tell theefirst of the surf, and whence became manifest all the things

we now behold9 the earth and the billowing sea, the damp air and the Titan aither who

fastens his circle around all things.

433 Empedocles holds that aither was thefirst to be separated off, nextfire, and after that

earth. From the earth, as it was excessively constricted by theforce of the rotation, sprang

water. From water air came by evaporation. The heavens arose from the aither, the sun

from the fire, while terrestrial things were compressedfrom the other elements.

434 Empedocles ofAcragas . . . holds that the air that was separated offfrom the original

mixture of the elementsflowed around in a circle; and after the airfire ran outwards and,

having nowhere else to go, ran upwards under the solidifiedperiphery around the air. There

are, he says, two hemispheres revolving round the earth, one consisting entirely offire, the

other ofa mixture of air with a littlefire; this latter he supposes to be night. Their motion

arisesfrom thefact that the accumulation offire in one region gives it preponderance there.
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In these passages we see the earliest stages of cosmogony. Air,
1

being the first of the elements to be separated out of the sphere,
took up a position surrounding the world, and evidently (to judge
from 434) its outermost margin solidified to form the firmament.

When, however, fire followed air upwards, it seems to have dis-

placed the air enclosed in the upper half of this solid firmament,
and the air thereupon sank, taking a little fire with it, into the

lower half. Two hemispheres are thus formed inside the firmament,
the diurnal and the nocturnal, and when the concentration of fire

in the upper hemisphere somehow2 so upsets the balance of the

sphere as to start a circular motion, the result is the alternation of

day and night.

1
433 is one of several passages which suggest that Empedocles sometimes

called air
*
aither ', though the two were normally regarded as distinct.

Admittedly in 432
*

aither' must stand for fire; but equally clearly in

453 (11- 5) 7> l & and 24) it represents air.

2 Why a concentration of a light element, Fire, in the upper hemisphere
should start a circular motion is altogether obscure; but the evidence

strongly suggests that Empedocles thought it did.

(ii) The heavenly bodies

435 [Plutarch] Strom, ap. Eusebium P.E. i, 8, 10 (DK3IA3O)
(continuing 434) 6 8 fjAios TT^V 9ucnv OUK eon m/p, ccAAcc TOU

mrpos dcvTav6n<Aacn$ opoia TTJ 69* uSaTo$ yivo^evrj. aeAr}vr|v S

cpriaiv auoTf]vai xaO' eaurfjv SK TOU daroAr^OevTOs ccepos OTTO TOU

7rup6$. TOUTOV yap Trocyf^vai KaOoarEp xai TT\V x^a3av T fe

900$ aCmiv exeiv OTTO TOU f)Aiou. Gf. Aetius n, 20, 13 (DK3I A 56).

436 Aetius n, 13, 2 'EimeSoKAfft irupiva (sc.
elvai TOC acrrpcc) ex

TOU TTUpcbSous, oirep 6 af]p ev aurc> irepiexcov s^aveOAivye KCCTCC TT^V

TTpCOTT]V Sl&KplCTlV.

437 Aetius n, 13, n 'EnireBoxAfis TOUS |aev ocirAaveis

TCO xpuaTdAAcp, TOUS 84 TrAavr|Tas dveiaQai.

435 The sun is not in its nature fire, but rather a reflexion offire like that which comes

from water. The moon, he says, was composed ofair that had been shut in byfire; this air

was solidified, like hail. The moon gets its lightfrom the sun.

436 Empedocles says that the stars are made offire, composed of the fiery element which

the air originally contained but squeezed out at thefirst separation.

437 Empedocles says that the fixed stars were attached to the ice (i.e. the frozen

periphery), while the planets were unattached.
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438 Fr. 42, Plutarch defac. in orbe lun. 16, 9290

<5nreaT6yaav 6s 01 auycc$,

lor' av IT) KocOvTrepOev,
1
oaTeaKvtycoae 8

Tocraov oaov T' eupos yAauKcoTriSos ITTAETO

439 Aristotle de caelo 613, 295 a 13 816 8f) KOCI TTJV yfjv TTCCVTES

oaoi T6v oupavov yevvcoaiv iirl T6 HECTOV ciuveAOeTv 9acriv. OTI SE

jjivei, 3T)ToOai TTJV arrlav Kai Ayov<riv ot uv TOUTOV TOV Tpotrov, OTI

TO TrAccTos Kal TO la^yeOos oxrrffc aiTiov, oi 8' coorrep 'EjjnreBoKAfjs TT\V

TOU oupavoO 9opav KOxAco TrepiQeoucrav xal OOCTTOV 96po[a^vr|v TTJV

TTJS yrjs 9opocv KcoAusiv KaOA-rrep T6 ev TOIS xu66ois OBcop* Kal yap
TOUTO KUKAco TOU KuocQou 9epo^evou TroAAAKis KOCTCO ToO xocAKou yiv6-

laevov 6|Jicos ou 96p6Tai KOTCJO TTE9UKos 9^peaOai Sid TT^V aOr'nv aiTiav.

1 The text of this fr. is corrupt. The above version is Diels* conjecture for

the ms. dTTEciKeOaae . . . eare oclav KaOuirepOev.

1'hesc passages contain the most notable of Empcdocles' astro-

nomical theories. The statement in 435 that the sun is not itself

fire but a reflexion of fire involves a difficulty. Aetius tells us

(n, 20, 13, DK3IA56) that the fire reflected by the sun is that

which, according to 434, is concentrated in the diurnal hemi-

sphere; but in that case its reflexion cannot be in the opposite

hemisphere, because that is the nocturnal. A possible solution

seems to be that suggested by Burnet (EGP^K) that 'the light of

the fiery hemisphere is reflected by the earth on to the fiery hemi-

sphere itself in one concentrated flash'. 1
Empedocles knew, as 435

goes on to tell us, that the moon shines by reflected light. His

complicated view of the nature of the sun looks like a curious

application of the same theory.

1 Cf. Plut. de Pyth. or. 1 2,400 B (DK 313 44) , which supports this interpreta-

tion. Against it, however, is the suggestion in the same passage of Aetius

(n, 20, 13) that the sun is a solid object (KpucrraAAoi5i
(

|Sj 'crystalline') in

the fiery hemisphere which carries it round (but cf. n. i on p. 1 56) .

438 But she kept off the sun's rays, so long as it was passing over above her, and cast a

shadow over as much of the earth as was the breadth of the pale-faced moon.

439 All those who generate the heavens hold that it was for this reason that the earth

came together to the centre. They then seek a reasonfor its staying there; and some say, in

the manner explained, that the reason is its size andflatness, others, like Empedocles, that

the motion of the heavens, moving about it at a higher speed, prevents movement of the

earth, as the water in a cup, when the cup is given a circular motion, though it is often

underneath the bronze, isfor this same reason preventedfrom moving with the downward

movement which is natural to it. (After Stocks)
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For the rest these passages are straightforward enough. 438
shows that Empedocles knew also the true cause of eclipses, while

439 is one of the few reliable passages affording evidence of simple

argument from observation on the part of the Presocratic physicists

(cf. p. 149 n., and p. 341, 453 and comment).

(iii) Organic compounds

440 Fr. 96, Simplicius Phys. 300, 2 1

f) 8e x&bv Tnipos ev euorepvois ypavoiai
TOO 6\io TCOV OKTCO pepecov Aocxe Nf|ori5o$ cuyArjs,

Teaaocpcc 8* 'H9octaroio* TOC 5* oorea Aeuxa yevovro
c

ApiK>virj$ KoAArjcnv dpr^pOTa OeorrecjiriOev.

441 Fr. 98, Simplicius Phys. 32, 6

f) 8e x^&v TOUTOiatv Tarj ovv&upcre jjiaAiara,

'htyaiaTcp T* 6jji|3pcp TC Kal aiOepi iraiJUpavocovTi,

KuTtpi5os op^iaOeTcra TeAeiois ev AiiJievecraiv,

SIT* oAiyov IJIEI^COV SITS TrAeovsaatv eAciacrcov*

6K TCOV alpa T6 yevTO Kal aAAris ei5ea crapKog.

These two fragments show that Empedocles was concerned (as

indeed he had to be, in order to explain how composite organisms
could come into existence from a mixture of the four elements)
not only with the elements themselves and the complete objects

which they ultimately formed, but also with such intermediate

substances (the proximate materials of the complete objects) as

bone and flesh. He seems to have been the first of the Presocratic

philosophers to pay much attention to such compounds; but,

essential as they are in his cosmogony, they still did not apparently

figure so prominently in Empedocles as they did in Anaxagoras

(see pp. 378 ff.). The exact proportions in which these substances

are compounded reveal the influence of Pythagoreanism on

Empedocles. We shall see later (pp. 351 ff.) that this is by no means

the only manifestation of that influence.

440 The kindly earth received in its broadfunnels two parts ofgleaming Nestis out of
the eight, andfour of Hephaestus; and there arose white bones divinely fitted together by

the bonds of Harmony.

441 And the earth came together with these in almost equal proportions, with Hephaestus9

with moisture and with brilliant aither, and so it anchored in the perfect harbours of

Kupris, either a little more of it or less of it with more of the others. From these did blood

arise, and theforms offlesh besides.
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FOUR STAGES OF EVOLUTION

At this point we meet a further complication in Empedocles'

physical system. Not only is there, as we have already seen

(pp. 326 f.), a cosmic cycle of two polar and two transitional

stages, but also, in each of the latter, there are evidently two

distinct stages in the evolution of living things. The four stages to-

gether seem to be accurately summarized in the following passage :

442 Aetius v, 19, 5 (DK.3IA72) 'Ejjrrre8oi<Afj$ TOC$ irpcoTa$

yev&ieis TCOV jcpcov KOCI 9urcov jjir|8a|ju:os oAoKAfjpous yeveaOcci,

<5cov|Ji9ucTi BE TOIS popiois 8ie;$euy|jiva$, TCCS SE Seurepas OUJJ^VOIJIEVCOV

TOOV jJEpcov l8coAo90cvis, TOCS SE Tpnras TCOV 6Ao9ucov, TOCS 8

TET<5cpTocs OUKTI &K TCOV 6|JioioiJipcov [Dials, ojjtoicov mss.] olov EK yffo

Kai (/Soros, dAAa 81' dAAf|Acov f|Sr|, TO!$ MEV TTUKvcoOEiaTis [TOIS 8t

Kal Tots jcoois] Tfls TpO9fjs, TOIS S Kai T^S U|jiop9ias TCOV yuvaiKcov

lrrepE0icJii6v TOU crriEpiJiaTiKoO Kivrmaros jjnroir|<T<5c<jr|s* TCOV BE jcocov

irdvTCOv TOC yEvrj SiocKpiOfjvai 8id TOCS TTOIOCS xpaaEis ....

With the aid of this passage it is possible to allocate to the appro-

priate stage of evolution most of the fragments of Empedocles that

are concerned with the generation of living things. It will be best

to describe the first three ofthe four stages before considering which

two belong to the phase in the cosmic cycle now under discussion

and which to the transition from the rule of Strife back to the rule

of Love.

Stage i : disunited limbs

443 Fr. 57, Aristotle de caelo fa, 300b 30 (1. i) and Simplicius
de caelo 587, i

(11. 2-3)

f) TToAAocl jjv Kopaoci ccvccuxevES SpAAorricrav,

8* ^rrAajovTO (3paxiovs uvi8s &|Jicov,

T' ol* ETrAavaro TTEVTITEUOVTCC HETCOTTCOV.

442 Empedocles held that the first generations of animals and plants were not complete

but consisted of separate limbs not joined together; the second, arisingfrom the joining of
these limbs, were like creatures in dreams; the third was the generation of whole-natured

forms; and the fourth arose no longerfrom the homoeomerous substances such as earth or

water, but by generation, in some cases as the result of the condensation of their nourish"

merit, in others because feminine beauty excited the sexual urge; and the various species

of animals were distinguished by the quality of the mixture in them ....

443 Here sprang up many faces without necks, arms wandered without shoulders,

unattached, and eyes strayed alone, in need offoreheads.
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This fragment clearly describes the first of the four stages described

by Aetius in 442. At this stage, according to the brief and

incomplete fr. 58, 'solitary limbs wandered about seeking for

union 5

. The next stage therefore shows them having achieved, if

at random, the union they were seeking.

Stage 2: monsters and deformities

444 Fr. 59, Simplicius de caelo 587, 20

ourdp 7rel KOTOC iMgov enioyeTO Saipovi Saincov

ToOrOC T (JUJJITriTTTeCJKOV, OTTTj OUV6KUpC7V EKCCOTCC,

aAAa TE Trpos TOI$ iroAAoc Snivexfj l^eyevovro.

445 Fr. 60, Plutarch adv. Colot. 28, 11238

446 Fr. 61, Aelian Nat. anim. xvi, 29

TToAAd nev oc^nrpocrcoiTa Kai d^iorepva 9ue<r6cu,

dvSpoiTpcppa, TCC 8* eu-rraAiv E^avcniAAeiv

(iouKpavoc, nE^Eiy^va TTJ HEV air' dvBpcov

TTJ 8^ yuvaiKO9ufj aKiepois [aTeipois Diels] f)<JKTi|Ji^va yuioi$.

These fragments describe vividly enough Aetius' second stage,

a period of monsters and deformities. We learn also from the

following passage that at this stage in evolution, as presumably at

each of the others too, those creatures that were accidentally fitted

to survive did so, while the rest perished :

447 Aristotle Phys. B8, ig8b29 OTTOU pv oOv cnravTcc ovv6J3ri

obcnrep KOCV el evexcc TOU eyiveTO, TOUTa jji^v earcb0T] diro TOU ocuro-

ladrou auciTcivTa TTiTT|86icos* oacc 8e jaf] ourcos, dircbAeTO xal

criT6AAvrrai, KaOd-rrep 'EiaTreSoKAfjs Aeyei TOC
e

(3ouyvfj dv8po-

TTpcopa'.

444 But as one divine element mingledfurther with another, these thingsfell together as

each chanced to meet other, and many other things besides these were constantly resulting.

445 . . . with rolling gait and countless hands ....

446 Many creatures were born with faces and breasts on both sides, man-faced ox-

progeny, while others again sprang forth as ox-headed offspring of man, creatures com-

pounded partly of male, partly of the nature offemale, andfitted with shadowy [or sterile

Diels] parts.

447 Wherever, then, everything turned out as it would have if it were happening for a

purpose, there the creatures survived, being accidentally compounded in a suitable way; but

where this did not happen, the creatures perished and are perishing still, as Empedocles says

of his
'

man-faced ox-progeny '.
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On the ground that he combined belief in evolution with this

theory of the survival of the fittest, Empedocles has sometimes

been extravagantly claimed to have anticipated Darwin (cf. also

on Anaximander, p. 142).

Stage 3:
c

whole-naturedforms
9

448 Fr. 62, Simplicius Phys. 381, 31

vOv 5* <3y', OTTCOS <5cv8pcov TE TroAuKAocurcov TE yuvcciKcov

EVVUX'OUS 6pTrr|Kas dvriyaye Kpivojaevov m)p,
TcovSg xAu'* ou yap nOOos drr6(JKOTro$ ou5* dcSarmcov.

IJIEV TrpooTcc TUTTOI

08ocr6s TE Kal ei'8eo$ alaav

TOV$ HEV m)p dcvETTEimE OeAov Trpo$ 6{jioiov !K6cr0ai,

ours TI TTCO jjieAecov eparov Sejjias 6|Ji9aivovTas

OUT* Evoirfjv olov T' E-mxcbpiov otv6pc5cCTi yuiov.

This third stage, the stage of 'whole-natured forms' without

distinction of sex, may possibly have been the origin of the theory

put into the mouth of Aristophanes in Plato's Symposium.
1 These

*

wholc-natured forms
'

are the outcome of the tendency of fire
*

to

join its like
5

; and that tendency in turn is the outcome of the

influence of Strife, the function ofwhich, as we shall see, is to break

up the uniform mixture of the elements, the work of Love, into

four separate masses. As the process of separation continues, the

sexes are eventually distinguished and we reach the last of Aetius'

four stages.

1
Widely different interpretations are, however, possible. Simplicius, for

instance, thinks that a
* whole-natured form* has no distinct parts at all,

while Aristotle regards it as merely a form of seed.

Where Stages 1-3 belong

449 Aristotle de caelo fs, 300b 25 ETI SE TOCTOUTOV EmxvEpoiT*

&V TIS, TTOTEpOV 8UVOCTOV f| OUX ^v T
'

fy KlVOU|JlVa OnrOCKTGOS Kal

HEiyvuaOcci TOICCUTCCS |a{ei$ ivta E <x>v OVVIOTOCTOCI TOC KCCTOC 90crtv

448 Come now, hear how the fire, as it was separated, caused to spring up the night-

born scions of men and of tearful women; for this is a tale that is neither irrelevant nor

uninformed. First sprang upfrom the earth whole-naturedforms, having a share of both

water and fire; these the fire sent forth, desiring to reach its like, showing forth as yet

neither the lovelyform of the limbs, nor the voice nor the organ proper to men.

449 There is a further question, too, which might be asked. Is it possible or impossible

that bodies in unordered movement should combine in some cases into combinations like
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arcbuara. Aeyco 6
s

olov 6oTa xat crocpKccs, KoGcnrep

9T|cn yiveaQoci eirl TTJS OiXoTT|Tos* Aeyei yap (cf. 443)

KOpcrai dvaOxeves epAoccmicyav'.

450 Aristotle de anima F6, 430 a 29 . . .KccOcnrrep
'

e

f) TtoAAcov \&v Kopcjca ccvauxeves epAdarricrav', eireiTa

TT) OlAfa ____

451 Aristotle de gen. et con. 87, 334 a 5 aua 6e xai TOV

6|aoico$ exetv 9t|cjlv em TE TOU NeiKous vOv xai TrpOTepov errl TTJS

The question of which evolutionary stages belong to which phase
in the cosmic cycle has been much debated. But these passages
leave little room for doubt. It is clear from 449 that the first stage

belongs to the period when Love is gaining ascendancy;
1 and

since the second stage follows immediately upon the first, that too

must obviously belong there. On the other hand 451, and

especially the word vOv,
c

now', shows that the present state of the

world belongs to the other transitional phase, when Strife is

gaining upon Love. That leaves only the third stage; and as that

third stage is, as we have just seen, only the prelude to the present,

the pattern is complete. The third and fourth stages belong, in that

order, to the phase of the cycle that we are now considering, the

progressive disruption of the Sphere by Strife; and the fourth stage

is that which the actual world has now reached. The first and

second stages, on the other hand, belong to the last phase in the

cosmic cycle, which is yet to be discussed (pp. 346 ff.).

1 That Aristotle's phrase irl TTJS OtAoTr|TO$ (or (DtAfocs) refers, not to the

rule of Love, but to the period when Love is again gaining ascendancy is

clear from (among other considerations) the following passage:

Simplicius de caelo 587, 24 (DK3IB59) iirl Tfjs OiAoTiyros . . .

| TTJS OiAoTf|Tos, dAA
1

6s neAAouoris eTTiKpocrelv.

those of which bodies ofnature's composing are composed, such,Ijnean, as bones andflesh?
Tet this is what Empedocles asserts to have occurred under Love.

'

Many a head\ says he,
6

came to birth without a neck.
9

450 . . . as Empedocles said that
'
where heads of many creatures came to birth without

necks
9

, they are then put together by Love ....

451 At the same time he asserts that the world is in the same state now in the period of

Strife as it was earlier in that of Love.

452 By
'

in the period ofLove
'

he means, not when Love was already in control, but when

it was going to be.
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Stage 4: the present world

Since the world as we know it belongs to the fourth and last of the

evolutionary stages of 442, it is here that the relatively numerous

fragments belong that are concerned with such specialized

sciences as botany, embryology and physiology. In each of these

Empedocles made important contributions to Greek thought.
A number of brief fragments (77-81) concerned with botany a

subject to which Empedocles seems to have been the first Greek to

pay much attention are supplemented by a fairly detailed

summary by Actius (v, 26, 4, DK3iA7o). Plants, Empedocles

maintained, were the first living things to appear, being, like the

'whole-natured forms' of 448, temporary combinations of fire

moving upwards from beneath the earth to join its like in the

firmament, and earth moving downwards under the same impulse.

Again like the 'whole-natured forms', plants are not yet sexually

differentiated, but, combining the two sexes in one, reproduce
themselves by bearing 'eggs' (fr, 79). The fragments concerned

with embryology (63-70) are likewise very brief, but are again

supplemented by Aetius (v, 7, i
; 8, i; 10, i; n, i; 12, 2; all in

DK.3iA8i). Male children are conceived in the warmer part of

the womb (fr. 67) and contain a greater proportion of the hot than

do female. 'The substance of the child's limbs is divided' between

the parents (fr. 63), or in other words is derived from both a

view that was by no means universal in the ancient world, the

Pythagoreans, for instance, believing that it derived entirely from

the father but the child will resemble whichever of the parents
has contributed most. As for physiology, Empedocles here again
attached great importance to the principle of the attraction of like

to like; not only does it account for nutrition and growth (Aetius v,

27, i, DK3I A 7 7), but also for pleasure and pain (Aetius iv, 9, 15,

DK3i A 95). It is not possible to describe in detail all Empedocles'

biological and physiological theories that have been preserved;
from the point of view of the historian of philosophy his chief

importance lies elsewhere. But there are a few special topics

falling under this general heading that are sufficiently notable to

merit inclusion.
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(a) Respiration

453 Fr. ioo, Aristotle de respiratione 7, 473 b 9
cJbSe 6' dcvoarvEi TTCCVTOC KCCI EKTTVEI* Ttaai

aocpKcov ovpiyyes TTUJJIOCTOV KOCTOC oxonoc TETCCVTOCI,

KCCI cJ9iv ETT! OTOJJIIOIS mnavais TTpr|VTcxi aAo^iv

pivcov eaxocTcc TepOpa Sia^rrepes, cbcrre 9ovov HEV

5 Ku0iv, od0pi 6' EUTropirjv 5i68oicri TET^adau
IV0EV ^TreiO' OTTOTOCV IJIEV ocTrai^rj Tepev aljjia,

cci0ip 7Tcc9Acc3cov KCCTaicrcjETcci oTSnccri jjiapyco,

eCnre 6* dcvocOpcbcTKT], iraAiv iKirveei, axrrrep oTav irats

iJiev auAou Tropd^ov STT* euei8gi yepi Oelaa

eis 08aTOS pocTTTrjcri Tepev Senas ocpyu9eoio,

oOSels ocyyoaS
1

6|jppos eapX6Tai, ocAAA [iiv eipyei

depos oyxos eacode -rreacbv eirl Tprmara TTVKVOC,

elaoK* dcTrooTeydcrri TTUKIVOV poov aurap eireiTa

15 irveuiJicxTos SAAeiTrovTOS earepxeTca aicTiuov uScop.

cos 8* ocOrcos, 66* OScop [Jiev ex"Q KOCTOC pevQsoc x
iropOiJioO xcoo"svTOS (3pOTCp xpoi ^|8e iropoio,

8
J

IKTOS ecrco AeAiriiJiEvos ojappov epvxei,

TiuAas f)0^oTo Suarixeos ocKpa Kpoavvcov,
20 eiaoKe \e\p\ |ae0rj, TOTE 8' aO rrocAiv, ejjuraAiv f\ rrpiv,

TTveujJiaTOS E^TTITTTOVTOS UTTExOfei aiaijaov OScop.

&s 8* OCUTCOS TEpsv aljjia KAa8acra6iJivov 8ioc yufcov

OTTTTOTE \\v TraAivopaov darai^EiE UUXOVE,

453 So do all things inhale and exhale: there are bloodless channels in the flesh of them

all, stretched over their bodies
9

surface, and at the mouths of these channels the outermost

surface of skin is pierced right through with many a pore, so that the blood is kept in but

an easy path is cut for the air to pass through. Then, when the fluid blood rushes away

thence, the bubbling air rushes in with violent surge; and when the blood leaps up, the air

is breathed out again, just as when a girl plays with a klepsydra of gleaming brass.

When she puts the mouth of the pipe against her shapely hand and dips it into the fluid

mass ofshining water, no liquid enters the vessel, but the bulk ofthe air within, pressing upon
thefrequent perforations, holds it back until she uncovers the dense stream; but then, as the air

yields, an equal bulk of water enters. In just the same way, when water occupies the

depths of the brazen vessel and the passage of its mouth is blocked by human hand, the air

outside, striving inwards, holds the water back, holding its surfacefirm at the gates of the

ill-sounding neck until she lets go with her hand; and then again (the reverse of what

happened before), as the breath rushes in, an equal bulk of water runs out before it. And
injust the same way, when thefluid blood surging through the limbs rushes backwards and
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cciOepos euOv/s peuucc KarepxeTcci oi'5|jiocTi OOov,

25 eCrre 6* dvadpcpcjKT) TrccAiv fecnrvfei Iciov OTTiaaco.

This celebrated passage, with its implicit proof of the corporeality

of air, is often cited, along with 439, as evidence that the Pre-

socratics in general, and Empedocles in particular, were familiar

with the experimental method of modern science. 'The rise of the

experimental method 5

writes Burnct (EGP2*j) 'dates from the

time when the medical schools began to influence the develop-
ment ofphilosophy, and accordingly we find that the first recorded

experiment of a modern type is that of Empedokles with the

klepsydra* We have his own account of this (fr. 100), and we can

see how it brought him to the verge of anticipating Harvey and

Torricelli.
5

This is ofcourse an exaggerated view. That Empedocles
made occasional use, if not of experiment, at least of simple

observation, cannot be disputed. It might easily be maintained,

however, that all he is here doing is using an isolated observation

to illustrate a theory already reached by methods far removed

from the experimental technique of modern science. And even if

the opposite view be taken, that his observation of the klepsydra was

the result of deliberate research (which it quite patently was not),

this same fragment proves conclusively that his experiments were

scarcely, as Burnet claimed, modern in character. For, as Corn-

ford replied (Principium Sapientiae 6), 'this theory could have been

tested by anyone who would sit in a bath up to his neck and

observe whether any air bubbles passed through the water into, or

out of, his chest as he breathed
5

.
2

1 The KAeyvSpcc, usually translated 'water-clock', was a metal vessel with

a narrow neck and with its base perforated, like a modern cofTee-strainer,

with numerous small holes. For further details of experiments with it see

[Aristotle] ProbL xvi, 8, 91409 (DK.59A69), which, however, is concerned

with Anaxagoras rather than Empedocles. Gf. also 498.
2 Vlastos (Gnomon 27 (1955) 73), having quoted this sentence, continues:
' But what is there in Empedocles' theory to imply that minute quantities

of air passing through water out of (or into!) one's chest would cause

bubbles? Nothing at all ; bubbles or no bubbles, the theory would survive

the bath experiment.' Even that criticism, however, whether or not it is

valid against Cornford, seems to support the present point, that Empe-
docles knew nothing of the experimental method as it is now understood.

inwards, straightway a stream of air comes in with swift surge; but when the blood leaps

up again, an equal quantity of air is again breathed back.
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(b) Sense-perception

454 Fr. 109, Aristotle Met. 64, iooob6

your) nv yap yociocv oircbTraiJiev, 08ccri 8
1

08cop,

aidspi 8' ai0pcc 8Tov, ocrocp m/pi m/p dtSrjAov,

crropynv S oropyfj, VEIKOS 6e TE VEIKEI Avypax

455 Theophrastus de sensu 7 (DK3IA86) 'EjjnTE5oKAf]$ 8 irepl

oarcjcov (sc. aiaOrjcrEcov) ojjioicos Aeyei KOCI 9r}ai TCO EVOCPJJIOTTEIV Els

TOUS Tropous TOI/S KacrTT|s aiaOdvEaOar 816 Kal ou 8uvaaOai TOC

KplVElV, OTl TCOV JJEV Up\>TpOl TTCOS, TCOV 8fi (JTEVCOTSpOl

v ^ iropoi irpos T6 ai<j9r]T6v, cos TOC IJLV oux ociTTOiJiEva

SiEurovEiv TOC S' oAcos iaEA0iv ou SuvaaQou.

Theophrastus goes on to describe in some detail, and to criticize,

Empedocles' explanation of the various senses, especially sight and

hearing. But these two passages give the essentials that apply to all

the senses alike. Perception is due to an element (here including
Love and Strife) in the body of the perceiver meeting with the

same element outside. 'All things that have come into existence',

according to fragment Sg,
1 are continually giving off effluences

;

and when these effluences are of the right size to fit into the pores
of the sense organ, then the required meeting takes place and

perception arises.*

1 See 456 Plutarch Quaest. nat. 19, 9160 aKOTrei 8f| KOCT* 'E|jrrreSoKAoc

(Fr.Bg)

yvous, OTI TTOCVTCOV doiv diroppoocf, OCTCJ' Syevovro'

ou yap SCOGOV laovov oOS 9vrrcov o05 yfjs KCCI OaA&rrris, dXXa Kal AiOcov

cnreKnv ^vSeAex^os iroAAa peupiaTa Kal xaAxou Kai ai6^pov Kal yap 90efpeTat

Kal oAcoAe TCO jbelv del TI Kal 9^pea0ai CTUVEXCO$.

454 For with earth do we see earth, with water water, with air bright air, with fire

consuming fire; with Love do we see Love, Strife with dread Strife.

455 Empedocles has the same theory about all the senses, maintaining that perception

arises when somethingfits into the passages of any of the senses. So one sense cannotjudge

the objects of another, since the passages ofsome are too wide, of others too narrow, for the

object perceived, so that some things pass straight through without making contact while

others cannot enter at all.

456 Consider the matter in Empedocles
9

words, 'knowing that there are effluences of all

things that came into being
9

. Not only animals and plants and earth and sea, but also

stones and brass and iron continuously give off many a stream; for everything is worn

away and perishesfrom the continual motion of a ceaseless flux.
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2 It is perhaps worth remarking that this explanation of sense-perception

(as also the account of respiration in 453) would appear to involve the

admission of void. It looks as if Empedocles, when he came to details, was

not always faithful to his fundamental principles.

(c) Consciousness

457 Fr. 103, Simplicius Phys. 331, 12

Tfj8e pev oOv t6TT|Ti TO)(T1$ ire9p6vr|KV firravra.

458 Fr. 105, Porphyry ap. Stobacum Anth. i, 49, 53

CCIJJLCCTOS ev TreAoyecjcn TEOpamJievrj (sc. f| xapSia) ocvri0op6vTO$,

T^I T8 vorma laaAiara KiKAfjaxeTai

afya yap avOpcinrois Trepu5cp8i6v earn

459 Thcophrastus de sensu 9 (DK3I A 86) cbcrccOTCOS 8e Ayei xal

9povf|<jeco$ Kai ccyvotas. (10) T6 Hey yocp 9povetv slvat TO!$

s, TO 8' dtyvoeiv TOIS dvoiaoiois, cbs f^ TCXUTOV f^ TrapcxTrXricriov

6v TTJ atcrOfiaei TTJV 9p6vncnv. Siapidn-naAiJievos yap obs excccr-rov

eK<5c<JTCp yvcopijoiJiev, errl T^Aei TrpooiOrjKev cbs

(Fr. 107) 6K TOUTCOV (ydp) TTcivTa TTETTfiyaaiv dcpjjioaO^vTa

Kai TOUTOIS 9povEouai xal f]8ovT* f|8' cxvicovTai.

8to xal TCO canaii lacxAicrra 9poveiv ev ToOrco yap naAiora KEKpaaOai

[icrri] TOC aroixeia TOOV iJtepcov.

These passages, which follow naturally upon Empedocles' theory
of sense-perception, are of central importance for the interpreta-

tion of his system as a whole. Everything, according to 457 (which
is expanded by Actius iv, 5, 12, DK3iAg6), has a share of

thought, which in man, according to 458, resides chiefly in the

blood around the heart. But blood, as we saw in 441, is, like all

the other constituents of the body, a merely temporary combina-

tion of the four elements; indeed it is just because the four elements

are most evenly proportioned in the blood, and blood is therefore

457 So by the will of Fortune all things possess thought.

458 . . . ( The heart) dwelling in the sea of blood which surges back andforth, where

especially is what is called thought by men; for the blood around men's hearts is their

thought.

459 And he has the same theory about wisdom and ignorance. Wisdom is of like by like,

ignorance of unlike by unlike, wisdom being either identical with or closely akin to percep-

tion. For having enumerated how we know each thing by its equivalent, he added at the

end that
(

out of these things are all things fitted together and constructed, and by these do

they think andfeel pleasure or pain\ So it is especially with the blood that they think; for
in the blood above all other parts the elements are blended.
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equally perceptive of all four elements outside, that it is the chief

seat of perception. It seems inevitably to follow that both per-

ception and thought (which, if not identical, are at any rate, as

459 says, very closely related) arc as temporary as the physical

compound on which they depend. Where, then, is there room in

Empedocles' physical poem for the immortal soul that is the very
basis of the Purifications? That is a question that must eventually
be discussed (pp. 357 ff.). Meanwhile, however, the last two

phases in the cosmic cycle, the rule of Strife and the reverse

cosmogony, remain to be described.

THE RULE OF STRIFE

460 Fr. 26, 11. 3-7, Simplicius Phys. 33, 21 (cf. 418)

aura yocp Ecrnv TCCI/TOC, Si' dAAfjAcov S OEOVTCC

yiyvovT* avOpcoTTOi TE KCU aAAcov eOveoc Orjpcov

aAAoTE iaJv cJnAoTTjTi ovvepxopev' els eva Koajjiov,

ocAAoTS 8* aO 8ix* IKCCOTCC 9opoupeva Nskeos ex^ei*

Eia6KEv ev arup9UVTcc TO TTCCV CmivEpOE yEvriTai.

461 Aristotle Met. A 4, g85a23 (DK3IA37) iroAAaxoO yoOv

cp (sc. Empedocles) f) |a^v OiAia Siocxpivsi TO 8e NeiKos ovyxpivei.

v yap ei$ TOC oroixstoc SiicnrTiTai TO Ttav OTTO TOU NE(KOUS,

TOTE TO TTUp EIS EV OVyKplVETCCl Kal TCOV SAACOV OTOIXEICOV EKCCOTOV

OTOCV 8^ TTccAiv OTTO Tfjs OiAias auvicoaiv Ets TO iv, dvcxyxaTov i%

SKOCOTOV TOC jaopia 8iocKpivcr0ai iraAiv.

If Empedocles ever described the rule of Strife in detail, the

description has not survived; the only references to it in extant

fragments are those in 418 and 460. The omission, however, is

sufficiently repaired by 461. Whereas during the rule of Love the

four elements were so evenly mixed that the whole sphere pre-

sented no perceptible qualities whatever, during the rule of Strife

they are completely separated one from the other into four homo-

geneous masses. Even if Empedocles himself gave no detailed

460 There are these alone, but running through one another they become men and the

tribes of beasts, at one time coming together through Love into one order, at another each

borne apartfrom the others by the enmity of Strife, till they have grown into one and are

utterly subdued.

461 At least on many occasions he makes Love segregate things and Strife aggregate them.

For when the universe is dissolved into its elements by Strife,fire is aggregated into one, and

so is each of the other elements; but when again under the influence of Love they come

together into one, the parts must again be segregated out of each element. (After Ross)
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description of the rule of Strife, it is perhaps legitimate to imagine
four concentric spheres, with (to judge from two isolated hints

from Aristotle1
)
the lighter elements, fire and air, outside, and the

heavier, earth and water, nearer to the centre. And in that case

(to judge this time from the opposite polar stage, the rule of Love,
in which Strife is altogether excluded from the Sphere) Love would
now be excluded, while Strife presumably pervaded each of the

four separated elements (but see the next section).

1
(i) 462 Ar. de gen. et corr. B6, 334ai (DK^iB^) SiEKpive HEV yap T6

NeiKO$, fivExOr| 5* avco 6 alOfjp oOx OTTO TOU Nefxous, dAA" 6ii pev 9T|(7tv

c&orrep dird T^XTIS

(fr. 53) OUTGO ydp cjuvEKvpcTE OECOV TOTE, TroAAdxi 8* dAAcos

6Te 8 9T)ai TT9VKvai T6 rrOp dvco ^epEaOai.

(2) 463 Ar. Phys. 64, 196 a 20 (DK3i 353) . . .'EpnreSoKAffc OUK del T6v

depot dvcoTOCTco d-rroKpivEcrOod 9rjcnv, dAA' OTTCOS &v

TRANSITION BACK TO RULE OF LOVE

464 Fr. 35, Simpl. de caelo 529, i and Physics 32, 13, and Fr. 36,

Stobaeus Anth. i, 10, 11

corrccp eycb TTocAivopcros sAeuaoiaai es iropov ujjivcov,

TOV TTp6Tepov Kocr^Ae^a, A6you Aoyov
xelvov Eirel Nemos pv evepTorrov IKETO

Sivris, fv 8^ \iiar\ OiAoTTis crrpo9<5cAiyyi

5 ev TT) 6t) rASe ircivTa cruvepxeTai ev uovov slvai,

OUK &9ap, dAAa OgAi^a auviarAiJiev' aAAoQev aAAa.

TCOV 6e ovvepxo|Jievcov e eaxocrov TOTOCTO NeTxos.
1

TroAAoc 6
s

apieiKT* 6arr|K6 Kepaiojaevoicriv evaAA6c,

6aas

ETI NeTxos spuxe jaeTocpaiov ou yap ajjiefj^ecos

10 TCOV TTOCV E^eoTrjKEV en* ?axorra TEpjJionra KUxAou,

462 For though Strife was segregating the elements, it was not by Strife that aither was

borne upwards; on the contrary, he sometimes speaks as if it happened by mere chance

'for so, at the time, it chanced to be running, though often otherwise
'

while sometimes he

says it is the nature offire to be borne upwards.

463 . . . Empedocles says that the air is not always separated into the highest region, but

as it may chance.

464 But now I shall turn back again to the channel of song that I proclaimed before,

drawing offfrom my discourse another discourse. When Strife had reached to the lowest

depth of the whirl, and Love was in the middle of the eddy, under her do all these things

come together so as to be one, not all at once, but congregating eachfrom different directions

at their will. And as they came together Strife began to move outwards to the circumference.

Yet alternating with the things that were being mixed many other things remained unmixed,

all that Strife, still aloft, retained; for notyet had it altogether retiredfrom them, blame-
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ocAAoc TCC \iiv T' vuijav laeA^cov TOC 8e T* e5e(3e(3r|Kei.

ociciov 8* cdv UTTgKTrpoOeoi, TOCTOV aiev

alvya SE OvfjT* ^puovro, TOC irpiv (JiocOov dcOocvar' elvau

15 jcopoc TE TOC Tiplv aKprjToc 8iocAA<iavTa KeAeuOous-

TCOV S T tjnayo^vcov X^IT' 0Va jjiupia OVTJTCOV,

-rravToiais i8erj<riv dpripoToc, Oocuiaa i8a9ai.

465 Aristotle de caelo f 2, 301 a 14 8K Steorcirrcov 8^ Kat KIVOUJJI^VCOV

OUK euAoyov TTOieiv Tf]v yeveaiv. 816 Kcd 'EiJiTr68oKAfis TrapaAeiirei

TT)V eirl Tf]S OiAoTT|Tos* ou yap av f)SuvaTO auoT-naai TOV oupavov
SK KexcopiaiJievcov pev KocracrKeuocjcov, auyKpiaiv 8^ TTOICOV 8ia

cDiAoTT|Ta' SK SiocKgKpijjievcov yap cruvCTTr|Kv 6 Koaijos TCOV OTOIXEI

COOT* dcvayKaiov yiva0ai E vos Kai auyKKpi|Jivou.

1 L. 7 of fr. 35 is, in the text of Simplicius, identical with 1. 16. Since fr. 36,

consisting of the solitary line that is printed above as 1. 7, fits so naturally
into the context, it seems most probable that Simplicius himself is

responsible for an error in transcription and that the fr. ran as here

printed.

Aristotle's remark in 465, that Empedocles passes over the

cosmogony of the transition to the rule of Love, is not perhaps

strictly true ; not only 464 but also, as we saw, 443 to 446 are all

concerned with this phase in the cosmic cycle. But there is no

denying that 464 is both vague in outline and obscure in detail.

What, for instance, is the SIVT], 'whirl
5

,
of 1. 4, and how did it

arise? (The 8ivr| described on p. 333 is clearly not the same as

this one.) And is its 'lowest depth', to which Strife is said in 1. 3

to have fallen, the same as 'the outermost boundaries of the circle
5

in 1. 10? It would seem that it must be so, but it is far from clear

lessly, to the outermost boundaries of the circle, but while some parts of it had goneforth,

some still remained within. And in proportion as it was ever runningforth outwards, so a

gentle immortal stream ofblameless Love was ever coming in. And straightway what before

had attained to immortality became mortal, what had been unmixed before was now mixed,

each exchanging its path. And as these things mingled, countless tribes of mortal things

were spread abroad, endowed with shapes of every kind, a wonder to behold.

465 But there is no sense in starting generation from an original state in which bodies

are separated and in movement. Hence Empedocles omits the period when Love was

gaining ascendancy; for he could not have constructed the heavens by building them up out

of bodies in separation, making them combine by the power ofLove; since our world has its

constituent elements in separation, and therefore presupposes a previous state of unity and

combination. (After Stocks)
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from Empedocles' own words. The reason for this obscurity is not

hard to guess. Empedocles, by his introduction of the cosmic

cycle, has set himself a task which might well overtax even the

most fertile imagination : he has imposed upon himself the neces-

sity of describing a cosmogony and a world that are the exact

reverse of the world we know and of the cosmogony that brought
it into being. It cannot even be said that the cosmic cycle was

unavoidable : it would surely have been a simpler undertaking to

describe the emergence from the Sphere of a world in which the

two motive forces, Love and Strife, instead of prevailing alter-

nately, reached a stable equilibrium. Why then and this is

another question of central importance for our understanding of

Empedocles' system did he introduce the cosmic cycle at all?

The answer is to be found, if at all, in the Purifications. Between the

physical poem and the Purifications there are certain remarkable

parallels of detail, on which comment will be made on pp. 349 ff.

But the most remarkable parallel of all is that between the cosmic

cycle in the physical poem and the cycle through which the soul

passes in the Purifications. It is, at the least, very probable that

it is the analogy, already encountered in Empedocles (p. 330),

between microcosm and macrocosm, man and the world, that

induced him so to complicate his cosmology with the otherwise

arbitrary cycle.

THE 'PURIFICATIONS'

The Purifications is concerned with the fall of man and with the

practices necessary for his restoration. The scheme is found else-

where in Pindar's 'Orphic' odes, and especially in the second

Olympian, written in 476 B.C. for Theron of Acragas, Empedocles'
own city. The cycle in this scheme starts from unity and peace,

falls into disorder and strife, recovers, and so begins again. It was

probably this cycle of the soul that suggested to Empedocles his

cosmic cycle. At any rate we find not only that the cosmic cycle

runs as parallel as possible to it but also that, whenever he can,

Empedocles marks the parallel with parallel phrases. The best

course will be to follow the pattern already adopted in discussing

the physical poem, and look in turn at what little evidence survives

about each phase of the soul's cycle.
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THE STATE OF PRIMAL INNOCENCE

466 Fr. 128, Porphyrius de abstinentia n, 21

o08 TI$ fjv xeivoicnv "ApT|$ 6eo$ ouSe

oOSe Zeus (3aaiAeu$ ov8e Kpovos ou8 TToaeiScov,

ccAAa Ku-rrpis paaiAeia.

TTJV 01 y' euae(3eea(Tiv ocyccAiaccatv iAAoxovTO

5 yponrrois TE ^cooiCTi iJiupoiai T6 8ai8aAe6Snois

aiJiupv'ns T' ccKpfjTOU Ouaiais Ai(3dvou TE OucoSous,

av0cov TE oTrov8a$ neAhxov piTrrovTes es o08as
*

Tocupcov T* dKpfjTOicii 9ovois ou 8eu6To

ciAAot pOaos TOUT' EOKSV sv dvOpcoTroiai

10 Oupiov (DcrroppaiaavTas eveSjjievai fjea yula.

According to Hesiod (Works and Days 109), whose word on such

subjects carried great weight, the rule of Kronos belongs to the

Golden Age at the beginning of the world. Irrespective, therefore,

of the reigns of Zeus and Poseidon (the latter of which has been

confidently but quite conjecturally (cf. chapter I, pp. 37 ff.) said

to be borrowed by Empedocles from the 'traditional' Orphic

mythology), the important point in 466 is that, even before the

reign of Kronos, Kupris reigned alone and there was no god
Ares. Now Kupris is plainly identical with Aphrodite, with

whom, in 424, the cosmic force of Love is expressly equated, while

Ares equally plainly represents Strife. The primal state of man's

innocence exactly corresponds, therefore, to the cosmic rule of

Love, when Strife is wholly excluded. Moreover, if it be true, as

most modern scholars except Bignone agree, that fr. 134 comes

from the Purifications, then the parallel between the two poems calls

for no further proof:

467 Fr. 134, Ammonius de interpretatione 249, 6 Busse

ou8e yocp dcvSpoperi K9ocArj KOTOC yuicc KeKccoTai,

ou |jiv dciral VCOTOIO 8uo KAa8oi cctaaovTai,

466 They had no god Ares nor Kudoimos, nor king eus nor Kronos nor Poseidon, but

Kupris as queen. Her did they propitiate with holy images, with paintings of living

creatures, with perfumes of variedfragrance and with sacrifice ofpure myrrh and sweet-

scentedfrankincense, casting to the ground libations ofgolden honey. Their altar was not

steeped in the pure blood of bulls, but rather was this the greatest abomination among men,

to tear out the lifefrom the goodly limbs and eat them.

467 He boasts not a human head upon his body, two branches spring not from his
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ou "rroSes, ou 0odc youv', oO uf|8eoc

ocAAa 9pfjv tepf] KCCI d0a9aTO$ eirAeTO JJUDVVOV,

9povricn Koauov cbravTa Korraiaaouaa Gorjaiv.

The close parallelism between this and the description of the

Sphere in 422 is obvious. 1 But even if Bignone is right and this

fragment actually comes, like 422, from the physical poem, it is

still perhaps worth noting that, while cosmogony is evidently a

sort of dismemberment of the Sphere by the forces of Strife,

dismemberment of living things is described at the end of 466 as

'the greatest abomination among men'.2 To emphasize the

analogy between the cosmic rule of Love and the reign of Kupris
in man's primal innocence is not, of course, to say that they are

one and the same; the point is rather that the latter may serve to

explain the obscurities of the former.

1 On such verbal parallels it is admittedly arguable that, of two uncon-

nected poems, passages from one (including this passage, which has been

said to be concerned with Apollo) were subsequently adapted to the

other. That argument, however, seems to be considerably weakened, if

not invalidated, by the parallelism of content between the two poems.
a A further indication of the parallelism is to be found in Aristotle's

description of the cosmic Sphere (at Met. 84, looob^) as eu8atnovoTonrov,
*

happiest' or 'most blessed'. It could perhaps be argued that this is

merely another trace of the Pythagorean moral dualism; but the survival

of that dualism in Empedocles supports the view that the cosmic state and

man's state are parallel.

THE PRIMAL SIN AND FALL OF MAN

468 Fr. 136, Sextus adv. math, ix, 129

ou TrccucrecTQs 9ovoio 8ucrnxeo$; OUK ecjopore

ccAAf|Aou$ SdrrrovTes ccKT|8eir|cn vooio;

469 Fr. 137, Sextus adv. math, ix, 129

8' dAAa^avTcc -mrrnp 9iAov uiov ddpa$

361 Trevx6|Jievo$ uya VTITTIOS* oi 8' drropeuvTcu

Ataaouevov 0uovTg$- 6 8' ccO vf|Kouoros 6uoKAcov

shoulders, no feet has he, no swift knees, no shaggy parts; rather is he only a holy, un-

speakable mind, darting with swift thoughts over the whole world.

468 Willye not cease from ill-sounding bloodshed? See ye not that in careless folly ye
are consuming one another?

469 Father lifts up his own dear son, his form changed, and, praying, slays him

witless fool; and the people are distracted as they sacrifice the imploring victim; and he,
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ev ueyocpoiai KOKTIV ccAeyuvaro SCUTOC.

5 cos 8* aurcos Trarep' uio$ Acov Kal nr|Tepcc mxiSe$

Oupiov drroppaiaavTe 9iAas Kara a&pKas eSouaiv.

470 Fr. 139, Porphyrius de abstinentia n, 31

oi|joi 6 T* ou TTpdadsv IJE SicoAeae vnAees ?inocp,

Trpiv cixeTAi' epycc (3opas irepl xsiAecn urjTicjoccrOai.

The second stage in the religious poem is the primal sin and the

consequent fall of man. In 'Orphic' myth this primal sin was

committed by the Titans, who dismembered and ate Dionysus in

the form of a bull
;
and similarly in Empedocles, before man's fall,

'the altar did not reek with pure bull's blood' (466, 1. 8). But

with Empedocles, as 468 and 469 suggest,
1 the primal sin seems to

have been rather bloodshed and meat-eating in general. This

primal sin evidently led to the general fall of man : the fall is

conceived as collective, and leads to the end of the rule of Kupris.
But at the same time, apparently, this did not preclude also the

particular fall of the individual soul. 470 shows in fact that the

individual soul falls through exactly the same crime as led to the

collective fall; and once the individual soul has fallen we pass to

the next stage in its cycle.

1
Although 468 and 469 do not describe the primal sin but contemporary

sin, there can be little doubt that this contemporary sin is a repetition of

the primal sin.

INCARNATION AND TRANSMIGRATION

471 Fr. 115, Hippolytus Ref. vn, 29 and Plutarch de exilio 17,

G
IOTIV 'Avocyxris xpflu ^ Qecov vpifyicrna TraAaiov,

cu6iov, TrAocreeacri KCCTeo^p-nyicTiJ^vov 6pKot$*

euTe TI$ diaTrXocKiTjcii 9ovco 9<Xa yuia nir)VT),

(veixei 0') 6s K' eiriopKov 6napTfiaa$ Tronoc7OT),

5 8aitJiove$ orre |jiaKpaicovo$ AeAaxaai (Moio,

deaf to its cries, slays it and makes ready in his halls an evilfeast. And likewise son seizes

father, and children their mother, and, tearing out the life, eat the flesh of their dear ones.

470 Alas that the pitiless day of death did not first destroy me before I contrived the

wretclwd deed of eating flesh with my lips.

471 There is an oracle of Necessity, ancient decree of the gods, eternal and sealed with

broad oaths : whenever one of those demi-gods, whose lot is long-lasting life, has sinfully

defiled his dear limbs with bloodshed, orfollowing strife has sworn afalse oath, thrice ten
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<5crr6 noi5cpcov &AccAr}a0ai,

8ia xp^vou ei8ea OVTJTCOV

dpyaAeas PIOTOIO HETaAAdaaovToc xeAeuOous.

a!0piov IJIEV ydp 0-96 ^vos Tr6vTov8e SICOKEI,

10 -rr6vTos 5' ES X0 V^S otf8a$ OCTTTTTV(J, yaicc 8' e$ ocuyas

fjcAtou 9cc6ovTO$, 6 8* alOgpos I|Ji|3aAe Sivcas*

aAAos 8* IS #AAov Sexerai, oruyeouai 5k TrdvTES.

TCOV Kal ^ycb vOv e!^l, 9uyas 0e60ev Kal dAf|TT|s,

VEIKEI paivoiJi^vcp TTICTUVOS.

472 Fr. 1 1 8, Clement Strom, ra, 14, 2

KAauaA TE xal KCOKUCJCC i8d>v ocauvf|0ea x^pov.

473 Fr. 121, Hierocles ad carmina aurea 24 and Proclus in

Cratylum p. 97 Pasquali

v6a O6vo$ re K6ros TE xai aAAcov eOvea Krjpcov

e Nocroi xal Zfiv^ies epyoc TE pEuaroc

ocv AEi^cova KOCTOC CFKOTOS f)A6JKouaiv.

The fallen soul, as is clear from 471, goes the round ofthe elements,

banished from its proper abode. We may compare the so-called

apeniautism of Hesiod's Theogony 793 ff. banishment, that is, for

a 'great year', a period the length of which varies in different

sources but in Empedocles is 30,000 seasons. It may perhaps be

that this period is, in Empedocles, the same as that of the cosmic

cycle, but there is unfortunately no evidence to substantiate the

conjecture. Empedocles, it should be noted, has no equivalent
of Hell: on the contrary, the soul, as 472 and 473 show, pays
the penalty for its sin in this world a world, as other frag-

ments prove, of opposites;
1 and its objective throughout its suc-

cessive incarnations is, as we shall see in the next section, to

thousand seasons does he wanderfarfrom the blessed, being born throughout that time in

theforms of all manner of mortal things and changing one baleful path of lifefor another.

The might of the air pursues him into the sea, the sea spews him forth on to the dry land,

the earth casts him into the rays of the burning sun, and the sun into the eddies of air. One

takes him from the other, but all like abhor him. Of these I too am now one, a fugitive

from the gods and a wanderer, who put my trust in raving strife.

472 / wept and wailed when I saw the unfamiliar place.

473 . . .ajoyless place, where Bloodshed and Wrath, and tribes of Fates too, withering

Plagues and Corruptions and Deluges roam in the darkness over the field of Doom.
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escape again from the wheel of birth back to the state of bliss

from which it has fallen.2

1 Gf. e.g. 474 Fr. 122, Plutarch de tranq. an. 15, 474 B (which, as Burnet

says (EGPQ.2% n. 2), 'is closely modelled on the Catalogue of Nymphs in

Iliad xvni, 39 sqq.*)

IV0* flaOV XOOVIT) T6 KCcl 'HAl67Tf|

Afjpis 0* atnaroeoxjoc xal 'Apiiovirj

KaAAioTco T* Alaxp^ TE, 96coac5c T6 Arjvairi T6,

NripiepTris T* p6eaorcc neAckyKovpos T* 'Aa&peia.

This list, which is continued in fr. 123, is clearly a catalogue, in mythical

garb, of the opposites that characterize this "ATTJS Aetucbv or 'vale of tears'

(473> 1- 4)-

* It is difficult at this stage to avoid language which may mistakenly

suggest that the soul which has sinned falls into this world. Actually of

course, by the interpretation here offered, it has been in this world

throughout. Just as the four stages of the cosmic cycle all take place
within the Sphere, so the soul too goes through all the stages in its cycle
inside this world. Since, however, (

i
)
the world is at present reverting to

the rule of Strife (see p. 339), (2) Empedocles is yet convinced that he

himself is about to escape from the wheel of birth back to the primal state

of bliss (see the next section), it seems that the cycle of the individual soul

and the cosmic cycle, though parallel, are not synchronized.

Such, so far as the extant fragments permit a reconstruction,

was the nature of man's primal sin and fall. But at this stage we
must turn back to the physical poem, and especially to fr. 30

(429) :

' But when Strife waxed great in the limbs, and sprang to

his prerogatives as the time was fulfilled which is fixed for them in

turn by a broad oath . . . '. Few as are the lines that survive about

the first disruption of the cosmic rule of Love, it is surely not pure
accident that they contain so many echoes of man's fall. Strife is

the cause of the disruption of the cosmic Sphere: strife is the cause

ofman's fall (471, 11. 13-14). In the cosmic cycle there is the fulness

of time set for the alternation of Love and Strife : the duration of

the fall ofman from the rule of Kupris to the world of opposites is

fixed at 30,000 seasons (471, 1. 6). The pact between Love and

Strife in the physical world is confirmed 'by a broad oath': the

oracle of Necessity that fixed the period of the soul's banishment

is 'sealed by broad oaths'. Once again in fact these echoes in a

mere three lines are sufficient to establish that the cosmic disrup-

474 There were Chthonie and far-seeing Heliope, bloody Rivalry and kindly-faced

Harmony, Beauty and Ugliness, Swiftness and Tardiness, lovely Truthfulness and black-

haired Obscurity.
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tion of the original Sphere is parallel to, and probably therefore

suggested by, the fall of man through the dismemberment of

living things.

ESCAPE FROM WHEEL OF BIRTH

475 Fr. 127, Aelian Nat. anim. xn, 7

Iv 6i*|pacn AovT$ opeiAex&S x^^vvcu
yiyvovTca, Scttpvcu 5* evl SevSpecriv TJUKOIJOICJIV.

476 Fr. 117, Diogenes Laertius viii, 77

fi8r| ydp TTOT' eycb yevopir|v xoup6s TE Koprj T6

0d|Jivo$ T' oicovos T6 Kal eccAo$ lAAoTros ix^S*

477 Frr. 146 and 147, Clement Strom, iv, 150, i and v, 122, 3

d$ 8e liAos HOCVTEIS TE Kal ujavoiToAoi xal ir]Tpol

Kal irp6|jioi dvOpcb-rrotcriv eirixOovtoiai TreAovTca,

?v0ev ocvapAacrroucri Oeol Tiiirjai 9^piaroi,

cScOavocrois aAAoiaiv oiaecrrioi, auT

46vT$, dvSpeicov dxecov drroKArjpoi,

478 Fr. 112, Diogenes Laertius viii, 62 and Clement Strom, vi, 30

& 9iAoi, 01 laeyoc aoru KOCTCC ^avOou 'AxpdyavTOS
*

dcv' axpa iroAeos, dyaOcov neAeSfmoves ?pycov,

ai5oToi Ai^ves, KCCKOTTITOS arreipoi,
'

eycb 6
3

Ojiiv Oeos ajJippoTos, OUKETI QVTJTOS

-ircoAeOpiai (jieToc Traai TETI^VOS, obarrep eoixa,

Taiviais TE TTEPIOTETTTOS crTE9o-(v TE

Totatv &tf <OT') av iKcojjiai ^s oxrrcoc

dvSpdaiv f)8E yuvai^i, aEpljotJiai
*

oi 6' a|Ji' ETTOVTOCI

[Jiupioi ^epeovTES, 6iTT| irpos KEpSos dTapiros,

475 Among beasts they are born as lions that lurk in their mountain lairs, and among

fair-tressed trees as laurels.

476 For already have I once been a boy and a girl, a bush and a bird and a dumb seafah.

477 But at the end they come among men on earth as prophets, bards, doctors andprinces;
and thence they arise as gods mighty in honour, sharing with the other immortals their

hearth and their table, without part in human sorrows or weariness.

478 Friends who dwell throughout the great town ofgolden Acragas, up by the citadel,

men mindful ofgood deeds, unversed in wickedness, havens ofrespectfor strangers, all hail.

I go about among you all an immortal god, mortal no more, honoured as is my due and

crowned with garlands and verdant wreaths. Whenever I enter the prosperous townships

with these my followers, men and women both, I am revered; theyfollow me in countless
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10 oi iJiev nccvTOCTW&ov Kexprmevoi, 01 8* em vouacov

TTCCVTOICOV iTruQovTO KAusiv 6ur|K^a pdiv,

8r|p6v 8ri xa^ Tr
ti
al TTETTCcpiJ^voi {dcu9' 66uvr|aiv).

It is only when we come to this fourth and last stage in the

soul's cycle that the parallel between it and the cosmic cycle be-

comes really illuminating; for it was the fourth and last stage in

the cosmic cycle that appeared so arbitrary and unnatural. The
fourth stage in the soul's cycle consists, as we should expect, in the

return to primal innocence and bliss; it is obviously in fact, from

the point of view of fallen man, the most vital stage of all. The
return is accomplished by the gradual ascent, with which these

passages are concerned, up the scale of lives. 475, according to

Aelian who preserves it, is concerned with the highest incarnations

next, that is, to man in the animal and vegetable kingdoms;
while 476 tells us that Empedocles himself had once sunk so low

in the scale as to become a bush. The top rung of the scale is

found in 477, namely 'prophets, bards, doctors and princes' and

Empedocles himself was all of these. Having climbed so far, he is

at last on the eve of escape from the cycle and will be reincarnated

no more. As he says in 478, which is the introduction to the

Purifications, and as he virtually repeats in fr. 113, 'I go about

among you an immortal god, no mortal now.' No wonder

therefore that, with bliss just ahead, he regards this stage as

all-important; and no wonder that, regarding the otherwise in-

explicable cosmic cycle as parallel to the cycle of the soul, he felt

compelled to describe that most obscure stage in the cosmic cycle,

the return from the rule of Strife to the rule of Love. The motive

was sufficient to stimulate him even to so difficult a task.

ARE THE TWO POEMS REALLY INCOMPATIBLE?

Though the parallelism between the two poems tells strongly

against the view that they are quite separate and independent and

must therefore belong to different periods in Empedocles' life,

there is still no denying that they seem to take two widely different

views of the nature of the soul. The last question to be considered,

then, is whether the two poems are, as they are usually thought to

be, fundamentally incompatible, or whether, in view ofthe marked

numbers, asking where lies the path to gain, some seeking prophecies, while others, for

many a day stabbed by grievous pains, beg to hear the word that heals all manner of illness.
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similarities between them, some escape cannot be found from this

conclusion. It will be best to approach the question from two

opposite angles, and consider, first, whether the religious poem
does indeed reveal belief in the survival of the individual soul, as

opposed to mere reabsorption into a sort of common reservoir of

consciousness, and second, whether the physical poem does

indeed preclude the possibility of any part of the soul, as opposed
to the whole of it, surviving death.

INDIVIDUAL SURVIVAL

479 Fr. 142, Volumina Herculanensia no. 1012, col. 18

TOV 6' OUT* ap re Aios liyeot S6not a!y{toxoio

ov>Te TTOT' 'AlSeco 8<xeT
9

____

(Cf. 477 1. 4

oc6av&Toi$ SAAoiaiv o^arioi, aOroTpdaresoi . . . .)

480 Fr. 133, Clement Strom, v, 81, 2

OUK eoriv ireAaaaaQai (sc. TO 0eiov) ev 690aAjjioiaiv

TTi0oC/s dvQpcb-rrotaiv ocua^nros ets 9pevoc Trrrrrei.

(Cf. 467 11. 4-5

dcAAcc 9pf]v tepfj KCCI d0e<J9aTo$ ITTAETO pouvov,

9povTi<7i Kdajaov airavTa xaTatcro-ouaa Ooijaiv.)

481 Hippolytus Ref. vn, 29 (DKsiBiis) xai TOUTO eariv 6

Ayei irepl TTJS aauToO yswrjciEcos 6 'E|Ji7re6oKAfj$*

TCOV Kal eycb vOv e^i, 9uyocs 0e60ev Kal aAfjTTjs (
= 471 1. 13),

TOUT^CTTI 0eov KaAcov T6 ev Kai TT]V EKEIVOU 6VOTr|Ta, ev & fiv Ttplv

Crrr6 TOU NeiKous oc7roorra(T0f]vai xal yevea0ai ev TOIS TroAAois

TOUTOIS TOIS KOCTOC TT^V TOU NeiKous 6taKoaiJir|aiv.

Of these passages 479 (the reference of which is perhaps, how-

ever, too obscure to support argument) and the line from 477 are

479 Him will neither the vaulted halls of aegis-bearing %eus nor the house ofHades ever

welcome ....

480 // is not possible to reach to god and set him before our eyes, nor to grasp him with

our hands and that is the broadest way ofpersuasion leading to the minds of men.

481 This is just what Empedocles says about his own birth
'

Of these I too am now

one, afugitivefrom the gods and a wanderer.
9 He calls by the name ofgod, that is to say,

the One and its unity, in which he himself dwelt before he was snatched thence by Strife

and born into this world ofplurality which Strife has organized.
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couched in language so material that, unless they are more

figurative than is generally supposed, they seem strongly to

suggest individual survival. On the other hand 480 and the two

lines from 467, passages which reflect the influence ofXenophanes,

might be thought to tell equally strongly against it. If God is of

this intangible nature, then it is certainly a tenable view that the

individual soul, after escape from the cycle of birth, is merely
reabsorbed into the 'sacred mind'. 1 Such is certainly the inter-

pretation of Hippolytus in 481 ;
but a bishop is perhaps hardly a

reliable authority on such a topic. Though the evidence on this

question is far from conclusive, it seems safest on the whole to

trust to those of Empedocles' own phrases that tell against any
such abstract conception of immortality.

1
Apart from the alleged reference to Apollo in 467, other Olympian

deities appear in the fragments of the KaOocpiJiof, notably in 466 and 479.

It seems unlikely that they are only different aspects of a single divine

mind.

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

482 ( =458 1. 3) afya yap av0pcoTroi$ TrepiKocp6i6v ECTTI vorma.

483 (
= 441 1. 5) EK TCOV (sc. the four elements) afya TE yevTO ....

484 (
= 454) yocfy IJIEV yap yaiav orabTratJiev, GSari 8' OScop,

aiOepi 8' aiOepa 8Tov, crrap m/pl m/p diSrjAov,

aropynv 8 oTOpyrj, VEIKOS SE TE veixei Auypcp.

485 Aristotle de anima A 4, 408 a 13 ojJiofcos Se aToirov xal <TO>

TOV Aoyov Tf]s pi^ecos elvat TTJV yuxrjv ou yap TOV aur6v e/61

f) lathis TCOV oTOixeicov xaO* f|v adp5 xal xaO* f|v oarouv*

ov/v TroAAas TE yux&s ex^iv xal Kara irav TO acoiJia, eiirep TrcivTa IJIEV

6K TCOV CTTOixeicov H6|JiEiy|Ji^vcov, 6 8 TT)S l^i^^S Aoyos apuovia Kal

diraiTriaEie 8
1

cxv TI$ TOUTO ye xai Trap*
'

482 For the blood around men's hearts is their thought.

483 From these (sc. the four elements) did blood arise

484 For with earth do we see earth, with water water, with air bright air, with fire

consuming fire; with Love do we see Love, Strife with dread Strife.

485 In the same way it is absurd to identify the soul with the formula of the mixture;

for the mixture of the elements that produces flesh has not the sameformula as that which

produces bone, and so, if everything does indeed consist of a mixture of the elements and if

theformula of the mixture is indeed the harmony that is the soul, the same thing will prove

to have many souls distributed throughout its body. This is indeed a question that one might
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?KCCOTOV y&p ccOrcov A6yco TIVI 9T|aiv elvocr Tr6Tepov oOv 6 A6yo$
arlv f) yuxf), f| iJiaAAov erepov TI oOaoc iyyiyveToci TOIS ^Asai; ITI

8 TTOTEpov f) OiAicc Tfjs TUxoOoTjs arrfcc lai^ecos f| TTJS KCCTCC TOV Aoyov;
xal CCUTTI Tr6Tpov 6 A6yos earlv f\ -rrapa TOV Aoyov eTepov TI;

These passages, taken together, not only present the second aspect

of the problem but also suggest a possible solution. It is clear from

483 and 484 that Empedocles himself describes the blood in two

different ways according to the point of view that is uppermost in

his mind at the moment. Viewed simply as a physical compound
it is described as a mixture, in nearly equal proportions, of the

four elements and nothing else. But viewed as the seat ofconscious-

ness and this is the point of view that concerns us it was

evidently assumed to contain also Love and Strife. Aristotle

actually inferred from 484 that, since soul consists of all six factors,

each of them must therefore be a seat of consciousness, recognizing
its like outside (see, e.g., de an. A2, 404^8, DKsi B 109) ;

but this

is generally admitted to be a false inference. It is only when all

six ingredients are combined in appropriate proportions that the

whole mixture acquires consciousness; and though it is still with

the earth in the eye that we sec earth, we should not be conscious

of seeing it if there were not the other ingredients of consciousness

present as well, including Love and Strife.

Is there then any part of this composite consciousness, the

product of all six factors, that can remain conscious in separation

from the body? Modern scholars unanimously, and perhaps

rightly, say no; but not so Aristotle. Aristotle was obviously

puzzled over this question of the relation of the migrating soul to

the consciousness of the blood, but he never asserts, as moderns do,

that the latter precludes the former. It appears from 485, where

he is actually puzzling over the problem, that he concluded that

Empedocles must have held a vyuxfi ocpnovia doctrine ('the soul is

an attunement'), the soul which is an attunement being the pro-

portion of the mixture. But he evidently could not make out how
in that case the migrating soul came in at all. Was it perhaps a

put to Empedocles, who maintains that everything owes its existence to the formula of its

constituents. Is then this formula itself the soul, or is the soul rather something of a

different nature that arises in the limbs? And again, is Love the cause of any chance

mixture, or of the mixture in accordance with the formula? And is Love itself the actual

formula, or something different over and above theformula?
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portion of Love that maintained the proportion?
c

ls Love', he

asks in the last sentence,
c

the proportion itself or something over

and above it?' And with that question he does suggest a possible
answer to the present problem.
Love is itself, of course, indestructible and immutable; but there

must be a portion of it in every living, changing and perishable

thing. It is therefore inevitably contaminated, in all composite

things, with Strife; and so, even though essentially immutable, and

preserving its identity even when contaminated, it is not, as the

result of this contamination, reabsorbed at the dissolution of the

body into the mass of Love, but enters, its identity preserved, into

another body. Eventually, however, it can become so purified as

to rid itself of the contamination of Strife; and then, at its next

release, it will either be reabsorbed and return to the unity the

rule of Kupris from which it had fallen, or else, possibly, remain

as a separate bundle of Love until all Love is reabsorbed in the

Sphere.
1 It seems possible (but no more than that) that Aristotle's

vague suggestion is right and that Empedocles himself did think

like this. Such an interpretation has at any rate the great

advantage over any other yet offered that, by providing the

migrating soul with a physical basis, it resolves the monstrous

incompatibility between the two poems, and so allows us to attach

due importance to the obvious parallels between them.

1 Cf. the adjectives SoAixocfcov in 4*5 and HocKpcu'cov in 471.

There is one last passage which lends support to this reconcilia-

tion :

486 Plutarch de exilio 17, 6070 ou yap educe, 9T|a{v (sc. Empe-
docles), fmtv ou8e TTveuiJia avyKpaOev, & avdpcoTroi, yvxflS ouafocv

Kal Apx^v TTccp&rxev dAA* IK TOUTCOV TO acojjia au^-ne-nrAaorai

yriyeves Kal OVT^TOV. Tffc S vyuxffc ccAAaxoOev TJKOUOTIS SeOpo, TTJV

yevecriv aTToSrjjjiiav CnroKopijeTai, TCO TrpqcoTOcrco TCOV ovojjuSrrcov*

TO 6s aAr|6cnraTov 9e\iyei Kal TrAavarai 9eioi$

Kal

486 For it is not our blood, he says, nor the blending of our breath that produced the

essential principle of soul; rather from these ingredients the body is moulded, which is

earth-born and mortal. Since the soul has come hitherfrom elsewhere, he euphemistically

calls birth a sojourn abroad the most comforting of all names; but in truth the soul is a

fugitive and a wanderer, banished by the decrees and laws of the gods.
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It seems likely enough that in this passage, which follows close

upon the quotation of five lines of fr. 115 (471), Plutarch is para-

phrasing a lost passage of the Purifications ;
and in that case it

provides just the corroboration required. For by the implication
that Empedocles regarded the migrating soul and physical
consciousness as quite distinct, Plutarch would seem to have

proved, what it is most desirable to prove in order to ac-

count for the parallelism between them, the connexion and

compatibility between the two compartments of Empedocles
5

thought.

GONCLUSION

If this necessarily tentative interpretation of Empedocles
5

view of

the soul is correct, then it places him in a direct current of thought

flowing from Homer down to Plato, Aristotle and beyond. For

Homer, no doubt reflecting a popular view, distinguishes between

8vyjji6$, the conscious soul, and yuxr), the life-soul, the former

perishing with the body, the latter surviving. True that, when

separated from the body, the surviving soul in Homer is a mere

shadow, which can only be restored to conscious life by drinking
blood

;
to Empedocles, on the other hand, it is of divine race and

has fallen for the very reason that it has tasted blood. But that

contrast might well be deliberate in which case, of course, it

would prove that Empedocles is consciously following Homer in

distinguishing the two souls. Again, looking forward, the same

twofold distinction is clear enough in Plato. In the Timaeus, for

instance, he contrasts the immortal part of the soul, which is

created by the Demiurge himself, with the mortal, including

perception, which is added by the created deities at the moment
of union with the body. Most striking of all, we find the same

distinction in the 'active reason
5

of Aristotle, which, whatever its

nature, alone has no bodily organ and therefore alone survives

death. For the reasons suggested it seems not unlikely that

Empedocles is, in this respect, the connecting link between Homer
on the one side and Plato on the other. More than any other of

the Presocratics Empedocles is demonstrably influenced by his

predecessors; Anaximander, Xenophanes, the Pythagoreans,

Parmenides, all left their mark upon him, and even his view of the

soul may possibly have owed something to the view of Heraclitus

(see pp. 2O5ff.). The fact that, as we saw, Homer himself provided
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the model for the catalogue of opposites in frr. 122 (474) and 123
is of course of no significance : the stylistic influence of Homer on

Greek hexameter and elegiac verse was so strong that it would be

more surprising if Empedocles did not reflect it. But it is at least

a tenable view that in Empedocles the influence of Homer (or of

the popular semi-philosophical views which Homer reflects) went

deeper than that.
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CHAPTER XV

ANAXAGORAS OF CLAZOMENAE

DATE AND LIFE

487 Diogenes Laertius n, 7 (DKsgAi) AyeTCci 8 KOCTOC TT^V

lep^ou SidfJccaiv eiKoaiv TCOV elvoa, (3epicoKevai 8 |38oiJif)KOVTa

8vo. 9f|al 6* 'ATroAAoScopos v TOIS XpovixoTs yeyevf^aOcci auT6v

TTJ IpSonrjKooTTJ oAujjirndSi (i.e. 500-497 B.C.), TeOvrixevai 8 TCO

npcoTcp Tt Ttjs (38opiT]KOCTTfjs 6y8ofjs (i.e. 468/7; 6y8or|KoaTfjs

6y8of]s Scaliger, i.e. 428/7). f)ponro S 9iAoao9eiv *A0f|vr|aiv lirl

KocAAiou (i.e. 456/5) ETCOV eiKoaiv &v, cos 9r|ai AriufjTpios 6

OaAripeOs iv TTJ TCOV
J

ApxovTcov dvaypa9T], Iv0a Kai 9aaiv OUTOV

CTCOV 8iaTpivpai TpiciKovTa. . .(12) . . .irepl 8^ TT^S 8iKT]s aurou 8ia-

90pa A^yeTai. ZCOTICOV iJi^v ydp 9T|o-iv ev TTJ AiaSoxQ T^OV 9iAoa69cov
UTTO KAecovos aurov daspeias KpiOfjvai, SIOTI T6v fjAiov jaOSpov lAsye

8i<5c7Tupov aTToAoyr|cra|jievou 84 urrep aurou rTepiKAfous TOU jjia6r|ToO,

TT^VTE TaAdvTOis jrmicoQfjvai xal 9uya8u0f]vai. Sdrupos 8* !v TOIS

Biois OTTO 6ouxu8i8ou 9T|alv eiaax0f)vai TT^V 8iKT|v dvTmoAiTeuo-

pevou TCO FFepiKAer xal ou |j6vov dcrepeias, dAAd xal |jiT]8i(TiJioO* xcd

dTrdvrra KocraSiKaarOfivai Gavdrco. . .(14) . . .KOCI TAos dTroxcopfjo-as

els Ad^^;ocKov aur60i KorreaTpe^ev. OTC xal TCOV dpxovTCOv Tfjs TioAecos

d^iouvTcov TI (3ouAeTca aurco yevea0ai, 9dvai, TOUS TrccTSccs ev ^> av drro-

0dvr) jjir|vi KOCT' ITOS iraijeiv ovyxcopeiv. Kal 9uAdrreTai TO I0os KCCI

vuv. (15) TeAeurrjaavTa 8f] ccurov I0a^av ^VTIUCOS oi Aa^^;aK1^vot ....

487 He is said to have been twentyyears old at the time ofXerxes
9

crossing, and to have

lived to seventy-two. Apollodorus says in his Chronicles that he was born in the

seventieth Olympiad and died in the first year of the eighty-eighth. He began to be a

philosopher at Athens in the archonship of Callias, at the age of twenty, as Demetrius

Phalereus tells us in his Register of archons, and they say he spent thirtyyears there. . . .

There are different accounts given ofhis trial. Sotion, in his Succession of philosophers,

says that he was prosecuted by Cleonfor impiety, because he maintained that the sun was a

red-hot mass of metal, and that after Pericles, his pupil, had made a speech in his defence,

he was finedfive talents and exiled. Satyrus in his Lives, on the other hand, says that the

charge was brought by Thucydides in his political campaign against Pericles; and he adds

that the charge was not onlyfor impiety butfor Medism as well; and he was condemned to

death in absence. . . . Finally he withdrew to Lampsacus, and there died. It is said that

when the rulers of the city asked him what privilege he wished to be granted, he replied that

the children should be given a holiday everyyear in the month in which he died. The custom

is preserved to the present day. When he died the Lampsacenes buriedhim withfull honours.
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488 Aristotle Met. AS, g84an (
= 410) 'Avaocy6pa$ 8s 6

KAajo^vios TTJ nv fjAiida Ttpdrrepos cbv TO\>TOV
(sc. Empedocles),

TOIS 8* epyoig ucrrcpos ....

489 Plato Phaedrus 2 70A (DKsgAis) 6 (sc. TO uvyriAovovv) xcd

TTepiKAffe 7rp6$ TCO eiKpufjs elvoci KTf|aonxr Trpocmreacbv y&p olfjiai

TOIOUTCO OVTI 'Avaocy6pa, UTecopoAoyia$ ejjnrAr|<70ei$ Kal Jirl

9ucnv vou T6 Kal devotees a9iKO|Jievo$, <Sv Sf) iTEpi TOV iroAOv Aoyov
ITTOISITO 'Ava^ocyopas, evTeudev eiAKuaev eirl TT^V A6ycov Texvrjv TO

TTp6a9OpOV OCUTT).

These passages suffice to show the difficulty of determining the

dates of Anaxagoras' life. The first section of 487, most of which

probably represents mere conjecture by Apollodorus based on a

statement of Demetrius Phalereus which it is impossible to recon-

struct, immediately presents acute problems of chronology; for

even if we accept, as we apparently must, the emendation of

Scaliger and conclude that Anaxagoras lived from ca. 500 to

428 B.C., it is still necessary, in order to make the passage consistent,

to suppose that the words em KccAAiov, 'in the archonship of

Callias', should rather read eiri KocAAi6c8ou,
c

in the archonship of

Calliadcs', i.e. 480 B.C. That would give the following outline:

Born 5/499 B -G -

Came to Athens and began his

philosophical activities 480/79 B.C.

Died at Lampsacus 428/7 B.C.

All that can be said is that these dates may well be approximately

right; for 488, which might have thrown some light on the

problem, is robbed of most of its value, not only by our ignorance
of the exact dates of Empedoclcs (see pp. 32of.) 3

but also by the

ambiguity of its last phrase, which may mean either that Anaxa-

goras wrote his book after Empedocles (the more probable inter-

pretation), or that he was more up-to-date (or even, by Alexander's

interpretation, inferior) in his views.

488 Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, who, though older than Empedocles, was later in his

philosophical activity .... (Trans. Ross)

489 Pericles acquired high-mindedness in addition to his natural talents; for hefell in,

I believe, with Anaxagoras, who already possessed this quality, and steeping himself in

natural speculation, and grasping the true nature ofmind andfolly (which were the subjects

of much of Anaxagoras^ discussion), he drew from that source anything that could con-

tribute towards the art of debate.
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The problem of the date of his trial is even more difficult.

A. E. Taylor (CQii (1917) 81-7) held that (i) Plato consistently

conveys the impression that Anaxagoras was an important figure

in Athens before Pericles' rise to fame but not after Socrates grew

up; (2) Anaxagoras could not have attained the position at

Lampsacus that the last sentences of 487 suggest unless he had

spent a considerable time there. He therefore concludes that
'

the

account given by Satyrus was right in placing his prosecution at

the beginning arid not at the close of Pericles' political career',

i.e. ca. 450 B.C. On the other hand J. A. Davison (C),N.S. 3 (1953)

33 45)5 arguing in favour of accepting both Satyrus' and Sotion's

accounts, surmises that there must have been an amnesty (other-

wise unattested) in ca. 445/4 B.C. by which Anaxagoras was per-

mitted to return toAthens, and estimates the relevant dates as follows :

Prosecuted by Thucydides ca. 456/5 B.C.

Conjectured amnesty after Thirty
Years' Peace ca. 445/4 B.C.

Prosecuted by Cleon ca. 433-430 B.C.

Died at Lampsacus 428/7 B.C.

Fortunately, from the point of view of the historian of philosophy,
the exact date ofthe trial (or trials) is ofrelatively little importance.
There is ample evidence in the fragments of Anaxagoras' own
book that he wrote later than either Parmenides or Zeno (see

pp. 368 ff.); and it seems likely, though it is incapable of proof,

that while Anaxagoras (in accordance with the more probable

interpretation of 488) includes implicit criticism of Empedocles,
Melissus (see p. 305) aims one of his arguments primarily, if not

exclusively, at Anaxagoras. Fortunately too, the most important
facts of his life are not in dispute. There can be no question that

he spent a large part of his active life in Athens,
1 that he was fairly

intimately associated with Pericles,* that he was prosecuted on a

charge (at least among others) of impiety, and that he thereupon
withdrew to Lampsacus.

3

1
Anaxagoras is said to have taught both Archelaus (see ch. xvi) and

Euripides. Cf. 490 Strabo 14, p. 645 Gas. KXa^o^vios 6' f\v avf^p

'AvocSayopas 6 (puanxos, 'Ava^i^vovs 6jjnXirr^s TOU MtAri<r{ov
S TOUTOU 'Apx&aos 6 9uaiKos Kal EupnriSrjs 6 Troir)Ti*)$. Since

490 Anaxagoras the natural philosopher was a distinguished Clazomenian, an associate

of Anaximenes of Miletus; and his own pupils included Archelaus the natural philosopher

and Euripides the poet.
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the statement that Anaxagoras was an associate of Anaximenes can mean
no more than that he reproduced elements of Anaximenes* cosmology, it

could be argued that the tradition of Anaxagoras' own influence on
Archelaus and Euripides need imply no more. But even by 450 B.C.

Euripides was at least thirty years old, and it seems almost certain that, in

a society as small as the intellectual circle at Athens, he would already
have made the acquaintance of Anaxagoras. For passages in Euripides in

which the influence ofAnaxagoras is said to be manifest see DK^QAzoa-c
and 33. These citations by later writers seem, however, to prove only that

the tradition of that influence was later widespread.
2 Cf. Plutarch Pericles 4 (DKsgA 15), 5, 8 etc. ; also 491 Plutarch Midas 23

(DK5gA 1 8) ___ Keel 'Avcc^ccydpocv eipx^VTa IJIOAIS Trepie7roii*|aaTO TTepiKAfft.

3 Gf. 492 Alcidamas ap. Aristotle Rliet. 823, I398bi5 Keel AanvfocKrjvol

*Avccocy6pav evov 6Vra lOayav Kcd TIHOOCHv ITI Kcd vuv.

WRITINGS

493 Plato Apology 26 D Moc At', <S> dv8pe$ SiKoccrrat, eirel TOV jaev

f)Aiov AiOov 9T|(Tiv slvai, TT^V 8e cjeAf|vr|v yfjv. 'Ava^ayopou oiei

KornyopeTv, cb 91X6 Mekr\re, xal OUTGO Kcrrcttppovels TCOvSs KOCI oiei

OCUTOUS oareipous ypapijiocTcov elvai, ooare OUK ei6evai OTI Ta 'Ava<;a-

yopou (3i(3Xia TOU KAajojjieviou yeiaei TOUTCOV TCOV Aoycov; Kal 6f)

KCCI oi veoi TaOra Trap* eiaou [JiavOcivoucnv a e^eoriv IVIOTS, el TTCXVU

iroAAoO, 8paxufis K Tfj$ 6pXT|CTTpas irpiaiaevous ZcoKpocTous xaTa-

yeAav, eocv -TTpocjTroif]Tai eaurou elvat, cxAAcos T xal OUTCOS aroTra OVTOC.

494 Diogenes Laertius I, 16 oi Se cxvoc ev auyypapitJia MeAiacros,

That Anaxagoras did indeed write only one book is almost cer-

tain; the other writings attributed to him by late and unreliable

authorities a treatise on perspective, another on the squaring of

the circle and a book of problems if they ever existed at all, are

most unlikely to be the genuine work of Anaxagoras. His one

491 . . .Pericles had difficulty in rescuing Anaxagoras from imprisonment.

492 The inhabitants ofLampsacus buried Anaxagoras although he was aforeigner and

even to this day still honour him.

493
(

fy Zjeus, gentlemen of the jury, it is because he says that the sun is a stone^ the

moon earth* Doyou imagine, friend Meletus, that you are accusing Anaxagoras,
and do

you despise the jury, and think them so illiterate that they do not know that the rolls of

Anaxagoras of Clazomenae are packed with such theories? The young, I suppose, learn

these thingsfrom me things whichyou can sometimes buyfor a drachma, dear as that may

be, in the orchestra, and then mock Socrates if he claims them as his own, particularly

when they are so absurd.

494 Those who wrote only one book include Melissus, Parmenides and Anaxagoras.
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book, moreover, though it is said by Burnet (apparently on the

strength of the plural |3i(3A(a in 493, which
*

perhaps implies that it

filled more than one roll' 1
)
to have been 'of some length', would

seem more probably to have been quite short. Not only do the

fragments preserved by Simplicius seem to give us, with consider-

able repetitions, the whole basis of his system; but also the state-

ment in 493 that the book could be bought for a drachma is a

strong indication that it ran to no great length. The economics of

Athens in 399 B.C. are by no means easy to reconstruct, but what

evidence there is shows that the purchasing power of a drachma

was by then quite small. No doubt in the latter part of his book

Anaxagoras pursued his general principles into such detailed

topics as astronomy, meteorology, physiology and sense-perception

subjects on which there is plenty of second-hand evidence but

very few and scanty fragments. But he must in that case have

dealt with them with the same summary brevity that characterizes

some of the fragments surviving from the earlier part. The extant

fragments, which together comprise about a thousand words, can

hardly represent less than an eighth of the original whole and

may well represent a considerably larger fraction.2

1
Simplicius also implies that in his day Anaxagoras' work was divided into

more than one part: at, e.g., Phys. 34, 29 (DK.59B4) and 155, 26 (DKsgs i)

he speaks of* the first part
'

(or
' book ') of the work On Nature. This certainly

seems to tell in favour of Burnet's view. But there is nothing in Socrates'

words in 493 to suggest that the book was a long one except the plural

|3i|3Afa,
' books '

; and the word pipAfov, even in the plural, carries (at this

date at least) no definite implication of length. It seems more likely, for

the reasons given in this section, that if the work was originally divided, as

it was in Simplicius' time, into more than one part, they were very short

parts.

2 Prof. A. H. M. Jones has very kindly corroborated this calculation with

the following note :

* The simplest calculation is on the assumption that the

copyist would be a slave x^P^S olKcov. His owner would expect an dm>9opoc
from a skilled slave of at least 2 obols a day; Timarchus' CTKVTOTOIIOI

(Aeschines i, 97) paid him 2 obols and their foreman 3 obols; Nicias and
others in the fifth century got i obol a day for unskilled mine slaves, but

this included amortization (the hirer had to replace those who died)

(Xenophon Poroi iv, 14-15). Food is reckoned at 2 obols a day by Dem. iv,

28, but this is probably an underestimate, as Dem. is trying to prove that

his scheme could be run quite cheaply. The Eleusinian accounts (/.G.
z n

and m 1672-3, of 329-327 B.C.) allow 3 obols a day for public slaves for

Tpc>9^. One must also allow for clothes and other extras, and for the slave's

own profit (he would have to allow for slack times when he had no work,
and he also expected to put by to pay for his freedom) ; also for the cost of
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papyrus (I fear this cannot be calculated as we do not know in what units

it was bought). However, a man's time alone would amount to at least

a drachma a day; skilled men (carpenters, stonemasons etc.) are paid
2 to 2j drachmae a day in the Eleusinian accounts.

A book sold for a drachma would, therefore, be such as could be copied
in well under a day.'

THE PROBLEM

No Presocratic philosopher has given rise to more dispute, or been

more variously interpreted, than has Anaxagoras. Among recent

attempts to reconstruct his system the most notable are those of

Tannery (Pour Vhistoire de la science Hellene, 2nd edition), Bailey

(Greek Atomists and Epicurus, App. I), Cornford (CQ, 24 (1930) i4ff.

and 8sff.), Peck (CQ 25 (1931) 27 ff. and naff.), and Vlastos

(Philos. Rev. 59 (1950) 3 iff.). At the beginning of Cornford's

reconstruction the problem, as it is usually understood, is succinctly

stated as follows: 'Anaxagoras' theory of matter. . .rests on two

propositions which seem flatly to contradict one another. One is

the principle of Homoeomereity : A natural substance, such as a

piece of gold, consists solely of parts which are like the whole and

like one another every one of them gold and nothing else. The
other is: "There is a portion of everything in everything", under-

stood to mean that a piece of gold (or any other substance), so far

from containing nothing but gold, contains portions of every other

substance in the world. Unless Anaxagoras was extremely

muddleheaded, he cannot have propounded a theory which

simply consists of this contradiction. One or the other proposition
must be reinterpreted so as to bring them into harmony. Some
critics attack one, some the other; some try to modify both.

5 The

following reconstruction, though it owes something to each ofthose

listed above, has more in common with the ancient interpretations

than it has with any of the modern except, perhaps, Peck's. It is

actually very doubtful whether any critic, ancient or modern, has

ever fully understood Anaxagoras, and there are some points on

which certainty is now unattainable. There are, however, two

principles which every reconstruction should observe: first that

the only entirely reliable guide to the opinions of Anaxagoras is

his own words; and second (a principle often overlooked in

modern times) that he is much more likely to have meant what

he said than what, though he could easily have said it, he did not

in fact say. If the result of observing these two principles is
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unpalatable, then it must be remembered that what is unpalatable
to us, and even what was unpalatable to Aristotle and his succes-

sors, need not necessarily have been so to Anaxagoras himself.

The system of Anaxagoras, like that of Empedocles before him
and that of the atomists after, is to a large extent a conscious

reaction to the theories of his predecessors. It will be easiest,

therefore, to base our reconstruction of it on his reaction to

Parmenides, Zeno and other Presocratics.

ANAXAGORAS' REACTION TO PARMENIDES AND THE EARLIER
PLURALISTS

495 Fr. i, Simplicius Phys. 155, 26 onou -nrdvTa xprjUaTOC ?)v,

cnrcipa Keel TrAfjQos xal <7|jiiKp6Tr|Ta* KOCI yap T6 anixpov arreipov ?jv.

xal TrdvTcov 6|aou e6vTcov o08v ev8r|Aov fjv UTTO ajjUKpoT^TOS* Travra

yap drip TE xal aiOfip Korreixsv, djj^oTepa cnreipa eovTa* TaOra yap
H^yicrra ?VECJTIV 4v TOIS aujjuraai xal rrAfjOei xal ney&tei.

496 Fr. 4 (latter half), ibid. 34, 21 (for rest of fr. 4 see 510 and

525) irpiv 8 diroKpiOfivai TaCrra TTOCVTCOV 6|aou EOVTCOV ou6e

Xpoif) ev8r|Aos f)v ouSenia* d-rreKcbAue yap f) ovmjii^is diravTcov

Xpimdrcov, ToO TE BiepoO xal TOU ^pou xal TOU Oepiaou xai TOU

vj;uxpoO xal TOU Aa^irpoO xal TOU 3O9epou, Kai yfjs TroAAfjs

xal airepiJidTcov direipcov TtAfjOos ou8^v EOIKOTCOV dAAfjAois.

yap TCOV aAAcov ouS^v eotxe T6 T6pov TCO feTepcp. TOI/TCOV 8^ ourcos

^XOVTCOV ev TCO OV^TTOVTI xp^l 8oKeiv svEivai irdvTa XP^UOCTOC*

Simplicius, to whom we owe the preservation of almost all the

fragments, tells us that 495 was the opening of Anaxagoras' book.

It shows at the outset how extreme was the reaction ofAnaxagoras

against the Eleatic monism. Whereas Parmenides had written (in

"

ouSe TTOT' ?jv ouS* ecrrai, rri vuv eaTiv oiiou -rrav,

ev,

495 All things were together, infinite in respect of both number and smallness; for the

small too was infinite. And while all things were together, none ofthem were plain because

of their smallness; for air and aither covered all things, both of them being infinite; for
these are the greatest ingredients in the mixture of all things, both in number and in size.

496 But before these things were separated of, while all things were together, there was

not even any colour plain; for the mixture of all things prevented it, of the moist and the

dry, the hot and the cold, the bright and the dark, and ofmuch earth in the mixture and of
seeds countless in number and in no respect like one another. For none of the other things

either are like one to the other. And since this is so, we must suppose that all things are in

the whole.
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('nor was it at some time past, nor shall it be, since it is now all at

once, one, continuous
5

), Anaxagoras in his very first sentence

starts by substituting opoO TT&VTCC xp^naTa for 6|aoO irav, EV; next

admits the forbidden fjv; and finally, in the words direipcc

(7|jiiKp6TT)Tcc, denies also the implication of indivisibility in Par-

menides' ovvexes* The world, according to Anaxagoras, arose from

a universal mixture of every single thing that was ultimately to

emerge; only by putting 'all things together' into this original

mixture could coming into being and perishing be effectually

eliminated. This is put very clearly in the following passage :

497 Fr. 17, Simplicius Phys. 163, 20 TO 8e yiveaOai xod oaroA-

AvaQca OUK 6p0co$ VOJJUJOUCTIV 01
c

'EAAr|VE$* ouSEv yap XPfl^ yivETai

ou8e dnroAAuTcci, ccAA' CCTTO OVTCOV XP^IM^^V ovnn(cryTai TE xod

SiccKpivETca. KOCI OUTCOS v 6p6cos KaAoiEv TO TE yivEaOai aujji-

IJiioyEaOai xal TO ociroAAuaQai 8iaKpivEcr0au

Here it cannot be doubted that Anaxagoras is explicitly accepting
one of the Parmenidean demands. There can be little doubt either

that the rejection of the other demands, in 495, is equally
deliberate.

The original mixture, as Anaxagoras says in both 495 and 496,

was so uniform a mixture of so many diverse ingredients that

nothing would have been perceptible to an imaginary observer

except perhaps 'air 1 and aither' (see pp. 382 ff.). The list of

ingredients in the long sentence in 496, which has been a source of

difficulty to modern commentators, is probably not intended to be

exhaustive. Apart from the
'

numberless seeds ', ofwhich more will

be said later, the other ingredients listed can be reasonably

explained by reference to the views of others of Anaxagoras' pre-

decessors. There had in the past been two main types of pluralism.
There had been those who, like Anaximander, the Pythagoreans
and Heraclitus, had in one way or another regarded the world as

a battlefield of the opposites; and there had been Empedocles, who
had solidified the warring opposites into the four eternal and

immutable elements. Neither type of pluralism, to Anaxagoras
5

mind, went far enough. His own original mixture must contain,

not only the traditional opposites (of which the hot and the cold

497 The Greeks are wrong to recognize coming into being and perishing; for nothr

comes into being nor perishes, but is rather compounded or dissolvedfrom things that

So they would be right to call coming into being composition and perishing diswlutif
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are Anaximander's, the wet and the dry are also possibly his or

possibly added from Heraclitus, while the bright and the dark are

presumably the Pythagorean 9065 and CTKOTOS (see 289)), nor only
the Empedoclean elements (here probably exemplified by earth,

because two ofthe others, air and aither (or fire), have already been

mentioned as ingredients in 495) ; it must contain also
' innumer-

able seeds in no way like each other'.

1
Anaxagoras evidently followed Empedocles in accepting also the

Parmenidean equation of the void with Not-being. Cf. 498 Aristotle

Phy*. A 6, 2i3a22 ot JIEV oOv Sewvuvoci TTEipcbuevoi OTI oOx Icmv (sc. TO

K6v6v), oux 6 (3oOAovTOu Ayeiv oi ocvOpcomn Kev6v, TOUT* ^eAeyxovaiv, dAA*

Ayoucnv, wonrep *Avaccy6pa$ Kal ot TOUTOV TOV Tporrov
eTTt8eiKVuou(Ti ydtp OTI lori TI 6 drip, orpepAouvTES TOU$

xai SeiKvvvTes cbs !<jxup6s 6 df|p, Kai vocTroAapp6:vovT6$ v TaT$

(see 453). In Anaxagoras, therefore, as in Empedocles, air,

being corporeal, is clearly distinguished from the non-existent void. Cf.

also Aristotle de caelo A 2, 309 a 19 (DK.59B68), where Aristotle groups

Empedocles and Anaxagoras together as (
I
) denying the existence of the

void, (2) giving no explanation of differences of weight.

ANAXAGORAS' REACTION TO ZENO

499 Fr. 3, Simplicius Pkys. 164, 17 ofrre yocp TOU crpiiKpou eori

TO ye gAocxioTov, oAA' ?Aacrcrov del (T6 yap e6v OUK I'QTI TO \ri\ OUK

elvai) AAAoc xal TOV peydAou del eari neljov. xal Taov earl Top

ajJiiKpco TrAfj6os, Trpos fcxuro 6fe exacrrov ICTTI Kal jJiiya Kal cruiKpov.

500 Fr. 5, ibid. 156, 10 TO\JTCOV 6e OUTGO 5iaKeKpt[Jievcov yivobaKeiv

Xpt] OTI TrdvTa ou8ev eAdacrco ecrTiv ou5e TrAeico (ou yap dvuaTOV

TrdvTcov irAelco elvat), dcAAd irdvTa icia det.

There is good reason to suppose that in these two brief fragments

Anaxagoras is explicitly replying to Zeno. It is at any rate a

striking coincidence that, of the only two of Zeno's arguments

498 Those who try to show that the void does not exist do not disprove what people really

mean by it, but argue erroneously; this is true of Anaxagoras and of those who refute the

existence of the void in this way. They merely give an ingenious demonstration that air is

something by straining wine-skins and showing the resistance of the air, and by cutting

it off in klepsydras. (After Hardie)

499 Neither is there a smallest part ofwhat is small9 but there is always a smaller (for

it is impossible that what is should cease to be) . Likewise there is always something larger

than what is large. And it is equal in respect ofnumber to what is small, each thing, in

relation to itself, being both large and small.

500 And when these things have been thus separated, we must know that all things are

neither more nor less (for it is notpossible that there should be more than all), but all things

are always equal.
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against plurality which have survived in his own words, one

should end as follows: 501 Zeno Fr. i, Simplicius Phys. 141, 6

(
= 365) OUTCOS el TroAAcc ecrnv, ocvocyKT| CCVTOC laiKpoc Te elvai xal

uey&Aor (JiiKpoc uv ware iif] exeiv jJieyeOos, laeyccAa 8e (Sore aireipa

elvai, and the other should begin thus : 502 Zeno Fr. 3, Simplicius

Phys. 140, 29 (=366) ei TroAAcc ECJTIV, dvaytcri TOcrauTa elvai oaa
OTI Kai OUTE TrAeiova aCrrcov ours EAonrrova. Since both these

statements are of a somewhat unusual character, it seems most

likely that, when Anaxagoras echoes them both so exactly as he

does, he is doing so quite deliberately.

500 is of comparatively little importance. Zeno's argument had

been directed against the Pythagorean confusion between the units

ofarithmetic, the points ofgeometry and the atoms ofphysics. Any
physical body, according to the Pythagoreans, consisted of a

number of units; and, since units are by definition indivisible, the

number attaching to any finite body is itself necessarily finite.

But if units are also geometrical points, then, since geometrical

space is by definition infinitely divisible, the number is at the

same time infinite. Anaxagoras' reply is a direct contradiction:

even though, as he has said in 495, things are aireipa Kai TrAfjOos

Kai aiaiKpoTrjTa, they are still 'no more and no less than they are'.

It is 499 which contains the important part of Anaxagoras'

reply to Zeno. Zeno's argument in 501 had again been aimed

primarily at the Pythagorean confusion ofunits, points and atoms:

since every physical body consists of an infinite number of points,

it must, if those points have magnitude, be infinitely large, and,
if they have no magnitude, have none itself either. The conse-

quences of Zeno's arguments were, as Cornford pointed out (Plato

and Parmenides 60-1), twofold: 'the first was reflected in the

separation of arithmetic from geometry; . . .the second. . .was the

distinction between the geometrical solid and the sensible body,
which the Pythagoreans had confused .... The atomists, Leucippus
and Democritus, saw that, if physical bodies need not have all the

properties ofgeometrical solids, they could elude Zeno's dilemmas.

They could reply: "We grant that all geometrical magnitudes are

infinitely divisible and that a geometrical point has no parts or

501 So if there is a plurality, things must be both small and great; so small as to have no

magnitude at all, so great as to be infinite.

502 If there is a plurality, things must bejust as many as they are, neither more nor less.
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magnitude; but our atoms are not either the points or the solids

ofgeometry, but compact bodies, which, ifthey were large enough,

you could see and touch. ..." . . .The atom thus ceased to be

confused with the unit of number and the point of geometry, and

became a purely physical body whose essential property was

impenetrability.' The answer of Leucippus and Democritus was

not, however, the only possible answer to Zeno: it could equally

easily have been granted that physical matter, like geometrical

magnitude, was infinitely divisible. This, as is evident from 499, is

the answer that Anaxagoras chose to give. 'I grant', he means,
'that physical matter, like geometrical magnitude, is infinitely

divisible
;
but physical matter composes sensible bodies, and since

sensible bodies exist and have magnitude, the same must be true

of physical matter. However far you subdivide matter [Zeller's

reading TOjjirj for TO
jjif] is attractive], you can never reduce it to

sheer nothingness ; even the smallest imaginable particle must still

possess some magnitude. In consequence each thing is indeed both

great and small : great because it contains an infinite number of

parts, and small because those parts are themselves of an infinite-

simal smallness.' Anaxagoras' theory of matter is in fact deli-

berately adopted, like that of the atomists, as an answer to Zeno
;

and when that answer is added to his answer to Parmenides, one

half of the basis of his system is now complete. He is enabled, by
his beliefin the infinite divisibility ofmatter, to devise a cosmogony
and to give an account of change which does indeed eliminate the

forbidden coming-into-being of what was not.

MIND

503 Fr. 12, Simplicius Phys. 164, 24 and 156, 13 TOC i^ev ocAAa

TTCCVTOS noTpav JJIETEXEI, voOs 8e eoriv aireipov xai ccuTOKpocres xal

n|jiKTai ou8evl xpifaari, ocAAa [Jiovog airros fep* iaurou eoriv. e! ufj

yap fep' ocuroO f)v, dcAAoc TECO EJJIEIJIEIKTO aAAco, JJIETEIXEV av CCTTCCVTCOV

Xprm&rcov, E! |jiiJiEiKT6 Tear ev -rravTi yap iravTos jjioipa EVEOTIV,

obcnrep iv TOI$ TrpoaOev uoi AAeKTar xal av eKcoAuev aurov TOC

COCTTE ur|Sev6$ XP^H^OS KpaTEiv 6|jioico$ cb$ Kal

503 All other things have a portion of everything, but Mind is infinite and self-ruled,

and is mixed with nothing but is all alone by itself. For if it was not by itself, but was

mixed with anything else, it would have a share of all things if it were mixed with any;

for in everything there is a portion ofeverything, as I said earlier; and the things that were

mingled with it would hinder it so that it could control nothing in the same way as it does
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|j6vov EOVTOC 89* eaurou. eori yap AeTTTOTardv TS iravTCov

xal KaOapcoTorov, Kai yvc^-r^v ye Trepl TiavTos Traaav ivyei Kal

laxuei neyioTOV Kal oaa ye yux^v exei, Kai TCC jJiei^co Kal TOC eAaaaco,

TrdvTcov voO$ KpareT. Kal Tffc Trepixcopfjaios Tffc aupTrdoris voOs

eKpdrriaev, a>ore irepixcopf^aai TTJV ocpx^v. Kal TrpcoTOv drro TOU

apiKpou f)paTO irepixcopeiv, errl 8e rrAeov TrepixcopeT, Kai Trepixcopr|<jei

errl mrAeov. Kal TOC aunjjiiaydiJEvd re Kal dTTOKpivopeva Kal SiaKpivo-

|jeva -rrdvTa eyvco vou$. Kal orroia ejjieAAev eae<r6ai Kal oiroia f|v, aaaa
vuv

jjif) EOTI, Kal oaa vuv ecrn Kal oiroia earrai, TravTa 5ieKoa|jir|ae vou$,

Kal TT^V Trepixcoprjaiv Taurr|v f^v vuv irepixcopei T(5c TC darpa Kal 6

f]Aios Kal f| aeAf|vr| Kal 6 cri]p Kal 6 al0r]p oi drroKpiv6[Jievoi. f| 6^

nepixcbpriais aurr| eTroiricrev oaroKpivecrOai. Kal dciroKpiveTai OCTTO TB

TOU dpaiou TO TTUKVOV Kal OTTO TOU yuxpoO TO OepjJiov Kal onro TOU

309epou TO Aa^rrpov Kal drro TOU 8iepou TO ^ripov. [JioTpai 84

TroAAal rroAAcov eiai, TravTarrao'i 84 ou8ev onroKpiveTai ouSe 8ia-

KpiveTai ETepov drro TOU eTepou TrAfiv vou. vou$ 8e TTOCS 6|Jiot6s eari

Kal 6 tJieijcov Kal 6 eAocTrcov. eTepov 8e ouSev ^crriv onoiov ouSevi,

aAA' OTCOV TrAeicrra evt, Toura evSrjAoTaTa ev EKaarov eori Kal f]v.

504 Fr. 13, Simplicius Phys. 300, 31 Kal ETTE! fjp^aTO 6 vous

KIVEIV, drro TOU KIVOUJJI^VOU iravTOs aireKpiveTO, Kal oaov EKivrjcrev 6

vous TTOCV TOUTO SieKpiOi^ Kivouiaevcov 8e Kal SiaKptvoiJievcov f)

TrepixcopTjais TToAAco naAAov ETTOIEI 8iaKpivcr0au

505 Fr. 9, ibid. 35, 14 . . .OUTGO TOUTCOV irepixcopouvTCOv TE Kal

now being alone by itself. For it is the finest of all things and the purest, it has all

knowledge about everything and the greatest power; and mind controls all things, both the

greater and the smaller, that have life. Mind controlled also the whole rotation, so that it

began to rotate in the beginning. And it began to rotatefirstfrom a small area, but it now

rotates over a wider and will rotate over a wider area still. And the things that are mingled

and separated and divided off, all are known by Mind. And all things that were to be, all

things that were but are not now, all things that are now or that shall be, Mind arranged

them all, including this rotation in which are now rotating the stars, the sun and moon, the

air and the aither that are being separated off. And this rotation caused the separating off.

And the dense is separated offfrom the rare, the hotfrom the cold, the brightfrom the dark

and the dryfrom the moist. But there are many portions of many things, and nothing is

altogether separated offnor divided onefrom the other except Mind. Mind is all alike, both

the greater and the smaller quantities of it, while nothing else is like anything else, but each

single body is and was most plainly those things of which it contains most.

504 And when Mind initiated motion, from all that was moved separation began, and

as much as Mind moved was all divided off; and as things moved and were divided off, the

rotation greatly increased the process of dividing.

505 . . .as these things rotated thus and were separated off by the force and speed (of
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ccTTOKpivouevcov OTTO phis TE Kal Tccxv/rfJTO$. |3rnv 8k f)

TTOIEI. f\ SE Taxurf]$ aOrcov ouSevl EOIKE xfrfjiuxri TTJV TaxvrfJTa TGOV

vuv EOVTCOV xp"nu<5crcov EV dvOpcbirois, ccAAa TTOCVTCOS TroAAoarAaatcos

506 Fr. 14, t'AiW. 157, 7 6 S vous, 6s OCE{ cm, T6 K<ipTa [so Diels:

oaa ECFTI TE KccpTa Simplic. mss.] xai vuv eoriv Iva Kal TCC aAAa

C, v TCO iroAAcp irEpiexovTi Kal ev TOIS TrpoaKpiOETai KCCI ev TOIS

Another Parmenidean demand with which Anaxagoras had to

comply was that motion should not be simply taken for granted
but explained. In place of Empedocles' Love and Strife (moral
and psychological forces expressed in corporeal terms, see 424)

Anaxagoras substitutes the single intellectual motive force ofMind.

It too, like Love and Strife, has many of the qualities ofan abstract

principle.
c

It has all knowledge about everything, and the greatest

strength; it controls all things that have life
5

;
and 'it set in order

all things that were to be', including, of course, the cosmic revolu-

tion. Yet at the same time it is
'

the finest of all things and the

purest' ;
it is

*

all alike, both the larger and the smaller quantities' ;

and though it is 'mixed with nothing', it is none the less present

'there, where everything else is, in the surrounding mass, and in

what has been united and separated off'. Anaxagoras in fact is

striving, as had several of his predecessors, to imagine and describe

a truly incorporeal entity. But as with them, so still with him, the

only ultimate criterion of reality is extension in space. Mind, like

everything else, is corporeal, and owes its power partly to its

fineness, partly to the fact that it alone, though present in the

mixture, yet remains unmixed.

How Mind imparted the first rotatory movement is by no means

obvious; it may be that even Anaxagoras himself had no clear

mental picture of the process. It appears, however, that the area

affected was at first small but is still steadily increasing. The speed
ofthe revolution is immense, and therefore its effect on the original

mixture is very powerful (505). The immediate consequence is

progressive separation: the moment the rotation takes in a new

their rotation) . And the speed creates theforce. Their speed is like the speed ofnothing that

now exists among men, but it is altogether many times asfast.

506 But Mind, which ever is, is assuredly even now where everything else is too, in the

surrounding mass and in the things that have been either aggregated or separated.
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area, as it is doing all the time, the ingredients of that area begin
at once to separate off (504). It is in fact the rotation which is

directly responsible for the separation, which leads in turn to

cosmogony. Mind, having initiated the rotation, remains alone

ultimately responsible; but at the same time, as is evident from the

statement at the end of 504, once the original motion has been

imparted, purely mechanical factors begin to operate and the

agency of Mind itself becomes less direct. This is a feature of

Anaxagoras' system which, to the irritation of Plato and Aristotle

(see 522 and note), becomes more pronounced as his cosmogony

proceeds.
With the introduction of Mind the basis of the system is

complete. Anaxagoras is, like Empedocles, in a sense a dualist;

and his dualism is, for the first time, in a sense a dualism of Mind
and matter. 1 But both members of this dualism are peculiar.

Mind, like matter, is corporeal and owes its power over matter to

its fineness and purity. Matter itself, so far from being pure, is

originally at least an infinitely divisible mixture of every form of

substance that the world is ultimately to contain.

1 Gf. 507 Theophrastus Phys. Op. fr. 4 ap. Simplicium Phys. 27, 17

(DK59A4i) Kcd OUTGO jjiv Aajjipav6vTcov 66etev ocv 6 'Avaay6pas TCCS nv
uAtxas &PX&S ocrrdpovs iroteiv, ii]v 8 TTJ$ Kiv^aecos Kal TTJS yevtecos al-dav

IJiiav T6v vouv el 5e TI$ TTJV n( lv TCOV OCTT&VTCOV CiroAApoi niav elvai 9vcjiv

dopiorov Kal KOCT* eI8os KOC! KCCT& ulyeOos, aunpoavei 6uo TOCS ocpX^S ocur6v

Aysiv Ti*|v TE TOU drrrsipou 9vaiv KOCI T6v vouv.

IN EVERYTHING A PORTION OF EVERYTHING

508 Fr. 6, Simplicius Phys. 164, 26 Kal OTG 6e Tcrai jjioipod elai

TOU T6 laeyaAou Kal TOU ajaiKpou TtAfjOos, Kal ourcos av EIT^ iv

-rrocvTa* ou6J xP^ ^aTlv rfvai, aAAoc iravTa iravTos jaoipav

OT6 TOuAAxiorov \x\ eaTiv elvai, OUK Sv SOvaiTO x^picr^flvat, o08*

507 Such being their theory, Anaxagoras would appear to make his material principles

infinite, but the cause of motion and coming into being one only, namely Mind. But ifwe

were to suppose that the mixture ofall things was a single substance, indefinite both inform

and in extent, then itfollows that he is really affirming twofirst principles only, namely the

substance of the infinite and Mind.

508 And since the portions of the great and of the small are equal in number, so too all

things would be in everything. Nor is it possible that they should exist apart, but all things

have a portion of everything. Since it is not possible that there should be a smallest part,

nothing can be put apart nor come to be all by itself, but as things were originally, so they
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ccv 9' fcouToO yevor0cu, dAA' oTrcoorrrsp &pyi\v elvoci xal vuv TTOCVTCC

opou. ev -rracji 8 iroAAa Iveari xal TGOV caroKpivon^vcov icrcc -rrAiiOos

EV TOIS jJietjoat TE Kal Aocaaoau

509 Fr. n, iMrf. 164, 23 v TravTl TTCCVTOS poTpa eveori -rrAfiv

vou, eoriv olai 5k xal voOs ?vi.

These two fragments say what they want to say briefly, emphatic-

ally and, one might have thought, clearly. 508 tells us that, as in

the original mixture, so now in everything, of whatever size, that

is being separated off, all things are together; while 509, by its

addition of the words *rrAf)v vou, drives home the point that, just

as the original mixture contained not only the traditional opposites

and the Empedoclean elements but 'countless seeds' as well, so

now everything contains a portion of everything except Mind. That

is unquestionably what Anaxagoras himself says; and he repeats

it more than once in a later fragment which has already been

quoted, 503. Those who maintain, as the majority of recent

commentators do, that when Anaxagoras said: 'in everything

there is a portion of everything' he can only have meant that in

everything there is a portion of all the opposites, can only do so at

the expense of accusing Anaxagoras of saying what he did not

mean. It is surely inconceivable that any Greek, let alone a

practised thinker like Anaxagoras, should have written ev TTCCVTI

TTOCVTOS (Jioipa VEOTI if by TTCCVTOS he really meant to signify some-

thing quite different from TTCCVT{. Whatever TTCCVTI and TTOCVTOS are

or are not intended to include, it must in fairness to Anaxagoras
be assumed that they include the same things. And that those

things comprise other things than the opposites seems to follow

inevitably from a comparison of fr. 6, 508, with fr. 4, 496.

When Anaxagoras adds at the end of 509 that there are some

things also in which Mind is present, the statement is to be

compared with that other sentence in 503 which tells us that

Mind controls everything that has life. If there are some things
in which Mind is present, there are obviously other things in

which it is not. Mind is presumably therefore to be imagined as

discontinuously distributed throughout the world in living things ;

must be now too, all together. In all things there are many ingredients, equal in number in

the greater and in the smaller of the things that are being separated off.

509 In everything there is a portion ofeverything except Mind; and there are some things

in which there is Mind as well.
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which would explain how Anaxagoras could speak, as he does

near the end of 503, of 'both the greater and the smaller

quantities
5

of it.

'SEEDS' AND 'PORTIONS'

The chief problem in any reconstruction which assumes that

Anaxagoras meant what he said is to determine the relation of the

OTrepucrroc of496 to the laolpcu of 503, 508 and 509. IfAnaxagoras

really believed (and this at least is never disputed) in the infinite

divisibility of matter, how is it that there are already 'seeds'

present in the original mixture? To answer this crucial question,

it will be easiest first to consider what precisely Anaxagoras means

by the word (Jiolpoc and only then to consider why the 'seeds' need

be introduced at all.

uoipcc is not, of course, in the way in which cmip|jia is, employed

by Anaxagoras as a semi-technical term; but for all that, he seems

to have used the word in a sense that requires careful consideration.

An Anaxagorean noipcc is a 'portion' in the sense of a 'share'

rather than of a 'piece' or 'particle'. The essential characteristic

of such a 'portion' seems to be that it is something which neither

in theory nor in practice can ever be actually reached and

separated out from that which contains it. However far you may
subdivide matter, and however infinitesimal a piece of it you may
thereby reach, Anaxagoras will always reply, exactly as Zeno

would have replied of a geometrical line, that so far from being

irreducible, it still contains an infinite number of 'portions'. This

indeed is precisely the nature of Anaxagoras' reaction to Zeno;
and it is probably what he means when he says in 508 that

'

the

portions of the great and of the small are equal in number'. Both

the infinitely great and the infinitesimally small alike contain an

infinite number of 'portions'. In effect, of course, such a theory
is indistinguishable from a theory of fusion such as Bailey (Greek

Atomists and Epicurus, App. I) attributes to Anaxagoras; but it

remains, as a theory, widely different. Neither of the illustrations

that are usually cited, the analogy of the mixture of liquids such

as water and wine and that of the mixture of grains such as those

of sugar and sand, is at all adequate to the theory. The only

satisfactory analogy is that suggested by the influence of Zeno, the

analogy of the infinite number of points in even the shortest line.

By that analogy alone can we see how Anaxagoras, despite the
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infinite divisibility of matter, could still maintain that even the

infinitesimally small contained a 'portion' of everything.

Unfortunately, the objection can be brought against such a

theory and indeed it has been brought by both ancient and

modern critics that in that case Anaxagoras' cosmogony is based

upon a vicious regress. It is not, as a matter of fact, by any means

certain that Anaxagoras himself would have regarded such a

regress as undesirable. The very notion of an infinite regress was

a new one, dating only from the time of Zeno, and it seems in no

way improbable that Anaxagoras should have seen in it a welcome

escape from Parmenides' denial of coming-into-being. But in any
case Anaxagoras has an answer to his critics. As is evident from

the fact that there is already an infinite number of 'seeds' in the

original mixture, matter naturally tends, however infinitely

divisible it may be, to coagulate into 'seeds', and there is therefore

a natural unit of matter from which cosmogony can begin. So, it

seems, Anaxagoras evaded the dilemma. On the one hand,

certainly, the infinite regress must be retained : it is the only way
in which there can be a 'portion' of everything in everything, and

so both coming-into-being and change can be effectually elimi-

nated. On the other hand, equally certainly, this same infinite

regress must be somehow at least momentarily halted so that

Anaxagoras can start moving in the opposite direction towards the

building up ofthe sensible world. It is at this point that the
'

seeds
'

(an appropriate word, since a seed is that from which larger things

develop) have an essential part to play in the system.

'SEEDS' AND OPPOSITES

510 Fr. 4 (first sentence), Simplicius Phys. 34, 29 TO\JTCOV Se

OUTCOS exovTcov xpt] Soxelv eveivcci iroAAA Te xod iravToToc ev iraai TO!$

KOCI crnipiaara TTOCVTCOV xpimocTcov KOCI ISeas iravTofas

XPol<*$ K0^ f)5ovd$. . .. (Continues at 525.)

511 Fr. 10, I in Gregor. Naz. xxxvi, 911 Migne TTCO$ yap ocv

K HTJ Tpix^S yvorro 0pl ml accp EK
jjrfj accpKOs;

512 Aristotle Phys. A 4, 187 a 23 8ia9^poucri 5s ocAAriXcov TCP TOV

510 And since these things are so, we must suppose that there are many things ofall sorts

in everything that is being aggregated, seeds ofall things with all sorts ofshapes and colours

and tastes. . ..

511 How could hair come from what is not hair or flesh from what is not flesh?

512 These two, however, differfrom each other in that Empedocles imagines a cycle of
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HEV (sc. Empedocles) mpioSov TTOIEIV TOUTGOV, TOV 6* (sc. Anaxa-

goras) anrra, Kal TOV nv (sc. Anaxagoras) aireipoc, TOC TE 6jioiojjiepfj

xai TavavTia, TOV 8e TOC KaAouiaEva aroixeioc jjiovov. EOIKE S *Ava-

^ocyopas aireipa ourco$ oirjOfjvai 8ia TO CnroAa^(3avsiv TT^V KOIVT^V

86ocv TGOV 9U<JiKoov elvai ocAiiOfj, cos ou yiyvojjievou ou8Evo$ EK TOU

[ii] OVTOS (Sia TOUTO yap OUTGO Aeyouaiv, f)v opou iravTa, Kal TO

yiyvEaOai TOiovBs KaOeon^Kev dAAoiouo-Qai, ol 8e ovyxpiaiv Kal

SiaKpiaiv) 6Ti 8* 8K TOU yiyvso-Qai s aXAfjAcov TavavTia* evuirfipxev

apa* d yap Ttav TO yiyvoiaevov avayKTj yiyvsaQai f| 6^ OVTCOV r\ EK

Hi] OVTCOV, ToOrcov 8 TO jjiiv IK ^ OVTCOV yiyvEotfai aSOvarov (TTEpl

yap Tourns 6pioyvco|Jiovoucri Tfjs SO^TIS airavTES oi Trepl 9uacos), TO

AOITTOV r|8r| au|Jipaiviv E^ dvayKT^s Ivopiaav, E OVTCOV PEV Kal

EvmrapxovTcov yiyveaOai, 8ia iJUKpoTTjTa 8 TCOV oyxcov e civaiar9f|Toov

f)|JiTv. 816 9acri Trav EV iravTi HEpIxQcci, SIOTI Trav EK iravTos copcov

ylyVOJJIEVOV 9aiva9ai SE 8ia9povTa Kal TrpoaocyopEUEaOai ETEpa

d?VAi*|Acov IK TOU ladAicrO' CnrepxovTO$ 8ia TrAfjOos Iv TTJ \\ify\ TCOV

dcTTEipcov ElAiKpivcos p^v yap 6Aov AEUKOV f\ pEAav f| yAuKU f| adpKa
f\ OCTTOUV OUK Elvai, OTOU 8fi TTAEICTTOV EKaOTOV Xl, TOUTO 80KEIV

Elvai TT]V 9\laiv TOU irpdyiJiaTos.

Unfortunately the only two surviving sentences of Anaxagoras
himself that give us any clue concerning the composition of the

'seeds' are those in 510 and 511; and of these the latter may well

represent, not Anaxagoras' own exact words, but a paraphrase by

such changes, Anaxagoras a single series. Anaxagoras again posited an infinity of

principles, namely the homoeomerous substances and the opposites together, while Empedocles

posits only the so-called 'elements'. The theory of Anaxagoras that the principles are

infinite in number was probably due to his acceptance of the common opinion of the physicists

that nothing comes into beingfrom not-being. For this is the reason why they use the phrase
'

all things were together', and the coming into being of such and such a kind of thing is

reduced to change of quality, while others speak of combination and separation. Moreover,

thefact that the opposites proceedfrom each other led them to the same conclusion. The one,

they reasoned, must have already existed in the other; for since everything that comes into

being must arise eitherfrom what is orfrom what is not, and it is impossiblefor it to arise

from what is not (on this point all the physicists agree), they thought that the truth of the

alternative necessarily followed, namely that things come into being out of existent things,

i.e. out of things already present, but imperceptible to our senses because of the smallness of
their bulk. So they assert that everything is mixed in everything, because they saw every-

thing arising out of everything. But things, as they say, appear differentfrom one another

and receive different names according to the nature of the thing that is numerically pre-

dominant among the innumerable constituents of the mixture. For nothing, they say, is

purely and entirely white or black or sweet orflesh or bone, but the nature ofa thing is held

to be that of which it contains the most. (After Hardie)
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the scholiast on Gregorius Nazianzenus who preserves the argu-
ment. At this point, therefore, we are compelled to invoke

secondary sources. But at least our secondary authorities (one of

whom, Simplicius, certainly had Anaxagoras' book before him)
are unanimous in attributing to Anaxagoras the views voiced by
Aristotle in 512.

It is fairly evident from 510, where the 'seeds' are said to have

diverse colours and tastes, that some at least of the opposites, such

as bright and dark or sweet and bitter, were actually ingredients

in the
'

seeds
'

;
and there can be little doubt that Aristotle is there-

fore right when he attributes to Anaxagoras the general argument

that, since opposites 'come out of one another' since, in other

words, a thing becomes hotter from having been cooler and vice

versa they must have been present in one another all the time.

But that docs not seem to be, as it is sometimes taken to be, the end

of the matter. 511 equally suggests, if somewhat less directly, that

natural substances arc on an equal footing with the opposites. For

if hair cannot come from what is not hair nor flesh from what is

not flesh, hair and flesh too, just like the opposites, must have been

there all the time. Again, moreover, this inference is supported by
Aristotle; for in the last sentence of 512, in the list of examples of

the things the predominance of which determines the apparent
character of a whole body, there appear, besides the opposites,

white, black and sweet, the natural substances, flesh and bone.

The '

seeds
'

in fact contain, like the original mixture in which they
were present, not only the opposites, nor only natural substances,

but both together.
It is significant that Aristotle should so often, as he does in 512,

compare and contrast Empedocles and Anaxagoras. Anaxagoras
seems to have felt, as has already become evident from the list of

the ingredients of the original mixture in 496, that Empedocles
had not gone far enough. If everything consisted solely of the four

elements, then in putting together the four elements in different

proportions to form, say, flesh or bone, Empedocles had not, to

Anaxagoras' mind, succeeded in eliminating the coming-into-

being of something new. The only way to do that was to posit in

everything the presence ab initio of everything which might emerge
from it. Since there was no end to the apparent changes that might
take place in the world, there must be, not only in the original

mixture as a whole but in every constituent 'seed', a 'portion'
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not only of all the opposites but of every natural substance as well.

In that way alone can hair and flesh come from the wheat which

nourishes them without the coming-into-being of something new.

THE OPPOSITES

513 Fr. 8, Simplicius Phys. 175, 12 and 1 76, 29 ou Kexcbpioroci

dAArjAcov TOC EV TCQ Ivi KOODOO ou8s dTTOKeKOTrroa ireAsKsi OUTS r6

Oeppov dnro TOU vyuxpoO OUTS TO vpuxpov GOTO TOU OspjjioO.

This fragment should be compared with the last few sentences of

503 (beginning KCC! cnroKpiveToci), where, incidentally, it is to be

noted that Ariaximenes' pair of opposites, the rare and the dense,

are added to those of Anaximander and the Pythagoreans. The
two passages together are often taken, along with those in the next

section, as indicating that Anaxagoras did indeed regard the

opposites as primary elements of superior status to natural sub-

stances. It seems more likely, however, in view of the evidence to

the contrary, that he merely regarded the opposites as providing
the best illustration of his general theory that

'

in everything there

is a portion of everything'. Heraclitus had already shown that one

of a pair ofopposites cannot exist without the other; while the very
fact that they are opposites means that the existence of a close

relation between them, whatever it may be, is more obvious than

in the case of such substances as, say, gold and flesh. Indeed a

particular argument which Anaxagoras is said to have used, the

paradox that snow must really be black,
1 may well be no more

than a later distortion of a statement to the effect that there is

a
*

portion' of 'the black' in snow. But even though the opposites
do unquestionably, for this reason, figure very prominently in the

fragments, the evidence still seems to suggest that, just as the hot

and the cold cannot be cut off from one another with a hatchet, so

are flesh, hair, gold, and every other natural substance equally

inseparable one from another.

1
5*4 Sextus Pyrrh. i, 33 voounevoc 5 9ocivojjivoi$ (sc. dvirrfOenev), cbs 6

'Avocoy6pocs Tcp AEUKT^V elvoci TT^V xi6vcc dvTETiOei OTI f| xi&v 08cop

s, 16 6 05cop iorl |jieAav, xal f| y\&v dpa i

513 The things in the one world-order are not separated one from the other nor cut off

with an axe, neither the hotfrom the cold nor the coldfrom the hot.

514 We oppose the objects of thought to those of the senses, as Anaxagoras used to oppose

to the view that snow is white the argument that snow isfrozen water, and water is black,

whence itfollows that snow is black.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF COSMOGONY

515 Fr. 2, Simplicius Phys. 155, 31 KCCI yap afjp T xai a!0f]p

OCTTOKpfvOVTai OTTO TOU TTOAAoO TOU TTplEXoVTOS KCtl T6 y6

cnreipov fern TO TrAfj0o$.

516 Fr. 15, ibid. 179, 3 TO uv TTUKVOV xal Siepov Kai

Kal TO 309ep6v v6a8e ovvsxcbpricjev, IvOa vuv (f) yfj),
1 TO 6 dpaiov

xai TO deploy xal TO npov l^excoprjo-ev ei$ TO Trpooxo TOU

517 Fr. 1 6, ibid. 179, 8 and 155, 21 dud TOUTCOV

ovimfjyvvrrai yfj
* K piev yap TCOV ve9eAcov 06cop diroKpiveTai, EK

8k TOU 08aros yf), EK 8e TTJS yffc AiOoi au^TrfiyvuvTai Cnro TOU

yuxpou, oC/roi 5e iKxcopfouai paAAov TOU uSaTo$.

1 1'he supplement (which is not essential) is derived from the paraphrase
of this fr. in Ilippolytus Ref. i, 8, 2.

515 suggests that in the progressive separation caused by the

rotation the first things to emerge were air and aithcr (or fire).
1

There is, however, a difficulty here. We have already been told,

in the opening sentences of the book, 495, that in the original

mixture c

nothing was visible because of its smallness; for air and

aither, both being infinite, held all things in subjection
'

. Why, then,

if air and aither are already distinguished in the original mixture,

do they need to be separated off when the rotation begins? There

seems to be only one satisfactory answer to that question, which,

however, will only emerge from an examination of 516.

1 Cf. 5^8 Aristotle de caelo A3, 270 b 24
>

Avcc5ocy6pas 6e KocTaKexpTjTai
TCO 6v6|jaTi TOUTCP (sc. alOi'ip) ou KccAcos. ovopiasei yap alOepa dvTl Trvp6s.

Cf. e.g. Ar. Meteor. Bg, 369 b 14 (DK-59A84) and 521.

The opposites, as we have already seen, exist in the form of

'portions' in the
c

seeds
5

,
each 'seed' being characterized by that

515 For air and aither are being separated offfrom the surrounding mass, which is

infinite in number.

516 The dense and the moist and the cold and the dark came together here, where the

earth now is, while the rare and the hot and the dry went outwards to thefurtherpart of the

aither.

517 From these things, as they are separated off, the earth is solidified; for water is

separated offfrom the clouds, earthfrom water, andfrom earth stones are solidified by the

cold; and stones tend to move outwards more than water.

518 Anaxagoras employs this name (i.e. aither) incorrectly. For he speaks of aither in

place offire.
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of which it has most in it. When, therefore, 516 tells us that
'

the

dense, the moist, the cold and the dark came together where the

earth now is', it means that the 'seeds' in which there was a pre-

ponderance of the dense, the moist, the cold and the dark over

their respective opposites tended towards the centre ofthe rotation.

They obeyed, in other words, two laws which Anaxagoras seems

to have regarded as virtually axiomatic, the attraction of like to

like and the tendency of the heavy to the centre, of the light to the

circumference of a whirl. 1 The Empedoclean elements were not

to Anaxagoras primary substances, but rather mixtures of 'seeds'

of all sorts.2 At this stage in cosmogony at least, earth is earth

rather than anything else simply because of the predominance in

its constituent 'seeds' ofthe dense and the rest over their opposites.

Aither, on the other hand, consists of 'seeds' that are characterized

by the rare, the hot and the dry. All that is happening, therefore,

at this very early stage in the world's evolution is that the 'seeds'

that are characterized by the same combination of opposites are

tending together towards their appropriate place in the universe.

1
5*9 Simplicius Phys. 27, 1 1 (DKsgA/j.!) Kod TccC/T<5c 9T|criv 6 0eo9paoTO$

TrapairAricHcos TOO 'Ava^H&vSpep Aysiv T6v 'Ava^aydpav* IxeTvos (sc.

Anaxagoras) yap 9-qatv ev TTJ 6iocKpiaet TOU dareipov TOC ovyyevfl <ppe(T0oci

irpos dAATjAa, Kod OTI |jev v Tab iravTl xpvo~6$ flv yiveaOai ypwov, OTI 8

yfj, yfjv.

520 Diog. L. ii, 8 (DK.59AI) Kal vouv pev ocpxiiv Kivfiaecos TCOV S

aconcxTCov TOC nv papea TOV KcVrco TOTTOV, TOC S KOVKpa T6v dvco iiricixeTv ----

Cf. 119.
2
521 Aristotle de caelo V$, 302 a 28 'Ava^ayopas 5^ 'E^7Te5oKA6l vavTfco$

A^yei -rrepl TCOV oroixetcov. 6 nsv ycxp irup xai TOC CTUOTOIXOC TOUTOIS crrotxeTA

9Tjcnv slvca TCOV CICOIJICCTCOV Kal ovyKeicjOai irAvT* ^K TOVTTCOV, 'Ava^ocydpas 8^

ToOvavTfov TCX yap 6|aoio|Ji6pfi aTOixeia, Aeyco 8* olov aocpxa Kal 6aTouv Kal

TCOV TOIOUTCOV EKacTTov* ocspa 8s Kal irup laefynara TOUTCOV Kal TCOV ctAAcov

crrrspiJicxTcov TTAVTCOV* elvat yap ^KcVrepov carrcov i? dopdnrcov 6|Jioiojjiepcov

519 Theophrastus says that the theory of Anaxagoras resembles that of Anaximander;

for Anaxagoras says that, in the dividing up of the infinite, things of a like kind tend

together, and what was goldor earth in the original whole becomesgoldandearth respectively.

520 Mind, he says, initiates motion, and heavy bodies occupy the lower position, light

bodies the upper .

521 Anaxagoras and Empedocles hold opposite views on the elements. Empedocles holds

thatjire and the rest of the list are the elements of bodies and that everything is made up of

these; but Anaxagoras opposes this. He maintains that the homoeomerous substances

(e.g. flesh, bone and so on) are the elements, while air or fire are mixtures of these and all

other seeds; each of them is an aggregation of all the homoeomerous substances, which,
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Trdvrcov f|0potanvov. 616 Kal yfyveaOai TTOVT' K ToOrcov T6 yap m/p Kal

TrpocrayopeuEi Toajr6.

But if that is so, then the problem raised by the comparison of

fr. i, 495, with fr. 2, 515, is easily solved. All that the crucial

sentence in fr. i is intended to tell us is that, in Cornford's words

(CQ, 24 (1930) 25), 'Aether and Air are merely collective names for

the sets of hotter and colder (etc.) Seeds respectively. Both sets

exist in the Mixture, and indeed together make up the whole

Mixture; but originally they were completely jumbled together
and coextensive.' Fr. 2, on the other hand, describes how these

sets of 'seeds', originally completely intermingled, began to be

separated one from the other to form two distinctive masses.

Anaxagoras, true to his Ionian upbringing, has in fact allowed the

traditional opposites, even though they are now reduced to the

status of 'portions' in 'seeds' and are therefore on an equal

footing with natural substances, to retain their traditional part in

cosmogony; and at the same time he has found a place in his

system for the Empedoclean elements. 1

1 This is another illustration of the way in which the responsibility of

Mind becomes less direct as cosmogony proceeds. It is clearly the ground
for Socrates' famous criticism of Anaxagoras' use of Mind in PhaedoyjBff.

Gf. especially 522 Plato Phaedo 98157 (DK5QA47) oor6 6ri 0avnacn-fj$

SAidSos, 6 ^recipe, 4>xHTW (peponevos, frreiSfi TrpoTcov Kal dvaytyvcboxcov 6pc5

dv8poc Tcp nv vco ou8v xp&jievov ouSe TIVOCS alTia$ eiramcbuevov els TO

8ioKoarne!v TOC -rrpdynara, depots 8 mi al0pa$ Kal 08ara alTiconevov Kal dAAa
TroAAd Kal aroTra. This criticism is echoed by Aristotle Met. A 4, 985 a 18

and Eudemus ap. Simpl. Phys. 327, 26 (both DK.59A47).

So Anaxagoras
5

cosmogony is launched; and the process begun
in 515 and 516 is continued in 517. First air, which is at this stage

the opposite of aither, is solidified into clouds; from clouds comes

water
;
from water comes earth

;
and finally from earth are solidified

stones. Not only is like continuing to be attracted by like, but also,

evidently, the pressure at the centre of the rotation (cf. the PITJ of

505) is compressing the 'seeds' into ever more solid bodies. Of
the ingredients in the 'seeds' it is still apparently the opposites that

however , are invisible. For this reason everything comes into beingfrom these two (fire and

aither being in Anaxagoras synonymous).

522 From this wonderful hope, myfriend, I was at once cast down: as I went ahead and

read the book Ifound a man who made no use at all of Mind, nor invoked any other real

causes to arrange the world, but explained things by airs and aithers and waters and many
other absurdities.
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are the operative factor : stones are solidified from earth under the

agency of the cold. But by now the opposites have fulfilled their

main function; from now onwards their place will be largely taken

by the substances with which they are mixed in the 'seeds'.

NOURISHMENT AND GROWTH

523 Aetius i, 3, 5 (DK5QA46) *Avaay6pa$
c

Hyriai(3ouAov 6

KAajoiAEvios &PX&S T&v OVTCOV TOC$ 6noioiApeias dn^fivaro. 86Kei

yap aCrrcp daropcbTcrrov elvai, TTCO$ K TOU
|jrf] OVTO$ Suvarai TI

yiveaOai f| 90eipea6ai els TO \xi] 6v. TpO9fiv youv

carAfjv xal |JiovoEi8fj, apTOV Kal OSoop, xai EK Taunts

9X84; dprnpia aap veupa dara Kal Ta Aonra nopia. TOUTCOV oOv

yiyvojjiEvcov 6[jioXoy^Teov OTI iv TTJ TpO9rj TTJ irpoa96po|j^vr| -rrAvroc

^orl TOC ovTa, xat EK TCOV ovrcov TrdvTa au^ETat. xai ev ^Keivrj earl

TTJ Tpo9f| |Jiopia aipiocros yEWTiTiKoc xal veupcov Kal 6orcov Kal TOOV

aAAcov* a fjv Aoyco 0Ecopr|Td jaopia. ou yap Sei Travra ETTI TTIV

aiaOricriv avaysiv, OTI apTos Kal TO OBcop TaOra KaTaaKEua^ei, aAA*

ev TOUTOIS earl A6ycp OecopriTd jjiopia. Cf. Simplicius Phys. 460, 1 2

(DK59 A45).

This passage and others like it, along with fr. 10 (511), suggest

that Anaxagoras was particularly interested in the problem of

nutrition. His general principles, 'a portion of everything in

everything' and the attraction of like to like, provide him with a

simple solution so simple, indeed, that he may well have arrived

at those general principles from consideration of this very problem.
For though there are certain inevitable differences of detail, the

analogy between macrocosm the world in which we live and

microcosm the individual living thing is in Anaxagoras

especially plain.

523 Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, son of Hegesiboulos, held that the fast principles of

things were the homoeomeries. For it seemed to him quite impossible that anything should

come into beingfrom the non-existent or be dissolved into it. Anyhow we take in nourish-

ment that is simple and homogeneous, such as bread or water, and by this are nourished hair,

veins, arteries, flesh, sinews, bones and all the other parts of the body. Which being so, we

must agree that everything that exists is in the nourishment we take in, and that everything

derives its growthfrom things that exist. There must be in that nourishment some parts that

are productive of blood, some ofsinews, some of bones, and so on parts which reason alone

can apprehend. For there is no need to refer thefact that bread and waterproduce all these

things to sense-perception; rather, there are in bread and water parts which only reason can

apprehend.
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Bread and water, like all other substances, consist of
c

seeds';

and each of those 'seeds' contains a 'portion' of everything. (It is

true, of course, that bread is not a natural substance, while water,

as we have already seen, is a collection of 'seeds' of every sort; but

if we substitute wheat, which is a natural substance, for the bread

which both Actius and Simplicius actually cite, it makes no

difference to the argument.) When the bread (or wheat) is eaten,

it is presumably broken up into its constituent
'

seeds
'

;
and since

these are themselves infinitely divisible, some of them at least will

probably be broken down, by the processes of mastication and

digestion, into still smaller seeds. Thereupon those seeds in which

flesh predominates proceed, by the attraction of like to like, to join
the flesh of the body, hair joins hair, and so on. But since no such

thing as a particle of pure substance can ever exist, the flesh from

the bread that goes to join the flesh of the body must always carry
with it a 'portion' of everything else, and so ensures that the flesh,

like the loaf, will continue to contain a
'

portion
'

of everything.

Meanwhile, of course, those ingredients in the loaf that are

irrelevant to nutrition, copper, for instance, or cork,
1 are for the

most part that is, all except the few
'

portions
' which are carried

to join the flesh or hair of the body eliminated by the digestive

processes.

1 The examples are CornforcTs. Commenting on this passage from

Actius, he writes (CQ, 24 (1930) 20) :

' Corn feeds flesh and bones; therefore

it contains particles of flesh and bone. It does not nourish silver or rubies;

so why should it contain particles of these? . . . There is no motive here for

asserting
"
a portion of every substance" in bread or corn or any other food as

such. The assertion would be gratuitous as well as absurd.' But the

argument that the contention
*

a portion of everything in everything
'

is

absurdly uneconomical, true as it may be in one way, overlooks the fact,

on which comment has already been made above (pp. 380 f.), that it is

at least economical of effort. It would have been an unending task for

Anaxagoras to determine what could and what could not come from what;
and it is perhaps characteristic of Presocratic dogmatism that, rather than

face that unending task, he should simply have asserted, as we have seen

he several times did, 'a portion of everything in everything*.

HOMOEOMERIES
Three of the passages already quoted have used one or other of the

words 6iJioiouepfj or onoio^peicu ('homoeomeries' or 'things with

like parts'). None of these passages comes from Anaxagoras him-

self; two, 512 and 521, come from Aristotle; one, 523, to which
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many parallels could be found in Simplicius and others, comes

from Aetius. It is actually very unlikely that Anaxagoras himself

ever used either word; what the later commentators called

duoiouepeioci, he himself seems to have called 'seeds'. Aristotle,

who was probably the first to apply the phrase TOC onoio^epfj to the

theories of Anaxagoras, seems at least to have used it consistently.

But in the later writers the precise meaning of either term is open
to question.

Perhaps the most significant of the passages in Aristotle is that

at the beginning of 512 in which he tells us that Anaxagoras

regarded as primary elements both the opposites and TOC o^oionepii,

'the things with like parts'. Now Aristotle frequently uses the

phrase TOC oiaoiojjiepfj for his own purposes : TOC 6pioio|Jiep
<

n in his own

system were natural substances, such as flesh or bone, metals, or

the four elements, every part of which, in his own view, was

exactly like the whole. It seems hardly likely that, when he used

the phrase in connexion with the theories ofAnaxagoras, he should

have used it in a different sense. What 512 therefore tells us is that

Anaxagoras regarded both the opposites and natural substances as

primary elements. It is true that elsewhere in Aristotle, as in 521,

the homoeomerous substances appear alone as the primary
elements of Anaxagoras; but that after all does not contradict the

fuller statement in 512. Our own reconstruction of Anaxagoras'

system suggests that the fuller statement is correct. For in that

system as reconstructed the opposites and the natural substances

do indeed together comprise the
'

everything' of which everything
contains a 'portion'. Even if, therefore, the strictest possible

interpretation is placed upon the phrase TOC ouoioiaepfj in Aristotle,

that still does not in the slightest degree undermine any arguments
adduced in earlier sections of this chapter. It may be that

Aristotle uses the phrase in a sense which Anaxagoras himself

would not have allowed ; whatever the natural substances were or

were not in Anaxagoras' system, they were certainly not, as they
were in Aristotle's own, homogeneous. But that does not invalidate

the truth of the statement that in the system of Anaxagoras the

primary elements were the opposites and the natural substances

together.

Only in the later writers, when the term 6noioupicc creeps in

alongside T<X 6uoiojJiepfi, does the problem become more compli-
cated. It is evident from, for instance, Lucretius i, 830 (DK 59A 44)
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that the word 6|aoio^peia had by now become a catchword that

was almost automatically applied to Anaxagoras' physical

theories; and it seems very probable that many of those who used

it did so without understanding its exact significance.
1

Simplicius,

thanks to his familiarity with Anaxagoras' book, is probably our

safest guide as to its correct usage. In the passages of Simplicius
where either TCC oiJioiojjiepfj or 6[Jioionepeicci figure, the former can

always be understood in the sense in which Aristotle used it,

whereas the latter can usually, if not always, be taken to mean the

'seeds'. The fact is, of course, that the problem is somewhat

academic. Not only did Anaxagoras himself apparently never use

the words, but also, whatever interpretation be put upon them

(except only the impossible interpretation of homogeneity), there

is no difficulty in fitting them into the system as reconstructed.

But ifwe have to speculate on why Anaxagoras' 'seeds' came to be

called 6noiouepicu, then the most likely explanation is that, since

every 'seed' contains a 'portion' of everything, not only every
individual 'seed' but also everything composed of 'seeds' will, in

a very real sense, contain similar 'portions'.

1
Aetius, e.g., is clearly uncertain of the exact implications of the word

6noionepioc. 523 continues thus: 524 Aetius i, 3, 5 (DK5QA46) dir6

TOU oOv OMOIOC TOC pipr| elvcct iv Trj Tpocpfl TOIS yevvco^vois

carrdcs ^KaAeae Kcd dpx&s T&V OVTCOV <5nre9i*|vaTo ....

SUMMARY OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM

Before proceeding to certain special doctrines, it will be as well to

add a few last observations on the above reconstruction of the basis

of Anaxagoras' system.
The problem which faced Anaxagoras was, of course, exactly

the same as faced the atomists. He had to give an account of the

origin of the world without either deriving a plurality from an

original unity, or allowing the coming-into-being or change of

anything real, or, finally, confusing geometrical space with

physical matter. Given the same problem, the two solutions could

hardly have been more different. Whereas Anaxagoras made

matter, like magnitude, infinitely divisible, the atomists main-

524 Since9 therefore, the nourishment contains parts that are like the things which it

producesy he called them homoeomeries and said that they were thefirstprinciples ofexisting

things. . ..
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tained that it was composed of indivisible minima; and whereas

Anaxagoras eliminated both coming-into-being and the deriva-

tion of plurality from unity by postulating ab initio an infinite

variety of substances, the atomists regarded all substance as

absolutely homogeneous and accounted for the apparent variety

of phenomena by mere differences of shape, size, position and

arrangement. Both solutions are full of ingenuity, in outline and

in detail. But for all their ingenuity, and for all the difference

between them, they are each the outcome as much of the Eleatic

paradox as of the inventiveness of their respective authors.

SPECIAL DOCTRINES

(i)
Innumerable worlds?

525 Fr. 4, Simplicius Phys. 35, 3 (continuing 510) . . . KCCI ocvOpco-

TTOVS TE aujjmrccyfjvcci KCCI TOC dAAa jcpa ocra yvxfjv e^ei. Kal TOIS ye

dvSpcoTroiaiv elvai Kal iroAeis ovvcpxtmsvas KCCI epya Kcn-eaKEuacrjj^va,

Gocnrep Trap' r^Iv, Kal fjAiov TE auroiaiv elvai Kal <jAr|vr|v Kai Td

dAAa, c&OTrep Trap' fmiv, Kal TTJV yfjv ccurolcn 9\iiv iroAAd TE Kal

TtavTOia, <x>v EKEIVOI TOC ovrjcrra cruvEveyKapiEvoi els TTJV oiKtiaiv

XpcovTat. TaOra MEV ouv pioi AeAeKTai Trepl TTJS drroKpicnos, OTI OUK

av irap' f\[tiv IJLOVOV ocTTOKpiOEirj, dAAa Kal dAAr). (496 follows.)

526 Simplicius Phys. 157, 9 Kal JJIVTOI Ehrcov 'EVE!vat TtoAAd. . .

f)6ovds' (from 510), Kal 'dvOpcoTrous ye oviaiTayfivai . . .^UXTIV

EXei', rrdyei
e

Kal TOIS ye dvOpcbiroiaiv . . .xp&VTai' (from 525).

Kal OTI |JLV ^T^pav Tivd 5iaKoaiJir|aiv irapd TT^V Trap' fmiv alviTreTai,

6r}Aot TO
e

oiaTTep Trap' fmiv' oux onra^ jJiovov elptj^vov. OTI 6

o08e alcrdriTfiv p^v eKeivriv oferai, TCO XP^vcp 8^ TOUTTIS irpOTiyTiaa-

SrjAoi TO
C

c5v iKeivoi Ta 6vrjorra o\A?eveyKdMevoi els TTJV

dAAa
c

xpcovTai'.

525 (
We must suppose that] men have beenformed and the other animals that have life;

and that the men have inhabited cities and cultivatedfields, just as we have here; and sun

and moon and so on, just as we have; and that the earth bringsforthfor them all manner of

produce, of which they garner the best into their houses and use it. So much, then, have I

said about the process of separating of that separation would have taken place not only

here with us but elsewhere too.

526 Having said, however,
*

there are many things. . .and tastes' [from 510] and 'men

have been formed. . .have life', he adds
(
the men have. . .and use it

9

[from 525]. That

he is hinting at another world in addition to our own is clearfrom the phrase, which he uses

more than once, 'just as we have'. And that he does not regard this other world as a

perceptible world which preceded this world in time is clearfrom the words 'of which they

garner the best into their houses and use it
1

. For he did not say
'
used

9

but
'

use '. Nor does
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dAA' ou8fc d>s vuv KOCT* aAAa$ TIV&S oixfjaeis 6noia$ ouor)$ Kora-

crr&aecos Tfj Trap' fmiv. ou yap elite
C

TOV fjAiov Kal TTJV orAf|vr|v

eTvai Trap* &<eivois oocnrep xal Trap* fjulv', dAA' '^Aiov xai agAi^vrjv,

Goarrep Trap' fjiJiTv', 00$ 6f] irepl aAAcov Aeycov. ccAAa TaCrra nev erre

ourcos erre aAAcos exei, JTFeiv a^iov.

Many scholars have maintained, on the strength of 525, that

Anaxagoras must have believed in a plurality of contemporary
worlds. Yet some of the ancient evidence seems to suggest that he

believed in one world only. Admittedly Aetius at one point (n, 4,

6, DK.59A65) lists Anaxagoras among those who held that the

world was perishable, thereby suggesting that he believed in a

succession of worlds; but Aetius, as was shown in the case of

Anaximander (p. 124), was confused on this issue, and elsewhere

(n, i, 2, DK59A63) lists Anaxagoras instead among those who
believed in one world only. Simplicius is probably our most

reliable witness, since he certainly had the relevant part of

Anaxagoras' book before him; and though elsewhere in his

commentary on the Physics (e.g. 154, 29, DK59A64) he speaks of

Anaxagoras' world in the singular, that need mean no more than

that he was there concerned only with the world we know. 1
526

gives us his considered view, and clearly acknowledges his un-

certainty on the point. It is perhaps just possible that, as Cornford

maintained, Anaxagoras is referring in 525, not to other worlds, but

to distant and unknown parts of this earth's surface, comparable
with the 'hollows in the earth' in the myth in Plato's Phaedo

(logAff.). But since the question was anyhow not for Anaxagoras

(as it was for the atomists, see p. 412) one which arose inevitably
from his first principles and consequently demanded a definite

answer, it seems wisest to follow the guidance of Simplicius in 526
and leave the question open.

1 Aristotle's remarks about Anaxagoras at, e.g., Phys. A 4, i8ja2^ff. 9 1,

25obi8fF., though they have been used as evidence that Anaxagoras
believed in only one world, are either so generalized that they are of little

value as evidence on this particular question, or else suggest only that in

Aristotle's opinion Anaxagoras regarded this world (irrespective of the

existence of others) as imperishable.

he mean that they are now inhabiting other regions of the same world as our own. For

he did not say
*

they have the sun and the moonjust as we too have' but 'sun and moon> as

we have
'

as ifhe were talking ofa different sun and moon. But it is debatable whether or

not these considerations are valid.
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(ii) Astronomy and meteorology

527 Fr. 1 8, Plutarch defac. in orb. lun. 16, 9293 fjAios VT{0Ti<7i

TTJ CreAf)VT| TO AajJlTTpOV.

528 Fr. 19, 2 BT in Iliadem 17, 547
T
lpiv 6e KaAeopiev TO v TTJCTI

V9EAr|CTiv avTiAduTrov TCO fjAico. xsl^v 5 ^v ^OT

TO yap Trptx0|jvov u8cop TCO v&pEi OCVEHOV 6Tro(r|CTv fj

529 Hippolytus Ref. i, 8, 3-10 (DK59A42) TT^V 8 yqv TCO

crxrmorn irAaTeiav elvai Kai JJIEVEIV |jTcopov 6i6c TO [jieyeOos Kal 8id

TO pf] elvai KEVOV Kal 8ia TO TOV cxepa laxupoTorrov ovTa 9epeiv

ETroxoupivr|v -rnv yf^v. (4) TCOV 8* Jiri yfjs uypcov TT]V jaev OaAaaaav

UTTCcp^ou (|'K) T6 TCOV Iv ccOrrj uScxTcov, {(&v) E^aTjJiicy6^v(Tcov) TOC

UTrooTavToc ouTcos yeyovevai, xal OCTTO TCOV Korrocppeuadvrcov

TTOTaiJicov. (5) TOV/S 8e TroTatJioOs xal daro TCOV 6|Jippcov AaiJipocvEiv Tf|v

UTrocrTacTiv Kal e OSarcov TCOV ev TT) yrj. elvai yap auTT^v KoiAr|v Kai

e'xeiv OScop ev TOIS KoiAconacnv . ... (6) i^Aiov S Kai a6Af|vr|v Kal

TravTa TOC aorpa AiOous elvai efjurupous aun7repiA'n<p0evTa$ UTTO TTJS

alOepos TTpi9opas. elvai 8' UTTOKOTCO TCOV cxorpcov f|Aico Kai

aAf|vr| acojjiaTa Tiva ovijrTrpi<pp6neva f^jaiv aopara. (7) Tfls 8

0p(ji6Tr|TOS [ri\ aicr0avC70ai TCOV aorpcov Sia TO iJiaKpav Elvai [Kal

8ia] TT\V aTrocrracTiv Tfls yf]$' Ti 8 oux o^oicos 0pi^a TCO fjAicp Sia

TO x^pav Xeiv 4^v^(pOTpav. lvai SE TTJV crAf|vr|v KaTCOTEpco TOU

fjAiou nAricricbTfipov fmcov. (8) U7TpXiv SE TOV f^Aiov ny6ei Tqv

rTAoTr6vvr|aov. TO SE 9co$ TT^V aAf|vr)V \xr\ iSiov Xiv, aAAa airo

TOU fjAiou. TT^V SE TCOV aoTpcov 7TEpi90pav UTTO yfjv yivEcrOai.

527 The sun indues the moon with brightness.

528 We call the reflexion of the sun in the clouds a rainbow. So it is a sign ofstorm;for
the moisture that suffuses the cloud either creates a wind or spillsforth rain.

529 The earth (he thinks} isflat in shape, and stays suspended where it is because of its

size, because there is no void and because the air, which is very strong, keeps the earth afloat

on it. (4) Of the moisture on the earth, the sea came from the waters in the earth, the

evaporation of which gave rise to all that has emerged, andfrom the rivers that flow into

it. (5) Rivers owe their origin partly to rain, partly to the waters in the earth;for the earth

is hollow, and in its hollows contains water. ... (6) The sun, the moon and all the stars

are red-hot stones which the rotation of the aither carries round with it. Beneath the stars

are certain bodies, invisible to us, that are carried round with the sun and moon. (7) We
do not feel the heat of the stars because they are sofarfrom the earth; moreover, they are not

as hot as the sun because they occupy a colder region. The moon is beneath the sun and

nearer to us. (8) The sun exceeds the Peloponnese in size. The moon has not any light of
its own but derives itfrom the sun. The stars in their revolution pass beneath the earth.
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(9) &<AehTetv 8 TTJV asAr|vr|v yfjs dcvT^porrrouoTis, evioTe 84 Koci TCOV

UTTOKOCTCO iffe ciEAf|vr|$, T6v 64 f)Xiov TaTs vovnr|v{ais

AvTi9pocTToOcrr|s .... (10) . . . <pr\ 6fc yr)ivT)v elvai TTJ

T6 iv airzTJ ireSia Kal 9dpayyas. Cf. Diog. L. n, 8-9

527 and 528 are included mainly to show that Anaxagoras did

indeed concern himself with the usual astronomical and meteoro-

logical questions. It is from the long passage ofwhich 529 is a part
that we get most of our information on the subject; and 529 for

the most part speaks for itself. Clearly Anaxagoras' astronomy is

much more rational than most of his predecessors', especially

perhaps the view that the sun, moon and stars are huge incan-

descent stones. There is a story preserved by Diogenes Laertius 1

and Pliny that Anaxagoras predicted the fall of the large meteorite

which fell at Acgospotami in 467 B.C. (cf. p. 439). Certainly this

event caused a considerable stir; and though the suggestion that

Anaxagoras predicted it is absurd, it may well have contributed

towards his belief that the heavenly bodies were made of stone.

It is because of their solidity, as 517 has already suggested, that

they were originally thrown off from the earth at the centre of the

cosmic revolution to take up their positions nearer the periphery.

Presumably meteorites are heavenly bodies which, despite the

speed of the revolution which normally keeps them aloft, have

been drawn back to the earth by the familiar tendency of the

heavy to move towards the centre of the revolution.

530 Diog. L. ir, 10 (DK.59AI) 9ocal 8* ocCrr6v irpoenreTv Tqv ircpl

Alyos TTOTcciJioOs yevon&rjv TOU AfOov; TTTOOCJIV, 6v el-rrev K TOU fjAfou

Cf. Marmot Parium 57 and PlinyN.H. n, 149 (bothDK 59A 1 1 ).

(iii) Biology

531 Fr. 22, Athenaeus n, 57 D TO KocAoi^evov 6pvt9o$ yocAoc TO

v TOI$ cpois AeuK6v.

532 Hippolytus Ref. i, 8, 12 (DK5QA42) ^cpa 8 TTJV tav &pyr\v

(p) Eclipses of the moon are due to its being screened by the earthy or, sometimes, by the bodies

beneath the moon; those ofthe sun to screening by the moon when it is new .... (10) . . .He

held that the moon was made of earth, and had plains and ravines on it.

530 They say that heforetold the fall of the stone at Aegospotami, saying that it would

fallfrom the sun.

531 What is called
'
birds' milk

1

is the white of the egg.
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Iv uypco yvcr0oct, jjieTa TccOToc 8k % dAAfjAcov. Cf. Diog. L. n,

9 adJin. (DKsgAi).

533 Theophrastus Hist, plant, m, i, 4 'Avoc^ocyopas \ikv TOV

ccepoc irAvrcov 9&TKcov xelv ornipuaroc Kal Tocura avyKoro^epd^evoc
TCO 08orri yevvav TCC q>vr<5c ....

531 is again quoted merely to show that Anaxagoras did include

detailed doctrines in his book: its point presumably is that the

white of an egg is the embryo's food. Several equally detailed

theories are attributed to him by the ancient authorities, including

Aristotle; but they are ofno great importance for present purposes.
The two most important of his biological theories are those in 532
and 533. In his beliefthat life originated in

c

the moist' he followed

Anaximander (see pp. 141 f.)> but the notion that it was brought
down to the earth with the rain is curious. 1 All living things, of

course, from plants at the bottom of the scale to man at the top,
2

have a portion of Mind (see 503 and 509) . Before living things

came into existence Mind was presumably dispersed evenly

throughout the mixture
;
but from the time when life originated it

evidently began to localize itself in living things, so that there are

now, according to 509, only ''some things in which there is Mind
also'.

1 This may be a development of the popular idea, exemplified in Aeschylus

(see 26), that rain is the semen of Ouranos, by which Gaia is fertilized.

a
534 Plutarch Quaest. phys. i, 9110 jcpov yap yyeiov ib q>UT6v given

ol TTspl TTAdTcova Kal 'Avaay6pav Kal Arm6Kprrov ofovTcn. Also 535
Ar. de part. an. Aio, 687 a 7 (DK 59A 102) 'Avo^ocydpas yfev otfv 9Tiai 8i&

T6 xefpa$ ?Xeiv 9povt|JicbTaTOV elvai TCOV jcjjcov ocvOpcoTrov.

(iv) Sensation

536 Fr. 21, Sextus adv. math, vn, 90 OTT' cfyavpOTrjTos CCUTCOV

(sc. TCOV aiaOfjaecov) ou 8uvaroi a|Jiev xpfveiv

532 Animals (he says) originally arose in the moisture, but laterfrom one another.

533 Anaxagoras, when he says that the air contains the seeds of all things and that it is

these seeds which, when carried down with the rain, give rise to plants

534 The followers of Plato, Anaxagoras and Democritus regard a plant as an animal

fixed in the earth.

535 Anaxagoras says, then, that it is his possession of hands that makes man the wisest

of living things.

536 From the weakness of our senses we cannot judge the truth.
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537 Fr. 2i<2, ibid, vn, 140 6yi$ yap TCOV a8r|Acov TOC cpaivojJiEva.

538 Theophrastus de sensu 27 fF. (DKsgAgs) 'Ava^ayopas SE

yiveaOai IJIEV (sc. TOC ala0r|Ta) TOIS ivavTiois
* TO yap opoiov

UTTO TOU onoiou . . . , TO yap ojaoicos fepiaov xal yuxpov ours Oepnalv

OUTE yOxeiv TrATjcnAjov ouB 81} TO yAvxv Kai TO 6u 8i
a

canrcov

yvcopijEiv, aAAa TCO JJEV Oepjaco TO yuxpov, TCO 8' aApiupco TO Tr6Tiuov,

TCO 8' 6i TO yAuKw Kara TT\V eAAeivpiv TT]V eKaarou* TravTa yap

evuirapxeiv 9^criv ev f|n!v. . . .a-nraaav 8* aiaQrjcjiv jJieToc AOrrris, oirep

av 86^iv ccKoAoudov elvai TTJ UTroOeasr TTOV yap TO dvojjioiov

OCTTTOIJIEVOV TTOVOV TiapExei. 9avepov 8e TOUTO TCO TE ToO

TrArjOei Kal Trj TCOV ala0r|Tcov

These three passages are all concerned with the senses, but other-

wise they have little in common. 536, as we are told by Sextus

who preserved it, was concerned with imperceptible gradations of

colour, arid its general point seems to have been that though our

senses show us what 'portions' predominate in a thing they are not

adequate to reveal all the other
'

portions
s which that thing must

contain. 537, on the other hand (which may perhaps come from

a discussion of epistemology rather than of perception), suggests

that from what we can see we are enabled to imagine also what we
cannot see. 538 contains only the most important excerpts from

a detailed account of Anaxagoras' theories of perception. These

few sentences suffice to show that in this field too Anaxagoras
marks an advance upon most of his predecessors. His theory may
have been developed in conscious opposition to thatofEmpedocles,
who believed in perception of like by like (see 454) ;

but the notion

that the perception of unlike by unlike is, as it were, an imper-

ceptible pain is original and subtle.

537 Appearances are a glimpse of the obscure.

538 Anaxagoras thinks that perception is by opposites,for like is not affected by like

A thing that is as warm or as cold as we are does not eitherwarm us or cool us by its approach,

nor can we recognize sweetness or bitterness by their like; rather we know cold by warm,

fresh by salt and sweet by bitter in proportion to our deficiency in each. For everything, he

says, is in us already. . . . Every perception is accompanied by pain, a consequence that

would seem to follow from his hypothesis; for everything unlike produces pain by its

contact; and the presence of this pain becomes clear eitherfrom too long a duration orfrom
an excess of sensation.
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ARCHELAUS OF ATHENS

DATE AND LIFE

539 Diogenes Laertius n, 16 (DKGoAi) 'Apx^Aaos

f| MiAfjaios, -nronrpos 'AiroAXoBcbpou, cb$ 8 TIVES, MiBcovos,

'Ava^ayopou, 8iS&crKaAos ScoKporrous* oChrog TTpcoTOS IK Ttjg 'Icovias

TT]V 9u<7iKf]v <piAoao9iav [JieTriyccyev 'AOfjvajs, xcd &<Af|0r| 91/0-1x6$,

irccpo xal eAri^ev ev aurco f) 9U<JiKf) 9iAociO9ia, Zcoxpcrrous TTJV

f)0tKT)v daayocyovTos. SOIKEV 6s ml oOros d^acrOai Tf]s f|6iKf]s. KCCI

yap irepi vopicov Tre9iAoa69T|Ke KOU xaAcov xal 6iKaicov.

The precise date of Archelaus is uncertain. Diogenes is almost

certainly wrong in saying that Archelaus first brought physical

speculation to Athens; that distinction probably belongs to

Anaxagoras. Likewise the statement that physical philosophy
ended with him is very dubious;

1 even Leucippus, let alone

Democritus, was probably later than Archelaus. But the tradition

that Archelaus was a pupil of Anaxagoras and teacher of Socrates

is too well attested to be doubted,
2 and it gives us at least an

approximate date. His importance lies chiefly in these distin-

guished associations; in comparison with either his master or his

pupil his direct contribution to philosophy is very small. But he

is of a certain interest as indicating the straits to which all but the

very greatest of the later physicists were driven in their search for

an original cosmology.
1 This is doubtless merely an instance of the passion for organizing history
into 'Ages'. Socrates introduces the 'Age of Ethics', so the *Age of

Physical Philosophy* must stop abruptly.
2 See 541, and also 54 ^S* L. 11, 23 "Icov S 6 XTos (see p. 302) xocl

veov OVTCC (sc. Socrates) sis SAjjiov crOv 'ApxeAccco <5nro6r|iJifJCTai. Gf. also

Porphyry Hist, phil fr. n Nauck (DK6OA3).

539 Archelaus, of Athens or else Miletus, son of Apollodorus or, according to some

accounts, ofMidon, was a pupil ofAnaxagoras and teacher of Socrates; it was he whofirst

transferred physical philosophy from Ionia to Athens, and he was called a physicist.

Moreover, physical philosophy came to an end with him, owing to Socrates' introduction of
ethics. Archelaus too seems to have touched upon ethical questions,for he speculated as well

about law, goodness andjustice.

540 Ion of Chios says that in his youth Socrates went away with Archelaus to Samos.
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COSMOLOGY AND ZOOGONY

541 Simplicius Phys. 27, 23 ml 'ApxeAaos 6 'A0r|vaTos, & Kal

5xoKp<inrr| auyyeyov^vai 9acrlv 'Avaayopou yevo^vco |aaOr|Ti;j, iv

PEV TTJ yvai TOU K6a|aou Kal TOI$ aAAois ireiporral TI 9^peiv iSiov,

TOCS c5cpxS TOCS auras dcTro8{8coaiv acnrep 'Ava^ayopas. oCnroi IJIEV

oOv drrEfpous TCO TrAfjOei Kal dvonoyevets TOCS apX^S Ayou<ri, T&S

6|joto|jipe{a$ Ti0vTs apx&$-

542 Hippolytus Ref. i, 9, i 'ApxEAaos TO IJIEV yvos 'AOrjvaios,

ul6s 8 'AiroAAoScbpou. o\5ro$ 9^ TT^V jji(5lv T<HS ^Xrj$ 6jjioicos

'Ava^ocyopcjc Tig TS ocpxocs cbciauTcos. oOros 8fe TCp vco ^vuirdpxeiv TI

eOO^cos jjiiypa. (2) elvai <8') dcpxfiv TT]S Kivr|aeco$ (TO) cDC

dor' dAAf|Acov T6 0pu6v Kal TO ^uxpov, Kcd TO IJIEV 0ppov
T6 8 v,|;uxp6v fjpEiJElv.

1
TT|K6tJivov 8 TO OScop E!S ^aov >iv, ^v <3:> xai

KaTcxxaioiJiEvov dpa yivEcrOai xal yfjv, c&v TO IJIEV avco 9EpCjOai, TO

SE u9{oTaa6ai xArco. (3) Tf]v IJIEV oOv yqv f)pjJiTv xal yVcr6oci 8ioc

Tcxura, KsTcrOai 8* v [JiEaco ouSEV pi^pos oiSaav, <>$ EITTEIV, TOU iravrros.

(TOV 8* 6pcc KPCCTEIV TOU iravTos) [Roepcr, Diels] iK88o|jiEvov EK

TTJS TTUpCOCTECO$, Ct<f'
OU TTpCOTOV OCTTOKaiOIJlEVOU TT]V TCOV OCOTEpCOV filvai

9uaiv, GOV [Ji^yicTTOv IJIEV flAtov, SEUTEPOV SE crAf|vr|v, TCOV 8fe aAAcov

T& |JlV EAOCTTCO T0( 8^ laElJCO, (4) TTlKAlOf)Vai 8E TOV OUpCCVOV 9T|CJl Kal

OUTCOS TOV T^Aiov TTi TT\s yfjs TTOifjaai 9005 KOCI TOV TE apa TTOifjaai

8ia9avfj Kal TT^V yfjv t|pav. Af^vr|v yap Elvai TO irpcoTOV, OCTE

IJIEV oOaav uyT]Ar|v, jjifiaov SE KoiAr|v. ar||JiTov SE

541 Archelaus of Athens, the pupil of Anaxagoras with whom Socrates is said to have

associated, tries to introduce something original of his own into cosmogony and other

subjects, but still gives the same fast principles as Anaxagoras had. Both hold that the

fast principles are infinite in number and different in kind, and they posit the homoeomeries

as principles

542 (i) Archelaus was by birth an Athenian, the son of Apollodorus. He believed in

a material mixture like that of Anaxagoras and his fast principles were the same; but he

maintained thatfrom the outset there was a certain mixture immanent in Mind. (2) The

origin of motion was the separation onefrom the other of the hot and the cold, of which the

former moves, the latter stays still. When water is liquefied itflows to the centre, and there it

is burnt up to become air and earth, theformer of which is borne upwards, while the latter

takes up a position below. (5) For these reasons, then, the earth came into being, and lies

at rest in the centre, forming no appreciable fraction of the whole universe. { The air)

produced by the conflagration (controls the universe), and from its original combustion

comes the substance of the heavenly bodies. Of these the sun is the biggest, the moon the

second, and of the rest some are smaller, some larger. (4) He says that the heavens are

inclined, with the result that the sun gave light on the earth, made the air transparent, and

the earth dry. For it was originally a marsh, being lofty around the edge and hollow in the
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KoiA6TT|TO$ OTI 6 fjAio$ oOx Q^a dvorriAAsi TE xal SUCTOU iraaiv,

oirep eSei auia(3aiviv enrep fjv onaArj. (5) irepi 8e jcocov 9f|cr{v, OTI

0epiJiaivo|jivr|$ TTJS yfjs TO irpcoTOv sv TCO K&TGO laepei, OTTOU T6 Ospjaov

xal TO yv/xpov ejjiioyeTO dve9aiv8TO TOC TE aAAa jcoa rroAAa Kai oi

avOpcoTTot, cnravTa TTJV aurfjv 6taiTav exovTa IK Tfjs lAvo$ Tpe9oneva

(fjv 8 dAiyoxpovia), Ocrrepov 6e OCUTOIS f] e dAAfjAcov y^veaisauveoTT].

(6) xal SieKpiOrjcrav ocvBpcoTroi cSaro TCOV aAAcov KCCI f)ye|ji6va5 Kai

v6iaous xal Texvccs xai iroAeis Kai TOC aAAa auveorriciav. vovv 8s A^yei

Traaiv e^OeaOai jcoois 6tJioicos. XP^aQai y&P e^aaTOv Kai TCOV

jcocov TCO vco, TO |iev ppaSur^pcos, TO 8e

1 Gf. the only surviving fragment of Archelaus, ap. Plut. de primofrig. 21

954 F: f| vpvxpOTTjS 6eajJi6s ^CJTIV ('coldness is the bond').

It would appear from these passages, which of course derive

ultimately from Theophrastus,
1 that Archelaus took over the

system ofAnaxagoras but at numerous points, some fundamental,
some superficial, made his own modifications or corrections. The

following are the most interesting features ofthe revised cosmology :

(1) Mind. Whereas Mind in the system ofAnaxagoras had been

'mixed with nothing' and had derived its power from its purity

(see 503), in Archelaus it seems to be deprived of its purity (542,

i)
2 and therewith, perhaps, of its creative power.

(2) Primary substance. Though some of the ancient authorities

suggest that Archelaus made air the primary substance (and one,

Epiphanius, even that he chose earth), there can be little doubt

that 541 and 542 preserve the most reliable tradition and that he

started, likeAnaxagoras, with
e

seeds
'

or
' homoeomeries '. Whereas,

however, Anaxagoras had made Mind initiate motion and so

cause the separating off of *

the dense, the moist, the cold and the

dark' from 'the rare, the hot and the dry' (see 516), Archelaus

seems (though the evidence is conflicting: cf. DK6oAio and 18)

to make the apparently automatic separation of the hot from the

middle. He adduces as aproofofthis hollowness thefact that the sun does not rise and set

at the same time for all men, as would inevitably happen if the earth were flat. (5) On
the subject of animals, he holds that when the earth was originally getting warm in the

lower region, where the hot and the cold were mingled, many animals began to appear,

including men, all with the same manner of life and all deriving their nourishmentfrom the

slime. These were short-lived; but later they began to be bornfrom one another. (6) Men
were distinguished from animals, and established rulers, laws, crafts, cities and so on.

Mind, he says, is inborn in all animals alike;for each ofthe animals, as well as man, makes

use of Mind, though some more rapidly than others.
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cold the cause ofmovement (542, 2). Thereby he exaggerates the

tendency in Anaxagoras, to which Plato so strongly objected (see

p. 384 n.) ,
to delegate the responsibility of Mind to the opposites.

(3) The four world-masses. The method by which Archelaus

brought the four world-masses into being from the opposites is

somewhat obscure and very peculiar. Water seems to have been
*

melted' or 'liquefied' from 'the cold' in its interaction with 'the

hot
5

(which suggests, perhaps, that 'the cold' was conceived of as

ice), and when it thereupon flowed to the centre, it was 'burnt

up', again in its interaction with 'the hot', to form earth and air.

The mobility of 'the hot' (i.e. fire), and the immobility of 'the

cold' (i.e. perhaps ice, producing first water, and thence not only
the stationary earth but also fluid air3), and the reaction between

them, seem to constitute an essential and, so far as we can judge,
an original feature of Archelaus' cosmogony.4 There is no obvious

motive for this revision ofAnaxagoras except perhaps the desire to

bring the Empedoclean 'elements' into greater prominence.

(4) fyogony. The zoogony of Archelaus seems to represent a

reversion from that of Anaxagoras, in which seeds were carried

down to earth with the rain (see 533), to that of Anaximander,
in which 'living things arose from the moist element as it was

evaporated by the sun' (see 139).

1
Diog. L. v, 42 lists among the writings of Theophrastus TTepl TCOV

'ApxeAdou a ('
i book on the theories of Archelaus '); cf. pp. 3f.

2 The relevant sentence of 542, i is, however, so curiously expressed if

this is really what it means that Zellcr suggested reading TCO vcp ovvuTrdpxeiv.

3 Cf. 543 Diog. L. n, 17 (DKGoAi) TrjKO|jiev6v 9rjcn TO OScop Crrr6 TOU

OeppoO, xado pv els TO {KCXTCO Sia TO) TrupcoSes awio-Tcrrai, iroielv yfjv
Ka06 5 irepippet, ccepoc ycvvav. The supplement by Diels, or something very
like it, seems essential.

4 This theory is extended in the Hippocratic de victu, an eclectic and very

superficial quasi-philosophical treatise written, probably, toward the end
of the fourth century B.C.

CONCLUSION

In general, it is hard to resist the conclusion that Archelaus was

a second-rate thinker, motivated by the desire to revise the system

543 He holds that water is liquefied by the hot; and in sofar as it comes together to the

lower region owing to thefiery element, itforms earth; in sofar as itflows around, it creates

air.
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of Anaxagoras by the inclusion of as many as possible of the

doctrines of his most eminent predecessors. From Anaximander

he borrowed, besides his biological theories, the primacy of the

hot and the cold; from Anaximenes he apparently borrowed the

doctrine of the condensation and rarefaction of air (see 143) ;

x

from Empedocles he seems to have taken the four 'elements
5

;
and

from Anaxagoras he inherited, with a number of modifications of

detail such as that concerning the shape of the earth (542, 4),

almost everything else. It is hardly surprising that the resulting

synthesis is lacking in great interest or importance.
2

1 Gf. 544 Aetius i, 3, 6 (DK6oA7) 'Apx^Aocos. . .depoc onretpov (sc.

I9T) efvCCl), KCCl TT)V TTEpl CCUTOV TTUKv6Tr|Ta KOtl HOCVCOCTIV. TOUTCOV 66 TO |J^V

elvca Trup T6 6* OScop.
* If more were known of Archelaus' ethical doctrines, this evaluation

might possibly have to be revised. Almost all we are told about them is

summarized in the following sentence, which comes very soon after 539 :

545 Diog. L. u, 1 6 (DKGoAi) Keel TO Shccciov elvcci ml TO cc!axp6v ou

9uaet, dAAa vo^co. This is of course the well-known Sophistic view, which

may well have been read into Archelaus (perhaps, as Zeller suggested,

because he had said something to the effect that men were at first without

laws or morals and had only attained to them in course oftime (cf. 542, 6))

in a misguided attempt to credit the teacher of Socrates with a decent

minimum of ethical teaching.

544 Archelaus . . . (held that the first principle was) infinite air, with its condensation

and rarefaction, theformer of which was water, the latterfire.

545 (He maintained that) right and wrong exist only by convention, not by nature.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE ATOMISTS: LEUCIPPUS OF
MILETUS AND DEMOCRITUS

OF ABDERA

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS, AND DATES

546 Simplicius Phys. 28, 4 (
= Theophrastus Phys. Op. fr. 8)

AeOKiTTTros BE 6 'EAecScrris fj MiAfjoios (d|a90"iipco$ yap AEyeToa irepi

aOroO), xoivcovi*|(jas TTappievi6r| rfjs 9iAoao9ia$, ou TTJV aurr]v

IpaSiae TTapnEviBr) xal 5EVO9<5cvi irepl TCOV ovrcov 6S6v, aAA* cb$

5oxi TT\V EvavTiav. exeivcov yap Iv xal dxivr|Tov xat ayvr|Tov xal

TTETrepacrn^vov TTOIOUVTCOV T6 irav xai TO [d\ 6v iJiT]64 3TjT6iv

pouvTCOv, oOrog aTrsipa xai asi xivouneva OrrsOsTO

Kal TCOV ev aOro!$ axrmcSrrcov orrreipov TO irAiiOos 6ia TO

paAAov TOIOUTOV fj TOIOUTOV elvai, xai ydvsaiv xal tAeTapoAi^v

a6iAAeiiTTOv iv TOIS oOai 6cop65v. ITI 8E o08v laaAAov TO ov f| TO

pf] 6v Cnrocpxeiv, xai aiTia ojaoicos lvai TO!S yivoiJiEvois a|ji9co. TTJV

yap TCOV droiJicov ouaiav vaarf]v xai irAfipri UTTOTIOEIJIEVOS 6v Ayv
dvai xal ^v Tcp XEVCO 9p(i6ai, oiTEp laf] 6v ExaAa xal oux EAarrov TOU

OVTOS e^vai 9110-1. TraponrArjcitcos 5k xai 6 fraTpos aurou ArmoxptTOS
6 'ApStiphris <5cpX^S ?OETO TO TTAfjp$ xal TO XEVOV ....

547 Diogenes Laertius x, 13 TOUTOV (sc. Epicurus) 'AiroAAo-

8copos EV XpovixoTs Naua^Avoug dxoucrai 9110-1 xal TTpa^9c5cvous
*

auros BE ou 9Tiaiv, aAA* iaurou EV TTJ irpos EupuAoxov ETTICTTOAT).

546 Leucippus of Elea or Miletus (both accounts are current) had associated with

Parmenides in philosophy, but in his view of reality he did not tread the same path as

Parmenides and Xenophanes, but rather, it seems, the opposite path. For while they

regarded the whole as one, motionless, uncreated and limited andforbade even the search

for what is not, he posited innumerable elements in perpetual motion namely the atoms

and held that the number of their shapes was infinite, on the ground that there was no

reason why any atom should be of one shape rather than another; for he observed too that

coming-into-being and change are incessant in the world. Further he held that not-being

exists as well as being, and the two are equally the causes of things coming-into-being. The

nature ofatoms he supposed to be compact andfull; that, he said, was being, and it moved

in the void, which he called not-being and held to exist no less than being. In the same way
his associate Democritus ofAbdera posited as principles thefull and the void

547 Apollodorus in the Chronicles says that Epicurus was instructed by Nausiphanes

and Praxiphanes; but Epicurus himself denies this, saying in the letter to Eurylochus that
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dAA" o08 AeuKmTrov Tiva yeyevfjcjdai 9t|ai 9iA6ao90v ours avros
cure "EpiJiapxos, Sv evioi 900-1 (xal 'AiroAAoScopos 6 'EiriKoupgios)

Si5d(7KaAov ArmoKprrov yeyevfjadau

548 Cicero Academicapr. n, 37, 1 18 Leucippus plenum et inane;

Democritus huic in hoc similis, uberior in ceteris.

549 Diogenes Laertius ix, 34 Armoxprros 'HyrjaionrpdTOu, oi 8

*A0r|VOKp{TOv, Tivis Aajjiaai-mrou, 'A(3Sf|prrri$ f\, cb$ evioi, MiArj<no$.

. . . uorepov 6e AeuKiTnrcp 7rap(3ocAe Kal 'Ava^ayopqc Kcrrd Tiva$,

eTeaiv cov auToO vecoTepos TeTrocpdKOVTcc . ... (41) yeyove 5e TOI$

Xpovois, cbs OCV/TOS 9T|aiv iv TCO Mixpcp SiocxoaiJicp, vo$

'Ava^cxyopav, ?Teaiv OUTOU vecoTepos TTrap&
ci 8e 9T|ai TOV MiKpov SidKoa^ov eTeaiv Oorepov TTJS

'lAfou ccAcbciecos TpiaxovTa ml J-rrTaKoaiois. yeyovoi 6' dv, ob$

|j^v 'ATToAA68copos ^v Xpovixois, Kon:d TT]V 6y8or|KoaTf]v oAuiamaSa

(460-457 B.C.), cbs Se GpaovAos, ev TCO eirtypa9OiJievC{5 Toe irpo

Tfjs dvayvcoaecos TCOV ArmoxpiTOU pt^Aicov, xaTd TO TpiTov TOS

TTJS epSo^rjs KOCI JpSoia-nKoarfis 6AutJnrid8os (470/69), eviocurco,

91*10-1, TrpeapuTepos oov

Leucippus was generally agreed to have evolved his theory of

atoms in answer to the Eleatic elenchus : so Aristotle in 552 below.

He was even assumed by late sources to have been an Eleatic;

according to Diogenes Laertius ix, 30 (DK67Ai) he was a pupil
of Zeno. This we need not believe : it is not suggested by Aristotle,

and is the kind of thing which might easily be asserted by Sotion

and the other succession-writers. Miletus is given as his alter-

native birth-place; the a priori reasons for this are not so strong,

he instructed himself. He and Hermarchus both maintain that there never was aphilosopher

Leucippus, who some (including Apollodorus the Epicurean) say was the teacher of
Democritus.

548 Leucippus postulated atoms and void, and in this respect Democritus resembled him,

though in other respects he was more productive.

549 Democritus, son of Hegesistratus (or by other accounts of Athenocritus or Dama-

sippus), a citizen ofAbdera or, as some say, ofMiletus. . . . Later he met Leucippus and,

according to some, Anaxagoras also, whose junior he was byforty years . ... (41) As he

himselfsays in the Little World-system, he was ayoung man in the old ageofAnaxagoras,

being forty yean younger. He says that the Little World-system was composed

730years after the capture of Troy. He would have been born, according to Apollodorus in

the Chronicles, in the eightieth Olympiad; according to Thrasylus, in his book entitled

Preparation for reading the works of Democritus, in the thirdyear of the seventy-

seventh, being oneyear (as he says) older than Socrates.
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though he obviously revived some Milesian astronomical theories
;

it might therefore be true. He may of course have visited Elea,

but the Eleatic doctrines were known in Athens, and Melissus,

against whom Leucippus perhaps chiefly reacted, was an Ionian.

Singularly little was known about Leucippus, in any case, and in

547 his very existence seems to be denied by Epicurus and

Hermarchus. But Epicurus is intent on proving his own origin-

ality; Burnct (EGP^o n. 2) suggested that all Epicurus said was

something like ASUKITTTTOV ou8' ei ysyovev oTScc, meaning
'

I don't

consider Leucippus worth discussing'. Alternatively, the emphasis

might have been on the word 9iA6cro9Ov : there was no philosopher

Leucippus (i.e. Leucippus was no philosopher). It is clear from

552 that Aristotle considered Leucippus to be the inventor of

atomism, and this is accepted also by Theophrastus in 546.

Normally they write simply of
*

Leucippus and Democritus',

though certain elaborations, e.g. of the theory of perception, are

distinguished as Democritean. On the whole we might accept the

assessment of Cicero in 548 ;
all our other evidence seems to show

that the main theory was originated by Leucippus and accepted

by Democritus, who worked out the details and introduced a few

minor refinements. It would be very difficult here satisfactorily to

distinguish the two, especially since many post-Theophrastean
sources ignore Leucippus; where distinctions are traceable they
will be pointed out. The doxographical passages mentioning

Leucippus are collected in DK chapter 67 : see also C. Bailey, The

Greek Atomists and Epicurus, for a valiant attempt to distinguish the

views of the two thinkers.

The date of Leucippus is not known independently, except from

such guesses as that he was a pupil of Zeno. Democritus, however,

evidently gave a clue to his own age in his work 'The Little

World-system': he was about forty years younger than Anaxa-

goras. This fits Apollodorus' date in 549 (born 460-457 B.C.)

better than Thrasylus', of some ten years earlier. In any case, if

Democritus accepted 1184 B.C. as the year of the capture of Troy
(and this, the Eratosthenic epoch-year, was merely the com-

monest of several dates), then the composition of the 'Little

World-system' (on which see the next section) would be placed
too early, in 454. The probability is that it was written after 430.

Leucippus, presumably, was somewhat older, and his floruit (i.e.

the composition of the 'Great World-system') might be put
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around 440-435. A possible terminus ante quern is provided by

Theophrastus' statement (601) that Diogenes ofApollonia derived

some of his ideas from Leucippus; for Diogenes was already

parodied in the Clouds of 423 B.C. (617).

WRITINGS

550 Diogenes Laertius ix, 45 (DK68A33) TCX 6e |3i|3A{oc CXUTOV

(sc. Democritus) xod GpocovAos ocvayypa9e KOCTOC TOC^IV OUTCOS

cbcnrEpel ml TOU rTAorrcovos KOCTOC TETpaAoyiav. (46) eari 8e fjOiKoc

iav TocSe . . . 9uaiKa 8 T&6e [tetralogy m] Meyccs 6iaKoajjios (6v

ot Trepl 0eo9paaTov AEUKITTTTOU 9ocaiv elvai), Mixp6$ SiocKoayos,

Ko<j|jioypa9vn, TTept TCOV TrAavrjTCov ....

It is true that the 'Great World-system
3

is usually assigned to

Democritus, since he was the elaborator of atomism and, apart
from Epicurus, its chief exponent. Epicurus himself would

presumably have credited it to Democritus. But Theophrastus'

opinion in 550 counts for much: Aristotle came from a city in

Thrace, and both he and his pupil Theophrastus devoted special

works to Democritus. They were evidently aware of the distinction

between Leucippus and Democritus, whereas it is natural that

when the distinction became forgotten all early atomistic works

should be attributed to Democritus. We may therefore provi-

sionally accept Theophrastus' view that Leucippus wrote the

Mycc$ 8idKO(T|JUD$, Democritus the MiKpo$ BiocKoanos;
1 with the

possible modification that the former may have been a com-

pendium of Leucippus' cosmological work with other, later,

atomistic additions. One other work is attributed to Leucippus,

namely On Mind: the quotation from him by Aetius (568) is

assigned to this work, which may, of course, have been a section

of the 'Great World-system'. The content of this fragment would

certainly not be foreign to that work, and might have formed part

of an attack on the concept of Mind in Anaxagoras.

1 It seems probable that this work contained a description of the origin of

civilization and culture, and that part of the description in Diodorus i, 7-8

(DK 6835,1) goes back to Democritus by way of Hecataeus of Abdera

550 Thrasylus listed his books in order by tetralogies, just as he did Plato's books.

(46) His ethical works comprised the following . . .. The physical books were these: The

Great World-system (which Theophrastus'followers say was by Leucippus), the Little

World-system, the Cosmography and On the planets
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(see G. Vlastos, AJP 67 (1946) 51 if.). However, Diodorus certainly used

more than one Ionian source for this section, and it can be conceded that

the account of cosmogony in i, 7 is not primarily atomistic.

Democritus, on the other hand, must have been one of the

most prolific of all ancient authors. Thrasylus (or Thrasyllus), who

arranged Plato's dialogues in tetralogies, did the same for Demo-
critus according to 550 : there were thirteen tetralogies (comprising

fifty-two separate works, some no doubt quite short) divided

between the following general headings: Ethics (2 tetralogies),

Physics (4)5 Mathematics (3), Music, including literature and

language (2), Technical subjects (2). There were additional works

which were probably not genuine.
1 It is a tantalizing misfortune,

and a reflexion of later taste, that the considerable number of

fragments that have survived (not all of which are certainly

genuine) are nearly all taken from the ethical works.

1 Among the works classed as 'Yironv^iaocTo: and not included by Thrasylus

(Diog. L. ix, 49, DK68A33) are five concerned with foreign travel, for

example a Ghaldaean and a Phrygian dissertation. The attribution is

perhaps related to the many stories in our ancient biographical sources

that Democritus travelled extensively: for example 551 Diog. L. ix, 35

<pr)al ArmTjTptos v 'OiJcovupois xccl 'AvTicrOevris v AiocSoxous <5aro8r|ufjcrai

auTdv Kcd els ATyvnrrov Trp6s TO\>S tepeas yecopieTpiav ua0Tia6nevov Kal Trp6s

XaASaiovs Els TT]V TTepaiSa, Kcci els Tfjv 'EpvOpav OdXaaaav yevteOai. TO?S

Tg rvnvo<7o<piorals 9aa{ TIVSS ov|JiuTai CCUTOV kv 'IvSicc xod sis Aldiorrfav

IXOsTv. Another story is that Xerxes left Ghaldaean overseers in Demo-
critus

5

father's household, from whom Democritus learned much. There

may have been some basis in fact for these stories of foreign contact.

According to another anecdote Democritus said that he visited Athens,

but that no one recognized him.

ORIGINS OF THE ATOMIC THEORY

552 Aristotle de gen. et con. A 8, 325 a 2 eviois yap TCOV ccpxafcov

!Soe TO 6v e ocvcScyKTjs ev elvai xai oa<{vr|Tov TO nv yap KEVOV OUK

6v, Kivqdfjvai 6* OUK av 6uvaa6ai |Jif] OVTOS xevou Kexcopiaiaevou, ou5'

aO TToAXa slvai pf] OVTOS TOU SidpyovTOS- . . . (a 23) AsuKnrrros 6*

551 Demetrius in his Homonyms and Antisthenes in his Successions say that he

travelled to Egypt to visit the priests and learn geometry, and that he went also to Persia, to

visit the Chaldaeans, and to the Red Sea. Some say that he associated with the 'naked

philosophers' in India; also that he went to Aethiopia.

552 For some of the early philosophers thought that that which is must of necessity be

one and immovable; for the void is not-being; motion would be impossible without a void

apartfrom matter; nor could there be a plurality of things without something to separate
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?Xiv cpriOT] A6yous omves Trpos rr\v cc!

ovx dvaipfjaovcriv oure yevecjiv OVTE 90opav ovrre xfvrjaiv xai T6

TrAf}9os TCOV ovrcov. 6noAoyrjaa$ 5k Tocura uv TOIS 9aivonvoi$, TOIS

84 T6 v xaraarxEudsovcriv cos oOx av Kivrjcnv oOaav SVEU XEVOU, TO TE

Xv6v nfj 6v xai TOU OVTOS ov64v ^f] 6v 9T|aiv elvar TO yap xvp(co$

6v TraiJmrAfipES 6v. dAA* slvai TO TOIOUTOV oux ev, dAA' arreipa TO

TiAfiOos xal ddpara 8i& ajaixpoiriTa TCOV oyxcov. Toura 6' EV TCO

XEVCO 9^pea9ai (xv6v yap Elvai), xai ovvicrrdiJiEva HEV y^vaiv TTOIEIV,

8iaAu6|jiva 8fe 90opav.

553 Melissus Fr. 8 fin., Simplicius de caelo 559, 1 1 (from 392)
. . .f|v 84 HEToniaT), TO JJIEV EOV <5crrcoATO, T6 84 oux EOV yyovsv.
oOrcos oOv, E! TfoAAa ir|, TOiaOra yjpr\ Elvai olov rap T6 Iv.

Aristotle plausibly regarded Leucippus' theory of indivisible

particles moving in the void as an attempt to answer the Eleatic

dilemma. This had implied among other things that anything
which is could not alter, since that would involve its becoming
what-is-not. Leucippus, it was held, agreed that such alterations

of being were out of the question; but whereas the Eleatics had

rejected void as patently not-being, and had thus made motion (of

which void was held to be a necessary pre-condition) impossible,

Leucippus baldly accepted the existence of void, and so was able

to explain variety and change by the accretion and separation of

distinct particles of real, fully existing stuff, which itself did not

alter, but preserved the properties of Eleatic EOV. The idea that

apparent alteration consists, in fact, of the rearrangement of

indestructible matter had already been reached by Empedocles,

and, in a particularly clear form, by Anaxagoras. The latter stated

in fr. 17 (497) that 'no object comes-to-be or passes away, but is

mixed or separated from existing objects'. But Empedocles and

them. . . . But Leucippus thought he had a theory which, being consistent with sense-

perception, would not do away with coming-into-being or perishing or motion or the

multiplicity of things. So much he conceded to appearances, while to those who uphold the

one he granted that motion is impossible without void, that the void is not-being and that

no part of being is not-being. For being, in the proper sense, is an absolute plenum. But

such a plenum is not one, but there is an infinite number of them, and they are invisible

owing to the smallness of their bulk. They move in the void (for the void exists), and by

their coming together they effect coming-into-being, by their separation perishing.

553 . . . But if it has changed, what is has passed away and what is not has come into

being. So then, if there were a plurality, things would have to be ofjust the same nature as

the one.
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Anaxagoras had continued to accept the Eleatic arguments about

the impossibility of void
; though it is not clear that their ideas

about motion were entirely consistent with this position.
1
Further,

an Eleatic could have objected, as Melissus did implicitly object

in 384 and fr. 7, that different root-forms of matter did not meet

the arguments about TO eov being uniform; for ifwater, or a portion
of flesh, for example, exists, then it might be argued that earth or

bone, being different in some way at least, cannot exist. Leucippus,

then, postulated a truly uniform type of material being. In this he

may well have been following out the consequence evolved by
Melissus in 392 as an absurdity, from an argument about the

fallacy of the senses, that if there are many things, and not the

uniform Eleatic One, then the many must each possess the

properties of that One homogeneity, permanence, lack of

internal change, and indivisibility.

1
Empedocles' theory of pores in the body actually presupposed the

existence of the void which he formally denied, according to Aristotle de

gen. et con. A 8, 325 b i. See also n. 2 on p. 344.

The later accounts which make atomism a development of

Eleaticism, and Leucippus, for example, a pupil of Zeno, were

probably derived from the Aristotelian assessment; cf. Theo-

phrastus in 546. But this assessment is so plausible in itself that,

even while admitting the tendency in Aristotle to over-schematize

the relations of his philosophical forebears, we may yet accept it.

Empedocles and Anaxagoras were unquestionably striving to

overcome the Eleatic dilemma
;
it is apriori probable that Leucippus

too, since he indubitably dealt with the same kind of problems,
devoted careful attention to the Eleatics. Melissus had suggested

a possible solution so clearly that it is difficult to believe that

Leucippus' support of this very solution was independent. At the

same time Leucippus remained faithful to the principles of his

probably Ionian background, since he was now enabled to revert

to a single material basis for phenomena. In the acceptance of

void he was consciously correcting an Eleatic axiom.

ATOMS AND THE VOID

554 Aristotle Met. A 4, 985 b 4 AeOKiTTTros 6e Keel 6 eTccipos

ocuroG ArmoxpiTos OTOIXEIOC MV TO TrAfjpes KOCI TO KEVOV elvoci

554 Leucippus and his associate Democritus hold that the elements are the full and the
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AyovT$ TO IJIEV 6v TO 8 |af] ov, TOUTCOV 8 T6 jjiiv TrAfipES Kal orepe6v,
TO ov, TO 8 KEVOV Kal jjiavov, TO jar] ov 616 ml ouOev naAAov TO ov

TOU [ir\ OVTOS elvai 9aaiv, OTI ou8e TO KEVOV (eXaTrov) TOU arcbuaros*

ama 8e TCOV OVTCOV Tcxura cos OArjv. Kal KaOoarep oi ev TTOIOUVTES TT^V

U7TOKinvr|v ouaiav T&AAa TOIS irdOeaiv aurfjs yevvcoai, TO |aavov

Kal TO TTUKVOV apx&s Ti0EiJiEVOi TCOV Tra0r|tJiaTcov, TOV CCUTOV Tp6irov
xai OVJTOI TOCS 8ia90pocs aiTias TCOV aAAcov elvai 9acriv. Tocuras

^VTOI TpeTs elvai Aeyouai, axrilJiA T6 Kal TOCIV Kal Oeaiv 8ia9^peiv

yap 900-1 TO ov puajjico Kal 8ia9iyrj Kal TpOTrrj [Jiovov. TOUTCOV 8e 6

piev j5uaiJi6s amentia eariv, f\ 8e 8iaOiyf] Tai$, f| 8^ Tpoirf] Oecrts*

Sia9pei ycxp TO iJiev A TOU N axeman, TO 8^ AN TOU NA TOC^EI, TO

8e X TOU H 0ECT6U

555 Aristotle On Democritus ap. Simplicium de caelo 295, i

(DK68A37) ArinoKpiTos. . .Trpocrayopeuei 8e TOV iJiev TOTTOV

ToTaSe TOIS 6v6|ja<Ji, TCO TE KEVCO Kal TCO ou8Evl Kai TCO aiTEipcp,

TCOV 8 ouaicov 4K<5ccrTr|v TCO TE 8vl Kal TCO vaorcp Kal TC> OVTL

voiJiijEi 8^ Elvai OUTCO mKpag TOCS ouaias COOTE K9uyiv TCXS f)|JiETEpas

alo8r|CTEis' ujrapXEiv SE auTais iravToias (Jiop9as Kal ax^U-Accra

iravToia Kal KOTOC |jiy0os 8ia9opas. EK TOUTCOV oOv rfir\ KaOdTTEp IK

yEvva Kal auyKpivEi TOUS 698aA|jio9avTs Kal TOU$

oyKOUs. [8E A3
SEV! Diels, cf. DK68 B 156.]

556 Simplicius de caelo 242, 18 (DK67AI4) oC/TOi yap (sc.

Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus) IAyov aiTEipous Elvai TCO

TrAr|0i Tas ocpxocs, ^S Kal drotJious Kal a8iaipTOUS EVOIJIIJOV Kal

void; they call them being and not-being respectively. Being is full and solid, not-being is

void and rare. Since the void exists no less than body, itfollows that not-being exists no less

than being. The two together are the material causes of existing things. Andjust as those

who make the underlying substance one generate other things by its modifications, and

postulate rarefaction and condensation as the origin of such modifications, in the same way
these men too say that the differences in atoms are the causes ofother things. They hold that

these differences are three shape, arrangement and position; being, they say, differs only in
*

rhythm, touching and turning', ofwhich 'rhythm' is shape,
'

touching' is arrangement and

'turning* is position; for A differsfrom N in shape, AN/rom NA in arrangement, and

X from H in position.

555 Democritus . . . calls space by these names
*

the void',
'

nothing', and '
the infinite ',

while each individual atom he calls 'hing' [i.e. 'nothing' without 'not'}, the 'compact'

and
'

being '. He thinks that they are so small as to elude our senses, but they have all sorts

offorms and shapes and differences in size. So he is already enabled from them, asfrom

elements, to create by aggregation bulks that are perceptible to sight and the other senses.

556 They (sc. Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus) said that the first principles were

infinite in number, and thought they were indivisible atoms and impassible owing to their
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ArrocOeTs Side T6 vccoras elvca, Kal Apotpous TOU Kevovr ~rr\v yap
Siccipeaiv KOCTOC TO Kev6v TO Sv TOI$ acopioxri IXeyov y{vea0oa ....

These passages (to which 546 should be added; there are several

other similar but less concise descriptions in Aristotle and the

doxographers) state clearly enough the basis of the atomists'

theory of matter. Full reality is assigned, as in the Milesian

tradition, to the corporeal; but the corporeal is fully corporeal and

homogeneous, like the Eleatic
*

sphere' of Being it contains no

void and no interstices, so cannot be divided (556) .* The atoms

were so small as to be invisible (555) ; though Democritus might
have allowed exceptions here (560) . They were indivisible in fact,

though not (since they had extension in space) in thought : in this

way the old Eleatic argument against Pythagorean monads was

circumvented. The solid atoms, infinite in number and shape,
2

are scattered throughout infinite void, which is declared to exist :

it is called 'that which is not', in Eleatic phraseology, but is

asserted nevertheless to have existence of a sort (it must have,
a priori, to allow movement and coalescence of the atoms; the

same preconception had been unconsciously adopted by Empe-
docles, see n. on p. 406) .

3 The existence of the void is distinct,

however, from the full corporeal existence of atoms. Aristotle in

555 is misleading when he calls the void 'space' ; the atomists had
no conception of bodies occupying space ,

and for them the void only
exists where atoms are not, that is, it forms the gaps between them.

The atoms differ from each other, not in matter, but only in

arrangement and shape: all 'qualitative' differences in objects

(which are conglomerates of atoms), therefore, are dependent
on quantitative and local differences alone.

1 This is probably Democritus' reason. Leucippus, according to a late

doxographical source, held that the atoms were indivisible because of their

smallness: 557 Galen de elem. sec. Hippocr. i, a (DK68A49) ocTrocOfj 8"

CnroTfOevrai T& acbpora elvcct TOC irpcoTa (TIV$ nv OCUTCOV vir6 orcAT)p6Tr|TO$

SOpavcrra, KaO&rrcp ol irepl 'EirfKoupov, iviot 8k Crrr6 <j|JUKp6TTiTOs dSiaipeTCC,

KaOdirep ol irepl TOV AeuKnnrov)

compactness) and without any void in them; divisibility comes about because of the void in

compound bodies .. ..

557 They suppose their primary bodies to be impassible (some of them, e.g. Epicurus
9

school, regarding them as unbreakable because of their hardness, others, e.g. the school of

Leucippus, as indivisible because of their smallness) ....
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2
According to Aristotle, both Leucippus and Democritus made the

number of shapes of atoms infinite: 55^ Aristotle de gen. et corr. A 2,

3 1 5 b 6 irel 8* <OVTO TdArjOES 4V Tab 9a{vea6at, IvavTJa 8 Kal arretpa TO:

9ociv6nevoc, Td (TxillJlaTCX ocireipa Errolrjaav. . . .It is unnecessary to postulate
infinite shapes in order to account for the different objects of the pheno-
menal world, even if these are supposed to be infinite, for variety is pro-
vided by changes of position and order also. But a different motive for

infinite shapes is suggested in 559 Theophrastus Phys. Op. fr. 8 ap.

Simplic. Phys. 28, 9 (from 546) . . .KCC! TCOV EV aCrrois (sc. Tocls dr6|aois)

O-XTIH&TCOV onreipov T6 TrAfjOos Std T6 |iT|8v naAAov TOIOUTOV
-rj

TOIOUTOV

elvai. . . (repeated at Phys. 28, 25). Bailey, Greek Atomists 81, suggests that

this relatively sophisticated type of argument (which is, of course, falla-

cious) is probably the product of Democritus rather than Leucippus.

Epicurus maintained that infinite shapes will eventually demand infinite

sizes, and indeed Democritus may have suggested that some atoms are com-

paratively large : $6o Dionysius ap. Eusebium P.E. xiv, 23, 3 TOOOVTOV

5 8t9cbvT|crav (sc. Epicurus and Democritus) 6aov 6 JJIEV ^Aaxtoras

Trdaas Kal Std TOUTO dvTraicj0r|TOVs, 6 8e Kal {aeyforas elvaf Tivas dropous,
6 ArmdKprros, UTTE'AapEV. Aristotle in 552 asserted that Leucippus, and
in 555 that Democritus, supposed all atoms to be invisible: possibly
the latter passage is misleading. In any case Democritus is unlikely
to have thought of anything larger than the specks of dust in a sun-

beam; even those would be 'very large' in comparison with the vast

majority.

3 Cf. 561 Aristotle Phys. A 6, 2i3a3i OUKOUV TOUTO Set Seixvuvai (sc. TOU$

Treipco|Jivous SeiKvuvai OTI oOx &JTI KEVOV), OTI ar{ TI 6 drip, dAA* OTI OUK IOTI

8iddTT||Jia ehrepov TCOV crco|jidTCOv, OUTE x^opi^Tov OUTE ^vepyefqc 6v, 6 SiaAau-

pdvEt T6 Trav cr65|Jia WCTTE efvat [\i\ auvexes, KaOdrrEp AEyoucri Ar)noKpiTOS Kal

AEUKITTTTOS .... Empedocles* demonstration of the corporeal nature of air

(453) k rightly dismissed as evidence for the non-existence of void.

THE FORMATION OF WORLDS

562 Diogenes Laertius ix, 31 (DKGyAi) TO ^v Trav aireipov

(sc. Leucippus). . .TOUTOU 8e TO u^v TrAfjpes elvai, TO 8fe

558 Since they thought that truth lies in appearances, and appearances are contradictory

and infinitely variable, they made the number of shapes infinite. . . .

559 . . . he held that the number of shapes in the atoms was infinite on the ground that

there was no reason why any atom should be of one shape rather than another. . . .

560 To this extent they (sc. Epicurus and Democritus) differed, that one supposed that

all atoms were very small, and on that account imperceptible; the other, Democritus, that

there are some atoms that are very large.

561 ( Those who try to prove that there is no void) should not prove that air is something

but rather that there is not, either by abstraction or actually existing, any interval (as

distinctfrom bodies) which so separates body as a whole as to make it discontinuous, as

Democritus and Leucippus say it is. . . .

562 Leucippus holds that the whole is infinite. . .part of it is full and pa? t void. . ..
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KEVOV. . .Koaiaous TE K TOUTOU direfpous Elvai KOU 8iaAu(j0ai EI$

Tcxura. yiv<j0ai 5e TOU$ xoaiaous OUTGO* 9p<j0ai
C

KCCTCC

IK Tr\s oaTEipou* TroAAa acopocra TrcxvToTa TOIS crx^mocaiv E!$

KEVOV, aiTEp oc0poi<70EVTa 8ivr|v <5arpy<5c3cr0at iiiav, Ka0' f|v irpoa-

KpouovTa Kai TravToSaTTcos KUKAouuEva 8ioKptv(j0ai X00?^ T&

oiJioia irpos TCC 6|Jioia. iaoppomov 8 8ia TO rrAfiOos JJITIKETI Suva-

MEVGOV 7Tpl9p(70ai, TOC |Jl^V AETTTCC XPelV 1$ TO E^CO KEVOV, COCTITEp

8iaTTcb[jiva TOC 8 AOITTOC
c

aumJiEVEiv
'

KOCI TTEpiTrAEKoiJiEva ovy-

KaTorrpEXEiv dAAfjAois Kai TTOIEIV TtpcoTov TI cruar'niJia oxpaipoiS$.

(32) TOUTO 8' olov
e

unva
3

d9foTacr6ai TTpi^x VTOC & ^auTCp
TTOCVTOla acb|JiaTa

* cov KOCTOC TTJV TOU jiecrou dcvTEpEiaiv Trpi8ivoupvcov
AETTTOV yV^a0ai TOV ir^pi^ OjJiEva, auppsovTcov OCE! TCOV CTUVEXCOV KOCT'

Eiriyccuaiv Tfis 8ivr^s. Kai OUTCO yVa0ai TTJV yfjv, aumjv6vTcov TCOV

VTCOV ETTl TO ^ECTOV. OCUTOV T TfdcAlV TOV TTEplEXOVTa oloV

au^EcrOai Kara TT]V ETTEKKpiaiv [Heidel, ETfEKpuaiv mss.] TCOV

crcotiaTcov Sivrj TE 9p6^vov OCUTOV, c&v av ETri^auari, Tocura

TOUTCOV 8^ Tiva autJnrAEKoiJiEva TTOIEIV ovarriiJia, TO IJIEV

TTpcoTov K<5c0uypov Kai TTTjAcoSEs, ^TlPav0^vTa SE Kai TTpi9p6jjiva auv

TT) TOU 6AOU SlVT] E!T' EKTfUpC00EVTa TT]V TCOV OCOTEpCOV OCTTOTEAECTia

9uaiv. (Cf. also Aetius i, 4, 1-4, DK67A24.)
1

563 Aetius ii, 7, 2 AEUKITTTTOS Kai ArmoKprros
C

XITĈ VOC
'

KUKAco

Kai 'OjjiEva' TTEpiTEivouai TOO Koaiacp 8ia TCOV ayaaarpoEiBcov OCTOIJICOV

Hence arise innumerable worlds, and are resolved again into these elements. The worlds

come into being asfollows: many bodies of all sorts ofshapes move 'by abscissionfrom the

infinite
9

into a great void; they come together there and produce a single whirl, in which,

colliding with one another and revolving in all manner ofways, they begin to separate apart,

like to like. But when their multitude prevents them from rotating any longer in

equilibrium, those that are fine go out towards the surrounding void as if sifted, while

the rest
*

abide together
9

and, becoming entangled, unite their motions and make a first

spherical structure. (32) This structure stands apart like a 'membrane* which contains

in itself all kinds of bodies; and as they whirl around owing to the resistance of the middle,

the surrounding membrane becomes thin, while contiguous atoms keep flowing together

owing to contact with the whirl. So the earth came into being, the atoms that had been borne

to the middle abiding together there. Again, the containing membrane is itself increased,

owing to the attraction ofbodies outside; as it moves around in the whirl it takes in anything
it touches. Some of these bodies that get entangledform a structure that is atfirst moist and

muddy, but as they revolve with the whirl of the whole they dry out and then ignite toform
the substance of the heavenly bodies.

563 Leucippus and Democritus envelop the world in a circular 'cloak' or 'membrane
9

,

which wasformed by the hooked atoms becoming entangled.
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564 Hippolytus Ref. i, 13, 2 (DK68A4O) Ayei Se 6[joico$

AevKiTrrrcp (sc. Ar||ji6KpiTO$) Trepl oroixeicov, *rrAr|po\j$ xocl xevoO. . .

eAeye 5 cb$ && KIVOU|JIVCOV TCOV OVTCOV ev TCO KEVCO oarElpou$ 6' elvai

KOCTIJIOUS KCU H6yE0ei SicttpepovTOcs. ev TICJI 8e uf^ eTvoa fjAiov |ar|Se

aeAr|vr|v, ev Tial 6e IJIEIJCO TCOV Trap
3

fmiv Kai ev Tioi TrAelco. (3) elvai

5e TCOV K6(T|jcov ocviaa TCC 6iacnT|iJiocTa Kai TTJ nev jrAeious, TTJ 8e

eAAiTous, Kai TOV$ uv ai/^eaOoci, TOU$ 5^ dKjjiajeiv, TOUS 6e 96lveiv, Kai

TTJ jjiev yiveaOai, TTJ 8* <6K)AEiTreiv. 90eipecr9ai 8e auroi/s urr' dAAr|Acov

TrpoaTTiTTTovTas. elvai S evious Koaiaous eprmous 34>cov Ka
'

1

Kai rravTOS OypoO.

1 It looks as though aupjjieveiv, upfjv, and (in 563) XITC*>V were actually
derived from atomist contexts. The phrase KCCTOC diroTOnfiv ^K T^S ocireipou

(sc. xcopocs) is closely paralleled in the Epicurean letter to Pythocles

(Ep. IT, 88; DK67A24). Diogenes might have derived it from Dcmocritus;
but it is also possible that oviJineveiv, 0|jif|v, XITCOV, as well as KOCTOC diroTOpir|v,

arc merely Epicurean.

The account in 562 of the formation ofworlds (formally attributed

to Leucippus, but no doubt representing the general views of

Democritus also) is fairly detailed, but full of difficulties. The first

stage is when a large collection of atoms becomes isolated, as it

were, in a large patch of void. The second stage is when they form

a whirl or vortex. How this occurs we cannot tell ;
it must happen

c

by necessity
5

,

1 as the result of a particular combination of their

separate atomic movements, and a vortex would presumably not

necessarily or commonly arise out of the circumstances of the first

stage alone. The vortex-action causes like atoms to tend towards

like.2 (There is a good deal of reminiscence of Anaxagoras in all

this: in him Nous started a vortex and similar particles came

together to form bodies, 503 and pp. 382 f.)
3 The larger atoms

congregate towards the middle, the smaller ones are squeezed out

(575) . A kind of membrane or garment (563) encloses the whole :

whether this is formed by the smaller and extruded atoms (as

564 Democritus holds the same view as Leucippus about the elements, full and void. . .

he spoke as if the things that are were in constant motion in the void; and there are

innumerable worlds, which differ in size. In some worlds there is no sun and moon, in

others they are larger than in our world, and in others more numerous. (3) The intervals

between the worlds are unequal; in some parts there are more worlds, in othersfewer; some

are increasing, some at their height, some decreasing; in some parts they are arising, in

others failing. They are destroyed by collision one with another. There are some worlds

devoid of living creatures or plants or any moisture.
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suggested by Aetius, DK67A24), or whether these are thrust

right out of the ovcnT)ua into the void (as suggested in 562), is

uncertain. Other atoms come into contact with the extremity of

the revolving mass and are drawn within the membrane. Certain

of these atoms become ignited by the speed of the revolution

(562 adfin.} and so form the heavenly bodies; the bulkier ones at

the centre 'stay together' (ovmaeveiv) to form the earth. Diogenes
Laertius continues, after the end of 562, with a description
of cosmological details which are not particularly enlightening,
but show us that here Leucippus tended to accept, not very

critically, the old Ionian theories. One important and highly
conservative idea of Leucippus is that the earth is flat, shaped like

a tambourine (TUjjnravoi6f|s, Aetius m, 10, 4) ;
Democritus slightly

emended this (id. m, 10, 5), but retained the overall flatness. Both

appear to have held that the earth was tilted downward towards

the south.* Since there are innumerable atoms and an infinite

void, there is no reason why only one such world should be formed
;

Leucippus and Democritus therefore postulated innumerable

worlds, coming-to-be and passing away throughout the void

(562 init., 564). They are the first to whom we can with absolute

certainty attribute the odd concept of innumerable worlds (as

opposed to successive states of a continuing organism), one which

is reached entirely on the a priori grounds described above.5 The

doxographcrs, however, certainly attributed the idea of plural
worlds (whether coexistent or successive) to some lonians, con-

ceivably by an error initiated by Theophrastus (see pp. 1 23 ff., also

p. 390). Democritus, according to 564, seems to have embellished

the idea by observing that there is no need for each world to have

a sun and moon, and so on, or to have waters and give rise to life :

the random nature of the cosmogonical process 562 would not

always produce the same result. For example, if there were no

further atoms to be attracted close to the outer membrane of a

world, that world would presumably have no heavenly bodies.6

1 So 565 Diog. L. ix, 45 (on Democritus) irAvTa T6 KOCT'

yiveaOou, Tfls Sfvrjs ai-nocs oOorjs Tfft yevtoecos TT&VTCOV, f\v dvdyKT^v Ayeu
The whirl or vortex is called necessity because it produces the necessary

(mechanical and theoretically determinable) collisions and unions of atoms :

565 Everything happens according to necessity; for the cause of the coming-into-being of
all things is the whirl, which he calls necessity.
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so 566 Aetius i, 26, 2 (T7. oucriccs dvdyKfjs) ArjMOKpiTOS Ti\v dvTiTirrdav Kal

9Opdv xal TrATjyfjv TTJS OXrjs. In Aristotelian terms, combinations can be

said to take place by chance: 567 Aristotle Phys. 64, 196 a 24 elai SE TIVE$

01 Kal ToOpavoO To05e Kal TCOV KOCJUCOV iravTcov alTicovTai TO aCrronaTov
duo TauTOndTov yap yiyveaOai Tqv Siv-qv Kal Tf\v Kivrjcnv TT^V StaKptvacrav
Kal KaTaaTi^aaaav sts TaCnrjv Tfjv Tdcjiv T6 irav. For Aristotle they are

chance events because they do not fulfil any final cause; but the atomists

emphasized the other aspect of non-planned mechanical sequences, i.e. as

necessity. So in the only extant saying of Leucippus himself: $6& Fr. 2,

Aetius i, 25, 4 ouSfiv XP^^a ndTT|V yfvETai, dAAd TrdvTa K Aoyou TE Kal

Crrr* dvdyKTjs. Every object, every event, is the result of a chain of collisions

and reactions, each according to the shape and particular motion of the

atoms concerned,

2 Democritus illustrates this traditional rule of the behaviour of things,

both animate and inanimate, in 5^9 Fr. 1 64, Sextus adv. math, vn, 117
Kal yap gcpa, <pr|afv, 6|aoyevecri ^opois auvayeAdjeTai 005 TrepioTEpal Trept-

OTepals Kal yepavoi yepdvois Kal Trl TCOV dXAcov waauTcos. (&$) 6^ Kal

lirl TCOV dyuxcov, KaOdrrep 6pav irdpeaTiv irri TE TCOV KoaKiveuojJtevcov

CTTreppdTCOV Kal eirl TCOV irapd Tats KU^aTCoyais vyr|9i5cov. . . (similar grains,

he continues, and pebbles of the same shape, congregate under the action

of sieve or waves) . The mechanical tendency of objects of similar shape
and size to sort together under the influence ofmotion is especially relevant

to atomism, of course, and goes beyond the naive view of Homer, Od. 1 7,

2 1 8, that 'god always leads like to like'.

3 According to Simplicius, Dcmocritus held that the vortex was *

separated

off': 57 Fn 167, Simplic. Phys. 327, 24 dXXd Kal ArjudKptTOs, ev ols

9T|ai
C

6ivov djr6 TOU TravT6$ dTroKpiO-pvai TravToicov ISecov* (TTCOS 6e Kal

OTTO TIVOS aWas \jd\ Aeyei), OIKEV drro TauTOtidTOU Kal TVJXTJS yevvav
auT6v. The idea of the initiator of the cosmogonical process being

'separated off' may go back to Anaximander (see 123 and pp. I32f.).

4 So 571 Diog. L. ix, 33 (on Leucippus) EKAefirsiv 6* f^Atov Kal CTEA^VTIV

Tcp KEKAfaBai Tfjv yfjv irp6s pECTTjuppiav TOC SE rrpos dpKTCp dEi TE vi9a6ai
Kal KaTdyuxpa Elvai Kal TrriyvvcrOai. Most scholars have assumed a gap

566 (On the nature of necessity) Democritus means by it the resistance and movement

and blows of matter.

567 There are some who make chance the cause both of these heavens and of all the

worlds; for from chance arises the whirl and the movement which, by separation^ has

brought the universe into its present order.

568 Nothing occurs at random, but everythingfor a reason and by necessity.

569 For creatures (he says) flock together with their kind, doves with doves, cranes

with cranes and so on. And the same happens even with inanimate things, as can be seen

with seeds in a sieve and pebbles on the sea-shore

570 When Democritus says that
6

a whirl was separated offfrom the whole, of all sorts

of shapes' (and he does not say how or through what cause), he seems to generate it by

accident or chance.

571 Eclipses of sun and moon are due to the tilting of the earth towards the south; the

regions towards the north are always under snow and are very cold and hard-frozen.
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v, so that some other phenomenon than eclipse is explained by
the tilting of the earth. The order of subjects in Diogenes is against a gap;
but the tilting of the earth would be so utterly unsuitable as an explanation
of eclipses that it seems reasonable to postulate either a textual displace-
ment or a total misunderstanding by Diogenes or his sources. The tilting

of the earth remains; it explains both the slant of the zodiac and the

differences of climate, and is conceivably related to, though very different

from, Anaximenes' theory that the sun is hidden behind high northern

parts at night. Eclipses had already been correctly explained by Empc-
docles and Anaxagoras. Cf. also Aetius HI, 12, 1-2 (DK67A27 and 68Ag6).
5 Compare the well-known saying of Democritus' pupil Mctrodorus of

Chios, that it is strange for one ear of corn to be produced in a great plain,

and for one world in the boundless.

6 It looks as though there is a reference here to Anaxagoras fr. 4 (525; the

recurrence of the phrase Trap
1

fmiv may be accidental). It is not at all

certain, however, that that fragment described entirely separate worlds

with separate suns and moons; if it did, then the fact that every world had
the same structure justifies G. Vlastos* reference (Philos. Rev. 55 (1946)

53 f.) to
'

the telcological streak in Anaxagorean physics ', and his suggestion
that Dcmocritus* theory may be a

*

conscious refutation' of it.

THE BEHAVIOUR OF ATOMS

(a) Weight

572 Aristotle de gen. et con. A 8, 326 a 9 KcdTot |3ccpuTep6v ye
Kara TT^V UTrepox'nv 9f|cnv elvcu ArmoxpiTOS Imar-rov TCOV aSicapsTcov.

573 Theophrastus de sensu 61 (DK 68A 135) fkjcpO pev o\5v KCCI

KOU9OV TCO [jieyeOei Sioctpei ArmoKpnros. . . . ou i\r\v dcAA" ev ye TOI$

neiKTois Kou90Tpov iaev elvcci TO rrAeov exov xevov, (3ccpUTepov S TO

eAccTTOv. ev eviois [Jiev OUTCO$ eiprjKev (62) ev aAAots 6 KOU9OV elvai

9T|cnv dirAcos TO ACTTTOV.

574 Aetius i, 3^ 18 (DK68A47) ArmoxpiTos |Jiev yap eAeye 5uo

(sc. TOCIS OCTOIJIOIS au|apepr|Kevai) , |jieye06s Te xai axfj|Jiaf
6 6e

'E-mKOUpos TOUTOIS xal TpiTOV ^dcpos TTpocre6r|Kev. . . . i, 12, 6

ArmoKpiTos TOC TrpcoToc 9rjcn acotJiaTa (TaOra 8' f)v TOC vaaTd)

iaev OUK exeiv, KiveTaOai 8e KOCT' dAAriAoTLrrriav ev TCO cxireipcp.

572 Tet Democritus says that each of the indivisible bodies is heavier in proportion to its

excess (sc. of bulk).

573 Democritus distinguishes heavy and light by size .... Nevertheless in compound
bodies the lighter is that which contains more void, the heavier that which contains less.

Sometimes he expressed it thus, but elsewhere he says simply that thefine is light.

574 Democritus named two (sc. properties ofatoms) , size and shape; but Epicurus added

a third to these, namely weight. . . . Democritus says that theprimary bodies (i.e. the solid

atoms) do not possess weight but move in the infinite as the result of striking one another.
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575 Simpliciusdfeoz/07i2,27(DK68A6i) . . . oi irepl ArmoKprrov
OIOVTCCI TTCCVTCC jaev ex^iv (36cpos, TCO Se eAccTrov exeiv pdpo$ TO irup

6K6Xi|36|ji6Vov UTTO Tcov TTpoAaupccvovTCov avco 9pea0ai Kal 8ia

TOUTO KoOcpov SoxeTv.

These passages present apparently contradictory opinions on the

question whether the atoms, for Democritus, possessed weight, and
if so, of what kind. Leucippus is not mentioned, and presumably
did not think that the subject demanded special treatment.

Aristotle in 572 is quite clear that for Democritus the atoms had

weight, but that the weight depended on their size. We may here

pause to consider what weight means: it means a tendency to

move consistently in a certain direction, whatwe call
' downwards ',

and a resistance to
e

upward
' movement. This tendency might be

explained by the operation of outside forces
;
there is no need to

think of it as essential to all body, no matter what its environment,
and in fact (as Burnet EGP 342 f. argues) it appears that the

concept of absolute weight as an essential attribute of body did

not occur to the early physicists. Now bodies in our world do as

a matter of experience seem to have weight ;
Democritus would

obviously not deny this. Composite bodies arc composed of atoms

and void; void cannot have weight; therefore weight, in our world,

must belong to atoms. But the atoms are solid, and of the same

substance; therefore their weight varies directly with their size

(572). Compound objects of the same size can differ in weight
because of differences in the amount of void they contain (573, of

which the last sentence does not indicate a real inconsistency) . In

our world all objects have weight ofsome kind and there is no such

thing as absolute lightness, as there was for Aristotle : things which

apparently tend upwards, such as fire, are actually being squeezed

up by the compression of bulkier bodies (575) . At this point it

must be remembered that the atoms as such, and before being
associated into bodies, differ from each other only in size and in

shape (see e.g. 555). These are their 'primary qualities'. The
interaction of atoms is due to their collisions with and rebounds

from each other, which are continuing effects of the original

random motion (see p. 417); there is no mention of weight, or a

575 . . . Democritus' school thinks that everything possesses weight, but that because it

possesses less weight fire is squeezed out by things that possess more, moves upwards and

consequently appears light.
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tendency to fall in one direction, as a cause of collision. (It is

explicitly stated, in fact, most clearly by Aetius in 574, that

Epicurus added weight as an original property, and source of the

behaviour, of atoms; he made their original motion a fall through

space due to their weight.)
*

Weight
5

only operates in a vortex, in

a developed world, and is an expression of the tendency of bulky

objects towards the centre of a whirl. Before becoming involved

in a vortex an atom is not activated by weight at all.
1

1 This explanation has been worked out chiefly by Dyroff and Burnet,
and is accepted by Bailey: it does seem adequately to account for some
confusion in the ancient authorities.

(b) 'Original
9

and 'derived* motion

576 Aristotle de caelo F2, 3Oob8 816 KCCI AEUKhrrrcp xocl Armo-

Kprrcp, Tot$ Aeyoucriv dcsi KivEtaOai TOC irpcoTa crcbiaorra v TCO KEVCO Kal

TCO ccrafpcp, AEKTOV Tlva Kfvrjaiv Kal TI$ f) KCCTOC 9ucriv aurcov

577 Aristotle On Democritus ap. Simplicium de caelo 295, 9

(continuing 555) oraaidjEiv 8 Kal 9pea0ai 6v TCO KEVCO 8id TE

Tf]v dvonotorrjTa Kal TOCS aAAas eipTjiJi^vas 8ia9opa$, 9epop6vas 5e

e^Tri-Trreiv Kal irepiTrA^KeaOai ....

578 Aristotle de caelo F^, 303 a 5 900-! yap (sc. Leucippus and

Democritus) elvai TOC irpcoTa iJtsyEOrj irAfjOEi IJIEV chrEipa, jJiEyfiOEi SE

dSiaipETa, xal OUT' EVOS iroAAa yiyvsadai OUTE EK TroAAcov iv,

dAAoc Tfj TOUTCOV auiJurAoKT) Kal TTEpiiraAoc^Ei irdvTa yEvvaaOai.

579 Alexander Met. 36, 21 oCrroi yap (sc. Leucippus and

Democritus) Ayouc7iv dAA-nAoTUirouaas Kal KpououEvas irpos

dAAfjAas KivEiaOai TCC$ CCTOIJIOUS.

576 So Leucippus and Democritus, who say that their primary bodies are always in

motion in the infinite void, ought to specify what kind of motion that is, what is the

motion natural to them.

577 They struggle and move in the void because of the dissimilarities between them and

the other differences already mentioned; and as they move they collide and become

entangled. . . .

578 For they (sc. Leucippus and Democritus) say that their primary magnitudes are

infinite in number and indivisible in magnitude; the many does not come from one nor one

from many, but rather all things are generated by the intertwining and scattering around of
these primary magnitudes.

579 For they (sc. Leucippus and Democritus) say that the atoms move by mutual

collisions and blows.
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580 Aetius i, 23, 3 ArmoKpiTos ev yevos Kivrjaecos T6 KCCTCC

TraAjJiov

It is evident from 576 and other similar complaints by Aristotle,

as well as from the lack of positive information on this point, that

neither Leucippus nor Democritus gave any full account of an

original motion of atoms the motion, that is, which causes

collisions, not that which is caused by collisions. Indeed, since

atoms and the void have always existed, it is clear that there must

always have been motion (whose eternity had to be postulated in

order to avoid Eleatic arguments against a beginning of motion),
and consequent collisions. To enquire, therefore, as Aristotle does,

what was the 'natural' motion of atoms is less pertinent than at

first appears. The real problem, philosophically speaking, is

whether atoms and void have always existed
;
if this is accepted,

one can also accept that they have always interacted with each

other. However, if the atomists were forced to define an 'original'

motion they could presumably say that it was a random motion,

with no tendency in any atom to move in one direction rather than

another. It is clear that collisions would very soon take place, and

that the original motion would progressively be supplanted by the

secondary motions which result from collision and rebound.

It is just possible, however, that Democritus, at any rate, did

point to some kind of 'original' motion. Aristotle (de an. A 2,

4O3b3i ff.) tells us that he held soul-atoms to be self-moving, like

motes in a sunbeam; and it has been suggested that this image
more aptly illustrates a random motion of atoms in general. In

577 it is suggested that motion in the void is originally caused by
dissimilarities between the atoms. Democritus could not, of

course, have meant that unlike exercised a force of repulsion on

unlike, operating at a distance and not by contact. More probably
the suggestion is that irregular atoms are in a state ofdisequilibrium

in the void, and so undergo movement. 1

1
Simplicius may have misrepresented Aristotle here. When giving his

own views the former is unreliable on this point; for at Phys. 1318, 35

(DK68A58) he claims that the original motion of atoms is due to their

weight, an Epicurean idea; and that it is through this, and because the void

does not resist, that they are 'scattered around', TrepiTraAdaaeaOai

(-TTepnraXafaecjOai mss., em. Diels) on which see the next note.

580 Democritus said there was only one kind of motion, that due to vibration.
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The regular motion of atoms, and perhaps the only one which

Leucippus and Democritus fully envisaged, is due to rebounds of

atoms after collision. This is frequently called a 'derived' motion;
in most of the doxographical accounts (e.g. 574) it is the only one

known. Collisions of atoms result either in 'intertwining'

(ovinrAoK/i), if the atoms arc of congruent shape, or in 'being
scattered around' (irepiTraAa^ig), if not that is, in rebounding in

one direction or another. This is what is meant by Aristotle in 578.

Aetius in 580 assigns a special type of motion to Democritus,

namely TraA|Ji6s or 'vibration' (the verbal root of which is the

same as that of TrepnrdAa^is; Bailey actually interpreted irepi-

Tr6cAais in 578 in the sense of iraAuos, though not very plausibly).

There is little doubt that Aetius is here reading an Epicurean idea

into Democritus
; Epicurus used this word to describe the invisible

oscillation which, as he conceived, atoms underwent when con-

fined in a complex body (Epicurus Ep. i, 43; cf. Bailey p. 332).
z

1
LSJ gives the meaning of -rrepiTrcScAoc^is as 'collision, combination* of

atoms, though that of irepiTraAcxcraeadai is given as
*

to be hurled around '.

Both translations are imperfect. The meaning of TrocAdoxrecrOat is
'

to be

shaken about, or sprinkled', and that of its simpler form TraXXeiv is 'to

shake*. A transitional stage to the Epicurean iraA|Ji6s-interpretation is

perhaps seen at Theophrastus de sensu 66 Jin. (DK 68A 135). In 578
Aristotle simply means that things are produced by the entanglement and

rebound of atoms; the latter does not of itself produce yevecris, but is

necessary for its continuity.

(c) Theformation of bodies

581 Aristotle On Democritus ap. Simplicium de caelo 295, n
(continuing 577) . . . cpepoiJievas 8e (sc. TOCS OCTOHOUS) etnriTTTeiv Kal

TT6pnrAKea6ai TrepnrAoK^v Toiaurrjv f| crvnyaueiv uev ccOra xal

TrAr|aiov dcAAf|Acov elvcci Troiel, 9uaiv jaevTOi jjitccv ! EKEIVCOV KCCT'

ccAr|6eiav o06' f|VTivaouv yevvcr KOjaiSrj yap eurjOes elvai TO 6uo f|

TCC TrAefova yevea0ai av TTOTE ev. TOV 5e ovia^veiv TOCS oucrias MET*

dcAAfjAcov lJiXP l TWOS CCITIOCTOCI TOCS iTTCcAAayocs Kal TOCS ccvTiArjyeis TCOV

aco|Ji<5cTCOv
* TOC JJIEV yap ocurcov elvai aKOcAr|va, TOC 64 ocyKicnrpcb8r|, TOC

8l . . . As they (sc. the atoms) move they collide and become entangled in such a way as

to cling in close contact to one another, but not so as toform one substance of them in reality

of any kind whatever; for it is very simple-minded to suppose that two or more could ever

become one. The reason he givesfor atoms staying togetherfor a while is the intertwining

and mutual hold of the primary bodies; for some of them are angular,
some hooked

>
some
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8e KoiAa, TCC 8e KvpTd, TOC S aAAas avapiOuous exovTa 8ia9opds*
6Tii ToaoOrov oOv XP VOV oxpcov CCUTGOV dvT^xeo^oci VOJJIIJEI Kal

ovmjiveiv ecos laxvpOT^pa TiS &< TOU irepiexovTOs dvdyKTj -rrapa-

yevojjievri SiaaeioTj Kal yu>p\s auras 8iaaTreipr|.

582 Simplicius de caelo 242, 21 (continuing 556) . . .Toalrras 8s

TCCS dr6|Jious ev crcreipco TCO KEVCO Kexcopiajji^vas dAAfjAcov Kal 81098-

povcras cyj\ jjiaai TS xal jjiey^esai xal Oeast xai Taei 9ep6a6ai ev T^
KEVCO xai eTTiKoraAaiJipavoucjas dAAfjAas car/KpousaOai, xal TOCS (J^v

dTTOTraAAeaOai, oirr) av Ti/xcoaiv, TOCS 8e TTEpnrAEKeo-Oat dAAfjAais

KOTOC TTJV TCOV crximorrcov xal neyeOcov Kal O^aecov xai Td^ecov

au|JHJiTpiav Kai auppeveiv [Diels, aunpaiveiv mss.] Kal ourcos TTJV

TCOV auvOeTcov y^veaiv dTTOTeAelaOai.

These passages state more precisely what has been outlined in

earlier extracts, e.g. 546 and 562, namely how atoms make up the

visible complex bodies of our experience. As a result of collision

between atoms those which are of congruous shape do not rebound

but remain temporarily attached to one another: for example a

hook-shaped atom may become involved with an atom into whose

shape the hook fits. Other congruous atoms colliding with this

two-atom complex then become attached, until a visible body of

a certain character is formed. It is emphasized that no real

coalescence of atoms takes place : they simply come into contact

with each other, and always retain their own shape and indivi-

duality. When a complex of atoms collides with another complex
it may be broken up into smaller complexes or into its constituent

atoms, which then resume their motion through the void until

they collide with a congruous atom, or complex, once again.
There are considerable difficulties in this account. What part

does the principle of like-to-like play? This principle, illustrated

by Democritus in 569, is used in the description ofworld-formation;
for in 562 atoms of all shapes come together in a great void, and
like tends to like when the smaller atoms go to the periphery, the

concave, some convex, and indeed with countless other differences; so he thinks they cling to

each other and stay together until such time as some stronger necessity comes from the

surrounding and shakes and scatters them apart.

582 . . .these atoms move in the infinite void, separate onefrom the other and differing

in shapes, sizes, position and arrangement; overtaking each other they collide, and some are

shaken away in any chance direction, while others, becoming intertwined one with another

according to the congruity of their shapes, sizes, positions and arrangements, stay together

and so effect the coming into being of compound bodies.
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bulkier ones to the centre. It is likeness of size rather than shape
that seems to be primarily in question here ;

and it is only in a vortex

that the sorting of sizes takes place. In the collisions of atoms not

primarily subject to a vortex, i.e. either outside the scattered areas

of world-formation, or within a formed world where the vortex-

action may be modified, coalescence is due to congruence (which

implies difference, so far as ovpiTrAoKi^ is concerned, and not

similarity) rather than to the principle of like-to-like. 582 tells us

that this congruence must operate in respect of shape, size,

position, and order. But this is not a complete solution, since we
are told of one particular shape of atom that cannot be subject to

any obvious type of congruence with others of its shape, but

which docs nevertheless combine to make up a single type of

complex (or rather two different but connected types) . This is the

spherical atom, of which both soul and fire were evidently held to

be composed.
1

Soul, it might be argued, is regarded (as elsewhere

in the fifth century) as scattered throughout the whole body ;
but

even so some conjunction of soul-atoms seems necessary. Fire is a

clearer case, for it is distinctly visible, and must be composed of

spherical atoms and no (or very few) atoms ofanother shape. How
did these atoms come together? They cannot have become

implicated with or hooked on to one another, as a result of

collision
;
rather they must have become conjoined by the operation

of the principle of like-to-like. It seems, therefore, that Aristotle

in 581 is misleading in implying that all examples of aunnevsiv,

i.e. of the formation of apparently stable complex bodies, are due

to implication of atoms : there are occasions when other types of

auiJueTpicc (see 582), especially similarity of shape and size, are

more relevant.

1 Aristotle asserts in several passages that for the atomists soul- and fire-

atoms were spherical, because they had to be mobile and penetrative:

e.g. 583 de an. A 2, 405 a 1 1 TOOV S oxtmArcov GUKIVT^TOCTOV TO <T9ccipoei5s

Ayei (sc. Arm6xpiTOs)
* TOIOUTOV 6* elvoci TOV TE vouv Keel T6 irOp. Compare

ibid. 404 a 5 (DKGyAaS), where soul is said to be recruited by the inhala-

tion of spherical atoms from the atmosphere an idea analogous, perhaps,

to that of Heraclitus in 237. Aristotle occasionally implies that the soul

is fire, because of this community ofshape; but the truth is that a spherical

atom is neither soul nor fire, it is just a spherical atom. It takes on

secondary properties only in association with other atoms; in the context

583 Democritus says that the spherical is the most mobile ofshapes; and such is mind and

fire.
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of an animal body it is soul, in other contexts it is fire (cf. Cherniss,

Aristotle
9

s Criticism of Presocratic Philosophy, 290 n.). Nevertheless, the

similarity ofshape explains how soul can be nurtured from the atmosphere

(which is not besouled, but contains some fire) . Apartfrom soul (equivalent
to mind according to Aristotle's account of atomism) and fire, no details

have survived about which shape of atom gave rise to which secondary

characteristics, except in the case of sensation sharp atoms produce salty

tastes, etc. (see 591 below). Aristotle understood that air and water (and

earth, probably) were conglomerations ofall shapes ofatoms, -rravCTTrepnfai :

584 de caelo Vq., 303 a IQ irolov Se KOC! T{ IKOCOTOV T6 O-XTJUOC TCOV ciToixeicov

ou0v hnStcbpicrav (sc. AeuKiTrrros KOC! Arm6i<piTos), dcAXoc |Ji6vov TCO irupl

Tf]v <J9aTpav (5ar6coKav depot 8e KOC! OScop xal T&AAoc neyedei xccl ptKpoTnTi

SteTAov, cos oOaav aOTCov TT^V 9uaiv olov iravcnrEpiJifav TTCCVTCOV TCOV

orotxefcov. If this is accurate, then the atomists took over the idea from

Anaxagoras (see p. 383).

SENSATION, THOUGHT AND KNOWLEDGE

585 Aristotle de sensu 4, 442 a 29 ArmoxpiTos 8e KOCI oi TTAEIOTOI

TCOV 9uaioA6ycov oaoi Aeyouai jrepi alcj6f)cyeco$ droTrcbTarov TI

TTOiouaiv TrdvTa yap TOC ai(T0r|Toc diTTOC TroioOonv.

586 Actius iv, 8, 10 AEUKITTTTOS ArmoxpiTOS 'EiriKoupos TT^V

aia6r|cnv xal TT^V vor|criv yivecrdai eiScoAcov e^coOsv irpoaiovTcov

HT^evi yap eiTipaAAeiv |arj8eT6pav XP's TO^ TTPOOTTITTTOVTOS 6i8coAou.

587 Thcophrastus de sensu 50 (DK 68A 135) 6pav JJIEV oC/v iroiei

(sc. AriiaoKpiTos) TTJ 6|J9cxa6r TOUTTIV 66 iSicos Aeyer TT^V yap
6[Ji9acTiv OUK eu0i/s 6V Tf) Koptj yiV6d9ai, aAAa TOV depa TOV jJieTa^O

Tfjs O^ECOS Kai TOU opco^Evou TUTToOaQai aucrreAA6[Jievov OTTO TOU

opco^Evou xal TOU opcovTos dnavTos yap del yiveciOai Tiva drroppor|v.

ETieiTa TOUTOV crrepeov ovTa Kai dAAoxpcov E[ji9aivcj0ai TOIS omaaaiv

fuypoisf
* xai T6 (jiev TTUKVOV ou S^xeaOai TO Se uypov Suevai ....

584 They (sc. Leucippus and Democritus) did not further define what particular shape

belonged to each of the elements but merely attributed the sphere tofire; air, water and the

rest they distinguished by magnitude and smallness, as if their substance was a sort of
mixture of seeds of all the elements.

585 Democritus and the majority of natural philosophers who discuss perception are

guilty of a great absurdity; for they represent all perception as being by touch.

586 Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that perception and thought arise when

images enterfrom outside; neither occurs to anybody without an image impinging.

587 Democritus explains sight by the visual image, which he describes in a peculiar way;
the visual image does not arise directly in the pupil, but the air between the eye and the

object ofsight is contracted and stamped by the object seen and the seer;forfrom everything

there is always a sort of effluence proceeding. So this air, which is solid and variously

coloured, appears in the eye, which is moist (?); the eye does not admit the dense part,

but the moist passes through
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588 Alexander de sensu 56, 1 2 ei8coAcc yAp TIVCC 6|aoi6piop9oc car6

Tcovopcopvcov auvexcos drropp^ovroc xal epnrriTrrovTaTrj o^ei ToOopav

f|TicovTO. TOIOUTOI 8s f)ciav oi Tiepl AeOxiTTTrov xal ArmoKprrov ....

589 Democritus Fr. 9, Sextus adv. math, vn, 135 vo^co

xai Ksv6v .... (136) firsts 8 TCO ijv e6vn ov8v drpexes avvfejaev, |aeTcc-

8e Kara TS cjcb|iorros 8ioc0f)icnv Kai TCOV eireiatovTCov xai TCOV

590 Democritus Fr. n, Sextus adv. math, vn, 139 (DK68Bii)
yvcb|jr|s 5J 5uo doiv iSeat, r| pi^v yvr|(j{r|, f\ 6J CTKOTITJ* xal OKOTITIS

nv TocSe aupnravTa, ov^ig dKof] oSjaf] yeuais v^ocucris. f) 8J yvr)crir|,

ocrroKeKpiiJi^vri 8J TOUTHS. . . - OTQV f) aKOTir| [JITIKETI SuvrjTai ^T\T& opfjv

l-nr
1

?ACCTTOV m^Te OKOUSIV |jir|Te 66uacj9ai nf|Te yeueaOai UTJTH ev TTJ

yauaei aiaOdvecrOai, dAA* eirl AeTTTOTepov***.

It is a necessary consequence of the atomist doctrine, that every-

thing consists of atoms and void, that all sensation should be

explained as a form of contact or touch (585). The soul consists of

spherical atoms (583) spread through the body, and the mind

was presumably regarded as a concentration of soul-atoms. Thus

thought is a process analogous to sensation, and takes place when
the soul- or mind-atoms are set in motion by the impingement of

congruent atoms from outside. This is implied in 586; in the case

of thought one might suppose that self-motion by the kinetic

spherical atoms is also possible, to account for apparently spon-

taneous thoughts. A full account of Democritus' detailed expla-

nation of the different senses is given by Theophrastus in his de

sensu, 49-83 (DK 68A 1 35); this account may contain some

Peripatetic distortion and elaboration, but shows that Democritus,

on this and on other subjects, went to great pains to work out the

588 They attributed sight to certain images, of the same shape as the object, which were

continually streaming offfrom the objects of sight and impinging on the eye. This was the

view of the school ofLeucippus and Democritus ----

589 By convention are sweet and bitter, hot and cold, by convention is colour; in truth

are atoms and the void____ In reality we apprehend nothing exactly, but only as it changes

according to the condition of our body and of the things that impinge and press upon the

body.

590 There are twoforms of knowledge, one genuine, one obscure. To the obscure belong

all the following: sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch. The other is genuine, and is quite

distinct from this. . . . When the obscure form can no longer see more minutely nor hear

nor smell nor taste nor perceive through touch, but finer ***.
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detailed mechanism of the atomic theory. The fullest, and least

satisfactory, description is of vision. Leucippus had evidently

(588) taken over the Empedoclean theory (see p. 343) that

images, eiScoAcc, are given off by objects, and affect the sense-

organs. This was elaborated by Democritus, who held (587) that

the visual image (eijupoccns) in the pupil is the result of effluences

(orrroppoaf) both from the seen object and from the observer;
these meet and form a solid impression (evTUTrcocris) in the air,

which then enters the pupil of the eye. The other senses are

explained more simply, and with emphasis on the different effects

of different sizes and shapes of atom;
1 none of the explanations

stands close examination, and Aristotle and Theophrastus were

able to make some very pertinent criticisms. We do not know, for

example, how Democritus explained the sense of touch: as all

senses depend ultimately on this sense, it is obviously a problem
how sight or taste, for example, differ from it.

1
E.g. of taste, 59* Theophrastus de sensu 66 (DK 68A 135) T&V 8 iriKp6v

(sc. x^ov) IK MiKpcov KCCI Aeicov Kal TTSpt9Spcov> TTJV -rrep^epetav elArix6TCOV

[-a mss., Diels; -cov scrips!] KCC! Katnras Ixoucrav 816 Koci yAfaxpov elvai

Keel KoAAcbBri. dAiiupov 8 TOV K pey&Acov Kal ou Trept9epcov, dAA* TT* vicov

nv (JKccArivcov. . . . Sound is transferred when the particles of voice or noise

mingle with similar particles in the air (and thus, presumably, form

eTScoAcc): 592 Aetius iv, 19, 3 (DK 68A 128; probably from Poseidonius,

according to Diels) AT|n6Kprros Kal T6v ocepa 9t|aiv els 6noioax'nnova
C Kal ovyKaAiv6ei(70ai TOIS K TTJS 9covffc Opauo-jjiacn.

It follows that there can be no unchanging knowledge, the same

for all, of the secondary appearances (which are primary, however,
for our experience) or 'qualities' of things. Hot and cold, and

so on, are conventional : in reality there are simply atoms and void

(589). We can know nothing of the former kind, for our perception
of the secondary qualities is distorted by resistance in the medium,

air, or by the special dispositions of our own soul-atoms. Demo-
critus made other pronouncements of a sceptical nature (cf. also

frr. 6, 7, 8) ;
but in 590 it is clearly stated that there is a genuine

kind ofopinion apart from sensation; it operates on objects too fine

591 Bitter taste is caused by small, smooth, rounded atoms, whose circumference is

actually sinuous; therefore it is both sticky and viscous. Salt taste is caused by large, not

rounded atoms, but in some cases jagged ones. . ..

592 Democritus says that the air is broken up into bodies of like shape and is rolled along

together with thefragments of the voice.
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for sensation to apprehend. The fragment itself breaks off at the

crucial point, but Sextus* introductory comments (not quoted here)

indicate that
'

genuine' opinion is intellectual. Obviously, its

objects are atoms and the void it penetrates beyond the
c

conventional
'

secondary characteristics to the ultimate reality.

Leucippus and Democritus themselves had been employing this

kind ofjudgement. Yet the mind, like the soul as a whole, operates

through the mechanical motions and collisions of atoms, and its

impressions must be subject to the same sort of distortions as those

of sensation (for which cf. 589, second part). It is clear, then, that

Democritus should not have claimed, and perhaps did not claim,

more than approximate truth for his 'genuine' opinions the truth

still lay 'in the depths' (fr. ny).
1

1 The difficulty of proving a conviction about atoms and the void, if we
can only infer these from our possibly fallacious corporeal impressions, is

implied in a rejoinder by the senses to the first part of 589 (' by conven-

tion. . .in reality atoms and void '), ascribed to Democritus by Galen : 593
Demorritus Fr. 125, Galen de medic, empir. 1259, 8 Schoene (DK 68 8125)
. . .TdAocivd 9pT|v, Trap* fi^oov AapoOaa T&S moreis fj^as Kara|3ocAAei$;

TTTcojJia TOI TO KaT&|3Ar|iaa. This neat criticism is normally accepted as

Democritean, but the possibility must not be overlooked that it is framed

by a later critic as an intentional epilogue to, and corrective of, 589. It is

odd that Sextus did not quote it.

ETHICS

594 Fr. 174, Stobaeus Anth. n, 9, 3 6 nav euQupios els epyoc

6Tri9ep6nevo$ SIKCUCC KCCI vendee KCCI Oirccp Kcci ovccp X"PEl Te Ka '

IppcoTcci Kcd dvccKT|5r|s toriv 6s 6' av KCCI SIKTJS (ScAoyfj Keel TOC \pi\

&DVTCC \ri\ ep8r|, TOUTCO TT&VTCC TOC ToiocOrcc drepTreir), OTCCV Teu

cxvcc|jivr|<j6TJ, KCU 66oiKe KOCI kovrrov KOKigei.

595 Fr. 171, Stobaeus Anth. n, 7, 3 i su5aijjiovir| OUK ev poaKT||Jiaaiv

OIKEI o06J ev xp^cjco- vfux1! oucnTripiov 6ai|jiovos.

593 . . . Wretched mind, do you, who getyour evidence from us, yet try to overthrow us?

Our overthrow will be your downfall.

594 The cheerful man, who is eagerforjust and lawful deeds, rejoices whether waking or

sleeping and is strong andfreefrom care; but he that cares noughtfor justice and does not

the things that are right finds all such things joyless, when he remembers them, and is

afraid and reproaches himself.

595 Happiness does not reside in cattle or gold; the soul is the dwelling-place of one
9
s

good or evil genius.
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596 Fr. 246, Stobaeus Anth. m, 40, 6 eviTdt| (3iov avTdpxeiav
SiSaoKei laaga yap xal aripds Aiuou xal KOTTOU yXuKurocra lancnrcc.

597 Fr. 277, Stobaeus Anth. iv, 24, 32 (DK68B277) oTecp

Xprmri Ted EOTI -rraiSa Troirjo-aaOai, ex TCOV 9iXcov TEU not Soxei

d^eivov elvai, ml TCO |jiev irais larai TOIOUTOS olov av (3ouAr|Tar

eon yap KAeacr6ai olov 6eAei . . . f|v Si TI$ Troif|Tai duo COUTOV},

iroAXol eveiari xivSuvor avdyKrj yap, 65 av yevr|Tai, TOUTCO xp^o^oci.

We know of no ethical doctrines held specifically by Leucippus,
but Democritus devoted a part, though evidently not a particu-

larly large part, of his considerable output to this subject. It

happens that nearly all of the 290 or so verbatim fragments that

have come down to us are from the ethical writings. Many are

preserved becauseJohn Stobaeus, the 5th-century-A.D. anthologist,

incorporated them in his collection. Over a quarter of the total

are ascribed to 'Democrates'; most critics now follow Diels and

accept the majority of these as genuine fragments of Democritus.

Democritus' ethics are not explicitly based upon atomist physical

preconceptions, and atoms arc not mentioned. 1 The ethical

fragments express, in a graphic and highly developed gnomic
form, the Hellenic sentiments of restraint, common sense, and

sanity. Yet no irrational sanctions of behaviour are introduced, no

Justice or Nature that could not be resolved into the interplay of

atoms and void. Vlastos may well be right in calling Democritean

ethics 'the first rigorously naturalistic ethics in Greek thought'.
At the same time there is no pandering to sophistic amoralism : the

ethical ideal is euOu|air| (otherwise termed euecrrcb, dOapipiri)

contentment founded on moral well-being. 594 and 595 show this

clearly enough; the latter may contain a reference to Heraclitus

fr. 1 1 9 (250) . There are other, clearer references to Heraclitus
; and

Democritus also repeated Anaxagoras' famous pronouncement
'the things that appear are a vision of the unseen' (537), which

has an obvious relevance to the atomic theory. 596 shows the

non-hedonistic and indeed ascetic nature of much of his ethics,

596 Service abroad teaches self-sufficiency; barley-bread and a straw mattress are the

pleasantest medicinesfor hunger andfatigue.

597 He whofeels any desire to beget a child seems to me better advised to take itfrom one

of his friends; he will then have a child such as he wishes, for he can choose the kind he

wants .... But ifa man begets his own child, many are the dangers there;for he must make

the best ofhim whatever his nature.
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a trend which was followed by Epicurus; while 597 is an amusing

example of philosophical rationalism, which in a Mediterranean

way rejects as secondary the emotional and psychological over-

tones which some would consider of first importance.
1 C. Bailey, The Greek Atomists and Epicurus 522, stated that

'
there is no

effort to set the picture of the "cheerful" man on a firm philosophical
basis or to link it up in any way with the physical system '. This is probably
too extreme a view: the ethical doctrines are certainly not incompatible
with the physical, and connexions may have been established in parts of

Democritus that have not survived. G. Vlastos, Philos. Rev. 54 (1945)

578 ff. and 55 (1946) 53 fT., describes some possible but relatively slight

points of contact between Democritean ethics and physics.

CONCLUSION

Atomism is in many ways the crown of Greek philosophical
achievement before Plato. It fulfilled the ultimate aim of Ionian

material monism by cutting the Gordian knot of the Eleatic

elenchus. Much as it owed not only to Parmenides and Melissus,

but also to the pluralist systems of Empedocles and Anaxagoras,
atomism was not, however, an eclectic philosophy like that of

Diogenes of Apollonia. It was in essence a new conception, one

which was widely and skilfully applied by Democritus, and which

through Epicurus and Lucretius was to play an important part
in Greek thought even after Plato and Aristotle. It also, of course,

eventually gave a stimulus to the development of modern atomic

theory the real nature and motives of which, however, are utterly

distinct.
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CHAPTER XVIII

DIOGENES OF APOLLONIA

LIFE AND DATE

598 Diogenes Laertius ix, 57 Aioyeviis 'AiroAAo0^i8os 'AiroA-

AcovicSnTjs, ocvfip 9uaiK6s xal ayav eAAoyijaos* TJKOVCFE 81, <pr[G\v

'AvTia0vr|s, 'Ava^in^vous. fjv 8 TOI$ XP VOIS KCCT* 'Ava^ayopav.

The Apollonia of which Diogenes was a citizen was probably the

Milesian foundation on the Pontus, rather than the Cretan city.
1

The statement that he was roughly contemporary with Anaxa-

goras must be taken together with Theophrastus' judgement in

601 that he was 'almost the youngest' of the physical philosophers,
and with Aristophanes' parody in the Clouds (617), produced in

423 B.C. All this is consonant with a floruit around 440-430. The
statement that the succession-writer Antisthenes made Diogenes
a pupil of Anaximenes may be due to a misunderstanding by
Laertius rather than by Antisthenes : Diogenes would naturally be

placed in the Milesian tradition and associated with Anaximenes

because of his material principle, but his relative lateness in date

does not seem to have been in doubt.

1 So Aelian, V.H. n, 3 1 (DK64A 3) , who mentioned
'

Diogenes the Phrygian
'

in a list of 'atheists'. Stephanus of Byzantium, on the other hand, asso-

ciates
'

Diogenes the physicist
' with the Cretan city, the former Eleutherna

(DK ibid.).

WRITINGS

599 Diogenes Laertius ix, 57 ocpxtl 5 OCUTCO TOU ouyypocmJiaTOS

fiSe* (Fr. i) Aoyou TTCCVTOS dcpxonevov Soxel [Jioi XP C^V ^vocl T11V

KCC!

598 Diogenes son of Apollotkemis, an Apolloniate, a physicist and a man of exceptional

repute. He was a pupil of Anaximenes, as Antisthenes says. His period was that of

Anaxagoras.

599 This is the beginning ofhis book:
*

It is my opinion that the author, at the beginning

ofany account, should make his principle or starting-point indisputable, and his explanation

simple and dignified.
9
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600 Simplicius Phys. 151, 20 e-rrei8fi 6 r\ |jv TCOV TrAeiovcov

ioroptcc Aioy^vrjv T&V 'AiroAAcoviciTriv 6no{co$ 'Ava^in^vei TOV dpcc
Ti9ecj0ai TO TrpcoTov oroixeiov 9T|ai, NiKoAccog 8 v TTJ irepl 0ecov

Trpayiaareia TOUTOV icnropei TO jJieTa^O Trupos xal ccepos TT^V

<5rrro9f|voc(j0cci . . .
,

x lorfov cb$ yypoarTai iav TrAeiovcc TCO

TOVTCO CTuyypA|Ji[JiocTa (cos auros ev TCO Ffepl 9vaecos

Kal -rrpos 9UcrioA6you$ dcvTeipr|Kvoci Aeycov, oug xaAEi KOCI oturos

ao9ioT<is, xal MeTscopoAoyiav yeypo^vca, fv fj Kal A^yei irspl Tfis

dcpxfis elprjKevai, Kal laevTOi xal TTepl dvOpcoTrou 9ucr6cos), v 6e ye TCO

Ffepl 9ucjco$, 6 TCOV auToO |aovov sis M ^AOe, TrpoTiOeTai JJIGV Side

TToAAcov Sel^ai OTI 6v TTJ OTT' aOrou TeOeiar] (Scpxti OTI v6rjais iroAAfj.

1
According to Simplicius (Phys. 149, 18) the references by Aristotle in

106 to an 'intermediate* substance were interpreted by Nicolaus of

Damascus and by Porphyry as referring to Diogenes of Apollonia. Clearly
this was an inference from passages like 606, where warm air (which

might be taken as intermediate between fire and air) forms the all-

important noetic substance.

There has been much debate about whether Diogenes wrote a

single book which, like Anaxagoras' work, for example, covered

different but nevertheless interrelated subjects, or whether, as

Simplicius thought (600), he wrote at least four books: 'Against
the Sophists', 'Meteorologia' (a highly dubious form of book-

title), and 'On the nature of man', as well as the 'On nature'

which Simplicius himself saw and from which he quoted nearly all

our extant fragments. Diels held the former view, which is

supported by 599, and thought that a subdivision of the book in

the Hellenistic period (suggested by a reference by Rufus in Galen,

DK64B9, to the second book of Diogenes' 'On nature') could have

misled Simplicius. Burnet (EGP 353) and W. Theiler, on the

other hand, argued that Simplicius is unlikely to be wrong on this

point. Yet Simplicius' argument in 600, that what he took to be a

divergence in the ancient interpretation of Diogenes' primary

6OO Since the generality ofenquirers say that Diogenes ofApollonia made air theprimary

element, similarly to Anaximenes, while Nicolaus in his theological investigation relates

that Diogenes declared the material principle to be between fire and air. . ., it must be

realized that several books were written by this Diogenes (as he himself mentioned in

On nature, where he says that he had spoken also against the physicists whom he calls

'

sophists' and written a Meteorology, in which he also says he spoke about the

material principle, as well as On the nature of man); in the On nature, at least,

which alone of his works came into my hands, he proposes a manifold demonstration that

in the material principle posited by him is much intelligence.
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substance must have arisen from the existence of different and not

entirely consistent accounts by Diogenes, is rendered invalid

because Nicolaus could have derived his interpretation from the

book available to Simplicius himself (see p. 428 n.). Further, that

same book certainly included a great deal on the
'

nature ofman'
;

for the long and detailed fr. 6 (extracts in 619), quoted by
Aristotle, seems to give precisely what Simplicius claims (Phys. 153,

13, DK64B6) to have found in 'On nature', namely 'an accurate

anatomy of the veins', and not to have come from a separate work
on the nature of man. Similarly the subjects of the other separate
books postulated by Simplicius could have been comprehended in

one original work, and Simplicius might easily have mistaken

references to other parts of this work for references to separate

books; modern scholars are sometimes confronted by a similar

ambiguity in Aristotle's references to his treatment of particular

subjects elsewhere. Yet perhaps Diogenes did write at least one

book other than Simplicius'
'On nature

'

: for it is stated by Galen,
On medical experience xxn, 3 (in R. Walzer's translation from the

Arabic), that 'Diogenes, writing more briefly and compendiously
than you (sc. Asclepiades), has collected the diseases and their

causes and remedies in one treatise'. This Diogenes (mentioned
also ibid, xni, 4) may well be the Apolloniate, whom we know
from Theophrastus (de sensu 43, DK64Aig) and from another

medical author ([Galen] de humor, xix, 495 Kuhn, DK 64A 29 a) to

have held views about diagnosis by the tongue and colour of the

patient. He was, therefore, perhaps a professional doctor, who

may have published a technical medical treatise as well as a

general exposition of his cosmic theory.
The opening sentence of the latter, quoted in 599, reminds one

of the methodological claims made at the beginning ofsome of the

older and more philosophically-inclined works of the Hippocratic

corpus, notably Ancient medicine, Airs waters places, and The nature of
man. It must be admitted to Diogenes' credit that his exposition

and argumentation is, for his period, clear, simple and dignified.

THE ECLECTIC, BUT NOT VALUELESS, NATURE OF DIOGENES'

THOUGHT
601 Theophrastus Phys. op. fr. 2 ap. Simplicium Phys. 25, i

(DK64A5) Kod Aioyvr|s 8 6 'A-n-oAAcovidTTjs, axeSov vecbTorros

601 Diogenes the Apolloniate, almost theyoungest of those who occupied themselves with
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yeyovcbs TCOV Tiepl TaOrcc axoAaaAvTcov, T& IJEV -rrAEToTCC

nvco$ yypcKp, TOC JJIEV KOCTOC "Ava^ayopav, TOC Si KCCTCC AeuKi-rnrov

Aeycov TTJV S ToO -rrocvTis 9ucnv depot xai oOros 9T)aiv careipov elvoa

Kal ociSiov, e o5 TTVKVOU^VOV xal navov^vou xcd iJieTa(3aAAovTo$

TOIS irdOeai TT^V TCOV aAAcov yiveaOai |iop9T|v. Kal TOcOra nv
QgO9pacTTOs ioropel irepl TOU Aioyvou$, KOCI TO els H eAOov OCUTOU

avlyypaiJi^a TTspl 9\j(7co$ eTTiyeypap^vov dpa (70960$ Aiyei T6 i%

oO TrAvTa yiveTai TOC aAAa.

Simplicius here obligingly distinguishes Thcophrastus' judgement
on Diogenes from his own appended comments. According to

Theophrastus, then, most of Diogenes' theories were eclectic,

being derived from Anaxagoras, from Leucippus, or, in the

important matter of the material principle, from Anaximenes.

This seems to be true so far as it goes; but it seems probable that

Heraclitus should be added to the list of important influences

(pp. 433 f., 436 ff., 442).
J
Although an eclectic, Diogenes seems to

have been far more effective than Hippon ofSamos, for example, or

even Archelaus; he used elements from earlier systems as material

for a unitary theory of the world which was more self-consistent,

less complicated, more explicit and more widely applicable than

its monistic forebears. He adapted Anaxagoras'
' Mind '

to his own
monistic conception, and thereby showed, perhaps more clearly

than his predecessors, how the basic substance (which is itself, in

certain forms, VOTJCIIS or intelligence) could control the operation
ofnatural change; and in the explicitly teleological fragment (604,

which must have been further expanded in other parts ofDiogenes'

work) he fully worked out an idea which seems to have been fore-

shadowed in Heraclitus and left uncompleted in Anaxagoras.

1 H. Diller, Hermes 76 (1941) 359 ff., argued that the Leucippean elements

are negligible; and that Melissus was criticizing both Diogenes and

Leucippus (the normal view being, of course, that Leucippus reacted to

suggestions in Melissus, see pp. 405 f.) . The chronology ofthese three thinkers

is admittedly loose enough to allow that they were all active, as Diller

suggests, in the decade 440430 B.C. ; and we cannot be absolutely certain

these matters (i.e. physical studies), wrotefor the mostpart in an eclecticfashion,following

Anaxagoras in some things and Leucippus in others. He, too, says that the substance of
the universe is infinite and eternal air, from which, when it is condensed and rarefied and

changed in its dispositions, the form of other things comes into being. This is what

Theophrastus relates about Diogenes; and the book of Diogenes which has reached me,

entitled On nature, clearly says that air is thatfrom which all the rest come into being.
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about their relationship. Yet Diller bases his theory of the priority of

Diogenes to Melissus largely on similarities of diction and vocabulary,
and overlooks the fact that words like neTOCKoaneiaOoci were liable to be used

in any philosophical writing of the latter halfof the fifth century B.C. There

are verbal similarities between Melissus fr. 7 and Diogenes fr. 2 (6O2
below) ;

but it seems clear, not that Melissus is rebuffing Diogenes, or even

vice versa, but that both are reacting in different ways to pluralist expla-
nations of the world.

ALL THINGS MUST BE MODIFICATIONS OF ONE BASIC SUB-

STANCE

602 Fr. 2, Simplicius Phys. 151, 31 ejJioi 6 5oKeI TO jjtev ^un-rrav

eiireiv -rrocvTcc TOC OVTOC OHIO ToO OCUTOU ETEpoiouaOai KOU TO ouro

elvcci. Kcci TOUTO EuSTjAov ei yap TOC ev TCpSe TCO Koauco HOVTCC vuv,

yfj Kal OScop KCCI dip Kai m/p Kai TOC aAAa oaa 9aivTai EV Tco8e TCO

K6aiKp eovTa, EI TOUTCOV TI rjv ETEpov TOU ETEpou, ETEpov 6v TTJ

i8iqc 9uai, Kal uf] TO auro eov ^eT^TrnrTe iroAAaxcos Kal eTepoiouro,

ou5aiATJ OUTS tJiiayeaOai dAAf)Aois f)50vocro, oure co96Ar|ais TCO Tpco
oure pA6c(3r|, ou5* av OUTE 9irrov EK Tfls yfls 90vai OUTE jcpov OUTE

aAAo yev^a6ai ouSsv, E! [ri\ OUTGO auviaTocro COOTE TOCUTO Elvai. dAAa

iravTa Toura EK TOU a\JToO ETEpoiou^Eva aAAoTE dcAAoia yivETai Kai

eis TO OCUTO dva)(copi.

This statement, which according to Simplicius' introductory
remark (DK64B2) came 'immediately after the proem' that is,

immediately or shortly after 599 is a re-affirmation of monism in

face, presumably, of the pluralist systems of Empedocles and

Anaxagoras. It is based on a new argument: not that it is simpler

to have a single originative and basic substance (which may have

been the chief Milesian motive, partly consciously, but partly

unconsciously through the influence of the mythical-genealogical

tradition), but that interaction of any kind between absolutely
and essentially distinct substances would be impossible. Of the

602 My opinion, in sum, is that all existing things are differentiated from the same

thing, and are the same thing. And this is manifest: for if the things that exist at present

in this world-order earth and water and air andfire and all the other things apparent in

this world-order ifany of these were differentfrom the other (different, that is, in its own

proper nature), and did not retain an essential identity while undergoing many changes and

differentiations, it would be in no way possiblefor them to mix with each other, orfor one

to help or harm the other, orfor a growing plant to grow out of the earth or for a living

creature or anything else to come into being, unless they were so composed as to be the same

thing. But all these things, being differentiatedfrom the same thing, become of different

kinds at different times and return into the same thing.
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interactions named, 'helping' and 'harming' (probably), and

plant and animal growth, are taken from the animate sphere;
which suggests that Diogenes' view of the world is influenced by
his physiological interests, much as Anaxagoras' theory seems to

have been intimately connected with his reflexions on nutrition.

Biological change cannot arise from the mere juxtaposition of

totally different substances, as for example in Empedocles'

'recipes' for bone and flesh (440 and 441). This principle is

extended by Diogenes to the inanimate world, too, which is

analysed in terms ofthe four now recognized world-masses and the

other natural substances, thus showing the effect of Anaxagoras'
extension of natural substance beyond Empedocles' four 'roots'

(496). 602 concludes with the earliest certain enunciation (cf.

pp. i i8f.) of a principle assigned by Aristotle to the Presocratics in

general, that things are destroyed into that from which they came.
1

1
Simplicius, in his connecting comment (DK64B2) between 602 and 604,

found it odd that air, which is to be identified as the single underlying

substance, is mentioned in 602 as one of several world-constituents. But

this suggests that atmospheric air is not the basic form of air, but a close

derivative. The basic form of air is presumably the warm air that is

intelligence, cf. 606 if, that is, Diogenes distinguished any such 'basic*

or true form.

602 may also be taken as a limitation of the principle expressed
in Anaxagoras fr. 17 (497), that all coming-to-be is mixture, all

passing-away is separation. Diogenes accepted this, but only if the

elements of the mixture were of one kind and not, as Anaxagoras

thought, of many different kinds. In this respect Diogenes may
have been following Leucippus. The direct evidence for dependence
on Leucippus, however, apart from Theophrastus' bare assertion

in 601, is slight.
1

1 Cf. 603 Diogenes Laertius ix, 57 (after 598) 66Kei S CCUTCO -rd8e-

oroixeiov elvca TOV ccepoc, KOCJUOVS orrefpous KOU KGVOV chretpov TOV TG ccepcc

nvKvouiJevov Kocl dpcciou|jevov yevvT|TiK6v elvoci TCOV Koajjicov ov8ev K ToO

\tf\ OVTOS yiveaOou oOSe els T6 pfj 6v <p0efpea0ccr TT^V yfjv orpoyyOA-nv,

fipeicrnevnv e"v TCP ^crcp, T^V ovoracnv 6lXrj9uiav KCCTCC TTJV EK TOU Ospnou

Trepi9op&v xal irfj^iv UTr6 TOU vjA/xpou. (Cf. 610.) This brief summary is

603 His opinions were asfollows. Air is the element, and there are innumerable worlds

and infinite void. Air is generative of the worlds through being condensed and rarefied.

Nothing comes to befrom that which is not, nor is anything destroyed into that which is

not. The earth is circular, supported in the centre (sc. of the world) , having received its

formation in accordance with the revolution proceeding from the hot and coagulation

produced by the cold.
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indirectly derived from Theophrastus, but through a third-rate bio-

graphical source. There is no other mention of the void in connexion with

Diogenes of Apollonia; and it might be argued that its presence here is

due to doxographical conjecture. Yet Theophrastus evidently credited

Diogenes with innumerable worlds of atomistic type (see 610, as well as

the present passage), and Diogenes could certainly have taken this theory
from Leucippus. If so, then he might also have followed Leucippus in

postulating the void a postulate intimately connected, for the atomists,
with that of innumerable worlds.

THE BASIC SUBSTANCE CONTAINS DIVINE INTELLIGENCE,
WHICH DIRECTS ALL THINGS FOR THE BEST

604 Fr. 3, Simplicius Phys. 152, 13 ou yap av, 9T]afv, olov TE ?jv

OUTGO SESdaSai aveu vorjcnos wore TTCCVTCOV laeTpoc exeiv,
1
x^i^vos TE

Kcci Oepous KCCI VUKTOS Kal fjiaepas KOCI UGTCOV KOCI ocv^cov Kal eu5icov

Kal TOC cxAXa, ei TIS |3ouAeTai evvoeiaOai, eupiaKoi av OUTGO

cos avuorov KaXAiara.

1 Were it not for the difficulty of providing a subject for TT&VTCOV

X61V
>
it would be natural to understand irdvTa as the subject of 6e6da6ca.

As it is, it seems preferable to understand something like the underlying
substance referred to in 602 Jin. as the subject both of 8e56ccj0oci and of

Xeiv.

According to Simplicius, 604 followed very closely upon 602, and

was itself followed by 605. Diogenes set out his teleological belief

in a prominent position, therefore, before the basic substance had

been fully identified as air. According to that belief the world and

its parts are arranged by a divine intelligence in the best possible

way. This intelligence, according to Simplicius and to fr. 5 (606) ,

is implicit in the basic substance. It is postulated because other-

wise it would have been impossible for things to be divided up,
and to be measured, as they patently are, into winter and summer,

night and day, rain and wind and fair weather. It is the regularity

of natural events, therefore, of year- and day-cycles and of the

weather, which impressed Diogenes ;

x here he was surely to some

extent dependent on Heraclitus, who stressed that the measures

(220-222) of all natural change were preserved by the Logos,
itself an expression or aspect of the archetypal substance, fire.

604 For, he says, it would not be possible without intelligencefor it (sc. the underlying

substance) so to be divided up that it has measures ofall things ofwinter and summer and

night and day and rains and winds andfair weather. The other things, too, if one wishes

to consider them, one wouldfind disposed in the best possible way.
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Heraclitus had instanced these same natural oppositions and cycles

(cf. 205, 207 and fr. 57) as evincing a basic unity because of the

regularity of their measures. Diogenes' concept of the conscious

purposefulness of nature, however, goes beyond Heraclitus; the

latter, although he considered all things to be 'steered' by fire

(223), held that this was in accordance with an objective natural

rule (which could be regarded materially as Logos or fire itself)

implicit in the constitution of things a development, perhaps, of

Anaximander's idea that natural interchanges were governed by
a natural law ofjustice. Thus for Heraclitus pure fire was intelli-

gent, but the regularity ofnatural events was achieved not so much

by the deliberate exercise of this intelligence on every occasion as

by the incorporation of the Logos (fire in a systematically metric

function) in each separate thing, leading it to behave in a regular

or measured way. For Diogenes, on the other hand, every natural

event was evidently due directly to the intelligence of the pure
form of the basic substance; and thus occasional local anomalies,

which were permitted in the systems of Anaximander and

Heraclitus, providing they were eventually corrected and counter-

balanced, should not really take place. The difference in Diogenes'
view is undoubtedly due to the influence of Anaxagoras' Mind,
vous (503 ff.) ; the effect ofwhich, however, as Socrates complained
in 522, was only too often merely mechanical.

1 No doubt he was also impressed by the significant functions of the

organs of living creatures. We know that he gave considerable attention

to methods of sensation (see 616) and breathing in different species for

example in fish (DK64A3I) ;
and that such differences were explained by

differences in natural structure, which might thus appear to be purpose-

serving.

INTELLIGENCE AND LIFE ARE DUE TO AIR, WHICH IS

THEREFORE THE BASIC FORM OF MATTER. AIR IS

DIVINE AND CONTROLS ALL THINGS; IT TAKES DIF-

FERENT FORMS ACCORDING TO ITS DIFFERENCES IN

HEAT, MOTION AND SO ON

605 Fr. 4, Simplicius Phys. 152, 18 ITI 8e irpos ToOTOis Keel T&8e

laeydAcc armeioc. avOpcoiroi yap xal TCC aAAoc jcoa dvarrvfovTCC jcoei

Tcp d^pi. ml TOUTO ccuTOis Keel yu^ Sort Koci v6t|cns, ci>s SeSrjAcbaeToci

605 Further, in addition to those, these too are important indications. Men and the other

living creatures live by means of air, through breathing it. And this isfor them both soul
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eV TTJSE TTJ cruyypa9rj ^900/605, Kai lav TOUTO diraAAaxQri dc7ro0vij-

OKEI xal f| vor|<jis eTTiAEiTTEi.

606 Fr. 5, Simplicius Phys. 152, 22 Kai not 8oKe! TO TTJV vorjaiv

SXQV elvai 6 dcfjp KaAoupievos urro TCOV avOpcbmov, Kal urro TOUTOU

iravras Koci Ku|3epva<j0ai Kal TTOCVTCOV KpaTEiv* OCUTO ycip [Jioi TOUTO

Oeos 8oKi elvai Kal km irav 691x601 Kal ircivTcc 8iari0Evai Kal ev

Travrl EVEivai. Kai EOTIV ou8e EV 6 TI [ri] JJIETEXEI TOUTOU* JJIETEXEI 8

ou8 av 6(Jioico$ TO ETEpov TCO hipcp, aAAa iroAXol Tpoiroi Kal avrou

TOU aepos Kal Tfjs vorjcrios elaiv eaTt yap TroAurpoTros, Kal

Tepos Kal ^uxpoTpos Kal 5"npoTpos Kal uypOTepos Kal

Kal o^urepriv Kivrjaiv ex0017*
Ka

'

1 ^^ai TroAAal eTEpoicocyies eveiai Kal

f)8ov% Kal XPolfls arreipoi. Kai TTOCVTCOV TCOV jcpcov 8e r\ VJ;UXTI

TO OUTO IOTIV, dcf^p OeptJioTepos JJIEV TOU e^co ev (5 eaiJiev, ToO UEVTOI

rrapa TCO fjAico Tro?^A6v v|;uxp6T8pos. ojjioiov 8e TOUTO TO Oeppiov

ouSevos TCOV jcpcov eariv (eirel ouSe TCOV avOpcbircov aAArjAois), aAAa

|jya JJIEV ou, aAA* coorrc TraparrAriaia elvai. ou IJEVTOI

y 6|aoiov o08ev oI6v TE ysvEcrOai TCOV eTEpoioujjiEVCov

ETEpOV TCO ETEpCp, TTplV TO OUTO yEVfjTai. OCTE oOv TTOAUTpOTTOU

iTEpoicoaios iroAurpOTra Kal Ta jcoa Kal TroAAoc Kal OUTE

dAAfjAois EoiKOTa oure SiaiTav OUTE VOTJCTIV UTTO TOU TrAf|0OS

TCOV ETEpoicoaEcov. o^cos 8e TtAvTa TCO OUTCO Kal 313 Kal opoc Kal

OCKOUEI, Kal Tf]v aAAtjv vor^aiv IXEI OTTO TOU aurou

(i.e. life-principle) and intelligence, as will be clearly shown in this work; and if this is

removed, then they die and intelligence fails.

606 And it seems to me that that which has intelligence is what men call air, and that all

men are steered by this and that it has power over all things. For this very thing seems to

me to be a god and to have reached everywhere and to dispose all things and to be in

everything. And there is no single thing that does not have a share of this; but nothing has

an equal share of it, one with another, but there are manyfashions both ofair itselfand of

intelligence. For it is many-fashioned, being hotter and colder and drier and moister and

more stationary and more swiftly mobile, and many other differentiations are in it both of
taste and of colour, unlimited in number. And yet of all living creatures the soul is the

same, air that is warmer than that outside, in which we exist, but much cooler than that

near the sun. But in none of living creatures is this warmth alike (since it is not even so in

individual men); the difference is not great, but as much as still allows them to be similar.

Yet it is not possiblefor anything to become truly alike, one to the other, of the things under-

going differentiation, without becoming the same. Because, then, the differentiation is many-

fashioned, living creatures are many-fashioned and many in number, resembling each other

neither inform nor in way oflife nor in intelligence, because ofthe number ofdifferentiations.
Nevertheless they all live and see and hear by the same thing, and have the rest of their

intelligence from the same thing.
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607 Fr. 7, Simplicius Phys. 153, 19 Kod OCUTO jjiev TOVTO KcA

cci8iov Kcci ccOdvorrov oxoiaoc, TCOV 6e TCC IJIEV yiveTca, TCC 8 cnroAeiTrei. 1

608 Fr. 8, Simplicius Phys. 153, 20 &AAa TOUT6 |joi SfjAov SoxeT

elvai, OTI Kal iJ^ya xai icrxupov xcd oci6iov TE xal cc6avcrrov xal iroAAa

el56$ ecru

1 This is the old contrast between god and man, or god and the world : the

perfect and the imperfect (cf. p. 180). Simplicius noted (DK64By) that

both the divine and the world arc made ofthe same thing, air, for Diogenes.
It is nevertheless legitimate to contrast the pure, divine form of air with its

derivative, corporeal forms; the severity of this contrast is due to its

traditional formulation.

Simplicius obviously omitted something that came between 604
and 605 in Diogenes' book, so that we do not know the 'signs'

(cf. Melissus fr. 8 init., 392) mentioned in 605: presumably they
too were signs that the basic substance was air. Perhaps the

gradual diminution of decaying bodies, 'into thin air', might have

been one such indication, the nature ofsemen (sec p. 444 and 619)

another. The sign that is mentioned, that all creatures live by

breathing air, which is both soul (life-principle) and intelligence,

is obviously the most important of all
;
it was probably stated in

Anaximenes, indeed (cf. pp. i6if.), but would occur naturally to

anyone of pronounced physiological interests like Diogenes. That
breath is the life-substance is deduced in 605 from the fact that

life leaves the body with the breath, and was implicit in some
Homeric uses of 0uno$ and vpux/|. The connexion of TTVEUIJCC,

breath, with TrvsOncc, wind, was perhaps first made by Anaxi-

menes. That air is also intelligence is, on the one hand, an inference

from its divinity as the life-principle; on the other it may be a

reasonable development of a view like Heraclitus', that the

intelligent substance (in his case Logos or fire) is inhaled by

breathing.
1 But even in Homer the distinction between life

and intelligence or feeling (Guuos) was blurred.

1
Diogenes succeeded in accounting for the dual function of air (as life,

and as intelligence and perception) in his detailed physiological theory;

for air as sensation see p. 442 below, for air as life cf. 609 Aetius v, 24, 3

607 And this very thing is both eternal and immortal body, but of the rest some come into

being, some pass away.

608 But this seems to me to be plain, that it is both great and strong and eternal and

immortal and much-knowing.
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(DK64A2g) Aioyevrjs (sc. 9t|C7i) ocv iirl TTOCV T6 aluoc 8iccxe6nevov TrA

liv TOCS 9Ae(3a$, T6v 5 Iv auTais Trepifixouevov depoc &<7i^ els T& cnipvoc Keel

Tf]v CrrroK6invnv yccoT^pa, OTTVOV yeyevfjaOai Kal OepnoTepov CrrrapxHiv T&V

OcbpaKcr ddcv 8 OCTTOCV TO ocepcoSes &> TCOV ^Aepcov KAiTrr), OOCVCCTOV auvTuy-

X<5cveiv. This is analogous to Heractitus' theory of waking, sleeping and
death as descending stages of consciousness, due to the diminution of

soul-fire.

Air is god; it steers, has power over, inheres in, and disposes all

things (606 init.) ;
it is eternal and immortal (607, 608). In these

descriptions, whose hieratic quality (particularly 606 with its

repetition ofTrdvTccs, TTOCVTCOV, yrav etc.) has been rightly remarked,

Diogenes seems to collect together all the phraseology of his

predecessors of Anaximander (no), Heraclitus (223) and

Anaxagoras (503) in particular. His emphasis in 606 that all

things absolutely participate in air may be intended as a correction

of Anaxagoras, for whom Mind only existed in animate things.

For Diogenes all things are made of air, but the inanimate is

divided from the animate world by the fact that only in some things

is warm air found. In 606 the animate is chiefly in question;

differences are explained by air changing in accordance with its

warmth, dryness, motion, and other characteristics, which give it

different 'tastes and colours'. It may be noted here that, in spite

of Theophrastus' assessment in 601, Diogenes does not appear to

be interested in explaining all changes of air as being due solely to

rarefaction and condensation; at least he describes some altera-

tion in terms of what should be derivative and secondary changes,
like those of temperature. In fact, the distinguishing mark of the

divine is its temperature, not its density ; Diogenes has clearly over-

looked, or at least failed to stress, the elegant consistency of

Anaximenes.

Intelligence is warm air, warmer than the atmosphere (which is

presumably air verging towards water), but cooler than the air

round the sun (which is verging towards fire). There are indefinite

slight variations in the temperature-range of intelligence-pro-

ducing air, thus accounting for countless variations in perception,

intelligence, and way of life. Moderate warmth is the differentia of

609 Diogenes says that if the blood, pouring into every part, fills the veins andpushes the

air enclosed in them into the chest and the stomach below, then sleep occurs and the middle

part of the body is warmer; but if all the airy part goes awayfrom the veins, death occurs

simultaneously.
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soul-air; thus Diogenes achieves a rational distinction between

the animate and the inanimate world, while retaining (unlike

Anaxagoras) a common substance for both, and thus keeping his

monistic conception intact. Neatness, rather than originality, is

his contribution here. Anaximenes had already assumed that both

soul and the world were made of air, and that they were neverthe-

less distinguished, presumably by degree of concentration

though this is not explicitly stated; and for Heraclitus, too, the

archetypal form of matter, fire, was also, in certain forms, soul-

substance which acted not only within animate creatures but

also, as noetic and directive, on the world as a whole.

DETAILED PHYSICAL DOCTRINES

(i) Cosmogony and cosmology

610 [Plutarch] Strom. 12 Aioyvr|$ 6 'ATroAAcovionris ocEpoc

vKpicrrocTOci oToixeTov* Kivia6oci S TCC TT&VTCC dnreipovs TE elvou TO\J$

K6cruou$. KoaiAOTTOie! 6e ourcos* OTI TOU ircambs Kivoutievou, KCCI fj

uv dpociou fl 5e TTUKVOV yivo|Jivou, OTTOU OWEKUP^CTEV TO TTVKVOV

oucrrpO9r) (TTIV yfjv) Troifjcjai Kal ourco$ TOC Aonra KOTCC TOV ocurov

Aoyov, TOC (8) Kou90Torra TT^V avco Ta^iv Xa(36vra TOV f^Aiov dTto-

TeAeaau [crucyTpo9f|v -rroificrai mss., em. Kranz, cf. 603. <8e) Diels.]

6n Aetius ii, 13, 5 + 9 Atoyevrjs KtoriposiSfj Ta aaTpoc, 8iaTrvoas

8e ocura vo^Ai^ei TOU KOCJJJIOU* elvai 8e Siairupa. au^7^

TOIS 9avspoTs acrTpois oc9ave!s Ai9ou$ Kai irocp* ocuro TOUT*

TriTTTOVTas 8e TroAAaKis Eirl TTJS yfjs crpEvvuoQat KaOoarEp TOV v

Alyos TroTajjioTs irupoEiBcos KocrEVEX^^VTa occrripa irETpivov.

Diogenes' cosmogony is unoriginal, and is dependent on Anaxa-

goras (for the idea of the noetic substance starting a vortex) and

on the Milesian tradition (the dense coalescing at the centre to

form earth, the rarer material going to the extremity, by like-to-

610 Diogenes the Apolloniate premises that air is the element, and that all things are in

motion and the worlds innumerable. He gives this account ofcosmogony: the whole was in

motion, and became rare in some places and dense in others; where the dense ran together

centripetally it made the earth, and so the rest by the same method, while the lightest parts

took the upper position and produced the sun.

611 Diogenes says that the heavenly bodies are like pumice-stone, and he considers them

as the breathing-holes of the world; and they arefiery. With the visible heavenly bodies are

carried round invisible stones, which for this reason have no name: they often fall on the

earth and are extinguished, like the stone star that made itsjiery descent at Aegospotami.
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like and differentiation). Both 610 and 603 assign innumerable

worlds to Diogenes (see n. on pp. 432 f.); these were of atomistic

type, presumably after Leucippus coming-to-be, that is, and

passing away throughout the boundless void (cf. also Aetius n, i, 3,

DK64Aio). Aristotle's comment (134) that according to some
natural philosophers the world was drying up was referred by
Alexander (135) to Diogenes as well as to Anaximander ; Alexander

adds (DK64AI7) that Diogenes explained the saltness of the sea

by the sun's evaporating the sweet water, which may suggest that

this drying of the sea was a simple meteorological comment not

necessarily concerned with cosmic cycles or innumerable worlds. 1

The heavenly bodies (of which the sun is probably farther away
than the stars, cf. 610 fin.} are like pumice-stone, and glowing;
doubtless their pumice-like consistency is postulated so that they
can be very light, and interpenetrated by fire. The great Aegos-

potami meteorite of467 B.C. had evidently impressed Diogenes (as

it had Anaxagoras, cf. p. 392), who inferred that there must be

other such bodies revolving unseen in the sky. This may be

Diogenes' own idea (cf. p. 156). Other astronomical details are

derivative : that the sun is a concentration of rays from the aither

(Aetius n, 20, 10, DK64AI3) is from Empedocles (p. 334); that

the earth, which is a circle, presumably a round disc, is tilted

toward the south (Aetius n, 8, i, DK5QA67) is ascribed also to

Anaxagoras and Leucippus; whether or not it is derived from

Anaximenes is questionable (see pp. i56f.).

1 It is probable that Diogenes is referred to (though perhaps not exclu-

sively; for this kind of detail he was classed with Anaximenes) in 6l2
Aristotle Meteor. B 2, 355 a 2 1 TO 8' a\JT6 av/upcdvei Kal TOUTOIS aAoyov teal

TOIS <pd<7KOU(Tl T6 TTpCOTOV OypaS OVOT|S Kal TTJS yfj$, KCCt TOU K6CTHOU TOO

Trepl Tf)v yfjv uir6 TOU fjAfou Oepiaaivo^vou, depcc yeveaOat Kal TOV 6Aov

oupav6v aur|6fivai, Kai TOUTOV 7rve\>[iaTd TE TrapexetfOat Kal T&S Tpofras
auTou TTOieiv. That the drawing up of vapour by the sun was mentioned

by Diogenes is proved by his solution of that popular natural problem, the

cause of the flooding of the Nile: 613 2 in Apollonium Rhod. iv, 269
'

A-rroAAcovidTrjs OTTO f)Afou apTrdjeaOai T6 06cop TTJS OaAdaoris,

612 The same illogicality results both for these and for those who say that when the

earthy too, was atfirst moist, and the part of the world round the earth was being heated by

the sun, air was produced and the whole heaven was increased, and that air causes winds

and makes the turnings of the sun.

613 Diogenes the Apolloniate says that the water of the sea is snatched up bv the sun,
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6 r6T6 els T6v NeTAov Koox^peaOai oteTai yap TrAnpoOaOoci TOV NeTAov

iv TCp 6pet 6id Td T6v flAiov els TOUTOV Tag OCTTO yfjs iKM<5c5as Tpeireiv.

Diogenes used lKjjta8es, moist secretions or emanations, to explain another

popular natural problem too, that ofmagnetism: 614 Alexander Quaest. 11,

23 (DK64A33) (irepl Tfjs "HpocKAeias AiOov, 5ia if eAKei T6v a{8r|pov.)

Atoy^vns Sk 6 'AiroAAovidTTis irdvTa T& Aorrd 9T)aiv Kal d^ievai Tivd

Ixjjid6a 69* aOTGOv Tre9UKevai Kal lAxeiv !co0v TO nv irAefco TOC 8 ^AdTTCo,

7rAei(TTT)v 8 <3c9ivai X^KV T xal (jfBrjpov. . . . (The magnet, on the con-

trary, absorbs more emanations than it discharges, and therefore draws in

the superfluous emanations of iron and bronze, which are
'
akin

*
to it and

so also attracts the metals themselves.) Similarly Empedocles, DK 31 A 89.

(ii) Physiology: (a) Cognition

615 Thcophrastus de sensu 39 ff. (DK64A 19) Aioyvris 5' obarrep

r6 jfjv xal TO cppoveiv TOO dcepi xal Tas alor6f|aei$ dvaTrrer 816 Kal

av TCO 6^oicp TtoieTv (ou5^ yap T6 iroieTv elvai Kal Tracrxeiv, et

Travra fjv e^ Jv6$)' TT]V ^ev 6a9pr|aiv TCO -rrepl TOV iyK^aAov
r . . .(40) Tf]v 5' CDCKOTJV, OTav 6 ^v TOIS coalv df)p KivnOels Crrrd TOU

e^co 5iaSco irpos TOV SyK^aAov. TT^V S 6vf>iv [opav] e^aivo^jievcov

els T^JV Kopr|v, TaOTT|v Se jaeiyvunevriv TCO EVTO$ cx^pi iroieiv aiaOr|criv

ormelov 6e* eav yap 9Aey|Jiacr{a yevrjTai TCOV ^Aepcov, ou |Jiefyvucr0ai

TCO IVTOS o06' opav duofcos Tfj$ s^Aaecos OUCTTIS. TTJV 8^ yeOcriv TTJ

yXcbTTr| 6ia T6 navov Kal AiraAov. irepl 5^ 09% oOBev A9copia6v
OUTS TTCOS ours Tivcov Joriv. AAAa ^6Ta TaOra ireipaTai A^yeiv 8ia

Tt au|ji(3a{vei T&S alaOf|ai$ AKpipearepas slvai Kal TCOV TTOICOV.

(41) 6ar9pT|CTiv {Jiv oOv 6urarr|v ols eAAxioros Afjp ev TT|

and then comes down into the Nile; for he thinks that the Nile floods in summer through

the sun turning into it the emanationsfrom earth.

614 (On why the Heradean stone (i.e. the magnet) attracts iron.) Diogenes the Apollo-

niate says that all ductile metals naturally discharge from themselves, and draw infrom

outside, a kind ofemanation, some more and others less; but that bronze and iron discharge it

in the greatest quantity ....

615 Diogenes attributes thinking and the senses, as also life, to air. Therefore he

would seem to do so by the action of similars (for he says that there would be no action or

being acted upon, unless all things werefrom one). The sense of smell is produced by the

air round the brain .... (40) Hearing is produced whenever the air within the ears, being

moved by the air outside, spreads toward the brain. Vision occurs when things are reflected

on the pupil, and it, being mixed with the air within, produces a sensation. A proofof this

is that, if there is an inflammation of the veins (i.e. those in the eye), there is no mixture

with the air within, nor vision, although the reflexion exists exactly as before. Taste

occurs to the tongue by what is rare and gentle. About touch he gave no definition, either

about its nature or its objects. But after this he attempts to say what is the cause of more

accurate sensations, and what sort ofobjects they have. (41) Smell is keenestfor those who
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C yap netyvuaOai xcd Trp6$ TO\JTOI$ e*dv eAKT) Sid

Kai orevcoTepou
* OOCTTOV yap OUTGO KpiveaOai

*

Siorrep evia TCOV jcocov

6a9pavTiKci>Tepa TCOV dvQpcoTrcov elvar ou jaf^v dAAd ovu^Tpou ye

OUOTJS TTJS 6a|Jifj$ TCO dept -rrpos TTJV Kpacnv jjidAiara av aia6dvea0ai

TOV avOpcoTTov. . . . oTi 8e 6 VTO$ dfjp aiaOdveTai [JiiKpov cov jaopiov

TOU Oeou, (jrjueTov elvai, 8i6Ti iroAAaKts rrpos aAAa TOV vouv ex VT S

ou8' opcouev our* dcKouoiaev. (43) fjSovfiv SE xal AUTTTIV yiveaOai Tov8e

TOV TpOTTOV OTaV |J^V TTOXv/S 6 df)p ^(oyT]Tai TCO ai|JiaTl KCCi KOU91JTJ

KOCTOC 9u<Jiv cov KOCI xaTCX TTCXV TO acojjia 5ieicov, f)6ovr|v
* oTav 6e irapcx

9uaiv Kal jif) Hioyr|Tai OUV^CXVOVTOS TOU a^crros Kal ocaOevear^pou

xod iruKvoT^pou yivoia^vou, AUTTTIV. ojjiolcos Kal Odpaos xat uyieiav

xai TavavTia. . . . (44) 9povelv 5\ coa-rrep iA^xQ^i TCO ccepi KaOapco xal

co* KcoAueiv yocp TT]V iK[jiA5a TOV vouv 616 Kal ev TOIS UTTVOIS xal

|Ji^0ais Kal Iv TaTs 7rAr|a|Jiovais f)Trov 9poveTv OTI 8e f| uypoiris

a9aipeiTai TOV vouv, ormelov, SIOTI TCX aAAa jcoa X5^00 THV Sidvoiav
avoarvelv TE yocp TOV oaro Tffc yf^s cx^pa Kai Tpo9qv uypOTepav rrpoa-

9ep6crOai. TOUS 8e 6pvi0a$ dvairveiv nev KaOapov, 9ucriv 5 6jaoiav IXEIV

TOIS ix^o"t* Kai yap TT^V adpKa ori9pdv, Kai TO Trveujjia ou Su^vai 5icc

iravTOS, dAAd icrrdvai Trepl TTJV KOiAiav. . . . TO: 8^ 9urd 8id TO \\i\ elvai

KoiAa ^r|8 dva8execr0ai TOV depa iravTeAcos a9T|pficT6ai TO 9poveTv.

Slightly over half of Theophrastus' description is given in 615; for

the remainder see DK. Some of Theophrastus' explanations show
his own interpretation, notably like-to-like as a principle of

sensation, and 'symmetry', which has apparently been super-

have least air in their heads,for it is mixed most quickly; and, in addition, ifa man draws

it in through a longer and narrower channel; for in this way it is more swiftly assessed.

Therefore some living creatures are more perceptive ofsmell than are men; yet nevertheless,

if the smell were symmetrical with the air, with regard to mixture, man would smell

perfectly. . . . That the air within perceives, being a small portion of the god, is indicated by
the fact that often, when we have our mind on other things, we neither see nor hear.

(43) Pleasure and pain come about in this way: whenever air mixes in quantity with the

blood and lightens it, being in accordance with nature, and penetrates through the whole

body, pleasure is produced; but whenever the air is present contrary to nature and does not

mix, then the blood coagulates and becomes weaker and thicker, and pain is produced.

Similarly confidence and health and their opposites .... (44) Thought, as has been said, is

caused by pure and dry air; for a moist emanation inhibits the intelligence; for this reason

thought is diminished in sleep, drunkenness and surfeit. That moisture removes intelligence

is indicated by thefact that other living creatures are inferior in intellect, for they breathe

the airfrom the earth and take to themselves moister sustenance. Birds breathe pure air,

but have a constitution similar to that offishes; for theirflesh is solid, and the breath does

not penetrate all through but stays around the abdomen. . . . Plants, through not being

hollow and not receiving air within them, are completely devoid of intelligence.
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imposed on Diogenes' idea of Kpaons, correct mixture. All sensa-

tion is caused by air, air from the outside meeting and mixing with,

or simply agitating, air in the sense-organ itself or in the brain,

whither it is led by blood-channels from the sense-organ. Clarity
ofperception depends on the fineness of the air in the body and the

fineness and directness of the blood-channel by which the air is

conveyed. Apparently the air is mixed with blood on its journeys

through the head ; when air naturally permeates the blood through-
out the whole body, pleasure is produced. Thinking (9povelv)

depends on pure, dry air; it is not clear from 615 exactly where or

how this functions,
1 but Simplicius tells us in 619 that air mixed

with blood and pervading the body through the blood-channels

produces thought (being distinguished from pleasure, presumably,

by its purity, dryness and warmth). One may compare Anaxa-

goras* Mind, which was *

purest and finest of all substances' (503),

and Heraclitus' soul-fire; in Diogenes, as in Hcraclitus, moisture

(iKiaocs again) quenches or inhibits intelligence. Differences of

intelligence and of animation are explained partly by differences

ofsurrounding air (that near the ground is moist and heavy, there-

fore plants have a very low degree of life),
2
partly by differences of

bodily structure (birds cannot properly assimilate their pure

surrounding air).

1 However, a theory is advanced, in one of the earlier Hippocratic

treatises, which seems probably to be derived from Diogenes: 6l6

[Hippocrates] de morbo sacro 16 (DK64C30) KCCTOC TOCUTCC voi^co TOV

SyK^aAov Suvaniv exelv TTAE(OTTJV v TCO ocvdpcoTrcp. OUTOS yap fmlv &rn TCOV

<5rrr6 TOU fjepos yivofjievcov fcpurjveOs f|v uyiaivcov TuyxavTj ii\v 8 9povr|aiv 6

at|p TTapxTcti. o! 8* 6960X^01 Kal TCC <J>Ta Kctl f] yAcoacra Kai at X6*P6S K0^

ol 7r68es, ola av 6 Syx^aAos yivcboKT), Toiaura Trpi^aaouar yiveTat yap v

arravTi Tcp acb|JiocTi Tfjs 9povr|<ji6$ TI, cos av PETEXTI TOU fjepos, is 8^ TI^V

uveaiv 6 SyK^aAos ^OTIV 6 8iayyeAAcov. OTCV yap <7irac7T| T6 irveO^a

cbvOpcoTTOs is ^cour6v, is T6v lyx^aAov irpcoTov c(9iKVTTai xal ourcos fe T6

Aoi7r6v ac6|jia oKi8varai 6 dfjp KaraAeAonrcos ^v TC^ ^yKE9aAa) icourou TT^V

dtKufiv Kal 6 TI av
i|j 9p6viu6v Te xai yvcA)^r|v exov - This writer attaches

particular importance to the brain.

616 Accordingly I consider that the brain has the most power in man. For, if it is in

sound condition, it is our interpreter of the things that come into being through air; and air

provides intelligence. The eyes and ears and tongue and hands andfeet do whatsoever the

brain determines;for there is an element ofintelligence in the whole body, according as each

part partakes of air, but it is the brain that is the messenger to the understanding. For

whenever man draws breath into himself it arrives first at the brain, and thus the air

spreads into the rest of the body after leaving behind its choicest part in the brain, and

whatever of it is intelligent and possesses judgement.
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2
Diogenes is undoubtedly the source of Socrates' remarks in the Clouds i

617 Aristophanes Clouds 227

ou y&p 5v TTOTE

fn\/pov 6p065s Tdc iieTecopcc Trpdyiiara,
el \xr\ Kpendaas TO v6rma xcci Tf)v 9povTi8a
Aerrrfiv Karaites $ T6v duoiov depot'

E{ 5* cov x^nod TOCVCO KcrrcoOev &JKOTTOUV,

OUK av Trod* nOpov ou yap ccAA* f) yfj pice

fiv TT\V

Aristotle (de respir. 2, 471 a 2, DK64A3i) criticized Diogenes for his

theory that fish breathed a small amount of air in water, but that fresh air

was too much for them.

(b) Anatomy and reproduction

618 Fr. 6
3
Aristotle Hist, animalium Fs, 51^31 (DK64B6) cci

S 9A|3es v TCp dvOpcbircp c&8
3

exoucnv eial 8uo jji^yiarar aCrrai

Teivovai 8ia TTJS KoiAias irapa TTIV vcoTiaiav axavOav, f| JJIEV eirl

Se^ia, f) 8* eir' apiorepcc, eis TOC cmeArj ^Korr^pa Ta Trap' icxurrj xal

avco eis THV K9aAf)v -rrapa TOCS KAe!Sa$ 8ia TCOV a^ocycov. OCTTO 8e

ToCrrcov Ka0* arrav TO acofjia 9Aepes Sicxreivouaiv, dcrro p^v TTJ$ 8e5t3s

sis TOC Se^ioti OCTTO 8^ T^S ocpioTepas eis TOC apioTepd, ^yiorai p^v Suo

els TT]v KapSiav irepi OCUTI^V TTJV vcoTiaiav axavBav, eTepai 8
J

oAiyov

ocvcorepco 8ioc TGOV orrjOcov OTTO TTJV ^aaxocAriv els ^Kocrepav TT^V

XeTpa Tf)v Trap' ^ocurrj
*

KOC! KaAeiTai f| \&v cnrArjvTTis, f\ 8e f|7rocrTTis. . . .

(512 bi) ?Tepai 8* eloiv ai ocrro iKarepocs Teivouaai Sioc ToO VCOTIOCIOU

pueAou eis TOUS opxeis Aerrroci* eTepai 8* OTTO TO S^pjjia KQI 8ia T^S

aocpKos Teivouaiv eis TOUS ve9poi/s Kal TeAeurcoaiv els TOUS opxeis TOIS

dv8pdai, TaTs 8fe yuvai^lv els TOCS Ocnipas. (ai Se 9Ae(3es at u^v

617 For never would I have correctly discovered the affairs on high, except by hanging up

my thought and mingling my rarefied intelligence with air of like kind. IfI had stayed on

the ground and consideredfrom beneath the things above, never would I have discovered

them; for the truth is that the earth draws to itself byforce the emanation of intelligence.

618 The veins in man are as follows. There are two veins pre-eminent in magnitude.

These extend through the belly along the backbone, one to right, one to left; either one

to the leg on its own side, and upwards to the head, past the collar-bones, through the

throat. From these, veins extend all over the body,from that on the right hand to the right

side andfrom that on the left hand to the left side; the most important ones, two in number,

to the heart in the region of the backbone; other two a little higher up through the chest in

underneath the armpit, each to the hand on its own side: of these two, one being termed

the spleen-vein, and the other the liver-vein. . . . There is also another pair, running

from each of these through the spinal marrow to the testicles, thin and delicate. There is,

further, a pair running a little underneath the cuticle through the flesh to the kidneys, and

these with men terminate at the testicle, and with women at the womb. (The veins that
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-rrpcoTcci K Tffc KotAias eOpOrepaf elaiv, TreiTa AeirroTepai yiyvovTai,

ecos av iJieTapdAcocnv IK TCOV Se^icov eis TOC dpicrrepcc Kai K TOUTCOV

els TOC 8eid.) aOrai S orrep|jiaTiTi8es KaAovvTai. r6 8* aljjia TO pv
TraxviraTOv U7r6 TCOV aapKcoScov fecnriveTar Crnrep(3dAAov 5e els TOUS

TOTTOUS TOUTOUS AeTTTOV Kai Oepiaov Kai dc9pco5es yiveTai.

619 Simplicius Phys. 153, 13 Kai fepe^fjs (after 606) SetKvucnv

6Ti Kai TO crrrepMa TCOV 3cl>cov Trvev;|JiaTCo8es laTi, Kai voi^aeis yivovTai

TOU depos ovv Tcp aiiJiari TO oAov acoiaa KorraAaia|3dvovTOS Bid TCOV

9Aepcov, ev ols Kai dvaro[Jif)v dKpipfj TCOV 9Aepc5v Trapa8t8coo-iv. Iv

5f) ToOrois (10900$ 9a(veTai Aeycov OTI Sv avOpcoiroi Aeyouaiv depa,

TOUTO ecnriv f) apx^.

619 seems to show that the long fragment on the blood-channels,

6i8
3 actually came in the book called by Simplicius On nature.

That the semen is aerated is stated in both 618 and 619; this is

important, since semen produces new life, and its aerated nature

(conceivably noted by Pherecydes, though see p. 57) is an important
indication that air is the vital substance. Semen, for Diogenes and

for other early theorists on the anatomy of the body, was a product
of the blood, which was also, of course, aerated (though not so

conspicuously), and thus conveyed sensation and thought. The

great detail of the account of the blood-channels (the central part

of which is omitted here) shows that Diogenes' physiological

interests,
1 which connected with and perhaps partly motivated the

general theory, were of no merely incidental importance to him;
in this we may compare Empedocles (also a doctor of some kind,

cf. p. 321) and Anaxagoras (p. 393). There is no doubt that from

Alcmaeon and Empedocles onwards the more easily determinable

structure of the human body was used as a clue to that of the whole

world. The assumption of a parallelism between the two seems to

have been held in some form by Anaximenes, probably as a

leave the stomach are comparatively broad just as they leave; but they become gradually

thinner, until they change overfrom right to left andfrom left to right.} These veins are

termed the spermatic veins. The blood is thickest when it is imbibed by the fleshy parts;

when it is transmitted to these regions it becomes thin
9 warm, andfrothy. (After D'Arcy

Thompson)

619 And in the continuation he shows that also the sperm of living creatures is aerated,

and acts ofintelligence take place when the air, with the blood, gains possession ofthe whole

body through the veins; in the course of which he gives an accurate anatomy of the veins.

Now in this he clearly says that what men call air is the material principle.
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development of the entirely unscientific tendency to treat the

outside world as a person, to animate it and regard it as a living

organism. This assumption was grounded in reason as a result of

integrations like that of Heraclitus, who had emphasized very

strongly that the Logos or arrangement of all things, of men and

of the world as a whole, was essentially the same.

1
Diogenes, like Empedocles and Anaxagoras, also paid attention to

embryology (cf. DK 64A 25-8); treating, for example, the old problem of

whether the embryo is produced from the male contribution only, or from
both male and female (cf. p. 340).

CONCLUSION

With Diogenes and Democritus, who were little if at all older than

Socrates, the Presocratic period is legitimately held to end. During
the second half of the fifth century B.C., particularly during the

Peloponnesian War and under the influence ofthe mature Socrates

and the Sophists, the old cosmological approach by which the

primary aim was to explain the outside world as a whole, man

being considered only incidentally was gradually replaced by
a humanistic approach to philosophy, by which the study of man
became no longer subsidiary but the starting-point of all enquiry.
This re-orientation was a natural development: in part it was

determined by social factors, but in part, as will have become

apparent, it was the product of tendencies in the Presocratic

movement itself.
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(293321), 3ion.; (294321), 176;

(294328), 85, 87; (294613), I52n.,

153, 157; (295*7), 127, 128, 129,

383 n- i; (295ai 3), 334, 3355

(295610), 63, 134
Ti (300317), 249
T2 (30068), 416; (300625), 338-9;

(300630), 336, 339, 347

T3 (302328), 383 n. 2, 386, 387

T4 (30335), 416, 418 and n.; (303312),

421 n.

f5 (303610), 108, 112 n. i, 114, 115,

116, 125
A2 (309319), 37on.

On Democritus, ap. Simpl. de caelo (295,

i), 407, 408, 409 n. 2, 415; (295,

9), 416, 417; (295, n), 418-19,

420
Eth. End. B8 (1225333), 310

Hi (1235325), 196, 210 n. i

EN A4 (109665), 240, 241

65 (1106629), 240
E8 (1132621), 248
H8 (1150625), 184

GA B3 (736633^.), 57
Til (762321), 94 n. i

GC A2 (31566), 409 n. 2
A8 (325a2), 401, 402, 404-5, 4<>9

n. 2; (325ai4), 3<>o; (32639), 414,

415
Bi (328635), ii2n. i

65 (332319), no, in, 112 n. i

B6 (334* i), 346 n.

B 7 (334*5), 339
HA T2 (511631), 443-4, 444
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Met. AS (g83b6), 85, 87, 88, 891^,92, 1 18;

(983027), 16-17; (984*5), 144, 145;

(984an), 320, 321, 363, 364
A4 (g85a4), 330 n. I, 331 n.; (985318),

384n.; (985a23),345; (985b4),4o6-7

AS (985023), 236-8, 240, 242, 277,

309; (985026), 248; (985029), 261;

(98638), 257, 259; (986315), 245,

256; (986317), 309, 317; (986a29),

232n.; (986330), 218 n. i; fo86b2),

240; (986bi8),i65, 171; (986b2i),

167, 171; (986b22), 265; (986b26),

300 n. i ; (986b3i), 2800.; (987313),

240, 241; (987*13-19)* 3ion.
A6 (987329), 311; (987332), 186, 197;

A7 (988330), 112 n. i; (989314), 112

n. i

A8 (989029), 216; (990312), 256, 257;

(990318), 248; (990322), 249, 250
A9 (990011), 311

84 (looobs), 350 n. 2; (iooob6), 343;

(iooobi2),33i, 353;(iooibi4),29i
TS (1010313), 197
Za (I028bi5), 254, 316, 317
Zn (io36b8), 252, 253, 316
Ai (io69b2o), 112 n. 3, 131 n. i

A6 (io7ib27), 20
A 7 (107335), 25on.
A9 (io75bi), 330 n. 2

M4 (io78b2i), 249
M6 (io8obi6), 246, 247; (io8ob2o),

251, 252, 310
M8 (io83b8),246, 247

NS (1090320), 248; (iQ9ob5), 254,

317; (1091312), 250, 251, 252, 313;

(1091315), 3ion.

N4 (io9ib4),2O, 22, 24, 40; (logibS),

48, 58 n. i

NS (io92b8), 256, 257, 314, 316
Meteor. Ai4 (352317), 139

B I (353b5), '55; (353b6), 133, 137,

139; (354*28), 154, 157
B2 (355*13), 202, 203; (355*21), 139,

155, 439*.

B7 (36506), 158
B9 (369014), 38211.

depart, animal. Aio (68737), 393 n. 2

Phys. A3 (185310), 300 n. i

A4 (18731), 289; (187312), no, in,
112 n. i, 42811.; (187320), 119, 129,

131 n. i, 133; (187323), 378-9, 380,

386, 387, sgon.
A6 (iSgbi), 112 n. i

84 (196320), 346 n.; (196324), 413
n. i

B8 (I98b29), 337
T4 (203310), 243; (203310-1 1), 24511.;

(203310-15), 3ion.; (203316), 108,

logn., in, 112 n.i; (203318),
ii2n. i; (203b7), 108, 109, in,
114, 116, 125-6, 128, 150, 160, 437;

(203bis), 112, 113, 114, 115;

(203b23), 123, 124
T5 (204b22), in, 112, 113, 114;

(204b33), 118

T8 (20838), 114
A i (2o8b25), 302 n. i; (2o8b29), 26

A6 (213322), 37on.; (213331), 409
n-3J (2i3b22), 252, 253, 262, 313

Ag (2i6b22), 301
Z2 (233321), 293

Z9 (29309), 29i; (239bn), 292;

(239014), 294; (239bso), 294;

(239033), 295-6
81 (25obii), 97,127, 128; (25obi8ff.),

3 (25309), 197
Pol. An (1259395,78, 79,82
de respir. 2 (47132), 443 n. 2

7 (473t>9), H6, 325n-, 335,

344 n. 2, 409 n. 3
Rhet. B23(i3g8bi4), 218 n. i

; (1398^5),
3650.3; (I40ob5), 166

de sensu 3 (439330), 251
4 (442329), 421, 422

5 (444322), 2ii n. 3

Top. 08 (i6ob7), 292
fr. (191 Rose), 218 n. 3

[ARISTOTLE]

Magna Moralia Ai (1182311), 248,

249
de mundo 5 (3g6b2o), 191, 194
MXG i (975311), 25 n. i

2 (6, 975bi), 264, 323, 324; 2 (28,

976b24), 264, 323, 324
Problemata xxxiv (7, 964310), 148

ARISTOXENUS

ap. Stob. Anth. i (i, 6), 31811.

ATHENAEUS

(57D), 392, 393

ATHENAGORAS

pro Christianis 18 (p. 20 Schwartz), 17 n. i,

42-3
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AUGUSTINE, S.

de civ. dei vm (2), 125, 150

BACGHYLIDES

fr. (5, 27 Snell), 27

BOETHIUS

de mus. i (10), 230 n. i

GALLIMAGHUS

Iambus I (52) (fr. 191 Pfeiffer), 75, 82

CENSUS

ap. Origen. c. Celsum vi (42), 6411., 65 n. i,

65-6, 66, 67

CENSORINUS

de die natali (4, 7), 140, 141

CHAT,CIDIUS

in Tim. (122), 25 n. i; (237), 233 n. 3;

(251), 209 n. 2

I on, 207 n. 2

CHRYSIPPUS

ap. Philodemum piet. (13, 16), 23 n. i;

(14, 18), 23 n. i

CICERO

Academwa priora n (37, 118), 5, 147, 401,

402
defin. ii (5, 15), 184
JV.7X i (10, 25), 96 n. i, 125; (10, 26),

150, 15 in.

Tusc. i (16, 38), 60 n. i

CLEANTHES

Hymn to %eus (34^), 2O4n.

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA

Protrepticus (22), 211, 212; (34), 211, 212;
Stromateis i (64, 2), 163, 164

in (14, 2), 352
iv (49, 3), 209; (141, 2), 207, 208;

(W Oi 354, 355
v (15, 5), 275; (48, 3), 332; (59, 5),

2130.; (81, 2), 356, 357; (104, i),

55, 159^, 170, 199, 200, 2O2n., 433;

(104, 3), igsn., 199, 200, 201, 206,

169; (115, i), 204, 205; (122, 3),

354, 355
vi (9, 4), 60 n.; (17, 2), 183, 205, 206,

208; (30), 321 n., 354, 355; (53, 5),

62, 63, 65 n. 2

vii (22, i), 168, i6gn.

[CLEMENT]

Horn, vi, 47

CLEOSTRATUS

fr. (4 Dicls), 86

Cramer, Anted. Par. (i, 172), 229 n. 4

DAMASCIUS

deprincipiis (123), 41, 47; (123 Aw), 41-2,

43 n., 45, 47; (124), 170., 21, 22,

23 n. 2, 40, 44, 45, 46 n. 3; (124 bis),

55, 57, 58, 59, 69, 7<>

DEMOGRITUS

fr. (6), 423; (7), 423; (8), 423; (9), 422,

423, 424 and n.; (n), 422; (117),

424; (125), 424^; (164), 413 n.2,

4'9J (167), 132, 413 n. 3; (171),

424, 425; (174), 424, 425; (246),

425; (277), 425, 426

DIODORUS SIGULUS i (7, i), 32; (7-8),

x (3, 4), 5i

DIOGENES OF APOLLONIA fr. (i), 427, 428,

429; (2), 431 and n.,
;

432, 433 and n. ;

(3), 430, 433, 436; (4), 433, 434-5,

436; (5), 115*., 432n., 435, 437;

(6), 443-4, 444; (7), 436, 437; (8),

436, 437

DIOGENES LAERTIUS

i (12), 229 n. 3; (16), 365; (22), 74, 75;

(23), 79, 8311., 84-5, 86; (24), 81, 88,

94, 96 n. 2; (27), 77, 83; (34), 85;

(42), 49n.; (116), 49; (118), 49n.,

5i; (119), 49, 50, 51, 52, 54-5
57 n. i, 61; (120), 51, 219,222

ii (1-2), 81, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 105;

(3), 143; (7), 362, 363, 364; (8),

383 n. i
; (i6),395; (17), 39811.3;

(23), 395 n. 2
v (42), 398 n. i

210, 433; (109, i), 169, 170, 180; vm (3), 2170.3; (4-5), 223; (6),

(109, 2), 166, 168, iGgn.; (109, 3), 218-19, 228; (8), 228 n.2; (10), 221
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DIOGENES LAERTIUS (continued)

n. i
; (12), 242; (15), 221 n.a; (17-18),

22711.; (19), 225, 226; (24), 241 n. i;

(36), 164, 219, 222, 223; (46),

221 n. 4, 307; (48), 15911.; (50,320;
(57), 287, 321 ; (62), 32in., 354, 355;

(63), 321 ; (66), 321 ; (74), 320; (77),

224, 32211., 354; (83), 232, 233 n. 4;

(84), 308
ix (i), 164, 168, 182, 183, 204, 205, 213,

218, 228; (2), 213, 214; (5), 182,

184, 185; (6), 1840., 21411.; (7), 205,

206, 214; (9-10), 15, 202, 203; (n),
203; (16), 209-10; (18), 163, 164,

166; (19), 17011.; (20), 163, 164;

(21-3), 264, 265; (23), 263; (24),

298; (29), 286n.; (30), 401; (31),

409-10,411,412,419; (33),4i3n.4;

(34), 401, 402; (35), 40411.; (38),

307; (40 307, 40i; (45), 403, 404,

4i2n.; (49), 40411.; (57), 427, 428,

429> 43i, 432n., 438, 439
x (13), 400-1, 402

DIONYSIUS ALEXANDRINUS

ap. Eusebium P.E. xiv (23, 3), 409 n. 2

DK references notfurther specified

3AI-5 (Diog. L. et alii), 45

431-5 (Athenaeus et alii), 86

684 (Censorinus), 86

7A2 (Suda), 4911., 59n.

7A5 (Aponius), 6on.

7A6 (Porphyrius), 51

7A9 (Probus, Hermias), 56 n. i

7A 10 (Sextus), 5911.

7BI0 (Achilles), 27

7B7 (Porphyrius), 59 n.

7Bg (Herodian), 56

7BI2 (Diog. L.), 56

iiA5 (Eusebius), 7411.

i3Ai6 (Dercyllides), 156 n. 2

2IA22 (Proclus), 167

2IA48 ([Aristotle]), 177
21 B i (Xenophanes), 164

22A5 (Aristotle), I47n.

223490 (Heraclitus), 198 n. 2

228670 (Z in Ghalcidium), 207 n. 2

28A5O-4 (Aetius et alii), 285n.

29A3 (Eusebius), 28611.

29A6 (Diodorus), 286

29A7 (Plutarch), 286

29A8 (Clement), 286

29Ag (Philostratus), 286

3iA8g (Alexander), 44on.

38AI4 (Aetius), 94 n. 2

48, 8 (John Lydus), 302 n. 2

59A2oa- (Z in Pindarum et alii),

365 n. i

59A33 (Galen), 365 n. i

64A25-8 (Gensorinus et alii), 44511.

6487 (Simplicius), 436n.

6489 (Galen), 428

EMPEDOCLES

fr- (3> 9), 325; (6), 323; (11), 264, 323;
(12), 264, 323, 324; (13), 264, 323,

324; (14), 264, 323, 324; (17, 1-13),

326-7; (17, 6), 324, 345; (17, 14),

249 327-8, 329, 330, 374J (21, 9) >

328, 329, 359n.; (26), 345; (27),

325-6; (270), 331; (28), 325-6;

(29), 326; (30), 331, 353J (30, 33i;

(35), 33i, 346, 347J (35, 7), 347*.;

(35, 1 6), 347 n.; (36), 331, 346-7,

347andn.; (38),332; (42), 334,335?

(53), 346n.; (57), 336, 339, 347;

(59), 337, 347; (60), 337, 347;

(61), 3375 (62), 338, 340; (63), 340;

(63-70), 34o; (77-8i), 34o; (96),

335, 432; (98), 335, 344, 432;

(98, 5), 357J (100), 324n., 335,

341-2, 344 n. 2, 409 n. 3; (103),

344; (105), 344; (107), 344; (109),

343, 3575 (112), 354, 355; (112,

10-12), 32in.; (113), 355J (us),
351-2, 352, 353; (117), 224,

354, 355J (H7, 4), 356; (118),

352; (121), 352; (122), 353 n. i,

361 ; (123), 353 n. i, 361 ; (127), 354,

355; (128), 349, 350, 351; (128, 8),

351; (129), 219; (133), 356, 357;

(134), 349-50; (i34, 4-5), 356;

(136), 350, 35i; (i37) 350, 35i;

(139), 35i; (140)* 224; (141), 224;

(142), 356, 357n.; (146), 354, 355J

(H7), 354, 355

EPIGHARMUS

fr. (i Diels), 55

EPICTETUS, S Bodl. on (p.lxxxiii Scherikl),

209

EPICURUS

Ep. (i, 43), 418

Ep. (n, 88), 41 in.

ETYMOLOGIGUM MAGNUM

(772. 50), 57 n. 2
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EUDEMUS

ap. Simplicium Phys. (97, 12), 290;

(327, 26), 38411.; (732, 30), 2230.

EURIPIDES

Helen (ioi4ff.), 20 in.

Phoen. (1605), 31

fr. (282 Nauck2
), 168; (448), 27; (484),

3*; (839 9ff-)> 2om.; (910), 11711.;

(941), 20in.

EUSEBIUS

Praeparatio Evangelica i (8, 10), 332, 333,

334; (10), 3111.; (10, 50), 52, 68

xv (20), 196, 198 n. 2

GALEN

de elem, sec. Hippoc. i (2), 4080.
in Epid. vi (48), 28511.

de humor, (xix, 495 Kuhn), 429
de medic, empir. (xxn, 3 Walzer), 429;

(1259,8 Schocnc), 4240.

HERACLIDES

ap. Diog. L. (i, 12), 229 n. 3

HERACLITUS

fr. (i), 183, 185, 187, 189 n. i, 205, 208,

213, 214; (2), 188, 189 n. i, 19911.,

214; (3). 175; (5), 168,183,211; (6),

202, 203; (9), 190; (10), 191, 194;

(12), 196, 198 n. 2; (13), 190; (14),

211, 212; (15), 211, 212; (17),

18911. i
; (19), 18911. i

; (23), 190; (24),

210; (25), 209; (26), 207, 208; (28),

189 n. i ; (29), 2i3n.; (30), 55, 15911.,

170,199, 200, 202n.,433; (31), 19311.,

199, 200, 201, 206, 210, 433; (32),

204, 205; (34), 189 n. i; (36), 183,

205, 206, 208; (40), 182, 18311., 218,

228; (41), 1 15^,204,205, 213 5(43),

213, 214; (44), 213, 214; (45), 205,

206, 214; (48), 191; (49), 21311.;

(50), 188, 189 n. i, 213, 214; (51),

193, 194, 212, 27211.; (53), 195;

(54), 193, '94, 212; (55), 189 n. 2,

i9?n.; (56), 189 n. i; (57), 190, 4345

(58), 190; (59), 190; (60), 189, 190;

(61), 189, 190; (62), 195, 210 n. i,

212; (63), 195, 209, 212; (64), 199,

200, 434, 437; (67), 191, 192, 212,

434; (67*) 160; (72), 189 n. i ; (76),

2o6n.; (78), 180, 193 n.; (80), 117,

I95J (85), 211 n. 2; (88),

189-90, 190, 212, 434; (90), 199,

202n., 433; (91), 196, 19611., 198;

(92), 2i*n.; (93), 211, 212; (94),

203; (98), 211 n. 3; (99), 191,

20411.; (101), 212, 214; (ioia),

325 n. i; (102), 1930., 205; (103),

191; (107), 18911.2; (in), 189, 190;

(114), 213, 214; (117), 205, 206;

(i 18), 205, 206, 214; (i 19), 213, 214;

(121), 183; (122), 209 n. i
; (123),

193, 212; (126), 1 19, 191, 329; (129),

18311., 218-19, 228; ([136]), 209

HEKACLITUS HOMERICUS

QII. Horn. (22), 90 n. 2

HERO

Deff. (58), 244 n. i

HERODIAN

IT, pov. A^. (30, 30), 177, 179; (4i> 5) 180

HERODOTUS

i (29), 8in.; (74), 79,8m.; (75), 75-6;

(146), 750.; (170), 75
n (4), 8211.; (20), 77; (81), 220, 223,

22511.; (109), 77n., 81, 8211., 102;

(123), 220, 222, 223
iv (8), 12; (36), 103-4; (95). 2170.1,

219, 228

vii (6), 23 n. 3

HESIOD

Erga (109), 349; (i2ifT.),2ion.; (252ff.),

2ion.

Theogony (20), 20; (ioGf.), 20; (116), 20,

22, 24-5, 28, 35, 41 n. 3; (123),

28; (126), 28; (154), 25 n. 2, 28-9,

34~5> 57J (211), 2on., 25 n. 2;

(295), 67 n. 2; (358), 67 n. 2; (468),

36; (632), 28; (669), 26; (681), 28;

(695)> 27; (720), ii, 175; (726-8),

10, 30, 64, 175; (726-819), 23-4;

(736), 24, 30, 31, 41 n. i, 45, 46 n. 2;

(740), 41 n. i; (742), 46 n. 2; (793),

35*;(8ii), 28,305(814), 28; (825),
66

HlEROCLES

ad carmina aurea (24), 352

HlPPOGRATIG CORPUS

de carnibus (2), 200-1 n.; (16), 211 n. 3
de morbo sacro (14), 233 n. 3; (16), 4420.;

(17), 233 n. 3
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HIPPOCRATIG CORPUS (continued)

IT. <&pcov (12), 23511.
IT. SpSondScov (i-u), 58 n. 2

HlPPOLYTUS

Refutatio i (2, 12), 241 n.i; (6, 1-2),

105-7, !07, n6; (6, 2), 126, 130;

(6, 3), 134; (6, 4-5), I3 1
, *33,

135, 136; (6, 6), 141; (6, 7), 137-8;
(7, i), 144, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150;

(7, 4), 154, 155; (7, 5), 152, 155;

(7, 6), 154, 155, 156; (8, 2), 38211.;

(8, 3-10), 391-2, 392; (8, 12),

392-3, 393; (9, 0, 396-7, 397,

398, 399; (" 2), 302 n.i; (13,

2), 411, 412; (14, 3), 172-3, 173,

174; (H, 5), 177, 178
vii (29), 326, 351-2, 352, 356, 357
ix (9, i), 188, 189 n. i, 193, 194, 212,

213, 214, 272n.; (9, 4), 195; (9, 5),

189 n. 2, 193, 194, 19711., 212;

(10, 4), 189, 190; (10, 5), 189, 190;

(10, 6), 195, 199, 200, 209, 210 n. i,

212, 434, 437; (10, 8), 191, 192, 212,

434

HOMER

Iliad i (530), 171 n. 2

n (447), 116; (485), 180

v (6), 1511.; (504), 10

vii (99), 176; (422), I5n.
vm (13), i6n.; (16), 175; (478), i6n.

ix (600), 171 n. 2

xi (574), 97 n. i

xiv (153-360), 15-16; (200), 12, 15, 1 6,

21, 67, 77; (203), i6n.; (244), 15,

16, 21, 67, 77; (258), i6n., 19, 20,

21, 24; (271), i6n.; (274), i6n.;

(279), i6n.; (288), 10; (296), 70;

(301), 15
xv (i/iiV.), 15-16; (37f.), i6n.; (189),

i6n., 200.; (225), i6n.

xvn (425), 10

xvm (39), 353 n. i
; (398), 67 n. 2; (489),

1511.; (607), n, 12

xx (444), 137
xxi (194), n, 93, 177; (549), 137
xxn (235), 171 n. 2

Odyssey in (2), 10

v (123), 54^.3; (218), 116

x (191), 1511.

xiv (328), 64
xv (329), 10; (403-4), 52, 54 n - 2; (455),

54 n. 2

xvn (218), 413 n. 2; (565), 10

Z on //. ii (783), 45, 58, 70
Z on //. xi (27), 173
Z on //. xvn (547), 391, 392
Z on //. xxi (196), 176, 177, 179
Z on Od. xv (403), 52-3

[HOMER]

Hymn to Apollo (16), 540.2; (35 if.),

57 n. 2

IAMBLICHUS

in NIC. (58, 19 Pistelli), 244 n. i

Protrepticus (21), 226-711.
Vita Pythagorae (81), 221 n. i; (94), 221

n. 2; (104), 233 n. i,307n. i; (no),

229 n. 4; (iisff.)* 230 n.i; (199),

221 n.3, 308; (247), 231 n. 3; (249),

217 n. 4; (267), 221 n. 5, 233 n. 4

Inscriptions

7.C7.
2

1 (945, 6), 20on.
ii-m (1672-3), 366 n. 2

ION OF CHIOS

fr. (4), 51, 219,222

ISIDORUS GNOSTICUS

ap. Clem. Strom, vi (53, 5), 62, 63

LEUCIPPUS

fr. (2), 403,4130.1

LUCRETIUS

i (830), 387

MACROBIUS

S. Scip. (14, 19), 207 n. 3

MAXIMUS TYRIUS

iv, 4 (p. 45, 5 Hobein), 62, 62, 63, 66, 67,

69

MELISSUS

fr. (2), 299, 300, 306; (3), 299; (4), 299,

300 and n., 306; (5), 299, 300, 406;

(6), 299, 300; (7), 43in.; (8), 197^,

304-5, 405, 406, 436; (9), 300 n. 2,

302

MENO

ap. Anon. Londinensem xvm (8), 312-13

MIMNERMUS

fr. (10 Diehl), 14, 90, 203
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NlCOMACHUS

LA. i, 7 (13, 10 Hoche), 2450.; (13, 15

Hoche), 31811.

n, 17 (108, 8 Hoche), 244 n. 2

ORIGEN

c. Celsum vi (12), 193 n.; (42), 6411.,

65 n. i, 65-6, 66, 67, 195

Orphica fr. (66 Kern), 41 n. 1, 46 n. 2 ; (68

Kern), 46 n. i, 56 n.; (70 Kern),

41 n. 2, 45; (78 Kern), 46 n. 2; (86,

i f. Kern) ,22 n. i ; (89 Kern) , 40 n. 2 ;

(91-3 Kern), 40 n. 2; (94 Kern),

40 n. 2; (96 Kern), 40 n. 2; (101

Kern), 22 n. i; (107 Kern), 23 n. i,

41 n. i
; (109 Kern), 23 n. i, 40 n. 2

PARMENIDES

fr. (i), 266-7; (1,30), 272; (2), 269, 271,

278; (2, 4), 272n.; (4), 275; (5),

268, 276; (6), 183, i94n., 270-1,

271, 272; (8), 273, 368; (8, 14),

284; (8, 16), 269; (8, 16-21),

3^4; (8, 17), 28m.; (8, 19-21), 278;

(8, 22), 275; (8, 22-5), 324; (8, 25),

274; (8, 26), 276, 277, 300; (8, 30),

284; (8, 34), 277; (8, 36-7), 275;

(8, 42), i7on., 276, 277, 278, 300;

(8, 50), 278; (8, 51), 272; (8, 52),

279; (8, 54), 281; (8, 61), 282; (9),

2820.; (12), 280, 283, 284; (12, 3),

ii5n.; (16), 282; (17), 285 n.

PHERECYDES

(fr. 2), 57 n. 2, 58 n. i, 60, 63

PHILODEMUS

de pietate (13, 16), 23 n. i; (14, 18),

23 n. i; (47 a), I7n., 21, 40, 44,

46 n. 3; (137, 5), 21, 27,40

[PHILOLAUS]

fr. (i Diels), 3ion.; (2), 3ion.; (3), 310;

(4), 310, 311; (5), 309, 3", 3i8n.;

(6),3io,3ii;(7),3ion.;(io),3ion.;

(n), 310

PHILOPONUS

in Phys. (42, 9), 290

PINDAR

Nem. vi (3-4), 10

OL ii (17), 56 n. i

Pyth. i (i6ff.), 59
Paean vi (5 iff.), 180

fr. (13 1 b), 209 n. 2

S on OL x (53), 82

PLATO

Apology (260), 365, 366

Cratylus (4O2A), 197, 198 n. 2; (4023), 16,

17; (4400), 184
Laws x (8996), 94 n. i

Parmenides (127A), 263; (1280), 286-7,
288, 291, 299, 301

Phaedo (6 IE), 307, 312; (85 -860), 234;

(96ff.)> 35 (96R)> i62n.; (9807),

3840., 434; (99B), 153; (io9Aff.),

39<>

Phaedrus (2610), 287
Republic (5300), 218 n. 2; (600A-B), 216,

218 n. i

Sophist (2170), 263; (237A), 271; (2420

-D), 71 n. i, 265; (242D), 165, 202n.

Symposium (1788), 25 n. i

Theaetetus (IS^D-E), 165; (i52E), 16, 17;

(i6oD), 165; (174*), 78, 79, 82;

(1790), 18511.; (i79E),i85n.;(i83E),

263
Timaeut (22C-E), 122; (4OD-E), 17-18,

18; (520), 25on.

PLINY

JV.//.H (31), 101; (53), 74n.; (187), iO3n.
xvm (213), 86

xxxvi (82), 83

PLUTARCH

adv. Colot. (12, ni3c), 264, 323, 324;

(20, Hl8c), 212, 214; (28, I I23B),

337, 347J (32, H26A), 26511.
Alex. fort, i (4, 328A), 221 n. 3
Coriol. (22), 211 n. 2

de E (8, 3880), 199, 202n., 433; (18,

392B), 196, 198
de exilio (n, 604 A), 203; (17, 6070),

351-2, 352, 353; (17, 6070), 359
de fac. in orb. (12, 926s), 326n.; (16,

929*), 391, 392; (16, 9290), 334, 335
de hide (32), 56 n. i ; (34, 364D), 19, 770.,

92 n.

de prim. frig. (7, 947F), 148, 149
de Pyth. or. (6, 397A), 2i2n.; (12, 4008),

334n.; (18, 4O2E), 85; (21, 4<>4E)>

211, 212

de soil. an. (33, g82A), 142 n.

de tranqu. an. (15, 4748), 353 n. i, 361
Maxime cumprinc. (2, 777 c), 331
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PLUTARCH (continued)

Nicias (23), 365 n. z
Pericles (4; 5; 8), 365 n. 2; (26), 298
Phocion (12), 15911.

Qwest, phys. (i, 9110), 393 n.2

Sept. sap. conv. (2, 147A), 83

Symp. vm (730E), 141
ix (7, 7463), 179, 180

[PLUTARCH]

Cons, ad ApolL (10, io6E), 189-90, 190,

212, 434
Strom. (2), 63, 105-7, "6, 118, 119, 130,

131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 13611.,

137, 141, 142, 413 n. 3; (3), 145,

151-2; (4), 173, 176; (12), 432n.,

438, 439; ap. Eusebium P.E. (i, 8,

10), 332, 333, 334

POLYBIUS xii (27), 325 n. i

PORPHYRIUS

de abstinentia (n, 21), 349, 350, 351; (n,

30,351
de antro nymph. (31), 55, 58, 60

Hist. phil. (fr. ii Nauck), 395 n. 2

Quaest. Horn, ad Iliadem iv, 4 (p. 69

Schrader), 193 n., 205
Vita Pythagorae (7), 225; (9), 2170.2;

(19), 221 n.2, 223; (30), 219, 229
n. 4; (37), 22?n.; (42), 22711.; (56),

5i

ap. Stobaeum Eel. i (49, 53), 344

PROCLUS

in Cratylum (p. 55 Pasquali), 22 n. i, 46
n. i ; (p. 97), 352

in Euchdern (p. 65 Fried!.), 76, 228 n. i;

(p. 352), 83, 84, 85; (p. 426),

231 3
in Farm, (i, p. 694, 23 Cousin), 289;

(i, p. 708, 16), 268, 276
in Tim. (i, p. 345, 18 Diehl), 269, 271,

27211., 278; (n, p. 54, 28), 61

SENECA

Quaest. nat. n (18), 138
m (14), 92

SEXTUS EMPIRICUS

adv. math, vn (90), 393, 394; (94^), 231

n.2; (in), 266-7; (114), 271;

(117), 4130.2, 419; (125), 325;

(126), 189 n. 2; (i29f.), 207, 208,

213, 214, 420n.; (132), 183, 185,

187, 189 n. i ; (133), 188, 189 n.i,

iggn., 208,214; (135), 422, 423, 424
and n.; (139), 422; (140), 394

ix (129), 350, 351; (144), 170; (193),

167, 168
x (34), 176, 179; (281), 255 n.i

SlMPLlClUS

de caelo (p. 242, 18 Heiberg), 407-8, 408;

(242, 21), 419, 420; (295, i), 407,

408, 409 n.2, 415; (295, 9), 416;

(295,11), 418 19; (5H, 26), 259-
6on.; (522, 7), 166; (522, 14), 92n.;

(529, 0, 33 1
, 34^7, 347J (557, J 6)>

299, 300; (557, 25), 266-7; (558,21),

i97n., 304-5, 4<>6

in Phys. (p. 22, 23 Diels), 108; (22, 26),

165, 1670.; (23, n), 169; (23, 20),

169; (23, 29), 84, 85; (24, i), 200;

(24, 4), 202n.; (24, 13), 100, 101,

105-7, 107, 108, 109, 116; (24, 17),

56 n. i, 117, 140, 195; (24, 21), 129,

130; (24, 26), 143, 144, 145, 146, 147,

149, '52, 155, 399J (25, 0, 427,

429-30, 432, 437; (25, 19), 320, 321 ;

(25, 21), 329-30; (27, n), 3830. i;

(27, *7),375n.; (27,23), 395n.2,396,

397; (28, 4), 400, 402, 406; (28, 9),

4090.2; (29, 22), 299, 300, 306;

(31, 13), 280, 283; (32, 6), 335, 344,

432; (32, 13), 33 1 , 346-7, 3475

(33, 19), 327n.; (33, 21), 345;

(34, 21 ), 368, 369, 376, 380, 432;

(34, 29), 366 n. i, 378, 379, 380, 389;

(35, 3), 389, 39o; (35, *4), 373-4,

374, 4345 (39, 8), 279n.; (39, 14),

280, 283, 284; (87, 6), 303; (97, 12),

290; (99, 13), 290, 303; (
I09, 20),

299, 300, 3o6; (109, 31), 299, 300
n. 2; (109, 34), 300 n. 2, 302; (no,
3), 299, 300 and n. 2; (no, 5), 299,

300, 406; (117, 3), 271; (117, 4),

183, i94n., 270-1, 271, 272; (139-

40, 289; (139, 8), 288, 289, 290,

371; (140, 29), 288-^, 290, 371;

(141, i), 288, 289, 290, 303, 371;

(141, 6), 371; (145, i), 269, 273,

278, 28in., 324, 368; (145, 23), 274,

275, 324; (H5, 27), 276, 277, 300;

(146, 7), 275, 277; (146, 15), i7on.,

276, 277, 278, 300; (149, 18), 428n.;

(149, 32), 93n., 1470.; (150, 22),

129; (150, 23), 107; (151, 20), 428;

(151, 31), 431 and n., 432 and n.,

433 and n.; (152, 13), 433, 436;
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SIMPLICITY (continued)

(152, 18), 434-5, 436; (152, 22),

42811., 432n., 435, 437; ('53, '3).

429, 442, 444; (153, 19), 436, 437;

('53, 20), 436, 437; (154, 29), 390;

(155, 21), 382, 384; (155, 26), 366
n. i, 368, 369, 370, 371, 382, 384;

(i55, 30, 382, 384; (156, 10), 370,

37i; (156, 13), 372, 376, 377, 381,

411, 434, 4375 (i57, 7), 374, 434;

(i57, 9), 389-90, 390; (158, i),

326-7; (158, 6), 324, 345; (158, 13),

327-8, 329, 330; (159, 21), 328,

329, 359n.; (163, 20), 264, 369, 432;

(164, 17), 370, 371, 372; (164, 23),

376, 377; (164, 24), 37^-3, 376 , 377,

411, 434, 437; (164, 26), 375-6, 376,

377; (i75, 12), 38i; (170', 29), 381;

('79> 3), 382, 383, 384, 397; (179, 8),

382, 384; (180, 9), 2820.; (180, 14),

93n.; (181, 10), 241 n. i; (189, i),

176, 179; (300, 21), 335, 432;

(300, 31), 373, 375, 434; (327, 24),

413 n- 3J (327, 26), 38411.; (331, 12),

344J (381, 30, 338, 34o; (455, 20),

244; (458, 23), 93n.; (479, 33), JI 3;

(651, 26), 252-30.; (683, 24), 301;

(732, 20), 22311.; (i 121, 5), 124, 126;

(i 121, 12), 126, I5in.; (1183, 30),

32611.; (1184, 2), 331; (1318, 35),

41 7n.

SOLON

fr. (16 Diehl), 20411.; (24, 1-7), 56 n. i,

120

SPEUSIPPUS

ap. Theologumena Arithmeticae (p. 82, lode

Falco), 255 n. 2, 312; (84, 10), 253-
4,254

STESICHORUS

fr. (6 Diehl), 14, 203

STOBAEUS

Anth.i (i, 6), 3i8n.; (8, 2), 170,179,180;

(10, 11), 331, 346^7, 347; (15, 2fl, b),

32611.; (18, ic), 251, 252, 262, 313;

(21, jb), 310; (21, 7<r), 309, 3i8n.;

(21, yd), 310; (49, 53), 344
" (7, 3'), 424, 425; (9, 3), 424, 425
m (i, 172,) 94 n. i; (i, 177), 189,

'9; (*, 179), 213, 214; (5, 7), 205,

206; (5, 8), 205, 206, 214; (40, 6),

4*5

iv (24, 32), 425, 426; (40, 23), 213,

214

STRABO

(i, p. 12 Gasaubon), 1 1
; (6, p. 252), 264,

286; (14, p. 633), 18411.; (14, p. 645),

3640.

SUDA

s.v. 'Ava^iiovSpos, 99, 101, 102; 6aAffc, 85;
Icov Xlos, 302 ; 'Op9eOs, 40 n. i

;

OepEK06r|s, 49, 50, 52, 68; Zi'ivcov,

286n.

TERTULLIAN

de corona (7), 67

THEMISTIUS

Or- (5, P- 69 Dindorf), 193, 212; (26,

P- 383), 85, I02n.

Theologumena Arithmeticae (p. 52, 8 de

Falco), 22411.; (82,10), 255 0.2,312;

(84, 10), 253-4, 254

THEOPHRASTUS

Hist, plant, in (i, 4), 393
Met. ii (6019, p. 12 Ross-Fobes), 314
(DvaiKcov S6cu (Phys. op.) fr. (i), 8911.; (2),

427, 429-30, 432, 437J (4), 375n.;

(6), 2800.; (8), 400, 402, 406, 409
O. 2

de sensu (iff.), 282-3; (7), 343; (9), 344,

345; (25f.), 233 0.3; (27ff), 394;

(39 ff-) 440-1, 442; (50), 421; (61),

414; (66), 4i8n., 4230.

ap. Simplicium in Phys. (24, i), 200;

(24, 26), 144, 399

THEO SMYRNAEUS

(p. 21, 20 Hiller), 317-18; (31, 20),

244 n. 2; (94, 6), 231 n. 2; (97, 17),

255 o. 2; (198, 14), 80, 81, 85, 86,

10311.

VIRGIL

Am. iv (166), 57 n. 2

Volumina Herculanensia (no. 1012, col. 18),

356, 357*.

XENOPHANES

fr. (i), 164; (2), 168; (3), 164; (7), 164,
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XENOPHANES (continued) XENOPHON

219, 222, 223; (8), 163, 164; (10), Poroiiv (14-15), 36611.2
169; (n), 167, 168; (14), 166, 168,

16911.; (15), 169; (16), 168, 16911.; ZI-NO OF CITIUM
(18), 170, 179, 180; (23), 169, 170, , CF/rr . R
180; (24), 170; (25), 169; (26), 169;

(SVF ' I03)> 26

(28), 11, 88, 175, 176; (29), 176, 179;

(30), 176, 177, 179; (32), 173; (33),
ZEN F ELEA

i?6, 179; (34). 179, 180; (35), 179, &. (i), 288, 289, 290, 303, 371; (2), 288,
J8o; (37), 177, 179; (38), 180 289, 290; (3) 288-9, 290, 371
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GENERAL INDEX

For ancient authors see also the Index ofPassages (pp. 45 1 ff.) . Reference

is not normally made in this General Index to the content of passages

quoted or cited, unless this is the subject of further comment.

Abstinence, Pythagorean rules of, 225-7
Abstract, Melissus and the incorporeal

one, 302-4; Prcsocratic difficulty of

apprehension, 330; Anaxagoras' pro-

gress towards, 372-5
Acusilaus of Argos, cosmogony associated

with, 21, 22, 38; his interpretation

ofx^os, 27

Aegospotami, fall of meteor at, 156, 392,

439
A^p (mist), between earth and sky, 10,

146; distinguished from 'air', 22;
from alOrjp, 333 n. i ; associated with

Night in Orphic and Hesiodic cos-

mogony, 22; one of Epimcnides*
first principles, 23 n. 2 ; compared
with yvyj\ by Anaximenes, 158-62;

synonymous with irveOna, 158, 159;
as exhalation from the sea, source

of fire, 207 n. i ; see also Air

Aeschylus, I94n.; on impregnation of

earth by rain, 393 n. i ; Xenophanes*
influence on, 168, 170; affinities

with Heraclitus, 71, 2i2n.

Aetius, 2, 6, 124; and the Vetusta Placita,

4-5; on Thales, 77-8, 95n.; on

Anaximander, 105, 113; on Anaxi-

menes, 158; on Heraclitus, 208; on

Pythagoras, 229 n. 3 ; on Empedo-
cles, 334, 340; on Anaxagoras, 390;
on the atomists, 418, 421

Ahriman, bad principle of Zoroastri-

anism, 241 n. i

Aia, identified with Colchis, 54 n. 3

d(8iov, in cosmogony of Anaximander,

132, 133 n. i

Aidoneus, in cosmology of Empedocles,

324
Air, in post-Hesiodic cosmogony, 20;

distinguished from di*ip, 22; in

Anaximander, 131, 133; in Anaxi-

menes, 143, 144-53, 154~5> i6i;in

Empedocles, 324, 333; his assump-
tion of its corporeality, 342, 409 n. 3 ;

in cosmogony of Anaxagoras, 369,

382, 384; distinguished from void

(Anaxagoras, Empedocles), 37on. ;
in

Archelaus, 398; in theory ofatomists,

409 n. 3, 42on. ;
in system of Dio-

genes, 434-8, 442, 444; see also <5ci<ip

p, the upper air, 10; in Orphic cos-

mogony, 41, 42, 45; generation from
Erebos (Hesiod), 26; identified with

fire (Heraclitus), 161, 200 ; popularly

regarded as divine, 2Oon., 206;

normally distinguished from <Wjp,

333 n. i
; in cosmogony of Anaxa-

goras, 382, 383, 384
Alcmaeon of Croton, 119, 180, 221 n. 5,

239-40
date and relevance, 232-3; contact

with Pythagorean school, 232; his

book, 232
medical and physiological interests,

232, 285n.; theory of health and

dualism, 232, 234, 262

on the composition of the soul, 235,
262

influence on his successors, 234-5, 262,

283
Alexander of Aphrodisias, as source for

Simplicius, 3-4, 104; on Anaxi-

mander, in, 139, 178; on Zeno,

290; on Anaxagoras, 363; on

Diogenes, 439
Ameinias, and Parmenides, 264, 265

Anacalypteria (Unveiling of the bride), 61

Anatomy, Diogenes' views, 4435; used

as parallel with cosmos, 444-5
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, no, nsn.,

119, 152, 162, 201, 250, 264, 304,

305, 307, 320, 321, 335, 395, 399,

405, 406, 42on., 427
sources for, i, 4, 56
date and life, 362-5; the trial, 364;

pupils and associates, 364-5

writings, 365-7
problem of interpretation, 3678
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Anaxagoras of Clazomenae (continued)

reaction to Parmenides and earlier

pluralists, 319, 368-70, 374; com-

position of the original mixture,

369-70, 380-1; and cf. 131 n. 2

reaction to Zeno, 370-2, 377-8
Mind, 372-6; regarded as a substance,

250; and the single god of Xeno-

phanes, 172; and motion, 374-5
(cf. 133 n. 2); and Empedocles*
Love and Strife, 374 ; dualism ofmind
and matter, 375; Archelaus' modi-

fications, 397-8
* in everthing a portion of everything ',

375-7; significance of irX^v vou, 376;

application to nourishment, 385-6
'seeds' and 'portions', 377-8
'seeds' and opposites} 378-81; exten-

sion of Empedoclcs* views, 380-1,

383, 432
the opposites, 381 (and cf. 191)

beginnings of cosmogony, 382-4
nourishment and growth, 385-6, 432
Homoeomeries, 386-8
summary, and contrast with atomists,

388-9; their debt to him, 411, 426

special doctrines, 389-94; question of

innumerable worlds, 389-90; as-

tronomy and meteorology, 390-2,

413 n. 4, 414 n. 6, 439 (andcf. I52n.,

I53 i56 > *57); biology, 392-3, 444,

445n. ; sensation, 393-4
influence on Diogenes, 430, 432

Anaximander of Miletus, 43, 49, 50, 55,

143, 196, 214, 398, 434
Hippolytus as source for, 5-6
life and date, 99-101 ; association with

Sparta, 99, 102-3, 10411.; relation to

Thales, I oo-i ,
1 05 ; slight evidence for

connexion with Pythagoras, loon.;
colonization of Apollonia, 104

his book, 1 01-2, 105
scientific activities, 102-4; the map,

^3j 99 103-4; astronomy and the

gnomon, 81, 99, 102-3
T6 dhreipov, 10417; origin of, 3 in.; use

of <5cpx^, 105, 107-8, 1 1 1
; meaning of

fimipov, 108-10; Aristotle's inter-

pretation, 1 08; Anaximander's use

(spatially indefinite or indefinite in

kind), 109-10; as an intermediate

substance (Aristotle), 110-12; rea-

sons for postulating, 1 12-14; charac-

teristics, 114-17; view of change,

114, 128

the extant fragment, 117-21; extent,

117-18; meaning, 118-19; original

and Theophrastean elements, 117-

18, 119-20, 12 1
;

the opposites,

119-20, and cf. 329; justice and

injustice, 118-21, 195-6; the 'assess-

ment of time', 120-1 (and cf. 56
n. I)

the innumerable worlds, 121-6, 390;
a cycle of worlds rejected, 122-3;
atomist arguments applied to Anaxi-

mander, 123-4; atomistic worlds

assigned to Anaximander, 124-6,

128; elements in his cosmology en-

couraging innumerable-world in-

terpretation, 126

cosmogony, 126-33; doubtful rele-

vance of
'
eternal motion ' and vortex,

126-9, 130; opposites, 113-14, 119-
2 1

; Theophrastus' misinterpreta-

tion, 121, 126; separation of oppo-
sites, 128-31, 132-3, 413 n. 3;
formation of the cosmos, 131-3

cosmology, 134-40; the earth, 81-2,

134-5, and cf- 63; the heavenly

bodies, 135-7; mathematical basis,

J 36, 137; possible influence on

Pythagoras, 1 36 ; meteorological

phenomena, 137-9; the earth drying

up, 139-40, 178; the cyclical pro-

cess, 139-40

zoogony and anthropogony, 140, 141-2
influence on Anaximenes, 162; on

Empedocles, 360
Anaximenes of Miletus, 55, 93n., ii5n.,

124, 134, 183, 200, 206, 207 nn. i

and 2, 427
sources for, 4, 56
date, life, book, 143-4; stYle> *44
his view of change, 144, 145, 149, 161,

162

air, 144-53; as basic form of matter,

144-8; reason for the choice, 144-7,
161

;
nature of drip and irveuna, 146-7

(and cf. 57) ; condensation and rare-

faction, 147; as cause of heat and

cold, 148-50; gives life to matter,

147; assumption of other basic forms

unlikely, 147-8; air is divine, 150-1 ;

attribution to Anaximenes of innu-

merable worlds, 151 n. (and cf. 126)
attitude to doctrine of opposites, 147,

'49
and scientific experiment, I49n.
attitude to conventional religion, 150
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Anaximcnes of Miletus (continued)

cosmogony, 151-3; air as origin of

earth, 152; origin of heavenly
bodies, 152; confusion with other

thinkers, 152

cosmology, 1 53-8 ; earth, flat, floats on

air, 153, 154; the heavenly bodies,

154-7; inaccuracy of doxographical
attributions, 155-6; explanation of

setting of sun and stars, 156-7, 439;

meteorological phenomena, 157-8
(Wlp-yuxi*! comparison, 1 58-62, 436 (and

cf.207 n. 2) ; explanations of the com-

parison, 160-2

his debt to predecessors and later

influence, 162, 172, 399, 427, 430
Parrnenides' references to, 264, 275
and parallel between human body arid

cosmos, 444
Androclus, founder of Ephesus, i84n.
Andron of Ephcsus, on Pherecydes, 51

Animism, primitive, contrasted with

Thales' view of the soul, 95; in

Homer, 97 n.

Anonymus Londinensis, on Ilippon, 8gn. ;

on Philolaus, 312

Antiphon, 263
Antisthenes, on Herarlitus, i84n.; on

travels of Dcmocritus, 4O4n.; on

Diogenes, 427
Anu, Hittitc sky god, 36
dtiTEipos, dirdpcov, 109, iionn.; applied to

air, 146; see also Anaximander (T&

cnrsipov)

Aphrodite, 35, 214; equated by Empe-
docles with cosmic Love, 330, 349;
see also Kupris, Love and Strife

i, applied to opposites, 1 29-30

is, use of in embryology, I33n.

Apollo, 350 n. i; Orphic cult of, 37;
Heraclitus and the oracle at Delphi,

211, 212, 213

Apollodorus of Athens, his dates : Phere-

cydes, 49; Thales, 74n.; Anaxi-

mander, 99, 100, 101, I44n; Xeno-

phanes, 164; Heraclitus, 1823;
Pythagoras, 217; Parmenides, 264;

Zeno, 286; Melissus, 298; Philolaus,

307; Empedocles, 320-1; Anaxa-

goras, 363; Leucippus, 400

Apollonia (Pontic), colonized by Anaxi-

mander, 104; and Diogenes, 427

Apollonius Paradoxographus, on con-

nexion between Pythagoras and

Pherecydes, 50-1, 218 n. 3

Apollonius Rhodius, on separation of

earth and sky, 32-3; on the fight

between Kronos and Ophioneus,

66-7, 69; non-Orphic elements at-

tributed to Orpheus, 67 n. i

d-rropp^ywoecci, use of in biology, 133 n. I

Apsu, in Babylonian Creation-epic, I3n.,

34, 90

Apuleius, on Anaximander, icon.

apX1^ Aristotle's use of, 88, 92, 97;

Anaximander's, 105, 1078, in
Archelaus of Athens, 1 24

sources for, 4, 5-6, 398 n. i

date and life, 395; association with

Anaxagoras and Socrates, 364 n.,

395* 396
cosmology and zoogony, 396-8 ; modi-

fication of Anaxagoras' Mind, 397-
8; primary substance, 397-8; the

four world-masses, 398; zoogony,

39
his lack of originality, 398-9

Archytas, 221 n. 5, 233 n. 2; on Eurytus,

3/4
Ares, in Empedocles' Purifications) 349

dp^GKovra, see 'Placita
9

Arimon, 58, 59

Aristophanes, 1 32, 20 1 n.
; meaning of x&os

in, 27; cosmogonical concepts in, 44,

45-6, 47, 62 n. 4; and Thales, 76;
use of dbreipos, 1 10 n. i

; on Diogenes,

403, 427, 443 n. 2

Aristotle

as source for Presocratic thought:

quotations, i
;

his surveys of Pre-

socratic opinions, 3; Simplicius'

commentary on Physics, 3-4; his

influence on Theophrastus, 4, 67;
and non-Theophraslean judgements
in the doxographical tradition, 6

on cosmogonical concepts: Okeanos
and Tethys, 16-17; Night, 22, 24,

40; interpretation of x^os, 26

on the date of Epimenidcs, 45
on Pherecydes of Syros, 48, 71
on <rrrpnoc, 57
on Thales, 79; cosmology, 87-97

passim-, use of dpxri, 88, 92, 97; not

acquainted with his writings, 85
on Hippon, 90 n. i

on 'hylozoism', 97
on Anaximander: and Theophrastus'

account of originative substance,

107-8; Peripatetic interpretation of

T6 dbrctpov, 108; the Indefinite as
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Aristotle (continued)

an intermediate substance, 11012;
reasons for choice of the Indefinite,

113-14; the Indefinite 'enfolds all

and steers all', 114-16; and appli-
cation of atomist-type arguments,

123-6; and relevance of eternal

motion and vortex, 127-8; on sepa-

rating out of opposites, 129-31; the

earth drying up, 139
on Anaximenes: air as originative

substance, 145; air as divine, 151;

cosmology, 153, 155; meteorology,

158; the soul as air, i62n.

on Xenophanes: and connexion with

Parmenides, 165-6; on single god,

171-2; cosmology, 176
on Heraclitus, 185; defects in his

assessment, 1867; extension of

Platonic interpretation of flux,

196-7, 19811.2; his dual exhala-

tion and Heraclitus
1

meteorological

views, 204n.; soul as the fiery ex-

halation, 207 n. i

on Pythagoreanism, 216, 218, 236; his

lost book, 218 nn. 2 and 3, 253,

259n. ;
the Decad, 229; his summary,

236-40; dualism, 240-1; Limit and

Unlimited, Odd and Even, 242;

Number, equation of Even with Un-

limited, 243-5; units have magni-
tude, 245-8; things equal numbers,

248-50; distinction between con-

crete and abstract, 250; cosmogony:
the first unit, 250-2 ;

the void, 252-

3; points, lines, planes, solids, 254

5; qualitative distinctions, 256-7;

astronomy, 257-61; the soul, 261-2

on Parmenides, 265; the Way of

Seeming, 28on.

on Zeno, 291-2; the stadium argu-

ment, 293 ;
Achilles and the tortoise,

294; the arrow, 294-5; the moving
rows, 295-7

on Melissus, 300
on Xuthus, 301, 302 n. 3
and the fragments of Philolaus, 309-1 1,

312
on Empedocles : moral character attri-

buted to Love and Strife, 330 nn.;

evolution, 338n., 339; sense-percep-

tion, 344 n. 2 (and cf. 406 n. 4);

the rule of Strife, 346; transition

back to rule of Love, 347; primal

innocence, parallel with the Sphere,

350 n. 2; consciousness, 358-9; his

view of the soul and Empedocles',

360; comparison with Anaxagoras,

380-1
on Anaxagoras : equation of void with

Not-being, 37on.; seeds and oppo-
sites, 380; comparison with Empe-
docles, 380-1; and Socrates' criti-

cism of Mind, 384n.; on homoeo-

meries, 386-7; and Anaxagoras'
belief in only one world, 3gon.

on the atomists: origin of theory,

405-6; atoms and the void, 408,

409 n. 2; weight of atoms, 415;

motion, 417-18; formation ofbodies,

419-20; sensation as touch, 42011.,

423; soul- and fire-atoms, 420n.

on Diogenes: the soul as air, i62n.;
and attribution of intermediate sub-

stance, 428n. ; anatomical work, 429

[Aristotle], MXG, 165-6, 3O4n.

Aristoxenus, his biographies, 6
;
on Phere-

cydcs, 49 n. i, 51; on Pythagoras,

65 n. 2, 225n., 241 n. i
; on Pytha-

goreanism, 22 in. 2; and story of

Plato's plagiarism, 308; on odd and

even, 3i8n.

dpnovirj, in Heraclitus, i93n., 194; per-
sonified by Empedocles, 335

Arnobius, 4

Assyrian thought, reflected in Greek art,

39n.

Astronomy: heavenly bodies as bowls, 10,

14, 15, 157, 203; Thales, 79-83; his

nautical star-guide, 85-6; Baby-
lonian, 80, 8 1 , 82 and n. ; stellar obser-

vation in archaic times, 86; Anaxi-

mander, 99; star-maps (spheres), 99,

103; Anaximenes, 154-7, 414 n. 4;

Heraclitus, 175,202-4; Pythagorean,

230, 257-60; Parmenides, 230, 284;

Empedocles, 333-5, 414 n. 4; An-

axagoras, 392, 414 nn. 4, 6; atomists,

412; Diogenes, 439; see also Moon,
Navigation, Planets, Stars, Sun

dOauipirj, in Democritean ethics, 425
"ATTI, as instrument of divine power,

170

Athenaeus, 2

Athenagoras, 5; on Orphic cosmogony,

42-3
Athene, 63, 64n.

Athens, 263, 402, 404^ ;
Parmenides' and

Zeno's visit, 267n. ;
naval defeat at

Samos, 298; Anaxagoras at, 364, 395
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Atomists (Leucippus and Democritus)

Hippolytus as source for, 5-6
Aristotle and atomist arguments ap-

plied to Anaximander, 123-4; Ana-
ximander and atomist-type worlds,

124-6
Ionian elements in their cosmology,

153; improbability of Anaximenes
as forerunner, 14811.; foreshadowed

by Mclissus, 3046; their solution

contrasted with Anaxagoras', 388-9
attitude to Parmenidean demands, 319
individual contributions, and dates,

400-3

writings, 403-4
origins of the atomic theory, 404-6
atoms and the void, 406-9; the shape
and size of atoms, 4o8n., 409 n. 2,

42on.
formation of worlds, 409-14; chance

and necessity, 411, 412 n. i; in-

numerable worlds, 412; the earth

and heavenly bodies, 412
behaviour of atoms, 414 21; weight,

414-16
*

original* and c

derived* motion, 416-
18; (cf. 422)

formation of bodies, 418-21

sensation, thought, knowledge, 421-4
ethics, 424-6; possible connexion with

physics, 426n.
their position in Presocratic thought,

426; and modern atomic theory, 426
Atoms, confusion with points and units,

246-50, 254-6, 290-1, 315, 371. See

also Atomists

Atum, in Babylonian creation-epic,

13 n. i, 57

Augustine, St, as source for Presocratic

thought, 4, 125

Babylon: mythology, similarities with

Greek, 9, 12-13, 18-19, 2in., 34, 58,

71-2, 90-1; thought of, reflected in

Greek art, 39 n. i ; prediction of

eclipses, 80, 82, 97; invention of the

gnomon, 80; Greek scientists' debt to,

80, 102

Bacchylides, meaning of x^s in, 27

Bailey, G., on Anaxagoras, 367, 377; on
the atomists, 402, 409 n. 2, 4i6n. ;

on iTEpnrdXa^is, 418; on Democritean

ethics, 426n.

Baldry, H. G., on cosmogony of Anaxi-

mander, I33n. i

Barnctt, R. D., on the Kumarbi-Tablet,

37 n. i

Basilides, father of Isidorus the Gnostic,

65 n. 2

Bathylaus, Pythagorean, 233 n. 4
Bignone, E., on Empedocles (fr. 134),

349, 35

Biology: biological language in cosmo-

gonical explanation, 133 n. i; in

Anaximander, 141-2; Anaxagoras'

theories, 3923 ; influence on thought
of Diogenes, 434n. ; see also Embryo-
logy, Physiology

Birds, in cosmogony, 44-6; and see

Aristophanes

Blood, and Empedocles' views on con-

sciousness, 344-5, 358-9; its pro-

ducts, in Diogenes, 444
Books, use of standard titles, 101 ; con-

tents ofpapyrus rolls, 102 n. 2; prices
in 4th-century Athens, 366 and n. 2

(and cf. 308)

Botany, Empedoclcs' contribution, 340
Bowra, Sir M., on Parmenides* Proem,

268

Brahmins, and teachings of Pythagoras,

224
Brain, as seat of sensation, in Alcmaeon,

233 n. 3 ; as instrument of intelli-

gence, 442n.
Brotinus (Brontinus), connected with

Pythagoras, 233 n. 4
Burnet, J., viii, 218, 219; on Thales, 84n.,

96; on 6th-century meteorological

interest, 89; on Anaximander, 100,

107-8, 122, 128; on Anaximenes,
1 51 n.; on Xenophanes, 166, 167; on

5th-century Pythagoreanism, 236n.;
on Parmenides, 264, 269, 270, 279-
80 and n. ; on Melissus, 303, 305 ; on

Empedocles, 322, 334, 353 n. i
;
on

riseof the experimental method, 342;
on Anaxagoras, 366; on concept of

weight, 415; on the atomists, 402,

4i6n.; on the writings of Diogenes,

428

Bywater, I., on fragments of Philolaus,

308,311

Cadmeians, among Ionian colonists, 75n.

Cadmus, marriage-gift to Harmonia,
62 n. 3 ; ancestor of Thales, 74

Calendar, determination of in archaic

period, 86

Calliades, archonship of, 363
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Callimachus, 50; on Thales* work in

navigation, 82, 86

Callir(r)hoe, 67 n. 2

Cartography : map of Anaximander, 63,

99> IO3-~4 of Hecataeus, 103-4
Casius, Mt, as scene of fight between

Zeus and Typhoeus, 68

XaAccp6s, used by Anaximenes, 148
Chalcidius, 39 n. i, 209 n. 2

Chaldaeans, and teaching of Pythagoras,

224
Chance and necessity, in theory of atoms,

411, 412 andn. i

Change, in Anaximander, 114, 128;

Anaximenes, 144, 145, 149, 162;

Hcraclitus, 187, 191-2, 195-6; his

river image, 196-9; Melissus, 19711.;

Parmenides, 278; Empedocles, 324
Chaos

archaic cosmogonical position of, ac-

cording to Aristotle, 20; in Orphic
cosmogonical succession, 22 n. i ; in

Hesiodic cosmogony, 22 ;
in later ad-

ditions, 23-4, 29-31; priority and

primacy of, 24,26-7,44; offspring, 26

interpretations of x^os, 267; etymo-
logy, 27; use in literature, 27; in

Theogony, 28 ff.; Cornford's interpre-
tation as gap between earth and sky,

28-9, 3 1 ; comparison with Nordic

ginnunga-gap, 29 n. i
; description of

underworld in variants appended to

Titanomachy, 23-4, 29-31; nature

of the gap and relation to Tartaros,

3 1
; interpretations of Vlastos and

Holscher, 3 in.; in Pherecydes, 56,

X<foncc, the windy gap, location of Night,

24, 41 n. i

X&oOcn, as etymological source of x^5j

56> 59 n - *

Gherniss, H., on T d-rrcipov, non.2, 113;
on opposites in Anaximander, 118-

ign.y on Aristotle's view of the soul,

42on.
Choerilus of lasus, 96 n. 2

Xpecbv, meaning of, 117

Xpoid, in Pythagorean cosmology, 251

Chronos, oriental origin of cosmogonical

concept, 39 n. i, 56 n. i ; represented
as winged snake, 39 n. i ; in Orphic

cosmogony, 39 n. i, 40, 41, 42, 45,

46 n. i, 56 n. i ; association with

Kronos, 39 n. i, 45, 56, 58-9, 66, 67;
in cosmogony of Pherecydes, 49,

50 n. i, 54-5, 56 n. i ; initial creation

from his seed, in Pherecydes, 57-60,

70; supplanted by Zas-Zeus, 67, 69;
as father of Ophioneus, 70; see also

Time
Xpovou T<5cis, in Anaximander, 56n., 120

Chrysippus, on cosmogonical position of

Night, 22 n. i

Chthonie, in cosmogony of Pherecydes,

49> 55> 56> 57 n - 2, 58 ; given the

name of Ge, 55, 57 n. 2 ; significance

of, in relation to earth, 56, 61; as

guardian of marriage, 61; marriage
to Zas and gift ofembroidered cloth,

60-2 ; the winged oak and the cloth,

62-5; as parent of Ophioneus, 70;

equated with Hera, 70 (cf. 61)

Cicero, his use of the Vetusta Placita, 5; on

Pherecydes' view of the soul, 6on.;
on god as mind, 96 n. i

;
on in-

numerable worlds, 124, i25n., i5in.
Cleanthes, I96n.; his work on Hera-

clitus, 6

Clement of Alexandria, as source for Pre-

socratic thought, 2, 6; on Heraclitus,
1 99"-

Gleon, and prosecution of Anaxagoras,

362
Cleostratus of Tenedos, his Astrologia, 86

Colchis, identified with Aia, 54 n. 3

Colophon, birthplace of Xenophanes, 73,

163, 164; capture of (546/56.0.),

164; foundation and alleged poem of

Xenophanes, 166

Consciousness, Empedocles on, 344-5,

357-60
Cornford, F. M., his interpretation of

X&os, 28 ff. ; on T6 <Soreipov, 109, i ion. ;

on Anaximander, 122, 124, 131 n. 2,

132, 142; on 5th-century Pytha-

goreanism, 236n.; on the Table of

Opposites, 240-1; on dumber-

atomism', 247n.; on equation of

abstracts with numbers, 250; on

Pythagorean cosmogony, 251; on

Parmenides, 275, 28 in.; on Zeno,

289-90, 371-2; on Empedocles, 323;
on Prcsocratics and scientific experi-

ment, 342; on Anaxagoras, 367,

386, 390
Cosmogony

in mythological contexts, 8; Hesiod's

attempt at systematization oflegend,

8; rational investigations of the

Milesians, 8, 10
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Cosmogony (continued)

the naive view of the world, 10 1 1

the concept of Okeanos, 8, 11-19
the concept of Night, 8, 19-24; in

cosmogonical ideas associated with

Orpheus, 8, 21-4
similarities in near-eastern mythology,

9, 12-13, 18-19, 2on.

anthropomorphic image of growth of

the world, 9-10

Hcsiodic, and separation of earth and

sky, 24-32; separation in Greek

literature, 32-3; in non-Greek

sources, 33-4
mutilation myth in Hesiod, 34-7;

Hittite parallel, 36-7

Orphic, 37-48; neoplatonic accounts,

39-40; 'the usual Orphic theology',

41 ; Hieronymus and Hellanicus,

41-2; Athenagoras, 42-3; the egg,

44 8

Pherccydes of Syros, 48-72
of Anaximander, 126-33
of Anaximenes, 151-3

Pythagorean, 250-62 ; Parmenides and,

274, 275, 276-7; similarities in

Philolaus, 313
of Empedoclcs, 332-5, 345-8
of Anaxagoras, 382

-

5
of Archclaus, 398
of the atomists, 409-14
of Diogenes, 438-9

Cosmology
of Thales, 87-98
influence of study of medicine on, 89
of Anaximander, 134-40
of Anaximenes, 153-8
of Parmenides, 280, 284
of Empedocles, 324-30
of Archelaus, 396-8
of the atomists, 404-8, 414-20
of Diogenes, 438-9

Cratylus, his Heracliteanism, 185 and n.,

1 86; and the river-image, 197,

198 n. 2

Croesus, assisted by Thales in crossing of

Halys, 75-6
Croton, 265, 3O7n.; Pythagoras at, 217

Cyril of Alexandria, 5

Cyrus, King of Persia, 49, 163, 164

Daimons, in Aetius' account of Thales,

95n. ;
in Heraclitus, 209, 214

Damascius, 23 nn. 2, 4; on priority of

Night in Eudemus, 21, cf. 40; on

Orphic cosmogonies, 39, 42 nn.;

TTEVT^UXOS, 50 n. I

Damasias, archonship of, 49, 740.
Darius I, King of Persia, 163, 164

Darkness, as Hades' share in division of

cosmos, 2on. ; in Pythagorean Table
of Opposites, 238; as one of primary

pair ofcontraries (Parmenides), 281 ;

see also Night
Darwin, Ch., Empedocles' alleged antici-

pation of his theories, 338
Davison, J. A., on trial ofAnaxagoras, 364
Day, cosmogonical position of, 20; genera-

tion from Erebos (Hesiod), 26

Decad, the, in Pythagorean doctrine, 229,

230 n. 2, 312

Deichgraber, K., on Xenophanes' earth-

sea cycle, 179; on his view of know-

ledge, 180

Delatte, A., 209 n. 2

Delos, 53, 54 n. 2; in legend of Phere-

cydes, 51

Delphi, Heraclitus and the oracle at,

'2ii y 212, 213

Demeter, 57 n. 2

Demetrius of Phaleron, on Thales, 74n.,

94 n. i
; on Anaxagoras, 363

* Democrates ', and ethical writings of

Democritus, 425
Democritus ofAbdera, 123, 124, 132, 236,

307 3?i> 372, 395> 48n., 409 n. 2,

445 ; Stobaeus as source, 2, 425 ;
lost

work by Theophrastus, 4; in Dio-

dorus, 33 n. i
;
on the nationality of

Thales, 74; on Thales as astronomer,

79, 83 n.
;
on the drying-up of the sea

and the end of the world, 1 39 and n. ;

on the shape of the earth, I52n., 153,

412; debt to Milesians, 162; distinc-

tion between sensation and 9p6vri<ji$,

i8gn. 2, 422-4; his travels, 4O4n.;
on vortex-action, 411, 413 n. 2; on
innumerable worlds, 412, 414 n. 5;
and weight of atoms, 415; and
*

original' motion, 417; his ethical

writings, 424-6; see also Atomists

(Leucippus and Democritus)

Deucalion, 140, 178

AiocSoxoci (accounts of philosophical suc-

cessions), 4, 5
Dicaearchus of Messene, 22 in. 2; on

Pherecydes, 51

Diels, H., 6on., I43n., i6gn.,

177, 191, i95n., 204n., 232n.,

279n., 305, 327n., 334 n. i, 39 n. 3,
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Diels (continued)

407, 41711., 419, 42311., 438; his

Doxographi Graeci, 5, 78; on Phere-

cydes' book, 50 n. i ; on the winged
oak, 63 ; on Thales' star-guide, 86; on
Anaximander's views on stars, 136;
on -rrfATjais, 145; on Xenophanes'
earth-sea cycle, 179; on Hcraclitus'

yvwuoci, 185; on Empedocles fr. 129,

sign.; on Parmenides' Proem, 268;
on date of Empedocles, 32 in. ; on his

writings, 322n.; on fr. 27-8, 326n.;
on Democritus, 425 ; on Diogenes, 428

8(KTi, in Heraclitus, 195; personified, 203
Diller, H., on Diogenes, 43on.
Diodorus Siculus, cosmogony and anthro-

pogony in Bk. i, 33 n. i, 403 n. i

Diogenes of Apollonia, 115 and n., 116,

124, 144, 15 in., 201 n., 403
date and life, 427

writings, 427-9; his medical work, 429
his eclecticism, 429-31; influence of

other thinkers, 162, 319, 427, 430,

432, 434, 437, 438, 439
the basic substance, 431-4; contains

divine intelligence, 4334; teleo-

logical belief, 433
air as basic form of matter, 434-8; life

due to, 436 ;
is soul and intelligence,

436 (cf. i62n.) ; divine, controls, 437 ;

forms differ according to tempera-

ture, 437-8

cosmogony and cosmology, 438-40;
doctrine of plurality of worlds attri-

buted to him, 126, 439; views on

astronomy, 156, 157, 439

physiology, 440-5; cognition, 440-3;

anatomy and reproduction, 443-5,
and cf. 57

Diogenes Laertius, as source for Pre-

socratics, 2, 3, 4, 6; on Thales, 81-2,

83-6; on Anaximenes, 143 ; on Hera-

clitus, 185, 203, 2O4n. ;
on Pytha-

goras, 221 n. i, 229 n. 3; on Par-

menides, 264; on Zeno, 286n.; on

Empedocles, 322; on Archelaus,

395; on the atomists, 41 in., 413 n. 4
Dion of Syracuse, 22 1 n. 3, 308

Dionysus, identified with Hades (Hera-

clitus), 211, 212; in 'Orphic
1

mythology, 351

Dodds, E. R., The Greeks and the Ir-

rational, 9 ;
and cf. Bibliography, p. 446

Dodona, Zeus' shrine at, 64

Douris, on nationality of Thales, 74, 75

Doxographical tradition, as source for

Presocratic thought, 4-7 ; and views

of Thales, 88; and 'innumerable

worlds', 124-6; and Xenophanes'
physical ideas, 173-5; anc^ concept
of plurality of worlds, 412

Dualism, Pythagorean, 240-1 ; Par-

menides and, 277; influence on

Empedocles, 330 n. i
;
ofAnaxagoras,

375

Dyroff, A., on weight in atomists, 41 6n.

Earth

relation to sky and Tartaros, 10 1 1 ;

solidly rooted, 10, 64; surrounded

by Okcanos, 11-15; roots of, in

Hesiod, 23-4, 64

separation from sky, implies advent of

Day and Night, 20; separation in

Hcsiodic cosmogony, 28-32; in

Greek literature, 32-3 ;
in non-Greek

sources, 33-4; relevance of near-

eastern cosmological ideas on, 12,

36-7, 90-1

impregnated by rain, 29 n. 2, 393 ; by
severed member of god, 35, 36

represented by winged oak in Phere-

cydes, 64
Thales: floats on water, 77, 87-9, 90-2,

134; originates from water, 92-3
Anaximander : free-swinging, 81-2,

128-9, 135; cylindrical, 133, 134;
formation of, 131, 133; drying up,

I39-40> 178
Anaximenes: flatness as cause of

stability, 152 n. i, 153, 154; tilted,

156-7, 414 n.4, andd. 439

Xenophanes : has roots, 1 75-6 (cf. 88) ;

becomes sea again, 177-9, 201

relation to sea and fire in Heraclitean

cosmos, 200-2
in Pythagorean cosmology, 259-60
as one of Empedocles' four roots, 324,

346
Anaxagoras' view, 391-2, 439 (cf.

i52n.); heavenly bodies thrown off

from, 392
in cosmogony of Archelaus, 398
the atomists: flat, tambourine-like,

tilted, 412, 41 3 n.4, 439; composi-
tion of, 42 1 n.

Diogenes: a tilted disc, 439
See also Gaia (Ge)

Earthquakes, Thales' explanation of,

90 n. 2, 92; Anaximenes', 158
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Echidna, 67 n. 2, 68n.

Ecphantus of Syracuse, on spatial exten-

sion of the unit, 247 n.

ecpyrosis, attributed by Stoics to Hera-

clitus, 1 86, i99n., 2O2n.

Egg, produced from union of two Titans,

22, 44, 45, 58-9, 7o; possibly men-
tioned in cosmogony attributed to

Sanchuniathon, 3 in.; in Orphic
theogony, 39,41, 42-3, 46-7; in nori-

Orphic sources, 44-6; an archaic

theogonical device, 48; produced by
sharks (Plutarch), i/jan.

Egypt, 73; the Nile floods and idea of

Okcanos, 13; mythology of, simi-

larities with Greek, 9, 12-13, 18-19,

33, 57, 68, 77, 90-1 ; Thales' visit to,

76-8; astronomical observation in,

80; influence on Thales* cosmology,

90-2 ; and teachings of Pythagoras,

224; Democritus' visit, 40411.

i, applied to opposites, 12930

dale and life, 320-1 ; political activi-

ties, 321; as doctor and orator, 321,

444; contributions to science, 340,

445 n.; explanation of eclipses, 413
n. 4; the magnet, 44on.

writings, and problem of conflict be-

tween the poems, 322-3, 355-6,

^, in Pherecydes, 59n.

Elea, Xenophanes' association with, 164,

165-6; foundation (540 B.C.), 164,

264, 286; and Zeno and Parmenides,

264-5
Eleatic School, 216; Hippolytus as source

for, 5-6; Xenophanes as founder,

163, 165; see also Melissus, Parme-

nides, Xenophanes, Zeno

Eliun, deity in theogony attributed to

Sanchuniathon, 32n.

Elohim, replaced by Jahweh in Genesis

i-ii, 35 n. i

^os, 154, 155, 156 n. i

Embryology, Anaximander's knowledge
of, 142 and n.; and Parmenides,

285n.; Philolaus* theories on, 312-

13; Pythagorean beliefs, 340; Em-
pedocles' contribution, 340, 445n.;

Anaxagoras* theories, 393, 445n.;

Diogenes' study, 445n.

Empedocles of Acragas, no, 119, 128,

131, 151, 183, 202n., 223, 233 n. 3,

249-50, 265, 304, 307, 363, 405,

406
sources for : Simplicius, i

; Plato, 3 ;

lost work by Theophrastus, 4; Hip-
polytus, 5-6

influence of Parmenides, 264, 283, 319,

323-5, 326, 329, 360; Pythagorean
influence, 335, 351-5 (and cf. 224);
of Xenophanes, 357; and cf. 360-1

defence of the senses, 325
the Sphere, 326-7 (and cf. 123); its

disruption, 331-2
the cosmic cycle, 326-7, 331-2, 336,

345-8; and later Pythagorcanism,

22411.; and evolution, 338-9; and
the fall of the soul, 348, 350-1,

353 n - 2, 353-4, 355 ; and the Great

Year, 352, 353
the four roots, 327-30 (and cf. 119); as

an answer to Parmenides, 324; and

Anaxagoras, 370, 376, 380-1, 383;
and Archclaus, 399; and Diogenes,

432

cosmogony, 332-5; the first stages,

332-4; the heavenly bodies, 333-5;

organic compounds, 335 ; the rule of

Strife and the reverse cosmogony,

345^
evolution, four stages, 33645; dis-

united limbs, 336-7; monsters and

deformities, 337-8; 'whole-natured'

forms, 338; relation of first three

to cosmic cycle, 3389; the present

world, 340-5; respiration (the klep-

sydra simile), 341-2 and cf. 37on.,

409^.3
sense-perception, 343-4 ; consciousness,

344-5, 357-60; sense-perception and
his denial of the void, 344 n. 2, 4o6n.,

408
the rule of Strife, 345-6
transition back to rule of Love, 3468 ;

reason for introduction of the cosmic

cycle, 348
the Purifications, 348; parallel in

Pindar's Odes, 348; the fall of the

soul and the cosmic cycle, 348,

349~50
the state of primal innocence, 349-50;

the return to, 355
the primal sin and fall of man, 350-4
incarnation and transmigration, 351-5

and cf. 224

escape from Wheel of Birth, 354-5 ; the

scale of lives, 355
individual survival, 3567
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Empedocles of Acragas (continued)

physical basis of consciousness, 357-60
his views on the soul related to other

thinkers, 360-1
criticized by Anaxagoras, 363, 364
atomists' debt to, 423, 426

Emperius, I42n.

Eos, 54 n. 3

Ephesus, birthplace of Heraclitus, 73,

182, 183

Epicharmus, 163, 164; on primeval
deities, 55; and the Heraclitean

tradition, 165

Epicureanism, influence on the doxo-

graphical tradition, 6; Epicurean

interpretation of Democritus, 418

Epicurus, 124, 400, 426; on the atomists,

402, 403; on shape and size ofatoms,

409 n. 2 ; parallel in phraseology
with atomists, 41 in. ;

and weight of

atoms, 416; his use of TroApos, 418;
and ethics of Democritus, 425-6

Epimcnides, 47, 163; cosmogony as-

signed to, 21, 22, 38, 40, 46; on

production ofTartaros by Night and

Air, 22, 44; writings attributed to, 37

Epistemology : Xenophancs on limita-

tions of human knowledge, 179-81;
in fragment of Philolaus, 311;
atomists' views, 423-4

frroxeTcrOai, of the earth riding on air, 153

'E-rrrdui/xos, title of Pherecydes* book, 50

Eratosthenes, 5, 320; on cartography,

103

Erebos, its relation to Hades and

Tartaros, 1 1
; possible Hittite etymo-

logy, 26; place in Hesiodic cosmo-

gony, 26; in Orphic cosmogony, 42,

45; Aristophanes' reference, 44
Eridu, Babylonian myth of, 90-1

Erinyes (Furies), 203, 226

Eros, as rain/semen between sky and

earth, 28; relation to Phanes,

41 n. 3, 45; Zeus, as creator, changes

into, 6 1-2

Esharra, the firmament of earth in Baby-
lonian Creation-epic, 34

tort, ambiguity of in Parmenides, 269,

270 n. i

4Tp6nTiKes, 243-4
Ethics, of Heraclitus, 213; of Democritus,

424-6
Eudemus, 3, 23 n. 2; significance of

Okeanos and Tethys, 1 7 ; position of

Night, 21 ; Time as cosmogonical

figure, 39n. ; his History ofTheology,

39; account of Orphic theogony,

40, 43; on Thales, and astronomy,

80, 81, 83-4, 85, 86, i03n.; on the

moon shining by reflected light,

156 n. 2; on periodic recurrence of

events, 223n. ; on Zeno, 290
eOeorcb, in Democritean ethics, 425
Euripides, on Okeanos as a circle around

the earth, 12; on immortality of

Nature, H7n.; Xenophanes' in-

fluence on, 168; and Anaxagoras,

Eurynome, daughter of Okeanos, 67

Eurytus of Groton, his pebbles, and later

modifications of Pythagoreanism,

3H-I8
Euscbius, as source for Presocratic

thought, 4, 6; his summary of cos-

mogony of Sanchuniathon, 3 in.;

on Zeno, 286 n.

etth/iifT), in Democritean ethics, 425

Examyes, father of Thales, 74, 75n.

Farnell, L. R., 62 n. 3

Favorinus, on Anaximander, 99

Festugiere, A. J., 241 n. i

Fire, produced from seed of Chronos,

57-8, 59n.; in cosmogony of Ana-

ximander, 131, 133, 136, 137; of

Anaximenes, 152; primary con-

stituent in Heraclitus, 188, 433-4;
and the world-order in Heraclitus,

199-203; probably identified with

oclOfip, 200; in Pythagorean cosmo-

logy, 257-60; in Empedocles, 324,

333 338, 346; in Anaxagoras, 382;
in Archelaus, 398; atomist explana-

tion, 420
Fish, in zoogony of Anaximander, 141,

142; Diogenes on their breathing,

443*.

Flux, Platonic interpretation of Hera-

clitean, 186-7, I 96-7> 198 n. 2

Fossils, and Xenophanes' physical studies,

168, 177-8

Frank, E., on fragments of Philolaus, 308

Frankel, H., on Heraclitus fr. 92, 2i2n.

Frankfort, H., and others, Before Philo-

sophy, 9

Frankfort, H., on Nun, 91 n. i

Fritz, K. von, on Pherecydes, 63; on

Xenophanes, 171 n. 2

Fusion, theory of, attributed to Ana-

xagoras, 377
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Gaia, Ge
her offspring, 17-18, 24-5 andn. 2, 26;

classed with Night, Okeanos and
Ouranos in Hesiod, 20; in Hesiodic

cosmogony, 20, 24-5; offspring of

Night, 22 n. i, 40 n. 2; mutilation

myth and her offspring, 35-7 ; mother
of Typhoeus, 70; in Orphic cosmo-

gony, 40, 42-3
in Pherecydes: Chthonie receives her

name, 55, 57 n. 2; slanders Zeus to

Hera, 58-9; represented on em-
broidered cloth, 60- 1

;
her portion, 67

Galen, 2

yocAeof, I42n.

Ge, tee Gaia

Genesis, cosmogony in, 34, 35 n. i

y^veais, whether genuine in Anaxirnan-

der, 117 18

Geometry, introduced to Greece by
Thales, 76-7, 81, 83-4; Anaximan-
dcr as geometer, 99 ; Pythagoras' use

of, 228n.; theorem of Pythagoras,

230

Gigon, O., 204 n.

ginnunga-gapy in Nordic cosmogony, com-

parison with x^s> 28 n. i

yvcburi, Heraclitus' use of, 2O4n.

gnomon, used by Babylonians, 81 ; Anaxi-

mander's use, 81, 99, 102-3;

meaning of the word in mathe-

matics, 244 n. i

Gnosticism, and Ham-Zoroaster identi-

fication, 65 n. 2

God, gods, the divine, 9, 19, 20, 25, 34,

3^-7, 39n., 124; in Pherecydes,

55-72 passim; in Thales, 93-7, 98; in

Anaximander, 116-17, 118; in

Anaximenes, 150-1 ;
in Xenophanes,

167-72, 180-1; in Heraclitus, 192,

I93n., 199, 200-1, 205, 209-10,

212, 214; in Parmenides, 268, 269;
in Empedocles, 326, 349-55, 357,

360

Gomperz, H., 51, 177; on &po^| in

Pherecydes, sgn.; on Pherecydes*
views on the soul, 6on. ; on the oak

and embroidered cloth, 63
y6vtnos, 132, I33n.

Gorgias, 102 n. i ; as pupil of Empe-
docles, 321

Great Year, cycle of, 80, 202 n., 210; in

Hesiod, 352; and cosmic cycle of

Empedocles, 352, 353

Growth, Anaxagoras' theory of, 385-6

Gruppe, O. F., on Orphic beliefs, 38

Gurney, O. R., The Hittites, 9, 33-4,

37 n. i, 68

yvpdv, applied to the earth, I34n.

Giiterbock, H.G.,on the Kumarbi-tablet,

37 n. i

Guthrie, W. K. C., on the Orphics, 37;
on the use of TjAos, 1 56 n. i

Hades, relation to Erebos and Tartaros,

1 1 ; share in division of the cosmos,

i6n., 2on.; identified with Dionysus

(Heraclitus), 212

Halys, river, diverted by Thales, 75-6
Ham, the prophecy of, and Pherecydes,

62, 65 n. 2 ; identified with Zoroaster,

65 n. 2

Harmonia, her marriage-gift from Cad-

mus, 62 n. 3

Harnack, A. von, on Ham-Zoroaster

identification, 65 n. 2

Hecataeus of Abdera, 403 n. i

Hecataeus of Miletus, his map, 103-4;
rebuked by Heraclitus, 182, 189 n. i

;

his date, i83n.

Heidel, W. A., 204 n. i, 247n., 252n.;
on cosmogony of Anaximander, 133
n. i

; on Zeno's arguments against

Pythagoreans, 290-1

Helen, 46, 214
Hellanicus, on Orphic cosmogony, 41-2;

his identity, 42 n. i

Hephaistos, depicts Okeanos on shield of

Achilles, 1 1
, 12; in cosmology of

Empedocles, 324^, 335

Hera, her deception of Zeus, 15-16, 19,

2on. ; guardian of marriage, 57 n. 2,

61; and production of Typhoeus
from egg, 58, 70; represented by
oaken statue in fep6$ ydjios, 62 n. 3;

equated with Ghthonie, 70; in cos-

mology of Empedocles, 324
Heracles, Orphic name for Chronos, 42-3
Heraclides of Pontus, 320; his work on

Heraclitus, 6

Heraclitus of Ephesus, 71, 115 and n.,

116, n8n., 121, 123, H7n., i5in.,

162, 164, 180, 228, 286n., 321, 325
n. i

sources for: Hippolytus, 2, 5-6; Plato,

3; non-Theophrastean influences in

the doxographical tradition, 6

relation to other thinkers, 73, 182-3,

216; Xenophanes' influence, 168,

174, 182; rebukes others, 183,
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Heraclitus of Ephesus (continued)

189 n. i, 218; Parmenides' reference

to, 183, 264, 272; influence on Em-
pedocles, 360 ;

and Diogenes, 430, 433
date and life, 182-4; fictitious anec-

dotes, 182, 183; resignation of

'Kingship', i84n., 2140.; the epi-

thets
*

obscure' and keeping', 184
his book, 184-6
his thought, 186-214
distortion of his views and difficulty of

interpretation, 186-7
the Logos, 187-9, 2O

?
2O4> and the

Delphic oracle, 211, 212, 213; and
human law, 214

essential unity of opposites, 189-91;
the 'road up and down', 189, igon.

unity and plurality from opposites,

i9i-3> 329; god and the Logos, 192;

god as connecting element in ex-

tremes, 192; superiority of god to

man, igsn.

unity unapparent, dependent on ba-

lance between opposites, 1935
dominance of change, and strife be-

tween opposites, 195-6; fire as

example, 200

the river-image illustrates unity

through balance in change, 196-9
fire and the world-order, 199-202;

cf. 55, 88, 433-4; his use of K6anos,

I59n.; the trade-image and world-

order, 199, 202 n.

ecpyrosis attributed to, by Stoics, 186,

iggn., 2O2n.

views on astronomy, 2024, and cf.

15, 83n., 175; Simplicius assigns suc-

cessive single worlds to, 126;

heavenly bodies as bowls of fire, 203;
fire nourished by exhalations from
the sea, 203, 2O4n. ;

maintenance of

measure in change, 203
the nature of wisdom, 204-5
views on the soul, 205-11, and cf. 9,

161-2; waking, sleeping and death,

207-9, 437n., 442; the soul and the

Logos, 209; the fate ofvirtuous souls,

209-11; survival after death, 209,
2 1 1 n. 3 ; suggestion of deification of

some souls, 210 n.i

attitude to conventional religion, 211-

12; and that of the Milesians, 150,

192
ethical and political advice, 212-14

summary of his position, 214-15

Hermippus of Smyrna, 308 ;
as source for

Presocratic thought, 4; on date of

Pherecydes, 49 n. i

Hermodorus, exiled from Ephesus, 183,

Herodotus, on Okeanos, 12; on Thales,

76 ; on Babylonian use ofgnomon, 8 1 ;

and anthropological approach to

religion, 169; on Pythagoras, 223
Hesiod, 19, 59; his attempt to systematize

legend, 8; on relation of earth to

Tartaros, 10-11, 175; and cosmo-

gonical importance of Okeanos, 18;

position of Night in his cosmogony,
20, 24, 40; on the division of the

cosmos, 2on. ; rearrangement of the

Hesiodic figures, 22, 24; composition
of7%e0wy,25-6; methods ofgenera-
tion in, 26 ; primacy and meaning of

X&os, 26-32; mutilation-myth, 347;
non-Greek sources in Theogony, 367 ;

influence on Orphics, 38 ; as source of

Aristophanes' bird-cosmogony, 456 ;

Phoenician affinities, 52, 68; the

Zeus-Typhocus battle an interpola-

tion, 67-8; contrasted with Phere-

cydes, 72; Xenophanes' attack on

gods in, 168-9; rebuked by Hera-

clitus, 189 n. i, 218; and Heraclitus'

views on the soul, 209, 210; on
rule of Kronos in Golden Age, 349 ;

apeniautism (banishment for a Great

Year), 352

[Hesiod], Astronomia, 86

Hesychius, on marriage of Zas and

Ghthonie, 62 n. i ; on writings of

Thales, 85
Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse, 163

Hieronymus, source for Orphic theology,

41, 42 n. i

Hieronymus of Rhodes, 4; on Thales, 83

Hippasus of Metapontium, i47n., 231
n. 3, 232

Hippias of Elis, on Thales, 94

Hippocratic works: use of y6vi|K>s, 132;
and Archelaus' cosmogony, 398 n. 4 ;

and Diogenes, 429, 442n.

Hippolytus of Rome, as source for Pre-

socratics, 2, 5-6, 104-5, 131; on

Anaximander, 104-5, I 3 I
> on Xeno-

phanes, 174, 178; on Heraclitus,

I93n.; on Empedocles, 357

Hippon ofSamos, on water as constituent

material, 8$n., 90 n. i ;
on Thales,

94; confusion about his name, 94 n. a
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Hittite mythology, similarities with Greek

theogonical and cosmogonical stories,

9> 12-13, 33-4, 36-7, 68

Holscher, U., on near-eastern parallels

with Thales, 91 n. i; on separation
ofopposites in Anaximander, 12930

Homer, naive account of the world in, 8,

10-11; on relation of earth to Tar-

taros, i o- 1 1, 88; on Okeanos, 12-13,

14 n. 2, i5n., 21 ; Okeanos as origin

of all things, 15-16; cosmological
references in Aios <5ardnr|, 15-16, 19,

2on.; Plato on, as forerunner of

Heraclitean idea of flux, 17; per-
sonification of Night, 19; and the

soul, 95, 159, 360, 436; animism in,

97 n. : and the Heraclitean tradition,

165 ; Xenophanesand Homeric gods,

169, 170, 171 n. 2, 172; rebuked by
Heraclitus, 189 n. i; copied by Em-

pcdoclcs, 353 n. i
; influence on Em-

pedoclfs, and on Greek verse, 361

Homocomeries, in Anaxagoras, 386-8;
in Archelaus, 397

Hot and cold in Anaximander, 132-3; in

Anaximenes, 148-50; in Heraclitus,

190; in Parmenides, 282; in Mclis-

sus, 305; in Empedoclcs, 329; in

Anaxagoras, 369-70, 380, 381,

383-4; in Archelaus, 396, 397-8; in

Diogenes, 437-8
Humanism : humanist approach replaces

cosmological, 445

'Hylozoism', and Thales' view of soul,

97

lamblichus, 2; on Pythagorean com-

munities, 221 nn. i, 3, 5; on Alc-

maeon, 233 n. i ; on Philolaus and

Eurytus, 307 n.

lAu$, in Orphic cosmogony, 42, 43; in

zoogony of Anaximander, 140, 142

Indefinite, the, see Anaximander (T6

Infinity, Aristotle's attribution of specific

quality to concepts of, 108, no;
Theophrastus on T6 frireipov as

spatially infinite, 108-9; Aristotle

and atomist arguments for, 123-4;
Melissus on, 299-302

Innumerable worlds, in Anaximander,
1 2 1-6; successive, 126; in Anaxi-

menes, 151 n.; in Anaxagoras, 389-

90; in the atomists, 412; in Dio-

genes, 433n., 439

Intelligence (v6t|<jis), and Diogenes'
basic substance, 430, 433-8

Ion of Chios, on Pythagoras and Phere-

cydes, 51; his Pythagoreanism, 302 ;

on Socrates and Archelaus, 395 n. 2

Ionia, development of thought in, 73;
mainland colonists in, 75n.; contacts

with Babylon, 80

Irenaeus, 4
Iris, 174, 391 ; see also Rainbows

Ishtar, 58
Isidorus the Gnostic, on the winged oak

and embroidered cloth, 62-3, 65 n. 2

., 262

Jacoby, F., on identification of Phere-

cydes of Syros, 48n.

Jaeger, W., Theology of the Early Greek

Philosophers, 9; on title of Phere-

cydes' book, 50 n.; on Xenophanes,
i67

Jahwch, 91; contrasted with Elohim in

Genesis, 35 n. i

Jews, and teaching of Pythagoras, 224;
see also Semitic mythology

Justice, and relation of opposites to T6

frrreipov, 1 1 8-2 1, 140; Heraclitus'

amendment of Anaximander's view,

195-6; personified by Heraclitus,

203; spatial extension attributed to

by Stoics, 250

Keb, earth-god in Egyptian mythology,

33
Kerferd, G. B., on date of Anaximenes,

Kirk, G. S., Heraclitus, The Cosmic Frag-

ments, 102 n. i, I5gn., i96n., 198
n. 2, iggn., 204n., 229 n. 3; on T6

chreipov, 1 1 2 n. 3 ; on Anaximander's
innumerable worlds, 122

klepsydra, 342, 37on.

Koivi*j, dialect, i5gn.

K6anos, 159 and n.; development of

meaning of, 228, 229 n. 3

KpccBodvei, in Xenophanes, 171 n. 2

Kranz, W., 44 n. i, 438; on Empedocles
fr. 129, 2i9n.; on Xuthus, 302 n. 3

Kronos, Homer's reference to, i6n.; in

Orphic, Homeric and Hesiodic cos-

mogony, 17-18; in mutilation-myth,

25 n. 2, 28, 34-5, 36, 57; parallel
with Hittite Kumarbi-Anu story, 36 ;

and production of egg, 45, 58-9, 70

(see also Egg) ;
in Orphic cosmogony,
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Kronos (continued)

45, 46 n. i
; association with Chronos,

3911., 45, 46 n. i, 56, 58-9, 66, 67;

fight with Ophioneus, 52, 65-8, 69;
and initial creation, in Pherecydes,

55-6; Pherecydes on etymology,

57 n. i ; as first king of the gods, 67;
in Empedocles' Purifications, 349

Kumarbi, Hittite equivalent to Kronos,

36
Kumarbi-tablet, as evidence of non-

Greek elements in Theogony, 36-7

Kupris (Aphrodite), equated with cos-

mic Love (Empedocles), 349, 350;
her rule, 349, 350, 351, 359

Lampsacus, Anaxagoras at, 363, 364
Law, in Hcraclitus, 214

Lee, H. D. P., on Zeno's arguments
against plurality, 289, 290; on
*

moving rows' paradox, 297n.
Leon, Pythagorean, 233 n. 4

Leucippus, 123, 124, 233 n. i, 371, 372,

395 ; explanation of setting of hea-

venly bodies, 157, 439; debt to Mile-

sians, 162; and Anaxagoras' Mind,

403; indivisible particles in void as

answer to Eleatics, 405-6; on the

shape of the earth, 412, 439; on
chance and necessity, 413 n. i; and

weight of atoms, 415 ; on vision, 423 ;

and Melissus, 430n. ; see also Atomists

(Leucippus and Democritus)
Leviathan, analogous with Tiamat, 91

Light, in Pythagorean Table of Oppo-
sites, 238; as one of primary pair of

contraries (Parmenides), 281

Lightning, Anaximander's explanation,

138-9; Anaximenes', 158; see also

Meteorology
Like-to-like principle, in Anaxagoras,

383-4; in atomism, 411, 413^2,
419-20; in Diogenes, 441-2

Limit and Unlimited, Pythagorean con-

cept of, 239, 240-1, 242, 251, 253,

255 n. 2, 257, 313; Parmenides and,

277, 281; later modifications, 317-
18

Linforth, I. M., on the Orphics, 37,

38
Lobon of Argos, 166; on writings of

Thales, 85
A6yos,inHeraclitus, 188, 192, iggn., 200,

201, 205, 208-9, 212, 214-15

Lorimer, H. L., on Syrie and rpoiral

fjeMoio, 54 nn. 2, 3

Love, Empedocles' attribution of spatial
extension to, 249-50; his identifica-

tion of sexual and cosmic, 330 (see

also Kupris)
Love and Strife, in Empedocles, 249-50,

324, 327-32, 338, 339, 343, 353-5,

358-9; the rule of Strife, 345-6;
transition back to rule of Love,

346-8; Anaxagoras' substitution of

Mind, 374
Lucretius, and Anaxagoras' homoco-

merics, 387-8

Magic, sympathetic, and Pythagorean
rules, 226

Magnetism, Thales on, 93-4, 95, 96, 98;

Diogenes and Empedocles, 440n.

Malta, fossils found at, 1 77
Maori mythology, similarities with Greek,

33,35
Marcus Aurelius, 2

Marduk, in Babylonian Creation-epic,

2on., 34, 68, 90-1

Marriage, Ghthonie and Hera as guar-
dians of, 57 n. 2, 6 1

Mathematics: Thales' discoveries, 83-4;

neglected by other Milesians, 84;

Pythagoras and, 228 n.i, 229-30,

236-7, 242; and Zeno's arguments
against atom-unit-point confusion,

371-2; see also Geometry, Pyramids

Matter, air as basic form of (Anaxi-

menes), 144-8; (Diogenes), 434-8;

Anaxagoras' theory of, 368-72;
dualism of mind and matter, 375;
*

seeds' and *

portions', 377-8; atom-
ists* theory of, 408

Maximus of Tyre, 2

Mazdaism, and Iranian %vran Akarana,

56 n. i

Medicine, influence of study of on cos-

mology, 89; Alcmaeon's interest,

232; his theory of health, 234;
Philolaus' interest, 313; Empedo-
cles as a doctor, 32 1

; study of, and
the experimental method, 342;

Diogenes' medical work, 429
Melissus of Samos, 109, 165, 166, i97n.

date and life, 298-9, 305-6; his naval

successes, 298 ;
association with Par-

menides and Pythagoreanism, 298-

9; his book, 299
Aristotle's opinion of him, 300
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Melissus of Samos (continued)

reality is infinite, 299-302; departure
from Parmenides, 300-2

the One is incorporeal, 3024
his method contrasted with Zeno's,

33"4
atomism foreshadowed, 304-6, 406, 426
and Leucippus, 306, 402, 406, 43on.
and Anaxagoras, 364
and Diogenes, 430n.

Menon, 3; on Philolaus, 312

Mensuration, Thales' work in, 83-4

Mesopotamia, and development of idea

of Okeanos, 13

IIETCC-, implying change rather than

succession, 142

Metapontium, 265, soyn.; death at, of

Pythagoras, 217
Meteorites, Diogenes' explanation, 156,

439; fall of, at Aegospotami (467

B.C.), 392, 439; Anaxagoras' alleged

prediction, 392

Meteorology, Thales and 6th-century
interest in, 89, 90 n. 2 ; Anaximan-
dcr's explanation of phenomena,
137-9; and Anaximenes' choice of

air as material principle, 146; his

explanation, 157-8; Xenophanes',

174; function of the sea, in Xeno-

phanes, 1767; Aristotle's dual-ex-

halation theory, 204 n. i; Anaxa-

goras' interest, 391-2; Simplicius on

Diogenes' book, 428; influence on

Diogenes' thought, 433; see also

Lightning, Meteorites, Rain, Rain-

bows
Metrodorus of Chios, 414 n. 5
Milesian School, 73; rational approach

to cosmogony, 8, 10; practical

activities, 76; and mathematical

theory, 84; contrasted with Pytha-

gorean, 216; see also Anaximander,
Anaximenes, Thales

Miletus, birthplace of Thales, 73, 74; of

Anaximander and Anaximenes, 73;

possibly of Archelaus, 395; and of

Leucippus, 401-2
contact with Egypt, 77, 78; and geo-

graphical knowledge, 104; recession

of the sea reflected in cosmological

ideas, 139, 140; destruction of

(494 B.C.), 143

Mind, in Anaxagoras, 372-5, 376-7, 393;
and single god of Xenophanes, 172;

regarded as a substance, 250; sub-

stituted for Empedocles' Love and

Strife, 374; and motion, 374-5;
Plato's criticism, 384^, 398; Ar-

chelaus' modification, 397; and

Leucippus' vortex-action, 411; ad-

apted by Diogenes, 430, 442
HoTpcc, meaning of in Anaxagoras, 377-

8

Mondolfo, R., on fragments of Philolaus,

3<>9 3ii

Moon, Thales' observations of, 81, 82 n.;

in cosmology of Anaximander, 135

6; of Anaximenes, 155, 156; shines

by reflected light (Xenophanes,
Parmenides, Empedocles, Anaxa-

goras), 156 n. 2, 391; Empedocles'
view, 156 n. 2, 333, 334, 391; An-

axagoras' view, 391-2
Mot (slime), in cosmogony attributed to

Sanchuniathon, 3 in.

Motion, in Anaximander, 126-8, 130;

Anaximenes, 144, 147, 151, 152;
cause of ignition (Xenophanes, Ana-

xagoras), 152; the motionless god of

Xenophanes, 170, 171 n. 2; Par-

menides on Being as motionless,

277, and cf. 319; Zeno's arguments
against, 291-7; Xuthus' argument,

301-2; Empedocles' explanation,

324; Anaxagoras on, 374-5; in

Archelaus, 397-8; atomists' theory

of, 415, 416-18
Musaeus, cosmogony assigned to, 214,

37, 38, 40, 43
Music, Pythagoras' discoveries, 229,

234n. ; linked with K&flapcris, 229 n4;
and Harmony of the Spheres, 259

Muspellsheim, realm of fire in Nordic cos-

mogony, 29 n. i

Mutilation-myth, in Hesiod, 25 n. 2, 28,

34-7, 57; Hittite parallel, 36-7
Mythology, 8; of near-eastern cultures,

similarities with Greek, 9, 12-13,

18-19, 2on., 31 n., 33~4>35 n. 1,36-7,

57, 58, 68, 71-2, 77, 88, 90-2, 97;

Maori, and earth-sky separation, 33,

35 ;
as influence towards monism, 43 1

Naucratis, and Milesian contact with

Egypt, 77

Navigation: Thales and use of the Little

Bear, 75, 82 ;
his star-guide, 85-6

Neanthes of Gyzicus, 4; on Anaximander,
icon.
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Necessity, in Parmenides, 276; in

Empedocles, 351, 353; cf. 195

(Heraclitus)

Neoplatonists, 2; as sources for Orphic
cosmogonies, 39-43

Nestis (Water), in cosmology of Empe-
docles, 324, 335

Nicolaus of Damascus, on Diogenes,

428n., 429

Niflheim, realm of ice in Nordic cosmo-

gony, 29 n. i

Night, cosmogonical concept in Homer,
i6n., 24; personification in Homer,
19, 24; an archaic concept, accord-

ing to Aristotle, 20, 22; in Hesiod,

20, 22, 24, 30-1, 40; in post-Hesiodic

cosmogonies, 20, 214, 40; priority

of, in Orphic cosmogony, 21-4, 38,

40, 43; associated with 'Af|p in pro-
duction of Tartaros, 22 ; gave birth

to Gaia and Ouranos, 22 n. i, 40;

daughter of Phanes, 22 n. i, 40; the

first goddess (Ghrysippus), 23 n. i ;

absolute priority not an early con-

cept, 24; mates with Erebos, 26; off-

spring of Chaos, 26, 31 ;
the halls of

Night in Tartaros, 31; Heraclitus'

connexion with day, 190; in Par-

menides, 278, 281 ; tee also Darkness

Number, in Pythagorean doctrine, 229-

30, 237-8, 243-50, 317-18; numerical

notation, 243; Eurytus and his

pebbles, 313-17; see also Atoms

Oak tree, in Pherecydes, 62-5 ;
at Plataea,

62 n. 3; at Dodona, 64
Occelus, Pythagorean, 302 n. 2

Odd and Even, Pythagorean concept of,

239, 240-1, 242, 245, 253, 317-
18

Ogenos, possibly related to Akkadian

uginna (circle), 62 n. 2; problem of

his position in Kronos-Ophioneus

fight, 69; see also Okeanos

Oinopides of Chios, 80, 81, io3n.
Okeanos

surrounds the earth, source of all

waters, 11-15, 9 1
* 93> XO3~4; a cir-

cular river, 11-12; as broad outer

sea, 12; concept of, independent of

experience, 12; Homeric references

and non-Greek mythology, 13, i8f.;

possible connexion of concept with

Nile floods and Mesopotamia, 13,

18-19; origin of the word and

possible etymology, 14 n. 3; the sun's

passage round, 14; sun and stars

and, in Homer, I5n.
as source and origin of all things, 1 5

19; slight indications of cosmo-

gonical importance in Homer, 15-
16; significance in Plato and Aris-

totle, 1617; evidence of Orphic
poetry, 17-18; priority of, not an

early concept, 18-19; archaic cos-

mogonical position according to

Aristotle, 20; classed with Night,

Gaia, Ouranos, in Hesiod, 20, 26;
in Orphic cosmogony, 22 n. i ; in

Hesiodic, 24-6
Poseidon's share in division of cosmos,

2on.

relation to Pontos, 26n.

provides contact between earth and

sky, 26n.

treated as integral part of the earth's

surface, 63
in battle between Kronos and Ophio-

ncus, 66, 69
as Ogenos, in Pherecydrs, 60- 1

;
re-

presented on embroidered cloth

given to Chthonie, 61, 63, 64-5; see

also Ogenos
Olympus, as Zeus' share in division of the

cosmos, 2on. ;
ruled by Ophion, 66

Onanism,in creation myths, 45, 57-60, 70

Onomacritus, banished from Athens,

23 n. 3

Ophioneus (Ophion), 62; battle with

Kronos, 52, 65-8, 69; analogous to

Typhon, 59; connected with 6915,

66 ; problem of his parentage, 69-70
Ophionids, 68n.

Opposites

generation by, in Hesiodic cosmogony,
26

in Anaximander, 107-8, 113-14, 119-
2 1

; separation from the Indefinite,

129-31
Anaximenes' attitude, 147, 149
in Heraclitus, 2, 119; essential unity

of, 189-94

Pythagoreanism and, 229, 234; the

Table of Opposites, 238 (quoted),

240-1, 251, 257, 277, 279, 284,

285 n.; see also Limit and Unlimited,
Odd and Even

Parmenides and, 271-2, 277, 279,

280-2, 282-3, 284

Empedocles and, 329, 352-3
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Opposites (continued)

in Anaxagoras, 191, 369-70, 378-81,

382-5
in Archelaus, 398

Oracles, Heraclitus and, 211, 212, 213;
oracular literature reflected in Par-

menides, 268

Origen, 2, 5; quoting Celsus, on Phere-

cydcs, 6-4-n.

Ormazd, good principle of Zoroastri-

anism, 241 n. i

Orpheus, non-Orphic elements attri-

buted to, in Apollonius' Argo-

nautica, 33 n. 2, 67 n. i

Orphics, 8; poetry as testimony for cos-

mogonical importance of Okeanos,

17-18; priority of Night, 21-2; cult

and belief, 37-8; cult-societies and

Pythagorean communities, 37, 220;
elements duiivcd from the Theogony>

38 ;
oriental influences, 39 n. i ; the

egg in cosmogony, 39, 41-8, 132, and

we Egg; Neoplatonist accounts of

Orphism, 39 -43 ; Night and Phancs

in Orphic Rhapsodies, 40; date and

origin of the Rhapsodies, 40 n. i
;

the 'usual Orphic theology', 41;

Hieronymus and Hcllanicus, 41-2;

Athenagoras, 42-3 ; date of develop-
ment of Orphic cosmogony, 46-8;
connexion of Kronos with Ghronos,

56 n. i ; Empedocles and Orphic my-
thology, 349, 351 ;

the primal sin, 351

Orthomencs, possibly father of Xeno-

phanes, 163; identified with Xuthus,

302

Ortygie, 52, 53, 54 nn. 2, 3

oupavoi, as celestial spheres, 116, 125

Ouranos, classed with Night, Okeanos,

Gaia, in Hesiod, 20; an archaic

cosmogonical concept, according to

Aristotle, 20; offspring of Night, 23
n. i

; successor of Phanes in Orphic

Rhapsodies, 22n., 40; in Hesiodic

cosmogony, 2434; fertilizing the

earth, 29 n. 2, 393 n. i ; in Hesiodic

mutilation-myth, 34-5, 57; etymo-

logical parallel with Hittite Anu,
36; produced by Night, in Orphic
Rhapsodies, 40, 43 ; Athenagoras on

production from egg, 42-3

Pain, in Anaxagoras' theory of percep-

tion, 394; and pleasure, Empedocles'

explanation, 340; Diogenes', 442

TToMvrovos, I93n., 195 n. 2, 272n.

s, of atoms, 418

Pamphile, on Thales as geometer, 84n.

Panathenaia, no connexion with Phere-

cydes' winged oak, 63, 64n.

Papa (earth), in Maori myth, 33, 35
Parmenides of Elea, 73, nsn., 119, 143,

1 80, 220, 364
sources for, i, 3
the One and the single god of Xeno-

phanes, i7on., 1712
possible reference to Heraclitus, 1 83, 272
date and life, 263-5; visit to Athens

and meeting with Socrates, 263,

267n.; as pupil of Xenophanes,
164, 165, 171, 264, 265; early associ-

ation with Pythagoreanism, 265,

274; Zeno's reaction to criticisms of

him, 287
his poem: contents, style, importance,

265-6; inconsistency of the two

parts, 266, 284-5
the proem, 266-8; emphasis on

religious nature of revelation, 268;

description of Truth, 268

the Way of Truth, 269-78; the pre-

mise, 269-70; ambiguity of <m,

269, 27on. i; approach to appre-
hension of the abstract, 270, 304;
two false premises, 270-2; compro-
mise and the Way of Seeming, 271
2 ;

deductions from the true premise,

2727; denial of time, the void,

plurality, 272-5; reality, 275-7;
indivisible, 275; motionless, finite,

spherical, 276-7, 279; summary,
277-8

transition to Way of Seeming, 278-82 ;

sense and reason, and the two ways,

279, 280-1 ; the Way ofSeeming and

Pythagoreanism, 280; treatment of

contraries, 2812
the sensible opposites, 2823
astronomy, 230, 283-5
reaction of later systems to concept of

Being, 319; Empedocles, 323-5, 326,

329, 360; Melissus, 298, 300, 301;

Anaxagoras, 368-70; atomists, 426
Paros, fossils found at, 1 77, 1 78

Peck, A. L., 367
-rrevreiiuxos, rejected as title of Phere-

cydes' book, 50 n. i

Pericles, defeated at sea by Melissus, 298;
and Anaxagoras, 362, 364, 365^
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, used of air, 114, 11511., 159

ts, of atoms, 418
Phaethon, 140

Phanes, in Orphic cosmogony, 2 an., 40,

41 and n. 3, 43n., 46 n. 2, 47; rela-

tion to Eros, 41 n. 3, 45

Pherecydcs of Athens, 48, 50

Pherecydes of Leros, 48

Pherecydcs of Syros
relevance of his cosmogonical ideas,

8-9; his approach to cosmogony,

4s ..
personification of Time, 39n., 46 n. i,

56n.
date and book, 49-50 ; the title, 50, 58
life and legend, 50-4; miracles con-

nected with Pythagoras, 49, 50-1,

6on., 2 1 8 n. 3 ; near-eastern affinities,

52, 65 n. 2, 68, 712; the solstice-

marker, 52-4, 8 1

contents of his book, 54-7 1 ; primeval
deities and creation, 55-60; his ad-

diction to etymology, 55-6, 59n.,

62 n. 2, 71; Chthonie-Ge, 55-6; his

connexion of Chronos with Kronos,

56-7 (cf. 45); initial creation by
Chronos, 57-60; the seven recesses,

49> 50, 58, 60; later interpretations
of Chronos' creation from his own
seed, 57-8, 444 ; Kronos-Chronos* im-

pregnation of eggs, 58-60 ; interpre-
tation of x&os, 59n. (cf. 27) ;

views on
the soul attributed to, 6on.

wedding of Zeus and Chthonie and the

embroidered cloth, 60-2, 68-9; the

embroidery an allegory of creation,

6 1 2, 69; Eros in the wedding, 612
the winged oak and the cloth, 62-5;

interpretations of the oak, 635 ;
the

oak as foundations ofthe earth, 64-5 ;

Pherecydes' world-picture, 64-5
the fight between Kronos and Ophio-

neus, 65-8
similarities with Zeus-Typhoeus battle,

67-8; near-eastern parallels, 68

order of events, 68-71; division of

the cosmos, 69; missing incidents,

^9> 7 1 ; problem of parentage of

Ophioneus, 69-70
summary of his position, 71-2; con-

trast with Hesiod, 72; compared
with Thales, 72

Philo ofByblus, and Sanchuniathon, 3 1 n. ;

on Pherecydes' borrowings from

Phoenicians, 68

Philodemus, 23 n. 2, 44
Philolaus of Croton, 220, 233n., 239

n. ; and the Counter-Earth doctrine,

259; date, 307; associated with

Eurytus, 307; story of Plato's pla-

giarism, 308; authenticity of the

fragments rejected, 308-11; other

evidence for Philolaus, 312-13;

physiological and medical interests,

312-13; similarities between his

embryological theories and Py-

thagorean cosmogony, 313

Philoponus, 252n.

90opo:, whether genuine in Anaximander,

117-18

91X0(709(0, first use of attributed to

Pythagoras, 229 n. 3

9X0165, in cosmogony of Anaximander,

i33n., 142

Phoenicia, cosmogony of and Hesiod's

Chaos, 3 1 n. ; Phoenician affinities in

Hesiod, 52, 68; in Phcrecydes, 52,

68; Thales* Phoenician ancestry,

74, 75; use of stars in navigation, 75,

82

Phokos of Samos, 84, 86

9p7 jv, in Xenophanes, 171 n. 2

OUCTIKCOV 86ai, see Theophrastus

9uais, conventional use in book-titles,

101, 102 n. i, 166, 185, 299

Physiology, influence of study of on cos-

mology, 89 and n. i
, 93 ; Alcmaeon's

interest in, 232; Philolaus' theories,

312-13; Empedocles' contribution,

340; and Diogenes, 431-2, 436,

440-3, 444
TT(ATI<JIS, applied to condensation of air,

Pindar, on Chronos as Trdvrcov

56 n. i
;
and the cosmic cycle of

Empedocles, 348
Placita, derived from Theophrastus, 4; of

Aetius, 5

Planets, in cosmology of Anaximander,

136-7; in Anaximenes, 155; in

Empedocles, 333

Plants, and doctrine of reincarnation,

224; in Empedocles, 224, 340; in

Anaxagoras, 393
Plato

as source for Presocratic thinkers:

laxity in quotation, i ; his comments
and references, 3

and cosmological significance of Oke-

anos, 16-17
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Plato (continued)

on Homer as forerunner of Heraclitean

idea of flux, 1 7

concept of space, 26

on Orphic oracles and dispensations,

37

concept of Time in Timaeus, 3Qn.
on date of Epimenides, 45
and Pherecydcs, 7 in.

on Thales, 79, 82, 94 n. i

on successive worlds, 122

motion in the Timaeus, 128

on the earth supported by air, 153
on Xenophanes, 165; the Phaedo myth

and, 175
on the Heraclitean school, i85n.
his interpretation of Jleraclitus, 186,

187, 196-7, 19811.2, 209 n.2

on Pythagoras, 216, 218; and Py-

thagorean view of health, 234
possibly influenced by Alcmaeoii, 234,

35
and existence without spatial exten-

sion, 250, 330
on Parmenides, 263, 265, 301 ; his reply

to, 319
on Zeno, 286, 287, 299
on Philolaus, 312; story of his plagi-

arism, 308
and Empedocles' theory of evolution,

338; his view of the soul in relation

to Empedocles, 360
criticism of Anaxagoras' use of Mind,

384n., 398
Pleasure and pain, Empedocles' expla-

nation, 340; Diogenes', 442
rrMipTis, meanings of, 96

Pliny, the Elder, 74n. ; on early astrono-

my, 101, iO3n.

Plotinus, 2

Plurality, Pluralism: Parmenides' di-

lemma, 272-5, 319; Zeno's argu-
ments against, 288-91; Melissus',

306; Empedocles and, 329; Anaxa-

goras' reaction, 36870; and Zeno's

attack, 370-2; types of, related to

opposites, 369; of Empedocles and

Anaxagoras, Diogenes' answer, 43 1-2

Plutarch

as source for Presocratic thought, i
, 6 ;

false ascription to of the Epitome of

Physical Opinions, 5 ; and of the pseu-
do-Plutarchean Stromateis, 6

on identification of Chronos with

Kronos, 56 n. i

on oriental influence on Thales, 77,

92 n.; star-guide, 85
his use of y6vino$, 132
on Anaximenes, 148
on Heraclitus, I93n., 2i2n.

on Empedocles, 326n., 331, 360

[Plutarch] Stromateis, 6, 104-5, 124

TrvEunoc, in Anaximenes, 146-7, 161;

comparison with HA/XI*), 158-62

Polycrates of Samos, 99, 100, 217
Pontos (sea), 18, 26

Porphyry, 2

on Pherecydes, 51, 58; on his use of

Sxpoi
1

!, 59n.; Neoplatonist bias in his

interpretation, 60
on Heraclitus, igsn.
on Diogenes, 428n.

Poseidon, 349; his share in the division

of the world, i6n., 2on.

Posidonius, on Heraclitus, 209 n.2; on
the atomists, 423 n.

Presocratic thought, schools of (general

summaries): Ionian, 73; Italian,

216; post-Parmenidean, 319; see also

Succession-writers

Prime Mover, of Aristotle, and Xeno-

phanes' god, 172

Pritchard, J. B. (ed.), Ancient Near

Eastern Texts, 9, I3n., 2 in., 33-4,

36 n. i, 37n., 57, 68

Probus, on connexion between Chronos
and Kronos, 56 n. i

Proclus, as source for Presocratic thought,
2 ;

on Thales as geometer, 84
H/VXI*), compared with dcifa by Anaximenes,

158-62; distinguished from 0vn6s in

Homer, 159, 436; see also Soul

Psychology, Heraclitus and rationalizing

of, 206

Purification, ritual, and Pythagorean
rules, 225-6

Pyramids, measured by Thales, 81, 83

Pythagoras, 163, 164, 1 66, 214, 215, 216,

307n., 321
sources for : Porphyry and lamblichus,

2; Hippolytus, 5-6

interpretation of x^S, 26

and Ionian thinkers, 73; possible in-

fluence of Anaximander, 1 36
Aetius on his knowledge of the

Zodiac, 8 1

his use of x6apos, i59n., 228, 229 n. 3
life and date: i83n., 217-19; legend of

his connexion with Pherecydes, 49,

50-1, 60 n. i, 2i8n.3; slight evi-
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Pythagoras (continued)

dence for connexion with Anaxi-

mander, icon.; rebuked by Hera-

clitus, 182, 189 n. 1,218-19; obscurity
of the tradition, 218; early evidence

establishes his historical character,

21819; study of arithmetic, 242
the Pythagorean School, its general

position, 216

the early Pythagorean community,
219-21; Plato on, 216; and Orphic
cult-societies, 37, 220; attribution to

Pythagoras of later discoveries, 220;
the rule of silence, 221 n. 2

mystical side of his teaching, 222-7;

transmigration of souls, 222-4, 262;

Xenophanes on transmigration, 181,

222, 223; reincarnation and periodic
recurrence of events, 223n.; kinship
of all living things, 223-4; origin of

the doctrines, 224; plants and

animals, 224; rules of abstinence,

etc., 225-7; their origin, 226; list of

rules, 226n.; Acousmatics-Mathe-

maticians, 227, 262

his interest in science, 227-30; con-

nexion with religion, 228; astro-

nomical observation, 228; scientific

achievements (music and mathe-

matics), 22930
Pythagoreanism, prc-Parmenidean

the problem of dating, 236
Aristotle's summary, 236-40; the

Table of Opposites, 238, 240-1;
dualism, 240-1 ;

Limit and Un-

limited, Odd and Even, 242; the

nature of number, 243-5; nu-

merical notation, 243; equation of

Even with Unlimited, Odd with

Limit, 243-4; units have magni-
tude, 245-8; unit-points as basis of

physical matter, 2478, 255 n. 2 ;

things equal numbers, 248-50; con-

fusion of concrete and abstract

existence, 249-50

cosmogony, 25062; the first unit,

250-2; biological conception and
Table of Opposites, 2512, 255 n. 2;

the void, 252-3; points, lines, planes
and solids, 2536 ; qualitative distinc-

tions, 256-7; Parmenides' attack on,
2 74> 2 75> 276-7; similarities in Philo-

laus, 313

astronomy: the Counter-Earth, and

Harmony of the Spheres, 257-60

the soul, 261-2; suggested reconcilia-

tion of different views, 262

Zeno's arguments against, 28897
influence on Empedocles, 335

Eurytus* modifications, 316-18
see also Atoms (confusion with points
and units), Limit and Unlimited,
Odd and Even, Transmigration

TTu0oy6pio$ distinguished from riuOayo-

ptKos, 262

Rain, impregnating earth, 28, 393 and

n. i; Anaximander's explanation,

138, 140; Ariaximenes', 158, 177;
Heraclitus on, 201

Rainbows, Anaximenes' explanation,

158, 174; Xenophanes', 174; Anaxa-

goras', 391

Rangi (sky), in Maori myth, 33, 35
Ras Shamra, 3 in., 68

Raven, J. E., Pythagoreans and Eleatics,

Re, sun-god, 13 n. i, 33, 57, 68

*Pfj, as name for Rhca, 56
Reason and sense, and Parmenides' Ways

of Truth and Seeming, 197, 266,

279, 280-1, 284
Recesses, in cosmogony of Pherecydes,

49> 5> 58 > 7

Reincarnation, as element of Orphic
beliefs, 37; in Pythagoras, 222-4;
in Empedocles, 351-5

Respiration, Empedocles' views on, 341-2 ;

Diogenes', 441-3
Rhea, in Homeric, Hesiodic and Orphic

cosmogony, 17-18, 45; mother of

Zeus, 36 ;
and production of egg, 45,

48, 58-9, 70; in Pherecydes, 56;

supplants Eurynome, 66

Rhipaean mountains, 157

Richardson, H., on Pythagorean astro-

nomy, 26on.

Rohde, E., Psyche, 9

Ross, Sir D., i27n., 218 n. i, 233 n. i,

241 n. 2, 245n., 252n.; on the

meaning of gnomon, 244 n. i
;

on

Platonic theory of numbers, 246n. ;

on Zeno's arguments, 289, 293 n.

St Elmo's fire, Xenophanes' explanation,

174

Salmoxis, said to be slave of Pythagoras,

2i7n., 219

Samos, birthplace of Pythagoras, 217; of

Melissus, 298
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Sanchuniathon, cosmogony attributed to,

3in., 42 n. 1,47
Sardis, 73, 8 1, 97; capture of (546/5 B.C.),

5, 7411., 143, 14411.; (498 B.C.), 14311-

Scepticism, influence on the doxo-

graphical tradition, 6; and Scxtus'

interpretation of Heraclitus, 208,

209 nn.

Science, Pythagoras' interest and achieve-

ments in, 227-30; scientific method,

I49n., 335, 342; see also Astronomy,

Biology, Embryology, Magnetism,
Medic inc, Meteorology, Physiology

Scythinus, his metrical version of Hera-

clitus, 210

Sea, as Poseidon's share in division of the

cosmos, 2011.; salinity derived from

the earth, 12; Diogenes' true expla-
nation of salinity, 439; formation of,

in Egyptian mythology, 90-1 ; cos-

mological idea of its drying up, 139

40, 439; function of, in Xenophanes,
176-7; his earth-sea transformation,

177-9; m Heraclitean cosmos, 201;
see also Okearios, Pontos

Semen , and early cosmogonical myths, 57,

and we Onanism; in Stoic physio-

logy, 57 8; Aristotle on, 93; Dio-

genes on, 436, 444
Semitic mythology, and parallel with

Greek, 34, 35 n. i, 68, 91

Senses, Sensation, Heraclitus on correct

interpretation, 189 n. 2; and reason,

and Parmcnidcs* Ways, 197, 266,

279, 280-1, 283, 284; Aristotle on

smell, 211 n. 2 ;
Alcmaeon's re-

searches, 233 n. 3; Melissus' attack

on validity of, 305-6; Empedocles'

defence, 325; Empedocles on sense-

perception, 340, 343-4, 423; Anaxa-

goras' views, 393-4; atomists' theory
of sensation and thought, 42on.,

421-4; Diogenes on pleasure and

pain, 441-2
Seth, equated with Typhoeus/Typhon,

68

Sethians, Gnostic sect, 65 n. 2

Seven Sages, 49, 74n., 82, 86

Sex, differentiation of, in Empedocles'

theory of evolution, 338, 340
Sextus Empiricus, 25 n. i

;
as source for

Presocratic thought, i
;
on Phere-

cydes, 5gn. ;
on Heraclitus, 208, 209

nn.; on Anaxagoras, 394; on the

atomists, 424 and n.

Sharks, and zoogony of Anaximander,

Shield of Achilles, representation of

Okcanos on, 1 1
, 12; contrasted with

embroidered cloth given to Chthonie,
61

Shu (air god), in Egyptian mythology, 33
HAAoi, 1 66

Simmias of Thebes, and Alcmaeon's

theory of health, 234.

Siinplicius, as source for Presocratic

thought, i, 2, 3 -4

on Thales, 93 n.

on Anaximander, I27n., 130; his

version of Theophrastus' account of

T6 dmipov, 104-8; and Aristotle's at-

tribution of an intermediate sub-

stance, 1 1 1 ; 011 reason for choice of

primary substance, 113; and the

extant fragment, 117-18; and appli-
cation ofatomist-type worlds, 124-5;
on separation-0;f of opposites, 1 29-
30

on Anaximenes, 145, 151 n.

on Xenophanes, 166

on Heraclitus, i99n.
on Pythagoreanism, 252-3^, 259n.
on Parmenides, 271, 28111., 282n.

;
and

preservation of his poem, 265 -6

on Melissus, 299
on Xuthus, 301
his preservation of the fragments of

Anaxagoras, 366, 368, 380; on

homoeomeries, 388; and question of

innumerable worlds, 390
on the atomists, 413 n.3, 41 7n.
on Diogenes, 428-9, 430, 431, 432n.,

433, 436
Sin, the primal, in Empedocles, 350-4,

355

aKt60r|pcc, possibly name of natural

feature, 99, 102-3

Sky, like a bowl, 10, 155, 156; relation

to earth and Tartaros, 10 n; im-

plies advent of Night and Day, 20;

separation from earth, in Hesiodic

cosmogony, 24-32; in Greek litera-

ture, 32-3; in non-Greek sources,

33-4; relation of Greek and Hittite

versions to a common archaic ac-

count, 36-7; in Babylonian mytho-
logy, 90 ;

see also Ouranos

Snell, B., 19 in.

Snow (and hail), Anaximenes1

expla-

nation, 158
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Socrates, 215, 221 n. 3, 263, 366 n.i,

38411., 434, 445; and Parmenides,

263 ; pupil of Archclaus, 395

Solon, on XP VOU Bfioi, 56n., 120; visit

to Sardis, 8 1 n. i
; possible anticipa-

tion of Xenophanes, 171 n. 3; on

wisdom, 204n.; on personal re-

sponsibility, 214

Sophists, vii; Archclaus and their view of

right and wrong, 399 n. 2

Sotion of Alexandria, 401 ; originator of

AiaSoxoci, 4, loin. ; Apollodorus of

Alexandria's debt to, 4-5 ;
on Hera-

clitus, 182; on Parmenides, 265; on

Anaxagoras, 364
Soul

pre-philosophical views: the Homeric

psyche, 9, 95, 206; the psyche and

6v/ia6$, 159, 436; Orphic instructions

for souls of the dead, 38; in Phere-

cydes, Go
in Thales, souls as gods, 94; as motive,

95; attributed to inanimate objects,

93-7
in Anaximenes, cosmic air and breath-

soul comparison, 158-62, 206

Heraclitus' view, 160, 161-2, 205-11,

214, 2*15; compared to spider, 207
n. 2 ;

and cf. 9
in cosmology of Pythagoras, 224, 234,

261-2; as an attunement of physical

opposites, 234, 358; cf. 9, and see also

Transmigration
Alcmaeon on motion of, 235, 262

Empedocles' view, 323, 345, 351-5,

355-6, 358-9 ; the fall of the soul and
the cosmic cycle, 348, 350-1 ; indi-

vidual survival, 356-7
in the theory of the atomists, 420,

422

Diogenes' view, 434-8
Sources for Presocratic thought, 1-7;

direct quotation, 1-3; testimonia>

3-7; the doxographical tradition,

4-6 ;
see also Aristotle, Doxographical

tradition, Plato, Scepticism, Sim-

plicius, Stoics, Theophrastus

Space, as interpretation of x<*$> 26;

spatial extension inseparable from

existence in Presocratic thought,
245~97 passim, 300 n.2 ; concept of in

Zeno's argument, 292; his argu-
ment against, 297, 302; association

with void, 302 n. i
;
and theory of

atoms, 408

Sparla, Anaximander's association with,

99, 102-3, i4n.
cmipixx, meaning in Anaxagoras, 377-8;

see also Semen

Speusippus, on Pythagorean cosmogony,
254; on Parmenides, 264; on Philo-

laus, 312
Stars, bathe in Okeanos (Homer), I5n.;

archaic observations, 86; in cosmo-

logy of Anaximander, 136-7; in

Anaximenes, 143, 154, 155; Em-
pedocles' view, 333 (cf. 155); Anax-

agoras', 391; see also Astronomy,
Navigation

Stein, H., 223

OT9<5cvai, in Parmenides' astronomy, 280,

284

Stephanus of Byzantium, 62 n. 2 ; on

Diogenes, 42 7 n.

Stobaeus, John, 2; source for Aetius, 5,

124; on Xenophanes, 166; on ethics

of Democritus, 425
Stoics, Stoicism, influence on the doxo-

graphical tradition, 6; interpi elation

of x<*o$, 26-7, 56, 59 n. i
; Chrysippus

and Orphic theogoiiical ideas, 23
n. i

; influence on Orphic cosmo-

gony, 43; interpretation of Phere-

cydes' account of creation, 57-8, 61 ;

and interpretation of Thales, 90 n. 2,

g6nn.; and Heraclitus, 186. i99n.,

2O2n., 204n., 2o6n., 208, 209x111.;

view of justice as spatially extended,

250
Strabo, 2

Strife, personified in Hesiod, 25 n. 2; as

justice in Heraclitus, 119, 195; as

Heraclitus' metaphor for change,

195-6; Strife and Love in Empe-
docles, 249-50, 324, 327-32, 338,

339, 343, 345-6
Succession-writers, as sources of Pre-

socratic thought, 4, 5, 10 in.; on the

date of Anaximenes, 143

Sun
sails round Okeanos in a golden bowl,

14, 156, 203; as a bowl, 15, 203; rises

from Okeanos, 15; sails across the

sky, 15, 90
solar observation: Thales', 74, 79-82;

Babylonian, 80, 81; solstice-marker,

52-4, 81; establishment of cycle of

solstice, 79-8 1
; discovery ofobliquity

of the ecliptic, 81, 101, iO3n.; ratio
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Sun (continued)

of diameter to celestial path, 82n.;

archaic, 86; of Anaximander, 99,

102-3; of Empedocles, 335
in cosmology: Anaximander, 133,

135-6* i39> J 42; Anaximcnes, 154,

155-6; Xenophanes, 172-3; Hera-

clitus, 203 (cf. 15); Empedocles,

333-5; Anaxagoras, 392 (cf. 152);

Diogenes, 439
see also Astronomy

Sundials, 99, 102-3; see a^so gnomon
Syracuse, 164; connexion with Syrie im-

probable, 54 n. 2; fossils found at,

177

Syrie, in Homer's reference to the Tpcnral

faMoio, 524
Syros, the solstice-marker at, 52-4, 81

Tannery, P., on Thalcs' eclipse, 7411. ; on
motion in Anaximander, 128; on

Zcno, 290; on Anaxagoras, 367
T&SIS, 120

Tartaros, 18; its relation to earth and sky,

10- 1 1, 175; to Hades and Erebos, 1 1
;

Homer's references to, i6n.; in

Hcsiodic cosmogony, 20; associated

with Night in Hesiodic and Orphic

cosmogonies, 22, 24-5, '30-1, 4^;
produced by Night and 'Ar|p (Epi-

menides), 22; Night surrounds the
*
throat' of, 23; Aristophanes' re-

ference, 44; Pherecydes' account,

64n., 65 n. i, 66, 67; Hesiod's

description related to Pherecydes'

winged oak, 64

Taylor, A. E., on the trial of Anaxagoras,

364
Teleology, of Diogenes, 430, 433

Tethys, cosmogonical position of, 15,

17-18, 67; Aristotle on, 17

Tetractys of the Decad, 230 n. 2

Thales of Miletus, 3, 8, 16, 49, 50, 73, 108,

163, 178, 200

Hippolytus as source for, 5-6

compared with Pherecydes, 72
life and practical activities, 74-84;

date, 74, 100; nationality, 74-5;
astronomical and navigational work,

74, 75, 79-83, 86; as statesman and

engineer, 75-6 ; as type of practical

man, 76; as geometer, 76-7, 83, 97;
visit to Egypt, 76-8, 83, 84n., 97; on

the flooding of the Nile, 77-8;
anecdotes on, 78-9, 82, 84n.;

measurement of the pyramids, 81,

83-4; mathematical discoveries, 83-4
writings, 84-6, 102 n. i, 184-5

cosmology, 87-98; oriental influences

and similarities, 9, 12, 88, 89, 90-2,

97; water as principle of all things,

87-93, 97-8, 125; earth floats on

water, 87-9, 134 (cf. 13, 17, 77);

theory of earthquakes, 92 ; origin of

importance attached to water, 89-

91; earth originates from water,

923; summary of his views on

water, 93; water as dnrEipov, 9311.,

109; life in the apparently inani-

mate, 93-7, 127-8, 147; the soul as

motive, 95-6; 'all things full of

gods', 96-7
his work and thought summarized,

97-8; 'hylozoism', 97; as the first

philosopher, 98, 100

influence on Anaximenes, 162; and

Xenophanes' concept of god, 172

Theano, disciple of Pythagoras, 221 n. 2

Thcilcr, W., on writings of Diogenes, 428
Themistius, i27n., 252n.

Theodoretus, 4, 5

Thcophrastus
his cpuaiKcov 56ai as source for Pre-

socratic thought, 3-4, 6; his debt to

Aristotle, 4, 6-7 ; his place in the doxo-

graphical tradition, 4, 5, 6-7
on Thalcs, 85, Sgn., 90 nn., 93, 95n.
on Anaximander: date, 100; versions

of his account of the originative sub-

stance, 104-7; and tne extant frag-

ment, 117, 1 2 1 ; and attribution of

atomist argument, 123-4; attri-

bution ofatomist-type worlds, 124-6,

128, 130, 15 in., 412; on eternal

motion, 127, 128; on separation of

opposites, 129-30; the Indefinite

likened to Anaxagoras' mixture,

131 n. 2; formation of the cosmos,

131-3; meteorology, 1 38 ; drying up
of the sea, 1 39

on Anaximenes: date, 143; book, 144;
lost work on, 145; cosmology, 152,

153; attribution of innumerable

worlds, 151 n.

on Xenophanes, 1667 ;
as Parmenides'

master, 165; on his single god, i67n.,

172; on his views on the sun, 1 73
on Heraclitus: his iieXayxoAia, 184; and

Aristotle's interpretation, 186; on
the 'road up and down', i go-in.;
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Theophrastus (continued)

the trade-image, 202 n.; the hea-

venly bodies, 203 ; exhalations, 2O4n.
on Alcmaeon's views on sense-percep-

tion, 233 n. 3
on Parmenides' Way of Seeming,

279-80, 283
on Empcdocles' explanation of sense-

perception, 343
on Anaxagoras' cosmology, 383 n. i

on Archelaus' adaptation of Anaxa-

goras, 397 ; his lost work on, 398 n. i

on the atomists, 402, 403; their theory
of sense-perception, 422, 423

on Diogenes' eclecticism, 430; and his

acceptance of the void, 433n.; his

physiology, 441-2

Theopompus, on Pherccydes of Syros, 51

Oecopta, in Pythagoreanism, 228

Theriomorphism, origin of in Greece,

39 n. i

Theron of Acragas, 348

Thought, Empedocles on relation to

perception, 344-5; atomists, 422-4

Thrasylus (Thrasyllus), and Democritus,

404
6vn6s and vfux^, distinction in Homer, 159,

436
'

Thurii, foundation of, 5, 320, 321

Tiamat, in Babylonian Creation-epic,

i3n., 2on., 34, 68, 71-2, 90-1

Timaeus, on Xenophancs, 163; as source

for Parmenides, 265

Time, as cosmogonical concept, 39 n. i,

56-7, and see Ghronos; 'assessment

of Time' inAnaximander,56n., 120-

i
; Parrnenides' view, 273-4; concept

of, in Zeno's arguments, 293, 294-5
Timon of Phlius, and Xenophanes, 166,

i7on.; on Hcraclitus, 184

Titans, Homer's references to, i6n.;

parentage of, 18, 45; subjection of,

2 in., 23, 27-8, 58; list of, in Hesiod,

24-5; Neoplatonist etymology of

TiT(5cv, 44n.

Transmigration, ridiculed by Xeno-

phanes, 1 8 1, 222 ;
Herodotus on, 223 ;

Pythagoras' teaching, 222-4; an<^

teaching of Alcmaeon, 262; in Em-

pedocles, 351-5

Typhoeus (Typhon), 2 in., 57n., 70; fight

with Zeus, 52, 67-8; produced from

egg, 58-9; snake-headed, 66; mates

with Echidna, 67 n. 2, 68n.; equated
with Egyptian Seth, 68

Ugarit, 3 in., 68

Ullikummi, Song of, 33-4, 37 n. I

Upelluri, in 'Song of Ullikummi', 33-4
CrmSiTTEpos, 63

Varro, used the Vetusta Placita, 5

Verdenius, W. J., on Heraclitus' views on
the soul, 210 n.2

Vetusta Placita, as source of doxographical
summaries, 5

Vlastos, G., 204n.; interpretation of

X&os, 3 in.; on opposites in Anaxi-

mander, nS-ign.; on the Indefinite

as a mixture, 131 n. 2; on cosmo-

gonical process in Anaximander,

132-3; on Heraclitus' 'road up and
down ', 191 n.

;
on TrotMvrpoTros, I93n. ;

on Heraclitean flux, 198 n. 2; inter-

pretation of Heraclitus fr. 30, I99n.;
on Heraclitus' views on the soul,

206; on Alcmaeon, 234n.; on

'number-atomism', 247 n.; on Melis-

sus, 300 n. 2
;
on Empedocles' theory

of respiration, 342 n. 2 ; on Anaxa-

goras, 367; on Democritus, 403-4;
on Anaxagoras and Democritus,

414 n. 6; on Democritean ethics,

425, 426n.

Void, in Pythagorean cosmogony, 252-3 ;

Parmenides' demolition of the con-

cept, 274, 275, 277, 319; relation to

space, 302 n. i
;

and Empedocles'

theory of sense-perception, 344n.,

4o6n., 408, 409 n. 3; Anaxagoras'

equation with Not-being, 37on.

accepted by Leucippus, 405; atomist

view, 408; Diogenes and, 432-3
Vortex, Aristotle on, in Anaximander

and Anaximenes, 128-9, 130, 132,

135, 152 n. 2; in Democritus, 132;

separating-ofT from vortex, in Anax-

agoras, 133 n. 2, 374-5, 382-3, 398,

438; in theory of the atomists, 411,

4i2n., 413 nn. 2 and 3, 416, 419-20;
in Diogenes, 438-9

Walzer, R., 2O4n.; (tr.), Galen, On
Medical Experience, 429

War, as Heraclitus' metaphor for change,

195-6

Wasserstein, A., on Babylonian measure-

ment of the ecliptic, 82 n.

Water, earth floats on, 13, 77, 87-9, 90-2,

97 ;
male and female principles of, in

Babylonian Creation-epic, i3n.; pri-
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Water (continued)

ority of, in Orphic cosmogony, 41-2;

produced from seed of Chronos,

57-8, 59n. ; in cosmology of Thales,

87-93, 97-8; and the soul, in Hera-

clitus, 206, 442; Nestis, in Empe-
docles, 324, 346; in Archelaus, 398;
Aristotle* on atomist theory of com-

position of, 42On.; inhibits intelli-

gence (Diogenes), 442; see also

Okcanos

Webster, T. B. L., 64

Weight, concept of, and atomism, 415-16
Wilamowitz, U. vori, 4811.1, a67n.; on

Time as cosmogonical god, 567
Wind, produced from seed of Ghronos,

57-8, 59n. ;
as cause of Nile floods,

77-8; cause of movement of heaven-

ly bodies, of thunder (Anaximander,

Anaximenes), 137, 138, 155; Xcno-

phanes' explanation, 176-7

Wisdom, Heraclitus on, 204-5

Xenophancs of Colophon, 102 n. i, 124,

152, 162, 200, 209 n. i, 286

llippolytus as source for, 5-6
relation to other thinkers: references

to, and in, others, 163, 164; his place

among the lonians, 73, 166; on
Thales as an astronomer, 79, 83 n. ; his

'hylozoism' compared with Thales
5

,

97; as teacher of Parmenidcs, 164,

165, 167, 265; rebuked by Hera-

clitus, 1 68, 183, 189 n. i, 218; ridi-

culed transmigration, 181, 222, 223;
influence on epistemology, 180-1;
influence on Empedocles, 326, 357

date and life, 163-6, i83n. ; poems,

163, 1667; association with Elea,

164, 165-6
his physical studies, 167, 168

his importance and influence on

religious thought, 1678, 170
his theology, 168-72; theology his

main interest, 167; attacks on con-

ventional religion, 168-9 and cf. 150;
reaction from Homeric idea of

divine properties, 170-2, 180; single

non-anthropomorphic deity, 169-

71 ;
his god and Parmenides' Being,

i7on., 171-2 (cf. 165-6); corporeal
and non-corporeal elements, 170,

172; wrongly identified with the

whole world, 171-2; possible in-

fluence of Solon, 171 n. 3

physical ideas, 1 72-9 ; heavenly bodies

as concentrations of fire, 173-4; his

ideas related to Heraclitus', 174;

meteorological phenomena, 1 74,

177; theological motives in physical

inquiries, 1 74 ; plurality of suns and

moons, 174-5; explanation of ec-

lipses, 174 5 ;
the earth's roots, 175-6

(cf. n, 88, 109); the earth becomes
sea again, fossils as evidence, 1778
(cf. 13911.)

on the limitations ofhuman knowledge,

179-81

Xerxes, King of Persia, 362 ;
and Demo-

critus, 4O4n.

Xuthus, on motion, 3012; identified

with Orthomenes, 302

Tggdrasily Scandinavian world-tree, 65
n. i

30, Cyprian form of Gc, 56

Zas, in cosmogony of Pherecydes, 49,

54-5, 58; etymological connexion

with Zeus, 55-6; marriage to

Chthonie and presentation of em-
broidered cloth, 57 n. 2, 63, 69;
as cosmogonical creator, 58 n. i

, 60

2; creates as Eros, 61-2; the winged
oak and the cloth, 62-5; deposes

Kronos-Chronos, 67 ; connexion

with Zeus, 55-6, 67
Zeller, E., 152, 372, 398 n. 2; on Phere-

cydes' winged oak, 64; on Anaxi-
mander's plural worlds, 121-2; on
vortex action in cosmogony, i53n.;
on Pythagorean Table of Opposites,

241 n. 2; on Parmenides' Way of

Seeming, 279, 28on. ;
on Zeno's

arguments, 289, 290; on the One of

Melissus, 303; on Empedocles, 322
Zeno of Citium, 186; his interpretation

of xocos, 26-7
Zeno of Elea, 109, 247, 364, 401

date and life, 264, 286; alleged visit to

Athens, 263; association with Par-

menides, 286; originally a Pytha-

gorean, 286

controversial nature of his work, 287-8

arguments against plurality, 288-91;

Pythagorean confusion of units,

points, atoms, 290-1 ; Aristotle's

judgement on the arguments, 291;
his method contrasted with Melis-

sus', 303-4; Anaxagoras' answer,
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Zeno of Elea (continued)

370-2; and Anaxagoras*
*

seeds' and

'portions', 377-8

arguments against motion, 291-7; rele-

vance of theories of space and time,

292, 293, 294, 295; the Stadium,

292-3; Achilles and the tortoise,

294; the flying arrow, 294-5; tne

moving rows, 295-6; Aristotle's

answers, 293, 294, 295, 296

argument against space, 297, 302

Zeus, deceived by Hera, 15-16, 19, 2on.;
his share in division of the cosmos,

i6n., 20 n.; subdues Titans, 2 in.,

23, 27-8, 58; in Orphic theogony,

23 n. i
; paralleled by Hittite storm-

god, 36; battle with Typhoeus, 52,

67-8 ; connexion with Zas, 556, 67 ;

slandered by Ge, 58; his shrine at

Dodona, 64; his childhood in Crete,

67; in cosmology of Empedocles,

324; in Empedocles' Purifications, 349
Zodiac, discovery of obliquity of, 80, 81,

101, i03n.

Zoogony, of Anaximander, 141-2; spon-
taneous generation, 142; of Empe-
docles, 336-45 ; of Archelaus, 398

Zoroaster, identified with Ham, 65 n. 2 ;

visited by Pythagoras, 65 n. 2, 241 n. i

Zoroastrianism, Pherecydes' connexion

with, 52, 65 n. 2 ; literature of, 65
n. 2; similarities with Pythagorean-

ism, 241 n. i

%vran Akarana (Iranian 'unending time'),

39 n. i, 56 n. i


















